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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff/Appellant,

vs.

)
)

CASE NO. CV-2013-000232

)

Supreme Court No.

)
)
)
)

)

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)

Defendant/Respondent.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for
the County of Bear Lake.
HONORABLE MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Attorney for Bret D. Kunz,
Plaintiff/Appellant,

TITLE PAGE

JOSEPH T. PRESTON
ECHOHAWK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Attorney for Nield, Inc, dba Insurance Designers
Defendant/Respondent
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Date: 2/2/2016

Sixth Judicial District Court - Bear Lake County

Time: 02:33 PM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 11

User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

11/13/2013

NCOC

KAREN

New Case Filed - Other Claims

Mitchell W Brown

APER

KAREN

Plaintiff: Kunz, Bret D Appearance Steven A.
Wuthrich

Mitchell W Brown

KAREN

Filing : A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Mitchell W Brown
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings
below Paid by: Wuthrich , Steven A. (attorney for
Kunz, Bret D) Receipt number: 0003192 Dated :
11/13/2013 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: Kunz,
Bret D (plaintiff)

COMP

KAREN

Complaint Filed

Mitchell W Brown

SMIS

KAREN

Summons Issued

Mitchell W Brown

11/26/2013

ACSR

JANET

Acceptance Of Service and Waiver

Mitchell W Brown

12/2/2013

APER

JANET

Defendant: Nield, Inc. Appearance Mark Andrew
Echohawk

Mitchell W Brown

JANET

Mitchell W Brown
Filing : 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by:
Echohawk, Mark Andrew (attorney for Nield , Inc.)
Receipt number: 0003352 Dated: 12/2/2013
Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: Nield, Inc.
(defendant)

JANET

Filing: K4 - Cross Claim (defendant v defendant Mitchell W Brown
or plaintiff v. plaintiff) This fee is in addition to any
fee filed as a plaintiff to initiate the case or as a
defendant appearing in the case Paid by:
Echohawk, Mark Andrew (attorney for Nield, Inc.)
Receipt number: 0003352 Dated: 12/2/2013
Amount: $14 .00 (Check) For: Nield , Inc.
(defendant)
Answer and Counterclaim

Mitchell W Brown

COMP

JANET
JANET

Cross-Claim Complaint Filed

Mitchell W Brown

SMIS

JANET

Summons Issued

Mitchell W Brown

12/9/2013

ORDR

KAREN

Order for Submission of Information for
Scheduling Order

Mitchell W Brown

12/11/2013

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Protective Order
01/16/2014 01 :30 PM)

Mitchell W Brown

MOTN

Motion for a Protective Order

Mitchell W Brown

AFFD

KAREN
KAREN

Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Motion for
Protective Order

Mitchell W Brown

NOHG

KAREN

Notice Of Hearing

Mitchell W Brown

MOTN

KAREN

Motion for Change of Venue

Mitchell W Brown

NOHG

Notice Of Hearing

Mitchell W Brown

HRSC

KAREN
KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/16/2014 01:30
PM) Motion for Change of Venue

Mitchell W Brown

STIP

KAREN

Stipulated Statement in Response to Order for
Submission of Information for Scheduling Order

Mitchell W Brown

ANSW

12/12/2013

12/24/2013

Judge
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User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

1/2/2014

ANSW

KAREN

Answer to Cross Claim

Mitchell W Brown

REPL

KAREN

Reply to Counterclaim

Mitchell W Brown

1/3/2014

RESP

Verified Response to Motion to Change Venue

Mitchell W Brown

1/6/2014

AFFD

KAREN
KAREN

Affidavit of Bret Kunz in Response to Motion for
Protective Order

Mitchell W Brown

1/9/2014

STIP

JANET

Stipulated Statement In Response to Order for
Submission of Information For Scheduling Order

Mitchell W Brown

1/10/2014

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 09/22/2014
09:00 AM)

Mitchell W Brown

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 12/08/2014
09:00 AM)

Mitchell W Brown

JANET

Defendant's Reply In Support of Motion For
Change of Venue

Mitchell W Brown

JANET

Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of change of
venue

Mitchell W Brown

NANCY

Defendant's Reply in Support of Motion for
Protective Order

Mitchell W Brown

AFFD

JANET

Supplemental Affidavit of Bryan Nield In Support
of Motion For Protective Order

Mitchell W Brown

AFFD

Affidavit of Marti Kunz

Mitchell W Brown

Second Affidavit of Bret Kunz

Mitchell W Brown

CMIN

NANCY
NANCY
KAREN

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Motion
Hearing date: 1/15/2014
Time: 1:30 pm
Courtroom:
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A. Wuthrich .
Mark EchoHawk

Mitchell W Brown

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
01/16/2014 01 :30 PM : District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter:Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion for Change of Venue

Mitchell W Brown

ADVS

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
01/16/2014 01:30 PM : Case Taken Under
Advisement Motion for Change of Venue

Mitchell W Brown

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
01/16/2014 01 :30 PM : District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter:Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion for Change of Venue

Mitchell W Brown

ADVS

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
01/16/2014 01:30 PM: Case Taken Under
Advisement Motion for Change of Venue

Mitchell W Brown

1/14/2014
AFFD

1/15/2014

AFFD

1/16/2014

Judge

-
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User: KAREN

Case : CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

1/16/2014

MINE

KAREN

Minute Entry and Order

Mitchell W Brown

1/17/2014

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
01/16/2014 01 :30 PM : District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter:Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated : Motion for Protective Order

Mitchell W Brown

1/31/2014

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/06/2014 01 :30
PM) Motion to Bifurcate

Mitchell W Brown

MOTN

KAREN

Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Porceedings

Mitchell W Brown

BREF

KAREN

Brief in Support of Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings

Mitchell W Brown

NANCY

Notice of Hearing

Mitchell W Brown

2/3/2014

Judge

2/4/2014

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/06/2014 01 :30
PM) Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings

Mitchell W Brown

2/6/2014

NOTC

JANET

Notice of Service

Mitchell W Brown

2/24/2014

MEMO

JANET

Memorandum In Opposition to Motion to Bifurcate Mitchell W Brown
and to stay proceedings

2/26/2014

CONT

KAREN

Continued (Motion 03/20/2014 02 :00 PM)
Motion to Bifurcate

Mitchell W Brown

3/6/2014

CERT

JANET

Certificate Of Service of Answers to Defendant's
First Set of Interrogatories Requests for
Admissions and Request for Production

Mitchell W Brown

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Mitchell W Brown
03/06/2014 01 :30 PM : District Court Hearing Hel1
Court Reporter:
Number of Transcript Pages for th is hearing
estimated : Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings

MOTN

KAREN

Motion to Amend Reply and Answer to
Crossclaim

Mitchell W Brown

REPL

KAREN

Reply in Support of Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings

Mitchell W Brown

3/13/2014

NOTC

Notice of Intent to Appear by Telephone

Mitchell W Brown

3/19/2014

CMIN

KAREN
KAREN

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Motion to Bifurcate
Hearing date: 3/19/2014
Time: 2:00 pm
Courtroom :
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Joseph T. Preston

Mitchell W Brown

3/11/2014
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User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

3/20/2014

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
03/20/2014 02:00 PM : District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter:Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion to Bifurcate

Mitchell W Brown

MINE

KAREN

Minute Entry & Order

Mitchell W Brown

MEMO

KAREN

Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to
Change Venue

Mitchell W Brown

MEMO

KAREN

Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion for a Mitchell W Brown
Protective Order

MEMO

KAREN

Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to
Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings

Mitchell W Brown

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Status 04/17/2014 01 :30
PM)

Mitchell W Brown

4/3/2014

MOCT

KAREN

Motion To Continue

Mitchell W Brown

4/4/2014

NOTC

KAREN

Notice of Withdrawal of Motion to Continue

Mitchell W Brown

4/8/2014

AFSR

KAREN

Affidavit Of Service/Stephen Ahl , Nationwide
Mutual Insurance

Mitchell W Brown

AFSR

KAREN

Affidavit Of Service/Jonathan Bloomer, Farmers
Alliance Mutual Insurance

Mitchell W Brown

4/11/2014

AFSR

NANCY

Affidavit Of Service/ Subpoena Duces Tecum

Mitchell W Brown

4/15/2014

CMIN

KAREN

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Status
Hearing date: 4/15/2014
Time: 1 :30 pm
Courtroom :
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Joseph T. Preston

Mitchell W Brown

4/17/2014

DCHH

KAREN

Mitchell W Brown
Hearing result for Status scheduled on
04/17/2014 01:30 PM : District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:

MINE

KAREN

Minute Entry & Order

Mitchell W Brown

4/21/2014

ORDR

KAREN

Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and
Initial Pretrial Order

Mitchell W Brown

6/18/2014

NOTC

KAREN

Notice of Deposition of Bryan Nield

Mitchell W Brown

6/27/2014

CERT

JANET

Certificate Of Service of Plaintiffs First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions and
Requests for Production

Mitchell W Brown

8/12/2014

NOSV

NANCY

Notice Of Service

Mitchell W Brown

8/22/2014

NOSV

KAREN

Notice Of Service

Mitchell W Brown

8/25/2014

STIP

KAREN

Stipulation To Vacate and Reschedule Trial Dates Mitchell W Brown

3/24/2014

3/26/2014

Judge
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User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge : Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

8/25/2014

ORDR

KAREN

Order Vacating September Trial Date and
Rescheduling Declaratory Judgment Trial to
December 8 & 9, 2014

Mitchell W Brown

HRVC

KAREN

Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on
09/22/2014 09 :00 AM: Hearing Vacated
Declaratory Relief Claim-as per stipulation of the
parties

Mitchell W Brown

10/8/2014

NOSV

KAREN

Notice Of Service of Defendant's Second Set of
Interrogatories and ~equests for Production

Mitchell W Brown

KAREN
KAREN

Defendant's Fact and Expert Witness Disclosure

Mitchell W Brown

10/9/2014

WITN
WITN

Plaintiff's Disclosure of Witnesses and Expert
Witnesses

Mitchell W Brown

RETN
AFSR
HRSC

KAREN
KAREN
KAREN

MOTN
NOHG

KAREN
KAREN

HRSC

KAREN

NOHG
MOCT
CMIN

KAREN
KAREN
KAREN

MOTN

KAREN

Mitchell W Brown
Supplement to Defendant's Motion for Leave to
Amend Answer, Amend Counterclaim and Amend
Cross-Claim Complaint

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
11/14/2014 02:00 PM : District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: < 50

Mitchell W Brown

CONT

KAREN

Continued (Motion 11/20/2014 03:00 PM)
Motion to Amend Answer, Counterclaim &
Cross-Claim

Mitchell W Brown

10/31/2014
11/10/2014

11/12/2014

11/13/2014

11/14/2014

Judge

Return Of Service/Jared Christensen/Rikki Capell Mitchell W Brown
Affidavit Of Service/Stephen Ahl/Subpoena

Mitchell W Brown

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/20/2014 01 :30
PM) Motion to Amend Answer, Counterclaim &
Cross-Claim

Mitchell W Brown

Motion to Shorten Time

Mitchell W Brown

Notice Of Hearing on Defendant's Motion for
Leave to Amend Answer, Counterclaim and
Amend Cross-Claim Complaint

Mitchell W Brown

Hearin g Scheduled (Status 11/13/2014 02 :00

Mitchell W Brown

PM)
Notice Of Hearing

Mitchell W Brown

Motion To Continue

Mitchell W Brown

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Status
Hearing date: 11/1412014
Time : 9:22 am
Courtroom :
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A. Wuthrich
David A. Hooste

Mitchell W Brown
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User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs . Nield, Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

11/14/2014

CDIS

KAREN

Civil Disposition entered for: Kunz, Marti ,
Defendant; Nield , Inc., Defendant. Filing date:
11/14/2014

Mitchell W Brown

KAREN
KAREN
JANET

Minute Entry and Order

Mitchell W Brown

Amended Minute Entry and Order

Mitchell W Brown

11/18/2014

MINE
MINE
RESD

Response To Motion to Amend Answer and
counterclaim

Mitchell W Brown

11/19/2014

CMIN

KAREN

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Motion
Hearing date: 11/19/2014
Time: 10:45 am
Courtroom :
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A. Wuthrich
David A. Hooste

Mitchell W Brown

MOTN

KAREN
KAREN

Motion to Extend Time to File Pretrial Stipulation

Mitchell W Brown

Defendant's Response to Motion to Extend Time
to File Pretrial Stipulation

Mitchell W Brown

ORDR
CDIS

KAREN
KAREN

MINE
NOTC
EXLT
BREF
CERS
STMT
MOTN

JANET
NANCY
KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
JANET
JANET

12/5/2014

STIP

12/8/2014

11/20/2014

11/25/2014
12/1/2014

12/2/2014
12/4/2014

Judge

Order Dismissing Counterclaim Without Prejudice Mitchell W Brown
Civil Disposition entered for: Kunz, Marti,
Defendant; Nield, Inc. , Defendant. Filing date:
11/20/2014

Mitchell W Brown

Minute Entry & Order

Mitchell W Brown

Notice of Supplemented Discovery

Mitchell W Brown

Defendant's Exhibit List

Mitchell W Brown

Trial Brief/Defendants Nield Inc

Mitchell W Brown

Certificate Of Service of Supplement to Discovery Mitchell W Brown
Trial Brief/ Opening Statement

Mitchell W Brown

Motion In Limine to Strike Plaintiffs' Trial
Brief/Opening Statement

Mitchell W Brown

JANET

Joint Pre-Trial Stipulation Pursuant to I.R.C.P.
16(b)

Mitchell W Brown

CERS

KAREN

Certificate Of Service of Answers to Defendant's
Second Set of Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents

Mitchell W Brown

MEMO

KAREN

Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion in
Limine Regarding Plaintiffs Opening Statement

Mitchell W Brown
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User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

12/8/2014

CMIN

KAREN

Court Minutes
Hearing type: CourtTrial
Hearing date: 12/8/2014
Time: 8:31 am
Courtroom:
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A. Wuthrich
David A. Hooste

Mitchell W Brown

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on
12/08/2014 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated : Declaratory Judgment-> 100 pages

Mitchell W Brown

CTST

KAREN

Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on
12/08/2014 09:00 AM: Court Trial Started
Declaratory Judgment

Mitchell W Brown

MINE
NOTC
ORDR

Minute Entry & Order

Mitchell W Brown

Notice of Lodging of Transcript

Mitchell W Brown

Order for Briefing Schedule

Mitchell W Brown

3/3/2015

KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
NANCY

Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law

Mitchell W Brown

Plaintiffs Closing Arguments

Mitchell W Brown

3/17/2015

NANCY
KAREN

Defendant's Proposed Findings of Facts,
Conclusions of Law and Order

Mitchell W Brown

Plaintiff's Reply Memorandum

Mitchell W Brown

Objection and Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Reply
Memorandum

Mitchell W Brown

2/13/2015
2/17/2015

Judge

3/25/2015

OBJC

JANET
JANET

8/31/2015

DEOP

KAREN

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Memorandum Decision and Order

Mitchell W Brown

9/14/2015

MEMO

Memorandum of Fees and Costs

Mitchell W Brown

AFFD

KAREN
KAREN

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Memorandum
of Fees and Costs

Mitchell W Brown

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Status 10/01/2015 09:00

Mitchell W Brown

3/23/2015

9/17/2015
9/18/2015

JDMT

ORDR
REQU

KAREN
KAREN
KAREN

AM)
Declaratory Judgment

Mitchell W Brown

Order on Nield , Inc's Memorandum of Costs

Mitchell W Brown

Ex Parte Request for Rule 54(b) Certification

Mitchell W Brown
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User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

9/18/2015

CMIN

KAREN

Court Minutes
Hearing type : Motion
Hearing date: 9/18/2015
Time: 3:24 pm
Courtroom :
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A Wuthrich
Joseph Preston

Mitchell W Brown

Mitchell W Brown

Minute Entry and Order

Mitchell W Brown

Defendant's Objection to Rule 54(b) Certification

Mitchell W Brown

Notice Of Hearing

Mitchell W Brown

9/24/2015

HRSC

KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
KAREN

Continued (Status 10/01/2015 01 :30 PM)

9/23/2015

CONT
MINE
OBJE
NOHG
CONT

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
10/15/2015 01 :00 PM)

Mitchell W Brown

9/25/2015

OBJE
MOTN

KAREN
KAREN

Objection to Memorandum of Costs and Fees

Mitchell W Brown

Defendant's Motion for Judgment on the
Pleadings

Mitchell W Brown

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10/15/2015 01 :00
PM) Defendant's Motion for Judgment on
Pleadings

Mitchell W Brown

10/5/2015

CMIN

KAREN

Court Minutes
Hearing type : Status
Hearing date: 10/5/2015
Time: 2:30 pm
Courtroom: Bear Lake County Courtroom-Paris
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Joseph T. Preston

Mitchell W Brown

10/6/2015

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
10/06/2015 02 :30 PM: District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated :

Mitchell W Brown

10/7/2015

HRVC

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
10/15/2015 01 :00 PM: Hearing Vacated
Defendant's Motion for Judgment on Pleadings

Mitchell W Brown

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Status 11/05/2015 01:30

Mitchell W Brown

MINE

KAREN

Minute Entry & Order for hearing held on October Mitchell W Brown
6, 2015

JANET

Offer of Proof

9/28/2015

10/15/2015

Judge

Continued (Status 10/06/2015 02 :30

PM)

Mitchell W Brown

PM)

Mitchell W Brown
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Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc. , etal.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc. , Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

Judge

10/29/2015

KAREN

Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Mitchell W Brown
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by:
Steven A. Wuthric Receipt number: 0002319
Dated : 10/29/2015 Amount: $10.00 (Check)

10/30/2015

JANET

Filing : L4 - Appeal , Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Mitchell W Brown
Supreme Court Paid by: Wuthrich, Steven A.
(attorney for Kunz, Bret D) Receipt number:
0002338 Dated: 10/30/2015 Amount: $129.00
(Check) For: Kunz, Bret D (plaintiff)

JANET

NOTICE OF APPEAL

JANET

Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Mitchell W Brown
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by:
Steven Wuthrich Receipt number: 0002339
Dated : 10/30/2015 Amount: $10.00 (Check)

CMIN

KAREN

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Status
Hearing date: 11/5/2015
Time: 1:30 pm
Courtroom :
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Tape Number:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Joseph T. Preston

Mitchell W Brown

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
11/05/2015 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated :

Mitchell W Brown

MINE
JDMT
MOTN

Minute Entry and Order

Mitchell W Brown

Declaratory Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate

Mitchell W Brown

Defendant's Motion for Fees and Costs

Mitchell W Brown

AFFD

KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
KAREN

Amended Affidavit of Counsel in Support of
Memorandum of Fees and Costs

Mitchell W Brown

BNDC

KAREN

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 2433 Dated
11/12/2015 for 100.00)

Mitchell W Brown

Amended Notice of Appeal

Mitchell W Brown

HRSC

KAREN
JANET

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
12/17/2015 01:30 PM)

Mitchell W Brown

OBJC

JANET

Plaintiffs Objection to Motion For Fees and Costs Mitchell W Brown
and Objection to Memorandum of Costs

OBJC

JANET

Amended Plaintiffs Objection To Motion For Fees Mitchell W Brown
and Costs and Objection to Memorandum of
Costs and Notice of Hearing

NOTC

JANET
JANET

Notice of Hearing

Mitchell W Brown

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/17/2015 01 :30
PM) Defendant's M_ption for Fees and Costs

Mitchell W Brown

NOTA

11/5/2015

11/12/2015

11/18/2015

11/20/2015

HRSC

Mitchell W Brown
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User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs . Nield , Inc., Marti Kunz
Date

Code

User

11/21/2015

HRSC

KAREN

Judge
Hearing Scheduled (Status 12/03/2015 11 :00

Mitchell W Brown

AM)
ORDR

KAREN

Order for Status & Scheduling Conference

Mitchell W Brown

11/23/2015

CONT

KAREN

Continued (Status 12/03/2015 04:00 PM)

Mitchell W Brown

12/3/2015

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
12/03/2015 04 :00 PM: District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:

Mitchell W Brown

12/4/2015

HRVC

KAREN

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled
on 12/17/2015 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated

Mitchell W Brown

HRVC

KAREN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
12/17/2015 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated
Defendant's Motion for Fees and Costs

Mitchell W Brown

12/5/2015

MINE

KAREN

Minute Entry & Order for hearing held December
3, 2015

Mitchell W Brown

12/7/2015

REQU

Request for Additional Transcript and Record

Mitchell W Brown

12/8/2015

ORDR

KAREN
KAREN

Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal

Mitchell W Brown

12/16/2015

HRSC

KAREN

Hearing Scheduled (Status 12/17/2015 01 :30

Mitchell W Brown

PM)
12/17/2015

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
12/17/2015 01 :30 PM : District Court Hearing
HeldCourt Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated :

Mitchell W Brown

DCHH

KAREN

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
12/17/2015 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing
Held Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated :

Mitchell W Brown

JDMT

Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate

Mitchell W Brown

Second Amended Notice of Appeal

Mitchell W Brown

Minute Entry & Order for hearing held December
17, 2015

Mitchell W Brown

1/3/2016

MINE

KAREN
KAREN
KAREN

1/5/2016

MOTN

KAREN

Defendant's Motion to Alter or Amend the
Judgment

Mitchell W Brown

KAREN
KAREN

Notice Of Hearing

Mitchell W Brown

1/8/2016

NOHG
HRSC

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/21/2016 01 :30
PM) Defs Motion to Alter or Amend the
Judgment

Mitchell W Brown

1/12/2016

OBJC

Objection To Defendant's Motion to Amend

Mitchell W Brown

1/19/2016

REPL

JANET
KAREN

12/22/2015
12/28/2015

Defendant's Reply in Support of Motion to Alter or Mitchell W Brown
Amend the Judgment
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Date: 2/2/2016

Sixth Judicial District Court - Bear Lake County

Time: 02 :33 PM

ROA Report
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User: KAREN

Case: CV-2013-0000232 Current Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield , Inc., etal.

Bret D Kunz vs . Nield , Inc., Marti Kunz
Judge

Date

Code

User

1/21/2016

DCHH

KAREN

Mitchell W Brown
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
01/21/2016 01 :30 PM : District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Defs Motion to Alter or Amend the
Judgment

1/30/2016

MINE

KAREN

Minute Entry & Order for hearing held on Jan 21 , Mitchell W Brown
2016
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847- 1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney/or the Plaintiff
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\
rN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
V.

)
)
)
)
)

CaseNo.

CV-

;).013- ~j~

COMPLAINT

)

NIELD, JNC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

A~ignL1 d to .
.\ .fitchcil W. Hrown

Di'trkt Jud)!~

COMES NOW Bret D. Kunz, by and through his attorney ofrecord, Steven A. vVutbrich, and
in prayer for relief alleges as follows:

1.

That the Plaintiff, Bret D. Kunz, is a licensed insurance agent residing in Bear Lake County,
State of Idaho.

2.

That the Defendant, Nield, Inc., d/b/a Insurance Designers, is an Idaho Corporation
authorized to transact insurance business in the States ofldaho, Utah and Wyoming '1-Vhose
principle place of business is in Bannock County, State ofldaho.

J.

Jurisdiction is proper with the District Court pursuant to LC. §1-705 inasmuch as it is
anticipated that, ultimately, this matter will concern amounts exceeding ten thousand dollars

($10,000).
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4.

Venue is proper pursuant to I.C. §5-404 inasmuch as the contract was signed in Montpelier,
Idaho, Plaintiffs full performance is in Bear Lake, the payments made by Defendant were
always mailed to Bear Lake County, and the cause of action arose in Bear Lake County.
Facts in common to all counts

5.

Plaintiffs predecessor in interest, Mike Kunz, entered into an agent contract with Defendant
Nield Inc., (then owned and managed by Tom Nield) effective 1/1/1982 under which the
agent sold insurance and Nield Inc., managed the accounting and maintained contracts with
various insurance companies to place insurance business for customers of the agent. A copy
of this contract is attached as exhibit "A". This contract excluded life and health business
which remained the sole property of Mike Kunz.

6.

Plaintiff, Bret Kunz, obtained his property and casualty license in 1996 and entered into an
identical contract with Nield, Inc. as an agent also. See Exhibit "B".

7.

On or about July 4, 2008 Mike Kunz passed away. Thereafter his brother, Bret Kunz, the
Plaintiff herein took over operation of his insurance business.

8.

Plaintiff entered into negotiations with Defendant (now owned and operated by the son,
Bryan Nield) to take over the agent contract. Bryan Nield represented that they would enter
into a new agreement, identical to that of Mike Kunz, and sent a draft copy to that effect
provided Bret would need to purchase Mike's share of the book of business from the widow,
Judy Kunz.

9.

Plaintiff did enter into a contract with Judy Kunz to purchase 50 % of the property and
casualty book of business (the other one half being owned by Nield Inc.,) and 100% of the
health insurance book of business ( life insurance commissions are paid up front with a

COMPLAINT - Page 2
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nominal retainer later paid to the agent during the term of the policy which were simply kept
by Mike's widow). A fortiori Nield Inc., never had any interest in Mike's book of business
for either health or life insurance business done by him.
10.

Bret obtained his Health and Life insurance licence (added to his existing Property or
Casually insurance license) 8/26/2008 and his wife, Marti Kunz obtained her Health and Life
insurance license 8/26/2008 also.

11.

Plaintiff had discussions with Defendant about taking over Mike's agent contract on the
property & casualty insurance. In fact, Bryan Nield specifically represented the agreement
would be "the same as with Mike", and showed Plaintiff a draft copy (which in fact was the
same) which Bryan then said he'd take back and "put on my letterhead"

12.

The contract, effective January, 2009, actually signed by the Plaintiff and Defendant and
entitled an "agent contract" (Contract) was drafted completely by Defendant, a true and
correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "C". Signing occurred in Montpelier,
Idaho. Unbeknownst to Plaintiff, the final version had been revised to delete the phrase
"except for health and life policies that are individual company appointments".

13.

However, immediately following the execution of the contract, Plaintiff and Defendant had
a discussion whereby Bryan Nield inquired whether or not Plaintiff desired to run the health
and life business through Nield Inc., or keep it separate and apart and Plaintiff confirmed it
would not be a part of the agent contract with Nield Inc. The parties have heretofore not
included any life or health insurance business done by Plaintiff or his wife in the Nield Inc.,
business and Nield Inc., owns no part of the book of business on life and health insurance
policies sold by Marti, because Nield Inc., never bought any interest in the book of business

COMPLAINT - Page 3
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from Mike Kunz's widow.
14.

Plaintiffs health and life business is handled entirely by Marti Kunz, Bret Kunz has not sold
a single policy.

15.

Defendant never designated Marti Kunz as an agent of Nield Inc., with the state of Idaho or
any health and life company, which would be a mandatory pre-requisite to running those
commissions through Nield Inc. See Exhibit "D"

16.

No Health or Life insurance premiums sold by Marti have ever gone through Nield Inc., they
have never performed any accounting or licensing services, or on Marti at all, as she is not
licensed to do property & casualty insurance.

17.

That the Contract, by and pursuant to its terms, describes the Plaintiff as a subcontractor of
the Defendant with remuneration to be 80 percent of commissions received on insurance
placed by the agent with the company, and 20 percent commissions to the company. The
Contract also states "other functions based on commissions split on individual agreement".

18.

That the parties have continued under the agreement for the past four years during which a
dispute has arisen over how to handle profit sharing, bonus, and other incentive commissions
paid to Insurance Designers by various insurance companies premised upon, at least in part,
and in many instances in significant part, the work, efforts, and insurance business generated
by the Plaintiff.

19.

Defendant paid some profit sharing to Plaintiff for the year 2008 in the sum of $1450. For
2009 no profit sharing checks were received. In 2010, Defendant paid for profit sharing or
incentive houses on two companies, Gem State and Acuity). In 2011 Defendant paid $2147
on Gem State and Alliance and in 2012, $3,777 on Gem State and $424 on Acuity, premised
COMPLAINT - Page 4
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upon the 80% split as requested by Plaintiff and not 50/50 as propounded by Defendant.
Attached hereto as exhibit "E" is copies of the profit sharing "accountings" provided in those
respective years.
20.

Plaintiff believes there were more profit sharing checks or other incentive bonuses received
by Defendant, either from other companies, or in greater amounts, than has been disclosed
to Plaintiff.

21.

Inasmuch as the duty for accounting rests with the Defendant, Plaintiff made a demand for
an accounting of all bonuses commissions, incentives, profit sharing or other remuneration
received by Nield Inc., in any way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by Plaintiffs
sales of insurance policies upon the Defendant more than ten days prior to the filing of this
matter, but the Defendant has refused or failed to account for the funds so received, and has
told the Insurance companies not to provide Plaintiff with such information.

22.

That the subject contract is neither integrated nor complete on its face, it specifically refers
to "individual agreement" on "other functions" and does not contain a merger clause against
either prior representations or subsequent oral modifications.
COUNT ONE - CLAIM FOR ACCOUNTING

23.

All prior averments are incorporated herein by reference.

24.

Plaintiff hereby requests an accounting from the Defendant of all profit sharing, bonuses,
surplus commissions or other incentives paid to Nield, Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers, in any
part, in any manner, and affected by or premised upon sales, commissions, or insurance
placements done by the Plaintiff. Records are requested for 2008 through 2012.

25.

In the event that such accounting reflects monies due and owing the Plaintiff, Plaintiff further
COMPLAINT - Page 5
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requests that judgment be entered against the Defendant for the total sum of the unpaid
commissions owed under the Contract in the amount as shall be proven at trial, but not less
than ten-thousand dollars ($10,000.00).
26.

That Plaintiff did, more than ten days prior to the filing of this action, make demand upon
the Defendant, and Defendant has refused to provide an accounting, other than to advise the
Plaintiff that Defendant was invoking the buy-out provisions of the Contract.

27.

Plaintiff should have and recover his court costs and attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Code
Sec. 12-120, which sum would be $750 is judgment be by default, or a greater sum if this
matter is contested.

28.

That Plaintiff should have and recover prejudgment interest at the rate of 12% per annum on
all sums found properly due Plaintiff pursuant to LC. §28-22-104 from the time such sum
was due until judgment herein shall enter.
COUNT TWO - DECLARATORY RELIEF

29.

All prior averments are incorporated herein by reference.

30.

Pursuant to I.C.§10-1201 et seq., Plaintiff prays for declaratory relief that (1) the agent
contract in question does include all bonuses commissions, incentives, profit sharing or other
remuneration received by Nield Inc., in anyway affected, increased, decreased or influenced
by Plaintiffs sales of insurance policies; (2) that the appropriate share of Plaintiffs portion
of the bonus or profit sharing is 80% of that portion generated by Plaintiffs insurance sales;
and (3) that Defendant has no interest in life and health insurance sold by Plaintiff or his wife
and no interest in the health insurance book of business bought from Mike Kunz' widow and
enhanced or prospered thereafter by Marti Kunz.

COMPLAINT - Page 6
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendant as follows:
I.

To prove a full accounting of any and all profit sharing, bonuses, incentives, or unpaid
commissions generated in whole or in part by the work, efforts, and insurance business of
the Plaintiff and against the Defendant, for the years 2008 through 2012; and

II.

For an award of damages in amounts as shall be proven at trial or default hearing, but not less
than ten-thousand dollars ($10,000.00); and

III.

For an award of costs and attorney's fees pursuant to LC. § 12-120; and

IV.

For an award of prejudgment interest at the rate of 12% per annum on all sums found
properly due Plaintiff pursuant to I.C. §28-22-104 from the time such sum was due until
judgment herein shall enter; and

V.

For declaratory relief that (1) the agent contract in question does include all bonuses
commissions, incentives, profit sharing or other remuneration received by Nield Inc., in any
way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by Plaintiffs sales of insurance policies; (2)
that the appropriate share of Plaintiffs portion of the bonus or profit sharing is 80% of that
portion generated by Plaintiffs insurance sales; and (3) that Defendant has no interest in life
and health insurance sold by Plaintiff or his wife and no interest in the health insurance book
of business bought from Mike Kunz' widow and enhanced or prospered thereafter by Marti
Kunz.

VI.

For such other and further relief as may be appropriate under the circumstances.
DATED THIS jLctay ofNovember,

20)).,~ //

/A)~

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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Serving Southeast Idaho Since 1968
P.O. Box 578

+

2755 Pole Line Road

+

Pocatello, ID 83204

(208) 233-4100

+

Fax (208) 233-4113

AGENT CONTRACT

I) COMPANY:

Nield, l:i,c. OBA: Insurance Designers

II) AGENT:

Michael 0. Kunz

III) D:tJRATION OF RELATIONSHIP:

Indefinite or as long as authorized by
Board of Directors of Company.

IV) RELATIONSHIP:

The association existing between the
Company and the Agent: This
association is not an Employer /
Employee relationship. The Agent is
a sub~contractor and the Company
provides markets tlu·ough which the
Agent can place Insurance Business.

V) RESPONSIBILITIES OF AGENT:

.

.

The Agent is a sub-contractor and as such
has full responsibility for all expenses
related to his business . This includes but is
not limited to Federal, State, FICA,
unemployment and local taxes. The
Company will provide to the Agent a I 099
Form showing annual earnings. The Agent
is responsible for Workers Compensation
for self and all employees. A_g ent is to place
Insurance Business through Company
except for health and life policies that are
individual company appointments. Agent -is
responsible to be familiar with and follow
the underwriting, binding authority and
_other guidelines of all insurance carriers
represented by the Company. Company has
final tmderwriting authority for all business
placed . Agent is-responsible for all
premium and return commissions on
business placed. When collections are not
on time. deduction may be made from
payment of commissions due. When the

Tom Nield

lnsudesi@axxess.net
www.worldwebarchltects.com/insurancedeslgners

Bryan Nield
Benjamin Nield
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Serving Southeast Idaho Since 1968
P.O. Box 578

+

2755 Pole Line Road

+

Pocatello, ID 83204

(208) 233-4100

+

Fax (208) 233-4113

collection is completed the .deducted
commission will be paid. Agent has
responsibility for own health, life and other
personal insurances for self and all
employees.

VI) RESPONSIBILITYOF COMPANY:

VII) TERMS OF COMPENSATION:

VIl) OWNERSIDP

insudesl@axxess.net

www.worldwebarchltects.com/insurancedesigners

The responsibility of the Company is to
maintain contracts with Insurance
Companies for placing insurance. Do aJl
billing and accounting functions (except
collections). Agent is personally responsible
for the collection of premiums and returned
commissions 011 business placed. Provide
Agent with an earned commission statement
and a commission check based on the agreed
percentage on the 15th of each month. Other
functions based on commission split and·
-individual agreement. Provide .Form 1099
for each calendar year by the 30th of January
of the following year.
Agent will receive 80% percent of
commission received on insurance placed
with Company. Company will receive 20 %
percent of commissions placed by Agent
through Company.
This is subject to change but only as agreed
between Company and Agent. Company
owns 50% of business placed by agent
through Company and Agent owns 50%. If
Agent decides to sell his/her percent of
ownership in the insurance business placed
by Agent with the Company, the Company
has first right of refusal at a price to be
determined at the time of sale. If Company
refuses to purchase, the Agent may sell the
50 percent of (his/her) ownership ownership
in insurance business to a licensed and

Tom Nield
Bryan Nleld

Benjamin Nield
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P.O. Box 578

+

2755 Pole Line Road

Serving Southeast Idaho Since 1968

+

Pocatello, ID 83204

(208) 233-4100

+

Fax (208) 233-4113

qualified agent for the State of Idaho and
must be approved by the Company. A
C.• of\ta"-i-l.-Wmmt-not to compete will be included in
the contract of sale.
Agent must keep in force at all time~ Errors
& Omissions Insurance on Agent and all
employees for limits of at least $1,000,000
per accident and $3,000,000 aggregate.
This coverage may be purchased, at agent's
expense, as part of the Errors & Omissions
policy maintained by the Company. The
Errors & Omissions policy maintained by
the Company covers insurance policies
placed through Company and health and life
policies that are individual company
appointments. The agent is responsible.for
any/all deductibles related to such coverage
desired·on Company insurance policies.

VIII) ERRORS & OMISSIONS:

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CONTRACT:

January 1, 1982

COMPANY: NIELD, INC •
.DBA: INSURANCE DESIGNE~

SUB-CONTRACTOR:

~c::~
-

~ s .· ~

..

Bmief<l
President

WITNESS COMPANY .

~(!µ__,

- ~

insudesl@axxess.net
www.worldwebarchitects.com/insurencedeslgners

ZJSi;),_

Tom Nield
Bryan Nield
Benjamin Nield
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Serving Southeast Idaho Since 1968
P.O. Box 578

+

2755 Pole Line Road

+

Pocatello, ID 83204

(208) 233-4100

+

Fax (208) 2.33-4113

AGENT CONTRACT
I) COMPANY:

Nield, Inc. DBA: Insurance Designers

II) AGENT:

Bret D. .Kunz

HI) DURATION OF RELATIONSHIP:

Indefinite or as long as authorized by
Board of Directors of company and
Michael 0. Kunz.

.

IV) RELATIONSHIP: .

.

The association existing between the
Company and the Agent: This
Association exists because of
Michael 0. Kunz and does not revise
· lhat relationship but is subject to the
Company contract with Michael O.
Kunz. This association is not an
Employer/Employee relationship.
The Agent is a sub-contractor and
the Company provides markets
through which the Agent can place
Insw·ance Business.

V) RES~ONSIBILITIES OF AGENT:

The Agent is a sub-contractor and as· such
has full responsibility for all expenses
·related to his business. This incJudes but is
· not limited to Federal, State, FICA,"
unemployment and local taxes. The
Company will provide to the Agent a 1099
Forin showing annual earnings. The Agent
is responsible for Workers Compensation
for self and all employees. Agent is to place
Insurance Busiriess through Company
except for health and life policies that are
individual company appointments. Agent is
responsible to be famil iar with and follow
the underwriting, binding authority and
other guidelines of all insurance carriers
represented by the Company. Company has
fi nal underwriting authority for all business
placed. Agent is responsible for all
Tom Nield
Bryan Nield

insudesi@axxess.net
www.wortdwebarchltects.com/insurancedeslgners

Benjamin Nield

''[, I<
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Serving Southeast Idaho Since 1968
P.O. Box 578

+

2755 Pole Line Road

+

Pocatello, ID 83204

(208)233-4100

+

Fax(208)233-4113

premium and return commissions on
business placed. When collections are not
on time, deduction may be made from
payment of commissions due. When the
collection is completed the deducted
commission will be paid. Agent ha~
responsibility for own health, life and other
personal insurances for self and all
employees.

VI) RESPONSIBILITYOF COMPANY:

The responsibility of the Company is to
maintain contracts with Insurance
Companies for placing insurance. Do all
billing ·and accounting functions (excepf
collections). Agent js personally responsible
for the collection of premiums and returned
commissions on business placed. Provide
Agent with an earned commission statement
. and a·commission check based on the agreed
percentage on the 15111 of each month. Other·
functions based on commission split and
individual agreement. Provide Form 1099
for each calendar year by the 30th of January
of the following year.

VII) TERMS OF ·COMPENSATION:

Agent will receive 80% percent of
commission received on insurance placed
with Company. Company will receive 20 %
percent of commis~ions placed by Agent
through Company.

VIII) ERRORS·& O~ISSJONS:

Agent must keep in force at all times Errors
& Omissions Insurance on Agent and all
employees for limits of at least $1,000,000
per accident and $3,000,000 aggregate ..
This coverage may be purchased, at agent's
expense, as part of the Errors & Omissions
policy maintained by the Company. The
Errors & Omissions po'licy maintained by
Tom Nield

insudesl@axxess.net

www.worldwebarchltects.com/insurancedeslgners

Bryan Nield

Benjamin Nield
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Serving Southeast Idaho Since 1968
P.O. Box 578

+

2755 Pole Line Road

+

Pocatello, ID 83204

+

(208) 233·4100

Fax (208) 233-4113

the Company covers insurance policies
placed through Company and health and life
poljcies that are individual company
appointments. The agent is responsible for
any/all deductibles related to such coverage
desired on Company insurance policies.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CONTRACT: . January 1, 1982
COMPANY: NIELD, INC.

SUB-CONTRACTOR:

- DBA: INSURANCE DESIG~n}

~j~?h:~
~asS.Ni:»
~ield
President

.

.WITNESS COMP ANY

ct;.... ,-n -Q
.

insudesi@axxess.net
WVIW. worldwebarchitects.com/insurancedeslgriers

-

Tom Nield
Bryan ·Nield
Benjamin Nield
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2755 Pole Line Road

+

Servin.g"Southeasl ldalw Since 1968

Pocatello, ID 83201-6111

+

Phone : (208) 233-4100

+

Fax: (208) 233-4113

Agent Contract

I) Company:

Nield, Inc. dba : Insurance Designers

2) Agent:

Bret 0. Kunz

3) Duration of Relationship :

lndefinite, or as long as authorized by Board of
Directors.

4) Relationship:

The associalion existing between Company and
Agent. This associatiOJl is not an
Employer/Employee relationship. The agent is a
sub-contractor and the company provides markets
through which an agent can place insurance
business.

5) Responsibilities of Agent:

6) Responsibilities of Company:

The agent is a sub-contractor and as such has
responsibility for all expenses related to his or her
business. This includes, but is not limited to,
federal, state, FICA, unemployment, and local
taxes. The Company will provide to the Agent a
I 099 Form showing annual earnings . The agent is
responsible for Workers Compensation Insurance
on self and employees. Agent is to pJace all
insurance business through company . Company has
final underwriting authority for all business placed .
Agent has responsibility for own health, life and
other personal insurances. Agent may not pJace
insurance business through another company.
Agent is responsible for all premium and return
commissions on business placed . When collections
are not on time, deduction may be made from
payment of commissions due. When the collection
is completed the deducted commission will be p<1id .
Company will maintain contracts with companies
for placing of insurances. Company will do all
billing and accounting functions (except
coJ lections). Agent is personally responsible for the

collection of premiums and returned commissions
on business placed . The company will provide to
the agent a I 099 Form showing annual earnings.

Tom Nield

Bryan Nield
insudesi@nieldinc.com
www.nieldinc.com

Benjamin Nield
Tina Steffens
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2755 Pole Line Road

+

Pocatello, ID 83201 ~4:¢,tl JterCJffll~S(<m~c::!jJ~'li11>6ca~ ll'fQnth(208) 233-4113

Othe . functions based on commission split and
indivldual agreement..
7) Terms of Compensation:

8) Ownership:

Agen wil1 receive 80 percent of commissions
received on insurance placed by agent with
company. Company will receive 20 percent of
comn1issions placed by agent with company.

This is subject to change, but only as agreed
betwden Company and Agent. The agent will own
50% the book of business and the company will
of the book of business. If agent decides
own ?0%
I
lo sel ' his percent of ownership, the company has
first right of refusal at a price detetmined at the time
of salJ. Jf company refuses to purchase, the agent
may sk.11 his percentage of ownership to a licensed
and q1:1alified agent for the State of Idaho and must
be apdroved by the company. A covenant not to
compJte will be included in the contract of sale ..

Jr

I
8) Errors and Omissions :

Agent wi!J keep in force Errors and Omissions
insurarcc on agent and employees . This coverage
will
purchased as a part of the Errors and
Omis ions policy maintairied by company. The
agent s responsible for all premiums and
deduc ibles assessed by the policy. 1t is understood
that the Errors and Omissions policy maintajned by
the co~ pany is only for insurance placed through
the co 1 pany.

be

Effective Date of Contract:

Januar1 J, 2009.

Company:
Nield, Inc. DBA: Insurance Designers
I
I

Agent: Bret D .. ~ £

6Jl-8 / ;y-wtiness : Marti Kunz

Pres id , nt: Bryan Nield

' :

\

~--.-----_->

Vice Pf ~sident : Benjamin Nield
Tom Nield

Bryan Nield
insudesi@nieldinc.com

www.nieldinc.com

Benjamin Nield

Tina Steffens
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jSearch

Depa rtment of
Insurance

I~
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Consumers ICompanies
Licensing Services

W

I Medicare-SHIBA

IState Fire Marshal

lnvestiga tlons /Fraud
Legislative News/
Laws/Rules/Bulletins

Agency Information
License Number: 14443

Name: NIELD. INC OBA:
Allas: INSURANCE DESIGNERS
Address: 2755 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201,6111

News

Issued: 7/28/1987
Expires: 8/1/2015

Orders
Phone: (208) 233 -4100

License Status: Active
License Type: Resident Producer

Consumer Alerts
File a Consumer
Complaint

Line Description
Casualty
Disability (Health)
Life
Property

File a Medicare
Complalrll
ScMch Complaints on
Insurance Companies

Look Up a Company or
Aeem
Continuing Education
Health Insurance
Availability
tong· Term Care
PJrtnership lnfonnation
Receive E·mail Notice of

Bulletins, Press
Releases, Notices

·-·· --· [::---r,-:
.~~. ~··~

-
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1

Line Code
CAS
DIS
LI
PROP

To sort by category, click on the column header
Producers
CAPELL, RIKKI
KUNZ, BRET
NIELD, BENJAMIN
NIELD, BRYAN
PECK, RICHARD
VELASQUEZ, .IAC.08

City
POCATELLO
MONTPELIER
CHUBBUCK
POCATELLO
BOISE
BOISE

lnsurn1lce (omp;:my
City
ACUITY, A MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
SHEBOYGAN
ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY, INC.
MCPHERSON
ALLIED PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE
DES MOINES
COMPANY
ALLSTATE FIRE AliD CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANYNORTHBROOK
ALLSTATE INDEMNITY COMPANY
NORTHBROOK
ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPAHY
NORTHBROOK
ALLSTATE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
NORTHBROOK
ALLSTATE PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE
NORTHBROOK
COMPANY
ALLSTATE VEHICLE AND PROPERTY INSURANCE
NORTHBROOK
COMPANY
AMCO INSURANCE COMPANY
DES MOINES
AMERICAN ECONOMY INSURAIKE COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS
AMERICAN FAMILY HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
JACKSONVILLE
AMERICAll FAMILY LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY Of
OMAHA
COLUMBUS
AMERICAN MODERN HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
AMELIA
AMERICAN RELIABLE INSURANCE COMPANY
SCOITSDALE
AM£RICAN STATES INSURANCE COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS
AMERICMI STATES PREFERRED INSURANCE COMPANY INDIANAPOLIS
AMERITAS LIFE INSURANCE CORP.
LINCOLN
AMTRUST INSURANCE COMPANY OF KANSAS, INC.
TOPEKA
BANNER LIFF. INSURANCE COMPANY
FREDERICK
BLUE CROSS OF IDMiO HEALTH SERVICE, INC.
MERIDIAN
CANAL lliSURANCE COMPANY
GREENVILLE
DAIRYLAIIO INSURANCE COMPANY
STEVENS POINT
DELTA DENTAL PLAN OF IDAHO, INC.
BOISE
DEPOSITORS INSURANCE COMPANY
DES MOINES
ECOtlOMY PREMIER ASSURANCE COMPANY
FREEPORT
FARMERS ALLIANCE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY MCPHERSON
FIDELITY AND GUARANTY INSURANCE COMPANY
WEST DES MOINES
FIDELITY AN() GUARANTY INSURANCE
WAUKESHA
UNDERWRITERS , INC.
FIRST NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA KEENE
FOREMOST INSURANCE COMPANY GRANO RAPIDS ,
CALEDONIA
MICHIGAN
GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
GOODING
GENERAL IIISURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
KEENE
GENWORTH LIFE AND ANNIJITY INSURAN(f.
RICHMOND
COMPANY
HALLMARK INSURANCE COMPANY
SCOITSDALE
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND
BOISE
INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS
LIBERTY NORTHWEST ll!SURANCE CORPORATION
PORTLAND
MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY
OWINGS MILLS
METROPOLITAll LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK
HARRISBURG
NATIONAi. UNION FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
PITTSBURGH. PA
NATIONWIDE AFFINITY IIISURANCE COMPANY OF
COLUMBUS
AMERICA
NATIONWIDE AGRIBUSINESS INSURANCE COMPANY DES MOINES
NATIONWIDE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
COLUMBUS
NORTH PACIFIC INSURANCE COMPANY
PORTLAND

httn: //www.doi.idaho.gov/insurance/agencyd(
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State
ID
ID
ID
ID
10
ID

License Number
403806
52967
56957
34589
150781
146319

Appointment Date
2/24/2012
12/9/ 1996
9/27 /2002
1/18/1995
9/22/2009
7128/2010

State
WI
KS
IA

License Number
1335
1096
1847

Appointment Date
11/7/2007
5/1/1989
12 / 19/2002

IL
IL
IL
IL
IL

1336
3l4
214
3323

11/27 /2009
11/27/2009
11/27/2009
11/27/2009
11/27/2009

IL

1497

10/7/1996

IA
IN
FL
NE

694
708
1566
916

12/19/2002
8/25/1987
8/5/ 2003
8/8/2005

OH
AZ
IN
IN
NE
KS
MD
ID
SC
WI
ID
IA
IL
KS
IA
WI

1092
230
714
1377
12
2611
1460
1900
246
702
1901
1753
1800
1081
1237
274

4/18/2003
7/25/2013
8/25/1987
12/21/1989
2/10/2003
2/2/1994
12/10/2008
1/1/1000
12/19/1989
10/15/2008
5/19/1999
12/2/2002
12/4/2000
B/24/1987
7/28/ 1987
7/28/1987

NH
Ml

341
278

1/18/1994
6/30/2000

10

1647
340
1500

11/3/1994
1/18/1994
1/ 1/2007

PA

2601
1924
1417
1580
315
126
328

11 / 1/ 1994
5/21/1998
7/2 8/1994
2/2)/2010
218/1999
11/25/2009
12/2J/t992

OH

411

4/1/2009

IA
OH
OR

1863
538
652

11/5/2012
12/2 / 2002
2/2)/2010

NH
VA
Al
ID
IN
OR
MD
NY

3
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Agency Detail Information

OREGON AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
PORTLAND
PRINCIPAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
DES MOINES
PROGRESSIVE NORTHWESTERN INSURAIICE COMPANYCLEVELANO
PRUCO LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
PHOENIX
REGENCE 81.UESHIELD OF IDAH(), INC.
LEWISTON
SAFECO INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
KEENE
SAFECO INSURANCE COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
WARRENVILLE
SECURITY NATIONAi. INSURANCE COMPANY
WILMINGTON
STANDARD GUARANTY INSURANCE COMPANY
WILMINGTON
STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY
PORTLAND
TRINITY UNIVERSAL ltlSURANCE COMPANY
DALLAS
TRUSTMARK INSURANCE COMPANY
LAKE FOREST
UNION CENTRAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY (THE!
LINCOLN
UNITED FINANCIAL CASUALTY COMPANY
CLEVELAND
VALLEY INSURANCE COMPANY
LOS ANGELES
VIKING INSURANCE COMPAIIY OF WISCONSIN
STEVENS POINT
WESTERN SURETY COMPANY
SIOUX FALLS
Paged List

OR
IA
OH
AZ

ID
NH
IL
DE
DE
OR
TX
IL
NE
OH
CA
WI
SD

616
154
1822
1140
1903
365

2/23/2010
3/8/2005
1/ 5/1993
6/24/2005
4131201 3
1118/1994

1618

1118/ 1994

2628
1594
130
391
17
179
2760
2526
1179
414

2/2/1994
4 118/2012
6123 12009
2/2/ 1994
11 / 20/2000
811412009
3130/2006
6129/ 2000
8 / 24 / 1987
8/26/1987

New Search
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Profit sharing from Nield, Inc.

2008- $1450
2009- None
2010- $2151 (Gem State $1487.50 & Acuity $663.50)
2011- $2147 .00 (Gem State $1518.00 & Alliance $629 .00)
2012- $4208 (Gem State $3777.00 He acknowledged giving us 80% & Acuity $424.00)

-

([~If
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Insurance Desi!mers
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2755 POLELINE RIY

Pocatello, ID 83204
Phone: 208-233-4100

Fax: 208-233-4113

Insure Bear Lake Inc.
1011 Washington St.
Montpelier, ID 83254

Hi Bret;

Here is the breakdown for the profi t sharing for 2010.
1.
2.

Gem State
Acuity

Total

$1487.50
$663.50
$2151.00

We appreciate your partnership and look forward to many more years of
service together.
Sincere l y ,

BRYAN A. NIELD
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1-1-1-4100Check Amount
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16674
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03/22/2011

Insure Bear Lake Inc.

2,151 .00

2,151.00
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2755 POLELINE RD'
Pocatello, ID 83204
Phone: 208-233-4100

I
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Insurance Desi!mers
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04/10/2012

Fax: 208-233-4113

Insure Bear Lake Inc.
1011 Washington St.
Montpelier, ID 83254

Here is the breakdown for the profit sharing for 20 10.
1.
2.

Gem State
Alliance

Total

$1518.00
$629.00
$2147.00

We appreciate your pa rtner ship and look forward to many more years of
service together.
Sincerely,

BRYAN A. NIELD
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Insurance Desie;ners

2755 POLELINE RD'
Pocatello, ID 83204
Phone: 208-233-4100
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01/22/2013

Fax: 208-233-4113

·-;,,,TYP,E~ -, ,·, · :. ,.-· :
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BOP

07/01/2002 07/01/2003

Insurance Designers
2755 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201

I received your letter concerning the Gem State profit sharing.
I agree
that you are a good partner and I appreciate your partnership.
As
you stated, there is nothing in the contract concerning this issue and I
understand where you are coming from.
Let me share my thoughts.
Profit sharing is a bonus based on loss
ratios and book of business as you know.
It is not based on
commissions.
The reason we have split profit sharing 50/50 is based on
ownership , not commissions, and there are no guarantees on profit
sharing.
Having said that, attached is a check for $3777.
This is the amount
you have requested.
I do apprec iate your partnership and hopefully you
understand my point of view.
Sincerely ,

<;;2;7~
DRY AN A. NIELD
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_Ac_co_unt_ _ _ Date

1-1-1-4100-

_lnv_ol_ce_ _ P.O.#

Description
Debit
- - - =-Pr-=-om-=-s~ha-rtln-g-20-12_ _ _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _c_re_dil
424.00

424.00

Check Amount
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Schedule

04/15/2013
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

cou.n

2Hf3 NOV 13 AM 11: 08
., ERK f HA:.J.JOCIC CLE K
'fi> TY _ _ _ __

CASE"

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

C.V-

di ()/~ -

0~

SUMMONS

NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF. THE
COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS
YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS. READ THE INFORMATION BELOW.
TO:

Nield, Inc.
D/b/a Insurance Designers
Bryan A. Nield, Register Agent
4751 Afton Place, Suite B
Chubbuck, ID 83202

You are hereby notified that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written response
must be filed with the above designated Court within 20 days after service of this Summons on you.
If you fail to so respond the Court may enter judgment against you as demanded by the Plaintiff in
the Complaint.
A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice of or
representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written response,
if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected.
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no.

An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule 1O(a)(l) and other Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include:
1. The title and number of this case.

2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or denials of
the separate allegations and other defenses you may claim.
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, mailing address
and telephone number of your attorney.
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to plaintiffs attorney, as
designated above.
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of the
above-named court.
DATED this / J ~ay of November, 2013.
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

By

~ ~

DepctyClerk

SUMMONS - Page 2
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NDU- 20-2013 08 : 50AM From :STEUENAWUTHR ICH

2088471230

To :4781670
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
lOll Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

2013 NOV 26 AM//: 05
KE.k r r.~o
·
.,., uoc,,

"· CLERK

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTJI JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232

ACCEPTAl'lCE OF SERVICE
AND WAIVER

)
)

)
Defendant.

)

STATE OF - - - -- ~
:ss
County of _ _ _ _ _ _ )
COMES NOW Mark A. Echo Hawk, attorney for the above Defendant, being first duly
sworn upon his oath, and deposes and says that:
1.

He has received a copy of the Complaint and Summons on behalf of Nield, Inc. in
this matter.

2.

That he accepts service thereof without the necessity of personal service.

3.

That he waives any requirement of personal service under Idaho Rule.

DATED THIS

-·\(

2J) day of

~ 'i -E>

RtL.

, 2013.
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NDV-20-2013 08 : 50AM From:STEVENAWLJTHRICH

2088471230

To: 4781670

MARK A. ECHO HA WK""-........
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by Mark A. Echo Hawk this

~

fr-

day of

, 2013 .

cpV~
NOTARY PtJt3LIC
Residing at .-8:)
O1 IJ\
My Commission W~ll!USSION EXP'flFS

tJ.el l

June 17, ZOU
BON'OEO Tl!RU NOTAR\' rlJIILIC UNurltWIUTEKS

Acceptance of Service - Page 2
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHO HA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave. , Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)4 78-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670

281-8 DEC -2 PM 2: 08
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Mark A. Echo Hawk, of firm Echo Hawk Law, and does enter his
appearance of record for the Plaintiff/Counter Defendant herein, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance
Designers, an Idaho Corporation. All future pleadings and c01Tespondence should be directed to
counsel at the address hereon.
DATED this

2-1,

11

day of November, 2013.

Attorney for the Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on Novembe1~

-2013 , I caused to be served a true and c01Tect copy

of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wuthrich
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Fax : (208) 847-1230

D
D
D
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (Fax)

for ECHO HA WK LAW

H:\ WDOX\CLTENTS\ 1264\0001 \00053772. DOCX

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 2
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
E HOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave. , Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)4 78-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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Attorney for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
COMES NOW Defendant Nield Inc. dba Insurance Designers (hereinafter Insurance
Designers'), by and through counsel E HOHA WK LAW, and answers Plaintiff s Complaint,
and alleges cotmterclaims as follows:
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT
1. Insurance Designers denies each and every allegation not specifically adnutted herein.
2. Insurance Designers admits Paragraphs 2 and 17 in the Plaintiffs Complaint.
3. Insurance Designers does not have sufficient knowledge to admit or deny Paragraph 1, 56 9-10, 14-15, 16, and 20 and 22.
4. As to Paragraph 7, Insurance Designers adnuts that Mike Kunz passed away on July 4,
2008 but denies the remainder of the paragraph.

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 1
42 of 789

5. As to Paragraph 12, Insurance Designers admits that the contract attached as Exhibit "C"
to the Plaintiffs Complaint is a true and correct copy of the contract, actually signed by
the Plaintiff and Defendant but denies the remainder of the allegations contained in this
paragrnph.
6. As to Paragraph 21, Insurance Designers admits that the Plaintiff made a demand for an
accounting but denies the remainder of this paragraph.

I.

FIRST DEFENSE

7. The Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

II.

SECOND DEFENSE

8. Insurance Designers alleges that this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over this
action as the amount in controversy fails to reach $10,000. This matter should be
remanded to the Magistrate Court or in the alternative, Small Claims Court.

III.

THIRD DEFENSE

9. Any Contract upon which the Plaintiff relies has been rescinded.

IV.

FOURTH DEFENSE

10. Plaintiff breached his contract with Insurance Designers.

V.

FIFTH DEFENSE

11. Insurance Designers alleges that at the time of the commencement of this action it was
and at all times since has continued to have its principal place of business in Bannock
County, Idaho, and that said county is the proper county for the trial of this claim.
Therefore, Insurance Designers requests that the trial be had in Barmock County.

VI.

SIXTH DEFENSE

12. Plaintiff is baned from recovery in this matter under the doctrines of waiver, estoppel,
and laches. By asserting these defenses, Insurance Designers does not admit the
existence of any liability or damages, alleged or otherwise.
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 2
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VII.

SEVENTH DEFENSE

13. Plaintiffs unclean hands preclude him from any recovery.
COUNTERCLAIM

1. Counterclaimant Insurance Designers (hereinafter "Counterclaimant") hereby
counterclaims against Bret D. Kunz (hereinafter "Counter-Defendant") pursuant to Rule
13 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure as follows:
I.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION - BREACH OF CONTRACT

2. Counterclaimant hereby incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraph 1 above
herein.
3. Counterclaimant and Counter-Defendant entered into a valid contract on January 1,
2009. 1
4. The purpose of this Contract was to make Counter-Defendant a sub-contractor, agent, of
Counterclaimant and give Counter-Defendant markets through which he could place
insurance business.
5. Counter-Defendant was to receive eighty percent (80%) of commissions on insurance
placed by him through Counterclaimant.
6. Counterclaimant was to receive the remaining twenty-percent (20%) of c01mnissions
from insurance placed by Counter-Defendant.
7. One of the covenants in the Contract was that Counter-Defendant was not to place
insurance business through another company besides Counterclaimant.
8. Cotmter-Defendant breached the contract in that he placed insurance business through
another company besides Counterclaimant.

1

See Plaintiffs Complaint, Exhibit C.

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 3
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9. Counterclaimant has been damaged on account of this breach, in that it has Jost that
percentage of commission that it would otherwise have received had Counter-Defendant
placed insurance business through Counterclaimant.
VIII. PRAYER

Accordingly, Insurance Designers respectfully prays that, upon final disposition of this
case:
1. Bret Kunz take nothing by reason of Bret Kunz' allegations against Insurance
Designers.
2. The Court award Insurance Designers their entitled damages resulting from Bret
Kunz' breach of contract.
3. The Corni award Insurance Designers its costs and attorney' s fees pursuant to LC . §
12-120 and/or LC.§ 12-121.
4. For such other and further relief as the Comi may deem appropriate under the
circumstances.
DATED this 1.,]~ ay ofNovember, 2013.

ECHO HA WK LAW

Mark A. Echo Hawk
Attorney for Insurance Designers

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

ll

I hereby certify that on this
day of ovember, 2013 I caused to b served a true and
c01Tect copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

[~f

Steven A. Wutlu-ich
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpe lier, Idaho 83254
Fax: (208) 847-1230

D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (Fax)

ftlL~
for ECHO HAWK LAW
H:\ WOO X\CLIENTS\ 1264\000 l \000 53 71 8. DOCX

ANSWER AN D COUNTERCLAIM - 5
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHOHA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)4 78 -1 624
Facsimile: (208)4 78-1670
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Attorneys/or Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No. : CV-2013-232
CROSS-CLAIM COMPLAINT

V.

NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.
COMES NOW Third-Party Plaintiff, Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho
Corporation, by and tlu·ough its attorney of record, ECHO HA WK LAW, pursuant to Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, Rules 3(a)(l) and 14(a), and for causes of action against Third-Party
Defendant, Malii Kunz, alleges as follows:
I.

JURISDICTION

1. Jurisdiction is proper with the District Court pursuant to Idaho Code. § 1-705, and
because the amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000.
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II.

CAUSE OF ACTION - BREACH OF CONTRACT

2. Third-Party Plaintiff hereby incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraph 1 above
herein.
3. Third-Party Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant entered into a valid contract on January
1, 2009. 1
4. The purpose of this Contract was to make Third-Party Defendant a sub-contractor, agent,
of Third-Paity Plaintiff and give Third-Party Defendant mai·kets tlu-ough which she could
place insurance business.
5. Third-Party Defendant was to receive eighty percent (80%) of commissions on insurnnce
placed by her through Third-Paiiy Plaintiff.
6. Third-Paity Plaintiff was to receive the remaining twenty-percent (20%) of conu11issions
from insurai1ce placed by Third-Paity Defendant.
7. One of the covenants in the Contract was that Third-Party Defendant was not to place
insurance business through another company besides Third-Paiiy Plaintiff.
8. Third-Paity Defendant breached the contract in that she placed insurance business
tlu·ough another company besides Third-Paity Plaintiff.
9. Third-Party Plaintiff has been damaged on account of this breach, in that it has lost that
percentage of conurussion that it would otherwise have received had Tlurd-Party
Defendant placed insurance business through Tmrd-Party Plaintiff.

III.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Accordingly, Insurance Designers r spectfully prays that upon final disposition of this
case:

1

See Exhibit A .
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1. The Court award Insmance Designers their entitled damages resu lting from Matti

Kunz' breach of contract.
2. The Comt award Insurance Designers its costs and attorney ' s fees pursuant to I.C. §
12-120 and/or I.C. § 12-121.
3. For such other and fmther relief as the Court may deem appropriate under the

circumstances.
DATED this

t-/~

of November 2013.

ECHO HAWK LAW

By:_ ~ -=------~ ~
MARK A. ECHO HA WK

-

VERIFICATION

Bryan Nield, being duly sworn, deposes and states that he is the President of Insurai1ce
Designers, Third-Party Plaintiff named herein, that he has read the foregoing document ai1d
knows the contents thereof; and that the facts stated ai1d supporting documents attached are true
to the best of his knowledge and belief.

Bryan Nield
Insurance Designers, President
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Serving Southeast Idaho Since 1968

Ii:!'

2755 Pole Line Road

+ Pocatello, ID 83201-6111 + Phone:

(208) 233-4100

+ Fax: (208) 233-4113

Agent Contract

1) Company:

Nield, Inc. dba: Insurance Designers

2) Agent:

Marti Kunz

3) Duration of Relationship:

Indefinite, or as long as authorized by Board of
Directors.

4) Relationship:

The association existing between Company and
Agent. This association is not an
Employer/Employee relationship. The agent is a
sub-contractor and the company provides markets
through which an agent can place insurance
business .

5) Responsibilities of Agent:

The agent is a sub-contractor and as such has
. responsibility for all expenses related to his or her
business. This includes, but is not limited to,
federal, state, FICA, unemployment, and local
taxes. The Company will provide to the Agent a
1099 Form showing annual earnings. The agent is
responsible for Workers Compensation Insurance
on self and employees. Agent is to place all
insurance business through company. Company has
final underwriting authority for all business placed.
Agent has responsibility for own health, life and
other personal insurances. Agent may not place
insurance business through another company.
Agent is responsible for all premium and return
commissions on business placed. When collections
are not on time, deduction may be made from
payment of commissions due . When the collection
is completed the deducted commission will be paid.

6) Responsibilities of Company:

Company will maintain contracts with companies
for placing of insurances. Company will do all
billing and accounting functions (except
collections). Agent is personally responsible for the
collection of premiums and returned commissions
on business placed. The company will provide to
the agent a 1099 F01m showing annual earnings.
Tom Nield
Bryan Nield
Benjamin Nield
Tina
Steffens
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Company will provide ageahwigiSom~tiitmio Since 1968

2755 Pole Line Road -+- Pocatello , ID 83201-ijgrieiedtJer~s::ooa.j123l§~n:fcea~ mru1t1(2os) 233-4113
Other functions based on commission split and
individual agreement..
7) Terms of Compensation:

Agent will receive 80 percent of commissions
received. on insurance placed by agent with
company. Company will receive 20 percent of
commissions placed by agent with company.

8) Ownership:

This is subject to change, but only as agreed
between Company and Agent. The agent will own
50% of the book of business and the company will
own 50% of the book of business. If agent decides
to sell his percent of ownership, the company has
first right of refusal at a price determined at the time
of sale. If company refuses to purchase, the agent
may sell his percentage of ownership to a licensed
and qualified agent for the State of Idaho and must
be approved by the company. A covenant not to
compete will be included in the contract of sale.

8) Errors and Omissions:

Agent will keep in force Errors and Omissions
insµrance on agent and employees. This coverage
will be purchased as a paii of the Errors and
Omissions policy maintained by company. The
agent is responsible for all premiums and
deductibles assessed by the policy. It is understood
that the Errors and Omissions policy maintained by
the company is only for insurance placed through
the company.

Effective Date of Contract:

January 1, 2009.

Company: Nield, Inc. DBA: Insurance Designers
Agent: Marti Kunz

'- C )
~~

.~ ~idet: Bryan Nield

~
____,-/~

--{~~-~~?.-

· \.

·.

Vice President: Benjamin Nield

Wtiness: Bret D. Kunz

Tom Nield
Bryan Nield
insudesi@n ieldinc.com
www.nieldinc.com

Benjamin Nield
Tina Steffens
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHO HAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave ., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)4 78-1624
Facsimile: (208)4 78-1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013 -232

SUMMONS

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE NAMED THIRDPARTY PLAINTIFF. THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT
READ THE
FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS .
INFORMATION BELOW:
TO:

11

,r
/,

'1,/.1
!

Marti Kunz

You are hereby notified that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written
response must be filed with the above designated court within 20 days after service of this
Smm11ons on you. If you fail to so respond, the Comi may enter judgment against you as
demanded by the Plaintiff in the Complaint.
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1

A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice or
representation of an attorney in th.is matter, you should do so promptly so that your written
response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected.

An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule lO(a)(l) and other Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include:
1.

The title and number of this case;

2.
If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or
denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim.
3.
Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, mailing
address and telephone number of your attorney.
4.
Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to plaintiffs attorney, as
designated above .
To detennine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, please contact the
Clerk of the above named court.
DATED this

~~

day of December, 2013 .

Clerk of the District Court

By~~
Deputy Clerk

H:\ WDOX\CLIENTS\ 1264\000 I\00053 718.DOCX
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lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEARtli:,AKE

BRETDKUNZ
PLAINTIFF(S)

vs

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
NIELD, INC.
DEFENDANT(S)

A Complaint was filed in this matter on the

)
)
)
)

cuENo.

Case No: CV-2013-0000232

ORDER FOR SUBMISSION
OF INFORMATION FOR
SCHEDULING ORDER

13th

day of November, 2013. The D efendant(s)

have now appeared and/or answered and the case is at issue.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pmsuant to l.R.C.P. 16 that the parties, through their counsel
(or the parties themselves if self-represented) confer and submit to the Court, within fourteen (14)
days of the date of this Order, a joint statement containing the following information:
1. Whether this matter is to be tried to the Comt or to a jury.
2 . \l{hether any service is still needed upon any w1served parties.
3. Whether motions to add new parties or otherwise an1end the pleadings are contemplated.
4.

Whether the parties cunently contemplate or anticipate any pre-trail motions.

:5. \Vhether the ase presents any unusual time requirements for trial preparation.
6. The agreed amount ohime required for trial.
7. Wu.ether the case presents any wmsual times requirements for discovery.
8. Wnether any party requests co lilt-ordered mediation.
9. Two stipulated trial dates, one no less than nine (9) months and no more than twelve
(12) months from the date of this Order, and a second no less than twelve (12) months
and no more than fifteen (15) months from the date ofthis Order.
10. Whether there are other matters conducive to determination of the action that the pruties
ngree should be brought to the attention of the Corn1 prior to entering a Scheduling
Order.

OR.DER FOR SUBMISSION OF fNFOR!v1 ATION FOR SC~lE DUUNG ORDER - I
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The parties shall agree as to which party shall make the joint submission but if they cannot
agree, Plaintiff shall be responsible to make the submission.
Upon receipt of this joint submission the Cowt will issue ar1 Order setting the matter for trial
with appropriate dates for discovery disclosure of witnesses, etc.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if the patties do not file the stipulation required herein
within fne fo urteen (14) days set forth the Comt will set this matter for trial on the first date
available to the Court.

DATED: this 9th day of December, 2013 .

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge

ORDER FOR SUBM ISS ION OF INFORMATION FOR SCHEDULING ORDER - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that on the 9th day of December 2013 she caused a true and
coJTect copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION FOR
SCHEDULING ORDER to be served upon the following persons in the following manner:

PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY;
Steven A. Wutlu-ich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Ste l O1
Montpelier ID 83254

DEFENDANT ATTORNEY:
Mark Andrew Echol1awk
E r' HOHAWK LAW
PO Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205

0

Faxed

D Hand Delivered

·rJ-.

Mailed

D Faxed
D Hand Delivered

fj._ Mailed
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Mark A EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
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P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello> Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STh.'TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BR.ETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013 -232

MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE
ORDER

V.

NIELD, INC., dbaINSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
De.fendant/Couuterclain1ant/Third-

P arty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc.: dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation,
by and through its attorney of record, ECHO HAWK LAW, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil .
Procedure, Rules 26(c) and 45(d), and moves this Court for a Protective Order that restrains

Plaintiff from serving his forthcoming subpoenas duces tecum as to Stephen Ah1 1 Company
Representative, Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.; Jonathan Bloomer, Company Representative,
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Fanners Alliance Mutual Insurance Co.; and Dirk Perry, Marketing Representative, Acuity, A
Mutual Insurance Company (herein referred to collectively as the ''Subpoenas").
Defendant brings this motion upon the grounds that the Subpoenas are burdensome,
irrelevant, and require disclosure of confidential, proprietary, and protected commercial
information. Defendant desires a hearing before the Court to present oral argument.

ARGUMENT
I.

Plaintiff's Subpoenas are Burdensome and Irrelevant.
"Control of discovery is within the discretion of the trial court. Avila v. Wahlquisr, 126

Idaho 745, 749, 890 P.2d 331 , 335 (1995). The Court should grant the protective order in this
case because the information requested in the Subpoenas are burdensome and irrelevant.
A. Plaintiff's Subpoenas Create an Undue Burden

The Plaintiff has alleged as causes of action Count One Claim for an Accounting and
Count Two Declaratory Relief.1 These claims appear to be based upon work done or "generated
by Plaintiffs insurance sales."2

The information that Plaintiff seeks in bis Subpoenas are

unreasonably burdensome because they seek information that is beyond the scope of Plaintiff's
claims.
Plaintiff, through his Subpoenas, seeks "All :records from 2009 to 2013 regarding Nield,
Inc.," "Year end Master reports showing total vvritten premium and Loss ratio for each
individual p1·oducer and sub producer writing business under Nield, Inc. ," and ,:Agent contract

agreement applying to Nield, Inc."3
Where Plaintiff has only alleged causes of action that are based upon his «insurance
sales," the requests that he makes for "all records," "each individual producer," and all "agent
1

See Complaint, pg 5-6.
Id. at 124 and 30.
5 See Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Motion for Protective Order, Exhibit A (emphasis added).
2
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contract agreements" are unreasonably burdensome and overly broad. What Plaintiff seeks to
discovery is beyond the .matters that are at issue in this case. While Insurance Designers
understands that the scope of discovery is broad and includes information that "appears
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 6f admissible evidence,"4 it is completely devoid
of any rational explanation why this overly broad request for "all records," "each individual
producer/' and all "agent contract agreements" is relevant or will lead to relevant information in
this case. Defendant is therefore entitled to a protective order.
Additionally> Plaintiff seeks to discover from third parties info1mation which is readily
available to the Defendant. There is no need for Plaintiff to subpoena third parties where the
information that is sought is readily available to the Defendant.

It would be burdensome and

costly to require third parties to become involved in this case when the Defendant can provide
the infom1ation which Plaintiff seeks, provided that the Court deems it discoverable.
Lastly, Plaintiff appears through the use of his Subpoenas to find a backdoor approach to
get ,:an accounting from the Defendant of all profit sharing, bonuses, surplus commissions or
other incentives paid to Nield, Inc." 5 The Plaintiff should not be allowed to get the information
that he Complains of through a backdoor approach using discovery. Instead, Plaintiff should be
required to present his case to the Court and let the Court determine if he has met his burden
before gaining access to the infonnation that he seeks. At this time there is no need to burden
third parties with irrelevant and unduly burdensome discovery requests.

4

5

I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b)(l).
Complaint at ,r 24.
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B. The Information Sought bJ7 Plaintiff will be Irrelevant if Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment is Grante6Defendant plans to promptly file a motion for summary judgment seeking the Court to
conclude as a matter of law the correct contract interpretation between the parties. The Court's
ruling on the contract interpretation will likely be dispositive as to all other issues.

If the Court determines that the contract is only a commission's based contract then
Plaintiff will have no justifiable grounds for his Complaint and thus no reason to conduct
discovery regarding bonuses and profit sharing.

If however, the Court detem1ines that the

contract between the parties is something more than a commission's based contract and includes
bonuses, incentives, profit sharing: and similar remuneration as alleged by Plaintiff, then
Defendant will have to seriously reevaluate its case.

Once the Court makes its determination upon the correct contract interpretation, the
parties will likely either resolve the matter informally or Defendant can directly provide the
information that Plaintiff seeks.

II.

The Information that Plaintiff seeks is Confidential and Proprietary
Commercial Information that should not be Disclosed to the Plaintiff
A pa:ity who seeks to limit discovery has the burden to plead the particular privilege.,

immunity or exclusion applicable to the discovery in question and produce evidence supporting

such claim.

Weisel Enterprises, Inc. v. Curry, 718 S.W.2d 56, 58 (Tex. 1986).

Where the

parties a:re competitors in the same industry in the same location, information contained in a
confidential contract should not be disclosed. Jen-Rath Co., Inc v. Kit Manufacturing Co ., 137
Idaho 330, 48 P .3d 659 (2002).

MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER - 4
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Here Plaintiff and Defendant are in the same_insurance industry.and in the same location
of Southeast Idaho. Plaintiff should not be allowed to discover the proprietary and confidential
business terms that Insurance Designers has with these various insurance agencies.

Under Rule 26(c), a court may order a protective order for ''a trade secret or other
confidential research, development, or commercial information." Defendant has submitted with
this motion, an affidavit of Bryan Nield, President of Nield Inc. Mr. Nield opines that the
information that Plaintiff seeks contains confidential business terms between Nield Inc. and the
various insurance agencies that Plaintiff seeks information from.6 Mr. Nield is concerned that if
Plaintiff receives the terms of contracts or business agreements that Nield Inc. has with these
various companies that Plaintiff or other independent insurance companies that get their hands
on this information could use the confidential and proprietary information as a comp arative

advantage when negotiating existing or future insurance contracts with these companies.7
A protective order is appropriate in this case and should therefore be issued to protect
Insurance Designers proprietary and confidential commercial information.

CONCLUSION
The issue "vith Plaintiff's Subpoenas will likely be moot once this Court rules upon the
contract interpretation argument.

However, the Defendant is entitled to a protective order

because the information that Plaintiff seeks in his Subpoenas are overly broad and outside the
scope of discovery, unduly burdensome upon a third party, and seeks information that is
proprietary and confidential commercial information.

The Court should therefore grant

Insurance Designers motion for a protective order.

6
7

See Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Motion for Protective Order, f 2 and 6.
Id. at ,f 7-8.
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DATED this

J/f_~ay ofDecembe; 2013.

Dec.1 1. 2013
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ECHO HAWI<. LAW

By7'~Joseph T. Preston

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;lfh.day of December, 2013, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.
Steven A. Wutbrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

0U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
0,.Fax: (208) 847-1 230
0Email:

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

M._U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147
DEmail:

~ ~ ---

HO HAWK.LAW
H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001\00054029.DOCX
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD. KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
V.

NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE

Case No.: CV~2013-232

AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAN NIELD IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER

DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of Bannock

)

BRYAN NIELD, l;iaving been first duly sworn on oath, does depose and state the
following:
1. I am the President of Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation
(''Insurance Designers").
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2. Insurance Designers has insurance contracts with Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.,
("Nationwide,,) Farmers Alliance Mutual Insurance Co. ("Farmers"), and Acui.ty, A Mutual
Insurance Company ("Acuity").
3. The business which Insurance Designers has with Nationwide> Farmers, and Acuity

include contracts sold by Insurance Designer agents other than Bret and Marti Kunz.

4. I have received and reviewed the Plaintiffs forthcoming subpoenas duces tecum as to
Nationwide, Farmers) and Acuity.
5. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs forthcoming subpoenas that

I have reviewed.
6. The infom1ation that Plaintiff seeks to discover includes privileged, confidential, and
proprietary business terms.

7. I am concerned that if Plaintiff acquires the privileged and confidential proprietary
information that he seeks, he could use it as an advantage over Insurance Designers in
negotiating existing or future contracts with Nationwide, Farmers, and Acuity, thereby harming
lnsUl'ance Designers ' business.

8. Nationwide, Farmers, and Acuity have business relationships with other independent
insurance companies. Other companies that compete with Insurance Designers could easily use
the information to put Insurance Designers at a competitive disadvantage.

9. I am troubled that if the privileged and confidential business te1.ms that Insurance
Designers has with Nationwide, Farmers, and Acuity is disseminated to Plaintiff and potentially
other independent insurance companies that the goodwill and business relationship that has
developed between Insurance Designers and Nationv.ride, Farmers, and/or Acuity will be injured.

DATED this 11th day of December 2013.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public in and for said state, this
11th day of December 2013.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the / /'ftr.ctay of December, 2013 , I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.

Steven A Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier: ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S . Mail
D Hand Deliver

~ Fax: (208) 847-1 230

D Email:

~U.S. Mail

0 Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:
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Sl';EVEN A. WU'f.aJ.UCH
lOll Washington St., Suite 101
MontpeHeL\ lD 83254

Phone:20S-847-l236

:Fax:208-847-123 0

FAX COVER SHEET
fAXNUM)3ER TRANS'l\.1ITTED TO: 478 -1670
To:

Mad<: :Echo Hawk

Of:

Echo Hawk Law Office

From:

Steven A. Wuthrich

CHen.t/Matter:

Bret Kunz -v Nield Jnc

Date:

Decembor ,\ 2013

oena Duce.\! Tecum to 3 different Insuranc" A

We are faxing our Subpoenas Duces Tocum to you so-ven days in advance of service upon
Nation-wide> Farmers and Acuity.

Stephany, for
Stev.eh A. Wuth.rich

;E'J,UVACYNOTE
This xnessagci is ink-oded only fort'ieuse of the ,in<i.ividual or tmCilY._t_o which h la addressed and ma.y contain information
chat js privileged, oon:fi@Jltilll, or e,<.empt frotn clisolosure Unde:r applicable federal or ~tate law. If the reader oftbis
me,ssage is not the intended t'ecipient of, or the ~ployefla or age,i,t of tho rociplcnt, you aro horeby notified that !Ul.)'
dissemination, d.btribution, or copying of this commonic~ti.ou jg strictl,y prohibited. If you have :received thi>'l
communication in. errot•, plea~.e notify us 1m.m.edio.taly by telspho1ie and 1'etum the orlelnal llles1>ag0 to us at the address
above, via U. S. Poatago aervloo, Thank you,
"NOT COUNTINO CO'VER. SHEJCX: J;F YOU DO NOT RECEIVE·,M1 PAGES, PLEASE TELEPHONE US
IMMBDlATBLY AT 208-847-1236.
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law> ISB #3316
rn11 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelio.r, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847~1230

Attorney for the Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF TIIB STAIB OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF EE.AR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,

)

Caso No. CV..2013-232

)

Plaintiff,

).

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

)

vs.

)
)

NTELD, INC., oba: WSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporatio~
Defendant.

The State ofidaho To;

)
)
)
)

Stephen Ahl, Company Representative
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.
2100 W. Timero Court
Meridian, ID 83 646

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANPBD:

[J

to appear at the place> date and time specified below to testify in the above case.

[ ]

to appear at the;; place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition
in the above case.

{X]

to produce or permit inspectio:i.t and coping o:fthe fo11awing documents or objecta, jncluding
oloctronfoally stored information, at the place, date and time specified below per f.C.R.Rule
45(b).

I.

All records fr.om 2009 to 2013 :i:egarrling Nield, lnc. dba Insurance DesignersJ an
Idaho Corporation, Idaho License No. l4443, to include all comnussion records,
in.eluding, wi1-hout limitation, profit sharing, bonuses, incentive payments1 etc.
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2.

Yeat end Master l.'eports showing total written premium and Loss ratio for each
individual producer and ~ub producer writing businemi under Nield> Inc., Idaho
Licence No. 14443 for States of Idaho) Wyoming and Utah for the years 2009 to
2013.

3.
[ ]

· Agent contract agi·eement app1ying to Nield, Inc. dba. Insurance Designers for 2009
to 2013.

to llennit inspeoti.on of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE> DATE AND TIME:

Within ten (10) days ftom the date of service of this

Subpoena. Send documents to:
Steven A. Wuthrich

Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St,, Suite 101
Montpelie.r> ID 83254

Fax: (208) 847-1230
,offico@wuthrlchlaw.com
The party serving this subpoena shall pay rea.sonab1o cost of producing or copying the
documents, electronically stored infonmrtion or tangible thin.gs.

You ate further notified th.at if you fail to appeat at the place and time, specified nbove 1 or to
produce or penuit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in contempt of court
and that the aggravated party may:rccover from you th.e &lUJl of $100 and all drunages which the party
may sustain by your failure to cotnply with this subpoena,
DATED this~ day of December, 2013,

By Otd~r of the Court:

I

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH

!

I

!

I.

SUBPOENA - Page 2
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STEVEN A WUTHRICH, Esq.
AttomeyatLaw, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier1 Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax.: (208) 847-1230
Attorney foY the Plaintiff

JN THE DISTRICT COURT

OF THE SIXTI1 JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAH01 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,

Plaintiff,

)
)
)

vs..

)
)

NIELD, JNC., dba INSURANCE

)
)

DESlG:NERS, an Ida.ho Corporation1

)

Defendant
The State of Idaho To:

Case No. CV-2013-232
SUBPOENA PUCES TECUM

)
)

Jonathru.1 Bloomot, Company Representative
Farmers Alliance Mutual Insurance Co.

9524 West Millwood Dr.ive
Boise, ID 83709
YOU ARE lfilREBY COMMANDED:

[ )

to appear at th.1;1 pla.ce, date !aP.d time specified below to testify j_u the above case,

[ ]

to appear at the place, date and timQ specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition
in the above case.

[X]

to produce or permit inspection and coping of the following documents or objBets, including
efoctronically stored i.nforrruition, at the place, date and time specified be1ow per LC.R.Rule
45(b).

1.

All records from 2009 to 2013 regarding Nieldt Inc. dba lnsurance Pesign.ers 1 au
Idaho Corporation) Idaho License No. 14443, to include all commiBsion rocord.s,
including, without limitation, profit ~haring1 bonuses, incentive payments, etc.
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2-

Year end Master reports showing total written premium and Loss ratio for each
individual producer and sub producer w.r{ting business under Nield, lnc.j Ide.ho
Licence No, 14443 for States of Idaho, Wyoming and Utah for the years 2009 to
2013..

3,

Agent contra.ot agreement applying to Nield, Inc. dba Insure.nee Designers for 2009
to 2013.

oo pennit .ins.pection of the following premi6eS at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE AND TIME:

Within ten (10) days from the date of service of this
Subpoena. Send docume.:nta to:
Steve.a A. Wuthrich.
A,.ttorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101

Montpelier, ID 83254
Fax: (208) 847-1230
offi,ce@wµthrichlaw.com
The party serving thiR subpoena shall pay reasonable cost of producing or copying the,
documents, electronically stored infon11ation or tangible things.
·
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time speci.:ffod above) or to
produce orpem1it copyio.gorin.spection as specified abovothatyoumay be beldin contempt of court
and that the aggravated party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party
may sustain by your failure to comply with this subpoena.

DATED this __ day ofDecember, 2013,
By Order of the Court:

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH

SUBPOF.NA "Page 2
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
.Attorney at Law, ISB #3 316

1011 Washington St., Sutte 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) B47~1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintljf

JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH H.JDICIAL DISTRICT

OF WE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)·

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
)
)

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

vs,

)
)

NlELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an ldaho Corporation,

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

Tho State of Idaho To:

Dirk Perry, Marketing Representative
Acuity, A Mutual Insurance Compa.uy
7154 West State) #198
Boise, ID 83714

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDBP:
( ]

to appe.ax at the placeii date and time specified below to testify fo the ab<:rve case.

[]

to appear at the place, date and time speclfied bylaw to testify at die taking of a deposition
in the above case.

[XJ

to produce orpermit inspection and coping of the following dooumtmts or obj~cts, including
electronically stored information> attb.e place, date and time specified be1ow per I.GR.Rule
45(b).

1.

AH records from 2009 to 2013 regarding Nield, Inc. dbalmmrance Designers, an

Idaho Corporation, Idaho Lic1:Jnse No. 14443, to include e.11 cominisr.ion records,
including1 without Iunitation1 profit sharing, bonuses~incentive payments, etc.
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Year end Master r~orts showing total written premjum and Loss ratio for each
ind~vidual producer and sub producer writing bu.sinMs 11t1der Nield, Inc., Idaho
Licence No, 14443 for States of Idaho, Wyoming a,nd Utah for the years 2009 to
20].3.
Agent co.ntract agreement applying to Nield, Inc. dba Insurance .Designers for 2009
to 2013.

[J

to permit inapecti.o.o. of tho following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE ANP Tll\.ffi:

Within ten (10) days fr.om the date of service of this
Subpoena. Sencl documents to;
Steven A- \Vuthrich

Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St) Suite 101

Montpelier, ID 83254
Fflx: (208) 847ftl230
oftice@wuthrichlaw.com
The pnrty servfog this subpoena sha11 pay .reasonable cost of producing or copying the
documents, electronically stored information or tangible thing.9.
You. are further notifie.d that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to
produce or permit copying or inspection as specified ~bove that you may bi> held in contempt of court

and that tho a.ggravRte,d pnrtymayrecover from you the sum of $100 und all damages which the party
may sustaln by your failure to comply with this .subpoena.

f

PATED this __ day of Decem.ber, 2013.
By Order of the Court:

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH

I
I

SUBPOENA ~ Page 2
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ECHO HAWK.LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
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Pocatello. Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670

Attorneys/or Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, WAND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232

NOTICE OF HEARING

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

:MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

Please

take

notice

CLERK

that

the

Honorable

Mitchell

W.

Brown

will

call

up

Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party-Plaintiff s Motion for a Protective Order for hearing on
January 16, 2014 at 1 :30 p.m. at the Bear Lake County Courthouse, Paris, Idaho.
DATED this 11 day of December, 2013.

J seph T. Preston

CHO HAWK LAW
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 11 day of December: 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

D
D
D

Hand Delivered

~

Telecopy (Pa.x)

U.S. Mail

Overnight Mail

H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001 \00054117.DOC

NOTICE OF HEARING - 2
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P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave,, Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478~1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670

l.J u OC • CL ER t<

'r~Pu.ry _ _ _ _ _ CASHlO .

Attorneys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designe1·s

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232

MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE

V.

N1ELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation,
by and through its attomey of record, ECHO HAWK LAW, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, Rules 12(b), 40(e), and LC. § 5-404 and moves this Court for an Order, changing
venue in this lawsuit from Bear Lake County to Bannock County. This motion is made for the

follo,J.ring reasons :

1. On November 13, 2013, Plaintiff filed his Complaint in this matter in Bear Lake County.
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2. In Plaintiffs Complaint, Plaintiff states that Defendant has its principle place of business

in Bannock County.
3. Plaintiff has two causes of action: Count One~ Claim for an Accounting and Count Two
- Claim Declaratory Relief.
4. Any breach of duties that.Defendant has alleged would have occuned in Bannock County
at Defendant's principal place of business.
5. LC. § 5-404 states in pertinent part: ' 1th.at in all actions against any corporation organized
under the laws of the state of Idaho> suit or action shall be commenced and tried in any

county of this state where the defendant has its principal place of business ... "
6. As the Defendant has its principal place of business in Bannock County, and the officers
or directors of the Defendant reside in Bannock County, who are expected to be called as

witnesses, and the corporate records and evidence is located in Bannock County,
Bannock County is the appropriate location to try this action.

DATED this

llJ-h--day of December 2013 .
ECHO HAWK LAW
By: --,-------,...:..__---,.,,-YV\,c-<,(L
~
Mark A. Echo Hawk

Lk.---·> _
_ _ ·~_____
.:,;:__

MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the l ~ a y of December, 2013, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the follov,iing individuals in the manner
indicated.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

G(u.s. Mail

D Hand Deliver
0 Fax : (208) 847-1230
D Email:
I

Honorable Mitchell W. Bwwn
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

~ U.S. Mail
Hand Deliver
Fax: (208) 547-2147
Email:

D
D
D

For ECHO HA WK LAW

H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\ 1264\0001\00054029_DOCX
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHO HAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave .• Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478 -1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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BRETD. KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No. : CV-2013-232

v.

NOTICE OF HEARING

NIELD, INC., dba ThfSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/ColUlterclaimant/Third.Party Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

notice

that

6

" CLfR1;

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

take

.

2613 DEC 12 PH 2: ;
KER

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

Please

I

the

Honorable

Mitchell

W. Brown v,1i11 call up

Defendant/Counterclaimant/1:'hird-Party-Plaintiff' s Motion for Change of Venue for hearing on
January 16, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. at the Bear Lake County Courthouse, Paris, Idaho.
DATED this 12 day of December, 2013.

J eph T. Preston
CHO HAWK LAW
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 12 day of December, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below> and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

D
D
D

Hand Delivered

[2J

Telecopy (Fax)

U .S. Mail

Overnight Mail

of.,EtiioHAWK LAW

H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\000J\00054117.DOC

NOTICE OF HEARING ~ 2
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)
)
)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)

)
vs .

)

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232

STIPULATED
STATEMENT IN RESPONSE
TO ORDER FOR SUBMISSION
OF INFORMATION FOR
SCHEDULING ORDER

)

)
Defendant.

)

CO:r-vffiS NOW the Plaintiff, by and through his counsel of record, Steven A. Wuthrich, and
the Defendant, by and through its counsel, Mark Andrew Echohawk, and hereby submit their
Statement in Response to Order for Submission of Information for Scheduling Order as follows:

1.

Presently this matter is set for Court trial. Plaintiff reserves the right to demand a jury trial.

2.

There is no service needed upon any unserved parties.

3.

No amended pleadings or additional parties a.re contemplated.

4.

The parties do contemplate or anticipate that there will be pre-trial motions.

5.

The case does not present any unusual time requirements for trial preparation.

6.

The parties anticipate one (1) day for trial.

7.

There are some unusual time requirements for discovery inasmuch as documents need to be
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acquired from insurance companies.
8.

The parties do not request mediation.

9.

The parties have available trial dates of September 22, 23, 29, 30, 2014 or December 8, 9,

15, 16, 2014.
10.

The only other matte1 the Court should be aware of is that there are pending motions and the
likelihood that the Plaintiff will amend to plea the case for damages.

DATED thi~day of December, 2013.

MARK ANDREW ECHOHAWK

Page 2 of 2
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STEVEN A . WUTHRJCH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB # 3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254

Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

rn THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRET D. KUNZ,

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)
)

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)

ANSWER TO CROSS CLAIM

)
Defendant.

)

COMES NOW Marti Kunz, by and through her counsel ofrecord, Steven A. Wuthrich, and
in response to the Cross-Claim Complaint (should be Third-Party Complaint), hereby responds and
alleges as follows:

FIRST DEFENSE
All averments in the Cross-Claim Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
1.

All averments in the Cross-Claim Complaint are DENIED ex cept as admitted herein.

2.

In Paragraph Nos. 3., 4, 5, and 6, the contract speaks for itself.

3.

In response to Paragraph No. 8, Defendant has placed life and health insurance business
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through other companies at the mutual agreement of the parties entered into immediately
after signing the contract. The contract does not forbid oral modification.
4.

Paragraph No. 9 is denied.

AFFIRMATITE; DEFENSES
5.

That the original contract, as was negotiated between the parties, was to be "the same as
Mike's," the predecessor~in-interest.

6.

That a draft of the contract, which was as agreed by the parties, was supplied to both Bret and
Marti Kunz prior to signing, which form had an exception for health and life insurance as
wast.he previous contract with Mike Kunz. The form was agreed upon. Nield, Inc., by and
through its representative, Brian Nield, stated he would simp]y transfer it over to his
letterhead.

7.

That the contract, as presented, had a modification in it, which neither Bret nor Marti Kunz
noticed at the time, with regard to life and health insurance. However, immediately upon the
signing, Brian Nield :stated, "Are you sure you guys don't want to run life and health through
the contract?" The Kunz's replied no, they did not want to do so.

8.

That the parties have not run life and health through the contract. All elements of fraud
would be present except for damages, inasmuch as the parties have not, through the fouryears of the contract, run life and health through the contract. Nield, Inc. has not listed Marti
Kunz as an agent of theirs, and have not signed her on as any agent for their companies, and
accordingly, the Plaintiffi'Third Party Defendant has suffered no damages as a result of the
attempted fraud.

9.

That if the Court were to interpret the contract as binding on life and health, t.hen, and only

REPLY TO CROSS CLAJM - Page 2
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then, would the Plaintiffi'Third Party Defendant suffer damages, and accordingly, the
affirmative defense of fraud is hereby plead, to-wit, that the Plaintiff and his wife reasqnably
relied upon the representations of Brian Nield, agent ofthe Defendant; that Nield was simply
changing the draft over to "his letterhead" and not re-writing in any manner the contract
when they signed same. Therefore, they did not review the contract.
10.

Nield, Inc. has a long history with the Kunz 's, including his brotheri Mike Kunz, to the
extent that there was a level of trust, that they could trust Nield on his word when he said he

was only changing the contract over to put on his letterhead.
11.

That the Kunz's reaJonably relied upon that representation and in not re-reviewing the
·contract when they signed same.

12.

That in fact, tb.e representation was false when made, and thatthe contract was modified after
it was changed over to Nield, Inc. 's letterhead.

13.

That if the Court enforces that provision~the Plaintiff/Third Party Defendant would suffer
damages, and Third Party Defendant hereby pleas fraud as an affirmative defense.

14.

The Third Party Defendant pleads affirmatively, modification of contract, to-wit, the oral
representations made immediately after signing, coupled with the party's course of conduct
for the last four years.

15.

That the Defendant, Nield, Inc., has never acquired any part of the life and health "book of
business'' owned by Mike Kunz and that Bret and Marti Kunz have bought same directly
from Judy Kunz. Therefore, Defendant does not own a "book of business" upon which to
premise an agency relationship with respect to the life and health business being done in Bear
Lake County, Idaho

REPLY TO CROSS CLAIM - Page 3
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WHEREFORE, the Plaintifflrhird Party l)efendant prays the Defendant take nothing on its
counterclaim~and the Plaintiff have and recover his costs and attorney's fees incurred herein.
DATED TIDS _2day of January, 2014.

~/
!/A!_~
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true ~ correct copy of the forgoing Reply was sent via D fax/ D mail
to the following party on this
clay of January, 201 4.

;}1:.

Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
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KERN y ,L~OU OCK . CLERK

Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN' AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM

)
)
)

~NIELD, INC. , dba JNSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)

Defendant.

)

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Bret Kunz, by a.-rid through his counsel of record, Steven A.
Wuthrich, and in reply to the Counterclaim hereby alleges and avers as follows:

FIRST DEFENSE

The Counterclaim fails to state a claim for relief as against this Plaintiff.
SECOND DErnNsE
1.

All ave.nnents in the Counterclaim not specifically admitted herein are DENIED.

2.

In response to Paragraph No. 3, admit that a contract was signed, but deny the validity of the
entirety of the contract as set forth in the Affi.nnative Defenses set forth herein.

3.

fu response to Paragraph Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7, the contract paragraph? Speaks for itself.

4.

In response to Paragraph No. 8, same is denied. Bret Kunz has not placed insurance business
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through any company other than that of the Counter-claimant.

5.

Paragraph No. 9 is denied.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
6.

That the original contract, as was negotiated benveen the parties, was to be (<the same as
Mike's," the predecessor-in-interest.

7.

That a draft of the C(?ntract, which was as agreed by the parties, was supplied to both Bret and
Marti Kunz prior to signing, which form had an exception for health and life insurance as
was the previous contract with Mike Kunz. The fonn was agreed upon. Nield, Inc., by and
through its representative, Brian Nield, stated he would simply transfer it over to his
letterhead.

8.

That th~ contract, as presented, had a modification in it, which neither Bret nor Marti Kunz
noticed at the time, with regard to life and health insurance. However, immediately upon the
signing, Brian Nield stated, "Are you sure you guys don't want to run life and health through
the contract?" The Kunz's replied no, they did not want to do so.

9.

That the parties have not run life and health through the contract. All elements of fraud
would be present except for damages, inasmuch as the parties have not, through the fouryears of the contract, run life and health through the contract. Nield, Inc. has not listed Marti
Kunz as an agent of theirs, and have not signed her on as any agent for their companies, and
accordingly, the Plaintiff has suffered no damages as a result of the attempted fraud.

10.

That if the Court were to interpret the contract as binding on life and health, then, and only
then, would the Plaintiff suffer damages, and accordingly, the affirmative defense of fraud
is hereby plead, to-wi4 that the Plaintiff and his wife reasonably relied upon the
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representations of Brian Nield, agent of the Defendant; that Nield was simply changing the

draft over to «his letterhead" and not re-writing in any manner the contract when they signed
same. Therefore, they did not review the contract.
11.

Nield, Inc. has a long history with the Kunz 's, including his brother, Mike Kunz, to the

extent that there was a level of trust, that they could trust Nield on his word when he said he
was only changing the contract over to put on bis letterhead.
12.

That the Kunz's reasonably relied upon that representation and in not re-reviewing the
contract when they signed same.

13.

That in fact, the representation was false when made, and that the contract was modified after

it was changed over to Nield, Jnc.'s letterhead.
14.

That if the Court enforces that provision, the Plaintiff would suffer damages, and Plaintiff
hereby pleas fraud as an affirmative defence.

15..

The Plaintiff pleads affirmatively, modification of contract, to-wit, the oral representations
made immediately after signing, coupled with the party's course of conduct for the last four
years.

16.

That the Defendant, Nield, Inc., has never acquired any part of the life and health "book of
business" owned by Mike Kunz and that Bret and Marti Kunz have bought same directly
from Judy Kunz. Therefore, Defendant does not own a "book of business" upon which to
premise an agency relationship with respect to the life and health business being done in Bear
Lake County, Idaho.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays the Defendant take nothing on its counterclaim, and the

Plaintiff have and recover his costs and attorney's fees incurred herein.
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DATED TIDS ;)::_ day of January, 201 4.

~!//A)~
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff

CERTIFl,CATE OF MAILING/FAX

I hereby certify that a true ~d correct copy of the forgoing Reply was sent via D fax/ D mail
to the following party on this
r t;iay of January, 2014.

cJb.-

Mark A Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)
)

BRET D. KUNZ,

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

VERIFIED RESPONSE TO
MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Bret Kunz, by and through his counsel of record, Steven A.
Wuth.rich, and in response to the Motion to Change Venue responds and alleges as follows:
1.

Both Plaintiff Bret Kunz and Third Party Defendant Marti Kunz are residents of Bear Lake
County, State ofldaho, and their place of business is in Montpelier, Idaho.

2.

The contract is being performed in Bear Lake County, to-wit, sales of insurance. While Mr.
Kunz does sell some insurance in Utah and Wyoming, all of his insurance business is sold
out of Bear Lake County.

3.

Payments for the insurance are made by the customers directly to Mr. Kunz' s office or
mailed to the respective companies. With respect to the payments made locally, Mr. Kunz
maintains a trust account and allows the individual companies to "sweep" the premiums
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collected for each company. That accow1t is maintained in Bear Lake County, as well.
4.

Under the contract, the agent is personally responsible for collection of premiums and return
of commissions on insurance business.

5.

Under the contract, when the collection is completed, the commissions are paid. Payment is
made by means of a check sent from Defendant's place of business to the Plaintiffs place
of business in Bear Lake County. These checks are paid monthly.

6.

The onlyp01tion of the contract that is performed in Pocatello is accounting for receipts by
the companies. The maintenance of contracts is done virtually with numerous companies,
none of whom are based either in Pocatello or Bear Lake County.

7.

The contract at issue in this case was executed in the office of Plaintiff.

8.

Count One seeks an accounting and, to the extent that such accounting reflects monies due
and owing, a judgment to be entered against the Defendant for a total sum of unpaid
commissions. Inasmuch as payment has always been made by the company to the Plaintiff
in Bear Lake County, breach of the contract would have occurred in Bear Lake County, i.e.,
lack of proper payment.

9.

With respect to Count Two - declaratory relief, the events which arise for the declaratory
relief occurred in Bear Lake County, as well, inasmuch as this is where the contract was
executed.

10.

Idaho Code Sec. 5-404 provides, "That in all actions against any corporation organized under
the laws of the State ofldaho, suit or action shall be commenced and tried in any county of
this State where the defendant has its principle place of business or in the county in which
the cause of action arose."
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11 .

This is an action for failure to pay proper amounts under the contract. Payments were
historically always made, and continue to be made, in Bear Lake County, the place where the
contract was executed, entered into, and, for the most part, where the contract was to be
performed. The breach occurred by virtue of the failure to properly pay the commissions
earned; A fortiori, the cause of action arose in Bear Lake County. The choice of venue is on
the Plaintiff under these circumstances.

12.

Moreover, Defendant has now filed a Third Party Complaint against Marti Kunz, who is a
resident of Bear Lake County. By this action, Defendant has essentially waived any venue
objections.

13.

The witnesses, as to the lack of proper payment, will actually be company records
subpoenaed from various insurance companies whose principle places of business are in fact
out of state, but who have registered agents primarily in Ada County. The remaining
witnesses will be the Plaintiff and his wife, and Judy Kunz as to the ownership of the book
of business, all of whom are residents of Bear Lake County. Even if venue were not proper
under J.C. §5-404, the convenience of witnesses and the ends of justice are promoted by
keeping venue in Bear Lake County. See l.R.C.P. Rule 40(e)( C). The only witness who
resides in Bannock County is the sole owner of Nield, Inc., Brian Nield. It is easier to
transport one witness from Bannock County than three witnesses from Bear Lake County.

14.

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff objects to the Motion to Change Venue.

DATEDTHIS.2_dayofJanuary,20~~

ll J t ) ~

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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STA TE OF IDAHO
County of &ua.,-

)
:ss.
LP.ke )

The undersigned, Bret Kunz, hereby certifies that he has read the foregoing Reply and that
he has personal knowledge of the facts therein, and that the statements therein are trne and con-ect
to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

BRET KUNZ
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this j .ftc.Jd ay of January, 2014.

ALICE LAWSON
Notary Public
State of Idaho

Residing at_____,,,,,~<><..:.!.-"""'"-=::.........~--- - My Commission expires ------'----,1----'-'--r-""..,_._,__,,_.,__

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Reply was sent via D fax/ D mail
to the following pa1ty on this braday of January, 2014.
Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 4 78-1670
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STEVEN A. WUTHRJCH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
AFFIDAVIT OF BRET KUNZ IN
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER

)
Defendant.

)

STATE OF IDAHO

)
:ss.
County of Bear Lake )
COMES NOW the Plaintiff Bret Kunz, and in response to the Motion for Protective Order
alleges and avers as follows:
1.

I am the Plaintiff in this matter and make these statements from personal knowledge .

2.

The insurance company representatives have the requested information at their finger tips.

(See e.g. attached report.) It is only a matter of pulling up the master agent number

a11d

printing repmis.
3.

The company representatives come to my office one or two times a year and give me the
info1mation on my book of business to show if my sales are up or down, along with the total
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monies paid out in claims.
4.

The information sought by the subpoenas is relevant, as this is a money issue. I need to know
the total written premium each year for Pocatello's office and mine in order to know my
percentage share of the profit sharing, as the profit sharing is based on total written premium.
There are other factors that apply, i.e., loss ratio and growth rate, all of which is relevant to
know the monies owed. The company representatives were giving me some of the
i.nfo1mation until Bryan Nield instructed them not to .

5.

The request for all sub producer information (codes) is relevant, as I myself still have sub
producer numbers on policies that were written when Mike Kunz was alive and owned the
business, and I want to make sure I am still getting paid for them. I also have sub producers
numbers that Rick Peck wrote, for which I should still be getting paid.

6.

Agent contracts are relevant, as this gives the infonnation on how much commission is paid
and the requirements to meet to get profit sharing/commission bonuses.

7.

The information is not available to me. I don't know the total profit sharing paid with these
companies or if there was any profit sharing paid, and Bryan told the company
representatives not to give me any infom1ation about it. The one company (Gem State) that
I do know the infonnation on, paid $4,722.00 on $112,404 written premiums for the year
2012.

8.

In 2012 for my share of written premium is: Allied at $193,151, profit sharing O; Farn1ers
Alliance at $165,199, profit sharing O; Acuity at $141,363, profit sharing $424.00.

9.

Based on the info1mation I do have on my share, all three of these companies should qualify
for profit sharing by combining my written premium along with Bryan's. I know my loss

AFFIDAVIT IN RESPONSE - Page 2
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ratio qualifies . I don 't know if Bryan's does.
10.

Bryan Nield has the client list of all of my clients with the property and casualty book of
business. I am not seeking any customer lists of his and have a non-compete agreement
anyway.

11.

I am only requesting just the accounting. There is no way this can affect Bryan's business.
I deal with these companies on a daily basis. There are no trade secrets here, just the
accounting which I asked Bryan for before this suit was filed.

12.

If what Bryan has paid me hims out to be coITect then the case can be dropped and we won't
waste the court's time, or incur more attorney's fees.
DATED THIS

k_ day of Janua1y, 2014.
BRETD.KUNZ

Residing at -11/::.L.~~~,,____:c::t~~:I.......~
My Commission expires
c!;:>t}'~

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Reply was sent via tiJ fax/ !Slmail
aay of 1anuary, 2014.
to the following paiiy on this U

r

Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478- 1670
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UC,i<, CLERK

Tel: (208) 847-1236
Pax; (208) 847-1230

Attorney for the Plaintiff

rn THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXIH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BRAR LAKE

)
)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

vs.

)
)
)

)

NIELD, INC.• dba INSURANCE
DESJGNERS, an Idaho Corporatio~

)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
STIPULATED

STATEMENT IN RESPONSE
TO ORDER FOR SUBMISSION
OFJNFORMATION FOR
SC$DUL1NG ORDER

)

)
Defendant.

)

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, by and through bis cowisel of record, Steven A. Wuthrich, and
the Defet\dant, by and through its coUMel, Mark Andrew Echo Hawk, and hereby submit their
Stat~ment in Response to Order fur Submissfon ofinformatlon for Scheduling Order a.s followa:
1.

Presently this matteris set for CoUit trial. Plaintiffreserves the right to demand a jury trial.

2.

There is no service needed upon any unserved parties.

3_

Defendant anticipates amending its ThirdPanyComplaint and Plaintiffanticipates amending
his suit to one for damages once the acoounti.ng is received.

4.

The parties d.o contexnplate or a.n.ticipate th11t there will be pre.trial motions.

5.

The c.ase does not present 1UJ.Y unusual time l'equirements for trial preparation,

6.

The parties anticipate two days for trial.
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There are some unusual time requirements for discovery inasmuch as docux:nentS need to be

acquired from msurance companies.
8.

The parties do not request mediation.

9.

The p~es have availab)e trial dates of September 221 23, 29, 30, 2014 or December 8~ 9~
15,

10.

16~ 2014.

The only other matter the Court should be aware of is that there are pending motions and the

likelihood that the Plaintiff will am.end to plea the ease for damages.
DATED this

_I_ day of Jimu:uy, 2014.

Nk~4lL-

~-----------MARX ANDREW ECHO HAWK

Page2 of 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
v,..·,{, CL£R;-:
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LARE!- - - - - .
C4 St

)
BRETDKUNZ
PLAINTIFF(S)

vs
NIELD, INC.

MARTI KUNZ

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No: CV-2013-0000232

SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE
OF TRIAL SETTING AND
INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER

DEFENDANT(S)

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16 and 40, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:

1.

TI1is matter is set for TRIAL, as follows:
(A) PRIMARY TRIAL SETTING: SEPTEMBER 22, 2014 AT 9:00 A.M.
(B)ALTERNATIVE TRIAL SETTING: DECEMBER 8, 2014 AT 9:00 A.M.

All deadlines listed below shall apply to the trial setting listed in line (A) above.
2.

TRIAL: This case is set for a COURT TRIAL as set forth above. The trial will

be conducted in the District Courtroom, Bear Lake Cotmty, Paris, Idaho. A total
of TWO (2) days have been reserved. On the first day of trial, counsel shall report
to the Court's chambers at 8:30 a.m. for a brief status conference.

Unless

otherwise ordered, other than the first and last day of trial, proceedings will
convene at 9:00 a.m. each morning, and adjourn at approximately 3:00 p.m. each
afternoon. Two twenty (20) minute / brief recesses will be taken at approximately
11 :00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

3.

No pre-trial conference will be held unless requested by any party in wiiting at least

SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF TRJAL
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thi1ty (30) days prior to trial and ordered by the Cowt. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(e), in lieu of a pretrial conference, trial corn1sel for the paities (or the parties if they are self-represented) are
ORDERED to meet and/or confer for the purpose of prepai·ing a joint Pre-Trial Stipulation, which
shall be submitted to the Cornt at least twenty-one (21) days prior to Trial, ai1d shall contain or
include:
(A).
A statement that all exhibits to be offered at trial have been provided to all other
pruties and attaching ai1 Exllibit List of all such exhibits. The Exhibit List shall indicate: (1) by
whom the exhibit is being offered, (2) a brief description of the exhibit, (3) whether the patties have
stipulated to its admission, and if not, (4) the legal grow1ds for objection. If any exllibit includes a
summary of other documents, such as medical expense records, to be offered pursuant to I.R.E.
1006 the sununary shall be attached to the Stipulation.
(B).
A statement whether depositions or any discovery responses will be offered in lieu
of live testimony, and a list of what will actually be offered, the manner in which such evidence will
be presented, and the legal grounds for any objection to any such offer.
(C).
A list of the names and addresses of all witnesses which each pruty intends to call to
testify at trial, including anticipated rebuttal or impeachment witnesses. Expert witnesses shall be
identified as such. The Stipulation should also identify whether any witnesses' testimony will be
objected to in its entirety and the legal grollllds therefore.

(D).
A brief non-argwnentative swm11ary of the factual nature of the case. The purpose
of the summary is to provide an overview of the case for the jury and is to be included in pre-proof
instructions to the jury, llllless foWld inappropriate by the Court.
(E).
A statement counsel have, in good faith, discussed settlement w1successfully and/or
completed mediation W1successfully, if mediation was ordered by the Court.
(F).
A statement that all pre-trial discovery procedures Wlder I.R.C.P. 26 to 37 have been
complied with and all discovery responses supplemented as required by the rules to reflect facts
known to the date of the Stipulation.
(G).
A statement of all issues of fact and law wllich remain to be litigated, listing which
paity has the brn·den of proof as to each issue.

(H).

A list of any stipulated admissions of fact, which will avoid llllllecessary proof.

(I).

A list of any orders requested by the parties which will expedite the trial.

(J).
A statement as to whether counsel require more than 30 minutes per paiiy for voir
dire or opening statement and, if so, an explanation of the reason more time is needed.

SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF TRIAL
SETTrNG AND lNLTlAL PRETRIAL ORDER - 2
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4.

PRE-TRIAL MOTIONS: All motions to join parties or amend the pleadings

(except motions pertaining to punitive damages under LC. §6-1604) must be filed and heard so
as not to require the continuance or vacation of the trial date, and in no event less than ninety
(90) days before trial.

All motions for summary judgment and motions to add claims for

punitive damages pursuant to LC. §6-1604 must be filed and served so as to be heard not later
than sixty (60) days before trial. All other non-dispositive pre-trial motions (including, but not
limited to motions in limine or motions which seek to challenge the admissibility or foundation
of expert testimony) must be filed and scheduled for hearing not less than fourteen (14) days
before trial. Exceptions will be granted infrequently, and only when justice so requires.
5.

MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT:

All motions for smmnary

judgment must be accompanied by a memorandum which includes a concise statement of each
material fact upon which the moving patty claims there is no genuine issue, and which shall
include a specific reference to that portion of the record at or by which such fact is proven or
established. Any party opposing a motion for smnmary judgment shall, not later than fourteen
(14) days prior to hearing, serve and file any affidavits and opposing brief(s). The opposing brief
shall identify the specific factual matters as to which the non-moving paiiy contends there are
genuine issues requiring denial of the motion, including a specific reference to the pmiion of the
record which supports the claim that a genuine issue of fact exists. In ruling upon any summary
judgment motion, the Court may assume that the facts as claimed by the moving party ai·e
conceded to exist without dispute except ai1d to the extent the non-moving party shall have
controverted them. Any reply brief must be lodged at least seven (7) days prior to hearing.
Fmiher, any objection to the admissibility of evidence must be in writing and shall be paii of the
response to the motion for summary judgment or in reply to the response in opposition to
summai·y judgment. The failure to object in writing to the admissibility of evidence in support of
or in response to smnmai·y judgment shall constitute a waiver as to any objection to the
admissibility of evidence at the time of the hearing on summary judgment. Oral objections to the
admissibility of evidence at the time of hearing on summary judgment will not be considered by
the court.
6.

SCHEDULING AND HEARINGS. The Court holds its regular civil law and

motion calendar the first and third Thursday of each month. Absent an order shortening time, all
motions must be filed and served at least fomteen (14) days prior to hearing. A "judge's copy"
SCHEDUUNG ORDER, NOTICE OF TRIAL
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of any memoranda or affidavits should be provided for use by the comi . Said "judge's copy
shall be sent to the comi at its chambers in Soda Springs, Idaho. All such documents shall be
clearly marked as "JUDGE'S COPY. ' As a matter of courtesy, counsel are expected to contact
the Court's Deputy Clerk, Karen Volbrecht at (208) 945-2208 ext#23 to schedule hearings, and
to confom the availability of opposing counsel for proposed hearing dates.

As an

accommodation to out-of-town counsel and parties, hearings on any pretrial motion (except
motions for summary judgment or hearings at which testimony is to be offered) may be
conducted by telephone conference call pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(4), in the discretion of the
court. Counsel requesting a hearing by conference call will be responsible for arranging for
placement of the call, and the cost thereof.
7.

DISCOVERY AND DISCOVERY DISPUTES: The Court will not ente1iain

any discovery motion unless accompanied by a written certification signed by counsel which
confirms that a reasonable effort has been made to voluntarily resolve the dispute with opposing
counsel. A party's obligation to fully and timely respond to discovery requests is distinct from
any obligation imposed by this Order, and no patty may rely upon this Order or any deadline it
imposes as justification for failing to timely respond to discovery requests or to supplement prior
responses.
8.

DISCOVERY CUT-OFFS: Absent a stipulation to the contrary, all discovery

shall be propounded and served such that responses are due no later than thirty (30) days before
trial. Any supplemental responses a party is required to make pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(e) or the
terms of an earlier discovery request shall also be served at least thirty (30) days before trial.
Any supplementation of discovery required by the rnle shall be made in a timely manner.
9.

WITNESS DISCLOSURES: Each party shall disclose the existence and identity

of intended or potential expe1i or lay witnesses to the extent required by interrogatories or other
discovery requests propounded by another party. There is no independent duty to disclose
expert or lay witnesses except as required to adequately respond to discovery requests or
supplement prior responses. If discovery requests seeking disclosure of expert witnesses and

the information required to be disclosed pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) are propounded,
a plaintiff upon whom such requests are served shall, in good faith, disclose the existence and
identity of potential or intended expert witnesses, including the disclosures required by I.R.C.P.
Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than one hundred-twenty
SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF TRIAL
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(120) days before trial. A defendant upon whom such requests are served shall, in good faith,
identify any potential or intended expert witnesses, including the disclosures required by I.R.C.P.
Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than seventy-five (75) days
before trial.
Any party upon whom discovery is served who intends or reserves the right to call any
expert witness in rebuttal or surrebuttal shall, in good faith, identify such experts, including the
disclosures required by I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event
later than forty-two (42) days before trial. Any party upon whom discovery requests are served
seeking disclosure of lay witnesses shall, in good faith, disclose the identity of all such witnesses
at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than forty-two (42) days before trial. Absent a
showing of good cause and a lack of unfair prejudice to any other party, any witness who has not
been timely disclosed will not be permitted to testify at trial.
10.

EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS: When and to the extent required to respond

to inteITogatories, requests for production or other discovery requests propounded by another
party, a pmiy must identify and disclose any documentary, tangible or other exhibits that paity
intends or reserves the right to offer at trial. Absent a showing of good cause and a lack of unfair
prejudice to all other parties, any exhibit which has not been timely disclosed will be excluded.
Without regard to whether discovery concerning a party's exhibits has been propounded, not less
than seven (7) days prior to trial, each party shall: (A) lodge with the Clerk a completed exhibit
list in the form attached to this order (Exh. 1 attached) together with one complete, duplicate
marked set of that pmiy's proposed exhibits for the Judge's use during trial; and (B) deliver to
counsel for each other paity a copy of the completed exhibit list and duplicate copy of that
party's marked exhibits. The exhibit list and duplicate copies need not include exhibits which
will be offered solely for the purpose of impeachment. Unless otherwise ordered, the plaintiff
shall identify exhibits beginning with number "101," and the defendant shall utilize exhibits
beginning with number "201."
11.

TRIAL BRIEFS: The Court encourages (but does not require) the submission of

trial briefs which address impo11ant substantive or evidentiary issues each party expects to arise
during trial. Any trial briefs shall be prepared, exchanged between the parties, and lodged with
the Clerk (with copies to Chan1bers in Soda Springs, Idaho) at least ten (10) days prior to trial.
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12.

PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: If the trial is to th Court

without a j ury, eacl1 party shall, wi thi n fourteen (14) days after t1ial. file with the Clerk (with
copies to Chambers in Soda Springs, Jdaho) and erve upon all othe r parties Proposed Findings
of Fact and

onclusions of Law which supporl that party's position c nceming the appropriate

resolution of the case.
13.

REQUEST TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING:

Any party requesting or

stipulating to vacate a trial setting must submit a specific written statement concerning the

reasons for the request, and must certify, in writing that the request or stipulation has been
discussed with the parties represented by counsel. An order granting a request to vacate or
continue a trial setting may be conditioned upon terms (including orders that the requesting party
or attorney reimburse other pruiies or their attorneys for attorneys fees incu1Ted for prepru·ation
which must be repeated or expenses advanced in anticipation of the trial setting which cannot be
avoided or recovered). An order vacating or continuing a trial setting shall not serve to alter the
deadlines set forth in this order, and unless otherwise stipulated or ordered, the specific calendar
dates associated with any deadlines shall be adjusted in reference to the new or runended trial
date.
14.

LODGING AT RESIDENT CHAMBERS:

"All" documents filed shall

include the Court on the Certificate of Mailing, with courtesy copies mailed or faxed (but
not both) to the Court's chambers in Soda Springs, Idaho.

Address: 159 South Main,

Soda Springs, ID 83276 Fax# (208) 547-2147
15.

SANCTIONS FOR NON-COMPLIANCE: A failure to comply with th.is order

or the deadlines it imposes in a timely manner subject a non-compliant party and/or counsel to an
awru·d of sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(i) and/or other applicable rules, statutes or case
precedent.
16.

All meetings and/or hearings with the Court shall be scheduled in adva11ce with

the Court's Clerk, Karen Volbrecht, by calling 945-2208 ext#23 . No hearing shall be noticed
without contacting the Clerk. The Court will allow attorney participation by telephone on all
non-dispositive proceedings. Such proceedings shall be by way of registering with Com1Call at
telephone #(888)882-6878 at least 24 hours prior to hearing OR with prior Court approval of a
conference call system approved 48 hours in advance.
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Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 40(d)(l)(G), that an alternate judge may be
assigned to preside over the trial of this case, if the currently presiding judge is unavailable. The
list of potential alternative judges is: (1) Honorable Peter D. McDermott; (2) Honorable David
C. Nye; (3) Honorable Stephen S. Dunn; (4) Honorable Robert Naftz; (5) Honorable William H.
Woodland.
DATED: this 10th day of January, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
The tmdersigned ce1tifies that on the 10th day of January, 2014, she caused a hue and
c01Tect copy of the foregoing SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING AND
INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER to be served upon the following persons in the following manner:

~ Faxed (847-1236)

PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY:
Steven A. Wuthrich
1011 Washington St., Ste 101
Montpelier ID 83254

D

Hand Delivered

D

Mailed

\d. Faxed (478-1670)

DEFENDANT ATTORNEY:
Mark Andrew Echohawk
PO Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205

D

Hand Delivered

D Mailed

KEtfuDO~
t
by:

~

K~recht, Deputy Clerk
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EXHIBIT LIST
MITCHELL W. BROWN DISTRICT .JUDGE
CASE NO. - - -- - - - -KAREN VOLBRECHT, DEPUTY CLERK
RODNEY FELSHA W, COURT REPORTER
DATE:

CASE:

vs.
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DESCRIPTION

DATE
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T
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Mark A . EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHOHAWKLAW
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P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)4 78-1670
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_ _ _ _ CASE NO .

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIB SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232

AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAN NIELD IN
SUPPORT OF CHANGE OF VENUE

V.

NIELD, INC., dbaINSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclairnant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,

v.
MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bannock

)

) ss.

BRYAN NIELD, having been first duly sworn on oath) does depose and state the
following:
1. I am the President of Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation

("Insurance Designers,,).
2. Insurance Designers has its principal place of business located at 4 751 Afton Place Suite
B, Chubbuck, Idaho 83202.
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3. All Insurance Designer's company records are stored at its principal place of business.

4. It is likely necessary that myself, Benjamin Nield, Tom Nield, Jared Christensen, Chris
Wellard, Blake Jones, Steve Ahl, Dirk Perry, and Debbie Bryce

wm be required to testify

as witnesses in this case.

5. I reside in Bannock County.

6. Benjamin Nield resides in Bannock County.
7. Tom Nield resides in Bannock County.

8. Jared Christensen resides

jn Bannock

County.

9. Chris Wellard resides in BaIU1ock County.
10. Blake Jones resides in Bannock County.
11 . Debbie Bryce resides in Bannock County.

12. Steve Ahl resides in the Boise area.
13. Dirk Perry resides in the Boise area.

14. Tom Nield was the previous CEO of Nield, Inc. and has information relative to the
course of dealings between Nield, Inc. and Mike Kunz.

He also has information

regarding the previous contract Nield Inc. had with Bret Kunz.
15. Bryan Nield and Benjamin Nield have information relative to the negotiation and
execution of the 2009 contract between Nield, Inc. and Bret Kunz.

16, Jared Christensen and Chris Wellard are other agents of Nield, Inc. and have information
relative to their understanding of contractual duties and obligations under their respective
contracts with Nield, Inc.

17. Blake Jones has information relative to Marti Kunz holding herself out as an agent for
Insurance Designers.

18. Steve Ahl is a company representative of Allied Insurance and has information relative to
the contract between Nield, Inc. and Allied as well as the common course of business
relative to insurance companies and agents.
19. Dirk Perry is a company representative of Acuity and has information relative to the
contract between Nield, Inc. and Acuity as well as the common course of business
relative to insurance companies and agents.

20. Debbie Bryce is a reporter for the Idaho State Journal who has information relative to
Marti Kunz holding herself out as an agent of Insurance Designers.
AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAN NIELD IN SUPPORT OF CHANGE OF VENUE - 2
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DATED this 14th day of January 2014.

Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public in and for said state, this
14th day of {~M,h,9,14 .
.i,.\C,f.. SAN,4 :1111,1,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the lt/~ay of January, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St.} Suite 10 I
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

0U.S. Mail
0 Hand Deliver
121,Eax: (208) 847-1230

0Email:
0U.S.Mail
D Hand Deliver
g_fflx: (208) 547-2147
D Email:

H:\WDOX\CLlENTS\1264\000 I\0005433 7.DOCX
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Mark A EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
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Pocatello>Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)4 78-1624
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Facsimile: (208)478-1670

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
v.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE

Case No.: CV-2013-232

DEFENDANT'S REPLY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CHANGE OF VENUE

DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

Defendant'CounterclaimantfrhirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Thtrd-P arty Defendant.

Defendant respectfully submits this Reply Memorandum in support of its Motion for
Change of Venue. Defendant relies upon the arguments as set forth below and the affidavit of

Bryan Nield in Support of Change of Venue filed contemporaneously herewith..
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ARGUMENT
Bannock County is the proper venue for this action under I. C. § 5-404, and pursuant to
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 40(e), the convenience of witnesses and the ends of justice
would be promoted by transferring venue from Bear Lake County to Bannock County.

I.

It is Undisputed that Nield, Inc. 's Principal Place of Business is in Bannock County
Under Idaho Code § 5-404, all actions must be tried in the county in which "the

defendant has its principal place of business or in the county in which the cause of action arose."
It is undisputed that Nield Inc. 's principal place of business is located in Bannock County. The

issues presented then are whether the actions arose in Bear Lake County and whether under
IRCP 40(e) the Court should exercise its discretion to transfer venue to Bannock County.

II.

Any Causes of Action tliat Might Exist have Occurred in Bannock County

Plaintiff has raised two issues in its Complaint: an accounting and declaratory judgment.
The cause of action for the Accounting claim occurred in Banno_c k County, the declaratory
judgment issue is not a cause of action, and the breach of contract cause of action is not yet ripe.
A. Any Causes of Action for an Accounting must have Occurred in Bannock County

"An accounting is generally held to be an equitable proceeding, designed to
comprehensively investigate partnership transactions and adjudicate the rights of the partners."

Havelickv. Chobot, 123 Idaho 714,718,851 P.2d 1010, 1014 (Ct. App. 1993) (citingArnoldv.
Burgess, 113 Idaho 786, 747 P.2d 1315 (Ct. App. 1987).

"The goal of an accounting is to

ascertain a party's interest in property and to determine the value of the party's interest." Cox v.

Cox, 138 Idaho 881, 884 71 P.3d 1028,· 1032 (2003) (citing Haveltck at 123 Idaho 718, 851 P.2d
1014).
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Plaintiffs claim is that Nield, Inc, has failed to provide proprietary and confidential
records after Plaintiff asked for such. Plaintiff admits that the record keeping function occurs at
Nield Inc's principal place of business in Bannock County. 1 Any decision not to provide the
information that Plaintiff requested would have necessarily occurred in Bannock County.
Because the records are kept in Bannock County and because. the decision not to release
those records to the Plaintiff occurred in Bannock County, Bannock County would be the
approp~ate venue for the Accounting cause of action.

B. Relief Under a Declaratory Judgment should not Keep this Case in Bear Lake County
A Declaratory Judgment is not a cause of action as contemplated under J.C. § 5-404.
Application under the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act, I.C. § 10-1201, et.al. is not a cause of
action but rather, it is a "remedial measure," which gives parties the "relief from uncertainty and
insecurity with respect to rights, status and other legal relations." LC. §10-1212. Application
fo.r relief under a Declaratory Judgment then is not a cause of action, but rather a remedy.
Therefore a declaratory judgment would not fit within the meaning of a cause of action under
LC. § 5-404.
If a Declaratory Judgment is not a cause of action, then Plaintiff cannot use the second
part of I.C. § 5-404, or in the county where the cause of action arose, to choose where to file suit
and could only use the Defendant's principal place of business, which is Bannock County, as the
proper location to file his lawsuit.
C. Plaintiff has not Pled a Ripe Breach of Contract Claim
Plaintiff raises in his Response that ''this is an action for failure to pay proper amounts
under the contract."2 However, Defendant disagrees that this is a ripe issue in the case. Plaintiff

l

See Verified Response to Motion to Change Venue, ,r 6.
Response to Motion to Char;i.ge Venue, ,r 11.

2 Verified
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has not raised a breach of contract action for failure to pay proper amounts under the contract in

his Complaint. At most, Plaintiff has put Defendant on notice that it may have a future breach
of contract claim.
Plaintiff has not specifically pled a Breach of Contract as one of its causes of action.
Instead, Plaintiffs Complaint appears to be asking the Court to make a determination on what
tho parties' rights and obligations are under the contract.

The Plaintiff also alleges in his

Complaint that the Defendant has fai led to provide information as requested. It appears that
only after the Court makes a decision on the correct interpretation of the contract and the
Plaintiff reviews what amounts have bee.i;i. paid relative to that interpretation of rights that the
Plaintiff would then be asking for a judgment against the Defendant. This is shown by the
Complaint and Plaintiff's Response to the Motion to change venue: "In the eYent that such
accounting reflects monies due and owing the Plaintiff, Plaintiff further requests that judgment
be entered against the Defendant . ..." Complaint, 125 (emphasis added); see also Verified
Response to Motion to Change Venue,

1 8.

Additionally, the Plaintiff's Affidavit of Bret Kunz

in Response to Motion for Protective Order in paragraphs 11-12 states, "I am only requesting
just the accounting ... If what Bryan has paid me turns out to be correct then the case can be
dropped and we won't waste the court's time, or incur more attorney's fees."
It is true that Idaho has adopted a view that "for purposes of venue, a breach of contract
action arises in the county where the contract was made, where it was breached or where the
damage occurred." Corder v. Idaho Fatmway, Inc., 986 P.2d 1019, 1024, 133 Idaho 353, 358
(Idaho App. 1999). But as has been shown, this is not a ripe breach of contract action and as
such, should not be used for the C~urt' s determination on whether or not venue is proper.
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The Convenience of Witnesses Requires a Transfer of Venue to Bannock County
Even if the Court finds that Plaintiff properly initiated this lawsuit in an allowable venue,

the Court should transfer venue in an effort to provide for the convenience of wimesses.

Granting or refusing a motion for change of venue is within the discretion of the trial court.

Banning v. Minidoka Irrigation District, 89 Idaho 506, 511~12, 406 P.2d 802, 804 (1965).
"Determination of venue is within the discretion of the court only in cases where conflicting
issues of fact must be resolved, such as the actual residence of a defendant, convenience of
,vitnesses; or impartial trial." Id. 89 Idaho at 12, 406 P.2d at 804 (citations omitted). "The
convenience of the parties themselves" is not normally consi~ered in a motion for change of

venue. Stephan v. Hoffman, 86 Idaho 304, 309, 386 P.2d 56, 59 (Idaho 19Q3). The convenience
of witnesses who are members of the immediate family of a party, or witnesses who are
employees of one of the parties normally are not given the same consideration as given to

witnesses not occupying such relationship. Stephan v. Hoffman, 86 Idaho 304, 309, 386 P.2d
56, 59 (Idaho 1963). lV[ere preponderance in the number of witnesses which either party expects

to produce> while generally recognized as an element to be considered, does not necessarily
determine the merits of a motion for change of venue. Stephan v. Hoffman, 86 Idaho 304, 309,

386 P.2d 56, 59 (Idaho 1963).
Here, Plaintiff has offered as potential witnesses himself, his wife Marti Kunz, and his

sister-in-law, Judy Kunz. 3 All of Plaintiffs potential witnesses are either parties or family
members of parties and their convenience should be given less consideration then other
witnesses.
Defendant has identified in his affidavit as potential witnesses, Bryan Nield, Benjamin
Nield, Tom Nield, Jared Christensen, Chris Wellard, Blake Jones, Steve Ahl, Dirk Perry, and
3

Verified Response to Motion to Change Venue, ,r 13.
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Debbie Bryce. Bryan Nield and Benjamin Nield are employees of the Corporation and their
convenience as witnesses should be given less weight, but Tom Nield, Jared Christensen, Chris
Wellard, Blake Jones, Steve Ahl, Dirk Perry, and Debbie Bryce are all independent witnesses
and their convenience is not subject to the Court's diminished consideration.
Tom Nield, Jared Chirsensen, Chris Wellard, Blakes Jones, and Debbie Bryce are all
potential witnesses that reside in Barmock County. Transferring venue to Bannock County
would be in favor of their convenience. Steve Ahl and Dirk Perry reside in the Boise area. It is

a shorter distance for Mr. Ahl and Mr. Perry to travel from Boise to Pocatello, rather than from
Boise to Paris, so their convenience would dictate that venue should be transferred to Bannock

County.
Not only is the convenience of the witnesses in favor of transferring this case to Bannock
County, but there are financial considerations that suggest that this case be transferred as well.

The cost involved in paying witnesses' expenses is one of the factors that a Court should weigh

in deciding whether the ends of justice would be promoted by a change of venue pursuant to
IRCP Rule 40(e). Spaulding v. Hoops, 49 Idaho 289) 292) 287 P. 947 (1930). If venue remains
in Bear Lake County, Defendant will be required to pay witnesses' costs for transportation to
Bear Lake. For witnesses that have a residence in the Pocatello area. this is a round trip drive of
roughly 200 miles. For the witnesses from the Boise area, this is a round trip drive of almost
700 miles and would take roughly ten hours of total drive time from Boise to Paris and back.

This matter is currently antic~pated to require two days for trial. 4 If venue remains in

Bear Lake County, Plaintiff will likely have to pay for hotel accommodations as part of the
,~tnesses' expenses. This requires that the Plaintiff find lodging for nine individuals in Bear
Lake County. If this matter is transferred to Bannock County, witness costs will diminish
4

Stipulated Statement in Response to Order for Submission of Information for Scheduling Order, V6.
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substantially because the Defendant will not need to provide for hotel lodgings for any of its

witnesses besides Steve Ahl and Dirk Perry. If venue remains in Bear Lake County, Defendant
will probably have the additional burden of paying for multiple nights for Steve Ahl and Dirk
Perry as it is unlikely that they will make the five hour drive from Boise to Paris the morning of

trial. It is more likely that Mr. Ahl and Mr. Perry will use the day before trial to travel to Bear
Lake County, whereas it is more probable that if venue occurs in Bannock County, they may

simply choose to drive to Pocatello the morning of trial.
CONCLUSION
The Court should make a finding that this case should have originally been filed in
Bannock County, the principal place of business of the Defendant. If the Comt makes such a
determination, it must transfer venue to Bannock County,·pursuant to IRCP Rule 40(e) and Rule
I2(b ). However, even if the Court decides that Plaintiff was within his statutory right in filing

this matter in Bear Lake County, the convenience of witnesses and the ends of justice require
that the Court exercise its discretion in granting Defendant's Motion transferring this case to
Bannock County.

DATED this _:Jf/ctay of January 2014.

ECHOHAWKLAW

_/

By:~~~
Joseph T. Preston
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /t/finay of January, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner indicated.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier. ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

0U.S. Mail .

0

Hand Deliver

19.Eax: (208) 847-1230
0Email:
0U.S. Mail

D Hand Deliver
0--Fax: (208) 547-2147
0Email:
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Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
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Attorneys for Nield, lrzc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant.
V.

NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

Case No.: CV-2013-232

DEFENDANT'S REPLY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER

Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

Defendant respectfully submits this Reply Memorandum in support of its Motion for
Protective Order. As. Plaintiff has chosen only to :file an Affidavit of Bret Kunz in Response to
Motion for Protective Order that does not cite to any rule or case law, it appears that the parties
are in agreement relative to the law and the only disagreement is a factual one. Defendant relies

upon the argrunents as set forth below and the Supplemental Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support
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of Motion for Protective Order to address those factual issues which Plaintiff has raised in his
response.

. ARGUMENT
Initially, it is worth pointing out that tho Plaintiff's affidavit does not address at all why
subpoenas on third parties are necessary and why a less burdensome and less costly discovery

request on the Defendant is not the better procedure to gain the information that he requests.
Generally, ''there is a preference for parties to obtain discovery from one another before
burdening non"parties with discovery requests." Soto v. Castlerock Farming and Transpon,
Inc.) 282 F.R.D. 492, 505 (E.D. Cal. 2012) (citing lnstituform Technologies v. Cat Contracting.
914 F.Supp. 286, 287 (N.D. Ill. 1996)~ Davis v. Ramen, 2010 WL 1948560 (E.D . Cal. 2010).
Defendant suggests there is no justifiable reason to burden non-parties with subpoenas.

Similarly, Plaintiffs affidavit does not show why he is entitled to confidential
commercial information. The only point that is raised by the Plaintiff is paragraph 11 of his
Affidavit, wherein Plaintiff states. "I am only requesting just the accounting. There is no way

this can affect Bryan' s business. I deal with these companies on a daily basis. There are no
trade secrets here, just the accounting which I asked Bryan for before this suit was filed."
It is disingenuous for the Plaintiff to state that he is only seeking an accounting when he

very clearly states that he is also trying to gain access to agent contracts. 1 Insofar as Defendant
can tell by reading the Affidavit in Response, it appears that Plaintiff is seeking three things: 1)

See also Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Motion for Protective Order, Exhibit A (The Subpoenas asks
for "Agent contract agreement applying to Nield, Inc. dba ln~rance Designers for 2009 to 2013).
1 Id.
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Insurance Designers' total written premiums for each year and Plaintiffs total written
premiums;2 2) sub producer information on all policies;3 and 3) all agent contracts. 4
Total premiums 'Written and sub producer information may relate to accounting
information, but confidential agent contracts concern much more than just accounting
information.
Additionally, if there truly were no trade secrets involved, then would not the Plaintiff
already have the information that he seeks since he is dealing with these companies on a ''daily
basis." Plaintiff does not have this information because it is confidential commercial information
that both Insurance Designers and the various insurance agencies do not make available to
agents.5 The reason is because the agents are not owners of the company, 6 and Insurance
Designers has been involved in shrewd and sophisticated contract negotiations in order to secure
favorable business terms so that Insurance Designers can run a profitable business. 7

CONCLUSION
The Court should grant Defendant's motion as there has been no showing 'why a third
party should be burdened with the jnfonnation sought, and the information that Plaintiff seeks is
confidential commercial information that should not be subject to discovery.
DATED this ~ y of January 2014.

ECHO HAWK LAW

of Bret Kunz in Response to Motion for Protective Order, ,r 4. This information is actually sent to the
Plaintiff each month by Insurance Designers. Jf the insurance agencies were to send him information on this subject
it would be the same information that he is already receiving.
3 Affidavit of Bret Kunz in Response to Motion for Protectivo Order, , 5.
4 Affidavit of Bret Kunz in Response to Motion for Ptotective Order, ,r 6.
5 Supplemental Affidavit of Bryan Nield jn Suppo1t of Motion for Protective Order, 14.
• Supplemental Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Motion for Protective Order,~ 2.
7 Supplemental Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Motion for Protective Order, ,r 6-7.
2 Affidavit
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Attorney at Law
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1011 Washington St., Suite 101
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiffi'Counter-Defendant,

v.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

Case No. : CV-2013-232

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
BRYAN NIELD IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PROTECTNE

ORDER

Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V,

MARTI KUNZ
~

....

Third-Party Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bannock

)
) ss.
)

BRYAN NIELD, having been first duly sworn on oath, does depose and state the

following:
1. I am the President of Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designersj an Idaho Corporation

("Insurance Designers'').

2. Bret Kunz has no authority or ownership interest in Nield, Inc.
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3. Insurance Designers has not instructed any insurance company representative to withhold
information from Bret Kunz.

4. The information that Bret has requested is not given nor is it readily available to any of
Insurance Designers' agents.

5. The sub-producer code is the same for everyone in the Montpelier office. The sub-code
for the Montpelier office did not cha.nge ,x.,hen Mike Kunz passed away. Bret has access to the
sub-code for the Montpelier office and all information associated with it. Insurance Designers
has sent Bret information on his clients each month.
6. The current contracts that Insurance Designers has with various Insurance Agencies are a
result of past performance, total business done, specific· performance of certain obligations,
sophisticated business term negotiations, and the development of business relationships.
7. Allowing Bret access to the tenns of these agreements provides him with unfair
knowledge in case he ever decides to leave Insurance Designers and could destroy relationships
upon which these contracts are based.

DATED this 14th day of January 2014.

'
\

\

~
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Bryan Nield, President
Nield, Inc,, dba Insurance Designers
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public in and for said state, this
11,th day of January 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the !!/f!}.day of January, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner indicated.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail

D Hand Deliver

_8Fax: (208) 847-1230
DEmail:

Du.s. Mail
D Hand Deliver
Q.Fax: (208) 547-2 147
D Email:
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel : (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF MARTI KUNZ

)
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO )
:ss.
County of Bear Lake )
COMES NOW Marti Kunz, being first duly sworn upon her oath, and deposes and says that:
l.

I am the Third Party Defendant in this matter and make these statements from personal
lrnowledge.

2.

This Affidavit is in response to the Affidavit ofB1yan Nield in Support of Change of Venue.

3.

After Mike Kunz's death there was a meeting with Bryan Nield, Tom Nield, Bret Kunz and
myself to discuss here in Bear Lake the purchasing of the business from Judy Kunz and to
talk about what the business was worth. We used the same percentage of value based on
written premium that Bryan Nield and Tom Nield had used for Bryan's purchase of Tom's
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business. After that meeting, Bret and I discussed what license I should get. With Bret taking
over Mike's clients and his own, Bret said he couldn't do the Life and Health end and I
should get my license for this share of the business. We also had Rick Peck writing property
and casualty insurance and was going to let him take all of the new business on the property
and casualty, as he was struggling financially. I shortly thereafter obtained my Life and
Health license on August 26, 2008.

4.

I remember meeting with Bryan at his office and he offered to order business cards for Bret
and me from someone that he bad previously ordered his from. He was trying to be helpful
and it was his suggestion. He ordered them with all of my information on them, including
the name of Insurance Designers and our phone, my email, etc. infonnation. We discussed
that I had obtained my Health and Life license. Until just recently, I was still using the
business cards that Bryan ordered and have not ever purchased any more.

5.

The next time I remember meeting with Bryan, he brought the business cards and the first
draft of the contract to Bear Lake. At that time, Bret and I discussed with Bryan about me just
selling Life and Health and he asked if we wanted to run the Life and Health book through
his office. We both said no. The contract language was the same in this contract as it had
been with Mike's and Bret's prior contracts. There was no need for another property and
casualty agent in our office as Rick needed the business.

6.

The last meeting was in January when Bret and I met with Bryan and Benjamin in Bear Lake
and I am not sure if Tom was there and we signed the contract.

7.

No one else on the Plaintiff's witness list was ever at any of these meetings.

8.

I do not know who Jared Christensen, Clnis WeHard, Blake Jones, or Steve Ahl are and do
AFFIDAVIT OF MARTI KUNZ -Page 2
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not believe that I have ever met them. I have met Dirk Perry. They were not privy to the
creation or negotiations of the contract. I did speak with a journalist from Idaho State Journal
concerning Obamacare. That could have been Debbie Bryce.
DATED THIS ~

day of January, 2014.

MARTI KUNZ

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this /~

day of January, 2014.

~~
~..,_e
NARYPUJ3,LIC
Residing at ~
My Commission expires

I

I

f 0/=1- 7/{;)0/(o

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a trne and cc;n;rect copy of the forgoing Affidavit was sent via ~ fax/ D
mail to the following party on this ~ y of January, 2014.
Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
BRET KUNZ

STATE OF IDAHO

)
:ss.
County of Bear Lake )
COMES NOW Bret Kunz, being first duly sworn upon his oath, and deposes and says that:
1.

I am the Defendant in this matter and make these statements from personal knowledge.

2.

This Affidavit is in response to the Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Change of Venue
and in opposition to the subpoenas.

3.

Tom Nield, Bryan Nield's purported witness, could not testify as to any negotiations or
understandings he had with my predecessor, Mike Kunz, as Mike Kunz is deceased. The
contract between Tom Nield and Mike Kunz speaks for itself. He could testify as to
negotiations with me and Marti, but these conversations occurred in Bear Lake County.
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4.

Bryan and Benjamin Nield may be called as witnesses to the signing of the contract which
occurred in Bear Lake.

S.

Blake Jones, Jared Christensen and Chris Wellard maybe agents oflnsurance Designers, but
they would not have any know ledge of my contract with Nield, Inc. If they do, how they may
interpret my contract or how they interpret their own contract has no bearing on my case, as
the contract is not with them. We (my wife, Marti Kunz, Third Pa1iy Defendant) do not know
these people, they are strangers to us. They are not listed as producers (agents) at the
Department of Insurance. 1

6.

We acknowledge that Marti has been using the "Insurance Designer' s" name in soliciting
insurance for Life and Health, as Mike did. We didn't know this was an issue until in late
December. Her using Insurance Designer's name has brought value to the name and
company, as her outstanding value as a professional. Proof of this is the call from the Idaho
State Journal from Debbie Bryce doing an interview about Obama Care. Companies pay a
lot of money to get their name in the paper. We will now solicit Health and Life insurance
under the name Insure Bear Lake.

7.

Debbie Bryce, reporter for Idaho State Journal, has no bearing as we already acknowledge
we have been using Insurance Designer's name for Life and Health. In fact, Bryan Nield
encouraged this, ordered business cards, put Marti's name on, etc.

8.

Steve Ahl, another of Bryan Nield's purported witnesses, is a company representative for
Allied. He has no knowledge of the contract between Nield, Inc. and myself. There would

In reality, Defendant has taken the position that the document speaks for itself and
extrinsic evidence or witnesses is not applicable.
1

2nd AFFIDAVIT - Page 2
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beno need to burden him as a being a witness, as subpoena of the insurancecompanyrecords
would be sufficient.
9.

Dirk Peny, representative for Acuity, has no knowledge of the contract between Nield, Inc.
and myself and there would be no need to burden him as a witness, as subpoena of the
insurance company records would be sufficient.

10.

The Defendant left out Jonathan Bloomer, company representative for Fanners Alliance.

11 .

I am not sure why the company reps would need to be called as witnesses, as they have
nothing to do with the contract between

12.

ield, Inc. and myself.

Room and boarding will be paid if they call the company reps as witnesses, whether the court
is in Pocatello or in Paris.

13.

The only defense witnesses relevant to the case are Tom, Bryan and Benjamin, all of whom
are in the Nield family. The sub-producer code ( agent number) is not the same for everyone
in the office. When Rick Peck was an agent in my office he had a different sub-producer code
from me. This was done for accounting purposes. It was easier to show what premium was
generated for that code to calculate commission. The other way to calculate written premium
for an agent would be to go through the master code and pick out which clients was his and
then do the math to calculate the written premium. The codes have changed since Mike Kunz
passed away.

14.

An example is Allied Insurance. Nield, Inc. started writing business with them in about 2002.
The terms of the contract that Nield, Inc. was willing to agree to wasn't what Mike wanted.
As I remember, Allied wanted a commihnent that most of the business was to be written with
them {Allied). Mike signed a contract with them separate from Nield, Inc. as he wanted to

2nd AFFIDAVIT - Page 3
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put the clients first and be able to write the insurance with which company which would
serve his clients best. This made it so Mike was the master agent and I and Rick Peck were
sub-producers. After Mike passed away, I requested Bryan and Allied to change the name
on the contract to Bret Kunz instead of Mike Kunz so that my clients would see my name o
the paper work. Instead of doing this, Bryan had Allied change the name and the contract
from Mike Kunz to Nield, Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers. This change was processed on
December 30, 2011. This did a couple of things. I no longer have access as the master agent
with the company as Nield, Inc. became the master agent, so I can't access the reports online
from Allied. The second thing it did was to combine the written premium out of my office
with Nield, Inc., which made the written premium out of my office eligible for profit sharing
for 2011 year through the present. Previously, my written premium wasn't large enough to
meet the requirements for a profit sharing commission. Would Bryan acknowledge whether
he has had any profit sharing with Allied since 2011. If he has I didn't get any of it.
15 .

I am assuming the contract that Nield, Inc. signed wtih Allied has the same commission rate
as what the contract with Mike had. It would be nice to know.

16.

I cannot leave Nield, Inc. and sell insurance as the contract will not allow it. We have
accounting and payment issues. When I have paper work, such as from Gem State, showing
profit sharing I received at least 50 percent (and the last time I received 80 percent). When
I don't have access to the paper work showing the total amount, I receive a lesser amount for
companies where my written premiums are higher. When I have the profit sharing agreement
and the check from Gem State I get more profit sharing on smaller written premiums than
what I get profit sharing on larger written premiums on other companies where I don't have

2nd AFFIDAVIT - Page 4
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the check or the agreement. This creates a trust issue. Am I receiving the proper amount of
commission per the contract language?
17.

Nield, Inc. has already said they will not give me the information. To go through the process
of discovery is the most burdensome way and the most costly way of getting the information,
as Nield, Inc. has already refused to give the information and are continuing to stop me from
obtaining it. To request the information from the company reps will not cost Defendant
anything as the company reps will just print it off and mail it to me or they can email the
information.

DATED THIS

I<-;- day ofJanuary, 2014.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

l_.> day of January, 2014.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX

I hereby certify that a true and con-ect copy of the forgoing Affidavit was sent via~ fax/ D
mail to the following party on this / £"day of January, 2014.
Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax :478-1670
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DISTRICT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL COURT
LAKE COUNTY IDAHO

JEAR
COURT MINUTES

J, It.,

/elPJ 14-

DATE

CV-2013-0000232
Df. PUTV

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.

J :' ~ S-

TIME
CLERK
CASE NO.

Hearing type: Motion for Change of Venue & Motion for Protective Order
Hearing date: 1/16/2014
Time: 1:35 pm
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Paris
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A. Wuthrich
Mark Echo Hawk
Case called at 1:35 pm. Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel with and for the Plaintiff and
Joseph Preston, counsel with and for the Defendant Benjamin Nield, were present in the
courtroom. This matter was scheduled for the Defendant's Motion for Protective Order and
Motion for Change of Venue.
Mr. Preston gave argument for the Defendant's Motion for Change of Venue. Mr.
Wuthrich responded in objection to the change of venue. Mr. Preston gave rebuttal. Mr.
Wuthrich gave additional argument. Mr. Preston gave short rebuttal.
The Court took this issue under advisement.
Mr. Preston presented argument on Defendant's Motion for Protective Order. Mr.
Wuthrich responded in objection to the motion for protective order. Mr. Wuthrich stated
that the affidavit of Bret Kunz that was filed with the Court is missing an attachment and
requested the Court's leave to supplement the file with the attachment. The Court will
allow that attachment to be supplemented. Mr. Preston presented rebuttal argument.
The Court took this issue under advisement also.
The parties stipulated to allow the attachment be attached as an exhibit to the
Affidavit of Bret Kunz.
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Mr. Preston inquired on setting a hearing for declaratory judgment. Mr. Wuthrich
objected to that at this point. The Court will consider the Defendant's motion to bifurcate
the proceedings or declaratory judgment if they are so inclined.
Court in recess at
2:46 pm.
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DISTRICT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL COURT

-.-BfAR LAKE COUNTY IDAHO

~kn I bt ~_o,4

I :35'am

DAT

TIME '
CLERK

DEPUTY

CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
PlaintiIDCounter-Defendant,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.
MARTI KUNZ,
Third-Party Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013 -000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

On Januaiy 16, 2014, Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel with and for the Plaintiff and Joseph T.
Preston, counsel with and for the Defendants, appeared for hearing on Defendants' Motion for
Change of Venue and Motion for Protective Order. The Court reporter was Rodney M. Felshaw
and the court clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
Counsel provided argument concerning their respective positions. At the conclusion of the
parties' argument the Court took these issues under advisement and will issue a decision in due
course.

Minute Entry and Order

Cou rt
Minutes

Cllo.nve..

,Je,r.ue.
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I

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Mr. Wuthrich stated the Affidavit of Bret Kunz in Response to Motion for Protective Order
was i.11adve1tently filed without the attachment and requested the Court's leave to supplement the
affidavit with the attachment. Based upon the information before the Court and no objection from
the Defendant, the motion was GRANTED. The Plaintiff shall be allowed to supplement the
Affidavit of Bret Kunz in Response to Motion for Protective Order with the report from Safeco
Insurance.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this 16th day of January, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby ce1tify that on the c:f17~ ay of January, 2014, I mailed/served a true copy of the
foregoing document of the attomey(s}/person(s) listed below by mail with con-ect postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)478-1670

Minute Entry and Order
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ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
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505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)4 78-1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD.KUNZ
PlaintifflCounter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232

MOTION TO BIFURCATE AND
STAY PROCEEDINGS

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Tb.irdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COME NOV/ Defendant/Counterclaimantffhird-Party Plaintiff. Nield. Inc. dba Insurance
Designers (Insurance Designers), by and through its counsel of record Echo Hawk Law, and

moves this Court for an Order pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rules 42(b) and 57(a)
to bifurcate this lawsuit to have a trial first on the interpretation of the contract between the
parties and an Order staying the proceedings on the accounting and breach of contract claims.
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Insurance Designers contends that bifurcating this matter to have a hearing first on
interpretation of the contract ,¥ill be conducive to expedition and economy, while also promoting
convenience and avoiding prejudice. This motion is supported by a Brief in Support of Motion
to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings. Insurance Designers requests oral argument on this motion.
DATED this _l_L day of January 2014.

ECHO HAWK L~
By:

_L-

4?_ ~

-

/Joseph T. Preston

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of January, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner indicated.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
. Soda Springs, ID 83276

0U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
0Fax: (208) 847-1230
0Email:

f(1 U.S. Mail

D Hand Deliver

D Fax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHOHA VIK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave, , Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD . KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
V.

NIELD, INC., dba IN"SURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

Case No .: CV-2013-232

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO BIFURCATE AND STAY
PROCEEDINGS

Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COME NOW Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff, Nield, Inc . dba Insurance
Designers (Insurance Designers), by and through its counsel of record Echo Hawk Law, pursuant
to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and submits this Brief fo Support of
Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings.
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INTRODUCTION
Insurance Designers moves this Comt for an Order separating the trial of this matter into
two naturally distinct parts.

The first part would be an evidentiary hearing on Plaintiffs

declaratory judgment claim, which asks the Court to weigh in on the interpretation of the
contract between the parties. The second part would be a trial on Plaintiff's Accounting claim;
and Insurance Designers' breach of contract claims.
Plaintiffs Complaint contains two causes of action: a declaratory judgment claim, and an
accounting claim. In the accounting claim, Plaintiff asks for information, including "all profit

sharing, bonuses, surplus commissions or other incentives paid to Nield, Inc. d/b/a Insurance
Designers, in any part, in any manner, and affected by or premised upon sales, commissions, or
insuran~e placements done by the Plaintiff" 1

Plaintiff asks for this information because he

believes he will prevail on his declaratory judgment claim, where he alleges that the "contract in
question does include all bonuses commissions, incentives, profit sharing (and] other
remuneration received by N ield Inc." that is in any way affected by Plaintiffs sales of insurance
policies.2 Significantly, the nature of Plaintiffs claims demonstrates Plaintiff's concession that
he cannot prevail on the accounting claim if the Court does not declare that he has a right to
bonus payments under the contract.

Plaintiff has not yet pled a breach of contract claim. However, Plaintiff has stated that if
he receives the information he requests under his accounting claim and it is discovered that
Insurance Designers has not compensated Plaintiff according to his interpretation of the contract
that he intends to amend bis complamt to allege a Breach of Contract claim. Until then, the only

1 Complaint,
2

pg. 5, ,i 24.
Id., pg. 6, ~ 30.
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causes of action that Plaintiff has pending before the Court are for a declaratory judgment and an
accounting.
Plaintiff's claims are best understood in the factual context of the case.

Insurance

Designers helps insurance agents like Plaintiff provide insurance policies to consumers.
Insurance Designers has professional relationships with underwriting companies that are not

available to insurance agents like Plaintiff. Insurance Designers' relationship with underwriting
companies . is memorialized in separate contracts defining the relationship between the
underwriting companies and Insurance Designers. Insurance Designers then finds agents with
connection to consumers and enables those agents to find underwriters for policies. Insurance
Designers' relationship with the agents is memorialized in Agent Contracts. Insurance Designers
has an Agent Contract Mth Plaintiff. The Agent Contract is not part of the separate underwriter
contracts.

The Agent Contract provides that Plaintiff gets paid commission based on a

percentage of the policies Agent gets consumers to sign. The Agent Contract mentions nothing
about ' bonus' or 'profit sharing' or commissions based on Insurance Designers separate contract
with underwriters.

Plaintiff is claiming that his Agent Contract somehow entitles him to a

portion of financial benefits Insurance pesigners may get from underwriters based on distinct
· contracts to which Plaintiff is not a party. Plaintiffs case depends entirely on the Court's
interpretation of one sentence of the Agent Contract.
Insurance Designers disagrees with Plaintiff's interpretation of the contract. Nothing in
the Agent Contract in question entitles Plaintiff to commissions on Insurance Designers' separate
business relationships. Insurance Designers has its own separate administrative contracts with
various underwriting companies. As part of these contracts, Insurance Designers may receive
additional :financial compensation, separate from the corn.mission from insurance policies an
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agent finds. Insurance Designers engages agents such as Bret and Marti Kunz to sell insurance
contracts to consumers. These Agent Contracts that Insurance Designers has with agents like
Plaintiff have their own terms of compensation between the Agent and Insurance Designers.
Insurance Designers does not believe the Agent Contract entitles agents to a separate bonus or
profit sharing commission payments Insurance Designers may get from the various underwriting
companies.
Insurance Designers has also filed a Counterclaim against Bret Kunz for breach of
contract and a cross claim against f,./Jarti Kunz for breach of contract.3 These claims allege that
the contract with Insurance Designers provides that all insurance business will be done through
Insurance Designers.

Insurance Designers contends that Bret and Marti Kunz have placed

insurance business through other companies other than Insurance Designers.
All claims in this case are based upon the contracts between the parties. By the Court
weighing in and ruling on the correct contract i.nteipretation, the issues before the Court will be
substantially pared do~111, thereby saving the Court and parties, time and expense.

Bifurcation of this lawsuit is the most effective way to proceed because it will be
conducive to e:,q>edition and economy. In order to further maintain expedition and economy,
Insurance Designers requests that the Court Order a Stay on the remainder of the proceedings not
concerning the contract interpretation issue until after the evidentiary hearing on the declaratory
judgment action.

ARGUMENT
The decision of whether or not to bifurcate issues involved in a trial is left to the sound
discretion of the trial court. I.RC.P. 42(b); Rueth v. State, 103 Idaho 74, 644 P.2d 1333 (1982).
3

See Answer and Counterclaim; Cross-Claim Complaint.
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I.R.C.P. 42(b) provides three separate situations when bifurcation may be appropriate: 1) in
furtherance of convenience, 2) to avoid prejudice, or 3) when separate trials will be conducive to
expedition and economy. In this lawsuit, separate trials will be conducive to expedition and
economy. It will also be convenient and avoid preJudice.
The claims, counterclaims, cross-claims, and defenses are all based upon the contract.
There are pending claims, counterclaims and cross~claims because the parties have differing
opinions on what the contract provides. By ruling first on the contract interpretation issue, the
remainder of the lawsuit will be pared down and will likely result in settlement.
Once the Court decides the contract interpretation issue, the case 1s nanowed
substantially.

If the Court interprets the contract in accordance with Plaintift's v:iew, then

Insurance Designers would have to provide information of the kind Plaintiff seeks, thereby
leaving breach of contract issues to be tried, if the Plaintiff amends his complaint. Once the
parties know the correct legal interpretation of the contract, settlement is likely.
If however, the Court determines that Insurance Designers has correctly interpreted the
contract then there will be no need to try the accounting cause of action or any breach of contract
claim that Plaintiff subsequently may add to his complaint. The only issues that will be left to be
tried would be Insurance Designers' breach of contract counterclaim and cross-claim. If the
Court follows Insurance Designers' interpretation of the contract then Plaintiff and Third-Party
Defendant -will have to seriously reevaluate their relative positions and settlement between the
parties is likely.

An order staying the proceedings on the accoilllting and breach of contract claims until
after the Court's ruling on the contract interpretation is appropriate. There is no reason to spend
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time and expend funds on discovery and ;pretrial motions for issues that may become moot after
the Court rules on the interpretation of the contract

Requiring Insurance Designers to provide internal proprietary information about its
relationships with underwriters before knowing whether the Agent Contract entitles Plaintiff to
profit sharing from that separate relationship is prejudicial. Requiring multiple witnesses to
participate in depositions and non-party discovery before knowing the correct interpretation of
the contract is inconvenient. Requiring the parties to devote time and pay fees to litigate issues
that may be irrelevant after the Court weighs in on the basic contract interpretation question is
also inconvenient.

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Insurance Designers respectfully requests this Court that it grant
the motion to bifurcate the lawsuit and stay the proceedings not related to the declaratory
judgment action. Bifurcating this lawsuit is conducive to expedition and economy and is also
convenient, while avoiding prejudice.

DATED this __Jd_ day of January 2014.

ECHO HAWK LAW
By:

~~)
L.
.
J?:/;.2--.

/Joseph T. Preston
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _:Jj_ day of January, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner indicated.
Steven A. Wuthrich
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
flFax: (208) 847-1230
D Email: .
@U.S. Mail
·D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:

FfEciio HA\VK LAW

H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001 \00054461.DOCX
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHO HAWK.LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
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Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119

_ __

Cl. SE

Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)4 78-1670

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
fN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Case No.: CV-2013-232

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant)

NOTICE OF HEARING

V.

NIELD, INC., dba WSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Th.irdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

Please

take

notice

that

the

Honorable

Mitchell

W.

Brown

will

call

up

Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party-Plai.ntiffs Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings
for hearing on March 6, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. at the Bear Lake County Courthouse, Paris, Idaho.

DATED this 3rd day of February 2014.

J.6seph T. Preston
ECHO HAWK LAW
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 3rd day of February 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown

159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D
D
D

Hand Delivered

~

Telecopy (Fax)

D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered

~

Fax (208) 547-2147

U.S. Mail

Overnight Mail

Overnight Mail

of~--
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV"2013-232

NOTICE OF SERVICE

V.

NIELD. INC., dba INSURANCE
· DESIGNERS. an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,

v.
MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on February 6, 2014, Joseph T. Preston of the firm.ECHO
HAWK LAW, counsel for D efendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff, Nield, Inc., dba
Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation served Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories,
Requests for Admissions, and Requests for Production of Documents to Plaintiff/CounterDefendant on the following by Facsimile to:
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Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St. >Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Fax: (208) 847- 1230

DATED this ~-fhday of February, 2014.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this C1t"-day of February, 2014 I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following :

~

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

D
D
D

[gJ

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Fax: (208) 847-1 230

OHAWKLAW

H :\ WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001 \00054558 .DOC

NOTICE OF SERVICE - 2
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STEVEN A. WUTHRJCH, Esq.
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Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AfH) FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRET D. KUNZ,

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,

)

)
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO BIFURCATE AND TO
STAY PROCEEDINGS

COMES NOW Defendant Bret Kunz, and Third Party Defendant, Marti Kunz, by and
through their collllsel of record, Steven A. Wuthrich, and in opposition to the Motion to Bifurcate
hereby submit their brief as follows:

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
1.

The Complaint seeks, in Count One, an accounting for profiteering, bonuses and other
surp]us commission, together with a money judgment therefor.

2.

In Count Two, the Complaint seeks a declaratory judgment that the contract in question does
include (1) all ofthose bonuses, incentives and profit sharing, as well as (2) the methodology
by which such surplus bonuses, commission and incentives shquld be apportioned, and (3)
that the Defendant has no interest in Life and Health insurance sold by the Plaintiff or his
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CERTIFiCATE OF MAlLING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and corre~t copy of the forgoing Memorandum was sent via O fax/
D mail to the following party on this 21..'tIDiy of February, 2014.
Joseph T. Preston
Echo Hawk Law

PO Box6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Fax: 478-1670

MOTION IN OPPOSITION TO BIFURCATE - Page 5
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STEVEN A. WUTBRICH
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Phone: 208-84 7-1236

Fax:208-847-1230

FAX COVER SHEET
FAX NUMBER TRANSMITTED TO: 478-1670/547-2147/945-2780
To:

Joseph T. Preston/Judge Brown/Bear Lake Court Clerk

Of:

Echo Hawk Law Office/Caribou County Court

From:

Steven A. Wuthrich

Client/Matter:

Bret Kunz v Nield Inc

Date:

February 24, 2014

Stephany, for
Steven A. Wutbrich

.

PRIVACY NOTE

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information
that is privileged, confidential, or exempt from disclosure under. applicable federal or state law. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient of, or the employees or agent of the recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited . .If you have received this
communication in error, please no.ify us immediately by telephone and return the original message to us at the address
above, via U. S. Postage serv:ice. Thank you.

,. NOT COUNTING COVER SHEET. IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALL PAGES, PLEASE TELEPHONE US
JMMEDIATELY AT 208-847-1236.
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)

BRETDKUNZ

)
)
)
)

vs.
NIELD, INC., ET AL.

Case No: CV-20 13-5 t1<1tm.B4f, r·

"l!.,J,.,uc;.:

, CLfi1••

NOTICE OF HE~
G
*** *RESETTING**** *'*--t-~

ti

--.,iA. ·Sf f-113_

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby RESET for:

Motion to Bifurcate: Thursday, March 20, 2014 at 02:00 PM
Judge:
Cou11room:

Mitchell W Brown
Bear Lake County Corntroom-Paris

I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Wednesday, February 26, 2014 .
Plaintiff's Counsel:

Steven A. Wuthrich
1011 Washington St., Ste 101
Montpelier ID 83254
Mailed
Hand Delivered

~

Faxed

Defendant's Counsel: Mark Andrew Echohawk
PO Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed

K 478-1670

Dated: Wednesday, February 26, 20 14

KERRY HADDOCK

By:

CV Notice Of Hearing - Multip le
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STEVEN A. WUTHRJCH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAH0 1 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRETD.KUNZ,

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,

)

)
VS.

)

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF
ANSWERS TO DEFENDANT'S
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

)
Defendant

)

I hereby certify that on March6£2014, I caused to have served upon the following party,
via U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Answers to
Discovery:

Joseph T. Preston
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478~ 1670

ll ~/j)~

S'rEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for Defendant
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
AttomeyatLaw, 1SB#3316

2U14 MAR I I AM 8: 35

1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236

Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

: ;,i;,y _ _ _ __ CA. Sf O.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN" AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba IN"SURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation>
Defendant.

Case No. CV-2013-232

MOTION TO AMEND REPLY AND
ANSWER TO CROSSCLAIM:

)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW Bret Kunz Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel of record, Steven A.
Wuthrich, and hereby move to amend their Reply to Counterclaim and Answer to Cross Claim to
add an additional affinnative defense, pursuant to I.C. Sec. 53-509. Copies of the Amended Reply
to Counterclaim and Amended Answer to Cross-claim (actually Third Party Complaint) are attached

hereto.
DATED THIS

/0 day of March, 2014.

Attorney for the Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OJi' MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Motion was sent via D fax/ 0
mai] to the following party on this JJL. day of March, 2014.

Mark A. Echo Hawk/Jo~

f'r·e..5tu-v--

Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
PocatelJo, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670

J~e 0roWV"'
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
)
)

REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM

VS.

)

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)

(AMENDED)

)

Defendant.

)
)

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Bret Kunz, by and through his counsel of record, Steven A.
Wuthrich, and in reply to the Counterclaim hereby alleges and avers as follows :

FIRST DEFENSE
The Counterclaim fails to state a claim for relief as against this Plaintiff.

SECOND DEFENSE
1.

All averments in the Counterclaim not specifically admitted herein are DENIED.

2.

In response to Paragraph No. 3, admit that a contract was signed, but deny the validity of the
entirety of the contract as set forth in the Affirmative Defenses. set forth herein.

3.

In response to Paragraph Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7, the contract paragraph? Speaks for itself

4.

In response to Paragraph No. 8, same is denied. Bret Kunz has not placed insurance business
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through any company other than that of the Counter-claimant.
5.

Paragraph No. 9 is denied.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
6.

That the original contract, as was negotiated between the parties, was to be "the same as
Mike's/' the predecessor-in-interest.

7.

That a draft ofthe contract, which was as agreed by the parties, was supplied to both Bret and
Marti Kunz prior to signing, which form had an exception for health and life insurance as
was the previous contract with Mike Kunz. The form was agreed upon. Nield, Inc., by and
through its representative, Brian Nield, stated he would simp]y transfer it over to his
letterhead.

8.

That the contract, as presented, had a modification in it, which neither Bret nor Marti Kunz
noticed at the time, with regard to Jife and heaJth insurance. However, immediately upon the
signing, Brian Nield stated, "Are you sure you guys don't want to run life and health through
the contract?" The Kunz's replied no, they did not want to do so.

9.

That the parties have not run life and health through the contract. All elements of fraud
would be present except for damages, inasmuch as the parties. have not, through the fouryears of the contract, run life and hea)th through the contract. Nield, Inc. has not liste4 Marti
Kunz as an agent of theirs, and have not signed her on as any agent for their companies, and
accordingly, the Plaintiff has suffered no damages as a result of the attempted fraud.

IO.

That if the Court were to interpret the contract as binding on life and health, then, and only
then, would the Plaintiff suffer damages, and accordingly, the affumative defense of fraud
is hereby p]ead, to-wit, that the Plaintiff and his wife reasonably relied upon the
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representations of Brian Nield, agent of the Defendant; that Nield was simply changing the
draft over to "his letterhead" and not re-writing in any manner the contract when they signed
same. Therefore, they did not review the contract.
11.

Nield, Inc. has a long histocy with the Kunz's, including his brother, Mike Kunz, to the
extent that there was a level of trustl that they could trust Nie]d on his word when he said he
was only changing the contract over to put on his letterhead.

12.

That the Kunz's reasonably relied upon that representation and in not re-reviewing the
contract when they signed same.

13.

That in fact, the representation was false when made, and that the contract was modified after
it was changed over to Nield, Inc. 's letterhead.

14.

That if the Court enforces that provision, the Plaintiff would sµffer damages, and Plaintiff
hereby pleas fraud as an affmnative defence.

15.

The Plaintiff pleads affinnative}y, modification of contract, to-wit, the oral representations
made immediately after signing, coupled with the party's course of conduct for the last four

years.
16.

That the Defendant, Nield, Inc., has never acquired any part of the 1ife and health "book of
business'' owned by Mike Kunz and that Bret and Marti Kunz have bought same directly
from Judy Kunz. Therefore, Defendant does not own a "book of business" upon which to
pr-emise an agency relationship with respect to the life and health business being done in Bear
Lake County, Idaho.

17.

Defendant Nield, Inc. has never properly registered as d/b/a Insurance Designers, and
accordingly may not maintain an action in the courts of this State until it has complied,
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To:9452780

pursuant to I.C. §53-509.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays the Defendant ta.lee nothing on its counterclaim, and the
Plaintiff have and recover his costs and attorney's fees incurred herein.
DATED THIS_ day of March, 2014.

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff

CERTIF1CATE OF MAILING/FAX

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Amended Reply was sent via D
fax/ D mail to the following party on this __ day of March, 2014.
Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax:478-1670
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRET D. KUNZ,

)
Plaintiff,

vs.

)
)
)
)
)

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE

)

DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)

Defendant.

Case No. CV-2013-232

ANSWER TO CROSS CLAIM
(AMENDED)

COMES NOW Marti Kunz, by and through her counsel of record, Steven A. Wuthrich, and
in response to the Cross-Claim Complaint (should be Third-Party Complaint), hereby responds and
alleges as follows:
F1&ST DEFENSE
All avennents in the Cross-Claim Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted.
SECOND DEFENSE

1.

All avennents in the Cross-Claim Complaint are DENIED except as admitted herein.

2.

In Paragraph Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6, the contract speaks for itself.

3.

In response to Paragraph No. 8, Defendant has placed life and health insurance business
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through other companies at the mutual agreement of the parties entered into immediately
after signing the contract. The contract does not forbid oral modification.

4.

Paragraph No. 9 is denied.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
5.

That the original contract, as was negotiated between the parties, was to be "the same as
Mike's," the predecessor-in-interest.

6.

That a draft of the contract, which was as agreed by the parties, was supplied to both Bret and

Marti Kunz prior to signing, which form had an exception for health and life insurance as
was the previous contract with Mike Kunz. The form was agreed upon. Nield, Inc., by and
through its representative, Brian Nield, stated he would simply transfer it over to his

1etterhead.
7.

That the contract, as presented, had a modification in it, which neither Bret nor Marti Kunz
noticed at the time, with regard to life and health insurance. However, immediately upon the
signing, Brian Nield stated, "Are you sure you guys don't want to run life and health through
the contract?" The Kunz's replied no, they did not want to do so.

8.

That the parties have not run life and health through the contract. All elements of fraud
would be present except for damages, inasmuch as the parties have not, through the fouryears ofthe contract., run life and health through the contract. Nie]d, Inc. has not hsted Marti
Kunz as an agent of theirs, and have not signed her on as any agent for their companies, and
accordingly, the Plaintiffifhird Party Defendant has suffered no damages as a result of the
attempted fraud.

9.

That if the Court were to interpret the contract as binding on life and health, then, and only
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then, would the Plaintiffi'Third Party Defendant suffer damages, and accordingly, the
affirmative defense of :fraud is hereby plead, to-wit, that the Plaintiff and his wife reasonably
relied upon the representations of Brian Nield, agent ofthe Defendant; that Nield was simply
changing the draft over to "his letterhead'' and not re-writing in any manner the contract
when they signed same. Therefore, they did not review the contract.
10.

Nield, Inc. has a long history with the Kunz' s, including his brother, Mike Kunz, to the
extent that there was a level of trost, that they could trust Nield on his word when he said he
was only changing the contract over to put on his letterhead.

11.

That the Kunz's reasonably relied upon that representation and in not re-reviewing the
contract when they signed same.

12.

That in fact, the representation was false when made, and that the contract was modified after
it was changed over to Nield, Inc. 's letterhead.

13.

That if the Court enforces that provision, the Plaintif£1Third Party Defendant would suffer
damages, and Third Party Defendant hereby pleas fraud as an affirmative defense.

14.

The Third Party Defendant pleads affirmatively, modification of contract, to-wit, the ora]
representations made immediately after signing, coupled with the party' s course of conduct
for the last four years.

15 .

That the Defendant, Nield, Inc., has never acquired any part of the life and health "book of
business" owned by Mike Kunz and that Bret and Marti Kunz have bought same directly
from Judy KllllZ. Therefore, Defendant does not own a ''book of business" upon which to
premise an agency relationship with respect to the life and health business being done in Bear
Lake County, Idaho.
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Defendant Nield, Inc. has never properly registered as d/b/a Insurance Designers, and
accordingly may not maintain an action in the courts of this State until it has complied,
pursuant to I.C. §53-509.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff/Third Party Defendant prays the Defendant take nothing on its

counterclaim, and the Plaintiff have and recover his costs and attorney's fees incurred herein.

DATED TIITS _ _ day of March, 2014.

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff

CERTIF1CATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Amended Reply was sent via D
fax/ D mail to the following party on this _ _ day of March, 2014.
Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
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Marl A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHO I-IA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670

Attorneys.for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF TI-IE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD. KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

Case No.: CV-2013-232

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO BIFURCATE AND STAY
PROCEEDINGS

Defenda.nt/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COME NOW Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Pmty Plaintiff, Nield, Inc. dba Insurance
Designers (Insurance Designers), by and through its counsel of record Echo Hawk Law, pursuant
to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and submits this Reply in Support of
Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings.
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JNTROD UCTI ON
Insurance Designers has moved this Court for an Order separating the trial of this matter
into two natural ly distinct paits. The first pa1t would be an evidentiai-y heai-ing on Plaintiff's
declaratory j udgment claim, which asl s the Court to weigh in on the interpretation of the
contract between the parties. The second part would be a trial on Plaintiff's Accounting claim,
and Insurance Designers' breach of conh"act claims.
Insurance Designers submitted a Brief in upport of its Motion to Bifurcate. In the Brief,
Insurance Designers argues that bifurcation is appropriate because it I) furthers convenience, 2)
avoids prejudice, and 3) will be conducive to expedition and economy. By first taking up the
Declaratory Judgment issue as a threshold question the rights of the parties will be made clear,
which will eliminate unnecessary litigation. Further, staying the remainder of the proceedings
saves the parties from expendin g fi.mds on discovery items that may have no utility after the
Comt decides the Declmatory Judgment action.
Bret and Maiti Kut1Z (the 'Kunzes ) filed a Memorandum in Opposilion to Motion to
Bifitrcate and to Stay Proceedings (' Memorandum in Opposition"). In their \llemorandum in
Opposition, the Km1Zes appear to argue that having two trials will be duplicative and therefore
not conducive to expedition and economy. They also suggest that if the amount in controversy is
copious then it is likely that Bret will amend his Complaint to include fraud. Lastly, they ale1t
the Court that Mike Kunz, a non-party, was receiving bonuses from Insurance Designers prior to
his death.
ARGUMENT

A potential fraud claim and a non-party 's possible receipt of bonuses is iITelevant to
Insurance Designers' motion to bifurcate. The Kunzes fail to consider Insurance Designers'
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Brcacb of Contract claims, arti ulat how th t, o trials will be cluplicativ , and show how the
potential duplicative trials are more burd nsome than the potential cost savings from narrowing
discovery.
The Ktmzes Raise Inconsequential Issues for Determining Whether Bifurcation is Appropriate
Insurance Designers is puzzled with issues raised by the Kw12es in their Memorandum in
Opposition and how that information relates to the issue of bifurcation. The Kunzes state "If the
amount of wrongfully retained commissions is substantial, there is a strong likelihood the
Plaintiff would amend his Complaint to seek fraud relief as we11." 1

Memorandum in

Opposition pg. 3. The Kunzes fail to articulate how this relates to the issue of bifurcation.

Similarly, the Kunzes state, "It has recently come to this counsel's attention that the
predecessor-in-interest to the Plaintiff, Mike Kunz, was in fact receiving commission payments
on all profit sharing bonuses and incentives from the Defendant." Id. at 4. This is followed with
the contention that "The likelihood that the Court is going to rule that commission do not include
profit sharing, under that [sicJ facts of this case, is slim to none." Id. It is improper for the
Kunzes to try to present inadmissible and irrelevant material to the Court this way. The issue of
contract interpretation is not before the Couit on the bifurcation question. The only matter
currently presented is whether or not the Court should bifurcate the proceedings. Trying to
influence the Court on other issues and making unsupported factual assertions in briefing is
improper.
The Kunzes' Memorandum in Opposition Completely Disregards Attention to Insurance
Designers' Breach of Conh·act Claims
It appears that the Kunzes have either completely overlooked or forgotten that Insurance
Designers has alleged breach of contract claims against them.

In their Memorandum

1 None

of the elements of a val id fraud claim relate to the amount in controversy. See Lettunich v. Key Bank Nat.
Ass 'n,, 141 Idaho 362, 368, I 09 P.3cl I I 04, 11 00 (2005).
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Opposition they slate, "Bifurcation in this case only duplicates the ·work and duplical s the trial.

If Def: ndant wins it avoids the damages section of the trial. But if Plaintiff wins it makes two
trials for nothing.

Id. at 3. The Kunzes ar mistaken.

unently there are four claims asserted: Bret's accounting claim, Bret's declaratory
judgment action, Insurance Designers' breach of contract claim as to Bret, and Insurance
Designers' breach of contract claim as to Ma:rti.2 It appears clear that the threshold question is
the paities rights under the contract which rights will be decided by the declai·atory judgment
action. If the Comt follows Insurance Designers' position Bret has no contractual basis for his
accounting claim. However if the Court grants Bret's Declai·atory Judgment relief there would
likely be no contractual right for Insurance Designers' breach of contract claims.

Thus,

depending upon how the Court rules on the Declaratory Judgment action, at least one and
potentially two claims will almost certainly be dismissed.
The Kunzes Fail to Express how Conducting 1 wo Trials Will be Duplicative
The real crux of the Kunzes' Memorandum in Opposition seems to be that having two
trials will be duplicative and therefore not subject to expedition ai1d economy because the
dai11ages portion of the trial will simply be a highly factual duplication of the declaratory
judgn1ent action. However the Kunzes never really explain how they arrive at this conclusion.
On one hand they state that the damages po1tion of the trial will "be determined on
documents likely stipulated to by the paities" but argue on the other hand that if this case is
biflncated it would require two trials with the second trial on damages a "total duplication of a
trial of the factual issues. ' If the paities ai·e likely to stipulate on documents for damages when
Bret seems to suggest in the Memorandum in Opposition that he has a pending Damages claim. However, it is
clear that Bret has not specificall y pled a breach of contract cause of action, and he does nol yel have a ripe damages
case. Complaint, 1 25; Verified Response to Motion to Change Venue ~ 8; Affidm,it of Bret Kunz in Response to
Motion for Protective Order, 1 ~ 11 -12("1 am only requesting just the accounting ... If what Bryan has paid me
turns out to be conect then the case can be dropped ...").
2
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there is on ly one trial, what is it about bifurcating the tria l that would lead the parties lo no longer
stipulate to the documents? The Kunzes' position is nonsensical.
Next, the Kunzes quote extensively from Rueth v. Stale, 103 Idaho 74, 644 P.2d 1333
(1 982).

Insm ance Designers cited to Rueth, but only for the position that the Court has

discretion on whether or not to grant a motion to bifurcate. Rueth is readily distinguishable from
this case. Ruelh dealt with a case where the Court determined whether a talcing occurred before
sending the m atter to a jury to find the appropriate amount of damages. Id. 103 Idaho at 80, 644
P.2d at 1339. In Rueth, it was necessary for the j ury to sit through five days of testimony on the
takings question, before hearing additional evidence on the damages question. Id. The Idaho
Supreme Court dete1mined that the district court did not abuse its discretion in denying the
motion to bifurcate the matter because the property's size, location, and character were relevant
both to the issue of whether a taking had occurred as well as the issue of damages. Id. The
damages portion of the tr·ial would have required duplication of proof concerning the land if the
j ury had not sat through the talcings portion of the trial, such as what had happened to it, what it
had been used for, its size, its location, and its character. Id.
The same concerns in Rueth are not at issue here. The Court will act as the sole trier of
fact in this case. The Comt will therefore have the advantage of sitting through the declaratory
judgm ent action when it determines the issues whi ch may remain in the case. Additionally, each
claim is unlikely to require much if any duplication in testimony.
A trial on the Declaratory Judgment matter will asce1tain the parties' rights under the
contract.

The testimony presented will likely be related to the contract formation, elements

necessary for a contract, and interpretation of the docm11ent. Trial under the accounting claim
will concern what inf01111ation Insurance Designers presented to Bret and whether that
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inform::ition was sufficient under the ontra t. Testimony on Insurance D signers breach of
contract claims will relate to what type of policies Bret and Mari have been sold how those
policies were sold and the amount that those policies are worth.
As can be seen, it is highly unlikely that testimony will be duplicated. Of course some
info1mation will be duplicated but that information will almost certainly only relate to
information necessary to lay foundation.
Saving Time by Nanowing Discovery far Outweighs any Potentia1 Harm from Duplicating
Evidence at Trial
The Kunzes fail to suggest why tbe very limited amount of information that may be
duplicated in trial outweighs the benefit of narrowing claims and thereby narrowing the scope of
discovery.

Duplication of information at trial will likely only result in the harm of a few

minutes' worth of duplicative testimony. Whereas, narrowing discovery from four claim s down
to a possibility of only two will undoubtedly result in saving the parties from exerting many
hours of work. A side benefit in deciding the declaratory judgment action first is that it will
likely result in the possibility of settlement.

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Insurance Design rs respectfully requests this Court to grant its
motion to bifurcate the lawsuit and stay the proceedings not related to the dedaratory judgment
action. Bifurcating this lawsui t is conducive to expedition and economy and is also convenient,
while avoiding prejudice.
DATED this J[d!'&ay of March 2014.
ECHO HA WK LAW

By:~Y ~
/

/

-

loseph T. Preston
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10 -/hday of March, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the maimer indicated.

Steven A. Wutlu·ich
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

E) U.S . Mail

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

[SJ U.S . Mail

D Hand Deliver
D Fax : (208) 847-1230
D Email:
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147

0Email:

-For ECHO HAWK LAW

1-1 :\ WDOX\C LI ENTS\1264\000 I\000547 15.DOCX
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Mark A. EchoHawk (ISB #5977)
Joseph T. Preston (ISB # 9082)
ECHO HAWK LAW
P.0. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)4 78-1670

2014 MAR I 3 PM 3: 31
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_ __ eASE Nl'l .

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ

Case No.: CV-2013-232

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPEAR
BY TELEPHONE

V.

NIELD, INC. 1 dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/CounterclaimanVThird-

Party Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.
Please take notice that Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party-Plaintiff will appear
telephonically, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 7(b)(4), on Defendant's Motion to
Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings, currently set for hearing on Match 20, 2014 at 2:00 p.m. in front
of the Honorable Mitchell W. Brown.

DATED this 13th day oflv1arch 2014.

~Y&z_/

.Absepb.T.Preston

ECHO HAWK LAW
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 13th day of March 2014, I caused to be sen1ed a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 \Vashington St., Suite IOI
Montpelier, ID 83254

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D
D
D

Hand Delivered

~

(Fax) (208) 847-1230

D
D
D

U.S . Mail
Hand Delivered

~

Fax (208) 547-2147

U.S. Mail

Overnight Mail

Overnight Mail

0 ~

H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001 \00054505.DOC
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT" tJF,Tl;IE .

8: 40
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEARrMJ(E
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
DefendantJCounterclaimantJ
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.
MARTI KUNZ,
Third-Party Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

'- ,i

---------

-- C.!sf

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTION TO CHANGE
VENUE

This matter is before the Court on Defendant's, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
(N.I.), Motion for Change of Venue. In response to N.I's Motion for Change of Venue, Plaintiff,
Bret D. Kunz (B.Kunz), filed a Verified Response to Motion to Change Venue (Response). N.I.
then filed Defendant's Reply in Support of Motion for Change of Venue (Reply). 1 In response to
the Nield Affidavit, B.Kunz filed the Second Affidavit of Bret Kunz (Second B.Kunz Affidavit)2
and the Affidavit of Marti Kunz (M.Kunz Affidavit). This matter was argued to the Cou1t and
following oral argument, the Colllt took this matter under advisement. The Court now issues its
Memorandum Decision and Order on N.I's Motion for Change of Venue.

Reply was supported by the Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Change of Venue (Nield Affidavit).
first affidavit of Bret Kunz was filed in response to N.I' s Motion for a Protective Order.

1N.I's
2The
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BACKGROUND
The present litigation arises out of a business relationship between B.Kunz, his brother,
Mike Kunz and N.I. N.I. is described by B.Kunz in his Complaint as an Idaho (orporation doing
business as Insurance Designers and authorized to transact insurance business in the state of
Idaho. Complaint, p. 1, ,r2. B.Kunz alleges that Mike Kunz entered into an agent contract with
N.I. in 1982 "under which [Mike Kunz] sold insurance and [N.I.] managed the accounting and
maintained the contracts with various insurance companies to place insurance business for
customers of the agent [Mike Kunz]. Id. at p. 2,

,rs.

B.Kunz alleges that he entered into an

identical agent contract with N.I. in 1996. Id. at p. 2, ,r6.
Mike Kunz passed away in July of 2008 and B.Kunz entered into negotiations with N.I.
to take over Mike Kunz's agent contract.

B.Kunz alleges that an agreement was reached

whereby N .I. would enter into a new agreement with B.Kunz, "identical to that of [Mike Kunz]
... provided that [B.Kunz] would need to purchase [Mike Kunz's] share of the book of business
from [Mike Kunz' s] widow, Judy Kunz." Id. at p. 2, ,rs. B.Kunz alleges that he purchased fifty
percent (50%) of the property and casualty book of business from Judy Kunz3 and one hundred
percent (100%) of the health insurance book of business. Id. at p. 2, ,r9.
B.Kunz contends that N.I. presented a draft copy of the new agent agreement to B.Kunz
and that it was "the same" as the previous agent contract with Mike Kunz. Id. at p. 3,

,r11.

However, B.Kunz alleges the final version of the new agent agreement, which was signed by the
parties in Montpelier, Idaho, was "revised to delete the phrase 'except for health and life policies

38 .Kunz

asserts the other half was owned by NJ.
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that are individual company appointments"' without B.Kunz's knowledge or consent. Id. at p.3,
iJI2. 4
A dispute has arisen between the parties concemmg the issue of "profit sharing,
bonus[es], and other incentive commissions paid to [N .I.] by vanous msurance companies
premised upon, at least in part, and in many instances in significant part, the work, efforts, and
insurance business generated by [B.Kunz]." Id. at p. 4, iJI8.
On November 13, 2013, B.Kunz filed his Complaint naming N.I. as a defendant. The
Complaint expressly outlines only two (2) claims against N.I.: (1) Count One - Claim for an
Accounting; and (2) Count Two - Declaratory Relief.
N.I. filed its Answer and Counterclaim on December 2, 2013.

N.I. 's Answer and

Counterclaim denies the majority of B.Kunz's claims as outlined in his Complaint. N.I. also
asserts a number of defenses to B.Kunz's Complaint, one of which is the venue in which B.Kunz
has filed his Complaint. See Answer and Counterclaim, p. 2, iJl l. As part of its Answer and
Counterclaim, N.I. also asserts a counterclaim against B.Kunz for breach of contract arising out
of the agent agreement. N.I. asserts that B.Kunz has breached the agent agreement by placing
"insurance through another company besides [N.I.]" in contravention of the agent agreement in
place with N.I. Id. at p. 3, iJiJ7-8.
N.I. has also brought a third-party complaint against M.Kunz. 5 In N.l's Third-Party
Complaint against M.Kunz, N.I. asserts that it has an agent agreement with M.Kunz and that she
is in breach of the same by placing "insurance business through another company besides [N.I]"

B.Kunz asserts that health and life insurance policies are not covered by his agent agreements with N.f. He further asserts that,
although he is licensed to sell health and life insurance policies, the health and life business is handled entirely by Marti Kunz
(M.Kunz), his wife. B.Kunz asserts that he has not sold a single policy. Id. at p. 3, i110, and p.4, i!14.
5N.I's pleading has been mistakenly titled a Cross-Claim rather than a third-party complaint. A cross-claim is an action initiated
by one (I) party against a co-pa1ty, such as a defendant making a claim against a co-defendant. See Rule 13(g) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure (I.R.C.P.). M.Kunz is not a party to the initial dispute outlined in B.Kunz's Complaint, therefore, N .l's
claim against her is properly designated as a third-party claim and will be so referenced by the Court throughout this MD&O. See
I.R.C.P. 14(a).
4
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in contravention of the parties' agent agreement.

See Cross-Complaint (referred to in this

Memorandum Decision and Order (MD&O) as Third-Party Complaint), p. 2, ,r,r7-8.
DISCUSSION

Idaho Code §5-404 (LC.) controls the issue of venue

111

actions initiated against a

corporation. I.C. §5-404 provides, in relevant pait, that "in all actions against any corporation
organized under the laws of the state of Idaho, suit or action shall be commenced and tried in any
county of this state where the defendant has its principal place of business or in the county in
which the cause of action arouse."

It has long been understood, pursuant to Idaho case law, that "where the action may be
maintained in either of two or more counties, venue is at the election of the plaintiff, 'subject,
however, to the power of the court to change the place of trial, as provided in this code."' Hayes

v. Kingston, 140 Idaho 551, 554, 96 P.3d 652,655 (2004), (Hayes) citing to Banning v. Minidoka
Irr. Dist. 89 Idaho 506,511,406 P.2dd 802, 804 (1965). As such, to the extent that there are two
(2) or more proper venues, B.Kunz, as the plaintiff in this action, may select which of the
appropriate venues he wishes to have this case litigated.
B.Kunz does not appear to dispute that N.I. 's principal place of business is in Baimock
County, Idaho. So the first question that this Court needs to address is whether there is more
than one proper forum under I.C. §5-404, and if so, is Bear Lake County one of those forums.
As it relates to corporations, LC. §5-404 provides for two (2) possible venue choices: (1) the
county where the defendant corporation, N.I. 's, principal place of business is located; or (2) the
county in which the cause of action arose.
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In this case, Kunz has expressly asserted two (2) claims against N.I.: 6 (I) an accounting;
and (2) a request for declaratory relief. B.Kunz in his Response to N.l's Motion for Change of
Venue, aigues that Bear Lake is the appropriate venue because that is where the agent agreement
was signed, performed and breached. See Response. As noted by the Idaho Supreme Court in
Hayes, "Idaho appellate courts have interpreted "the cause of action arose" language of LC. §5-

404 ... in a breach of contract action, Corder v. Idaho Farmway, Inc., 133 Idaho 353, 358, 986
P.2d 1010, 1024 (Ct.App.1999) (where "the cause of action arose" held to be where the contract
was made, where the contract was breached or where the damage occmred)." However, B.Kunz
has not expressly asserted a claim for breach of contract. B.Kunz argues that although his
Complaint does not expressly assert a claim for breach of contract, one may be inferred. This
argument was advanced by B.Kunz at oral argument on N.I. 's Motion for Change of Venue.
In short, the Court concludes that B.Kunz's Complaint, although not being a model of
clarity, does more than just infer a claim for breach of contract, it contains a claim for breach of
contract. Because the Corui concludes that B.Kunz has pled a cause of action for breach of
contract, venue is properly placed in Bear Lake County, pmsuant to the Cowi's holding in
Corder v. Idaho Farrnway, Inc. , 133 Idaho 353,3 58, 986 P.2d 1010, 1024 (Ct.App.1999) holding

that venue in a breach of contract case is determined by "where the contract was made, where the
contract was breached or where the damage occurred." Arguably all truee (3) of these occurred
in Bear Lake County, but at a minimum two (2) of them did (formation of contract occmred in

6B.Kunz seems to suggest that N.I . has forfeited its right to assert Bannock County as an appropriate venue due to its filing its
Third-Party Complaint naming M.Kunz a Bear Lake County resident, as a third-party defendant. The Court is unaware of any
authority that would support such a contention and B.Kunz has failed to cite the Court to any case law that holds otherwise.
Venue issues are determined by a plaintiff's complaint, not by subsequent counterclaims, cross-claims, or third-party complaints.
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Montpelier, Idaho and damage, failure to pay premiums or bonuses under the agent agreement
occuned in Montpelier, Idaho where B.Kunz works, lives, and conducts business). 7
It is well recognized that Idaho is a notice pleading state. See Carrillo v. Boise Tire Co.,
Inc., 152 Idaho 741, 751, 274 P.3d 1256, 1266 (2012) (Carillo).

The Carillo Comt notes that

"the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure set f01th a system of notice pleading intended to free
litigants from what were once rigid pleading requirements." Id. The Carillo Corut goes on to
state "[cJourts should make every intendment to sustain a complaint that contains a concise
statement of the facts constituting the cause of action and a demand for relief." Id at 752, 274
P.3d at 1267. Similarly in Brown v. City of Pocatello, 148 Idaho 802, 807, 229 P.3d 1164 1169
(2010) (Brown), the Idaho Supreme Court noted that "[u]nder notice pleading, a party is no
longer slavishly bound to stating particular theories in its pleadings ... the general policy behind
the cunent rules of civil procedure is to provide every litigant his or her day in court." The
Brown Court continues by noting that "[oJur liberal notice pleading standard is intended to see
justice done, and prevent the dismissal of a valid claim for a mere technical failing." Id. at 809,
229 P.3d at 1171. Finally, as most recently stated by the Idaho Supreme Court in Mortensen v.
Stewart Title Guar. Co. , 149 Idaho 437,444,235 P.3d 387, 394 (2010), "[n]otice pleading frees
the parties from pleading particular issues or theories, and allows parties to get through the
courthouse door merely by stating claims upon which relief can be granted."
I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l) is the applicable rule of civil procedure dealing with complaints. It reads,
in relevant part, as follows:
A pleading which sets forth a claim for relief, whether an original claim,
counterclaim, cross-claim, or third-party claim, shall contain (1) if the court be of
linlited jurisdiction, a short and plain statement of the grounds upon which the
court's jurisdiction depends, (2) a short and plain statement of the claim showing
7Therefore,

the Court need not consider that remaining two (2) claims, an accounting and declaratory relief, and whether they
arise in Bear Lake County for purposes of establishing venue.
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that the pleader is entitled to relief, and (3) a demand for judgment for the relief to
which he deems himself entitled.
This Court's reading of B.Kunz's Complaint results in this Court's conclusion, that a
claim for Breach of Contract although not expressly stated as such in the Complaint, has been
pled when applying the liberal notice pleadings standards outlined above. First, it clearly sets
forth language which invokes this Court's jurisdiction, an amount in controversy exceeding
$10,000.00. Second, a claim for an. accounting or declaratory judgment does not equate to an
award of dan1ages, rather it results in a declaration of a party's rights. Therefore, the Com1 has
little difficulty concluding that B.Kunz has satisfied the first prong of I.R.C.P. 8(a).
Although B.Kunz never specifically states that N.I. has breached its agent agreement with
him, the language of the Complaint is sufficient to put N.I. on notice that B.Kunz is in fact
making that claim. In paragraph 20, B.Kunz alleges that he "believes there were more profit
sharing checks or other incentive bonuses received by [N.I.], either from other companies, or in
greater amounts, than has been disclosed to Plaintiff." Complaint, p. 5, ,r20. Paragraph 25 of the
Complaint alleges that "in the event that such an accounting reflects monies due and owing
[B.Kunz] , [B.Kunz] further requests that judgment be entered against [N.I. ] for the total sum of
the unpaid commissions owed under the Contract in the amount as shall be proven at trial, but
not less than ten-thousand dollars ($10,000.00)." Complaint, pp. 5-6, ,r2s. 8 Therefore, the Court
also concludes that B.Kunz's Complaint satisfies prong two (2) of I.R.C.P. 8(a), a statement of
claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.
Finally, B.Kunz, in his prayer for relief, does make a "demand for judgment for the relief
to which he deems himself entitled." The prayer for relief in his Complaint requests "an award

1.R.C.P. &(a)(I) provides that " [r]elief in the alternative or of several different types may be demanded." This Court considers
this allegation to be an asseition of fact for a breach of contract claim and a demand for relief in the event the accou nting reveals
that monies are due under the parties' agent agreement even though such is not expressly stated.

8
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of damages in amounts as shall be proven at trial." Again, absent a breach of contract claim in
which B.Kunz establishes a breach on the part of N.I., B.Kunz would have no basis upon which
to assert money damages against N.I.
Therefore, the Cowt concludes that B.Kw1z has, albeit in an unrutful manner, pled a
breach of contract cause of action against N .I. 9 The well settled rule in Idaho is that where
multiple venues are appropriate under LC. §5-404, the Plaintiff has the ability to select and elect
venue from the available options. See Hayes, 140 Idaho 551, 554, 96 P.3d 652, 655 (2004).
Because B.Kunz had pled a breach of contract cause of action, the Court will DENY N.I's
Motion to Change Venue on the asserted basis that B.Kunz has filed this Complaint in an
improper venue.
In the event this Court finds that venue is appropriate in Bear Lake County, N.I. asks that
the Court, in the exercise of its discretion, change venue to Brumock County, pursuru1t to I.R.C.P.
40(e). I.R.C.P. 40(e) provides that a trial court may change venue when it appears by affidavit or
other satisfactory proof that: ( 1) the venue designated in the complaint is not the proper county;
(2) there is reason to belief that an impartial trial cannot be had in the county designated in the
complaint; ru1d (3) that the convenience of witnesses and the ends of justice would be promoted
by the change. N.I. specifically requests that the Court change venue from Bear Lake County to
Bannock County pursuant to prong three (3), the convenience of the witnesses and the ends of
justice would be promoted by the change.
The burden relative to the motion to change venue pursuant to I.R.C.P. 40(e) based upon
inconvenience of witnesses and that justice would be promoted is the moving parties, in this

9The Court notes B.Kunz has filed, but not noticed up for hearing, a Motion to Amend Complaint and has argued that he likely
will bring a motion to amend to assert a claim for breach of contract. Despite the Court ruling that B.Kunz's Complaint sets forth
a claim for breach of contract, the Cou1t encourages B.Kunz to follow through with this motion. Despite the Court's ru ling in
this matter if a motion for a more definite statement were filed by NJ . pursuant to l.R.C.P. 12(e) regard ing B.Kunz's breach of
contract claim, th is Court would grant the same. Certainly, additionally clarity on this claim is encouraged.
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instance N.I. It is imp01iant to this Cami's analysis to note that the rule not only requires a
showing of inconvenience, but that the "ends of justice would be promoted" by the change. N.I.
outlines for the Court that while most, if not all of B.Kunz's witnesses will be from the Bear
Lake County area, most if not all of its witnesses will be from either Pocatello, Idaho or Boise,
Idaho. N.I. farther argues that in addition to the time associated with commuting to Bear Lake
County, it will present a financial hardship on N.I. and its need to pay travel and lodging
expenses for its expected witnesses. While the Court is sensitive to each of these stated issues,
the Court does not find in weighing and considering these factors that it would contrary to the
justice to require that this trial be conducted in Bear Lake County, an appropriate venue under
LC. §5-404. 10
Ce1iainly any time a witness is required to travel it is an inconvenience. It goes without
saying that the farther the travel the greater the inconvenience. It is also not subject to dispute
that the costs associated with litigation increase as a result of paying a witnesses' mileage and
lodging associated with litigating in a distant forum. In short, many of the factors asse1ied by
N.I. are merely a fact of life when dealing with modern day litigation. If inconvenience and the
cost alone mandated a change of venue under I.R.C.P. 40(e), Bear Lake County would never be
an appropriate venue in litigation involving a resident of Bear Lake County and a corporate
entity of any note. This Court determines that on the record before it, inconvenience to N.I's
witnesses and the added cost of litigating this matter in Bear Lake County 11 as opposed to
Bannock County does not thwart the ends of justice and does not warrant changing venue from

10The I.R.C.P. provides for the reimbursement of witness fees and travel expenses paid to witnesses if a party is deemed to be the
prevailing party in the litigation. Thus in an effort to dispense justice, the I.R.C.P. take these factors into account. See I.R.C.P.
54(d)(l )(C).
11The Court would further note the financial costs referenced by N.I. are miniscule in comparison to the other costs associated
with litigation, attorney fees, expert witness costs and fees, etc.
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Bear Lake County to Bannock County. Therefore, the Court will DENY N.I's Motion to Change
Venue as it relates to I.R.C.P. 40(e)(l)(C).

CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, the Court will DENY N.I's Motion for Change of Venue.
Venue for this litigation will continue as set by B.Kunz in his Complaint in Bear Lake County.

Dated this 23rd March, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 24th day of March, 2014, I mailed/served a trne copy of the
foregoing document of the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with c01Tect postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1 230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670
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Deputy Clerk
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Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.
Hearing type: Motion to Bifurcat e
Hearing date: 3/20/2014
Time: 4:22 pm
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Paris
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A. Wuthrich
Joseph T. Preston
Case called at 4:22 pm. Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff and Plaintiff
Bret Kunz appeared in the courtroom. Joseph T. Preston, counsel for the Defendant and
the Defendants appeared by telephone. This matter was set for
Defendant/Counterdaimant/Third-Party-Plaintiffs Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings. The Court reviewed the history of the case and stated the decision regarding
the motion for change of venue shall be submitted by Monday, March 24th. Mr. Preston
provided argument for the Defendant's motion. Mr. Wuthrich responded with argument in
objection to the bifurcation. Mr. Preston responded. Mr. Wuthrich responded. Mr. Preston
responded. Based upon the information before the Court, this matter was taken under
advisement. Comt in recess at 4:45 pm.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

vs.
NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Pa11y Plaintiff,
vs.
MARTI KUNZ,
Third-Pa1iy Defendant.
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)

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

On March 20, 2014, Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff appeared with Plaintiff,
Bret Kunz for hearing on Defendant, Nield, Inc. ' s Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings.
Joseph T. Preston, counsel with and for the Defendant, Nield, Inc. appeared by telephone with prior
permission of the Comi. During the course of this hearing, two (2) representatives of Nield Inc. also
were introduced as being in attendance by way of telephone. The Court rep01ier was Rodney M.
Felshaw and the comi clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for hearing on the Defendant's Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings. Counsel provided argument concerning their respective positions. At the conclusion
Minute Entry and Order
I
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I

of the paiiies' ai·gument the Court took these issues under advisement and will issue a decision in
due cow-se.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this 20th day of Mai·ch, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Court Judge
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Joseph T. Preston
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL D t ~ i OF Tff&se NO.
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KUNZ,
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.
MARTI KUNZ,
Third-Party Defendant.
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Case No. CV-2013 -000232

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTION FOR A
PROTECTIVE ORDER

This matter is before the Court on Defendant's, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
(N.I.), Motion for a Protective Order. 1 In response to N.I. ' s Motion for a Protective Order,
Plaintiff, Bret Kunz (B.Kunz), filed the Affidavit of Bret Kunz in Response to Motion for
Protective Order (B.Kunz Affidavit). N.I. then filed Defendant's Reply in Support of Motion for
Protective Order (Reply Memorandum). 2 This matter was argued to the Court and following oral
argument, the Court took this matter under advisement. The Court now issues its Memorandrnn
Decision and Order on N.I's Motion for a Protective Order.

1N.I's Motion for a Protective Order was supported by the Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Motion for a Protective Order
(Nield Affidavit).
2N.1. 's Reply Memorandum was supported by the Supplemental Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of Motion for Protective
Order (Supp. Affidavit Nield).
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BACKGROUND
The present litigation arises out of a business relationship between B.Kunz, his brother,
Mike Kunz and N.I. N.I. is described by B.Kunz in his Complaint as an Idaho Corporation doing
business as Insurance Designers and authorized to transact insurance business in the state of
Idaho. Complaint, p. 1, ,r2. B.Kunz alleges that Mike Kunz entered into an agent contract with
N.I. in 1982 "under which [Mike Kunz] sold insurance and [N.I.] managed the accmmting and
maintained the contracts with various insurance companies to place insurance business for
customers of the agent [Mike Kunz]." Id. at p. 2,

,rs.

B.Kunz alleges that he entered into an

identical agent contract with N.1. in 1996. Id. at p. 2, ,r6.
Mike Kunz passed away in July of 2008 and B.Kunz entered into negotiations with N.I.
to take over Mike Kunz's agent contract.

B.Kunz alleges that an agreement was reached

whereby N.I. would enter into a new agreement with B.Kunz, "identical to that of [Mike Kunz]
.. . provided that [B.Kunz] would need to purchase [Mike Kunz's] share of the book of business
from [Mike Kunz' s] widow, Judy Kunz." Id. at p. 2, ,r8. B.Kunz alleges that he purchased fifty
percent (50%) of the property and casualty book of business from Judy Kunz3 and one hundred
percent (100%) of the health insurance book of business. Id. at p. 2, ,r9.
B.Kunz contends that N.I. presented a draft copy of the new agent agreement to B.Kunz
and that it was "the same" as the previous agent contract with Mike Kunz. Id. at p. 3,

,r11.

However, B.Kunz alleges the final version of the new agent agreement, which was signed by the
parties in Montpelier, Idaho, was "revised to delete the phrase 'except for health and life policies

3

8 .Kunz asserts the other half was owned by N.T .
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that are individual company appointments"' without B.Kunz' s knowledge or consent. Id. at p.3 ,

A dispute has arisen between the parties concerning the issue of "profit sharing,
bonus[es], and other incentive commissions paid to [N.I.] by var10us msurance companies
premised upon, at least in prut, and in many instru1ces in significant part, the work, efforts, ru1d
insurance business generated by [B.Kunz]." Id at p. 4, ,rt 8.
A close review of the Complaint filed by B.Kunz apperu·s to suggest that the profit
sharing, bonuses and other incentive commissions and his entitlement to a shru·e of those is
grounded in the language of the agent agreement that reads "[o]ther functions based on
commission split and individual agreement." See Exhibit "E" to Complaint and Complaint, p. 4,
,r,r17-20 and 22.
On November 13, 2013, B.Kunz filed his Complaint naniing N.I. as a defendant. The
Complaint expressly outlines two (2) claims against N.1.: (1) Count One - Claim for an
Accounting; and (2) Count Two - Declaratory Relief. This Court has also ruled that in addition
to the two (2) claims expressly stated in the Complaint, B.Kunz has also and alternatively pied a
cause of action for breach of contract. See Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant's
Motion to Change Venue.
N.I. filed its Answer and Counterclaim on December 2, 2013.

N.I. 's Answer and

Counterclaim denies the majority of B.Kunz's claims as outlined in his Complaint. N.I. also
asserts a number of defenses to B.Kunz's Complaint. As part of its Answer and Counterclaim,
N.I. also asserts a counterclaim against B.Kunz for breach of contract arising out of the agent
agreement. N.I. asserts that B.Kunz has breached the agent agreement by placing "insurance
8.Kunz asserts that health and life insurance policies are not covered by his agent agreements with N.l. He further asserts that,
although he is licensed to sell health and life insurance policies, the health and life business is handled entirely by Marti Kunz
(M.Kunz), his wife. B.Kunz asserts that he has not sold a single policy. Id. at p. 3, 1I0, and p.4, 14.

4
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through another company besides [N.I.]" in contravention of the agent agreement in place with
N.I. Id. at p. 3, ,r,r7-8.
N.I. has also brought a third-party complaint against M.Kunz. 5 In N.I's Third-Party
Complaint against M.Kunz, N.I. asserts that it has an agent agreement with M.Kunz and that she
is in breach of the same by placing "insurance business through another company besides [N.I]"
in contravention of the parties' agent agreement.

See Cross-Complaint (refeil'ed to in this

Memorandum Decision and Order (MD&O) as Third-Party Complaint), p. 2, ,r,r7-8.
A review of the Register of Actions reflects that no discovery has been propounded by
either party. However, B.Kunz has provided notice of its intent to serve subpoenas on three (3)
different insurance companies: (1) Steve Ahl, Company Representative, Nationwide Mutual
Insurance Co.; (2) Jonathan Bloomer, Company Representative, Farmers Alliance Mutual
Insurance Co.; and (3) Dirk Perry, Marketing Representative, Acuity, a Mutual Insurance
Company. See Exhibit "A" to the Nield Affidavit. All three (3) subpoenas are identical in their
requests. Each asks for the following information:
to produce or permit inspection and coping [sic] [copying] of the following
documents or objects, including electronically stored information, at a place, date
and time specified below per I.C.R. [sic] [I.R.C.P.] 45(b).
1. All records from 2009 to 2013 regarding Nield, Inc. dba Insurance Designers,
an Idaho Corporation, Idaho License No. 14443, to include all commission
records, including, without limitation, profit sharing, bonuses, incentive
payments, etc.
2. Year end [sic] Master reports showing total written premium and Loss ratio
for each individual producer and sub producer writing business under Nield,
Inc. Idaho Licence [sic] [License] No. 14443 for States of Idaho, Wyoming
and Utah for the years 2009 to 2013.

5N.l ' s pleading has been mistakenly titled a Cross-Claim rather than a third-party complaint. A cross-claim is an action initiated
by one (l) party against a co-party, such as a defendant making a claim against a co-defendant. See Rule 13(g) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure (l.R.C.P.). M.Kunz is not a party to the initial dispute outlined in B.Kunz's Complaint; therefore, N.l's
claim against her is properly designated as a third-party claim and will be so referenced by the Court throughout this MD&O. See
I.R.C.P. 14(a).
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3. Agent contract agreement applying to Nield, Inc. dba Insurance Designers for
2009 to 2013 .
Notice was given to N.I. as is required by Rule 45(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure (I.R.C.P.). It is pursuant to this notice that N.I. appears to have filed its Motion for
Protective Order. The record before the Court on N.I. 's Motion for Protective Order is not clear
if the subpoenas were actually served on the third-parties. However, the Court notes that if said
subpoenas have been served upon the third-parties, none have moved to quash, limit or modify
the subpoena pursuant to I.R.C.P. 45(d).
N.I. seeks a protective order pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(c) and I.R.C.P. 45(d). N.I. argues
that the subpoenas in question are burdensome, overly broad, 6 irrelevant, and require disclosure
of confidential, proprietary, and protected commercial information. See Motion for Protective
Order, p. 2.
DISCUSSION

The trial court is vested with discretion to oversee and control discovery. Montalbano v.
Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 151 Idaho 837, 840,264 P.3d 944, 947 (2011). "'A trial

court' s decision to grant or deny a motion to compel will not be disturbed [on appeal] ... unless
there has been a clear abuse of discretion."

Id. (quoting Villa Highlands, LLC v. Western

Community Ins. Co. , 148 Idaho 598, 609, 226 P.3d 540, 551) (2010). Similarly, the trial court's

decision on a protective order is reviewed under

an abuse of discretion standard.

Bailey v. Sanford,

139 Idaho 744, 748, 86 P.3d 458, 462 (20040. The trial court, in the exercise of its discretion, must:
(1) perceive the issue as a discretionary one; (2) act within the bounds of its discretion and
consistent with legal standards and choices available in making such decisions; and (3) make its

Although N.I. does not assert "over broad" as one of the grounds upon which the Motion fo r Protective Order is brought (See
Motion for Protective Order, p.2), it does argue over broadness in Set:tion I of its argument dealing with burdensomeness.

6
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decision through an exercise of reason. Ketterling v. Burger King Corp., 152 Idaho 555, 562, 272
P.3d 527, 534 (2012).
Rule 45(b)(2) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (I.R.C.P.) authorizes a party to serve a
subpoena for the production, inspection and copying of documents upon "a person who is not a
party" to the proceeding. This Rule provides as follows:
A subpoena to command a person who is not a party to produce or to permit
inspection and copying of documents, electronically stored information, or tangible
things, or to permit inspection of premises may be served at any time after all parties
have either appeared or have been defaulted, unless otherwise ordered. The party
serving the subpoena shall serve a copy of the subpoena on the opposing patty at
least seven (7) days prior to service on the third party, unless otherwise specified by
the court. The party serving the subpoenas shall pay the reasonable cost of
producing or copying the documents, electronically stored information or tangible
things. Upon the request of any other party and the payment of reasonable costs, the
party serving the subpoena shall provide to the requesting party copies of all
documents obtained in response to the subpoena.
I.R.C.P. 45(d) also provides for the process upon which a party may seek protection against
a subpoena. This Rule provides as follows:
The Court, upon motion made promptly and in any event at or before the time
specified in the subpoena for compliance therewith, may ( 1) quash or modify the
subpoena if it is unreasonable, oppressive, fails to allow time for compliance,
requires disclosure of privileged or other protected matter and no exception or
waiver applies, or subjects a person to undue burden or (2) condition compliance
with the subpoena upon the advancement of the reasonable cost of producing the
books, papers, documents, electronically stored information or tangible things by the
person in whose behalf the subpoena is issued.
The Court would note that B.Kunz appears to have complied with the requirements of
I.R.C.P 45, specifically I.R.C.P. 45(d)(2) as it relates to the technical requirements of the notice to
the opposing patty at least seven (7) days in advance of service of his subpoenas on the various
third-parties. The Court would note that none of the third-parties, who are the focal point of the
subpoenas in question, have registered an objection. Rather, the objections have been asserted by
the Defendants. In addition, the objections asserted relate to the general scope of discovery, not
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with respect to the technical requirements ofl.R.C.P. 45(b)(2).
The use of subpoena powers autho1ized by I.R.C.P. 45(b) for discovery purposes such as the
inspection and/or the copying of documents and/or electronically stored information, or for
attending a deposition, is subject to the broad constraints of discovery established by I.R.C.P. 26.
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l) outlines the well-recognized scope of discovery. It provides as follows:
Unless otherwise limited by order of the court in accordance with these mles, the
scope of discovery is as follows: (1) Parties may obtain discovery regarding any
matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter involved in tl1e pending
action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to
the claim or defense of any other party, including the existence, description, nature,
custody, condition, and locations of any books, documents, or other tangible things
and the identity and location of persons having knowledge of any discoverable
matter. It is not ground for objection that the information sought will be
inadmissible at the trial if the information sought appears reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
[Bold Emphasis Supplied by the Court]
The Court will separately address each of N.1.'s claimed bases upon which it seeks a
protection order from the Court.

1. Burdensome
NJ. first asserts that subpoenas in question are burdensome. The Court will summarily

DENY this as a basis upon which the Court should issue a protection order. As noted above, none
of the third-parties being subpoenaed have registered an objection to the subpoenas in question. 7
However, this Court concludes that the burdensomeness of the subpoenas, if any such burden exists,
is an issue to be asserted by the third-parties subject to the subpoenas, not NJ. There is no burden to
N .I. as it relates to the request made by B.Kunz for these three (3) insurance companies to produce
records that they maintain.

7As referenced above, this may be the result of the third-parties having no objection to the subpoenas or it may be that the
subpoenas have not yet been served while B.Kunz waits for the Court's decision on the requested protective order.
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2. Overly Broad
The first point argued by N.I. is that an undue burden exists because the subpoenas "seek
information beyond the scope of Plaintiff's claims." Motion for Protective Order, p. 2. In making
its argt.m1ent on t.ml'easonably burdensome, N.I. also makes an argument that the request is "overly
broad." Id at p. 3. The Court will also DENY N.1.'s request to grant a protective order on this
basis.
As outlined above, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l), the scope of discovery is extremely broad.
Information is discoverable if it reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence. N.I. argues that "it [the subpoenas] is completely devoid of any rational explanation why
this overly broad request for 'all records,' 'each individual producer,' and all 'agent contract
agreements' is relevant or will lead to relevant information in this case." Id
However, this Court can certainly envision the direction B.Kunz is headed with his
propounded subpoenas and thereby concludes that the same fall within the parameters of I.R.C.P.
26(b)(l). It appears to the Court that B.Kunz is going to take the position that the agent contract
between hin1self and N.I. contains ambiguities, is not fully integrated and is therefore subject to
revision and extrinsic agreements that will necessitate the finder of facts consideration of extrinsic
or parol evidence. Further, it appears, by resorting to a review of B.Kunz's Complaint and the Kunz
Affidavit, that it is his contention that he needs to know, as will the finder of fact, "total written
premiums" coupled with "loss ratio and growth rate[s]" to determine monies owed for bonuses and
profit sharing.
As such, at this stage of these proceedings, the Court cannot conclude that this request is
overly broad. It appears to this Court to be directed at items that would be essential in B.Kunz' s
attempt to demonstrate what the parties' relationship is with respect to bonuses and profit sharing,
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and also necessary in proving up damages arising from a breach of contract, if in fact one is proven.
Therefore, the Court will conclude that this information appears to be both relevant to issues that are
in dispute in this litigation, and at a minimum are certainly intended to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence. For these reasons the Court will DENY N.I. 's request for a protection order
on the basis that the scope of the subpoenas are overly broad.8
3. Relevance

The Court, in its previous discussion regarding N.l.'s contention that the subpoenas are
overly broad, has addressed the relevance of B.Kunz' s subpoenas. To the extent that this issue has
been addressed, the Court will not address those issues in this section of its Memorandum Decision
and Order. Rather, the Court will DENY N.I. 's Motion for a Protective Order on this basis and rely
upon the discussion set forth above.
However, the Court does feel compelled to address separately N.l.'s claim as contained in
its Motion for Protective Order outlined in section LB. See Motion for Protective Order, p. 4, §I.B.

8N J.

also argues that this Court should consider granting its Motion for a Protective Order because " [B.Kunz] seeks to discover
from third parties information which is readily available to [NJ.]. See Motion for Protective Order, p. 3. This argument is
pursued further in N.l.'s Reply where N.I. cites to cases in federal court and interpreting the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for
the proposition that "there is a preference for parties to obtain discovery from one another before burdening non-parties with
discovery requests." Reply, p.2 citing to various federal court decisions. This Court has previously addressed much the same
argument in the Caribou County action of Mullen Crane and Transport, Inc. v. Raymond Mullen et al., Caribou County Case No.
CV-2013-54 (MC&T). In responding to this assertion the Court noted as follows:
In the Motion to Quash filed by Ray and the defendant companies with whom he is associated, it is suggested
that MC&T's attempts to obtain this information by way of subpoena issued upon third-parties in addition to
obtaining it through traditional discovery tools, such as requests for production of documents is somehow
inappropriate. This position was also argued at oral argument. However, the Court is unaware of any rule
that restricts a party to one discovery tool or that even would limit a party to the use of one discovery tool at a
time. Rather, l.R.C.P. 26(a) provides that "un less the court orders otherwise under subdivision (c) of this
rule, the frequency of use of these methods is not limited ." As such, this Court concludes that it is
permissible for MC&T to employ written discovery such as interrogatories and request for production of
documents while at the same time, pursuing the production of documents, by way of subpoena, from thirdparties to the litigation.
First Memorandum Decision and Order on Discovery Motions, p. 7, footnote 4. Nothing presented by N.l. convinces the Court
that it should depart from the position it has previously taken with respect to this issue. Therefore, the fact that this material
could similarly be requested from N.l. by way of Requests for Production of Documents and/or Interrogatories does not mean
that B.Kunz cannot seek to obtain it directly from third-parties pursuant to l.R.C.P. 45(b). Further, despite making the assertion
that obtaining ,his information directly from the insurance companies is more burdensome and more expensive, N.l. has not made
such a showing. To the contrary, it would appear to the Cou11 that seeking the information directly from the third-party may in
effect be a less expensive means, at least as it relates to the parties, of obtaining the information.
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In this portion of N.I. 's Motion for Protective Order, N .I. argues that, "[i]f the Comt dete1mines [at
summary judgment] that the contract is only a commission's based contract then [B.Kunz] will have
no justifiable grounds for his Complaint and thus no reason to conduct discovery regarding bonuses
and profit sharing." Id. While this contention may be tJ.ue, it does not afford N.I. relief at this stage
of the proceeding. B.Kunz's pleadings assert that he is entitled to bonuses and profit sharing. The
pleadings further assert that it is B.Kunz's belief that he has not been paid all the bonuses and/or
profit sharing to which he is entitled to under his agent agreement with N.I. The scope of the
Complaint now is what is controlling upon the Court for purposes of discovery ongoing at present;
not how the pleadings and the claims asserted may be affected by subsequent motion practice.
Therefore, the Court will not speculate on what may or may not occur in the future regarding these
claims and will DENY N.I. 's Motion for a Protective Order on this basis as well.

4. Confidential, Proprietary, and Protected Commercial Information
The final ground upon which N.I. seeks a protection order from the Comt concerning the
three (3) subpoenas is that some of the requested infonnation may contain confidential, proprietary
and protected commercial inf01mation.
First, this Court would agree with the general statement outlined by N.I. that the pruty who
seeks to limit discovery has the burden to plead a particular privilege, immunity or exclusion
applicable to the discovery in question and produce evidence supporting such claim. See Motion for
Protective Order, p. 4, §II.

However, N.I. has not pled or produced evidence, to this Comt's

satisfaction, that the material, or any part of the material, being sought by way of subpoena is
confidential, proprietary or protected by either the third-party or N.1.
Further, this same issue was also previously discussed by the Court in MC&T. In that case
the Court held as follows:
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While the Corut recognizes that there is the potential for collateral consequences
associated with discovery in a commercial context, that does not result in a
limitation upon a party to conduct discovery within the parameters established by
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(1 ). Fruther, appropriate limitations and restrictions are routinely
implemented to limit the use and disclosme of proprietary information to the
litigation context. Such orders are certainly available to this Court.
First Memorandum Decision and Order on Discovery Motions, p. 7. The Court continues to adhere
to this principle. Ce1tainly such concerns can be addressed by way of a Protective Order governing
the use and/or disclosme of confidential and/or proprietary information obtained and used dming
the comse of litigation. The Corut hereby invites the paities to develop and submit to the Comt a
stipulation and proposed order for a protective order which the parties can use dming this litigation
for the protection of confidential and proprietaiy information.9
Therefore the Court is going to DENY N.I. 's Motion for a Protective Order on the basis that
it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary in nature. Rather, the Court encomages
the parties to develop their own stipulation for a protective order that governs the use of confidential
and proprietary information, but states that such information, if relevant and not otherwise protected
from disclosure, is discoverable.

CONCLUSION
Therefore, the Court will DENY N.I.'s Motion for a Protective Order for the reasons
outlined above. However, the Court does conclude that in some respects B.Kunz's subpoenas are
overly broad. For that reason and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 45(d), the Court will modify the subpoena as
follows:
to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or
objects, including electronically stored information, at a place, date ai1d time
specified below per I.R.C.P. 45(b).

9

Jn the event the parties are interested, the Court has a standard protective order it has developed and maintai ned which it would
be happy to provide to the parties as a template for use in this case.
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5. Records from 2009 to 2013 regarding Nield, Inc. dba Insurance Designers, an
Idaho Corporation, Idaho License No. 14443 dealing with comm1ss10n
records: to wit: profit sharing, bonuses, incentive payments.
6. Yearend Master reports showing total written premium and loss ratio for each
individual producer and sub producer writing business under Nield, Inc. Idaho
License No. 14443 for States ofldaho, Wyoming and Utah for the years 2009
to 2013.
7. Agent contract agreement applying to Nield, Inc. dba Insurance Designers for
2009 to 2013.
Dated this 241h day of March, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge
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Case No. CV-2013-000232

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTION TO BIFURCATE
AND STAY PROCEEDINGS

)

Third-Party Defendant.

)

This matter is before the Court on Defendant's, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
(N.I.), Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings (Motion to Bifurcate). 1 In response to N.I's

Motion to Bifurcate, Plaintiff, Bret D. Kunz (B.Kunz) filed a Memorandum in Opposition to
Motion to Bifurcate and to Stay Proceedings (Opposition Memorandum). N.I. then filed its
Reply in Support of Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings (Reply). This matter was argued
to the Court and following oral argument, the Court took this matter under advisement. The
Cowi now issues its Memorandum Decision and Order on N.l's Motion to Bifurcate.

BACKGROUND

1N.I 's Motion to Bifurcate was supported by N.I. ' s Brief in Support of Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings (Supporting
Briet).
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The background concerning this action is set forth in detail in the Cornt s two (2)
memorandum decisions and orders dealing with N.I. ' s Motion to Change Venue and Motion for
a Protective Order. Therefore, the Court will not address, in detail, the background surrounding
this litigation. Rather, the Court will incorporate by reference thereto the Court's two (2)
memorandum decisions and orders on these motions.
For purposes of this discussion, it is notew01thy that B.Kunz has asse1ted three (3) claims
against N.I., one (1) of the three (3) is for declaratory relief or judgment pursuant to Idaho Code
§10-1201 et. seq. (LC).

N.I., in turn, has asserted a breach of contract claim by way of

counterclaim against B.Kunz and a separate breach of contract claim against Marti Kunz
(M.Kunz) by way of a third-party complaint. 2
N.I. seeks an order from the Court staying any further discovery associated with the
accounting claim and the three (3) breach of contract claims until the Cornt has hear·d and
determined B.Kunz' s declaratory relief claim. N.I. further requests that the Court bifurcate the
trials ar1d try the declaratory relief clain1 separate from the remaining breach of contract claims
and B.Kunz's accounting claim.

DISCUSSION
I.R.C.P. 42(b) provides as follows :
The court, in furtherance of convenience or to avoid prejudice, or when separate
trials will be conducive to expedition and economy, may order a separate trial of
any claim, cross-claim, corn1terclaim, or third-party claim, or of any separate issue
or of any number of claims, cross-claims, counterclaims, third-party claims, or
issues always preserving inviolate the right of trial by jury as declared by the
Constitutions, statutes or rules of the court.

2N.l.

s pleading has been mistakenly titled a Cross-Claim rather than a third-party comp laint. A cross-claim is an action initiated
by one (I) party against a co-party, such as a defendant making a claim against a co-defendant. See Rule 13(g) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure (1.R.C.P.). M.Kunz is not a party to the initial dispute outlined in B.Kunz's Complaint; therefore. N.l. 's
claim agai nst her is properly designated as a third-party claim and will be referenced by the Court throughout this Memorandum
Decision and Order in this manner. See I.R.C.P. 14(a).
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In making a determination concerning whether or not to bifurcate proceedings pmsuant to
I.R.C.P. 42(b), the trial court is vested with discretion. Armand v. Opportunity Management Co.,
Inc., 155 Idaho 592, _ , 315 P.3d 245, 255 (2013). In matters of discretion, the trial comt' s

determinations will not be distmbed absent a showing that that discretion has been abused. The
trial corut, in the exercise of its discretion, must: (1) perceive the issue as a discretionary one; (2) act
within the bounds of its discretion and consistent with legal standards and choices available in
making such decisions; and (3) make its decision through an exercise of reason. Ketterling v.
Burger King Corp., 152 Idaho 555,562,272 P.3d 527,534 (2012).
It is quite clear to the Court that the remaining claims, both those asserted by B.Kunz in

his Complaint and those brought by N.I. by way of counterclaim and third-party complaint, are
grounded in the agent contract that the Court is being asked to interpret as part of the claim for
declaratory relief. In other words, the viability of claims, the nature and scope of evidence and
testimony in the three (3) breach of contract claims, and the accounting claim will be largely
influenced by the result obtained in the declaratory relief claim.
Based upon the foregoing, the Court concludes that there is merit to N .I. ' s request that the
Court bifurcate these proceedings and allow B.Kunz to proceed first with his claim for
declaratory relief and then shortly thereafter, and after the Court has annoru1ced its decision
relative to the declaratory relief claim, proceed to trial on the parties' breach of contract claims
as well as B.Kunz's accounting claims. Such a course of proceeding will ce1tainly focus and
nan-ow the issues, testimony and evidence at the later proceeding, and if N.I. is con-ect in its
assertions, may even negate the need to have a trial with respect to B.Kunz's breach of contract
and accounting claims. 3

3 In

making this statement, the Cou1t is certainly not intimating that it is predisposed to rule one way or the other. Rather it is
merely expressing one of the possible outcomes as advanced by N.I.
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Therefore, the Court in the exercise of its discretion, does conclude that for the
convenience of the patties and the Court, and to promote an orderly and logical presentation of
the issues and evidence, it does make sense to bifurcate these proceedings. The first bifurcated
proceeding will be a trial on the merits of the declaratory relief action. 4 Whether this first
bifurcated proceeding is decided on summary judgment as N.l. contends, or after an evidentiary
hearing, as B.Kunz contends, the Court will have announced its decision on the declaratory relief
claim, the agent contract will be interpreted, and the focus and direction of the parties' remaining
breach of contract claims and accounting claim will be clear, resulting in a more expedient and
economical trial on the remaining claims.
As such, the Comi hereby GRANTS N.l.'s Motion to Bifurcate the proceedings. The
Court will bifurcate these proceedings in the following manner. The Court has previously set
this matter for trial to commence on September 22, 2014 (Primary Trial Setting) with an
alternative trial setting of December 8, 2014. See Scheduling Order entered on January 10, 2014.
The Court would plan on retaining the September 22, 2014 date as the trial date on the
declaratory relief claim and reserving the December 8, 2014 date for trial on the remaining
breach of contract claims, as well as B.Kunz's accounting claim.5 The Court will set this matter
for a Status Conference on April 17, 2014 to receive any additional input from the parties
regarding these dates.
However, the Court will DENY N.l. 's request to stay discovery relative to the breach of
contract and accounting claims. The Court sees no benefit in doing so and views this as being
contrary to I.R.C.P. l(a) and its all-encompassing mandate that "these rules shall be liberally
N. I. has argued in its submissions that it intends to file a motion for summary judgment requesting that the Court conclude, as
matter of law, that agent contract does not provide for bonuses and profit sharing. Motion for Protective Order, p. 4, §1.B.
B.Ku nz in tum, argues that the agent contract is not integrated and contains ambiguities that wi ll require the introduction of
extrinsic evidence to determine the rights and obligations of the parties under the agent contract.
50bviously in order to utilize the December, 2014 day, the parties and the Court would need to complete post-trial briefing and
issuance of the Cou,t's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in advance of the December 8, 2014 tria l date.
4
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construed to secure a just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and
proceeding." The Court recognizes that if N.I. prevails on its claim that the agent contract does
not provide for bonuses and/or profit sharing, that much of the discovery conducted by B.Kunz
may not have been necessary. However, the Court cannot evaluate and limit discovery and the
need to conduct the same on such speculation. The parties will be free to conduct discovery in
accordance with the parameters outlined in I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l) with respect to all claims, including
the breach of contract claims and B.Kunz's claim for an accounting.
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, the Court will GRANT N.I. 's Motion to Bifurcate and set this
matter for a Status Conference to discuss the bifurcated proceedings and the trial dates. This
Status Conference will be conducted on April 17, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. The parties may appear
telephonically for this Status Conference, by way of COURTCALL by registering at 888-8826878 at least 24 hours prior to hearing.

The Court will DENY N.I. 's Motion to Stay

Proceedings. Discovery and all other proceedings with respect to trial preparation may continue
with the understanding that the Court will first hear and determine the declaratory relief claim of
B.Kunz, before it hears the remaining claims for relief, both set forth in the original Complaint,
Counterclaim, or Third-Party Complaint.
Dated this 26th day of March, 2014.

MlTCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby ce11ify that on the d,_&;Pvday of March 2014, I mailed/served a true copy of the
foregoing Memorandwn Decision and Order on Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings of the
attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by the method indicated below:
COUNSEL:

METHOD OF SERVICE:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

~t{~
Deputy Clerk
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--~ -03-2014 12:35PM From: STEVENAWUTHRICH
.

2088471230

~=
STEVEN A. WUTHRJCH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
BRETD.KUN~

Plaintiff,

vs.

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
)
)

MOTION TO CONTINUE

)

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE.
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW Bret Kunz Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel of record, Steven A.
Wuthrich, and hereby move the Court to continue the Status Conference set for April 17, 2014 at

1:30 p.,m., for the reason that counsel must attend a judicial settlement conference in Desnoyers vs.
Desnoyers, West Jordan Court Case No. I 04400203 on that date, which was previously set for more
than two months. Plaintiff respectfully requests that the status conference in this case be continued.

,2~

DATED TIDS...,;::;L day of April, 2014.

--~--

/}

/;/~r-'# ~~-A

~ 1 7,// / / ~

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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APR-03-2014 12:35PM From : STEUENAWUTHRICH

2088471230

To:9452780

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Motion and proposed Order was
sent via O f3:$./ D mail to the following party on this
day of April, 2014.

.;L-

Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
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2088471230

To : 9452780
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STEVEN A . WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, !SB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRET D. KUNZ,

)

Ca~e No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,

vs.

)
)

NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF
MOTION TO CONTINUE

)

NIELD, lNC., dba JNSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for Bret and Marti Kunz, and hereby gives

notice that he withdraws )lis Motion to Continue the Status Conference set for April 17, 2014 at 1 :30
p.)m., for the reason that counsel has rearranged his calendar and no longer has a conflict on that
date.

DATED THIJ:i_ day of April, 2014.

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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APR-04-2014 12:38PM From:STEVENAWLJTHRICH

2088471230

To:9452780

CERTIFICATEOFMAILIN_G/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Motion to Withdraw Motion to
Continue was sent via D fax/ D mail to the following party on this ---5:4--- day of April, 2014.

Mark A. Echo Hawk
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Fax: 478~1670
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL Dl,STRICT OF . . t.:,:, , G'L £Rg
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B'~A LAKE
Bret D. Kunz

Plaintiff(s):

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

vs.
Case Number: CV-2013-232

Defendant(s):

Nield , Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers
For:
Steven A. Wuthrich , Esq.
1011 Washington St. , Ste. 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
STATE OF IDAHO

:ss
)

COUNTY OF ADA

Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on March 31 , 2014 to be served on STEPHEN

AHL.
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Tuesday, April 1, 2014, at 8:05 AM , I:

SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving ·with STEPHEN AHL a true copy of the
Subpoena Duces Tecum. Said service was effected at Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., 2100 W.
Tanero Court, Meridian, ID 83646.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected . I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action .
Our Reference Number: 136636
Client Reference:

Subscribed and sworn before me today
Wednesday, April 2 , 2014
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, 5sq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
)

BRET D. KUNZ,

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,

)

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

)
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

The State ofldaho To:

)
)
)
)
)
)

Stephen Ahl, Company Representative
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.
2100 W. Tanero Court
Meridian, ID 83646

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED:
[ ]

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.

[ ]

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition
in the above case.

[X]

to produce or permit inspection and coping of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below per I.R.C.P.
Rule 45(b).
I.

Records from 2009 to 2013 regarding Nield, Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers, an Idaho
corporation, Idaho License No. 1443 dealing with commission records: to-wit: profit
sharing, bonuses, incentive payments.
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[ ]

2.

Year end Master reports showing total written premium and Loss ratio for each
individual producer and sub producer writing business under Nield, Inc. , Idaho
Licence No. 14443 for States of Idaho, Wyoming and Utah for the years 2009 to
201 3.

3.

Agent contract agreement applying to Nield, Inc. dba Insurance Designers for 2009
to 2013.

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE AND TIME:

Within ten (10) days from the date of service of this
Subpoena. Send documents to:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Fax: (208) 847-1230
office@wuthrichlaw.com

The party serving this subpoena shall pay reasonable cost of producing or copying the
documents, electronically stored information or tangible things.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to
produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in contempt of court
and that the aggravated party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party
may sustain by your failure to comply

;:;J:.:_~e/'lf

DATED this l l aay of&

er, 2Qi.~ .
By Order of the Court:

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISJB ICT OF ~..,u t\ · C'L t ,
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEA7'R- KE
RN

-----(1

Bret D. Kunz

Plaintiff(s):

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

vs.
Nield , Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers

Defendant(s):

Case Number: CV-2013-232

For:
Steven A. Wuthrich , Esq .
1011 Washington St. , Ste. 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
STATE OF IDAHO

:ss
)

COUNTY OF ADA

Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on March 31 , 20 14 to be served on JONATHAN
BLOOMER.
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Tuesday, April 1, 2014, at 9:10 PM , I:

SERVED the with in named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with JONATHAN BLOOMER a true
copy of the Subpoena Duces Tecum . Said service was effected at Farmers Alliance Mutual
Insurance Co., 9524 W. Millwood Dr., Boise, ID 83709.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in wh ich service was effected . I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action .
Our Reference Number: 136635
Client Reference:

Subscribed and sworn before me today
Wednesday, April 2, 2014
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

The State ofldaho To:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

Jonathan Bloomer, Company Representative
Farmers Alliance Mutual Insurance Co.
9524 West Millwood Drive
Boise, ID 83709

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED:
[ ]

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.

[ ]

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the talcing of a deposition
in the above case.

[X]

to produce or permit inspection and coping of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at a place, date and time specified below per I.R.C.P. Rule
45(b).
1.

Records from 2009 to 2013 regarding Nield, Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers, an Idaho
corporation, Idaho License No. 1443 dealing with commission records: to-wit: profit
sharing, bonuses, incentive payments.
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[ ]

2.

Year end Master repmis showing total written premium and Loss ratio for each
individual producer and sub producer writing business under Nield, Inc., Idaho
Licence No. 14443 for States of Idaho, Wyoming and Utah for the years 2009 to
2013.

3.

Agent contract agreement applying to Nield, Inc. dba Insurance Designers for 2009
to 2013.

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE AND TIME:

Within ten ( 10) days from the date of service of this
Subpoena. Send documents to:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Fax: (208) 847-1230
office@wuthrichlaw.com

The party serving this subpoena shall pay reasonable cost of producing or copying the
documents, electronically stored information or tangible things.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to
produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in contempt of court
and that the aggravated party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party
may sustain by your failure to comply with this subpoena.
DATED this·U

ay of March, 2014.

By Order

of Co4 ~
the

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY10fr.B.EAR LAK_E:As£No.
Bret D. Kunz

Plaintiff(s) :

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

vs.
Defendant(s):

Nield , Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers

Case Number: CV-2013-232

For:
Steven A. Wuthrich , Esq.
1011 Washington St., Ste. 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
STATE OF IDAHO

:ss
)

COUNTY OF ADA

Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on March 31 , 2014 to be served on DIRK
PERRY.
I, Mic L. Kreft, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, April 4, 2014, at 7:26 PM , I:

SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with DIRK PERRY a true copy of the
Subpoena Duces Tecum . Said service was effected at 4756 N. Waterfront Way, Boise, ID 83703 .
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected . I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action .
Our Reference Number: 136637
Client Reference:

Subscribed and sworn before me today
Monday, April7 , 2014
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #33 lG
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURA""\JCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

The State ofldaho To:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

Dirk Perry, Marketing Representative
Acuity, A Mutual Insurance Company
7154 West State, #198
Boise, ID 83714

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED:
[ ]

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.

[ ]

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition
in the above case.

[X]

to produce or permit inspection and coping of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below per I.R.C.P.
Rule 45(b).
1.

Records from 2009 to 2013 regarding Nield, Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers, an Idaho
corporation, Idaho License No. 1443 dealing with commission records: to-wit: profit
sharing, bonuses, incentive payments.
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[ ]

2.

Year end Master reports showing total written premium and Loss ratio for each
individual producer and sub producer writing business under Nield, Inc. , Idaho
Licence No. 14443 for States of Idaho, Wyoming and Utah for the years 2009 to
2013.

3.

Agent contract agreement applying to Nield, Inc. dba Insurance Designers for 2009
to 2013.

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE AND TIME:

Within ten (10) days from the date of service of this
Subpoena. Send documents to:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attomey at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Fax: (208) 847- 1230
office@wuthrichlaw.com

The party serving this subpoena shall pay reasonable cost of producing or copying the
documents, electronically stored information or tangible things.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to
produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in contempt of court
and that the aggravated party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party
may sustain by your failure to compl~

i~

/~

a.

DATED this ;;:;_ day ol!2eeM"', zf/H':
By Order of the Court:
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DISTRICT COURT

1J
COURT MINUTES
CV-2013-0000232

SIXTH JUDlCIAL COURT
i EAi.LAKE COUNTY IOAHO

I]

JDl'A

DATE

DEPUTY

,,:2,~· Id J:J~
TIME '

CLERK

CASE NO.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.
Hearing type: Status
Hearing date: 4/17/2014
Time: 2:12 pm
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Paris
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A. Wuthrich
Joseph T. Preston
Case called at 2:12 pm. Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, Marti Kunz and
Brett Kunz, Plaintiffs, were present in the courtroom. Joseph T. Preston, counsel for the
Defendant was present by telephone. This matter was set for a Status Conference
scheduled by the Court to discuss the bifurcated proceedings and the trial dates. The Court
reviewed the prior history of the case. Mr. Wuthrich stated he anticipates filing an
amended complaint and a motion for summary judgment. Mr. Preston responded. The
Court will have the trial on the merits of the declaratory relief on September 22. The
plaintiff would have 14 days after that to submit, with allowing the Defendant 14 days after
that. The Court will issue a formal order setting the declaratory judgment portion of the
proceedings for trial on September 22 & 23 and the breach of contract claims portion of
the proceeding for trial on December 8 & 9. Mr. Wuthrich and Mr. Preston responded.
Court in recess at 2:29 pm.
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DISTRICT COURt
SIXTH JUD1CIAL COURT
8 EAR LAKE
IOAMO

T NTV
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'-/ -17 - ;)OJ
DATE

DEPUTY

TIME '
CLERi<
CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D . KUNZ,
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.
MARTI KUNZ,
Third-Party Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

On April 17, 2014, Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant,
appeared in the courtroom with Plaintiff, Bret Km1Z, and the Third-Party Defendant, Marti Kunz.
Joseph T. Preston, counsel with and for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Nield, Inc., appeared by
telephone with prior pe1mission of the Court. The Court reporter was Rodney M. Felshaw and the
court clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled by the Court to discuss the bifurcated proceedings and the trial
dates. The Court reviewed the prior history of the case. Plaintiff advised that he anticipates filing
an amended complaint and a motion for summary judgment.

Counsel provided comments

Minute Entry and Order
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concerning their respective positions.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Comt Trial involving the merits associated with

declaratory relief portion of the Plaintiffs Complaint shall be conducted on SEPTEMBER 22 11d
and 23rd, 2014, at 9:00 A.M.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court Trial involving the merits associated with the
respective patties' breach of contract claims shall be held on DECEMBER 8111 and 9th, 2014, at

9:00A.M.
A formal order for trial shall be fo1wat·ded to the patties outlining the time line for discovery
at1d trial briefing schedules.
111

DATED th.is 17 day of April, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Comt Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the &<~~ ay of Ap1il, 2014, I mailed/served a true copy of the
foregoing document of the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite I 01
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6 119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670
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DISTRICT COURT
SIXTH JUD1CIAL COURT

/ I BEAR LAKE c~yNTY IDAHO
'f ,- I - "80 I "f

e?

DATE

-----T-IM_E_____
CLERK

DEPUTY

CASE NO.

IN TH E DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
BRETDKUNZ
)
) Case No: CV-2013-0000232
PLAINTIFF(S)
)
vs
)
) SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE
) OF TRIAL SETTING AND
NIELD, INC.
) INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER
)
)
MARTI KUNZ
)
DEFENDANT(S) )
)
)
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16 and 40, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:

_____ _ ___________
1.

This matter is set for TRIAL, as follows:

(A)

(B)

PRIMARY TRIAL SETTING: SEPTEMBER 22 & 23 , 2014 AT 9:00
A.M. ON THE DECLARATORY JUDGMENT PORTION OF THE
COMPLAINT
SECONDARY TRIAL SETTING: DECEMBER 8 & 9, 2014, AT 9:00
A.M. ON THE BREACH OF CONTRACT PORTION OF THE
COMPLAINT

All deadlines listed below shall apply to the trial setting listed in lines (A) and (B) above.
2.

TRIAL: This case is set for a COURT TRIAL as set forth above. The trial will

be conducted in the Dish·ict Courtroom, Bear Lake County Paris Idaho. A total of TWO (2)
days have been reserved. On the first day of trial counsel shall report to the Court's chambers at
8:30 a.111. for a brief status conference. Unless otherwise ordered, other than the first and last day
of trial, proceedings will convene at 9:00 a.m. each morning, and adjourn at approximately 3:00
p.m. each afternoon. Two twenty (20) minute / brief recesses will be taken at approximately
11 :00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
3.

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(b), in lieu of a pre-trial conference, tr·ial cow1sel for the

paities (or the parties if they are self-represented) are ORDERED to meet and/or confer for the
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purpose of preparing a joint Pre-Trial Stipulation, which shall be submitted to the Court at least
twenty-one (21) days prior to Trial and shall contain or include:
(A). A statement that all exhibits to be offered at trial have been provided to all other
parties and attaching an Exhibit List of all such exhibits. The Exhibit List shall indicate: (1) by
whom the exhibit is being offered (2) a brief description of the exhibit, (3) whether the parties have
stipulated to its admission, and if not, (4) the legal grounds for objection. If any exhibit includes a
smmnary of other documents such as medical expense records, to be offered pursuant to l.R.E.
1006, the summary shall be attached to the Stipulation.
(B).
A statement whether depositions or any discovery responses will be offered in lieu
of live testimony, and a list of what will actually be offered, the manner in which such evidence will
be presented and the legal grounds for any objection to any such offer.
(C).
A list of the names and addresses of all witnesses which each patty intends to call to
testify at trial including anticipated rebuttal or impeaclunent witnesses. Expert witnesses shall be
identified as such. The Stipulation should also identify whether ai1y witnesses' testimony will be
objected to in its entirety and the legal grounds therefore.

(D).
A brief non-ai·gurnentative summary of the factual nature of the case. The purpose
of the summary is to provide an overview of the case for the jury and is to be included in pre-proof
instructions to the jury, unless found inappropriate by the Court.
(E).
A statement counsel have, in good faith, discussed settlement unsuccessfully and/or
completed mediation unsuccessfully, if mediation was ordered by the Com1.
(F).
A statement that all pre-trial discovery procedures under I.R.C.P. 26 to 37 have been
complied with and all discovery responses supplemented as required by the rules to reflect facts
known to the date of the Stipulation.
(0).
A statement of all issues of fact and law which remain to be litigated, listing which
party has the burden of proof as to each issue.
(H).

A list of any stipulated admissions of fact which will avoid mmecessaiy proof.

(I).

A list of any orders requested by the pru1ies which will expedite the tiial.

(J).
A statement as to whether counsel require more than 30 minutes per party for voir
dire or opening statement and if so ru1 explanation of the reason more time is needed.
These submissions will be deemed by the Court to constih1te the final pre-trial conference
required by IRCP 16(b). However, if either party wishes a more formal pre-trial conference, the
same should be request in writing at least 60 days prior to trial and one will be scheduled.
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4.

PRE-TRIAL MOTIONS: All motions to join pruiies or amend the pleadings

(except motions pertaining to punitive damages under I.C. §6-1604) must be filed within sixty
(60) days of this Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial ru1d Initial Pretrial Order. All. motions for
summary judgment and motions to add claims for punitive damages pursuant to LC. §6-1604
must be filed and served so as to be heru·d not later than ninety (90) days before trial. All other
non-dispositive pre-trial motions (including, but not limited to motions in /;mine or motions
which seek to challenge the admissibility or foundation of expert testimony) must be filed ru1d
scheduled for hearing not less than thirty (30) days before trial. Exceptions will be granted
infrequently and only whenjustice so requires.

5.

MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT:

All motions for summary

judgment must be accompanied by a memorandum which includes a concise statement of each
material fact upon which the moving pruty claims there is no genuine issue and which shall
include a specific reference to that portion of the record at or by which such fact is proven or
established. Any party opposing a motion for summary judgment shall, not later than fourteen
(] 4) days prior to hearing, serve and file any affidavits ru1d opposing brief(s). The opposing brief
shall identify the specific factual matters as to which the non-moving party contends there are
genuine issues requiring denial of the motion, including a specific reference to the portion of the
record which supports the claim that a genuine issue of fact exists. In ruling upon any sununary
judgment motion, the Court may assume that the facts as claimed by the moving pruty are
conceded to exist without dispute except and to the extent the non-moving paLiy shall have
controverted them.

Any reply brief must be lodged at least seven (7) days prior to hearing.

Further, any objection to the admissibility of evidence must be in writing and shall be part of the
response to the motion for summary judgment or in reply to the response in opposition to
summary judgment. The failure to object in writing to the admissibility of evidence in support of
or in response to summary judgment shall constitute a waiver as to any objection to the
admissibility of evidence at the time of the hearing on summary judgment. Oral objections to the
admissibility of evidence at the time of hearing on summary judgment will not be considered by
the court.
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6.

SCHEDULING AND HEARINGS. The Court holds its regular civil law and

motion calendar the first and third Thursday of each month. Absent an order shortening time, all
motions must be filed and served at least fourteen (14) days prior to hearing. A 'judge' s copy"
of any memoranda or affidavits should be provided for use by the cou1t. Said "j udge ' s copy
shall be sent to the court at its chambers i11 Soda Springs, Idaho. All such documents shall be
clearly maJked as "JUDGE'S COPY.' As a matter of courtesy, counsel are expected to contact
the Comt' s Deputy Clerk, Karen Volbrecht at (208) 945-2208 ext#23 to schedule hearings, and
to confirm the avai lability of opposing counsel for proposed hearing dates .

As an

acconrn1odation to out-of-town counsel and parties hearings on any pretrial motion (except
motions for summary judgment or hearings at which testimony is to be offered) may be
conducted by telephone conference call pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(4) in the discretion of the
cowt.

The Court will allow attorney participation by telephone on all non-dispositive

proceedings. Such proceedings shall be by way of registering with CourtCall at 1-888-8826878 at least 24 hours prior to hearing OR with prior Court approval of a conference call
system approved 48 hours in advance.

7.

DISCOVERY AND DISCOVERY DISPUTES: The Court will not entertain

any discovery motion unless accompanied by a written certification signed by counsel , which
confirms that a reasonable effort has been made to voluntarily resolve the dispute with opposing
counsel. A party' s obligation to fully and timely respond to discovery requests is distinct from
any obligation imposed by this Order, and no party may rely upon this Order or any deadline it
imposes as justification for failing to timely respond to discovery requests or to supplement prior
responses.
8.

DISCOVERY CUT-OFFS: Absent a stipulation to the contrary, all discovery

shall be propounded and served such that responses are due no later than thi1ty (30) days before
trial. Any suppl mental responses a party is required to make pursuant to J.R.C.P. 26(e) or the
terms of an earlier discovery request shall also be served at least thirty (30) days before trial.
Any supplementation of discovery required by the rule shall be made in a timely maimer.
9.

WITNESS DISCLOSURES: Each patty shall disclose the existence and identity

of intended or potential expert or lay witnesses to the extent required by interrogatories or other
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discovery requests propounded by another party. There is no independent duty to disclose
expert or lay witnesses except as required to adequately respond to discovery requests or
supplement prior responses. If discovery requests seeking disclosure of expert witnesses and

the information requ ired to be disclosed pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) are propounded,
a plaintiff upon whom such requests are served shall, in good faith disclose the existence and
identity of potential or intended expert witnesses, including the disclosures required by I.R.C.P.
Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than one hundred-fifty ( I 50)
days befo re trial. A defendant upon whom such requests are served shall in good faith, identify
any potential or intended expert witnesses, including the disclosures required by I.R.C.P. Rule
26(b)(4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than ninety (90) days before trial.
Any party upon whom discovery is served who intends or reserves the right to call any
expert witness in rebuttal or surrebuttal shall, in good faith identify such experts, including the
disclosures required by I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity and in no event
later than sixty (60) days before trial. Any party upon whom discovery requests are served
seeking disclosure of lay witnesses shall , in good faith disclose the identity of all such witnesses
at the earliest opportunity and in no event later than sixty (60) days before h·ial. Absent a
showing of good cause and a lack of unfair prejudice to any other party, any witness who has not
been timely disclosed will not be permitted to testify at trial.
10.

~~UBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS: When and to the extent required to respond

to interrogatories requests for production or other discovery requests propounded by another
party, a party must identify and disclose any documentary, tangible or other exhibits that party
intends or reserves the right to offer at trial. Absent a showing 0f good cause and a lack of unfair
prejudice to all other parties, any exhibit which has not been timely disclosed will be excluded.
Without regard to wh ether discovery concerning a party's exhibits has been propounded, not less
than seven (7) days prior to trial each party shall: (A) lodge with the Clerk a completed exhibit
li st in the form attached to this order (Exh. 1 atiached) together with one complete duplicate
marked set of that party's proposed ex hibits for the Judge' s use during trial ; and (B) deli ver to
counsel for each other party a copy of the completed exhibit li st and duplicate copy of that
party ' s marked exhibits. The exhibit li st and duplicate copies need not include exhibits which
will be offered solely for the purpose of impeachment. Unless otherwise ordered the plaintiff
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shall identify exhibits beginning with number ' 10 I ,' and the defendant shall utilize exhibits
beginning with number '20 I.
11.

TRIAL BRIEFS: Th Cou rt encourages (but does not require) the submission of

trial briefs which address important substantive or evidentiary issues each party expects to arise
during trial. Any trial briefs shall be prepared exchanged between the parties and lodged with
the Clerk (with copies to Chambers in Soda Springs, Idaho) at least ten (10) days prior to trial.
12.

PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: If the trial is to the Comi

without a jury, each party shall within fourteen (14) days after trial, file with the Clerk (with
copies to Chambers in Soda Springs, ldaho) and serve upon all other parties Proposed Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law which support that party's position concerning the appropriate
resolution of the case.
13.

REQUEST TO VACATE TlUAL SETTING:

Any party requesting or

stipulating to vacate a trial setting must submit a specific written statement concerning the
reasons for the request, and must certify, in writing, that the request or stipulation has been
discussed with the parties represented by counsel.

An order granting a request to vacate or

continue a trial setting may be conditioned upon terms (including orders that the requesting party
or attorney reimburse other parties or their attorneys for attorney's fees incurred for preparation
which must be repeated or expenses advanced in anticipation of the trial setting which caimot be
avoided or recovered). An order vacating or continuing a trial setting shall not serve to alter the
deadlines set forth in this order, and unless otherwise stipulated or ordered, the specific calendar
dates associated with any deadlines shall be adjusted in reference to the new or amended trial
date.
14.

LODGING AT RESIDENT CHAMBERS:

"All" documents filed shall

include the Court on the Certificate of Mailing, with courtesy copies mailed or faxed (but
not both AND less than 10 pages) to the Court's chambers in Soda Springs, Idaho.
Address: 159 South Main, Soda Sm:i_ngs, ID 83276 Fax # (208) 547-2147
15.

§ANCTIONS FOR NON:COMPLIANCE: A failure to comply with this order

or the deadlines it imposes in a timely manJ1er subject a non-compliant party and/or counsel to an
award of sai1ctions pursuant to J.R.C.P. I 6(i) and/or other applicable rules statutes or case
precedent.
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16.

All meetings and/or hearings w ith the

ourt shall be scheduled in advance with

the Court's C lerk, Karen Volbrecht by cnlling (208)945-2208 ext#23. No hearing shall be
noticed without contacting the Clerk.
Notice is hereby given pursuant to l.R.C.P. 40(d)(l )(G

that an alternate judge may be

assigned to preside over the tri al of this case, if the currently presiding judge is unavailable. The
list of potential alte rnati ve judges is: (1) Honorable David C. Nye; (2) Honorable Stephen S.
Dunn; (3) Honorable Robet1 Naftz· (4) Honorable Peter D. McDermott" and 5) Honorable
Wi lli am H. Woodland.

DATED: this 21st day of April, 2014.

~~

MJTCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge

-

(
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that on the 21st day of April, 2014, she caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING AND
INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER to be served upon the following persons in the following maimer:

PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY:
Steven A. Wuthrich
1011 Washington St., Ste I 01
Montpelier ID 83 254

DEFENDANT ATTORNEY:
Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK LAW
PO Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205

~

Faxed

0

Hand Delivered

0

Mailed

iJ5i'

Faxed

0

Hat1d Delivered

D

Mailed

KERRY HADDOCK, Clerk
by:__f_~=,--=..Jb,LQ':::~~=a....l~ - Kar n Volbrecht, Deputy Clerk
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EXHIBIT LIST
MITCHELL W. BROWN, DISTRJCT JUDGE
Karen Volbrecht, Deputy Clerk
Rodney Felshaw Court Rep01ter
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Attorney at Law, !SB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 10 I
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
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Tel: (208) 847-1236
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_ _ _ _ CASE NO .

Attorney for the Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
)
)

BRETD. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
TI.

)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF

BRYAN NIELD

)

l\TJELD, IN'C., dba lNSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)

)
)

Please take note that counsel for Plaintiff Bret D. Kunz, Steven A. Wuthrich, will take the
deposition of Bryan Nield, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26 and 30(b).
Deposition of Bryan Nield will be held at the Caribou County Courthouse Jury Room, 159
S. Main, Soda Springs, Idaho, on Monday, June 30, 2014 at the hour of 1:30 p.m.

DATED IBIS

J ~day

of June, 2014.

Attorney for the Plaintiff
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To:9452780

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a tru~d correct copy of the forgoing Notice was sent via )s:J fax/ D mail
to the following party on this Jr2_ day of June, 2014.

Joseph T.. Preston
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670

NOTICE OF DEPOSITION - Page 2
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1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
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Attorney for the Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRETD. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.

)
)

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)

Case No. CV-2013-232
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

)

)
Defendant.

)

I hereby ce1tify that on June .tJ_, 2014, I caused to have serv.:ed upon the following party, via
U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs First Set of Discovery:
Joseph T. Preston
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205-6119

Fax: 478-1670

Attorney for Defendant
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Aug. 12. 201 4 3:37PM

No. 1098

Echoh~wk Law Off ice

David A. Hooste (ISB 6425)

P. 1/ 2

2614 AUGI 2 PM 3: 38

Echo Hawk Law

505 Pershing, Ste 100
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
~

Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Facsimile: (208) 478·1670
david@echohawk.com
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Attorney for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Case No. CV-2013-232

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

NOTICE OF SERVICE

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on August 12, 2014, David A. Hooste of the firm ECHO
HA WK LAW, counsel for Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff Nield, Inc., dba
Insurance Designers, an Idal10 Corporation, served Defendant/Counterclaimant's Responses to
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant' s First Set of Discovery to Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, on the

following by U.S. Mail:
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Ec hoha wk law Of fice

No. I098

P. 2/ 2

Steven A. Wuthdch
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
fL.

DATED this R_day of August, 2014 .

David Hooste

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this /). JJ- day of August, 2014 I caused to be served a true and
coITect copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following :

D
D

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101

~

Montpelier, ID 83254
Fax; 208-847-1230

U.S . Mail

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (Fax)

For ECHO HA WK LAW

H:\ WDOX\CUENTS\1 264\000 l \00056046.DOC
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David A. Hooste (ISB 6425)
Echo Hawk Law
505 Pershing, Ste 100
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205~6119
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
david@echohawk.com
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GASE HO .

''[P UT V

Attorney for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF Tiffi SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OP
TI-IE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Case No. CV-2013-232
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

NOTICE OF SERVICE

V.

NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdP arty Plaintiff,
V.

:tv1AR.TI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on August 12, 2014, David A. Hooste of the film ECHO
HAWK LAVl, counsel for Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff Nield, Inc. , dba
Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation, served Defendant/Counterclaimanf s Responses to
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant's First Set of Discovery to Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, on the
following by U.S. Mail:
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No . 113 4

Echohawk Law Off i ce

P. 2

Steven A Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St.) Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
,fL.

DATED this R._day of August, 2014.

David Hooste

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this / J..->'- day of August, 2014 I caused to be served a true and

conect copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

D
D

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Fax; 208-847-1230

~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (Fax)

For ECHO HAWK LAW

H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\ 1264\000 l \00056046.DOC
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No. 11 37

Echoha wk Law Off ice

P.
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SIXTH .JUD iCtA L COURT
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David A. Hooste (I.S .B. No. 6425)

ATE

ECHO HA\VK LAW
505 Pershing A venue, Suite 100
Post Office Box 6119

DEPUTY
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I

TIME

CLERK
CASE NO.

Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone; (208) 478-1624
Facsimile: (208) 4 78-1670
Email: david@echohawk.com

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232

STIPULATION TO VACATE AND
RESCHEDULE TRIAL DATES

V.

NIELD, INC:, dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-

p arty plaintiff,
V.

MARTIKUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COME NOW, Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant, by and th.rough counsel Attorney
Steven A. Wuthrich, and Defendant Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers, by and through counsel
David A. Hooste, for Echo Hawk Law, who each hereby stipulate and agree that the trial
regarding the Declaratory Judgment portion of the Complaint currently scheduled on September
22 & 23, 2014, at 9:00 a.m. should be vacated and rescheduled to the date and time currently set

for the second of the trials set in the above-referenced matter, which is December 8 & 9, 2014, at
9:00 a.m.
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No. 1137

No, 1133
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The partl.es further stipulate that the second trial regarding

P.

2,e:3/3

P. 3

e Breach of Contraot claim

cWTently set for December 8 & 9, 2014, et.t 9:00 a.m., be .es ·heduled to a date and time

convenient to the Court and parties,
The parties further Btipula.te and agree th.at all provision9 regarding pre-trial deadlines set

forth in the .Sched:aliJ)g Order entered on At,rll 21, 2014, shall be.r recalculated based upon the
new dates set for trial.

Tlus stipulation i.s based on the followmg grounds:
1.

Counsel for Plaintiff has a scheduling confliot on S ptembor 22 & 23) 2014, due
to a. crlmfnal trial .scheduled on the same date; and

2,

Both parties have been a.ware of the scheduling conflict and agree the criminal

trial takes precedence over this civil trial.
Counsel for the _parties fin1her acknowledge that they have reviewed the proposed ordet

filed contemporaneously heirowith snd respectfully request that this Court enter such order
with.out any formal hearing on the matter.

+

DATED this;) S' day of August, 2014.

DAIED thiB ~ a y of Augu5t• :2014 . .
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David A Hooste (ISB #6425)
ECHO HA'NK LAW
505 Pershing Avenue, Suito 100
Post Office Box. 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119

·;,t:PUTY _ _ _ _ _ CASE NO.

Telephone: (208) 472-1624

Facsimile; (208) 478-1670
Email: david@echoba.wk.com

Attorney Jo-,, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN TIIB DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KUNZ
Plaintiff/Couuter-Defendam,

Case No.: CV-2013-232

V.

ORDIT.R 'VACATING SEPTEMBER
TRIAL DATE AND RESCHEDULING

NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT TRIAL

DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corpoxation

TO DECEMBER 8 & 9, 2014

Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTIKUNZ
Third-Party Defendant
The CoUlt havine; reviewed the parties' Stipulation to Vacate and Reschedule Trial Dates,
and being fully advised on the premises, and good. cause appearing;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the court trial regarding the Declaratory Judgment claim
currently scheduled for September 22 & 23 at 9:00 a.m. is ·vacated and continued to December 8
& 9i 2014 at the hour of 9:00 a.m.; and
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the court trial regarding the Breach of Contract claim
currently scheduled for Decomber 8 & 91 2014, 9:00 a.m. is vacated and shall be continued to a
later date and time convenient to the Court and parties; and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court's Scheduling Order entered on April 21,
2014, shall remain in effect with all provisions regarding pre-trial deadlines being recalculated
based upon the new dates for trial as set forth herein.
DATED this

zs=tty

of August, 2014.

~~

/M]:TCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge

ORDER VACATING SEPTEMBER TRIAL DATE AND RESCHEDULil\JG
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT TRIAL TO bECEMBER 8 & 9, 2014
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ctERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

rL

I hereby certify that ona : day of August, 2014, I caused to be served a

true and

correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addres.sed to the following:

D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered

1011 Washington St. Ste 1O1
Montpelier, Ida.ho 83254
Telephone: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230

i

Overnight Mail

David A. Hooste

D

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attomoy at Law

ECHO HAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208) 478-1624

D

D

[

Telecopy (Fax)

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered

Overnight Mail
Telecopy (Fax)

Fax: (208) 47&- 1670

H:\ WD0X\CL1£NTS\ L210\000 l\00054089 .DOC

ORDER VACATING SEPTEMBER. TRIAL DATE AND RESCHEDULING
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT Tl.UAL TO DECEMBER 8 & 9, 2014
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David A. Hooste (ISB 6425)
Joseph T . Preston (ISB 9082)
Echo Hawk Law
505 Pershing, Ste 100
P .O. Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205~6119
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
david@echohawk.com

2 14 OCT - 8 PH 4: 22
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Attorneys for N ield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD. KUNZ
Case No. CV-2013-232
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

v.
NIELD, INC., dbaINSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DEFENDANT'S SECONG SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION

DefendantlCounterclaimant/ThirdPaity Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on October 8, 2014, David A. Hooste of the firm ECHO
HAWK LAW, counsel for DefendantlCounterclaimantffhird-Party Plaintiff N ield, Inc. , dba
Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation, served D efendant's Second Set of Interrogatories
and Requests for Production of Documents to Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, on the following by
U.S. M ail :

Ill
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Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254

DATED this glh day of October, 2014.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 8th day of October, 2014 I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St.) Suite 101

Montpelier, ID 83254
Fax; 208-847~1230

~

D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered

Overnight Mail
Tel~copy (Fax)

Fg/ECHOHAWKLAW

H:\\VDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001\000564 52.DOC

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DEFENDANT'S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATOIUES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 2
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David A Hooste (!SB #6425)
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ECHO HAWK LAW
505 Pershing Avenue. Suite 100
Post Office Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Facsimile: (208) 4 78-1670
Email: david@echohawk.com
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Attorney for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD . KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232

DEFENDANT'S FACT AND
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-

Party Plaintiff,
v.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

CO~v1ES NOW Defendant, Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers, by and through counsel

of record, pursuant to the Court' Scheduling Order and Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, and hereby discloses the following fact and expert witnesses who may be expected to
testify at the trial of this matter:

Ill
Ill
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WITNESSES
Bryan Nield, Co-Owner of Nield Inc./Insurance Designers
4751 Afton Place
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202
Telephone: (208) 233-4100
Bryan Nield will testify regarding the drafting and formation of the contracts entered in or
around January 2009 between Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers and Bret Kunz and Marti
Kunz; and Bret Kunz course of perfom1ance with Nield Inc. under the contracts of 1996 and
2009~ and Marti Kunz course of performance with Nield Inc. under her contract of 2009. It is
expected that Bryan Nield will testify that, at the time of the contract formation of all relevant
contracts, the parties knew or should have known that the division of commission based on the
80/20 percentage provided in each contract was the full and complete term of guaranteed

compensation and that ''commission" in that context was only for each insurance policy placed

with the company and did not include additional compensation subject to Nield Inc. 's discretion
whether it be termed a bonus, profit-sharing, contingent commission or otherwise. Bryan Nield
will also testify that during the effective period of Bret Kunz' 1996 contract, Nield Inc. did not
pay any type of bonus to Bret Kunz and Bret Kunz did not request payment of such bonus.
Bryan Nield will also testify that during the effective period of Bret Kunz' 2009 contract, Nield
Inc. paid only intermittent bonuses to Bret Kunz without any contractual duty to do so, and
without a standardized basis for calculation of such bonus other than the discretjon of Nield, Inc.
Bryan Nield is further expected to testify that the contracts required that Bret Kunz and
Marti Kunz place all insurance business through Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers. To the
extent that information may be relevant regarding the contract between Michael Kunz and Neild
Inc., Bryan Nield may testify regarding the terms of that contract and the performance
thereunder.

DEFENDANT'S FACT AND EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE
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Bryan Nield' s testimony will be based on his first-hand knowledge of the facts, his
review of the pertinent contracts and other documents provided in discovery, as well as his
training and experience regarding standard practices within the insurance field.
Bryan Nield has not authored or published any works. Bryan Nield does not expect to
receive any compensation for bis testimony beyond his standard pay as a part-owner of Nield
Inc., dba Insurance Designers. Bryan Nield has not testified at trial or deposition in any matter
other than this case.
Benjamin Nield, Co-Owner of Nield Inc./Insurance Designers
4751 Afton Place
Chubbuck~ Idaho 83202
Telephone: (208) 233-4100
Benjamin Nield will testify regarding the drafting and formation of the contracts entered in or
around January 2009 between Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers and Bret Kunz and Mru1:i
Kunz; and Bret Kunz' course of performance with Nield Inc. under the contracts of 1996 and
2009; and Marti Kunz' course of perfo11nance with Nield Inc. under her contract of 2009. It is
expected that Benjamin Nield will testify that, at the time of the contract formation of all relevant
contracts, the parties knew or should have known that the division of commission based on the
80/20 percentage provided in each contract was the full and complete term of guaranteed
compensation and that "commission" in that context was only for each insurance policy placed
with the company and did not include additional compensation subject to Nield Inc. 's discretion
whether it be termed a bonus, profit-sharing, contingent commission or otherwise. Benjamin
Nield will also testify that during the effective period of Bret Kunz' 1996 contract, Nield Inc. did
not pay ru1y type of bonus to Bret Kunz and Bret Kunz did not request payment of such bonus.
Benjamin N ield will also testify that during the effective period of Bret Kunz' 2009 contract,

DEFENDANT'S FACT A.ND EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE
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Nield Inc. paid only intermittent bonuses to Bret Kunz without any contractual duty to do so, and
without a standardized basis for calculation of such bonus other than the djscretion of Nield, Inc.
Benjamin Nield is further expected to testify that the contracts required that Bret Kunz
and Marti Kunz place all insurance business tluough Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers.
Benjamin Nield's testimony will be based on his first-hand knowledge of the facts, his
review of the pertinent contracts and other documents provided in discovery, as well as his
training and experience regarding standard practices within the insurance field.
Benjamin Nield has not authored or published any works.

Benjamin Nield does not

expect to receive any compensation for his testimony beyond his standard pay as a part-owner of
Nield Inc.> dba Insurance Designers. Benjamin Nield has not testified at trial or deposition in

any case.
Thomas Nield, Former Owner of Nield Inc.
c/o Echo Hawk Law
Post Office Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Thomas Nield ·will testify regarding the drafting and fom1ation of the contracts entered in

1996 between Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers and Bret Kunz, and Bret Kunz' course of
performance with Nield Inc. under that contract. It is expected that Thomas Nield will testify
that, at the time of the contract formation of the contract, the parties knew or should have known
that the division of commission based on the 80/20 percentage provided in the contract was the
full and complete term of guaranteed compensation and that "commission" in that context was
only for each insurance policy placed ,:vi.th the company and did not include additional
compensation subject to Nield Inc. 's discretion whether it be termed a bonus, profit-sharing,
contingent commission or otherwise. Thomas Nield will also testify that during the effective
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period of the Bret Kunz' 1996 contract, Nield Inc. did not pay any type of bonus to Bret Kunz
and Bret Kunz did not request payment of such bonus. To the extent that information may be

relevant regarding the contract between Michael Kunz and Neild Inc., Thomas Nield may testify
regarding the tem1s of that contract and the performance thereunder.
Thomas Nield's testimony will be based on his first-hand knowledge of the facts, his
review of the pertinent contracts and other documents provided in discovery, as well as his
training and experience regarding standard practices within the insurance field.
Thomas Nield has not authored or published any works. Thomas Nield does not expect
to receive any compensation for his testimony, other than potential costs associated with travel to
appear in court. Thomas Nield has not testified at trial or deposition in any case.
Stephen Ahl, Sales Manager Allied Insurance/Nationwide
2100 West Tanero Court
Meridian, Idaho 83646
Telephone: (208) 571-7283
ahls@nationwide.com
Stephen will testify regarding the terms and performance of the contract between
Allied/Nationwide and Nield Inc., and whether there are any intended third-party beneficiaries to
that contract, and regarding standard practices within the field of insurance, particularly as it
relates to contingent commission and the like.
Stephen Ahl's testimony will be based on his first-hand knowledge of the facts, his
review of the pertinent contracts, as well as his training and experience regarding standard
practices within the insurance field.
Stephen Ahl 's compensation for appearing as a ·witness is yet to be determined. At this
time, Defendants expect there to be no "expert fee cost", but that there ,¥ill be costs of travel to
appear in court. A list of all :publications authored by Stephen Ahl within the preceding ten years
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and a list of any other cases in which Stephen Ahl has testified as an expert at trial or deposition
within the preceding four years has been requested> but not yet provided to Defendants.
Defendants will provide Plaintiff with such information upon receipt
Defendants reserve the right to call any fact and/or expert witnesses disclosed by
Plaintiff, and to amend disclosure of any rebuttal witnesses if necessary and upon review of
Plaintiff's disclosures. Defendant has requested from each of the experts listed herein
information pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 26(b)(4)(A)(i)>and will supplement the
discovery and this response upon receipt of such infom1ation.
DATED this

8

-i-

day of October, 2014.

By

~ : r ) ~.fe_
DAVID A. HOOSTE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

f3 ~ day of October, 2014, I caused to be served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, JD 83276

D U.S . Mail
D Hand Deliver

~ Fax: (208) 847-1230
Email:

D

[ZI Fax: (208) 547-2147

D Email:

Echo Hawk Law

H;\WDOX\CLIBNTS\1:264\0001 \000S6 l 03 .DOC
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.

:• 1

2 14 OCT -9 PH 4: 38

Attorney at Law, ISB #3316

1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.

)
)

NIELD, INC. 1 dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)

Defendant.

Case No. CV-2013-232
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF

WITNESSES AND EXPERT
VvITNESSES

)

COMES NOW B~et Kunz, by and through his counsel of record, Steven A. Wuthrich, and
hereby provides his Disclosure of Witnesses and Expert Witnesses as follows:
l.

Bret Kunz, 739 Jeffei:son, Montpelier, ID 83254. Mr. Kunz will attest to all issues relative

in the Complaint, including the formation of the contract, understanding of the contract,
course of performance and course of dealing, as well as his expertise in the insurance
industry with respect to the word "commissionn. Mr. Kunz can also testify as to the amount
of damages suffered as a result of the Defendant's breach and his relationship with the
insurance representatives.
2.

Marti Kunz, 739 Jefferson, Montpelier, ID 83254. Marti will attest to the formation of the

contract and her understandings at the time the contract was fonned, as well as course of
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performance and course of dealing, in all other issues in the Complaint, and reply to the
Counterclaim.
3.

Judy Kunz, 498 Crescent Drive, Montpelier, ID 83254. Judy Kunz will testify as to the sale
of Mike Kunz's oner half of the Book of Business and tbe historical relationship between
Mike Kunz and the Defendant.

4.

Plaintiff may additiona11ycall the representative from Farmer's Al liance, Jonathan Bloomer,
9524 W . Millwood Drive, Boise, ID 83709. Mr. Bloomer may be called to introduce
documents showing the contingent commission paid by Farmer's Alliance .

5.

Plaintiff may additionally call the representative from Acuity, Dirk Perry, 7154 W . State,
Boise, ID 83714. Mr. Perry may be called to introduce documents showing the contingent
commission paid by Acuity.

6.

Plaintiff reserves the right to call any other witnesses listed by the Defendant.

7.

Plaintiff Bret Kunz, and Cross-Defendant Marti Kunz, would qualify as experts with respect
to the insurance industry and may testify as to events within their expertise. Neither expert
has published any documents, memorandum or book. Said expertise would be based on their
historical work history and experience. In the event damages are at issue, Plaintiff will caJI
Gary Teuscher, CPA, 110 N . W11 Street, Montpelier, ID 83254, as an expert to testify to the
amount of damages incurred with respect to Farmer's Alliance: All i~d Insurance, and Acuity.

8.

Plaintiff reserves the right to call rebuttal witnesses or to supplement this discJosure as
needed.

DISCLOSURE OF WITNESSES - Page 2
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DATED THIS 9-dayofOctober, 2014.

.S TEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Disclosure of Witnesses was sent

via

1$. fax/ 0

mail to the following party on this ~day of October, 2014.

David A. Hooste
Echo Hawk Law

PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670

DISCLOSURE OF WITNESSES - Page 3
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State of Idaho
Bannock County Sheriffs Office
Civil Division
POCATELLO , ID 83201
Court Number: CV2013232

Process Number: 14-B04240

I, Lorin Nielsen, Sheriff of Bannock County Sheriffs Office do hereby certify
that I received the within and foregoing Subpoena Duces Tecum on 27th day of
October , 2014 , and that I served the same on :
INSURANCE DESIGNERS
4751 S AFTON PL; STE B
CHUBBUCK, ID 83202
Served on : 27th day of October, 2014 at 14:19:00
Served to: RIKKI CAPELL
4751 S AFTON PL; STE B
CHUBBUCK , ID 83202

(Witness
by CS Craig
()

Returned on the 29th day of October, 2014
I , Lorin Nielsen , Sheriff of Bannock County Sheriffs Office do hereby certify
that I received the within and foregoing Subpoena Duces Tecum on 27th day of
October, 2014, and that I served the same on:
Served on 27th day of October , 2014 at 14:19 : 00
SERVED JARED CHRISTENSEN@ 1442HRS ON 10/28/14@ SAME ADDRESS
Dated the 29th day of October, 2014
Lorin Nielsen , Sheriff
Bannock County Sheriffs Office,
BY:

'

Idaho

"
.-f•

Authorized Representative
Civil Division
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL of!m1cT OF
C,t# c,ti 'l
·,

.

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B E A ~
Bret D. Kunz

Plainllff(s):

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

""•

vs .
Defendant(s):

Nield, Inc. d/b/a Insurance Designers

Case Number. CV-2013-232

For:
EchoHawk Law Offices
505 Pershing Ave., Ste. 100
Pocatello, ro 83205
STATE OF JDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

:ss
)

Received by TRI -COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on October 28, 2014 to be served on STEPHEN

AHL
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Thursday, October 30, 2014, at 8:42 PM ,
1·
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with STEPHEN AHL a true copy of the
Civil Subpoena. Said service was effected at meeting place, 2056 W. Tanero Court, Meridian, ID 83646.

I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action .
Our Reference Number: 141509
Client Reference: David A. Hooste

Subscribed ar.id sworn before me today
Friday, October 31, 2014

Notary Public for the State of Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho
My Commission Expires on Nove
262 of 789
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David A. Hooste (ISB No. 642 5)
ECHO HA'WK LAW
505 Pershing Avenue, Suite 100
Post Office Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Email: david@echohawk.com
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KE~R Y HADDOCK, CfERk
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Attorney for Nield, Inc., dba.Jnsurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

~~

Case No.: CV-2013-232

DEFENDANT'S FIRST
SUPPLEMENT TO FACT AND
EXPERT ,vrTNESS DISCLOSURE

Defendant/CounterclaimantlThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COMES NO\'V Defendant, Nield Inc. , dba Insurance Designers, by and through counsel
of record, pursuant to the Court' Scheduling Order and Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, and hereby supplements its prior disclosures regarding the following fact and e>..'J)ert
witness who may be e>..'J)ected to testify at the trial of this matter:

Ill
Ill
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\VITNESSES
Stephen Ahl, Sales Manager Allied Insurance/Nationwide

2100 West Tanero Court
Meridian, Idaho 83 646
Telephone: (208) 571-7283
ahls@nationwide.com
Stephen Ahl's resume is attached. Mr. Ahl's testimony will be based on his first-hand
knowledge of the facts, his review of the pertinent contracts, as well as his training and
experience regarding standard practices within the insurance field. Mr. Ahl has reviewed the
contract entered between Allied Insurance. a Nationwide Company, and Nield Inc. Mr. Ahl has
regular contact with other agents throughout his assigned territory, which provides additional
basis for his knowledge. :tv1r. Ahl has not reviewed or considered any additional documents, data
or information in forming the opinion shared herein.

Mr. Ahl will testify regarding the terms and performance of the contract between Allied
and Nield Inc., in particular that profit sharing is paid to the owners of the agency (Nield Inc.),

and that there are no intended third-party beneficiaries to that contract. Mr. Ahl is also expected
to testify regarding standard practices within the field of insurance, particularly as it relates to
contingent commission and the like. Mr. Ahl believes that the Allied contract with Nield Inc. is
customary within the insurance field, and similar to other.carriers.
Stephen Ahl' s compensation for appearing

as a witness is $142. 00, to cover the costs of

travel to appear in court. Mr. Ahl has not published any works in the last ten years, any has not
testified in any trial or deposition in the previous four years.
DATED this

kl ..JI.. day of November, 2014.
By

~~ ~.Je_
DAVID A. HOO STE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this /

1...-J,

day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wutbrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
t8'.] Fax: (208) 847-1230

D Email:

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main

0U.S. Mail

Soda Springs, ID 83276

~ Fax: (208) 547-2147

D Hand Deliver
D Email:

Echo Hawk Law
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Address: 2100 W. Tanero Ct
Meridian. ID 83646
Phone: 208-571-7283
Email: ahls@nationwide.com

PROFESSIONAL l:XPERJENCE:
Allied Insurance Company

IA Sales Manager
"
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Lines Undetwriting Manager
•
•
•
•
•

November 2010 - present

Managed 90 location territory in two states, growing the territory from $20M in DWP to over $30M
Regional Sales Manager of the year for RMRO in 2012, ranked #2 overall for company
Exceeded all sub-goals four consecutive years In territory, qualifying for lncenHve trips
Appointed over 25 new agencies with over 40 locations, 7 of which are AIDCO partners
Signed over $BM of PL Remarkeflng and $3M of CL Remarketing
Assisted in the development and mentoring of several Sales Associates

June 2009- November 2010

Managed a team of 1ounderwriters, both territory and remarketing underwriters
Responsible For issuing over $SM in transfer business in 2010
Developed and rolled out Quote Project guidelines for the region
Strengthened relationships between sales and underwriting by holding joint quarterly meetings
Assisted in the roll oul of Portfolio Management Underwriting in RMRO

Casualty Claims Manager
June 2007 - June 2009
• Managed a team of 10 In-office claims associates speclallzlng In non-Injury claims.
• Repeatedly exceeded all KPI objectives including Same Day Contact, Customer Service Index, and file review quality resulting in earning the
PCRO Claims Leadership Award in 2008
• Promoted several associates to the bodily injury and commercial teams due to effective coaching and feedback

Claims Quality Specialist

May 2005 - June 2007
• Responsible for driving results in the LRO and DMRO claim departments by conducting file review audits, job shadows, and providing
coaching and feedback to associates
• Recognized by the LRO leadership team for raising the regional ~lairns audit score from an Achieves status to Exceeds status in 2006
• Served as a mentor for several claims associates, as well as fllled In for clalms managers whlle out of the office
Personal Lines Service Center Supetvisor
August 2004 - May 2005
• Managed a team of 8 personal lines processors focusing on premium retention projects for 6 regional offices
• Responsible for the lnsurance School program at the PLPC which formed study groups to help associates earn the INS designation

Casually Claims Specialist

November 2002 - August 2004

• Handled to conclusion claims involving moderate to severe bodily injury
• Saw that contractual promises made to policyholders were honored promptly, fairly, and accurately.

EDUCATION:
Nebraska Wesleyan University, Lincoln Nebraska
Degree: Bachelor of Science, Major: Psychology, GPA: 3.5
HONORS, ACHEIVEMENTS and ACTIVITIES:
• Mentor for STAR Program (Sales Training Advanced Rotation) (2014)
• Selected for Leadership Development Program (2014)
• Associate Advisory Council Member for Denver Campus (2012-2013)
• Regional Sales Manager of the Year for RMRO (2012)
• Manager Sponsor for RMRO Values in Action Team (2009-2010)
• United Way Co-Chair for PCRO (2008-2009)
• Claims Leadership Award Recipient (2008)
• National Engagement Team Participant (2006)
" Emerging Leaders Program Partlcipanl (2005)
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DISTR ICT COURT
I
SIXT H JUOIC.IAL DISTRIC T
BEAR LAKE: COUN TY . 19/\H J

David A. Hooste (I.S.B. No. 6425)

ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)4 78-1670

2014 NOV 12 AN 10: It 7
KER RV HADDOCK, CLtRK
! c'·i

·otpun _____cur NO'.

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
V,

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

Case No .: CV-2013-232

DEFENDANT'S l\10TI0N FOR
LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER,
AMEND COUNTERCLAIM,
AND AMEND CROSS-CLAIM
COMPLAINT

Defendant/Counterclaimant/

Third-Party Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COlv.IBS NOW Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff, Nield, Inc., dba

Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation, by and through its attorneys of record, ECHO

HAWK LAW, and hereby moves the Court pursuant to Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, for leave to amend its Answer and amend its Counterclaim and amend its CrossClaim Complaint.
The proposed _amended pleadings are attached hereto as Exhibit A and Exhibit B.
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The Answer is proposed to be amended by deletion of the defense regarding improper
venue and the addition of the defense regarding the statute of limitations. Because the statute of
limitations affects the Court's subject matter jurisdiction it may be raised at any time.
The Counterclaim is proposed to be amended to include an allegation regarding the basis
for jurisdiction, which should be uncontested based on the allegation in Plaintiff's Complaint and
the admission in Defendanfs Answer already on record.
The Counterclaim and Cross-Claim are proposed to be amended in substance to include a
claim for unjust enriclunent. Because those amendments are primarily regarding damages, and
because upcoming hearing date is limited to the Declaratory Judgment portion of the bifurcated

trial, such proposed amendments should not cause any prejudice or delay to Plaintiff or ThirdParty Defendant.

DATED this /)~ay of November 2013.

ECHO HAWK LAW

David Hooste

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND ANS\VER AND
AMEND COUNTERCLAIM AND AMEND CROSS-CLAIM COMPLAINT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

/;2._""'day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite IO 1
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W . Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
~

Fax: (208) 847-1230
-DEmail:
0U.S. Mail

D Hand Deliver
~ Fax: (208) 547-2147
Email:

D
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David A. Hooste (I.S.B. No. 6425)
ECHOHAWK LAW

P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (20 8)4 78-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670

Attorneys for Nield, Irie., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232

AMENDED ANSWER AND
AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Party Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

AMENDED ANSWER TO COMPLAINT

COMES NO.W Defendant Nield, Inc., dba Insmance Designers, an Idaho Corporation, by
and through its attorneys of record, ECHO HAWK LAW, and amends its answer to Plaintiff's

Complaint as follows :
1. Defendant denies each and every allegation not specifically admitted herei:o..
2. Defendant admits Paragraphs 2 and 17 in Plaintiff's Complaint.
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3. Defendant does not have sufficient knowledge to admit or deny Paragraph 1, 5-6, 9-10,

14wl5, 16, and 20, and 22.
4. As to Paragraph 7, Defendant admits that Mike Kunz passed away on July 4, 2008 but
denies the remainder of the paragraph.
5. As to Paragraph 12, Defendant admits that the contract attached as Exhibit " C" to
Plaintiff's Complaint is a true and correct copy of the contract, actually signed by the
Plaintiff and Defendant, but denies the remainder of the allegations contained in such
paragraph.
6. As to Paragraph 21, Defendant admits that Plaintiff made a demand for an accounting but
denies the remainder of this paragraph.

I.

FIRST DEFENSE

7. Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

Il.

SECOND DEFENSE

8. This Court lacks. subject matter jurisdiction over this action as the amount in controversy
fails to reach $10,000; and this matter should be remanded to the Magistrate Court or in
the alternative, Small Claims Court.

ID.

THIRD DEFENSE

9. Any Contract upon which Plaintiff relies has been rescinded.
IV.

FOURTH DEFENSE

10. Plaintiff breached his contract 'With Defendant.

V.

FIFTH DEFENSE

11 . Plaintiff is barred from recovery in this matter under the doctrines of waiver, estoppel,
and laches; by asserting these defenses, Defendant does not admit the existence of any
liability or damages, alleged or otherwise.

AMENDED ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 2
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SIXTH DEFENSE

12. Defendant alleges that this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction to enter any award
beyond the limitations provided in Idaho Code section 45-614, to wit Defendant' s action
must be limited to only those additional wages which accrued within six (6) months prior
to fi ling the cause of action.

VII.

SEVENTH DEFENSE

13. Plaintiffs unclean hands preclude him from any recovery.
AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM
Counterclaim.ant Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers, (hereinafter "Counterclaimant")
hereby counterclajms against Bret D. Kunz (hereinafter "Counter-Defendant") as follows:

I.

ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO EACH CAUSE OF ACTION

I. Counterclaimant>Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers, is an Idaho Corporation, with its
principle place of business in Bannock County, Idaho .

2. Counter-Defendant, Bret D. Kunz, is a person residing in Bear Lake County, Idaho.
3 . Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Rule 13 (a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure.

II.

Fill.ST CAUSE OF ACTION - BREACH OF CONTRACT

4. Counterclairuant incorporates paragraphs 1-3 of this Counterclaim herein,

5. Counterclaimant and C01.mter-Defendant entered into a valid contract on January I,
2009 .1
6. The purpose of this Contract was to make Counter-Defendant a sub-contractor, agent, of
Counterclaimant and give Counter-Defendant markets through which he could place
insurance business.

. I
1 See

Plaintiff's Complaint, Exhibit C.

AMENDED ANS\VER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 3
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7. Counter-Defendant was to receive eighty percent (80%) of commissions from insurance
placed by Counter-Defendant through Counterclaimant.

8. Counterclaimant was to receive twenty percent (20%) of commissions from insurance
placed by Counter-Defendant.
9. Section 5 of the Contract at issue provides that Counter-Defendant to "place all insurance
business through company"; wherein Company is identified as Nield, Inc. dba Insurance
Designers.
10. Counter-Defendant breached the contract by placing insurance business through any
company other than Counterclaimant.
11 . Counterclaim.ant has been damaged on account of this breach> in that it has lost that
percentage of commission that it would otherwise have received had Counter-Defendant
placed insurance business through Counterclaimant.

III.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION - UNJUST ENRICHMENT

12. Counterclaimant incorporates paragraphs 1-3 of this Counterclaim herein.
13. Counterclaimant has provided an Errors and Omissions Insurance Policy for CounterDefendant, which includes coverage for all types of insurance policies placed by
Counter-Defendant.
14. Counter-Defendant has accepted the benefit of Counterclaimant's entire Errors and
Omissions Insurance Policy.
15. In the event that Counter-Defendant is relieved of his obligation to place "all insurance
business through [Nield Inc.]", as set forth in the contract alleged in Paragraph 5 of this
Counterclaim, then it would be unjust for Counterclaimant bear the entire cost of the
Errors and Omissions Insurance Policy coverage for Counter-Defendant without CounterDefendant providing a full benefit to Counterclaimant.

AMENDED ANS.W ER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 4
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16. Counterclaimant has been damaged on account of the alleged unjust enrichment of
Counter-Defendant in an amount to be proven at trial.

IV.

PRAYERFORRELIEF

Accordingly, Defendant/Counterclaimant respectfully prays that, upon final disposition
of this case:

1. Bret Kunz take nothing by reason of Bret Kunz' allegations against Defendant.
2. The Court award Defendant/Counterclaimant damages resulting from Bret Kunz'
breach of contract.
3. The Court award Defendant/Counterclaimant damages resulting from the · unjust

emichment of Bret Kunz.

4. The Court award Defendant/Counterclaimant its costs and attorney's fees pursuant to
LC. § 12-120 and/or LC. § 12-121.
5. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem appropriate under the
circumstances.
DATED this _ _ day ofNovember 2013.

ECHO HAWK.LAW

David Hooste
H;\WPOX\CLIENTS\ 1264\0001\0005670 I .DOCX
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David A. Hooste (I.S.B. No. 6425)

ECHOHAWKLAW
P .O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (2 08) 478-1624
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670

Artorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendan~

Case No.: CV-2013 -23 2

AMENDED CROSS-CLAIM
COMPLAINT

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho COTporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

CO:MES NOW Third-Party Plaintiff, Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho
Corporation, by and through its attorneys of record, ECHO HAWK LAW, and amends its CrossComplaint against Third-Party Defendant, Marti Kunz, to allege as follows:

I.

.nJRISDICTION

I. Jurisdiction is proper with the District Court pursuant to Idaho Code. § 1-705, and
because the an1oru1t in controversy is in excess of $10,000.00.
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ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO EACH CAUSE OF ACTION

2 . Third-Party Plaintiff, Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers, is an Idaho Corporation, with
its principle place of business in Bannock County, Idaho.
3. Third-Party Defendant, Marti Kunz, is a person residing in Bear Lake County, Idaho.

III.

FffiST CAUSE OF ACTION - BREACH OF CONTRACT

· 4. Third-Party Plaintiff incorporates Paragraph 1 through 3 above herein.

5. Third-Party Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant entered into a valid contract on January

1, 2009. 1
6. The purpose of this Contract was to make Third-Party Defendant a sub-contractor, agent,
of Third-Party Plaintiff and give Third-Party Defendant markets through which she could
place insurance business.
7. Section 5 of the Contract at issue provides that Counter-Defendant to ''place all insurance
business through company"; wherein Company is identified as Nield, Inc. dba Insurance
Designers.

8. Third-Party Defendant was to receive eighty percent (80%) of commissions on insurance
placed by Third-Party Defendant through Third-Party Plaintiff.
9. Third-Party Plaintiff was to receive twenty percent (20%) of commissions from insurance
placed by Third-Party Defendant through Third-Party Plaintiff.
10. Third-Party Defendant breached the contract in that Third-Party Defendant placed
insurance business through any company other than Third-Party Plaintiff.
11. Third-Party Plaintiff has been damaged on account of this breach, in that it has lost that
percentage of commission that it would otherwise have received had Third-Party
Defendant placed insurance business through Third-Party Plaintiff.
1

See Exhibit A.

AMENDED CROSS-CLAIM COMPLAINT - 2
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION - UNJUST ENRICHMENT

12. Third-Party Plaintiff incorporates Paragraph 1 through 3 above herein.
13. Third-Party Plaintiff has at all times pertinent to the business relationship between Third-

Party Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant provided an Errors and Omissions Insurance
Policy for Third-Party Defendant, which includes coverage for all types of insurance
policies placed by Third-Party Defendant.

14. Third-Party Defendant has accepted the benefit of Third-Party Plaintiff's entire Errors
and Omissions Insurance Policy.
15 . In the . event that Third-P?rtY Defendant is relieved of her obligation to place "all

insurance business through [Nield Inc.]", as set fo1th in the contract alleged in Paragraph

5 of this Complaint, then it would be unjust for Third-Party Plaintiff to bear the entire
cost of the Errors and Omissions Insurance Policy coverage for Third-Party Defendant
without Third-Party Defendant providing a full benefit to Third-Party Plaintiff.

16. Third-Party Plaintiff has been damaged on account of the alleged unjust enrichment of
Third-Party Defendant in an amount to be proven at trial.

V.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Accordingly, Third"Party Plaintiff respectfully prays that, upon final disposition of this
case:
1. The Court award Third-Party Plaintiff damages resulting from Marti Kunz' breach of
contract.
2. The Court award Third-Party Plaintiff damages resulting from the unjust enrichment

of Mai.ti Kunz.

AMENDED CROSS-CLAIM COMPLAINT - 3
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3. The Court award Third-Party Plaintiff its costs and attomey' s fees pursuant to I. C. §
12-120 and/or I.C. § 12-121.
4. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem appropriate under the
circumstances.
DATED this _ _ day ofNovember 2013.
ECHO HAWK.LAW

David Hooste
H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\ 1264\000 I \00056705 .DOCX
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Serving South~ast Idaho Since 1968
2755 Pole

Line Road

+

Pocatello, ID 83201-6111

+ Phone: (208) 233-4100 +

Fe)('.: (.208) 233.-4113

Agent Contract

I) Company:

Nield, hic. dba: Insurance Designers

2) Agent:

Marti Konz

3) Duration of Relationship:

In.definite, or as long as authorized by Board of

Directors,
4) Relationship:

The essooiation existing -bet.ween Comparzy and
Agent. This association is not an
Employer/Employee relationship. The agent is a
sub-co.nn:actar and the company provides markets
through which an agent can place insurance
business.

S) Responsibilities of Agent:

The agent is a sub-contractor and as .such has
. responsibility fot all expenses related to his or hex

business. This includes, but is not limited to,
federal; state, FICA, unemployment.i and local· ·
tax.es. The Company'will provide to the Agent a
1099 Form showing Q!lllUel eamings. The agent is
.responsible for Workers Compensation Insurance
on ·self and employees. Agent is to place all
insuranco but1:lness through. company, CompanJ has
final underwritin.g authority for all business placed.
Agent has responsibility for own health, llfe and
other perSOJJal inaurAD.ces. Agent 'fnAY not place
insurance business through another company.
Agent is responsible for all premium and :return
oonunissions on business placed. When collections
are not o:n time, deduction may be mr:1de from
payment of commissions due. 'When the colleotioD.
is completed the deducted commission wfil be paid.

.)

6) Responsibilities of Company:

Company will maintain contracts with com_panies
for placing of in6litanoea. Company will do all

billing and accounting funotfons (except
colloctioJJs). Agent is personally responsible for the
collection of premiums and retumed colnlJlissions
on business placed. The company will provide to
the agent a 1099 Form showing annual earnings.

Tom Nfefd

·Bryan Nlald
ll'lsudesl@nleldlnc.com

282 of Nield.
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\

Pocatello, ID 83201 ·0!Plefedi!~l(~~iliteaoo ~ 0 8 ) 233-4113
Other functions based on oomn11ssion split and

individual agreement..
7) Terms of Compensation:

8) Ownershlp:

Agcmt -will receive 80 percent of comnrlssiona
received on fasuranco pla.oed by agent with
company. Company will receive 20 percent of
commissions placed by agent With company.
This fa subject to change, but only as agreed
.
between Company and Agent. The agen.t will o-wn
SO% ofth.e book ofbusinees and the company will
own 50% of the book of businesti. If agent decides
to sell h.:J.s pe.rcen.t of ownership, the company haB
first right of rofusrtl at a price determined at the time
of sale. If company refuses to puroheise, tho agent
may sell his percentage of ownership to a: licensed

and quaHfied agent for the State ofidaho and must
be approved by th~ company. A covenant not to
compete 'Will bf> included in the contract of sale. ,
8) Errors and Omissions;

Effective Date of Contract:

Agent will keep in force &rois and Omissio.J1.g
insµ.rance on agent and employees. This coverage
will be purchased as a part of the Errors and
Omissions poHcy maintained by company. The
agent i.a resporuiible fo!' all premiums and
deductibles assessed by the policy. It is understood
that tho Btt0rs and OmissioM policy maintained by
the company is only for insurance placed through
the company.

JMuary 1, 2009.

c·ompony: Nield, Ino. DBA: In1mrance Designers
Agent: Marti Kunz

~ - ~'-·. Wtiness: Brot D. Kunz

/(j_,frc!J-ry

;:P~~n Nield

. y_.7-

'- C)

~

Vice President: Benjamin Nield

~7 L-==

Tom Nield
Bryan Nleld

rnsudesl@nialdlnc.com
www.ntaldlno.oorn

Benjamin
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David A. Hooste (ISB # 6425)
ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013 -232

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThlrdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Paity Plaintiff> Nield Inc.> by and
through its attorney> David A. Hooste of Echo Hawk Law, and hereby moves the Comt to
shorten the time for hearing of its Motion for _Leave to Amend Answer, Amend Counterclaim,
and Amend Cross-Claim. Complaint, so that the motion may be heard on November 20, 2014, at
1 :30 p.m., by the Honorable Mitchell W. Brown.
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Counsel for Defendant attempted to contact Mr. Wuthrich regarding any objection
regarding this motion prior to its filing, but Mr. Wuthrich was unavailable on the day ·this motion

was filed .
Defendant asserts that Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant and Third-Party Defendant should not
be prejudiced by the shortness of time because the proposed amendments pertain primarily to the
as yet unscheduled second portion of the bifurcated trial in the above-entitled matter.
DATED this /~y>iday ofNovember, 2014.

DAVID A. HOOSTE

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

.12!:

day of November, 2014, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
~Fax: (208) 847-1230
0Email:

D U.S. Maii
D Hand Deliver
~ a x: (208) 547-2147

D Email:

For ECHO HA WK LAW
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David A Hooste (ISB # 6425)
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ECHO HAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119

·«ERRY HADDOCK. CliEA,C:

505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478 -1670

.

'
c'

or,urr_...,.....________

C•sr

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
v.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

Case No.: CV-2013-232

NOTICE OF HEARING ON
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER,
COUNTERCLAIM, AND AMEND
CROSS-CLAIM CO:MPLAINT

Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-

Party Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

Please talce notice that the Court will take up Defendant's Motion for Leave to Amend
Answer, Counterclaim, and Amend Cross-Claim Complaint, for hearing on November 20, 2014
at 1 :30 p.m. in front of the Honorable Mitchell W. Brown at the Bear Lake County Courthouse;
however, Defendant has requested to appear via telephone and has 1:10 objection to the opposing
party also appearing telephonically.

DATED this /;)_JL..

day of November, 2014.

~_:.e ~ k
DAVID A HOO STE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /c;).. +A--day of November, 2014, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D_Hand Deliver
~ax: (208) 847-1230
D Email:

D U.S . Mail

D Hand Deliver
~ax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:

For ECHO HAWK LAW
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,DICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATF - "' IDAHO
~ . AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR 1... -~
7 EAST CENTER
PARIS, IDAHO 83261

BRETDKUNZ

)
)
)
)
)

vs.
NIELD, fN C., ETAL.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:

Status
Judge:
Courtroom:

Friday, November 14, 2014 at 02:00 PM
Mitchell W Brown
Bear Lake County Courtroom-Paris

I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Thursday,

ovember 13 , 2014.

Steven A. Wuthrich
IO 11 Washington St., Ste I 01
Montpelier JD 83254
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed 847-1230

Defendant's Counsel: David Hooste
PO Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205-6 l l 9
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed 478-1670i

Plaintifrs Counsel:

[K_

Dated: Thursday, November 13, 2014
KERRY HADDOCK

CV Notice Of Hearing - Multi ple
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel : (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230

2014 NOV I 3 PM ~: lt9
KERRY HADDOCK, CLERK
. .1

wun_____cur

Attorney for the Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)

Case No. CV-2013 -232

)

MOTION TO CONTINUE

)
vs.
NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW Bret Kunz Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel of record, Steven A.
Wuthrich, and hereby move the Court to continue the Hearing on Defendant's Motion for Leave to
Amend Answer, set for November 20, 2014, for the reason that Plaintiffs counsel has a previously
set creditor's meeting in Pocatello in Anderson Bankruptcy Case No. 14-41155-JDP at 1:00, and
won't be able to participate by telephone or in person. Plaintiff respectfully requests a continuance.
DATED THIS ___l2day of November, 2014.

Attorney for the Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Motion and proposed Order was
sent via O fax/ D mail to the following party on this j)_ day of November, 2014.

David A. Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478 -1670
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David A. Hooste (I.S.B. No. 6425)
ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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Attorheys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintif£'Counter-Defendant,
V.

NIELD, INC.: dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS) an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Party Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-2013-23 2

SUPPLEMENT TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER,
AMEND COUNTERCLAIM,
AND AlVIEND CROSS-CLAIM
COMPLAINT

V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff, Nield, Inc., dba
Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation, by and through its attorneys of record, ECHO
HAWK LAW, and hereby moves the Court pursuant to Rule l 5(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, for leave to amend its Answer and amend its Cross-Claim Complaint; however,
Defendant now moves to dismiss its Counterclaim 'Without prejudice.
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The Answer is proposed to be amended by deletion of the defense regarding improper
venue and the assertion that there is not a sufficient amount in controversy; and is proposed to be
further amended by the addition of the defense regarding the statute of limitations under 45-614,
and Defendant's lack of standing under Idaho Code section 10-1202.
Because the statute of limitations affects the Court's subject matter jurisdiction it may be
raised at any time. See IRCP 12(g). Although pleaded as a separate defense, the allegation that
Defendant lacks standing to raise issues regarding Marti Kunz' contractual relationship with
Defendant should be viewed as Defendant' s failure to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted and should also be heard at any time . See Id.
Defendant moves to dismiss the Counterclaim without prejudice. Based on deposition
testimony, Defendant has not placed any significant health or life insurance. In reliance upon
Defendant's statement and where there has been no hearing on the merits of the allegation, a
dismissal without prejudice is appropriate. Defendant should be allowed to raise the issue in the
future if new evidence is later found which contradicts Defendant' s testimony.
The proposed amended Answer, ·without any counterclaim, is attached hereto as Exhibit
A.
Plaintiff requests no further amendment to the proposed amended Third"Party Complaint.
DATED this

l '-l~y of November 2013.
ECHO HAWK LAW

SUPPLE11ENT TO DEFENDANT' S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER
AND Alv.ffiND ·coUNTERCLAIM AND AMEND CROSS-CLAIM COMPLAINT Page 2 of 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

f k/'t'-day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
[;gJ Fax: (208) 847-1 230

D Email:

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
r:gj Fax: (208) 547-2147

D Email :

Echo Hawk Law
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David A. Hooste (I.S.B, No . 6425)
ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)4 78- 1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL D1STR1CT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD. KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

v.

Case No. : CV-2013-232

AMENDED ANSWER

NIELD, INC., dbaINSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Party Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

AMENDED ANSWER TO COMPLAINT
COMES NOW Defendant Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation, by
and through its attorneys of record, ECHO HA WK LAW, and amends its answer to Plaintiffs
Complaint as follows:

I. Defep.dant denies each and every allegation not specifically admitted herein-.
2. Defendant admits Paragraphs 2 and 17 in Plaintiffs Complaint.
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3. Defendant does not have sufficient knowledge to admit or deny Paragraph I, 5-6, 9-10,

14-15, 16, and 20, and 22.
4. As to Paragraph 7, Defendant admits that Mike Kunz passed away on July 4, 2008 but
denies the remainder of the paragraph.

5. As to Paragraph 12, Defendant admits that the contract attached as Exhibit "C" to
Plaintiff's Complaint is a true and correct copy of the contract, actually signed by the
Plaintiff and Defendant, but denies the remainder of the allegations contained in such
paragraph.
6. As to Paragraph 21, Defendant admits that Plaintiff made a demand for an accounting but
denies the remainder of this .paragraph.
7. As to Paragraph 30, Defendant admits that Defendant has no interest in the life and health
insurance sold by Plaintiff, and no interest in the health insurance book of business
[Defendant] bought from Mike Kunz widow.

I.

FIRST DEFENSE

8. Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

II.

SECOND DEFENSE

9. Any Contract upon which Plaintiff relies has been rescinded.

III.

THIRD DEFENSE

10. Plaintiff breached his contract with Defendant.

IV.

FOURTHDEFENSE

11. Plaintiff is barred from recovery in this matter under the doctrines of waiver, estoppel,
and laches; by asserting these defenses, Defendant does not admit the existence of any
liability or damages, alleged or otherwise.

AMENDED ANSWER~ 2
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FIFTH DEFENSE

12. Defendant alleges that this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction to enter any award
beyond the limitations provided in Idaho Code section 45-614, to wit: Defendant' s action
must be limited to only those additional wages which accrued within six (6) months prior
to filing the cause of action.

VI.

SIXTH DEFENSE

13. Plaintiff's unclean hands preclude him from any recovery.

VII.

SEVENTH DEFENSE

14. Plaintiff lacks standing to assert a claim for declaratory judgment with regard to a tb.irdparty' s contractual rights or status with Defendants, to wit: Defendant's claim with regard
to the contractual relationship between Marti Kunz and Defendant is prohibited under
Idaho Code 10-1202.

vm.

PRAYERFORRELIEF

Accordingly, Defendant respectfully prays that, upon final disposition of this case:
I. Bret Kunz take nothing by reason 6f Bret Kunz' allegations against Defendant.

2. The Court award Defendant/Counterclaimant its costs and attorney's fees pursuant to

Idaho Code sections 10-1210, 12-120 and/or 12~121.
3. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem appropriate under the
circumstances.
DATED this _ _ day of November 2013.
ECHO HAWK LAW

David Hooste
H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001 \0005670 l .DOCX
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I

CLERK

CV-2013-0000232
DEPU TY

CASE NO. .

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.
Hearing type: Status
Hearing date: 11/14/2014
Time: 2:03 pm
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Paris
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A. Wuthrich
David A. Hooste
Case.called at 2:03 pm. Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, and David A.
Hooste, counsel for the Defendant, appeared by telephone. The Court also appeared by
telephone from the Caribou County courtroom. This matter was set for status hearing on
the Court's own motion regarding the Defendant's motion to shorten time. The Defendant
had submitted a Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint, Amend Counterclaim and Amend
Cross-Claim and the Plaintiff submitted a Motion to Continue. The Defendant submitted a
supplement to the motion to amend, requesting the counterclaim be dismissed without
prejudice. The Plaintiff did not object other than the dismissal was dismissed without
prejudice. Based upon the information before the Court, the counterclaim against Marty
Kunz was dismissed. The Court heard argument on the Defendant's motion to shorten
time. Based upon the information before the Court, the motion to shorten time is granted.
The Defendant's motion for leave to amend will be set for Thursday, November 20th at 3:00
pm. The Plaintiff shall file any response to the motion by Tuesday, November 18th by 5 pm.
Mr. Wuthrich shall make arrangements for the conference call on the 20th. Court in recess at
2 18pm.

~J~
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BRET DKUNZ

)
)
)
)
)

vs.
NfELD, INC. ETAL.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:

Motion
Judge:
Cou1troom :

Thursday, November 20, 2014 at 03:00 PM
Mitchell W Brown
Bear Lake County Cou1troom-Paris

I ce11ify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Friday, November 14, 2014.
Plaintifrs Counsel:

Steven A. Wuthrich

101 l Washington St., Ste 101
Montpelier ID 83254
Hand Delivered

Faxed (84 7-1230)____.:-l:._

Defendant's Counsel: David A. Hooste
PO Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205-6119
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed (478-1670)__L

Mailed

Dated: Friday, November 14, 2014
KERRY HADDOCK
Clerk Of The District Court

By ~ < { ~
Deputy Clerk
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CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.
MARTI KUNZ,
Third-Party Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

On November 14, 2014, Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiffs, and David A.
Hooste, counsel for the Defendants, appeared by telephone with prior permission of the Court. The
Court also appeared by telephone from the Caribou County courb·oom.

The Court rep01ter was

Rodney M. Felshaw and the court clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for hearing regarding the Defendant's Motion to Shorten Time.
The Court reviewed the prior proceedings wherein the Defendant filed a Motion for Leave to
Amend Answer, Amend Counterclaim and Amend Cross-Claim Complaint and a Supplement to the
Motion for Leave to Amend requesting their Counterclaim against Marti Kunz be dismissed without
Minute Entry and Order
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prejudice. Counsel provided argument concerning their respective positions.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant's motion to dismiss its Counterclaim against
Marti Kunz without prejudice is GRANTED.
Counsel provided argument concerning their respective positions regarding the Defendant's
Motion to Shorten Time. The Plaintiff filed a Motion to Continue the hearing on the Defendant's
Motion for Leave to File an Amended Answer. Following the arg1.Unent and upon no objection
from counsel;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion to Shorten Time is GRANTED.
The Defendant's Motion for Leave to Amend Answer, Amend Counterclaim and Amend CrossClaim Complaint shall be rescheduled for Thursday, November 20, 2014, at 3:00 p.m. The Plaintiff
shall make aITangements for a telephonic conference.
Further, the Plaintiff shall file any response to the Defendant's motion for leave to amend by
Tuesday, November 18, 2014, by 5:00 p.m.
DATED this 14th day of November, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Court Judge

Minute Entry and Order
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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I hereby certify that on the
day of November, 2014, I mailed/served a true copy of
the foregoing document of the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

17

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

David A. Hooste
ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

~Deputy
'i
~
Clerk

Minute Entry and Order
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CASE NO. .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant/
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.
MARTI KUNZ,
Third-Party Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-000232
****** AMENDED******

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

On November 14, 2014, Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiffs, and David A.
Hooste, counsel for the Defendants, appeared by telephone with prior permission of the Comi. The
Court also appeared by telephone from the Caribou County courtroom.

The Court reporter was

Rodney M. Felshaw and the court clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for hearing regarding the Defendant's Motion to Shmien Time.
The Court reviewed the prior proceedings wherein the Defendant filed a Motion for Leave to
Amend Answer, Amend Counterclaim and Amend Cross-Claim Complaint and a Supplement to the
Motion for Leave to Amend requesting their Counterclaim against Bret Kunz be dismissed without
Minute Entry and Order
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prejudice. Counsel provided argument concerning their respective positions.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant's motion to dismiss its Cow1terclaim against

Bret Kunz without prejudice is GRANTED.
Counsel provided argun1ent concerning their respective positions regarding the Defendant's
Motion to Shmten Time. The Plaintiff filed a Motion to Continue the hearing on the Defendant's
Motion for Leave to File an Amended Answer. Following the argU111ent and upon no objection
from counsel;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion to Shorten Time is GRANTED.
The Defendant's Motion for Leave to Amend Answer, Amend Counterclaim and Amend CrossClaim Complaint shall be rescheduled for Thursday, November 20, 2014, at 3:00 p.m. The Plaintiff
shall make an-angements for a telephonic conference.
Further, the Plaintiff shall file any response to the Defendant's motion for leave to amend by
Tuesday, November 18, 2014, by 5:00 p.m.
DATED this 1ih day of November, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Comt Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
Minute Entry and Order
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I hereby certify that on the d/)ti.-.., day of November, 2014, I mailed/served a true copy of
the foregoing document of the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with c01Tect postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

David A. Hooste
ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

Minute Entry and Order
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IN THE DISTRICT COOR T OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)
)

BRETD. KUNZ,

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,
vs.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)

RESPONSE TO MOTION TO AMEND

)

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM

)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW Plaintiff Bret Kunz, by and through his counsel of record, Steven A.
Wuthrich, and hereby responds to the Defendant's Motion to Amend the Answer and Counterclaim.
The Plaintiff objects to the inclusion of a new defense, three weeks from trial and after the discovery
cut-off deadline, for cause as follows.

1.

The Defendant attempts to introduce a statute oflimitation based on a "wage claim ." This
statute of limitation would go to the jurisdiction of this Court to hear the matter inasmuch
as, if the parties were looking back only six months prior to the filing of this action, it likely
would not meet the jurisdictional limits to remove it from magistrate court. Detennination
of whether or not this contract constitutes an employee-employer relationship versus an
independent contrflctor (as the contract itself recites) is determined not by the labels appli ed
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by the parties, but rather the actual indicia of such re]ationsb..ip; the general test of an
employee-employer relationship is the right to control work, and if the employer retains the
right to control and direct the activities of the employee in the details of the work perfonned,
and to determine the hours to be spent and the times to start and stop the work, the person
performing the work will be deemed an employee. State Ex. Rel. Dep 't of Labor & Indus.

Servs. v. Hill, 118 Idaho 278, 796 P.2d 155 (Ct. App. 1990). The ultimate question i:o finding
an employment relationship is whether the employer assumes the right to control the time,
manner and method of executing the work of the employee, as distinguished from the right
merely to require certain definite results in conformity with their agreement. Burdick v.

Thornton, 109 Idaho 869, 712 P.2d 570 (1985); Ledesma v. Bergeson, 99 Idaho at 558,585
P.2d at 968 (1978). Four factors are traditionally used in determining whether "right to
control" exists, including, (1) direct evidence of the right; (2) the method of payment; (3)
furnishing major items of equipment; and (4) the right to terminate the employment
relationship at will and without liability. Burdick, supra at 572. Compliance with government
regulations in and of itself is not indicia of an employer-employee relationship. Giltner, Inc.

v. Idaho Dept. of Commerce and Labor, 145 Idaho 415,420, 179 P.3d 1071 (2008).
2.

The discovery done to date did not focus on whether there existed an employee-employer
relationship, or the factors set forth above, but rather all discovery had proceeded on the
presumption that this is an independent contractor relationship. If we 're about to have a court
bifurcate trial in three weeks predicated on interpreting the contract, certainly the Coun must
interpret the nature and relationship of the parties' agreement. Thus, necessarily, without any
opportunity for discovery to rebut this alleged defense, this Court would have to interpret

RESPONSE TO MOTION TO AMEND

~

Page 2
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whether or not the contract is in fact an independent contractor relationship or an employeeemployer relationship. This would be grossly prejudicial to the Plaintiff, is spmng on the
parties last minute; and, absent continuation of trial, would be unfair. Accordingly, the Court
should deny the ability to raise this new defense, or in the alternative, to continue the trial
date to allow sufficient time for discovery. (It should be noted that the Plaintiff has already
deposed one principle ofthe Defendant, and certainly these questions would have been asked

in said deposition, and the ·Plaintiff desires to do a supplemental deposition addressing these
issues to prove that the Defendant did not have control over the working hours or other
indicia of the insurance business operated by Bret Kunz.)
3.

Moreover, the Defendant seeks to, last minute, introduce a new counterclaim predicated on
unjust enrichment relative to the E & 0 (Errors & Omissions) insurance. Again, discovery
time has gone by, and E & 0 insurance was not a principle, or even major issue, addressed
in the discovery. Accordingly, all that information would need t~ be flushed out, as well.
Admittedly, that can be primarily determined on documents to be supplied; however, the
policy, as the Plaintiff understands it, is predicated on written premium and it appears that
the entire written premium has been charged to the Plaintiff rather than just his pro-rata
percentage of the profit. Accordingly, the issue that has been raised makes the Plaintiff
desirous of amending his Complaint with respect to the allocation of premium costs deducted
from Plaintiffs commission checks.

4.

Further, Plaintiff would note to the Court that the ori~inal reason for bifurcating the trial, i.e.
not to have to bring the insurance witnesses relative to damages to trial , has been greatly
diminished by evidence arising in discovery. Discovery has revealed that at least two of the

RESPONSE TO MOTION TO AMEND - Page 3
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insurance companies for which the Boise insurance agents would be subpoenaed have
denominated the "profit sharing'' as "contingent commission". Thus making them not simply
damage witnesses, but liability and interpretation witnesses, as well. Plaintiffhas already sent
out subpoenas to these witnesses from Boise to attend this trial. It would be completely
superfluous to have the two-tier trial system the Court has already ruled because the same
witnesses would be returning to court both on the liability issues and the damage issues, and

there is no saving~ to be had. It would make better sense, under the circumstances and in
light of what has been discovered, to simply have one trial address all issues at once and to
either deny the amendments to the counterclaim and answer or to set trial out sufficiently to
allow proper discovery on these new issues raised by the Defendant.
5.

It should also be noted that this counsel has criminal trial before this Court (Michael Dee
Bird, CR-2014-957) set for the same day, which has not been settled and is not likely to
settle. Moreover, the parties this Kunz matter, while they have not reached any mutual
agreement, have addressed a. principle of settlement upon which they are basically in
agreement. They are far apart in the actual dollar figure, but both parties tend to agree there
needs to be a divorce of the relationship. This case might better be resolved by setting it out
and affording an opportunity for mediation through Judge Kress; the Plaintiff is amenable
to this, although not entirely optimistic a dollar figure can be compromised and reached.

6.

Lastly, it should be noted that the Amended Answer goes to the nature of subject matter
jurisdiction. While subject matter jurisdiction can be raised at any time, it should always be
addressed prior to a trial on the merits.

It is foolhardy for parties to go to trial on the merits,

only to have the court rule it lacks subject matter jurisdiction. Those kinds of issues are better
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addressed by a motion for summary judgment, which if the Court were to allow sufficient
time and vacate the current trial setting, the Plaintiff would proceed immediately to resolve
once and for all that the relationship is not that of an employee-employer relationship.
Plaintiff believes that a motion for swnmary judgment would defeat this defense.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim should be denied.
To be abundantly cautious of appeal, the prudent choice may be to simply allow the
Amendment to the pleadings, reset trial date, allow discovery and summary judgment
motions to avoid trial where subject matter jurisdiction may be at issue.
DATED THIS

/3" day of November, 2014.

c/L~~
Attorney for the. Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true an/;rrect copy of the forgoing Response was sent via ~ax/ D
day of November, 2014.
mai l to the followin g party on this
David Hooste

Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478~1670
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, !SB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel : (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

To:9452780
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, ill AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRET D. KUNZ,

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,
vs .

)
)
)

MOTION TO EXTEND TJlvfE TO FILE

PRETRJAL STIPULATION

)
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)

)
Defendant.

)

COMES NOW Bret Kunz and Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel of record, Steven
A. \Vuthrich, and hereby moves to extend the time to file the pretrial stipulation until November 24,
2014, if trial is going forward as scheduled, for the reason that the Defendants have filed a Motion
to Amend, raising a new affirmative defense and counterclaim: which requires significant
documentation to respond to, and which has not yet been disclosed in discovery, and final
determination of the pretrial documents cannot reasonably be assessed until the Court rules on the
allowance or disallowance on the proposed amendments to the pleadings. Specifically, to rebut the
statute of limitations defense wherein Defendant now claims the Plaintiff is an employee requires
the Plaintiff to produce records proving that he provides the office space, utilities, equipment, office

suppliesi phone system, staff, and other indicia of his independent contractor status with respect to
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the office maintained at 1011 Washington Street, Montpelier, Idaho by the Kunz's.
With respect to the unjust enrichment claim; Plaintiff has begun an analysis of the errors &
omissions insurance coverage charged to him by the Defendant. This requires analysis of five years
worth of premium charges. Preliminary results reveal that not only is the Plain tiff paying 80% of the
premiums for his insurance coverage, instead of 50%, but 80% of Defendant's entire insurance
policy, incJuding coverage for the insurance business operated in Pocatello and for which Plaintiff
has no interest or liability. It appears that Plaintiff needs to amend his Complaint to recover for overcharges for errors & omissions insurance. Defendant has, in fact, opened a can of worms by its
Motion to Amend, which actually reveals additional liability to the Plaintiff, and not vis-versa. In
any event, until the Court settles the pleadings, Plaintiff is unable to prepare an adequate stipulation
to documents. Plaintiff has received Defendant's proposed documents on November 17, which
include documents not previously disclosed in discovery and for which Plaintiffs counsel has had
inadequate time to review as to their admissibility or relevance. In fact, Plaintiffs counsel has been
out sick and injurred, and unable to review same, but will endeavor to do so over the weekend.
DATED THIS

r]_ day ofNovember, 2014.

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF MAILINGfFAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Motion was sent via1/J._fax/ D
mail to the following party on this J.:i day of November, 2014.
MOTION TO EXTEJ\TD TIME - Page 2
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David A. Hooste
Echo Hawk Law

PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
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:::
David A. Hooste (ISB # 6425)

ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave. , Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670

No.1400
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OIS.TRJCt COUR 1
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Artorneysfor Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

_

Case No.: CV-2013-232

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE
TO MOTION TO EXTEND
TIME TO FILE PRETRIAL
STIPULATION

Defendant/Counterclairnant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant/Third-Party Plaintiff, Nield Inc ., by and through its attorney,
David A . Hooste of Echo Hawk Law, and hereby responds to Bret Kunz and Marti Kunz Motion
to Extend Time to File Pretrial Stipulation.
Defendant does not oppose the Court extending the time to file the stipulation to
November 24, 201 4, as requested by the opposing parties; however, Defendant does not agree
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that the issues raised in Plaintiffs motion change the issues to be presented in the first portion of
the bifurcated trial.

It is Defendant' s understanding, based on this Court' s memorandum entered March 26,
2014, that the issues of the accounting, breaches of contract, or damages were left to the second
portion of the bifurcated trial, and that additional discovery on those issues may be allowed even
after the Comt' s conclusion of the pending trial on the declaratory judgment.

If that

understanding is correct, the parties suffer no prejudice ·with regard to such issues raised in the
affirmative defense and third-party complaint (previously referred to erroneously as a crossolaim, and erroneously labeled a counterclaim in Plaintiffs motion). If that understanding is
incorrect, Defendant asserts that such re-opening of discovery post-declaratory judgment is the
most appropriate remedy under the circumstances.

DATED this J.J.:.).ay of November, 2014.

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO
EXTEND TIME TO FILE PRETRlAL STIPULATION

Page 2 of 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

JqAday

of November, 20i4, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the follo'wing individuals in the manner
indicated.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D IJand Deliver

)8]ax: (208) 847~1230
0Email :

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
Jg:Fax: (208) 547-2147

0Email:

H:\WPOX\CL1ENTS\l:Z64\000l\00056772.D0C

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO
EXTEND TIME TO FILE PRETRIAL STIPULATION
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David A. Hooste (I.S.B. No. 6425)
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ECHO HAWK LAW
505 Pershing Avenue, Suite 100
Post Office Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670

KERR y HADDOCK. CL£RK

oi,un-----c•st .

Email: david@echohawk.com

Attorney for Nteld, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,
V.

NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

Case No.: CV-2013 -000232

ORDER DISMISSING
COUNTERCLAIM WITHOUT
PREJUDICE

Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff~
V.

MARTIKUNZ
Third-Patty Defendant.

The Court having granted Defendant's motion to dismiss its Counterclaim against Bret

Kunz in the above-entitled action;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's Counterclaim against Bret Kunz is
dismissed without prejudice.
DATED this ~

day ofNovember, 2014.

~

,

District Judge

.

1?/~
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~

I hereby certify that. on £

day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Steven A . Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St. Ste 101
Montpelier~ Idaho 83254
Telephone: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
David A. Hooste
ECHO HAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Fax: (208) 478-1670

~

U.S . Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (Fax)

D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (Fax)

D
D

~

Clerk of the Court
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·DISTRICT COURT
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COURT MINUTES
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. DATE

DEPU-TY

TIME I
CLERK
CASE NO.

CV-2013-0000232
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.
Hearing type: Motion
Hearing date: 11/19/2014
Time: 3:18 pm
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Paris
Court reporter: none
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A Wuthrich
David A Hooste
Case called at 3:18 pm. Steven A Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, and the Court
appeared by telephone from the Caribou county courtroom. David A Hooste, counsel for
the Defendant, appeared by telephone. This matter is scheduled for Defendant's Motion
for Leave to Amend Answer, and Amend Cross-Claim Complaint. The Court reviewed the
prior proceedings wherein the counterclaim against Bret Kunz was dismissed and the
previous filings. Mr. Hooste requested the Defendant be allowed to dismiss the third party
complaint against Marti Kunz. The Court heard argument from counsel for the Defendant
and counsel for the Plaintiff. Mr. Wuthrich stated if the Defendant withdrew the complaint
against Marti Kunz, he would request to amend the complaint. The Defendant stated if the
3rd point in the request for declaratory relief goes away, the Defendant will dismiss the
cross claim against Marti Kunz with prejudice. The Defendant did not object to Marti Kunz
being added to the complaint. The Defendant had no objection to the Plaintiffs motion to
extend time to file pretrial stipulation. The Court advised the parties that no court reporter
was avajlable and the proceedings were digitally recorded only.
Based upon the information before the Court, the Plaintiffs oral motion to amend
the complaint to add Marti Kunz is granted, with the concession the Plaintiff dismisses the
3rd component of the declaratory relief. The cross claim against Marti Kunz was dismissed
with prejudice and the counterclaim against Bret Kunz was dismissed without prejudice.
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The Defendant Nield Inc has withdrawn the motion to amend the answer, counterclaim and
cross claim. The Defendants stipulated paragraph 30. They have also withdrawn the cross
claim against Marti Kunz with prejudice. Marti Kunz will be allowed to be added as a
Plaintiff to this action. The Court also granted the Plaintiffs motion to extend time for the
pretrial stipulation. This matter shall proceed to trial on December 8th. Defendant
requested his witness from Boise be allowed to attend the trial on the znct day of trial. The
court will allow that. The Plaintiff had no opposition to taking the witness out of order.
The Court addressed the procedure for the Court Trial with counsel and no opening
argument will be given. At the conclusion of trial, the Court requires the Plaintiff submit
proposed findings of fact within 14 days following trial, Defendant shall have 14 days after
that submission to submit their findings. Cowi in recess at 4: 19 pm.

{~
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CLERK
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CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff, Counter-Defendant,

vs.
NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant/ Counterclaimant,
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.
MARTI KUNZ,
Third-Party Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

On November 20, 2014, David A. Hooste, counsel for the Defendant, Nield Inc. dba
Insurance Designers, appeared by telephone with prior permission of the Court.

The Comt and

Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiffs, appeared by telephone from the Caribou Com1ty
comtroom. No court reporter was available for this hearing and the proceedings were recorded
digitally only. The Court declared an emergency due to the absence of the Court Reporter and the
inability to find a replacement. The emergency was declared pursuant to Idaho Administrative Rule
27(h). The comt clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for hearing on the Defendant's Motion for Leave to Amend
Minute Entry and Order
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Answer, and Amend Cross-Claim Complaint.

Counsel provided argument concerning their

respective positions and a lengthy conversation ensued regarding these motions and the status of the
case. The Defendant, Nield, Inc. withdrew its Motion for Leave to Amend Answer and Amend
Cross Claim Complaint. 1 Defendant also agreed to dismiss the cross claim against Matti Kunz with
prejudice. Based upon an acknowledgement by the Defendant regarding the merits of the third
p01tion of Plaintiff's Declaratory Judgment Claim, the Plaintiff agreed it would not be necessary to
pursue at trial. The patties agreed that Matti Kunz would be added to the Complaint as a party
plaintiff, but that this was limited solely to her interest in Bret's as his spouse and her community
interest in said clain1, not in her individual interest in her own separate agent contract.
Finally, the Defendant had no objection to the Plaintiffs motion to extend the time to file a
pretrial stipulation.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant' s request to withdraw their Motion for
Leave to Amend Answer, Amend Counter Claim, and Amend Cross Claim Complaint is
GRANTED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant's request to dismiss the Cross Claim
against Marti Kunz with prejudice is GRANTED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon the stipulation of the parties wherein the Plaintiff
agreed not to pursue the third portion of the declaratory relief action contained in the complaint, the
Plaintiffs request to add Marti Kunz as a Plaintiff to the action is GRANTED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Plaintiffs Motion to Extend Time to File Pretrial
Stipulation until November 24, 2014, is GRANTED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this matter shall remain on the trial calendar as cunently
' Defendant previously withdrew its Motion to Amend Counterclaim, instead dismissing its Counterclaim without
prejudice.

Minute Entry and Order
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scheduled for Court Trial on December 8111 and 9t\ 2014, regarding the Declaratory Judgment claim.

DATED this 20th day of November, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the tl/..s~ day of November, 2014, I mailed/served a true copy of
the foregoing document of the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

David A. Hooste
ECHO HA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83 205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

Minute Entry and Order
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ldabo 83254
Tel: (208) 84i-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013 -232
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTED
DISCOVERY

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 241h day of November, 2014, I fon,.,arded by email to the
below-addressed party a copy of the reports and updated documents from Dirk Perry at Acuity
Insurance.

DATED THIS mday ofNovember, ~~

I? /,1/~

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff
David Hooste

Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478- 1670

david@echohawk.com
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David A. Hooste (ISB #6425)
ECHO HAWK LAW
505 Pershing A venue, Suite 100
Post Office Box 6119
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119

:;;

Telephone: (208) 478-1624

...., ,..................._...._1

.

.
•

Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Email: david@echohawk.com

•••

Attorney for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ, and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013 -232
Plaintiffs,

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT LIST
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant through Counsel David A Hooste of Echo Hawk Law, and
provides the exhibit list attached hereto, and copies of the proposed exhibits, pursuant to Judge
Brown's Scheduling Order of April 21, 2014.

The listed exhibits are only those which are

pertinent to the first portion of the bifurcated trial regarding the declaratory judgment.
DATED this / ,~ day of December, 2014.

DAVID A. HOOSTE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I <,tr
.
I hereby certify that on i _ _ of December, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U .S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
~ fa,'(; (208) 847-1230

D Email:
0U.S. Mail

D Hand Deliver
'waf-tzj Fax: (208) 547-2147
~mail: .sdowhS e e,d. u' i bov . 1cl ~vs

for ECHO HA WK LAW
H :\ WDOX\CLIENTS\ 1264\0001 \00056094.DOC

DEFENDANrs EXHIBIT LIST -2
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT LIST
MITCHELL W. BROWN, DISTRICT JUDGE
Karen Volbrecht, Deputy Clerk
Rodney Felshaw, Court Reporter

CASE NO. CV-2013-232
DATE(S):
_ _ _ _ _ __

CASE: Bret D. Kunz & Marti Kunz

,2014

V.

Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers

Page: _ _ _ of _ _ _

No

Description

20 1

Allied Insurance Agency Agreement with Nield Inc.
entered December 2, 2002.

202

Allied Insurance Agency Marketing Plan agreement
entered December 29, 2004, with Nield Inc., including
Addend urns.

203

Date

ID

OFFD

OBJ ADMIT

Allied Insurance Agency Cover Letter dated
December 30, 2011, and Contract Addenda reflecting
the processing of the name change from Michael Kunz
to Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers

204

Acuity Insurance Company Agency Agreement
between Acuity and Nield Inc., signed December 17,
2007.

205

Contract between Fanners Alliance and Nield, Inc.,
dated January 1, 2009, and including Addendum A, B
andC.

206

Letter dat ed 01/16/13 from Bret Kunz to Bryan Nield
re: Gem State profit sharing bonus ,

207

Letter dated O1/22/ 13 from Bryan Nield to Bret in
response to Bret' s letter dated 01/16/ 13.

208

Letter dated 04/05/13 from Bret Kunz to Bryan Nield
re : profit sharing.

209

National Association of Insurance Commissioners '
Glossary of Insurance Terms

210

State of Idaho Department of Insmance Bulletin
No . 140-03
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT LIST (cont.)
MITCHELL W. BROWN, DISTRICT JUDGE
Karen Volbrecht, Deputy Clerk
Rodney Felshaw, Court Reporter
CASE: Bret D . Kunz & Marti Kunz

CASE NO . CV-2013-232
DATE(S): _ _ _ __ _ __ ., 2014
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ ,2014

V.

Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers

No

Description

Page: - - - of - - -

Date

ID

OFFD

OBJ

ADMIT
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,
TRIAL BRIEF
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation
(hereinafter referred to as Nield, Inc. or Defendant for convenience), by and through its com1sel
of record, Echo Hawk Law, and hereby submits this Trial Brief, as recommended by this Court's
Scheduling Order dated April 14, 2014.

I.

.

R.ICT CO!:JR l

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Nature of Case.

On November 13, 2013, Plaintiff filed a complaint outlining two claims against
Defendant: Cotmt One - Claim for Accounting; and Co1mt Two - Declaratory Relief.

See

Complaint, pp. 5-6 .
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Ii.

Nield Inc. filed its Answer and Counterclaim on December 2, 2013. In summary, Nield
Inc.'s Answer denied any obligation for payment of profit sharing bonuses to Defendant, and
raises several defenses to Defendant's cause of action; and Nield Inc. ' s Counterclaim asserted
that Defendant breached his contract by placing insmance through a company other than Nield
Inc. contrary to the express terms of the contract. See Answer and Counterclaim.
On or about December 2, 2013, Defendant also filed a Cross-Claim Complaint against
Marti Kunz.
Complaint.

That pleading has been designated by this Court thereafter as a Third-Party
See Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Change Venue, p. 3. The

Third-Party Complaint asserted that Marti Kunz breached her contract by placing insurance
tlu·ough a company other than Nield Inc. contrary to the express terms of the contract. See
Cross-Claim Complaint, p. 2.
On or about January 2, 2014, Defendant and Third-Party Defendant both denied the
alleged breach of their respective contracts and raised several defenses. See Defendant's Reply
to Counterclaim and Third-Party Defendant's Answer to Cross-Claim.
In this Corui's Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Change Venue, entered
March 24, 2014, Defendant's Complaint was found to contain sufficient language to be
interpreted as having pleaded a breach of contract cause of action against Nield Inc. Id. at pp. 58.

On March 26, 2014, this Comt entered a Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to

Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings. The pe1iinent portion of that Memorandum Decision and Order
provides that the issues raised by the paiiies will be bifurcated and tried at different times, with
the issues raised in the Declaratory Judgment being heai·d first. See Id. at pp. 3-4.
Recently, the issues were narrowed for trial due to Defendant's dismissal of the
Counterclaim and Cross-Claim (Third-Party Complaint), and the stipulation of the paities
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making the third p01tion of Plaintiff's request for declaratory relief moot. See Minute Entry and
Order entered November 20, 2014. The only issues remaining for resolution at the bench trial set
for December 8-9, 2014, are those found in the first and second points of Plaintiff's request for
declaratory relief, to wit:
1. Whether the Agent Contract between Nield Inc., and Bret Kunz includes an obligation

that Nield Inc. pay Bret Kunz "all bonuses commissions, incentives, profit sharing or
other remuneration received by Nield Inc., in any way affected, increased, decreased or
influenced by [Bret Kunz] sales of insurance policies"? See Complaint, paragrnph 3 0.
2. In the event that Nield Inc. is found to have an obligation to pay some amount for "all

bonuses commissions, incentives, profit sharing or other remuneration received by Nield
Inc., in any way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by [Bret Kunz] sales of
insurance policies", whether the appropriate share of Bret Kunz' portion of the bonus or
profit sharing is "eighty percent (80%) of that p01tion generated by Plaintiff's insurance
sales"? See Complaint, paragraph 30.

B. Statement of Facts.
Nield Inc. maintains professional relationships with ce1tain insmance companies who
provide underwriting for insurance policies.

Nield Inc. negotiates with those underwriting

companies and enters into appointment agreements to act as an agent for those companies. The
agency relationship between Nield Inc. and the underwriting companies is memorialized in
contracts specific to each entity. Nield Inc. then enters agreements with producers, like Plaintiff,
to act as subcontractor agents of Nield Inc. to market and sell insurance policies for the
companies directly to consumers. The agency relationship between Nield Inc. and each producer
is memorialized in a contract specific to each agent.
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The business relationship between Nield Inc. and Bret Kunz started with an Agent
Conb:act entered in 1996. Plaintiff attached to his Complaint a copy of this first Agent Contract
between the parties as Exhibit B. The same is attached hereto as Exhibit B for convenient
reference. Defendant reasonably expects that document to be admitted at trial. Based on the
prior testimony of Bret, Exhibit B is actually believed to be entered in 1996, rather than 1982 as
shown on the face of the document. That 1996 contract made Bret a subcontrnctor for Nield Inc.,
though at that time Bret's status was also subject to Nield Inc.'s business relationship with
Michael Kunz ("Mike"). See Exhibit B, paragraph IV. Bret acknowledges in his discovery
response and deposition that he received no bonus compensation of any kind from Nield Inc. and
that he did not expect to receive any such bonus under that 1996 contract.
Mike Kunz' death in 2008 led to restructuring of the business relationship between Bret
Kunz and Nield Inc. Bret purchased Mike's entire book of business from Mike's widow, Judy.
That book of business included the prope11y and casualty book of business that was owned 50/50
by Mike and Nield Inc. Bret's 1996 contract required modification because Bret's contract could
no longer be subject to Nield Inc. 's contract with Mike and a revised contract was needed to
account for Bret's acquisition of Mike's pmtion of the book of business shared with Nield Inc.
In January of 2009, Bret and Nield Inc. entered a new written Agent Contract (the "Contract").
The Contract is attached as Exhibit C to Plaintiffs Complaint and attached hereto as Exhibit C
for convenience. The Contract established Bret Kunz as an agent for Nield Inc. and sets fmth the
expectation that Bret will place insurance business through Nield Inc.. See Exhibit C, p. 1. In
return for Bret's services, Nield Inc. agreed to perfmm the following actions pe11inent to the
cunent dispute: maintain the contracts with companies for placing insurance; all billing and
accounting functions (other than collections); provide Plaintiff with a 1099 Fann showing his
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annual earnings; provide Plaintiff with a commission earned statement and commission check
based on agreed percentages on the 15th of each month; perfo1m other functions based on
commission split and individual agreement; provide Plaintiff eighty percent (80%) of the
commissions received on insurance placed by Plaintiff though Defendant. See Exhibit C, pp. 12. An ownership provision was included in the new contract, which stated that the book of
business (previously owned by Mike and Nield Inc.) would be jointly owned by the paities with
Bret owning a 50% share and Nield Inc. owning a 50% share. See Exhibit C, p. 2.
Bret Kunz has provided services under the Contract from Januai·y 2009 to the present.
Nield Inc. has continued to provide the services and payments due as expressly stated in the
Contract from January 2009 to the present.
Although the same language regarding compensation and the pe1tinent duties of the
parties is used in the 1996 contract and 2009 contract, Bret is now claiming that the use of the
term "commission" and/or the provision regarding "other functions based on commission split
and individual agreement" should be interpreted to mean that Nield Inc. has a contractual duty to
compensate Bret Kunz by paying him profit shai·ing.

Defendant denies that the Contract

contains any obligation requiring it to pay Plaintiff any profit sharing bonuses 1•

II.

LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. Applicable Burden of P1·oof.

"The burden of proof in a declaratory relief action is governed by the same rules and
considerations as are applicable to the same problem when it arises in legal proceedings of other
types." Alumet v. Bear Lake Grazing Co., 119 Idaho 946, 952, 812 P2d 253, 259 (1991). The

1 Throughout this brief and for the purpose of brnvity, Defendant intends to use "profit sharing" as a term to include
each of the following similar terms refened to by Defendant: ''bonus commissions, incentives, profit sharing or
other remuneration, which was in any way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by Plaintiff's sales of
insurance policies through Nield Inc.", unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
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burden of proof for showing the existence of a contract and breach is on the plaintiff. 0 'Connor
v. Harger Const. , Inc., 145 Idaho 904,910 188 P3d 846, 852 (2008).

Where there is disagreement between the parties as to a material term of the contract, the
issue of mutual intent is raised; and in a dispute over contract fom1ation it is incumbent upon the
plaintiff to prove a distinct and common understanding between the parties. Inland Title Co. v.
Comstock, 116 Idaho 701,703 ,779 P.2d 15, 17 (1989).

Because Plaintiff is the party seeking the declaratory relief regarding the parties'
relationship in a contract for services, asserting that Defendant owes Plaintiff a share of
Defendant's profits, Plaintiffs claim for declaratory relief should be considered substantially
similar to a breach of contract action, and Plaintiff should bear the burden of proving each
element of contract formation and proving that Plaintiffs proposed interpretation of the material
terms of the contract are both reasonable and that the parties shared a meeting of the minds as to
those material terms. See Alumet, 119 Idaho at 952.
B. The language within the four corners of the Contract is unambiguous.

It should be uncontested that Plaintiff and Defendant entered a written contract in or
a.bout January of 2009. See Plaintiffs Complaint, Exhibit "C" (also attached hereto as Exhibit
C), and Defendant's Answer, Paragraph 5. Plaintiff now asserts that the Contra.ct entitles him to

a po1iion of the profit sharing bonuses that Nield Inc. may receive from the insurance companies.
See Complaint, pp. 4-7. As the basis for Plaintiffs claim, he alleges that the use of the tenn
"commission" in the Contract at Paragraph 7, Terms of Compensation, should be interpreted
broadly to include a share of Defendant's "bonus commissions, incentives, profit sharing or other
remuneration, which was in any way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by Plaintiffs
sales of insurance policies through Nield Inc." See Complaint, pp. 4-7. As an alternative basis
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for the claim, Plaintiff appears to allege that the te1ms 'Other functions based on commission
split and individual agreement" found in the Contract in Paragraph 6, Responsibilities of
Company, should be interpreted as a requirement that Defendant share its profits.

See

Complaint, Paragraphs 17 and 22.
Plaintiffs assertions are self-serving and incon-ect.

Plaintiffs proposed expansive

interpretation of the language used in the Contract should not be permitted. Based on a review of
the four corners of the Contract, this Court may find as a matter of law that the te1ms are
unambiguous, and may declare that the Contract does not require Nield Inc. to pay Bret Kunz

"all bonuses commissions, incentives, profit sharing or other remuneration received by Nield
Inc., in any way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by Bret Kunz sales of insurance
policies."
The Idaho Supreme Court set fo1ih the following appropriate steps for interpretation of a
contract in Potlatch Education Ass 'n v. Potlatch School District No. 285:
When interpreting a contract, this Court begins with the document's language. In
the absence of ambiguity, the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary
and proper sense, according to the meaning derived from the plain wording of the
instrument. Interpreting an unambiguous conu·act and determining whether there
has been a violation of that conu·act is an issue of law subject to free review. A
contract term is ambiguous when there are two different reasonable interpretations
or the language is nonsensical. Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question of
law, but interpreting an ambiguous term is an issue of fact.
148 Idaho 630,633,226 P.3d 1277, 1280 (2010) (internal citations and quotations omitted).
Ambiguity, like intent, is determined by looking at the contract as a whole. Steel Farms
v. Croft, 154 Idaho 259, 197 P3d 222 (2012). A provision of a contract is not ambiguous simply

because the parties disagree as to its consu·uction or urge alternative interpretations. Lovely v.

Regence Blueshield of Idaho, 139 Idaho 37, 46, 72 P3d 877, 886 (2003). A parties' subjective,
undisclosed interpretation of a word or phrase cannot make a contract ambiguous, otherwise all
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contracts could be rendered ambiguous merely by a paiiy asserting a misunderstanding of the
meaning of one or more of the words used. Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., 145 Idaho 59, 63, 175
P .3d 748, 751 (2007). "Idaho comis look solely to the face of a written agreement to detennine
whether it is patently ai11biguous." Swanson, 145 Idaho at 63; See also Cool v. Mountainview
Landowners Coop. Ass 'n, 139 Idaho 770, 773, 86 P.3d 484, 487 (2004) (holding that a patent

ainbiguity is an ainbiguity cleai· from the face of the instrument in question). Unless the contract
is ainbiguous it is improper to consider extrinsic evidence. Billow v. Preco, 132 Idaho 23, 27,
966 P2d 23, 27 (1998).
1. The term "commission" has only one reasonable interpretation in the Contract at
issue.
Based on the plain and ordinary meaning of"commission", the meaning of "commission"
within the insmance industry, the manner in which "commission" is used in the Contract, and the
expected testimony regarding the intended meaning of "commission", Nield Inc. asserts that the
term "commission" should be interpreted in the Contract in the same maimer that such term is
generally recognized in this insurance subcontractor context. In this case, the only reasonable
interpretation of "commission" is a percentage of the premimn collected by Bret Kunz for the
placement of insurance policies through Nield Inc.
a. The face of the Contract supports Defendant's interpretation of the plain and
ordinai·y meaning of "commission."
In determining that Plaintiff's proposed alternative interpretation of the tem1
"commission" is mrreasonable, this Court should examine the face of the contract as a whole.
See Steel Farms, supra. Each section should be read on its own as well as in context with the

other sections of the entire Contract. See Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho
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185, 190, 108 P3d 332, 337 (2005). The umeasonableness of Plaintiff's proposed interpretation
is apparent as the contract language is examined.
The Court will note that the Contract is divided into several distinct and meaningful
sections, with the provision for compensation being set out as its own section. See Exhibit C.
The paragraph in the Contract regarding Plaintiff's compensation states:
Agent will receive 80 percent of commissions received on insmance placed by
agent with Company. Company will receive 20 percent of commissions placed
by agent with Company.
See Exhibit C, paragraph 7. Other pe1tinent sections of the Contract include Paragraphs 5 and 6,
which provide, in part:
Agent is responsible for all premium and return commission on business placed.
When collections are not on time, deductions may be made from payment of
commission due. When collection is completed the deducted c01mnission will be
paid.
Agent is responsible for the collection of premiums and retm11ed commissions on
business placed. . . Company will provide agent with a commission earned
statement and commission check based on agreed percentages on the 15th of each
month ... .
See Exhibit C, Paragraphs 5 and 6 respectively.

It is clear from the plain language of the contract that the share of commission to which
Plaintiff is entitled is limited to that which is "received on insurance placed with the Company."
See Contract, Paragraph 7.

In the context of the whole contract, the overall compensation

scheme may be summarized as follows: (1) insurance business placed is directly tied to
premiums; (2) premiums are directly tied to the commission to be paid to Plaintiff; (3) the
premiums which affect commission are limited to those premiums actually collected; and (4) the
commission due to Plaintiff is limited to that which is calculated on the agreed percentages and
paid monthly. See Contract, Paragraphs 5 and 6.
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The term "commission" is not used anywhere in the Contract in any way that creates an
internal conflict with other te1ms of the Contract. On the other hand, the profit sharing that
Plaintiff claims me due are reliant upon fonnulas that are based on more than mere premimns
collected, include calculations that require a look-back of at least one year, sometimes longer,
and cannot be paid on a monthly basis.

As such, Plaintiffs proposed interpretation of

"commission" as including profit sharing is in conflict with the plain language of the Contract.
Given the manner in which the term commission is used within the context of the whole
Contract, this Court should find that the compensation provision of the Contract does not entitle
Plaintiff to any type of profit sharing.
b. Plaintiffs proposed interpretation of the term "commission" is contrary to the
recognized plain and ordinary meaning of "commission".
"A court may look to custom and trade practice in interpreting an agreement as well as
using such to supply an essential tenn which is reasonable in the circumstances to the
agreement." Bischoffv. Quang-Watkins Properties, 113 Idaho 826,829, 748 P.2d 410,413 (Ct.
App. 1987) (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONTRACTS§§ 203,204 (1981)).
Within the insurance industry the National Association of Insurance Commissioners has
defined the term "conunission" to mean, "a percentage of premium paid to agents by insurance
companies

for

the

sales

of

http://naic.org/consumer_glossary.htm.

policies."

Glossary

of

Insurance

Terms,

The State of Idaho has adopted the standards of the

National Association of Insurance Commissioners. See Idaho Code §§ 41-2 10(4) and 41-335.
See also William W. Deal, Director, State Depaiiment of Insurance, Bulletin No. 14-03, May 15,
2014.
Courts have consistently interpreted the plain and ordinary meaning of "commission" as
"a fee or percentage allowed to a salesmai1 or agent for his services." Estes v. Meridian One
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Corp., 77 F.Supp.2d 722, fn. 7 (E.D. VA 1999); see also Sloan v. State Board of Physical
Therapy Examiners, 636 S.E.2d 598, fn. 10 (S.C. 2006); Commonwealth Life & Accident Ins.
Co. v. Board of Review of Department of Labor, 111 N.E.2d 345, 350 (1953); Soderquist v.
Glander, Tax Com'r., 102 N .E.2d 469 (Ohio 1951); Brown v. Morrisey & Walker, Inc., 150 A.
330, 332 (N.J. 1930).
It is expected that all of Defendant's witnesses will testify based on their training and

experience that the te1m "commission", when left unmodified by any additional terms, means the
percentage paid to an agent based upon premiums collected from active insurance policies. In
contrast, every one of the additional te1ms which Plaintiff asserts fall within the meaning of
"commission" actually conflict with plain and ordinary usage and meaning of "commission".
The term "bonus" is used to "refer to anything given over and above the regular wages,
salary, remuneration, etc." Scwharze v. Solo Cup Company, 445 N.E.2d 872, 877 (Ill. App. 2
Dist. 1983); see also Northwestern Terra Cotta Co. v. Caldwell, 234 F. 491, 505-06 (8th Cir.
1916); North Dakota v. Blunt 751 N.W.2d 692, 702 (N.D. 2008). In contrast to "commission",
"bonus" is limited to "a consideration or premium paid in addition to what is strictly due; a
gratuity to which the recipient has no right to make a demand." Scwharze, 445 N.E.2d at 877
(quoting Black's Law Dictionary, 165 (5th Ed., 1979).
There is no mention of the te1m "bonus" in the Contract. See Exhibit C. By its very
nature, a "bonus" cannot be included within any reasonable interpretation of "commission" in the
Contract at issue because "commission" is the only compensation scheme provided in the
Contact, and a "bonus" is something that is given beyond one's regular compensation.
According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, the term "incentive" means "something
that encourages a person to do something or work harder."
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webster.com/dictionary/incentive. In the employment context, an "incentive pay plan" has been
expressed as a "compensation program whereby wages increase as productivity increases above
a set standard or base."

Black's Law Dictionary, 761 (6th Ed., 1990). The Idaho Supreme

Comt has recognized an incentive plan as including a compensation acc0tmt calculated on the
employer's monthly pre-tax profit. See Billow, 132 Idaho at 30 (finding that "wages" includes a
defened incentive program). In Billow, the Comt noted that the incentive progran1 was in
addition to the claimant's base compensation and was an express term in the employment
agreement entered by those paities'. Id. at 25.
In the context of a case such as this, an "incentive" type payment is one that is calculated

in addition to the standard compensation scheme and includes an expectation of additional effmt.
There is no mention of the tenn "incentive" in the contract. See Exhibit C. According to its
plain meaning, an "incentive" cannot be included within any reasonable interpretation of
"commission" in the Contract at issue because "commission" is the set standard or base
compensation scheme provided in the Contact, and an "incentive" is paid only as an addition to
one's regular compensation.
Also in contrast to the plain meaning of "commission", the term "profit shai·ing" denotes
a form of payment beyond a share of premiums collected. "Profit" is "[t]he gain made by the
sale of [some item], after deducting the value of the labor, materials, rents, and all expenses,
together with the interest of the capital employed." Oliver v. Halstead, 86 S.E.2d 858, 859

01A

1955) (quoting Black's Law Dictionary (3rd ed.)). "There is a clear distinction between 'profits'
and 'wages' or compensation for labor. 'Compensation for labor cannot be regarded as profit
within the meaning of the law. The word "profit", as ordinarily used, means the gains made
upon any business or investment," which is a different thing than "cmrunission" paid for services
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rendered. Id. (citing The Commercial League Association of America v. The People ex rel.
Thomas B. Needles, Auditor, 90 Ill. 166. (Ill. 1878)); see also Laureldale Cenietery Association
v. j\1atthews, 47 A.2d 277,280 (Penn. 1946) ("Compensation for labor or services rendered is not

profit.")
There is no mention of the te1m "profit sharing" (or the like) in the contract. See Exhibit
C. According to its plain meaning, "profit sharing" cannot be included within any reasonable
interpretation of "commission" in the Contract at issue because "profit sharing" is calculated in a
wholly different manner than commission, and the only compensation scheme provided in the
Contact is relative to premiums collected.
Given the recognized plain and ordinary meaning of the te1m "commission", particularly
in contrast to alternative te1ms that the tern1 "commission" cannot include, this Court should find
th~t the compensation provision of the Contract does not entitle Plaintiff to any type of profit
sharing.
c. The absence of certain tenns in the Contract prohibits their inclusion within an
expansive interpretation of "commission".
Plaintiffs expansive proposed interpretation should also be rejected as umeasonable
based on the application of the maxim of contract interpretation expression unius est exclusion
alterius (the expression of one thing is the exclusion of another).

See Saint Alphonsus

Diversified Care, Inc. v. MRI Associates, LLP, 148 Idaho 479, 4878, 224 P3d 1068, 1076 (2009).

Paragraph 7 of the Contract provides that "[Bret] will receive 80 percent of c01mnissions
received on insurance business placed by [Bret] with [Nield Inc.]" The Contract mentions
nothing about "bonuses" or "incentives" or "profit sharing" or commissions based on any factors
other than premiums collected. See Exhibit C. The express terms of the contract detailing how
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compensation will be calculated and paid precludes any other payment scheme and prohibits the
expansive interpretation of "commission" proposed by Plaintiff.
2. Plaintiffs proposed interpretation of the term "commission" is contrary to the
extrinsic evidence relevant to the Contract formation.
"A latent ambiguity exists where an instrument is clear on its face, but loses that clarity
when applied to the facts as they exist." Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449, 455 , 259
P3d 595, 601 (2011) (citation omitted). "Where the facts in existence reveal a latent an1biguity
in a contract, the court seeks to determine what the intent of the paiiies was at the time they
entered into the contract." Id. (citing Snoderly v. Bower, 30 Idaho 484, 488, 166 P. 265, 266
(1917) ("It is not for the court or jury to make a contract for the parties, but only to determine
what the parties intended the ambiguous terms to meai1 at the time they entered into the
agreement.")). In determining the intent of the paiiies, the Comi must view the contract as a
whole.

Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185, 190, 108 P3d 332, 337

(2005). Id. Although parol evidence generally cannot be submitted to contradict, vary, add or
subtract from the terms of a written agreement that is deemed m1ambiguous on its face, there is
an exception to this general rule where a latent ambiguity appears, ai1d extrinsic evidence may be
considered to determine the intent of the drafter. Knipe Land Co., 151 Idaho at 45 5; and Matter
ofEstate of Kirk, 127 Idaho 817,824, 907 P2d 794, 801 (1995).

In Cool v. Mountainview Landowners Coop. Ass 'n, the Idaho Supreme Court was asked
to interpret a written easement. 139 Idaho at 772. At issue was the clause allowing certain
landowners to use a designated beach area "for swimming and boating only". Id. The Court
determined whether the term "swimming" was ambiguous under the written easement as a matter
oflaw. Id. at 773. The Court found that a latent ambiguity existed under the facts of the case,
reasoning that it would be absurd to interpret "swinm1ing" strictly as "to propel oneself through
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water" as asserted by the appellants in that case, because under such a limited interpretation
parents would be unable to act as lifeguards for their swimming children, and swimmers could
not rest on the beach or stand in the water. Id. It was therefore determined that, as applied to the
facts, the term "swimming" was ambiguous. Id. The Comt in Cool did not decide the issue of
whether the doctm1ent was patently ambiguous. See Id.
In this case there is no latent ambiguity with regard to the tem1 "commission" because,
unlike the conclusion reached in the Cool case, it is not absurd for the Court to find that the tenn
"commission" is limited to payments based on a percentage of premiums collected, paiticularly
when the entire contract is viewed as a whole. Even if this Court finds that Plaintiffs expansive
proposed interpretation of "commission" is not absurd in the context of the entire Contract, there
is no latent ainbiguity with regard to the term "commission" because the extrinsic evidence
expected to be heard at trial regarding the paities' intent at the time that the Contract was entered
proves that Plaintiffs proposed interpretation of the term "c01mnission" is entirely beyond any
reasonable expectation of the paities.
It is expected that all of the owners of Nield Inc. will testify that the Contract's provisions

for "commission" were always intended to meai1 only a share of the premiums collected from the
insurance business written by Bret through Nield Inc. As such, any additional compensation of
any kind beyond the base percentage of commission was left open to finther agreement, and,
absent any individual agreement, the payment of additional compensation was left to the
discretion of Nield Inc. Such stated intent is consistent with the reasonable plain and ordinary
meaning of the term "conm1ission" and is consistent with the manner and context in which the
term "conunission" is used within the whole Contract - to the exclusion of all other
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compensation schemes.

See NAIC Glossary of Insurance Terms, supra, and Exhibit C,

paragraphs 5, 6 and 7.
Nield Inc. expects Plaintiffs supporting testimony to be self-serving, and Nield Inc.
respectfully requests that the Court be mindful of the nature of the evidence; in particular, the
Court should contrast Nield Inc. 's reliance on the document(s) as they existed in the past and the
historical context of the fo1111ation of the Contract itself with Plaintiffs reliance on
undocumented conversation, subsequent acts, recent discovery, and hindsight to try to explain
how any evidence may support his purported intent in 2009.
a. A comparison of Bret's 2009 contract to Mike's contract and the relative
circumstances shows that the tenn "commission" should not include profit
sharing.
Plaintiff attached to his Complaint a copy of the Agent Contracts of Michael Kunz and
Bret Kunz which were in effect prior to the Contract at issue in this case. See Complaint,
Exhibits A and B.

The same documents are attached to this brief as Exhibits A and B

respectively for convenient reference.

Defendant reasonably expects those documents to be

admitted at trial.
The provisions regarding commission and regarding any relevant act to be performed by
Nield Inc. with regard to compensation found in Bret's 1996 contract are identical to Bret' s 2009
contract. Compare Exhibit B and Exhibit C. Despite the exact same pertinent language utilized
by the same paiiies in each of Bret's contracts with Nield Inc., Bret acknowledged through the
discovery process that he never received and never expected to receive any type of profit sharing
compensation under his 1996 contract. The plain language found in both of Bret's contracts and
Bret's own admission regarding his expectation to receive no profit sharing are evidence which
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corroborate the pruiies ' intent to maintain the sru11e type of compensation scheme with regard to
the 2009 contract's provision for commission.
It is expected that Plaintiff will testify that in 2008 Nield Inc. offered him a contract,
" identical to that of Mike Kunz" or that the contract proposed at that time would be, "the same as
with Mike." See Complaint, Pru·agraphs 8 and 11 , respectively. It is inferred from Plaintiffs
allegation that Plaintiff believes that he should have been given the exact srune treatment as Mike
Km1Z, which included payments beyond those found in the written contract. There is a dispute of
fact in that regru·d because Defendant denies that it communicated to Plaintjff that Bret's new
contract would be exactly like Mike 's. While it is true that the contracts are substantially similar,
the circwnstru1ces regarding the interested parties ru·e significru1tly different, and should be
considered as prui of the contract interpretation.
Thomas Nield, the prior owner of Nield Inc., will testify regru·ding the formation of Nield
Inc. ' s contract with Mike Kunz, including the basis and the te1ms of the agreement. As drafter of
the contract form, Thomas will also testify as to the structure and intended meaning of the te1ms
of that contract.

Thomas will explain why there was no profit sharing agreement based on

premium written and loss ratio between the pa1iies to that agreement. Thomas will also explain
the basis for additional compensation provided to Mike Kunz. Those parties had a lengthy and
amicable working relationship, due in part to the business which Mike helped to increase.
When Bret pmchased Mike's fifty percent share of the book of business, the base
contract entered between Nield Inc. and Bret was substantially the same as the prior contract
between Mike and Nield Inc. Bret received the benefit of the 80/20 commission split already in
place, and Nield Inc. maintained its fifty percent ownership of the book of business. Bret was
not yet a proven, independent, quality producer, and Bret was not bringing anything extra to the
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table, so there was no initial individual agr ement" for profit sharing. To the extent that any
suggestion was made by Defendant that Bret could earn a bonus or share of profits, it should be
considered an offer for Bret to prove himself and qualify for an addendum to their agreement,
rather than an agreement that he immediately be paid in exactly the same manner as a seasoned
insmance producer like Mike.
b. The unsigned draft of the contract shows that the inclusion of profit sharing
within the commission based compensation plan is contrary to the intent and
expectations of the parties.
Defendant also reasonably expects that an unsigned draft which predated the Contract
actually entered by the parties will be admitted as evidence. That document is attached hereto as
Exhibit D.

Plaintiff has previously asserted that he expected the final version of the 2009

contract to contain the tenns contained in the draft, Exhibit D. As compared to Bret's 2009
contract, the draft contract contains an additional line found in Paragraph 7, Terms and
Compensation, which states, "Any other forms of compensation will be based on individual
agreement with the company". See Exhibit D. That provision is relevant to show that Bret's
understanding at the time was that "any other form of compensation" was intended to be distinct
and separate from the stated shares of commission.

It also helps to explain, without

contradiction, the reference in Paragraph 6 of each contract regarding "other functions based on
commission split and individual agreement." (emphasis added). See Exhibit A and Exhibit D. It
is unclear why the provision was not included in the final contract, but its absence does not
change the affect such phrase would have on Bret's intent and understanding regarding the
compensation scheme as it existed contemporaneously with the entry of the 2009 contract.
Ill
Ill
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c. Bret's c01Tespondence regarding payment received from Nield Inc. shows that the
inclusion of profit sharing within the conu11ission based compensation plan is
contrary to the intent and expectations of the pmties.
Defendant expects the evidence to show that Bret Kunz did not reasonably believe, at the
time of entry of the Contract, that profit sha.J."ing was inclusive within the provision for
COnU111SS10n.
Bret Ktmz' letter to Defendant dated Janufil'y 16, 2013, attached as Exhibit E, states in
pertinent part:
Enclosed is the profit shm"ing bonus for $4722.00 from Gem State. I feel very
strongly that this should be split on the same basis as the commissions 80/20.
This was never addressed in the contract with Mike or me. I aJ.11 a good pmtner
who asks very little from you.
Bret's use of the te1ms "profit shm·ing" and "commission" in the context of that letter suggests
that he understood the tenns to have two distinctly separate applicable mem1ings.

Bret' s

apparently clea.J." understanding of the terms as expressed in his Janumy 2013 letter severely
unde1mines Bret's proposed interpretation of "commission" and causes his asse1tion thereof in
this litigation to appea.J." very disingenuous.
Bret's admission that "this was never addressed in the contract with Mike or me"
corroborates Nield Inc. 's expectation that profit sha.J."ing was subject to a sepm·ate individual
agreement, rather than being included as commission due under the stated terms of the
compensation provision.
The letter is also indicative of the an1ount of time that had passed before Bret raised the
issue of calculation of profit sha.J."es.

Approxin1ately four yem·s of business interaction had

occurred, and Bret knew or should have known what he was receiving as compensation from
Nield Inc. The fact that Bret did not raise the issue earlier leads to a reasonable inference that
either Bret did not reasonably expect that ' commission" included "profit shm'ing" or Bret had
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acquiesced to bonus payments received at the discretion of Nield Inc., if any, rather than based
on the "conunission" scheme as he now claims.
Because the extrinsic evidence relevant to the intent of the parties at the time of entry of
the Contract reveals that the Contract's provision for payment of conm1ission did not include
profit sharing, this Court should declare that the Contract does not require Defendant to pay
Plaintiff all bonuses c01m11issions, incentives, profit sharing or other remuneration received by
Nield Inc., in any way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by Bret Kunz sales of
insurance policies.
3. The provision regarding "[o]ther functions based on conu11ission split and individual
agreement" has only one reasonable meaning.
Plaintiff appears to assert that the pln·ase "[ o]ther functions based on cmmnission split
and individual agreement" is meant by the parties to entitle Plaintiff to profit sharing.

See

Exhibit C, Paragraphs 17 and 22. In the context of the entire Contract at issue, the Court should
find that Plaintiffs asserted interpretation of the provision for "other functions" is absurd, and
this Court should deny Plaintiffs requested relief.
The rules of contract interpretation provided above with regard to the te1m "commission"
also apply to the argument regarding the provision regarding "other functions based on
commission split and individual agreement" ("other functions") and are incorporated herein.
Although the phrase "[ o]ther functions based on c01m11ission split and individual
agreement" may seem ambiguous because "other functions" inherently includes many unnamed
functions, this Corui should focus its inquiry on whether the phrase taken as a whole is
inconsistent with Plaintiffs proposed interpretation of the provision and whether Plaintiffs
proposed interpretation is reasonable under the circumstances.
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a. The face of the Contract does not support Plaintiff's proposed interpretation of the
other functions' provision as inclusive of profit sharing.
In considering whether the phrase "[o]ther functions based on conunission split and
individual agreement" may be reasonably interpreted in the manner that both Plaintiff and
Defendant assert is correct, the Court should first examine the four corners of the document. See
Steel Farms, supra. Each section should be read on its own as well as in context of the other

sections of the entire Contract. See Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185,
190, 108 P3d 332, 33 7 (2005).
The Contract is divided into sections based on a rational separation of the responsibilities
of the pa1iies and the subject matter. See Exhibit C. The phrase "[o]ther functions based on
commission split and individual agreement" is found in Paragraph 6, Responsibilities of
Company. See Exhibit C, p. 2. The compensation scheme is separately set forth in Paragraph 7.
See Exhibit C, p. 2. The plain reading of the sentence, "[ o]ther functions based on commission
split and individual agreement" shows that Nield Inc.'s responsibility to perform 'other
fimctions" is dependent upon ("based on' ) the commission split and individual agreement. The
c01mnission split is expressed in Paragraph 7. No individual agreement is set forth as a provision
in the Contract, and one may reasonably in.fer that it would be separate from the base contract. It
would be entirely inconsistent with the plain language to read "other fonctions" as setting fmih
an additional basis for calculation of commission. It is similarly inconsistent and absurd to read
"other functions" as a substantive acknowledgment of the terms of some other unspecified,
unwritten, non-produced individual agreement.
The plu·ase "[o]ther functions based on commission split and individual agreement"
should also be viewed in light of the ejusdem generis rule of contract interpretation. It is found
in the Contract's paragraph related to acts performed by Nield Inc. such as providing billing and
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accounting providing tax documents, and providing monthly paychecks. In context with the
named actions, 'other functions' should be given a plain meaning consistent with a catch-all '
for any general procedures which may be necessary to accomplish the purpose of the other terms
of the Contract. The term "other functions" inherently avoids inclusion of exhaustive detail and
provides some flexibility for the parties. "Other functions" does nothing to qualify the maimer in
which the commission is actually split, and it is nonsensical to read 'other functions" as
modifying the basis for calculation of the amount of compensation that Plaintiff may be due
under the Contract.
b. The extrinsic evidence does not supp01i Plaintiff's proposed interpretation of the
"other functions" provision as inclusive of profit sharing.
The extrinsic evidence does not show that the paiiies intended the provision regarding
"other functions" to be read as providing ai1y substantive duty that Defendai1t provide Plaintiff
with any profit sharing.
1.

A comparison of Bret's 2009 contract to Mike's contract and the relative
circumstances shows that the provision regarding "other functions" should not
include profit shai·ing.

As stated above, the agreement entered between Nield Inc. and Mike Kunz and Nield Inc.
and Bret Kunz were similar, but were negotiated with distinguishable circumstances.

The

provisions regarding any relevant act to be performed by Nield Inc. with regard to compensation
found in Bret's 1996 contract are identical to Bret's 2009 contract. Compai·e Exhibit B and
Exhibit C. Despite the exact same periinent language utilized by the same parties in each of
Bret's conh·acts with Nield Inc., Bret acknowledged through the discovery process that he never
received and never expected to receive any type of profit sharing under his 1996 contract. The
expected evidence will show that the "other function' portion of Paragraph 6 was not intended to
include a requirement that Defendant pay Plaintiff any supplemental form of compensation in
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addition to the commission provided in Paragraph 7, and that the "other functions" provision
could only include an affirmative duty to tak any other action if such other action was set fo1ih
in an individual agreement - separate from the Contract.
The plain language fow1d in both of Bret's contracts and Bret's own admission regarding
the lack of expectation for profit sharing are evidence whjch corroborate the parties' intent to
maintain the same type of compensation scheme with regard to the 2009 contract' s provision for
COnUTilSSIOn.

11.

The unsigned draft of the contract shows that the inclusion of profit sharing is
not within the intended meaning of "other functions" and is contrary to the
expectations of the parties.

As stated above, Plaintiff has asserted that he expected the final version of the 2009
contract to contain the terms contained in the draft, Exhibit D. As compared to Bret's 2009
contract, the draft contract contains an additional line found in Paragraph 7, Terms and
Compensation, which states, "Any other forms of compensation will be based on individual
agreement with the company" . See Exhibit D. That provision is relevant to show without
contradiction, that the paiiies expected to form a sepai·ate individual agreement as to any form of
compensation beyond the stated commission splits, which could later give rise to Plaintiffs duty
to perform "other (additional) functions" as contemplated in Paragraph 6 of each contract. See
Exhibit A and Exhibit D. It is tmclear why the provision was not included in the final contract,
but its absence does not change the affect such phrase would have on Bret's intent and
understanding regarding the compensation scheme as it existed contemporaneously with the
entry of the 2009 contract.

Ill
Ill
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m.

Bret's conespondence regarding payment received from Nield Inc. shows that
the inclusion of profit sharing is contrary to the intent and expectations of the
paities.

Defendant expects the evidence to show that Bret Kunz did not reasonably believe, at the
time of entry of the Contract, that profit sharing was inclusive within the provision for "other
functions. "
Bret Kunz' letter to Defendant dated Janumy 16, 2013 , attached as Exhibit E, fails to
asse1t in any way that the profit sharing bonus should be paid under the "other functions"
provision of his contract. Bret's admission that "this was never addressed in the contract with
Mike or me" corroborates Nield Inc. 's expectation that profit shai·ing was subject to a separate
individual agreement, and that without entry of that separate individual agreement, there was no
contractual duty placed upon Nield Inc. to perform an "other function" relative to profit shming.
The letter is also indicative of the amount of time that had passed before Bret raised the
issue of calculation of profit shares. Approximately four years of business interaction had
occurred, and Bret knew or should have known what he was receiving as compensation from
Nield Inc. The fact that Bret did not raise the issue earlier leads to a reasonable inference that
either Bret did not reasonably expect that the provision regarding "other functions" included
"profit sharing."
Because the plain language of the Contract and the facts and circumstai1ces known at the
time of entry of the Contract reveal that the Contract's provision for " [o]ther functions based on
commission split and individual agreement" did not include profit sharing, this Comt should
declare that the Contract does not require Defendant to pay Plaintiff all bonuses commissions,
incentives, profit sharing or other remuneration received by Nield Inc., in ai1y way affected,
increased, decreased or influenced by Bret Kunz sales of insurance policies.
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C. An enforceable contract must be more than an agreement to agree.

"No enforceable contract comes into being when patties leave a material term for future
negotiations, creating a mere agreement to agree. " Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of
Admin. , 155 Idaho 55, 63 , 305 P3d 499, 507 (2013) (quoting from 17A Am.Jur.2d Contracts§
181 (2004)).
In Syringa, the Idaho Supreme Comt refused to enforce a contract because the patties had
failed to agree on the price for a teatning agreement, which was a material te1m of the contract.
Id. at 64. The Comt held that the patties had nothing more than an agreement to agree. Id.

(upholding the district comt' s rulings (1) that the "agreement lacked the material term of price"
ai1d (2) "that the logistics of how ai1y work would be done was left to occur in subsequent
negotiations").
Defendant adopts as if set fully herein the facts and circumstai1ces regarding the extrinsic
evidence set fo1th above to show the intent of the parties.
Of patiicular imp01t in this po1tion of the argument is the plain lai1guage of Paragraph 6
of the Contract, which provides for "other functions based on conm1ission split and individual
agreement." (emphasis added). See Exhibit C. Such section suggests that there must be an
individual agreement contemplated for payment which is not plain commission. Also important
is the pmtion of the m1signed draft, which provides, "Any other fonns of compensation will be
based on individual agreement with the company." See Exhibit D. Although not in the final
signed draft, that phrase provides context and a reasonable inference regarding Bret's intent and
expectations regarding the Contract's use of "individual agreement" in Paragraph 6.

Bret's

admissions found in his letter also weigh in favor of finding that profit shai·ing was not an
express term bargained for in the Contract. See Exhibit E.
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The facts and circumstances m this case suggest that the paiiies did not include a
provision for profit shming in the Contract, and that ai1y compensation other than the plain
commission was subject to fmiher individual agreement. As in Syringa, the parties had left the
issues of price (calculation for profit sharing) and logistics (whether and how it may be paid)
open for subsequent and separate agreement.
This Comt should find that any agreement of the paiiies relating to profit sharing was at
most an agreement that Defendant may have additional duties upon entry of a future individual
agreement. This Cami should therefore declme that there is no cmrently enforceable provision
of the contract obligating Defendant to pay Plaintiff ai1y p01iion profit shai·e payments made
from insurance providers to Nield Inc. which are due to Nield Inc. based upon its separate
business relationships ai1d distinct contracts to which Plaintiff is not a paiiy.
D. There was no meeting of the minds to include profit sharing in the Contract.

An enforceable contract must be complete, definite and certain in all its essential or
material te1ms. See Silicon Intern. Ore, LLC v. Monsanto Co. , 155 Idaho 538,547, 314 P3d 593 ,
602 (2013); and Giacobbi Square v. PEK Corp., 105 Idaho 346, 348, 670 P2d 51 , 53 (1983),
citing Anderson v. Whipple , 71 Idaho 112, 123, 227 P.2d 351 (1951). There must be a meeting
of the minds on the essential tenns of the agreement. Lawrence v. Hutchinson, 146 Idaho 892,
898, 204 P3d 532, 538 (Ct. App. 2009). An essential term is one that is indispensably necessary
or important in the highest degree. See Lawrence v. Jones, 124 Idaho 748 , 751 , 864 P2d 194,
197 (Ct. App. 1993) (applying Black' s Law Dictionary definition of essential to a contract). A
payment price, or defined calculation for a ce1iain price, is considered a material term of a
contract. See Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep t. of Admin. , 155 Idaho 55 , 63 , 305 P3d 499,
507 (2013).
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Section 20(1) of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts (1981) provides:
There is no manifestation of mutual assent to an exchange if the pruiies attach
materially different meanings to their manifestations and
(a) neither party knows or has reason to know the meaning attached by the other;
or
(b) each pruty knows or each pruiy has reason to know the meaning attached by
the other.
"Even though the pruties manifest mutual assent to the same words of agreement, there may be
no contract because of a material difference of understanding as to the te1ms of the exchange."
Id. , conm1ent c. The reporter' s note to that section suggests that, " [a] contract should be held
nonexistent under this Section only when the misunderstanding goes to conflicting and
iITeconcilable meanings of a material tem1 that could have either but not both meanings." Id.
Plaintiff asserts that "conunission" should be interpreted as including profit sharing, and
further asserts that the provision regru·ding "other functions based on commission split and
individual agreement" should be interpreted as imposing a duty upon Defendant to pay Plaintiff
the profit sharing. Nield Inc. disagrees with Plaintiff's proposed interpretation of the Contract,
ru1d asse1ts that Nield Inc. is obligated by the Contract to pay Plaintiff conunission only as to the
premiums collected on business written by Plaintiff through Nield Inc., and that the "other
functions" provision is process oriented rather than a modification of any right to compensation.
Given the fundamental difference in proposed interpretation, this Court may find that the term
"commission" and the provision regarding "other functions" has one or the other of the meanings
proposed by the paiiies, but not both.
Defendant adopts as if set fully herein the facts and circumstances regarding the extrinsic
evidence set forth above to show the intent of the pai·ties.
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If the Court believes Plaintiff's evidence regarding his intent at the time of the entry of

the Contract and also believes Defendant' s evidence regarding its intent at the time of the entry
of the Contract, this Com1 must find that there was no meeting of the minds on the material
element of payment. Once that finding is made, the Contract cannot be enforced to require
Defendant to pay additional bonuses. See Lawrence v. Hutchinson, 146 Idaho at 898.
E. An 80/20 division of profit sharing is not contemplated in the Contract.
If the Com1 denies the fust portion of Plaintiff's request for declaratory relief, Defendant

asserts that any remaining issue regarding the shares or calculation of profit sharing is moot.
Even if the Com1 reaches this issue, there is no evidence to support a finding that the pm.ties
intended to split Defendant' s profit shm.·es on an 80/20 basis.
1. It is umeasonable to impose an 80/20 split to any term other than "commission".
As discussed above, The Idaho Supreme Com1 set forth the following appropriate steps
for interpretation of a contract in Potlatch Education Ass 'n v. Potlatch School District No. 285:
When interpreting a contract, this Court begins with the document's language. In
the absence of ambiguity, the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary
and proper sense, according to the meaning derived from the plain wording of the
instrument. Interpreting an unambiguous contract and dete1mining whether there
has been a violation of that contract is an issue of law subject to free review. A
contract te1111 is ambiguous when there are two different reasonable interpretations
or the language is nonsensical. Whether a contract is m.11biguous is a question of
law, but interpreting an ambiguous term is an issue of fact.
148 Idaho 630, 633, 226 P.3d 1277, 1280 (2010) (internal citations and quotations omitted).
The only time that the Contract refers to Plaintiff receiving an eighty percent (80%) shm.·e
is in Section 7, which states:
Agent will receive 80 percent of commissions received on insurance placed by
agent with Company. Company will receive 20 percent of commissions placed
by agent with Company.
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Exhibit C. p. 2. It is clear from the plain language of the contract that the share of
conunission to which Plaintiff is entitled is limited to that which is "received on insurance placed
with the Company." See Contract Paragraph 7. In the context of the whole contract, the overall
compensation scheme may be sunmrnrized as follows: (1) insmance business placed is directly
tied to premiums; (2) premiums are directly tied to the commission to be paid to Plaintiff; (3) the
premiums which affect commission are limited to those premiums actually collected; and (4) the
commission due to Plaintiff is limited to that which is calculated on the agreed percentages and
paid monthly. See Contract, Paragraphs 5 and 6. Thus, when an insurance policy is sold, eighty
percent of the commission proceeds from the sale of that policy is due to Bret. Nothing more
and nothing less is addressed in the contract for compensation for Bret's services.
The plain wording of the contract in this case does not include any provision for profit
sharing. See Exhibit C. Just as important, there are no factors or means by which to calculate
any form of compensation other than conu11ission, which is calculated in direct propmiion to the
premiums collected. The testimony will be that profit sharing is not calculated solely from
premiums collected. Instead, there is often a ce1iain amount of proceeds that must be reached
before profit sharing is even triggered, then other factors are considered such as the total amount
of business written, increase in business, profit and loss ratios, and comparisons or averages with
prior years. Because the Contract lacks any expression of the manner by which to calculate the
sought after profit sharing, there is no basis on the face of the Contract for the Court to grant
Plaintiff's claim for declaratory relief.
2. The 80/20 split is expressly limited to commission.
Plaintiffs claim for an 80/20 split of profit sharing should also be rejected as
unreasonable based on the application of the maxim of contract interpretation expression unius
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est exclusion alterius (the expression of one thing is the exclusion of another).

See Saint

Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. v. MRI Associates, LLP, 148 Idaho 479, 4878, 224 P3d 1068,

1076 (2009).
Paragraph 7 of the Contract provides that " [Bret] will receive 80 percent of commissions
received on insurance business placed by [Bret] with [Nield Inc.]" Exhibit C, p. 2. The Contract
does not mention that Plaintiff will receive eighty percent of anything else. See Exhibit C.
There are no provisions regarding "bonuses" or "incentives" or "profit sharing" or expression
that commissions are based on any factors other than premiums collected. See Exhibit C. The
express tenns of the contract detailing how compensation will be calculated and paid precludes
any other payment scheme.
3. There is no agreement for an 80/20 split of profit sharing.
"No enforceable contract comes into being when paities leave a material tenn for future
negotiations, creating a mere agreement to agree. " Syringa Netvvorks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of
Admin. , 155 Idaho 55, 63 , 305 P3d 499, 507 (2013) (quoting from 17A Am.Jur.2d Contracts§

181 (2004)).
Defendant adopts as if set fully herein the facts and circumstances regarding the extrinsic
evidence set fmth above to show the intent of the parties.
This portion of the ai·gument is similar to the Comt's finding in Syringa that the parties
had nothing more than an agreement to agree, in paiticular because the nature of the payment, or
payment beyond the base rate, was left to occur in subsequent negotiations. See Id. The plain
language of Paragraph 6 of the Contract, provides for "other functions based on commission split
and individual agreement." (emphasis added). See Exhibit C. Such section suggests that there
must be an individual agreement contemplated for any payment beyond the standai·d
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corn1russ1on. Also important is the portion of the unsigned draft, which provides

Any other

forms of compensation will be based on individual agreement with the company.

ee Exhibit

D. Although not in the final signed draft that plu·ase provides context and a reasonable inference
regarding Bret's intent and expectations regarding the Contract's use of "individual agreement"
in Paragraph 6. Bret's admissions found in his letter also weigh in favor of finding that profit
sharing - and thus the calculation thereof - was not an express term bargained for in the
Contract. See Exhibit E.
The facts and circumstances in this case suggest that the parties intentionally did not
include a provision for the calculation of profit sharing in the Contract and that any
compensation other than the standard commission was subject to further individual agreement.
4. There was no meeting of the minds regarding the calculation for any profit
sharing.
Defendant adopts the legal standards set forth above regarding the requirement that the
parties reach a meeting of the minds on the essential terms of the agreement before a contract
may be enforced. Seep. 26-27, i11fi'a.
Defendant also adopts as if set fully herein the facts and circumstances regarding the
extrinsic evidence set fmih above to show the intent of the parties.
Plaintiff asse1is that the contract should be interpreted to require that profit sharing be
divided and paid in a manner such that Plaintiff receives 80 percent of any increase he obtained
for Defendant. Nield Inc. denies that the contract requires profit sharing at all and denies that
the parties reached any agreement whereby Plaintiff was due eighty percent of any such profit
sharing. The Comt is again in a situation where it cannot find that both parties have a conect
interpretation of the contract; and if the Cowt believes Plaintiff's evidence regarding his intent at
the time of the entry of the Contract and also believes Defendant' s evidence regarding its intent
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at the time of the entry of the Contract, this Comt must find that there was no meeting of the
minds on the material element of the nature of payment due and the calculation of such payment.
Once that finding is made, the Contract cannot be enforced to require Defendant to pay
additional bonuses. See Lawrence v. Hutchinson, 146 Idaho at 898.
Nield Inc. denies that the Contract requires it to pay any share of profit to a subcontractor,
and that any additional compensation provided by Nield Inc. to Plaintiff was merely a
discretionary gratuity provided as an incentive for performance or improvement. Because there
is no contractual obligation for Defendant to share profits with Plaintiff, this Comt should
declare that Defendant owes Plaintiff no more than the standard commission as set f01tb in the
Contract.

III.

CONCLUSION

This Court should find as a matter of law that the Contract is not ambiguous and should
deny Defendant's requested relief. Even if the Comt finds the Contract ambiguous, the facts and
circumstances do not support Plaintiffs exceptionally broad proposed interpretation of the
Contract. The Court should find that the intent of the parties was to include compensation from
Defendant to Plaintiff only for a share of conunissions based on premiums collected on insurance
policies sold by Plaintiff through Defendant and that any other compensation was left to a
separate "individual agreement" to be entered by the pmties at some undetermined time in the
future. If necessary, the Court should flnther find that there was no meeting of the minds with
regard to profit shm·ing, and should not enforce such obligation.
The Court should further find that evidence does not support the division of any profit
sharing obtained by Nield Inc. on an 80/20 basis between Plaintiff and Defendant, respectively.
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Because Plaintiff will not meet his bmden of proof in this case, the Comi should declaJe
that the Agent Contract between Nield Inc., and Bret Kunz does not includes an obligation that
Nield Inc. pay Bret Kunz "all bonuses commissions, incentives, profit sharing or other
remuneration received by Nield Inc. , in any way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by
[Bret Kunz] sales of insmance policies", and should fu1iher declare that to the extent Bret Kunz
is due any amom1t of profit sharing, it is not based upon "eighty percent (80%) of that portion
generated by Plaintiffs insurance sales."
This Cami should fmiher award Defendant its reasonable attorney fees and costs incmred
in defending this action.
DATED thi~g-~·'aay of November, 2014.

DAYID A. HOOSTE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the , . day of November 2014 I served a true and
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Serving Southeastldaho Since 1968
P.O. Box 578

+

2755 Pote Line Road . + Pocatello, 1q 83204

(208) 233--4100

+

Fax (208) 233-41 1.3

AGENT CONTRACT

I) COMPANY:

Nield, I11c. DBA: Insurance Designers

II) AGENT:

Michael 0~ Kunz

III) D:URATION OF RELATIONSHIP:

Indefinite or as long as authorized by
Board of Directors of Company. ·

IV) RELATIONSIDP:

The association existing between t.iie·
Company and the Agent: This
association is not an Employer /
Employee relationship. The Agent is
a s1,1b~contractor and the Company
provides markets through which the
Agent can place Insurance Business.

V) 'RESPONSIBILITIES

OF AGENT:

..

The Agent is .a sub-contractor and as such
has full responsibility for all expenses
related to his business. _This · includes but is - .
not "limited to Federal, State, FICA,
.unemployment and local taxes. The
. Company wili provide to the Agent a 1099 ·
. Form showing annual earnings. The Agent
is responsible for Workers Compensation
for self and all employees. Agent is to place .
· Insurance Business through Company ·
-except for health and life policies that are
· -individual company appointments. A.gent-is
'responsible to be familiar with and follow
the underwriting, binding authority and ·
_other guidelines ofall insurance carriers
represented by the Company. Company has
final underwriting authority for all business
placed. Agent is·resp·onsible for all
premium and return commissions on
business placed. When collections are nof
· on time'. deduction may be made from
payment of commissions due. When the

. ~l·

- -~

tnsudesi@axxess.net
www. wor1dwebarchltects.comlinsurancedeslgners

Tom Nield
Bryan Nield

EXHIBIT

)
1

A

Benjamin Nield
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(208) 233-4100 .•

Fax (208)·233-4113

.collection is completed the.deducted
commission will be paid. Agent has
responsibility for own health, life and other
personal insurances for self and all
employees.
·The responsibility of the Company is to .
maintain contracts with Insurance
Companies for placing insurance. Do all
billing and accounting functions (except
collections). Agent is personally responSible
for the collection of premiums and returned
·c o~ssions on business placed. Provide
Agent with an earned commission statement
and a commission check based on the agreed
percentage on the 15th of each month. Other
functions based on c<;>mmi~sion sp~t and·.
individual agreement Provide.Fmm.1099
for each calendar year by the 30th of January
of the following year.

VII) TERMS OF COMPENSATION:

Agent will receive 80% ·percent.of
commission received insurance placed
with Company. Company will receive 20 %
,percent of commissions placed by Agent
through Company. . .

VII) OWNERSHIP . .

.

.

VI) RESPONSIB~ITYOF CPMPANY:

.

insudesl@axxess.~et

www.worldwebarchttects.com/insurancedeslgn.ers

on

This is subject to change but only as agreed
between Company and Agent: .Company
owns 50% of business placed by agent
through Company and Agent owns 50%. If
Agent decides to sell his/her percent.of ·.
ownership in the insurance business placed
by Agent with ·the Company, .the Company
·has first right_ofrefusal at .a·.price to be
determiiled at the ti~e of sale. If Company '
refuses to purchase, the Agent may sell the
50 percent of (his/her) ·ownership ownership
· . in insurance busine$S to a licensed and

Tom Nield
Bryan Nield .
· Benjamin Nield
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qualified agent for the State ofldaho and .
.
must be approved by the Company. · A
t• i,t\ca11,,1-i-wnmrt-not to compete will be included in
·
the contract of sale.
Agent must keep in force· at all time~ Errors

VIII) ERRO~ & OMIS.SIONS:

& Omissions Insurance on Agent and all .·
employees for limits of at least $1,000,000 "
per accident and $3,000,000 aggregate.
This coverage-may be purchased, at agent's
expense, as part of the Errors & Omissions
policy maintained by the Company. The
Errors & Omissions policy maintained by
the Cm:~pany covers insurance policies
placed through Company and health an4 life
policies_~at are individual comp_any
appointm~nts. The agent is responsible.for
. ariytail deductibles related to such coverage
. ~esired-on Company insurance policies:_.'

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CONTRACT: . J~nuary- 1, 1982
_SUB-CONTRACTOR:

&J.un.AD cJ/j/
ichael 0 . Kunz

-~

President

WITNESS COMPANY .

~
-~
insudesl@axxess.net
www. worldWebarchitects.corMnsurancedeslgners

as;:J_

Toni Nield
Bryan -Nield
Benjamin Nield
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AGENT CONTQ.ACT
Nield, Inc. DBA: Insurance Designers

I) COMPANY:
II) AGENT:

BretD. .Kunz

IU) D~'IJON OF RELA~IONSIDP: .

Indefinite as long as authorized by
Boatd of Directors o·f company and
Michael 0. Kunz. .

or

.

.

The ~sociation existing between the
·company and the Agent: This
Association exists because of
. MichaeJ Q. Kunz and .does not revise
: that relationship but is subject to the
· Company contract with Michael 0.
This association is not an
. Employer/Employee relationship.
· The Agent is a sub-contractor and
the Company provides markets
through which the Agent can place
Insurance Business.

IV) RELATIONS~IP:

·. Kunz.

V) .RESPONSJBIL~IES OF AGENT:

Th.e Agent is a·sub-contractor and as· such
·
has full responsibility·fqr all expenses
·rel.ated .to his business.· This · includes but is ·
· not limited to Federal, State, FICA;
unemployment and local taxes.- The .
Company wiU provide to the Agent a 1099
Form ·Showing annual eaqimgs. The Agent
.
. is responsible for Workers Compensation
for self and all employees.· Agent is to place
Insurance Business through Company
: .except for health and life policies that are
.. individual .company appoin:trnents. Agent is
responsible to be familiar with and follow·
the underwriting, binding authority and
.other guidelines of al] insurance carriers
represented by·the Company. Company has
finar U11derwriting authority·for all business
placed: Agent is responsible for all
Tom Nield

~Nield

lnsudesl@exxess.net

. www.wortdwebarchttects.comlinsurancedesl.gners
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premiu·m and return commissions on
business placed. When collections are not
. on time, deduction may be made from
payment of commissions due. When the
. collection is completed the deducted
commission will be paid. Agent has
responsibiJ.ity for own health, life ~ci other
personal insurances·for self and.all
employees.

'VI) .RESPQNSIBILifyOF COMP.ANY: .

.

.

.

. VII) TERMS OF·COMPENSATION:

.
.
VIII) ERRORS·& OMISSIONS:

T~e responsibility of the Company is to
. · mairitain contracts with.Insurance
Companies for placing insurance. Do all
billing ·and accounting functions (except
collections): Agent js personally responsib~e
for the collection of premiums and returned .
commissions on business·placed. Provide .
Agent with an e3!ned commission statement
. and a·commission check based on the agreed
p~rcentage on the .15th of each month. Other··
· functions based on commi.ssion Split and ·
individual agree.Q1ent. Provide Form 1099
for ea.ch calendar year by the 30th.of January
of the following year.
· ·

of

·· Agent will receive 80% percent
commission received on insurance placed
with Company. . Company will receive 20 %.
percent of cornmis~i<>ns placed by Agent
thr.ough Company.

at

all times Errors
& Omissions II?,Surance·on-Agent and
employees for limits of at least $1,000,000
per accident and $3,'000,000 aggregate.'. ·
This coverage may be.purchased, at agent's
expense1 ~ pa,rt .o f tlte Errors & Omissions .
policy maintained by the Company. The ·
Errors & Omissions po'licy maintained by
Agent must keep in force

all .·

.
insudesi@~.net
.
.www.woridwebarchltects.c:om/insurancedeslgners.

Tom Nield
· Bryan Nield.

,'

Benjamin Nield
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the Company cqvers insurance policies
placed through Company and health and life
policies that are individual company
·
appointments. The agent is responsible for ·
any/all de~uctibles related to such coverage
desired on Company insurance policies.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CONTRACT: . _January 1, 1982
'

'

COMP ANY: NIELD, INC.

SUB-CONTRACTO;R: ·
.

bq$)-/~
rvet D. Kum;

· •

.

.·. DBA: INSURANCE DESIG?:

. '

. c:;:5>j~ .~ ~'

Thomas S. N i e l ~:

.·~

·. J /'.

~fold
President

·. ·

.WITNESS COMPANY .

c;¢ ....·~
.

.

,.,

1.

. I

.

Tom Nield
.insudesi@axxess.net

www.wor1dwebarchltects.com/insurancedeslgi'.iers

Bryan ·Nield
Benjamin Nield
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Agent Contract

I) Company:

Nield, Inc. dba: Insurance Designers

2) Agent:

Bret D. Kunz

3) Duration of Relationship:

lndefinite, or as long as authorized by Board of
Directors.

4) Relationship:

The association existing between Company and
Agent. This association is not an

Employer/Employee relationship. The agent is a
sub-contractor and the company provides markets
through which an agent can place insurance
business.
5) Responsibilities of Agent:

6) Responsibilities of Company:

The agent is a sub-contractor and as such has
responsibility for all expenses related to his or her
business. This includes, but is not limited to,
federal, state, FICA, unemployment, and local
taxes. The Company wilJ provide to the Agent a
I 099 Form showing annual earnings. The agent is
responsible for Workers Compensation Insurance ·
on self and employees. Agent is to place all
insurance business through company. Company has
final underwriting authority for aJI busintlss placed.
Agent has responsibility for own health, life and
other personal insurances. Agent may not ·place
insurance business through another company.
Agent is responsible for all premium and return
commissions on business placed. When collections
are not on time, deduction may be made from
payment of commissions due. When the collection
is completed the deducted commission wiJI be p~id.
Company wilJ maintain contracts with companies
for placing of insurances. Company will do all
biJling and accounting functions (except
co11ections). Agent is personally responsible for the
collection of premiums and returned commissions

on business placed. The company will provide to
the agent a 1099 Form showing ann1Jal earnings.
insudesi@nieldinc.com
www.nieldinc.com

'

I

Bryan Nield
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Othe functi_ons.based on commission split and
individual agreement..
1

Ageni will receive 80 percent of commissions
recei'{ed on insurance placed by agent with
comp~ny. Compan·y·will receive 20 percent of
commissions placed by agent with company.

7) Terms of Compensation:

1

8) Ownership:

This subject to change, but only as agreed
betwjen Company and Agent. The agent will own
50% fthe book of business and the company will
own. 10% of the book of business. If agent decides
to sel~ his percent .of ownership, the company has
first r~ght of refusal at a price determined' at the time
of sal . lf company refuses to purchase, the agent
mays 11 his percenta'ge of ownership to a licensed
and q ali.fied agent for the State of Idaho and must
be apJroved by the company. A covenant not to
comp.Jte wilJ be included in the contract of sale. ,

8) Errors and Omiss1ons :

Agent]wilJ keep in foi·ce Err:ors and Omissions
insurarce on agent ~nd employees. This coverage
will b~ purchased as a part of the Errors and
Omisjions poi'icy maintahied by compa·ny. The
agent s responsible for all premiums and
deduc ibles assessed by the policy. It is understood
that the Errors and Omissions policy maintained by
the copipany is only for insurance placed through
the corany.

Effective Date of Contract:

Janua1r l, 2009.
Comp I ny: Nield, Inc. DBA: Insurance Designers
I

Agent: Bret D .. ~

. /.3i}f-8' /

~
Benjamin Nield

Wt.iness: Marti Kunz

~.

:..· -·

,... -,~::I'-::. ·z:.c.___"-"
~""
Ep,

.
~
y:;

insudesi@nieldinc.com
www.nieldinc.com

.

Tom Nield

Bryan Nield
Benjamin Nield

Tina Steffens
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Agent Contract

1) Company:

Nield, Inc ..dba_: Insurance Designers

2) Agent:

Marti Kunz

3) Duration of Relationship:

Indefinite, or as .long as authorized by Board of
Directors.

4) Relationship:

The association existing between Company and
Agent. This association is not an
Employer/Employee relation~hip. The agent is a
sub-contractor and the company provides markets
through which an agent can place insu,:-ance
business.
·

5) Responsibilities of Agent:

The agent is a subucontractor. and as such has .
.responsibility for all expenses related to his or her
business. This includes, but is not iimited to,
federal, state, FICA, unemployment, and local
taxes. The agent is responsible for Workers .
Compensation Insurance on self and employees.
Agent is to place all insurance business through .
company except for health and life poUcies that are
individmd .company ,appointmeQt Ag~nt is
responsible to be familiar with and follow the
underwriting, binding authority, and other
· guidelines of.all insurance carrier represented by the
Company. Company has final underwriting ·
authority for all business placed. Agent is
responsible for all premium and return commissions
on business placed. When collections are not on
time, deduction may be made from payment of
commissions due. When the collection is
completed the deducted commission will be paid ..
Agent has responsibility for own health; life and
other personal insurances. Agent may not place
insurance business through another company..

,~
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6) Responsibilities of Company:

Company will maintain contracts with companies
for placing of insurances. Company will do all
billing and accounting functions (except
collections). Agent is personally responsible for the
collection of premiums and returned commissions
on business placed. Company will provide agent
with a commission earned statement and
commission check based on agreed .percentages on
the 15th of:each'tnonth. Other functions based on
commission split and individual agreement. The
company,"'.ill provide to'the agent a 1099 Form
showing ann~al earnings by the 30th of i~uary of
the following year.

7) .Terms of.Compensation:

Agent will receive 80 percent of commissions
rec~ived on insurance placed by agent with
company. Company will receive 20 percent of
com~~~i~ns plac~d by agent with company. Any
other forms of compensation will be based on
individual agreement with the company

8) Ownership:

This 'is subject to change but only as agreed
between Company and Agent. Company owns 50%
of business placed by Agent through Company and
Ag~nt owns 50%. If Agent decides to sell his/her
percent of ownership in the insurance business
placed.by Agent with the Company, the Company
qas first right of refusal at a price to be determined
at the time of sale. If Company refuses to purchase,
the Agent may sell the 50 percent of his/her
· ownership in insurance business to a licensed and
qualified agent for the State of Idaho and mus be
approved by the Company. Ownership does not
involve health and life insurance policies. A
covenant not to compete will be included in th~·
contract of sale.

8) Errors and Omissions:

Agent must keep in force Errors and Omissions
insurance on agent and employees for Iimits of at
least $1,000,000 per accident and $3,000,000
aggregate. This coverage may be purchased, at
· agent's expense, as part of the Errors & Omissions
policy maintained by company. The Errors &
Omissions policy maintained by the Company
covers insurance policies placed through Company
and ~ealth and life policies that are individual
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.
company appointments. The agent is responsible
for .any/all deductibles related to such coverage
de~ired on Company insurance policies.
Effective Date of Contract:

October 1, 2008

Sub-Contractor

<:;ompany: Nield, Inc. DBA: Insurance Designers

Marti Kunz

President: Bryan Nield

Witness Sub-Contractor

Secretary: Karen Nield
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.111tlurtm<;e ve~igners

P'OBox177
Mo'ntpelier, ID 83254
· .. Phone: (208)847-2222 / Fax: (208)847-3444

January 16, 2013
Insurance Designers
Attn: B1yan Nield
2755 Poleline Road
Pocatello, ID 83204.

RE: Company: Gem State Profit Sharing .
Dear Bryan,
Enclosed is the profit shari.p.g bonus for $4722.00 from Gem State. · I feel ve1y strongly that this
should be split on the same basis as the commisfons 80/20. · This was never addressed in the
contract with Mike or me. I am a .good partner who asks very li~le from you.
Thanks,

Bret Kunz

((
<:
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2088471230

To : 9452780

91Sf.RICT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL OISTR IC r
BEAR LAK.E COUNTY : 19 f,HC

STEVEN A. WUTHRJCH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3 316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

/ ION OEC •2 PN-·t,a t.S
K£RRY HADDOCK. C ERK
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,

)
Plaintiff,

)
)

)
)

vs.

Case No. CV-2013 -232
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF
SUPPLEMENT TO DISCOVERY

)
NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

Defendant.

)
)

)
)

I hereby certify that on December 2, 20.14, I caused to have served upon the following party,
via Email a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Supplement to Discovery:

David Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 47 8-1670
david@ecb.ohawk.com

~~
STEVEN A . WUTHRJCH
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254 .
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)
)
)

BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)

TRJAL BRIEF/OPENING STATEMENT

)

)
NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS , an Idaho Corporation,

)
)

)
Defendant.

)

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, Bret Kunz and Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel of
record, Steven A. Wutbrich, and hereby submit their Pretrial Brief/Opening Statement as follows :

FACTUAL HISTORY & STATEMENT OF ANTICIPATED TESTIMONY
1.

Michael O'neaI Kunz, Plaintiff Brett Kunz' brother, originally entered into an agreement in
the early 1980s with the Defendant, Nield, Inc. (then run by Tom Nield). Said agreement

provided for Nield, Inc. to negotiate agent contracts with insurance companies in exchange
for a portion of the earned commissions.

2.

Under the contract, Nield, Inc. would do the billing and accounting functions, the Agent
would be responsible for collections of premiums and returned commissions, as well as
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receive 80% of the commissions.
3.

Jn 1996 Bret Kunz went to work as subproducer insurance agent for his brother, Mike, and
entered into a contract with Nield, Inc. as a subproducer under Mike.

4.

The Kunz's operated the Montpelier office of Insurance Designers, while the Defendant
operated the Pocatello office.

5.

Mike Kunz died July 4, 2008.

6.

Bret Kunz offered to take over his brother's business and negotiated an agreement to buy out
Mike's "book of business" (which is simply the ongoing customer lists and insurance
contracts upon which premiums are being paid, and in turn commissions are predicated) from
Mike's widow, Judy Kunz.

7.

Nield, Inc. played a significant role in the transition, advising both Brett and Judy as to a
formula for computing the value of the book of business, as well as necessary requirements
for Brett and his wife, Marti, to assume and operate the Montpelier office. In part, this is
because Defendant owned one-half of Mike's book of business, and wanted it continued.

8.

As a part of the transition, Bret Kunz and his wife, Marti, entered into identical new
agreements with Nield, Inc. (Exhibits "B" and "C")

9.

The agreement was supposed to "mirror'' the contract Mike Kunz had with the Defendant.
A draft contract was presented to the Plaintiffs which did in fact mirror Mike's contract.

10.

Thereafter, the draft was to be put "on my letterhead" (meaning Defendant's letterhead).

11 -

The parties met in late October or early November of 2008, and executed the agreements
( actually, only Bret's agreement) at issue in the action. The contract was drafted entirely by
the Defendant, and the Plaintiffs played no part in drafting the contract.
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Bret Kunz received profit sharing from Gem State every year the parties qualified, including
2009 (for the year 2008), 2011 (for 2010), 2013 (for 2012). Brett was able to monitor the
Gem State commissions because the checks came to him, Nield, Inc. split Gem State profit
sharing or contingent commission checks 50/50 based on ownership, not on premium earned.

13.

To qualify for a profit sharing bonus or contingent commission bonus, certain criteria must
be met, including a specified amount of premium, no excess claim losses: and grovvtb in
premium base.

14.

Bret objected to the method of division of the profit sharing with respect to Gem State as
early as 2009.

15.

Bret received profit sharing on Acuity for the years 2010 and 2012. Payment by Nield, Inc .
does not correlate to either 50/50 or 80/20 for these contingent commissions.

16.

I.n 2011, Plaintiff received $629.00 profit shari.ng for Farmers Alliance.

17.

In actual fact, profit sharing or contingent commissions were paid to Nield, Inc., a portion
of which was predicated on Plaintiff's sales, in 2010, 2011 , 2012, 2013 from Acuity, and
2010, 2011 , 2012 2013, and 2014 from Farmers Alliance.

18 .

Defendant was also paid profit sharing by Allied, predicated in part on Plaintiff's work, for
2011 and 2012.

19.

Plaintiff was not paid any portion of profit sharing from Allied, and not paid any profit
sharing or contingent commission for the years 2011 or 2013, and only partial payments for
2010 and 2012 on Acuity.

20.

From Farmers Alliance Plaintiff was not paid any contingent commission for 2009, 2010,
2012, or 2013, and only partially paid for 2011.
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21.

Both Acuity and Fanners Alliance denote profit sharing as "contingent commissions. ''

22.

The parties discussed the ''good" profit sharing checks that Nield, Inc. and Mike had enjoyed
in the past at the signing of the contract.

23.

Even a month or so after the signing the contracts at issue herein, profit sharing was again
brought up by Brian Nield as a motivator to sell more.

24.

The Defendant would not have qualified for profit sharing or contingent commissions on
Gem State, Acuity or Farmers Alliance because Defendant signed an exclusive with Allied,
and therefore, they wrote very little premiums through these other companies. (Excess only.)

25.

When Plaintiff Brett Kunz received his $424.00 contingent commission Acuity check in
2013, and realized he writes substantially more with Acuity than with Gem State, but
received $3,777 from Gem profit sharing, he queried Brian Nield and asked him to provide
an accounting.

26.

Defendant did finally pay Gem State in 2013 on the proper 80/20 split basis, but refused any
accounting on the other companies, over which Bret could not get infonnation.

27.

After the action was instituted and discovery obtained, only then did Bret learn profit sharing
was arbitrarily paid, if at alJ, on everything but Gem State (over which Bret has the
infonnation because he received the check).

28.

Bret knew Mike received profit sharing from Nield, Inc., but had agreed with Mike that he
would not take any because Bret was a subprovider and Mike wasn,t charging Bret overhead
or a cut of commission. Consequently, Bret didn ' t know how it was split.

29.

From the reading of the contract, Bret always believes it was supposed to be 80/20 and not
50/50. He never knew he wasn't even getting 50/50 on the vast majority of all profit sharing,

I

I
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other than from Gem State.

ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES
There are two provisions that the Plaintiffs believe apply with respect to contingent
commissions and profit sharing bonuses. Paragraph 7 of Bret Kunz's contract provides as follows :
Terms of Compensation: Agent will receive 80 percent of commissions received on
insurance placed by agent with compaoy. Company will receive 20 percent of
commission placed by.agent with company.
Plaintiffs maintain that the contingent commissions being predicated on earned premiums fall within
~

the ordinary and customary understanding of the word ''commission" when such word is used to
refer to compensation. Black's Law I)ictiooary, 51h Edition, provides that the word ''commission"
means: The recompense, compensation or reward of an agent, salesman: executor, trustee, receiver,

factor, broker, or bailee; when the same is calculated as a percentage on the amount of his
transactions or on the profit to the principal. Weiner v. Swales, 217 Md. 123, 141 A.2d 749, 750.
Compensation to an administrator or other fiduciary for the faithful discharge of his duties.
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 1985, provides that commission is "a fee paid to an agent
or employee for transacting a piece of business or performing a service; esp. : a percentage of the
money received from a total paid to the agent responsible for the business. ))

In the present case, the contingent commissions are earned predicated on premiums sold.
There is no distringuisbment in the contract between the monthly commissions that the agent would
receive as the premiums are paid to the company and the annual contingent commission and/or profit
sharing the company pays to Nield, Inc. It is true that the contingent commission bas other qualifying
factors, such as loss :ratios and premium growth. However, the monthly commissions also have
contingent factors, such as whether the check paid by the insured clears the bank or the policy is
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canceled, in which case charge-backs are assessed against the company and in tum against the agent.
Thus, if a customet pays his entire annual premium up front, but six months later sells the car and
no longer needs the insurance, a portion of that earned premium is charged back. Even if the Court
does not find that the contingent commissions or profit sharing falls within the clear definition of the
word "commission'\ there is additional language in the contract supporting the Plaintiffs' position.
Paragraph Six of the contr:act provides in relevant part: "Other functions based on commission split
and individual agreement."
The term "other functions" is not defined in the contract. However, "profit sharing'' was
specifically mentions at signing of the contract and in subsequent conversations where the Defendant
was seeking to motivate Bret Kunz to sell more. The parties' history demonstrates that, at least with
respect to Gem State, Plaintiff Bret Kunz always received profit sharing in the years that Nield, Inc.
qualified for such bonus payment. It was split 50/50, and not 80/20 as Plaintiff maintains is
appropriate, but there was never any question as to his entitlement to the payment, only a dispute
over the proper split.
Defendant maintained that pro:fit sharing had to be split in accordance with
ownership, pointing to Paragraph 8 of the contract, which provides as follows :
Errors and Omissions: Agent will keep in force En:-ors and Omissions insurance on
agent and employees. This coverage will be purchased as a part of the Errors and
Omissions policy maintained by company. The agent is responsible for all premiums
and deductibles assessed by the policy. Itis understood that the Errors and Omissions
policy maintained by the company is only for insurance placed through the company.
The Court' s primary objective when interpreting a contract is to discover the mutual intent
of the parties at the time the contract is made. Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 69, 175 P.3d 754, 758
(2007). The parties ' intent should be ascertained from the ·contract's language. If there are two
different reasonable interpretations of the contract's language, a contract is ambiguous . Id.; Hap
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Taylor & Sons. Inc. v. Summerwind Partners, LLC, 40514, Supreme Court, Nov. 13, 2014. There
are two types of ambiguity, patent and latent. A patent ambiguity is an ambiguity clear from the face
of the instrument in question. Cool v. Mountainview Landowners Coop. Ass 'n, 139 Idaho 770, 772,

86 P.3d 484: 486 (2004). Idaho courts look solely to the face of a written agreement to determine
whether it is patently ambiguous. Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., 145 Idaho 59, 62: 175 P .3d 748, 751
(2007).
A latent ambiguity exists where an instrument is clear on its face, but loses that clarity when
applied to the facts as they exist. Cool, Supra at 773, 86 P.3d at 487 . Although paroJ evidence
generally cannot be submitted to contradict, vary) add, or subtract from the terms of a written
agreement that is deemed unambiguous on its face, there is an exception to this general rule where
a latent ambiguity appears. Saifeety v. Seideman, 127 Idaho 817, 824, 907 P.2d 794, 801 (1995);

Knipe Land Company v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449, 259 P.3d 595 (2011). Where the facts in
existence reveal a latent ambiguity in a contract, the court seeks to determine what the intent of the

parties was at the time they entered into the contract. See, Snoderly v. Bower, 30 Idaho 484 1 488, 166
P. 265, 266 1 (1917) (''It is not for the court or the jury to make a contract for the parties, but only to
determine what the parties intended the ambiguous terms to mean at the time they entered into the
agreement. ") Knipe Land Company, Supra at ·601.
When interpreting a contract, the analysis begins with the document's language. In the
absence of ambiguity the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and proper sense
according to the meaning derived from the plain wording of the instrument. A contract tenn

is

ambiguous when there are two different, reasonable interpretations or the language is nonsensical.
Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question oflaw, but interpreting an ambiguous term is an issue
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of fact. Potlatch Education Ass 'n v. Potlatch School District No . 285, 148 Idaho 630,633 , 226 P.3d
1277, 1280 (2010); Knipe Land Company, Supra at 600-601.

In the present case, either interpretation of the word "commission" is reasonable, i.e. that it
would include all compensation that is predicated upon premiums, and not just monthly
compensation. ·what is not ambiguous is the commission split, i.e. tbe commission is split 80/20 not
50/50 as the Defendant maintains . In determining whether the parties intended to include profit
sharing or contingent commissions, this Court may look to the parties' course of conduct because

it does not vary or contradict the plain language of the contract itself. See, e.g. Cool v. Mountain view
Landowner 's Coop, Supra at 773, 86 P .3d at 487.
Ambiguous terms in a contract are construed against the drafter. See e.g. Northwest Pipeline

Corp. v. Luna, 241 P.3d 945, 149 Idaho 772 (2010); Madridv. Roth, 10 P.3d 7 51, 134 Idaho 802
(Idaho App. 2000); Schilling v. Allstate Ins. Co., 980 P.2d 1014, 132 Idaho 927 (1999); Suchan v.

Suchan, 741 P.2d 12.89, 113 Idaho 102 (1986).
An implied in fact contract is one where the terms and existence of the contract are
manifested by the conduct of the parties with the request of one party and the performance by the
other often being inferred from the circumstances attending the performance. Farnworth v. Femling,
125 Idaho 283, 287, 869 P.2d 1378, 1382 (1994). The general rule is that where the conduct of the
parties allows the duel inferences that one perform at the other's request, and that the requesting
party promise payment, then the court may find a contract implied in fact. Homes By Bell-Hi, Inc.

v. Wood, 110 Idaho, 319,321 , 715 P.2d 989,991 (1986); Fox v. Mountain West Electric, Inc. , 137
Idaho 703 , 52 P.3d 848 (Idaho 2002). Although those cases are UCC cases, by analogy the same is
true here. The parties never questioned the fact that profit sharing was paid on Gem State, and
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accordingly must have fallen within the definition of "commissio:o" under the contract. Profit
sharings were sparingly paid on other companies, as well, but the Plaintiff didn't have access to the
information to realize that some profit sharings or contingent commissions were being entirely kept
by the Defendant until after this litigation was commenced. It is true that the contract places the

burden of accounting on Nield, Inc., but this does not give them the right to abscond with profit
sharings or contingent commissions and refuse to even disclose the information to the Plaintiff.

Where the information was mutual known by both parties, i.e. Gem State, there was no question that
profit sharing had to be split. The only question was which was the proper formula, predicated on
earned commissions or ownership?
The Plaintiffs maintain that this contract drafted solely by the Defendant should be
interpreted to find that the word "commission" entails all premium based compensation, not just
monthly commissions, but annual bonuses, contingent commissions, profit sharing, or other
remuneration predicated upon the sale of insurance policies. Furthennore, this is supported by the
other function language. Finally, if the word "commission" is ambiguous, it must be construed
against the Defendant.
The Plaintiffs maintain that the formula for commission split is not ambiguous and that the
Defendant had no right to premise profit sharing splits based on ownership when profit sharings and
contingent commissions are predicated on earned premiums, albeit that other contingencies must be

met, as well. The contract itself does not lend itself to the strained interpretation placed upon it by
the Defendant.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should interpret the contract in favor of the Plaintiffs
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and against the Defendant and set the matter for trial on the issue of damages.

DATEDTHIS1dayofDecember,]!1J.~

fl

J1/~

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Trial Brief was sent via O fax/

D m<!-jl to the following party on this

Jq- day of December, 2014.

David Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
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Serving Southeasl'ldaho Since 1968
P.O. Box 578

+

. ,.

2755 Pote Une Road . + Pocatello, I[? 83204

(208) 233--4100

+

Fax (208) 233-411.3

AGENT CONTRACT
I) COMPANY;

Nield, l~c. DBA: Insurance DesigneJ'!!

Il) AGENT:

, Michael 0. Kuni:

Ill) D~RATION OF RELATIONSHIP:

Indefinite or as long as authorized by
Board of Directors of Company.

.

.

IV) RELATIONSHIP:

The association existing beiween the

Company and the Agent: This
association is not an Employer /
Employee relationship. The Agent is
a sµ~contractor and the Company
provides markets through which the

Agent can place Insurance Business.
V) ·R ESPONSIBILITIES OF AGENT:

The Agent is .a sub-contractor and as such
has fuH responsibility for all expenses
related to his business. This· · includes bur js ·
not 'limited to Federal, State, FICA,
unemployment and local taxes. The
Company will provide to the Agent a I 099
. Form showing annual earnings. The Agent

· is responsible for Workers Compensation
for self and all employees. Agent is to place .

Insuran~ Business through Coinpany
except for health and life policies that ru-e
individual company appointments. Agen1 -is

responsible to be fa.miliru- with and follow
the unde!.".Vriting, bindillg authority and
other guidelines of all insurance carriers
represented by the Company. Cqmpany has
authority
for all business
-final underwriting
.
.
placed. Agent js·responsible for all
premium and return commissions on

business placed. When collections are not
on time. deduction may be made from
payment of commissions due. When the

Tom Nield

lnsudesi@axxess.net

www. worldWebarchltec:ts.comli nsuran'cedeslgners

Bryan Nield

Beni,amln Nield
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···lnsururaO~""iir?'ffe
P.O. Box ·57e

+

2755 Polo une Road

+ ·Pocatello, 10 83204

(208) 233-4100

+

Fax (208)'233-4113

collectio~ i.s completed the .deducted
commission will be paid. Agent has
responsibility for own health, life and other
personal insurances for self and alJ
employees.

VI) RESPONSIB~ITYOF COMP ANY:

The responsibility of the Company is to .

maintain contracts with Insurance
Companies for placing insurance. Do all
billing and accounting functions (except
collections). Agent is personally responsible
for the collection of premiums and returned
co~ssions on business placed. Provide
Agent with an earned commission statement

and a commission check based on the agreed
percentage on the 151h of each month. Other

functions based on cornm.i$sion spijt and·
-individual agreement, Provide.Form 1-099
for each calendar year by the 30th of January
of the following year.
Vll) ttRMS OF COMPENSATION:

Agent will receive 80% ·percent, of
c9IIlIDission received on insurance placed
with Company . .Company will receive 20 %
,percent of conunission.s placed by Agent
through Company. . .

VII) OWNERSHIP ..

This is subject to change but only as agreed
between Company and Agent . Company

owns 50% of business placed b_y agent
through Company and Agent owns 50%. If
Agent decides to sell his/her percent.of

ownership in the insurance business placed
by Age~t with the Company, the Company
has first right of refusal at .a ,p rice to be
determined at 1he time of sale. If Company ·
refuses to purchase, the Agent may sell the
50 percent of (his/herj ·ownership ownership
· . in insurapce business to a licensed and

.
.
insudesl@axxass..net

www. wortdwebarchhects.c:omnnsurancedeslgners

Tom Nield
Bryan Nield

· Benjamin Nield
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Serving Southeast Idaho Since 1968
.P.O.

aox 578 +

215.6 ~e Une Road

+ · Pocatello, 10 83204

· -

(208)233-4100

+

.

.

F"ax(208)233"'4113

qualified agent for the State ofldaho and
must be approved by the Company. · A
C..• ot\r..i..+.~t-not to compete will be included in
·
the contract of sale .

Agent must keep in force· at all time~ Errors
& Omissions Insurance on Agent and all ·
employees for limits of at least $ l ,000,000 ·

VIII) ERRO~ & OM1s·s10NS:

per accident and $3,000,000 aggregate.
This coverage-may be purchased, at agent' s

expense, as pan of the Errors & Or:cissioos
policy maint.ained by the Company. The
Errors & Omissions policy maintained by
the Company covers insurance policies
placed through Company and health and life
policies_that are indi·vidual company
appo.intm.e nts. The agent is responsibleior
. any/~ deductibles relaied to such cov_erage
. desired
-on Company insurance policies: . .
.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF CONTRACT;

J~nuary·1, 1982

CO~ANY: NIELll, INC.
.DB~ INSURANCE D E S I G ~

_SUB-CONTRACTOR:

7JllLII.)/)
~
ichaeJ 0. Kunz
.. .

·

: ~ ~, :dt

~Tliomas S. Niel~ C E O ~

.

~~

~

.

.

,

B~iefd
President

·

ZCOMl'AN¥ . .

-·

-~
insudesl ~axxass.net

www.worfdWebarchitects.cornAnsurancedeslgners

~

Tom Nield

Bryan-~ield
9en)amln Nield
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2755 F9ole Une Read

+ Pocatello, ID e320H3111 + Phone:

(208) 2SS·4100

+ Fax: {20B) :?3:3-4118

Agent Contract
1) C-Oxnpany:

Niold, hie. dba! Insurance Deaign.er,g

2) Agent:

Marti Kunz;

3) Duration of Rclationahip:

, .Izidefurite, or as long as authorized. by Board of
Directors.

The a.ssoniatio.c. 8Xistiug.botwean Co:mp!llly and
Agent This association is not an
Employer/Employee relationship. The agent is a

4) Ralati.0I1Bblp:

sub-coniractot and the COJnpa.ny provides mtll'kets
through whicll an agent om ;place msuranoo
business.

~) Respomibilities of Agent:

The agent is a sub,«mtramor and ~ .such haa
. respoiisibility for all expenses re.lated to his or her
business. This inOludca, but is not limited to,
fe~ state, FICA., unemployment, and local· ·
taxes. The Company will provide t.o the Agent a
1099 F~ showing annual eammgs. The agw is
.responsible fur Worke;rs Compaosatlon Insu:ranco
on self and employees. Agent iS to plac.e all
insurance bu&fneBB 1hro'l¥gh company, Company has
final Underwritmg authority fat all business placed.
Agent has responsibility for own health, life and
other personal wurrw.ces. Agent tna.y not place
fnRuranc.e business through another company.
Agent is res,poDSible for all premium and totum
oonunisriom on business placed. WheJi colleotions
are not on iime, deduction may be made from

payment of comtni&.Bions du&. When the colleotion
is completed the deducted commission wf11 be paid.
6) Rr.spo.nai.bilities of Company:

'·

lnsudeol@nleldlnc.corn

Company will. maintain contracts with companies
for plllcing of ins'utancea. Company will do all
billing Sl1d accoun&.g funotf OX1S ( excopt
collootio!Jll), Agent is personally respo11S1l>le for the
collecti011 of premi\UJ)$ and xetumed conmrismons
OA bwdn~a pltwcd. The compaoy will provide to
Tom Nield
. the apt a 1099 Form showing armual earnings.

~h;\o; t-

,~,,

·Bryan Nie/a
of 789
Benjamin 393
Niatd.
Tina Steffens
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Company will p,;ovide> ~ l d m i o Since 1968

Pocatello, 10 ee201-~iler~m1ttj12~lnitae urflJdl(.208) 233-4113
OthC? fi.:m~tions based on commission split and
.individual agreement..

7) Terms of Gom.Jieua:tion:

8) Dwnemhip:

S) Errors end Omissions:

Bffaetive Dato of Contraot:

Agent will receive 80 peiceat of coinmiasiom
received on io.S'Ul'ance pliwr.,d by agent with
company. Compap.ywill receive 20 po.t;Olrt of
cow.tr1ission.3 placed by agent With compiwy.

This i& subject to change, but only as agreed
_
between Company end Age:rt. The agent will own
SO% oftb.e book of business and the company will
own 50% of 'the book ofbusin*, ff agent decides
to sell bis percent of ownership, the com.pany has
first right of rofUBal at a price determined at the time
of sale. If company refuses to purohase, the agent
fni¥ sell his pe.reen:tage of ownenihip to fl licensed
and qualified agent for the State of Idaho and must
oo app;oved by the company. A covenant not to
compete will bo included in the aan.traot of sale. ,
Agent will keep in force &tors and Omissions
.in.sµrflilce on ngont and employees. This aoverage
will be purchased as a ps:rt of the Bmas llild
Omissions policy maintsined by company. The
agent is responsible f01 all premiums a!ld
deductioles assessed by the policy. It is underm-ood
that t.he Errors and Ol'.lli$lons policy maintained by
the company is only Jiir insurance placed through
the company.

January 1, 2009.
c·ompany: Nield, Inc. DBA: InsuraJU:e Designer.S
~Ni~

·, Wtiness: Bwt D. Kunz

/(J.,/1-b?)--~
lnsudesl@nleldltlo.com
WIAIW

l'll~lrilnn llt)l'fl

Vice President: Btmjemm Ni~d

~? ~-==

TamNleld
Bryan Nlald
of 789
Benjamin394
Ni~ld

ilna Steffens
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+
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+-
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Agent Contract

I) Company:

Nield, Jnc. dba: Insurance Designers

2) Agent:

3) Duration of Relationship:

lndefinite, or as long as authorized by Board of
Directors.

4) Relationship:

The associalion existing between Company and
Agent ihis association is not an
Employer/Employee relationship. The agent is a
sub-contractor and rhe company provides markets
through which an agent can place insu rance

business.
5) Responsibilities of AgenL :

The agent is a sub-contractor and as sucn has
responsibility for all expenses related 10 his or her
business, This includes, but is not limited to,
federal, state, FICA, unemployment, and local
taxes. The Company will provide to the Agent a
I 099 Form showing annual earnings. The agent is

responsible for Workers Compensafion Insurance
on self and employees. Agent is to place all
insurance business through company. Company has
final widerwri-tin.g authority for all busin~ss placed.
Agent has responsibiliry for own health , life and
other persooal insurances. Agent may not place
insurance business through another company.
Agent is responsible for a ll premium and return
commissions on business plaeed. When collectio11s

are not on time, deduction may be made from
payment of commjssioos due. When the collection
is completed the deducted commission will be p~id.
6) Responsibilities of Company:

Company wilJ rnainrain contracts wjth compan ies
for pladng of insurances. Company will do all
bHling aud accounting functions (except
collections). Agent is personally responsible for 1he
collection of p~emiums and returned commissions

on business placed. The company will provide to
the agent .a I 099 Form showing ann1,1al earnings.

Tom Nield

Bryan Nield
insudesl@nieldinc.com

www.nieldlnc.com

Benjamin Niela

nna Steffens
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Othe functions based on commission split and

individual agreement. .
I

7) Tem1s of Compensation:

Agent will receive 80 percent of commissions
recei~ed on insurance placed by agent with
comppny. Company will recejve io percent of
commissions placed by agent with company.

This

8) Ownership:

1

subject to change, but only as agreed
betw1en Company and Agent. The agent will own
50% fthe book of business and the company will
own 10% of the book of busjness_ [f agent decides

to sellhis percent of ownership, the company has
first r ght of refusal at a price determined' at the time
of sal . If company re.fuses to p'llrchase, the agent
mays 11 his percema'ge of ownership to a licensed
and q alifled agent for the State of Idaho and must
be ap'Jroved by the company. A covenant not to
comp¢te will be included in the contrac1 of sale. ,
8) Errors and Omissions:

AgenJ wiU keep in force Err.ors and Omissions
insurarce on agent ~d employees . This coverage

will be purchased as a part of the Errors and
Omist·ons policy mainrairied by company. The
agent s responsible for all premiums and
deduc ' btes assessed by the policy. ll is understood
that th~ Errors and Omissions policy maintained by

the cotnpany is only for insurance placed through
the co pany.

Effective Date of Contract:

Comp I y: Nield, lm;. DBA : Insurance Designers
I

Agent: Bret D. ~

· 13t.11-8· /

'

_

~
Benjamin Nield

Wtiness: Marti Kunz

~~ ·~
'

insudesi@nieldinc .com
www.nieldinc.com

Tom Nield

Bryan Nield
Benjamin Nleld

Tina SteHens
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ECHO HAWK LAW
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Facsimile: (208)478-1670
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and

MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

MOTION IN LIMINE TO
STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' TRIAL
BRIEF/OPENING STATEMENT

v.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS. an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation
(hereinafter referred to as Nield, Inc. or Defendant for convenience), by and through its counsel

of record, Echo Hawk Law, and moves this Court for an order Striking Plaintiffs Trial

Brief/Opening Statement or other appropriate sanction against the Plaintiffs, not to include a
continuance of the trail.

Defendanfs motion is based upon Idaho Rules of Civil' Procedure (IRCP) 16(a), the
Court' s Scheduling Order dated April 14, 2014, and the following points:
1.

IRCP 16(a) gives the Court authority to addresses scheduling conferences and

scheduling orders.
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2. The Court's Scheduling Order dated April 14, 2014 provides:

TRIAL BRIEFS: The Court encourages (but does not require) the submission of
trial briefs which address important substantive or evidentiary issues each party
expects to arise during trial. Any trial briefs shall be prepared, exchanged
between the parties, and lodged with the Clerk (with copies to Chambers in Soda
Springs, Idaho) at least ten (10) days prior to trial.
3. Defendant received Plaintiffs' Trial Brief/Opening Staiement on December 4, 2014, one
and a half working days prior to trial.
4. Defendant is prejudiced by the Plaintiffs ' severe tardiness in submitting their Trial Brief,
and failure to submit the brief jn a simultaneous manner.

5. It appears that Plaintiffs used the Defendant's Trial Brief in the preparation of their own
Trial Brief

6. By submitting their Trial Brief at such a late date, Plaintiff has taken an unfair advantage,
particularly as the party with the burden of proof and which is generally tasked with the
initial presentation of statements and evidence.
7. In addition, Plaintiffs' Trial Brief alleges facts and theories that are not relevant or at
issue in accordance with the current pleadings.
8. Defendant is left guessing whether Plaintiffs plan on trying to present and prove at trial
evidence beyond the scope of the scheduled trial on only the declaratory judgment, and is
prejudiced by the late presentation of alternative theories contained in Plaintiffs' Trial
Brief

9. The Plaintiffs have in essence put the onerous on the Defendant by waiting to first
receive and review the Defendant' s Trial Brief before making responses and arguments in
its Trial Brief.

MOTION IN LIMINE TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS ' TRIAL BRIEF/OPENING STATEMENT- 2
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The Plaintiffs have known since April 14, 2014 that their Trial Brief was due ten (10)
days before trial, and have known since August 25, at the latest, that their Trial Brief would be
due at the end of November.

'While Defendant is aware of Mr. Wutluich' s recent health

concerns, the Court should not allow Plaintiff to take an unfair advantage due to its own delay.
Where there are few sanctions appropriate at this late stage, and where additional delay should be
avoided, this Court should strike Plaintiff's Trial Brief

Because there is insufficient time to

notice this matter for hearing, Defendant submits the matter to the Court without hearing; and
should the Court request hearing, Defendant requests that the matter be heard the morning of
trial.
DATED this

t;.;.. day of December, 2014.
c.--

DAVID A HOO STE

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l/~
--

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of December, 2014, I served a true and
.
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.
Steven A . Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

0U.S. Mail
Hand Deliver
~ax: (208) 847-1230

Honorable Mitchell W . Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver

D

DEmail:

QfFax: (208) 547-2147

D Email:

For ECHO HAWK LAW

H:\WDOX\CLTENTSI 1264\000 I \00056869. DOC
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DISTRICT COURT
/~\llH
JUD1C1At DISTRIC T
•
AKECOUNTY.fOf, HCi

David A Hooste (IS~ #6425)

2D-14 DEC -.5 PH I: 2! .

ECHO HAWK LAW
505 Pershing Avenue, Suite 100
Post Office Box 6119
PocatelloJ ldaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208) 47S-1624
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Email: david@echoh.awk.com

KERR y HADDOCK, CLERK
.}
O£Purv
_____________

C&stNO.

Atuwney for Nield, Jr,o_, dha lnsur{IJ'I.Ce Desigmrs

IN TIIB DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO) lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAiffi
BRET D. KUNZ
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-.2013 ..232

JOINT PRE-TRIAL STIPULATION
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.'.P.16(b)

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendanfffhird-Party Plaintiff,

v.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Party Defendant,

COMES NOW coUnSel for the Defendant, David Hooste, of ECHO HAWK LAW, and

Steven A. Wutbrich comise1 for the Plaintiff, and hereby stipulate to the following matters
regarding the first portion of the bifurcated trial:
I.

All exhibits to be offered at trial have been provided to the other parties,

Attached is an Exhibit List from each party, which indicates: (1) by whom the
exhibit is being offered; (2) a brief description of the eilibit; (3) whether the
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parties have stipulated to the exhibits admission; and (4) If no stipulation is

entered, ~ legal grounds for the objection m the exhibit
2.

It !$ not expected that aD.Y depositions or discovery responses will be offured ln
lieu of liv~ testimony,

3.

A list of the names and addre.ues of all wit:n.csses which each party intends to call
to testify at trial has been prel'iously filed by each Party. Plaintiff lncoxpora1es by
this reference those witnesses provided in Plaintiff's Disclosure of Witnesses and

Expert Witnesses, filed October 9, 2014, and Defendant incotpo.r:ates by this
reference those witnesses provided in Daf'en.dant' s Fact and Expert Witness

Disclosure; filed October 8> 2014. No party ollj"Mts

to

tlie tmtY'@t;y ef any

. tt-vJ

proposed witiiesses' tweimerry. $
"'

Jrffectl v -~
-bi' January of 2009 Plaintiff and Defendant entered into a written Agent Conr:rsc.t

CContraef'). The Contract at issue is attached as
1

Exhibit C to Plaintiff's

Compl11int. Plaintiff and Defendant have continued to operate under that contra.ct

from 1anuary 2009 to the. prese.nt.

Defendant has provided Plaintiff with

co.mmiBsion payments based Upon premi'llmS received by Plaintiff's placement of
insw:ance business through Defendant.

Defendant has paid Plaintiff some

additional £nanoi~ bonuses between 2009 .and the present. Plaintiff asserts that

Defendant has a contractual duty to provide bonwos or profit sharing to Plaintiff,
and asserts that any such bonus or profit sharing should be calculated based Upon
Plaintiffs eighty percent (80%) commission ~lit. Defendant denies th.at the

contract requires Defendant to pay any bonus, and that any bonus paid by

JOJNT PRE-TIDAL ST&UJ'...AT!ON PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 16(b)
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Defendant to Plaintiff was merely a discretionary gratuity provided BB an

illcentfve for performance.
5,

Coun.s~I for the partios have discussed resolution of the matter via telephone
conversation and in writing, but such discussion ha!i thus far been unsuccessful.

6.

The parties have mbmltted requeg(S for discovery, and each Part'¥ agrees that all
pre-trial discovery procedures tm.da LR.C.P. 26 through 37 have been complied

with, and no supplemental responses are expected.

1.

Becauae the first portion of the bifurcated trial is limited to Plaintiffs claim for
declaratory relief: the issues of fact and law rema.inin.g to be litlgatod include:
a,

Whether tht1 Agent Contract betWeen Nitld Inc., and Bret Kunz includes an
obligation that Nield Inc. pay Bret Kunz "all bonusel!l commiss.io~~

incentives, profit sharing or other remuneration received by Nield Inc., in any
"Wa.Y affected, increased, decreased or influenced by [Bret Kunz] sales of

iosum.noo policies"? See Complain\ Count Two.
b. In the event that Nield fuc. is found to ha.Ve an obligation to pay some amount
for "all bonuges commi8sions. inoentive.s, profit sharing or other .1:emUnaration
received by Nield Inc., in any way affected,

increa111ed. decl·eased or

influen~d by (Bret Kunz) sales of insurance policies", whether the
appropriate shale of Bret K\lnZ' portion of the honus oi: profit sharing is

~'eighty poxcent (80%) of that portion generated .by Plaintiff's iosll('ance

sales''? See Complaint, Count Two.
o. Plaintiff bears the burden of proving that the contract at issue obligates

Defendant

to pay Plaintiff ''all bonuses oommissions incentives, profit

JOINT PRE-TRIAL STIPULATION PURSUANT TO 1.R_C.P. 16(b)

1
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.sharing or other remUneration reeeive,d by Nield Ino., in any way affected,

increased, decreased or influenced by [Bret Kunz] sales of insurance policies."1
cl Plaintiff also bears the burden of proving that the contract at issue obligates

Defendant to provide Bret I{unz with a. portion of the bonus or profit sharing
in the amount of ,ieighty pe;rce,nt (80%) of that portloo generated by Plsintiff's

insurance sales."
8.

Stipulated admission of fact foc)ude:

a. Plaintiff is a liconsed insurance agent residing in Boar Lake County, State of
Idaho;

b_ Defendant is an Idaho Corporation authorized to trangact business in the State
ofldahoJ and whose principal place of business is :in Bannock County, 1daho;

c. This Court has propet jurisdfotfon over the parties;
d. Bear Lake County is a proper venue for trial~

e. The document attached as Exhibit ''C" to Plaintiff's Complaint is a true and

correct copy of the written contract entered between Plaintiff and Defendant;
f.

The contract attached as Exhibit

«c" to

Plaintifr s Complaint has not bee.n

expressly amended in writing signed by both parties;
g. Plaintiff and Defendant each own a :fifty percent (50%) share of the property
and oaaualty 'book of business, with Plaintiff owning the share previously

ov.ined by M:ichael Kunz and obtsh:icid n-om .Yudy Kunz..

JOJNT PRE~TRIAL STIPULATION PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 16(b)
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h. Defendant did not own or eh.are any interest in the health iniruranoe book of
business previously ovvned by Michael Kunz.
9,

There aro no orders requested by the parties which would expedite the trial.

10.

Because the matter is set for a bench~ the pwties will not need any time for

voir dire, and should counsel for any party present an opening statement, it is

expected to be we.11 within the thirty (30) JDinljte time constraint provided in the
Court's Order.

11.

The parties expressly understand and agree that the matters stip'Ulated to above are
limited to the :first portion of the bifurcated trial, and that each party reserves the

tight to seek additional discover)\ supplement With additional t111SWers ui
discovery, call additional witnesses, and present additional evidence at the second

portio11 of the bifw:cated triGI.

DATED this~ dayof~20l4.

~.:J2.~~
DAYID A. HOOSTE

D,, _
.. ~ttorney for Defendant
DATED t h i s ~ day of~2014.

c~~
Attorney for Plaintiff

H:\WDOX\CURNTS\1264\0001\00056104.DOC
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EXHIBIT" LIST
MITCHELL W. BROWN, DISTRICT JUDGE
Karen Volbrecht, Deputy Clerk

CASE NO. CV-2013-232
DATE: 11/21/2014

Rodney Felshaw, Court Reporter
CASE:

BRET D. KUNZ vs. NIELD; INC d/b/a INSURANCE DESIGNERS

NO.

DESCRIPTION

101

Michael 0. Kunz Agent
Contract 1982
Bret D Kunz Agent
Contract 1996 (1982}
Marti Kunz Contract Draft
Marti Kunz Sirned.Contract 2009
Bret D. Kunz signed Contract
2009
Memo From Nield; Inc
For 2010 Profit Sharing
Memo from Nield, Inc.
For 2011 Profit Shar_ing
Memo from Bret Kunz
to Nield, Inc. 1-16-13
Memo from Nield, Inc.
Re: 50/56 split on Profit
Sharing 1-22-13
Memo from Bret Kunz to
Nield, Inc, Re: Reply to
1094-5-13
Email from.Bret to Nield, Inc.
Re: what company the $424
came from 4-17-13, and
Marti's note
Email from Marti to Nield, Inc.

I 02
103
104
105
106
107

(

108
109

110

111

112

DATE

ID

OFFD

OBJ

ADMT

6-4-13
113
114

115

Farmer's Alliance Contingency
worksheets, 2013-2009
Acuity Contingency worksheet,
2013-?009
Gem_State Profit Sl).aring, 2008
Paid m.2009

,v

,'
!.,.

REC'DOEC 04 2014
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DESCRIPTION

116
117
118
119

Gem State no Profit Sharin • 2009
Gem State Profit Sharin , 2010 .
Gem State Profit Sharing, 2012
E&O Declaration Pages showing
Name and changes
E&O Dec. Pages, 2008~2009
E&O Dec. Pages, i009-2010
E&O Dec. Pages, 2010-2011
E&O-Dec. Pages, 2011-2012
E&ODec. Pages, 2012-2013
E&O bee. Pages, 2013~2014
E&O Application
Gem State Blank Agency
Agreement
Purchase Contract from Judy
Kunz

120

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

DATE

ID

OFFD

No . 14 64

P. 8

OBJ

ADMT

~t~
1,at.s.v4\.(.L...

'V'

(

(
\.

2
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT LIST
BRETD.KUNZ

CASE NO. CV-2013~232

V.

NIELD INC., DBA INSURANCE DESIGNERS

No

Description

201

Allied Insurance Agency Agreement with Nield Inc.
entered December 2, 2002.

Stipulate
to admit

Objection

Yes /No

202

203

Allied Insurance Agency Agreement with Nield Inc.
entered December 2, 2002.

Acuity Insurance Company Agency Agreement
between Acuity and Nield Inc., signed December 17,
2007.

205

Contract between Farmers Alliance and Nield, Inc.,
dated January I, 2009, and including AddendUln A, B
andC.

206

Letter dated O1/16/13 from Bret Kunz to Bryan Nield
re : Gem State profit sharing bonus.

207

Letter dated 01/22/13 from Bryan Nield to Bret in
response to Brefs letter dated 01/16/13.

209

210

'

Allied Insurance Agency Cover Letter dated
December 3 0, 2011, and Contract Addenda reflecting
the processing of the name change from Michael Kunz
to Nield Inc., dba Insurance Designers

204

208

I

Letter dated 04/05/13 from Bret Kunz to Bryan Nield
re: profit sharing.
National Association of Insurance Commissioners.'
Glossary of Insurance Terms
State ofldaho Department of Insurance Bulletin
No. 140-03

-,

...

~
~

~~'~'
,_-,A

~\1¥,~I<-

l

i
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;AR LAKE COUNiY , 10/\r,t,.

STEVEN A WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254

!ffl4.0EC-8 Alt I: I~
KERRY HADDOCK• CL£Rtl

Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

oaut, _____..........-

CHI-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs .

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE

DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
)
)
)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF
ANSWERS TO DEFENDANT'S
SECOND SET OF JNTERROGATORIES
AND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION

OF DOCUMENTS

)
)
)

I hereby certify that on December 6, 2014, I caused to have served upon the following party,
via U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Answers to
Defendant's Second set of Discovery:

David Hooste

Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for Plaintiff
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3 316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel : (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

, '" DEc ~s AH a: r0
kERRY HADDOCK. CL£1Ht
·}

or,~"-----easa- ,

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

)
vs.

)

)
NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

Case No . CV-2013 -232

:MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO THE MOTION IN LIMINE
REGARDING PLAINTlFF'S
OPENING STATEMENT

)
)
)
)

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through counsel Steven A. Wutbrich and in opposition
to the Motion in Limine respond as follows:
1.

Counsel suffered a debilitating injury to his back ·on or about November 16, 2014. This
injury has been made known both to the court and opposing counsel.

2.

During the same time frame, counsel has had to respond to two Motions for Summary
Judgment as well as numerous motions filed by the Defendants, which were later withdrawn.

3.

Counsel has made it known that he would not be able to timely r espond to certain of the

deadlines due to the limited number of hours he could work with the pain associated with the
back injury.
4.

During this same time counsel has been to three doctor appointments, two emergency room
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visits, one surgical procedure in the hospital, and one testing procedure, in addition to
numerous pain medications and sleep medications.
5_

Counsel did not read the Defendant's Trial Brief prior to composing and sending his own
trial brief

6.

There is no prejudice to the Defendant because the same matters could be raised in post-trial
findings of fact and conclusions of law.

7.

In retrospective, having ascertained that injury is not merely a strain or bulged disc, but in
fact a fracture, the better course of action would have been to have gotten a doctors note and
continue trial and a couple of the motions for summary judgment.

8.

However, in 30 years of practice, this counsel has never had to miss a trial due to sickness
or injury and the parties are desirous of having the trial go forward as scheduled. To the best
of his ability, this counsel has complied with the rules while being limited in the number of
hours he could work in moderate pain and given the holidays as well.

9.

The trial brief is a substitute for opening statement which Plaintiff could simply have given
orally on the day of trial. Defendant is benefitted by having that argument up front and being
able to prepare therefore.
For the foregoing reasons the Motion in Limioe should be denied.

h-

DA TED THIS

day of December, 2014 .

~~~

.
~NA.WU

CH

Attorney for the Plaintiff

Page 2 of 3
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OF MAILING/FAX

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of tqeJorgoing Motion and proposed Order was
- ·day of December, 2014.
sent via~ax/ 0 mail to the following party on this-~
David A. Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
PocateJto, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
Judge Mitchell Brown
Fax: 547-2147
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1>1STRICT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL COURT

COURT MINUTES

~IP1~i4UNq~~jH
~

1

. DAT.E

TIME
CLERK

DEPUTY

CASE NO. .

CV-2013-0000232
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., eta!.
Hearing type: Court Trial
Hearing date: 12/8/2014
Time: 9:03 am
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Paris
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A. Wuthrich
David A. Hooste

Case called at 9:03 am. Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, with the
Defendants Brett and Marti Kunz were present in the courtroom. David A. Hooste, counsel
for the Defendant, with the Defendant Bryan Nield, were also present in the courtroom.
This matter was set for Court Trial on the Declaratory Judgment portion of the matter. The
Court reviewed the prior filings and proceedings. The Defendant requested the Court limit
the testimony to the allegations that have been pied. Mr. Wuthrich responded. The Court
stated it will review the extrinsic evidence for breach of contract and for no other purpose.
Mr. Hooste requested Marti Kunz be excluded from the courtroom as she is a potential
witness. The Court reviewed the IRCP rule wherein all potential witnesses shall be
excluded from the courtroom.
Mr. Wuthrich gave argument requesting Ms. Kunz be
allowed to remain in the courtroom. Based upon the information before the Court, the
Defendant's motion to exclude Marti Kunz from the courtroom as a party/plaintiff, was
denied. The Plaintiff called Bret Kunz, who was sworn and testi fied under direct
examination. The pretrial stipulation pre-admitted Plaintiffs exhibits 101-118, 119-128
not stipulated to be admitted and Defendant exhibits 201-208 were stipulated to be
admitted and 209 & 210 were not stipulated to be admitted. The witness referred to
Plaintiffs exhibit 102, Bret Kunz Agent Contract 1996 (1982), Plaintiffs exhibit 128,
Purchase Contract from Judy Kunz with Exhibit A & B. Plaintiff moved for admission of
Exhibit 128. Defendant objected. The objection was overruled and Plaintiffs exhibit 128
was admitted. The witness referred to exhibits 103, 105, and 104. The Defendant objected
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to discussion regarding profit sharing, lack of foundation, sustained. The witness referred
to exhibit 115. The Defendant asked a question of the witness in aid of objection regarding
the question of Gem State being a business for the Montpelier business only. The witness
referred to exhibit 106, 107, 108, 109, 111, and 110. The Defendant asked a question of
the witness in aid of objection, regarding the question of what percentage of profit sharing.
Objection sustained. The witness referred to exhibit 113, 114. Court took the morning
recess at 10:32 am and reconvened at 10:46 am. Bret Kunz retook the witness stand and
direct examination was continued. The witness referred to exhibits 119, 120, 121, 122,
123, 124, 125, 126, and 105. The Plaintiff moved for admission of exhibits 119 through
126. The Defendant objected as the exhibits were not relevant. The Plaintiff responded.
The Defendant cited IRE Rule 401. Based upon the argument, the Court granted the
Plaintiffs motion and exhibits 119-125 were admitted over Defendant's objection. The
objection was sustained as to Plaintiffs exhibit 126. The witness referred to exhibit 126.
Based upon the testimony, the Court sustained the objection to the admission of exhibit
126. The witness referred to exhibit 127, 105, 108, and 109. The Defendant objected to the
statement that he is due profit sharing. Sustained. The Plaintiff concluded his direct
examination of the witness, Bret Kunz at 11:45 am. The Defendant conducted cross
examination of the witness, referring to exhibits 105. The Plaintiff objected to the
testimony, 80/20 limited to commissions received. Overruled. Defendant submitted
exhibit 211, Contract for Bear Lake Inc. The witness referred to exhibits 209 and 210. The
Plaintiff asked a question in aid of objection regarding NAIC, Defendant's exhibit 209. The
Defendant moved to admit exhibits 209 and 210. The lunch recess was taken at 12:13 pm.
Court reconvened at 1:17 pm. The Defendant continued cross examination of the witness,
Bret Kunz. The witness referred to exhibit 103, 105, 101, 102. The witness testified as to
his deposition in June, 2014. The witness referred to exhibits 201, 202, 205, 105, 106, 109.
Defendant submitted exhibit 212, Affidavit of Bryan Benishek, admitted by stipulation. The
afternoon break was taken at 3:03 pm, reconvening at 3:19 pm. The Defendant continued
cross examination of the witness, Bret Kunz. Cross examination concluded at 3:22 pm. The
Plaintiff conducted re-direct. The Plaintiff called Bryan Nield, who was sworn and testified
under direct examination. The witness referred to exhibit 106, 107, 114, 113, 109, 105,
111. Mr. Hooste conducted cross examination of the witness starting at 4:08 pm. The
witness referred to exhibit 104, 101, 102, 105, 108. Mr. Hooste requested the Court take
judicial notice of exhibit 210, the NAIC. The Plaintiff requested the Court conditionally
admit exhibit 210 and the parties can argue the admissibility at a later time. The court
admitted exhibits 209 and 210 as it applies as it is a document that applies to all authorized
insurers, and their definition of the word commission. The Court admonished the witness
not to discuss the case with anyone besides his counsel. Court in recess for the day at 5:06
pm.
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Court reconvened at 9:01 am on Tuesday, December 09, 2014. The Defendant continued
cross examination of the witness, Bryan Nield. The Court experienced a problem with his
computer involving the real time recording and a break was taken to try to rectify the
problem. The Plaintiff conducted re-direct. The Court questioned the witness. The
Plaintiff called Marti Kunz, who was sworn and testified under direct examination. The
Defendant conducted cross examination of the witness. The Defendant submitted exhibit
213, agent agreement between Insured Bear Lake Inc and Life Map, exhibit 214, agent
agreement between Insured Bear Lake Inc and Pacific Source, exhibit 215, agent agreement
between Insured Bear Lake Inc and Select Health. The Defendant moved to admit exhibits
213, 214 and 215. The Plaintiff had no objection, exhibits admitted. The Plaintiff
conducted re-direct examination of the witness. A morning break was taken at 10:53 am
and reconvened at 11:04 am. The Plaintiff rested but reserved the right to recall Bret Kunz
in rebuttal argument to obtain the admission of exhibit 127. The Defendant stated he had
no objection to admittance of the exhibit for demonstrative purposes only. Exhibit 127 was
admitted for demonstrative purposes only. The Defendant moved for involuntary
dismissal under IRCP Rule 41b and moved to amend their pleading. (11:11 am) The Court
indicated the motion under Rule 41b was not applicable in a declaratory relief pleading and
denied the motion. The Defendant called Stephen Ahl, who was sworn and testified under
direct examination. The witness examined exhibit 201, 202. The Court questioned the
witness. The Plaintiff had no cross examination of the witness. The Defendant conducted a
follow up from the Court's question. The Defendant called Benjamin Nield, who was sworn
and testified under direct examination. The witness examined exhibit 103, 105. The
Plaintiff conducted cross examination of the witness, utilizing exhibit 106, 107. The
Defendant conducted re-direct. The noon recess was taken at 12:10 pm with Court
reconvening at 12:54 pm. The Defendant called Thomas Nield, who was sworn and
testified under direct examination. The witness utilized exhibit 102, 201, 202, 204, 205.
The Plaintiff conducted cross examination with exhibit 107. The Defendant called Bryan
Nield, who was previously sworn and testified under direct examination. The Defendant
rested at 1:54 pm. The Plaintiff recalled Bret Kunz, who was previously sworn. The
Defendant had no cross examination. The Plaintiff completed rebuttal at 2:03 pm. The
parties shall submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law and a document . The
parties may request a transcript prior to the submission of the findings of fact and the
parties shall share the cost of the transcript. The parties agreed to the request for
transcript. A transcript of this proceedings shall be ordered and the parties shall equally
share the cost of transcript" and pay the estimated fee. Upon lodging of the transcript, the
Plaintiff shall have 14 days from the lodging of the transcript to file proposed findings of
fact and any legal argument regarding these issues. The Defendants shall have 14 days
from the Plaintiffs submission of findings to submit their proposed findings and any legal
argument. The Plaintiff shall then be allowed to file further argument within 7 days. At
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that time the Court will take the matter under advisement. Upon the memorandum
decision is issued, this matter shall be set for status conference. Court in recess at 2: 15 pm.
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CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KUNZ
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2013-000232

vs.

MINUTE ENTRY
&
ORDER

NIELD, INC. ,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants.

This matter came before the Court for a bench trial on Monday, December 8, 2014 and
continuing to Tuesday, December 9, 2014. Steven A. Wuthrich appeared for and on behalf of the
Plaintiffs Bret D. Kunz and Matti Kw12.

David A. Hooste appeared for at1d on behalf of the

Defendat1t, Nield, Inc. The court rep01ter was Rodney M. Felshaw and the comt clerk was Karen
Volbrecht.
This matter was set for comt trial regarding the declaratory judgment component of the
bifurcated proceedings. The Cornt reviewed the prior proceedings and filings, noting the patti es
submitted Tiial Briefs/Opening Statements. It was noted that Defendant submitted a Motion in
Limine to Strike Plaintiffs Trial Brief/Opening Statement at1d Plaintiff submitted a MemorandLm1
in Opposition to the Motion in Limine.

The Court heard argument from respective counsel

regarding the motion. Based upon the argument and the information before the Comt, the Court

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
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determined that it would consider Plaintiff' s submission. The Court also ordered that it would
consider extrinsic or parole evidence as it relates the parties' contract and interpretation of the same.

Cmmsel for the Defendant moved to exclude all potential witnesses from the courtroom
including Marti Kunz. The Plaintiff objected to her exclusion, providing argument. Following
argument and based upon I.RE. Rule 615, the Defendant's motion to exclude Marti Kunz from the
courtroom was DENIED. The Defendant's motion to excl ude all other potential witnesses from the
couttroom was GRANTED.
The following witnesses were sworn and testified pursuant to both direct and crossexamination:
Plaintiffs Witnesses:
Bret Kunz
Bryan Nield
Marti Kunz
Defendant's Witnesses:
Bryan Nield
Stephen Ahl
Benjamin Nield
Thomas Nield
The fo llowing exhibits were marked and admitted as follows:

101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.

Plaintiff's Exhibits
Michael 0. Kunz Agent Contract 1982
Bret D. Kunz Agent Contract 1996 (1982)
Marti Kunz Contract Draft
Marti Kunz Signed Contract 2009
Bret D. Kunz signed Contract 2009
Memo from Nield, Inc. for 2010 Profit Sharing
Memo from Nield, Inc. for 20 11 Profit Sharing
Memo from Bret Kunz to Nield, Inc. 1-16-13
Memo from Nield, Inc Re: 50/50 split on Profit Sharing 1-22-13
Memo from Bret Kunz to Nield, Inc. Re: Reply to 109 4-5-13
Email from Bret to Nield, Inc. Re: what company the $424 came
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Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
Admitted/Stipulation
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112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
127.
128.

201.
202.
203.

204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
212.
213.
214.
215.

from 4-17-13 and Marti ' s note
Admitted/Stipulation
Email from Marti to Nield Inc. 6-4-13
Admi tted/Stipu Iation
Farmer's Alliance Contingency worksheets, 2013-2009
Admitted/Stipulation
Acuity Contingency worksheet 2013-2009
Admitted/Stipulation
Gem State Profit Sharing, 2008 Paid in 2009
Admitted/Stipulation
Gem State no Profit Sharing 2009
Admitted/Stipulation
Gem State Profit Sharing, 2010
Admitted/Stipulation
Gem State Profit Sharing, 2012
Admitted/Stipulation
E&O Declaration Pages showing Name and changes
Admitted over object
E&O Dec. Pages, 2008-2009
Admitted over obj ect
E&O Dec. Pages 2009-2010
Admitted over obj ect
E&O Dec. Pages 2010-2011
Admitted over obj ect
E&O Dec. Pages, 2011-2012
Admitted over obj ect
E&O Dec. Pages, 2012-2013
Admitted over obj ct
E&O Dec. Pages, 2013-2014
Admitted over obj ect
Gem State Blank Agency Agreement
Admitted/for demonstrative purposes
Purchase Contract from Judy Kunz
Admitted over object

Defendant's Exhibits
Allied Insurance Agency Agreement with Nield Inc. entered
December 2, 2002
Admitted/Stipulation
Allied lnsmance Agency Marketing Plan agreement entered
December 29, 2004 with Nield Inc. including Addendums
Admitted/Stipulation
Allied Insurance Agency Cover Letter dated December 30, 2011
and Contract Addenda reflecting the processing of the name change
from Michael Kunz to Nield Inc. , dba Insurance Designers
Admitted/Stipulation
Acuity Insurance Company Agency Agreement between Acuity
and Nield, Inc., signed December 17, 2007
Admitted/Stipulation
Contract between Farmers Alliance and Nield Inc. dated
January l , 2009 and including Addendum A, Band C
Admitted/Stipulation
Letter dated 01/16/13 from Bret Kunz to Bryan Nield
Admitted/Stipulation
re: Gem State profit sharing bonus
Letter dated 01 /22/ 13 from Bryan Nield to Bret in response
Admitted/Stipulation
to Bret's letter dated 01/16/13
Letter dated 04/05/13 from Bret Kunz to Bryan Nield
Admitted/S tipul ati on
re: profit sharing
National Association oflnsmance Commissioners
Admitted/for demonstrative purposes
Glossary oflnsurance Terms
State of Idaho Department of Insurance
Admitted/for demonstrative purposes
Bulletin No 140-03
Admitted/Stipulation
Affidavit of Bryan Benishek
Admitted/no obj ect
Agent Agreement Insured Bear Lake & Life Map
Admitted/no object
Agent Agreement Insured Bear Lake & Pacific Source
Admitted/no obj ect
Agent Agreement Insured Bear Lake & Select Health
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Following the conclusion of the Plaintiff's case the Defendant moved for involuntar
dismissal under IRCP Rul e 4l(b). The

ourt heard argument from respective counsel. Based

upon the argument and pursuant to IRCP Rule 41 (b), the Defendant's Motion for Involuntar
Dismissal was DENIED. Further, the Court determined that pursuant to Rule 4l(b) the motion
was not applicable in a declaratory relief pleading.
The Defendant rested at 1:54 p.m. on Tuesday, December 9, 2014.

The Plaintiff

presented rebuttal testimony. Based upon the testimony and argument before the Court;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that upon the parties request an official transcript of the
trial proceedings shall be prepared. The parties shall share equally in the expense for the
preparation of the trial transcript.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the parties shall submit proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law as follows: ( 1) The Plaintiffs shall have fourteen ( 14) days to file their
proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law following the lodging of the trial transcript.

In addition the Plaintiffs shall file their written closing argument in a separate document.
Plaintiffs' closing argument shall also be filed fourteen (14) days after lodging of the trial
transcript. The Defendant shall have fourteen (14) days after the filing of Plaintiffs' submission
to file its proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. Similarly Defendant shall file its
written closing argument in a separate document. Defendant' s closing argument shall also be
filed fourteen (14) days the filing of Plaintiffs submissions to file its closing argument. Finall y,
Plaintiff shall have seven (7) days after the filing of Defendant's submission to file their reply
closing argument.

This reply argument shall not contain additional findings of fact and/or

conclusions of Jaw.
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
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IT IS FU RTHER ORDERE D that following the submission of the proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law and any frniher briefing, the Court will take this matter und r
ADVISEMENT and issue a decision in due course.

DATED this 9th day of December, 2014.

MITCHELL W . BROWN
ixth District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
l hereby ce1tify that on the / . ~ day of December, 2014, I mailed/served a true copy of
the foregoing document on the attorney(s) / person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

ATTORNEY(S) I PERSON(S)
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)84 7-1230

David A. Hooste
ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello 1D 83205-6119

Facs imile (208)4 78-1670
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OISTRfCT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
H\J

'l'HE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRic/£AR LAKE COUNTY. IOAHO
COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE , STATE OF IDAHO

2D15 FEB i 3 PH 2: 59

Bret D. Kunz ,

CIHOY GARNE~. CLERK

Plaintiff ,

DEPUTY--CASE NO.

vs .

NOTICE OF LODGING.

Nield , In c ., dba Insurance
Designers , an Idaho corporation ,
Defendant .

BEAR LAKE COUNTY CASE NO. CV- 2013 - 232

The following transcript(s) in the above-entitled mat ter were
lodged with t h e District Court Clerk at the Bear Lake County
Courthouse in Paris , Idaho , on the 13th day of February , 2015 .
December 8 , 2014 - First day of a bench trial .
December 9 , 201 4 - Second day of a bench trial .

Filed via :
( XX)
Hand de l ivery to Court Clerk
(
)
U. S . Mail to Court Clerk
(XX)
El e ctronic Copy to Mr . Wuthrich and Mr . Hooste .

Rodney M. Felshaw , RPR , CSR
(Typed name of Reporter . )
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D1STRICT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY. IOAHO

.

2015 FEB 17 PH t: 0~
Cl OY GARNER, CLERK
DEPUTY--CASE NO.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2013-000232

vs.

ORDER FOR BRIEFING
SCHEDULE

NIELD, INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants.

Based upon the lodging of the official transcript of the trial proceedings in this matter the
following briefing schedule shall be adhered to:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the parties shall submit proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law as follows: (1) The Plaintiffs shall have fourteen (14) days (Tuesday, March
3 2015) to file their proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and their written closing

argument in a separate document. The Defendant shall have fourteen (14) days (Tuesday, March
17, 2015) after the filing of Plaintiffs' submission to file its proposed Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law and its written closing argument in a separate document. Finally, Plaintiff
shall have seven (7) days (Tuesday, March 24, 2015) after the filing of Defendant's submission
to file their reply closing argument. This reply argument shall not contain additional findings of
ORDER FOR BRIEFING SCHEDULE
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CiliDY GAHNER, ClERK

DEPUTY_ _ CASE NO.
IN THE DISTJUCT COi/RT OF THE SllCTR JUDICIALDrsTRIC! OF THE
STAT.E. OFIDAUO, JN AND FOR TIIECOUNIY OFJII/.AllLAICE

BREI' D. JWNZ,
CASE NO. CV-2013-000232

ORDER FOR BRIEFING
SCHEDULE
NIELD, INC,
dba JNSURANCE DllSJGNl!RS,
s Idaho Corporelioo~
Ocfcndnnts..

BllBCd upon tl1e lodging of the oflicbJ tmru:aipt af -the trial proceedings in this ruallc:t; the
following lniefoag schedule ,bul l be adb=d lo:

lT JS H£lREBY ORDERED 1hnt 1he pnrties shall robmit proposed-F,n,J;ngs of Fact ru>d
Concl11sions of Law as follows: (I) The Ploinllffs shall have fo urteen ( 14) days (Tue.,do)\ Marci,
J, 2015) ta file. their pmposcd Findings of Fact.end Conclusion!. ofLnw ::and their written closing

argument in a separat~ docomMI. The Defendant shall have fuw:t<cn (14) days (Tu<Jday, Mord,
17, 2015) afta lbc liline of Plnillliffs' submission to file i1" ptoJ>Osed Finding, of !'net alld

Conclusions of Law and ill wdtrco closing IU'glllno• in • sepanue document. Finally, Ploinli!T
sholl havo seven (7) days (Il,esdoy. Awrch 2/, 1015) oiler thG filing of Defendant's wbmission
to file their reply closing 1rgumenL This 1eply orgumcot shall not contain tddirlOMI findings of
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Plaintiff,

CASCl NO. CV-20B-000232
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MINUTE F.NTRY
&
ORDER

NIELD, INC,
dba JNSUllANCE DESIGNERS,
n.n Idaho Corporation,

Dcfatdants.
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STEVEN A. WUTHRlCH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, !SB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
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1EPUT Y_ _ CASf NO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs/App ellants.
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho corporation.
Defendant/Respondent.

)
)
)
)

OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT' S
MOTION TO AMEND

)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 43724-2015
Bear Lake County No. CV-2013-000232

)
)

COMES NOW Plaintiffs Bret and Marti Kunz, and hereby object to the Motion to
Amend the Judgment, inasmuch as any amendment to the Judgment would risk that the
Judgment will not be deemed as final and the appeal presently paid for and pending would be
dismissed.
Dated t h i s ~ day of January, 2 0 1 6 . ~ z

~

----s even A. Wuthlich,----Esq.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a true copy of the foregoing was mailed and/or sent by telefax this
January, 2016, to the following :

I Vday of

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA \.VK LAW
PO Box 6119
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JAN -1 2 -2016 08 : 08AM F rom : STEIJENAWI. ITHRI CH

2088471230

To:9452780

Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
FAX: 478-1670
Hon . Mitchell Brown
Fax: (208) 547-2147

OBJECTION TO MOTION TO AMEND - Page 2
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015 TR !CT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BEAR LAl';E CO 'T Y. fOA HO

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

2015 HAR -3 PM ~: 14

cu-my GARNER, CLERK
DEPUTY _ _ CASE HO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
BRET D. KUNZ and Marti Kunz,
Husband and Wife,

)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,
vs .
NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED FINDINGS
OFFACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, Bret and Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel of record,
Steven A. Wuthrich, and hereby submit their proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law as
follows:
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
1.

Plaintiff Brett Kunz filed his complaint on or about November 13, 2013 seeking, inter alia,
a claim for accounting with respect to all profit sharing, bonuses, surplus commissions, and
other incentives paid to Nield, Inc. for the years 2008 through 2012, and Declaratory
Judgment relief that (1) the agent contract in question includes all bonuses, commissions,
incentives, profit sharing, or other remuneration received by Nield, Inc. in any way affected
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by Plaintiffs sales of insurance, (2) that the appropriate share of Plaintiffs portion of the
profit sharing is 80% of the portion generated by Plaintiffs insurance sales, and (3) that
Defendant bas no interest in life and health insurance sold by Plaintiffs Bret and Marti Kunz. 1
2.

Defendant filed an Answer and Counterclaim on or about November 27, 2013 and filed a
Third-Party Complaint (mislabeled as Cross-Claim Complaint) against Marti Kunz on that
same date.

3.

Defendant filed a Motion to Change Venue, which motion was briefed and ultimately denied
by Memorandum Decision dated March 23, 2014.

4.

The Defendant filed a Motion to Bifurcate Proceedings, essentially that the Comi address the
Declaratory Relief issue first and reserve for later trial the accounting or damage claims,
which motion was granted by Memorandum Decision dated March 26, 2014.

5.

The Court further allowed Plaintiff to subpoena directly from the insurance companies those
records related to the damage claims, over objection of Defendant, by Memorandum
Decision and Order dated March 24, 2014.

6.

A court trial was held on paii of the bifurcated proceedings on December 8 and 9, 2014.

7.

Following court trial, parties requested a transcript be made from which they could make
their proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions ofLaw and Closing Arguments. That transcript
was completed and this Comi entered its briefing schedule on February 17, 2015.

0n or about November 12, 2013 Defendant filed a motion for leave to amend its answer,
counterclaim and cross-claim. Ultimately, Defendant dismissed its counterclaim against Brett
Kunz without prejudice, and the cross-claim (in reality 3rd party complaint) against Ma1ii Kunz
with prejudice. As a part of that dismissal, Defendant stipulated to the relief asked for in
Paragraph 30, subsection 3. Accordingly, the issue regarding health ai1d life insurance was
resolved prior to trial.
1
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FINDINGS OF FACT

Background of the Parties:
8.

Plaintiffs Brett and Marti Kunz are husband and wife and own and operate an insurance
business in Montpelier, Idaho. (Tr. p. 34, L. 21-25; Tr. p. 25, L. 22-24; Ex. 104, 105.)

9.

Nield, Inc. operates an insurance business in Pocatello, Idaho. (Tr. 40, L. 13, 17.)

10.

Nield, Inc. had a contract with Brett Kunz's brother, Mike Kunz, prior to 2008 (Ex. 101)
under which Brett Kunz was a subproducer, and he also had a contract with Nield, Inc. (Ex.
102.) Under this contract, Mike Kunz and Nield, Inc. were 50/50 owners of Mike Kunz's
book of business. (Ex. 102.)

11 .

As a subproducer, Brett Kunz did not receive any profit sharing or contingent commissions,
by understanding between him and Mike Kunz. (Tr. p. 27, L. 10-19.)

12.

Mike Kunz died July 4, 2008. (Tr. p. 27, L. 3-4.)

13.

Brett and Marti Kunz, after discussion with Nield, Inc. 's representative, opted to buy Mike
Kunz's book of business from Mike's widow, Judy Kunz. (Ex. 128, Tr. p. 29, L. 13-202.)

14.

A "book of business" is essentially the customer list, along with the rights to receive
commissions on the residuals, as well as ongoing new business. (Tr. p. 31, L. 18 - p. 32, L.
17.)

15.

At that time (after Mike Kunz's death), parties entered into a new contract. (Tr. p. 32, L. 2325.)

Formation of the Contract:
16.

In October of 2008, Brett and Marti Kunz were presented with a draft of the proposed
contract. (Tr. p. 33, L. 13-19.) This draft was a mirror of the contract Mike Kunz previously
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had with Nield, Inc. (Tr. p. 34, L. 7-8.) Originally, Bryan Nield had stated he would just sign
the same contract he had with Mike. (Tr. p. 34, L. 5-7; see also, Ex. 103, compare to Ex.
101.)
17.

Bryan Nield stated he would take the draft and have his letterhead put on it. (Tr. p.33 , L. 2325.)

18.

Brett and Ma1ii Kunz read the draft closely. (Tr. p. 33, L. 22-23.)

19.

Sometime around late October or early November of 2008, Nield, Inc. 's representatives
returned to the Montpelier office and presented the final contract to the Kunz's. (Tr. p. 34,
L. 9-14; Tr. p 35, L. 8-10.)

20.

Brett Kunz did not read the final contract closely (Tr. p. 35, L. 11-13), but during the
conversations, Bryan Nield stated "they had some pretty good profit sharing checks with
Mike." (Tr. p. 35, L. 14-16.)

21.

The contract was drafted entirely by the Defendant, specifically by Bryan Nield, and
Plaintiffs did not play any part in the drafting thereof. (Tr. p. 36, L. 12-14; Tr. 195, L. 18-19.)

22.

The contract, Ex. 105, provides in relevant pa1i:
5) Responsibilities of Agent: The agent is a sub-contractor and as such has responsibility for
all expenses related to his or her business ... When collections are not on time, deduction
may be made from payment of commissions due. When the collection is completed the
deducted commission will be paid.
6) Responsibilities of Company: Company will maintain contracts with companies for
placing of insurances. Company will do all billing and accounting functions (except
collections). Agent is personally responsible for the collection of premiums and returned
commissions on business placed. The company will provide to the agent a 1099 Form
showing annual earnings. Company will provide agent with a commission earned statement
and commission check based on agreed percentages on the 15th of each month. 2 Other

This sentence was illegible and reference was made from Exhibit 103 .

2
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functions based on commission split and individual agreement.
7) Agent will receive 80 percent of commissions received on insurance placed by agent with
company. Company will receive 20 percent of commissions placed by agent with company.
8) This is subject to change, but only as agreed between Company and Agent. The agent will
own 50% of the book of business. If agent decides to sell his percent of ownership, the
company has first right of refusal at a price detennined at the time of sale. If company refuses
to purchase, the agent may sell his percentage of ownership to a licensed and qualified agent
for the State ofldaho and must be approved by the company. A covenant not to compete will
be included in the contract of sale. [Emphasis Added.]

Course of Performance:
23.

Plaintiff had a discussion sometime between November of 2008 and February of 2009 in
Pocatello, about how nice the profit sharing checks were. (Tr. p. 40, L. 16-41; p. 41, L. 27 .)
Profit sharing, sometimes called "contingent commissions," is remuneration paid by the
insurance company on generally an annual basis and predicated on a variety of factors,
including written premium, loss ratios and new business. (Tr. p . 344, L. 14-24.) Bryan Nield
denies that he pays any profit sharing whatsoever (Tr. p. 237, L. 10-13), but instead
characterizes his surplus payments to Brett Kunz as bonuses. (Tr. p . 255, L. 14-16.)3

24.

Marti Kunz testified that there was never any question as to whether or not Brett was entitled
to receive contingent commissions or profit sharing checks because Bryan sent the memo
regarding the profit sharing right from the beginning. (Tr. p. 394, L. 15-19.) The only issue
was that Brett believed that he should get 80 percent and Bryan felt it should be 50 percent.

Tom Nield acknowledged paying the Montpelier office, i.e. Mike Kunz, bonuses over
about five or six years amounting to $10,000 to $15,000, which they claim bad nothing to do
with the contract, but was for Mike to buy a software program, which he never bought and
instead bought bis own software. (Tr. p . 387, L. 17 - p. 288, L. 20.) They do, however,
acknowledge Mike always received the Gem State profit sharing checks, which he would sent to
the Pocatello office and they would return 50% to him. (Tr. p. 389, L. 6-16.)
3
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(Id. at L. 22-23.) From the first year Brett and Marti took over, without even asking, B1yan
sent the profit sharing. (Id. at L. 23-25 .) Furthermore, when Marti made inquiries about the
profit sharing, she was told that he (B1yan) would send a fornmla so that she could show
Brett and explain to Brett how it works. At no time in her discussions or inquiries did B1yan
ever claim they didn't get profit sharing. (Tr. p. 306, L. 13-21.)4
25.

Plaintiff Brett Kunz received profit sharing payments in 2009 for the 2008 year from Gem
State (Ex. 115), but no payment for 2009 because he did not qualify due to losses.

26.

Plaintiff received profit sharing checks fortheyear2010 regarding Gem State (paid at 50/50)
and regarding Acuity in the amount of $663.50. (Ex. 106.) Defendant maintains the Acuity
payment was not intended to be a profit sharing payment, but was merely a bonus predicated
on profit of Nield, Inc. for the year. (Tr. p. 202, L. 10-14.) However, there's nothing in the
record that showed Acuity ever paid any bonuses, only contingent commissions, and
Defendants accompanying memo clearly states what is being paid is "profit sharing".

27.

Plaintiff received a check from Defendant in 2012 for both Gem State ($1518) and Alliance
($629), again labeled by memo as "profit sharing". (Ex. 107)

28.

The Plaintiffs received a check in the amount of $424 for what was labeled as profit sharing
2012. In response, Plaintiffs sent an email thanking Bryan Nield for the profit sharing check
and inquiring which company it was related to and what was the split percentage. (Ex. 111.).
Bryan Nield did not respond to Plaintiffs' inquiry. (Tr. p. 210, L. 14-17 .) But Plaintiff learned
from Tracy Nield that it was from Acuity. (Tr. p. 307, L. 12-23.) Bryan Nield acknowledged

Nevertheless, Bryan Nield denies ever having any agreement to pay contingent
conunissions or profit sharing. (Tr. p. 237, L. 4-14.)
4
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that the memo on the check regarding profit sharing was typed by Defendant's office. (Tr.
p. 211 , L. 11-16.) Defendant attributed the "profit sharing" notation on the check to his
accounting software (Tr. p. 213, L. 7-15), but Bryan Nield himself referenced the other years '
payments as profit sharing in his own typed memos (Ex. 106, 107), which is incongruent
with any "software impediments."
29.

At no time prior to this lawsuit did Defendant's agents make it clear that profit sharing was
not being paid. To the contrary, they continued to send checks labeled profit sharing. If
Plaintiffs were misled, its due to the malfeasance of the Defendant. (Ex. 106, 107, 11).

30.

In 2013, Defendant paid the Gem State profit sharing at 80% rather than 50 %. (Tr. Pg 209,
L.14-16). Defendant maintains he did this "because its not worth the fight". 5 (Tr. P.209, L.
23-24)

31.

The Court finds that the Defendant's position, and specifically the credibility of Bryan Nield,
in this regard is untenable. The memo accompanying the check clearly labels the monies as
profit sharing, the amount is such an odd number as to make Defendant' s position that it was
merely a bonus based on Nield, Inc. profits simply incredible.6 Moreover, there appears to

Ironically, although Defendant maintains they do not pay any profit sharing, they
concede they did any profit sharing to pay Mike Kunz "for the term of the Gem State
Appointment". (Tr. P. 390, L.1-6). They also paid mike for Allstate profit sharing, (Tr. 392, L.
18-24). Further, Brett overheard Mike arguing a loss ratio with the Farmer's Alliance
representative, which was what he based his belief that Mike was receiving profit sharing
payments upon.(Tr. P. 28, L. 1-18)
5

The Court inquired of the witness, Bryan Nield, as to why, if these payments are merely
bonuses based on profitability of Nield, Inc., and not profit sharing payments, why then are the
alleged bonuses attributed to a particular company, such as Allied or Acuity. (Tr. p. 204, L. 4-9.)
The witness responded that "this company received- that year would have received profit sharing
from Alliance and so that's the profit we made from them."
6
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be no reason to ascribe the payment to one company or another if it is based on the profits
of Nield, Inc.
32.

The Court specifically finds that the Defendai1t intended to deceive the Plaintiffs into the
false belief that Plaintiffs were being paid a proper amount of profit sharing payment under
the contract.

33.

Defendant acknowledged that he received demands for accounting, prior to the filing of this
case, from both Brett Kunz and his attorney's office, and he refused to comply with any of
those demands. (Tr. p. 199, L. 14-25.)

34.

The Court further finds the language of the contract cited above, specifically the words
"commissions received" is ambiguous, capable of two reasonable and differing
interpretations, i.e., that "commissions" may or may not include contingent commissions or
profit sharing payments. In fact, Defendant's own witness, Stephen Ahl, testified that some
agencies share profit sharing or contingent commissions with the subproducers or agents . (Tr.
p. 359, L. 8-14.) Therefore, either interpretation of the contract is reasonable.

35.

However, premised upon Exhibit 106, which purports to pay profit sharing for 2010 in the
amount of $663 .50 regarding Acuity, and Exhibit 107, which purports to pay a profit sharing
for $629 regarding Farmer's Alliance for the year 2011, together with the history of always
paying profit sharing regarding Gem State, in every year a profit sharing payment was earned,
this Court finds the parties specifically intended to pay the agent, Brett Kunz, profit sharing
or contingent commission payments.

36.

There was a dispute over how that payment should be calculated, i.e., 80/20 split as per
paragraph 7 of the contract, or 50/50 based on ownership. See, e.g. Exhibit 108. However,
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the Court finds no ambiguity with respect to how commissions are to be divided. The 80/20
language of the contract is clear and unambiguous.
3 7.

Based upon Exhibits 119 through 125, as well as the disingenuous position taken by Nield,
Inc. with respect to the profit sharing payments, the Court fin ds Nield, Inc. has practiced a
pattern of deceit and certainly non-disclosure of relevant information by and between them
and the Plaintiffs.

38.

Absent sales by Brett Kunz, Nield, Inc. would not have qualified for contingent commissions
or profit sharing payments in at least some of the years between 2009 and 2013 , regarding
at least some companies. (Tr. p. 200, L. 15-19.)

39.

While Defendants argued that Gem State was an aberation, in fact all the companies at
issue-Gem State, Allied, Farmer's Alliance, and Acuity- are all casualty and prope1ty
companies, all deposit their premium checks directly into the Nield, Inc. account, all have
codes for trading which producer, subproducer, or subcontractor sold the insurance, and all
make out profit sharing checks payable to Nield, Inc. (Tr. p. 37, L. 1-20.) The only
difference is Gem State checks get mailed to Brett Kunz, so he knows how much the profit
sharing check is. (Tr. p. 37, L. 1.)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
40.

This Court has jurisdiction over the parties and the controversy as set forth in the pleadings.

41 .

The contract at issue in this case (Exhibit 105) is a valid and binding contract between the
parties, sufficiently clear to be enforced.

42.

This Court's primary objective when interpreting a contract is to discover the mutual intent
of the parties at the tin1e the contract is made. Straub v. Sm ith , 145 Idaho 65, 69, 175 P.3d
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754, 758. Based upon the representations at the time of signing, and the parties' course of
perfonnance, and particularly the designations by the Defendant of profit sharing payments,
the Court concludes it was the intent of the parties to include profit sharing or contingent
commissions within the purview of the contract. Fmthennore, there is no basis for splitting
those payments 50/50 as the Defendant asserted. Rather, the appropriate fomrnla is 80/20
percent in favor of the Plaintiff, as provided in Paragraph No. 7 of the contract. This is
further supported by the "other functions" language of Paragraph No. 6.
43.

As an alternative holding, the Court finds that the language of the contract is capable of two
or more reasonable interpretations, and is ambiguous. The contract was drafted entirely by
the Defendant, and the Court would be constrained to construe the contract against the drafter
and in favor of the Plaintiff. See, i.e., Northwest Pipeline Corp. v. Luna, 241 P.3d 945, 149
Idaho 772 (2010); Madrid v. Roth, IO P.3d 751, 134 Idaho 802 (Idaho App. 2000); Schilling
v. Allstate Ins. Co. , 980 P.2d 1014, 132 Idaho 927 (1999); Suchan v. Suchan, 741 P.2d 1289,
113 Idaho 102 (1986).

44.

However, in this case, the evidence suppo1ts that the parties themselves were including profit
sharing within the purview of the meaning of the word "commissions."

45.

The Court concludes that the Defendant's position that it does not pay profit sharing
payments is not credible and is contrary to the weight of the evidence. Defendant attempts
to make a distinction between Gem State and the other companies who pay profit sharing or
contingent commissions. The only real distinction is that Brett Kunz receives the profit
sharing checks on Gem State and forwards them to the Pocatello office, and therefore knows
that there has been a profit sharing payment and the amount thereof. With respect to the other
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three companies, the checks go directly to Neild, Inc. and Brett Kunz is at their mercy as to
information of how much, if any, profit sharing was paid.
46.

The Cowt further concludes that under the contract the Defendant has the obligation to do
the accounting, and that caITies with it a duty of honesty and accuracy. The Defendant bas
not been either honest, open or accurate insofar as profit sharing and contingent commissions
are concerned. There is simply no basis for the Defendant to secrete information pertinent
to the contract from the Plaintiff, and had it been forthright this matter could have been
resolved long ago.

47.

The Plaintiff is entitled to prove his damages for each of the relevant years in a subsequent
trial predicated upon an 80/20 split of that portion of the profit sharing attributable to the
Plaintiffs sales.

48.

Plaintiff is the prevailing party, and as such is entitled to reasonable attorney's fees and costs,
as provided in Rule 54 upon the filing of an appropriate memorandum once final judgment
has been ascertained after hial on the damages/accounting issue.
SUBMITTED THIS 3rd Day of March, 2015.

~
Attorney for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law was sent via D fax/ !29-mail/ D email to the following party on this~day of
March, 2015.
David Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
david@echohawk.com
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DISTRICT COURT

SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUHTY. lDAHO
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law> ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

2015 HAR -3 PM It: 41
CINDY GARNER, CLERK
DEPUTY--CASE NO.

lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ and Marti Kunz,
Husband and Wife,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
PLAINT1FFS' CLOSING ARGUMENTS

)
NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)

)
Defendant.

)

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, Bret and Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel ofrecord,
Steven A. Wuthrich, and hereby submit their Closing Arguments as follows :
1.

Based upon the facts presented at trial, the parties__ime:o.ded to include profit sharing within
the purview of the contract.

Toe Defendants paid to the Plaintiff, Brett Kunz, profit sharing on the Gem State insurance
company each year for which the1 qualified for profit sharing. Defendant maintains, however, with
respect to the other companies, that profit sharing was not wi~hin the purview of the contract. There
is nothing in the contract that delineates different insurance companies vis-a-vis who is the
designated agent. Nevertheless, Defendant maintains that Gem State is an aberration because the
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Plaintiff sells 100% of insurance for that company. The other companies-Acuity, Farmer' s Alliance
and Allied-are a mixture of both!Plaintiffs ' saJes and Defendant's sales, and in some instances,
absent Plaintiff's sales, Defendatjt again would not qualify for any profit sharing or contingent
commission payments. Nevertheless, according to Defendant's theory of the case, the

Plaintiff is

entitled to not one cent in profit sharing payments for the other three companies.
Thus, it appears that if the Defendant, Nield, Inc., had sold one policy of Gem State insurance
in a given year, instead of being allowed 50 percent of the profit sharing (or 80 percent as was paid
in 2013), if we follow Defendant) logic, Plaintiff would be entitled to nothing because one policy
of Gem State was sold by Nield, Inc. Of course, such bizarre result would not be tolerated with
respect to Gem State, and should not be tolerated with respect to Allied, Acuity or Farmer' s Alliance.
The Plaintiff is entitled to his just percentage of the fruits of his labors, and the Defendant is not
entitled to -abscond with them under this contract.
The Defendant bas gone :to great lengths to try to distinguish Gem State from the other
companies. However, Defendant has acknowledged that, even with regard to Mike Kunz, not only
did they pay Mike ' s Gem State profit sharing, but they also paid him Allstate profit sharing. Now
we have two companies to be dis~guished under the contract. The Court should simply find that
there is no justifiable distinction and that it is clear, particularly from the parties ' course of conduct,
that profit sharing or contingent commissions are within the purview of the contract. It is, after all,
the Court's obligation to construe:the intent of the parties. Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. v. Summerwind
Partners, LLC, 2014 Slip Opinion.No. 119 (Nov. 13 , 2014). The parties ' intent should be ascertained

from the contract language. Straup v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65 , 69, 175 P.3d 754, 758 (2007). If there are
two reasonable interpretations of the contract's language, a contract is ambiguous. When a contract' s
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interpretation is called into questfon, it is the finder of facts 1 role to interpret the meaning of those
ambiguous terms. Id. Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc., Supra. In the present case, the parties ' intent can be
gleaned not only from the contra,ct language, but from the parties' own actions through the years.
Profit sharing payments were paid-not just on Gem State but on Acuity and Fanner' s Alliance, as
well. The Defendant deliberately disguised the amounts of the payments in very odd sums so as to
seduce the Plaintiff into thinking he was being paid an appropriate percentage of profit sharing
(although there wa~ a dispute over whether th~ contract formula would apply or the 50/50 ownership
be the guide).

Only after the suit was originated did the Defendant take the bizarre position that no profit
sharing payments should be made. This, of course, is because he cl-idn 't make payments on the other
companies according to any rational formula-not 80/20, not 50/50-but just an arbitrary sum thrown
out to make it look like it was t~e appropriate percentage. This Court can glean from the parties'
course of conduct and course of perfonnance their true intent. P]aintiff s intent was that profit
sharing and contingent commiss(ons were included. Defendant's intent was to steal as much as he
could get away with and cheat the Plaintiff. If, in fact, Defendant had had a bona fide belief that
profit sharing ~as not within the purview of the contract, rather than label the payments in memos
and checks, he would have called up the Plaintiff and said, ''Are you out of your mind? You don't
get profit sharing under this contract!" Why didn't he do that? Why did he never in writing or orally

or at any time make a statement to the Plaintiff prior to filing of the lawsuit that he was not entitled
to profit sharing or contingent commissions?
The only logical answer is because Plaintiff knew that's what the parties intended when they
entered into the contract, and he knew that such a disclosure would right away put the Plaintiff on
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notice of the Defend.ant's deceit.
2.

The Defendant maintain~ contingent commissions or profit sharings are not included because
they're not paid monthly.
Whi]e the contract requires monthly statements to the Plaintiff of what companies have paid,

that does not mean the Plaintiff g~ts paid only on monthly commissions. 1n fact, the Plaintiff testified
that many types of insurance products are annual in basis and that he might get paid in advance, and
then have to refund monies if th~ contract gets cancelled, or he might have to wait an entire year to
see if a costumer fully pays the contract before Plaintiff gets any commission. There simply is no
distinction in the contract that s~ys one only gets paid those commissions that arrive on a monthly
basis; nor could there be. The insµrance industry offers many products, some of which in fact do pay
monthly commissions, but many of which do not. Commission can be paid quarterly, semi-annually
or annually. It's not uncommon ,for ranchers to have their insurance set up on an annual basis to
correspond with their operating:loan. Whereas, many of us have to pay our car insurance on a
monthly basis, we pay our ho~se insurance on an annual basis · (usually through a mortgage
company). The distinction attempted to be made by the Defendant is as thin as a watch crystal and
is not justified by the plain language of the contract.
3.

The Defendant's testimo;Qy is without credibility.

The Defendant's agents, particularly Bryan Nield, stated that they simply do not pay
contingency commissions or profit sharing. Then they go on to acknowledge that, yes, they do pay
it for Gem State-oh yes, and they did pay it for Gem State to Mike Kunz- and oh yes, they did pay

it for Allstate to Mike Kunz, but the other payments that they made which were labeled by them as
profit sharing were, in fact, just some kind of random, arbitrary bonus, grabbed out of the air in an
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odd amount and ascribed to one of the insurance companies for no particu]ar reason. No reason at
all. According to Bryan Nield, the payment was based on Nield, Inc.' s profit, not ·on profit sharing
paid by Acuity or Allied or Farm~r·s Alliance. So why did they write "profit sharing'' on the check
and on the company memos? Why, if they're being honest with the Plaintiff, would they not advised
Plaintiffwhen he thanked them for the profit sharing payments, that no, Plaintiff was sadly mistaken,
they don 't pay profit sharing? Th~re is simply no credibility of the Nield witnesses.

4.

It is clear that the contract is ambiguous and should be construed against the drafter.

In any event, even if the Qourt does not find it was within the explicit intent of both parties
that profit sharing be paid, this contract is unquestionably ambiguous. Even the Defendant's own
expert, Stephen Ahl, acknowledged that it is not unusual in the insurance industry to pay to their
agents a percentage of profit sharing or contingent commissions. The Defendant, Bryan Nield,
drafted the contract. There is no question about that1 and the Plaintiffs played no part i_n the drafting
of the contract. Moreover, the Defendants have utilized this contract with other parties, including
Plaintiff's predecessor-in-interest, Mike Kunz. The reason why we construe contracts against the
drafter is because they have more opportunity for mischief and the creation oflawsuits than the one
who doesn't draft the contract. In other words, when a contr~ctor drafts an ambiguous or unclear
contract, he might use that contract with 20 or 30 different parties, leading to 20 or 30 different
lawsuits. A homeowner, on the other hand, is likely to enter into only one contractor to build a house
in his life, and so when we constf\ile it against the contractor, we 're mitigating the massive amounts
of litigation that might be created-by the untrained drafter.

The same is true here. This contract bas been used in other situations (or versions of it have
been used in other situations) and it is appropriate that any ambiguities be construed against the
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drafter. See e.g. Northwest Pipeline Corp. v. Luna, 241 P.3d 945, 149 Idaho 772 (2010); Madridv.
Roth, IO P.3d 751 , 134 Idaho 802 (Idaho App . 2000); Schilling v. Allstate Ins. Co., 980 P.2d 1014,
132 Idaho 927 (1999); Suchan v. Suchan, 741 P.2d 1289, 113 Idaho 102 (1986).

5.

The fact that contingent commissions or profit sharing is based on multiple factors does not
deprive Plaintiff of his rig;hts to payment therefor:.
The Defendants arguethat_a contingency commission or profit sharing is based upon multiple

factors and not just the sale of art insurance product. Premium is one of those factors, as is new
business, loss ratios, and multiple other factors taken into consideration in determining whether a
profit sharing or contingency commission payment will be paid by the insurance company. However,
that's not all that different than ordinary insurance payments. Meeting underwriting guidelines,
collecting the premium, having the policy go to full te1m, and having the payments clear the bank
are all contingencies that must be met in order for any insurance commission to be paid. The amoW1t

of payments vary from company to company and products sold, and whether it's a multi line versus
single line insurance product. Thus, your ordinary, routine.! run-of-the-mill, day-to-day commissions
are themselves a complicated quagmire of insurance company regulations and guidelines. If they are
not met, and a commission bas already been paid, the agent might be charged back. The agent may
have to wait the full term of the contract to see if the insurance premium is totally paid or he may
have his payment advanced, depending on each individual insurance company's guidelines. Thusi

having to meet various contingencies in order to qualify for profit sharing or contingent commission
is not all that peculiar. In fact, it seems part of the ordinary day"topday business of the complicated
insurance industry itself. There is nothing in the contract that limits commissions to monthly

premiums. As is noted in Black's Dictionary, the word "commission" means, "The recompense,
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compensation reward of an age7:1t, salesman, executor, trustee, receiver, factor, broker, or bailee,
when same is calculated as a percentage on the amount of his transactions or the profit to the
principal." See also, Winer v. Sales, 217 Maryland 123, 141 A.2d 749, 750: Compensation to an
administrator or other fiduciary for the faithful discharge of his duties.
In the present case, contingent commission or profit sharing is the fruits of the labor of the
Plaintiff. fu fact, many of the years (and for some of the companies) there would be no profit sharing
or contingent commission but for the sales of Brett Kunz. fu other years, it took the joint efforts of
both the Plaintiff and the Defendant in order to qualify and meet the rigorous standards for the profit
sharing. There is simply no basis for denying the Plaintiff the fruits of his labor based on the fact that
the Defendants have particiJ?ated to some degree or another in the obtaining of the pr9fit sharing

commission. It's simply a matter:of mathematics to figure out what the percentages of the parties'
sales contributed to the profit sharing check and times that by the amount paid.
6.

The contract is clear as to:how commission are to be divided.
There is simply no basis-for a 50/50 division of the contract based on ownership. This

division is a creature of the Defendant's own mind and is not predicated in the language of the
contract. Commissions are eame? based on written premiums, not on policy ownership. That is
equally true for contingent commtssions as it is for day~to-day commissions. The contract specifies
commissions are split 80/20 not 50/50.

CONCLUSION
FOR THE FOREGOil'ifG REASONS , declaratory judgement should be entered in favor of
the Plaintiff. Plaintiffs should be awarded their costs and attorney' s fees, as well.
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRI T OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No .: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,
V.

NIELD INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED
FINDINGS OF FACTS,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

Defendant.

INTRODUCTION
The above-entitled matter was tried on December 8 and 9, 2014, before Judge Mitchell
W . Brown, sitting without a jmy. Plaintiffs Bret Kunz and Marti Kunz appeared and were
represented by Mr. Steven A. Wuthrich. Defendant appeared through its President, Bryan Nield,
and was represented by David A. Hooste of the firm Echo Hawk Law. Having heard the
testimony, having reviewed any relevant exhibits entered by the parties, and having reviewed the
record herein, the Court now makes the following findings and conclusions of law:
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FINDINGS OF FACT

To the extent that any of the following Findings of Fact are deemed to be Conclusions of
Law, they are incorporated in the proposed Conclusions of Law, set forth below herein.
Concerning Jurisdiction and Venue
1. Plaintiffs, Bret Kunz and Marti Kunz, are individuals which have resided in Bear
Lake County, State ofldaho, at all times during the pendency of the above-entitled matter.
2. Plaintiffs, Bret Kunz and Marti Kunz, are licensed insurance agents conducting
business in Bear Lake County, State ofldaho. (Tr. p. 23, L. 4-23; p. 105, L. 1-6; and p. 298, L.
9-17).
3. Defendant, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers, is a corporation organized under
state law and authorized to transact insurance business in the State of Idaho. (Complaint ,r2, and
Answer ,r 2).
4. Defendant's principal place of business is in Pocatello, Idaho. (Tr. p. 386, L. 15-17).
5. Defendant operates a satellite office in Montpellier, Idaho, which includes the
services performed by Bret Kunz. (Tr. p. 23 L. 4-7· p. 27, L. 7-9; and p. 387, L. 17-19).
Procedural History
6. Bret Kunz filed a Complaint on November 13, 2013. In the Complaint, Bret Kunz
asserts two claims against Defendant: Count One - Claim for Accounting; and Count Two Declaratory Relief. 1 The claim for accounting requests an accounting from Defendant "of all
profit sharing, bonuses, surplus commissions or other incentives paid to Nield Inc., in any
manner, and affected by or premised upon sales, commissions, or insurance placements done by
[Bret Kunz] [from] 2008 through 2012. " 2 The second count originally requests this Comt to

1

2

See Complaint, pp. 5-6.
See Complaint, p. 5, 124.
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declare the following: (1) that the Agent Contract between Nield Inc. and Bret Kw12 includes an
obligation that Nield Inc. pay Bret Kunz compensation based upon "all bonuses commissions,
incentives profit sharing or other remuneration received by Nield Inc. , in any way affected,
increased, decreased or influenced by [Bret Kunz] sales of insurance policies;" (2) that the
appropriate share of Bret Kunz' portion of the bonus or profit sharing is "eighty percent (80%) of
that p01iion generated by Plaintiff's insurance sales;" and (3) "that Defendant has no interest in
the life and health insurance sold by [Bret Kunz] or [Mmti Kunz] and no interest in the health
insurance book of business bought from Mike Kunz' widow and enhanced thereafter or
prospered thereafter by Mmti Kunz." 3
7. With regm·d to the request for declaratory relief, Bret Kw12 asse1is that the contract at
issue entitles Bret Kunz to eighty percent (80%) of Defendant's share of profits obtained from
third-party insurance providers based upon Defendant's obligation to provide Bret Kunz "80
percent of commissions received on insurance placed by agent with Compm1y" or due to
Defendant' s obligation to perform ' other functions based on commissions split and individual
agreement. " 4
8. Nield Inc. filed its Answer and Counterclaim on December 2, 2013. Nield Inc.
disputes the validity of Bret Kw12' claims. Defendant asse1ts that the contract is unambiguous,
and that the plain meaning of the terms of the contract does not entitle Plaintiffs to any payment
beyond the base commission split. Defendant also claims that to the extent there is any
ambiguity in the te1ms of the contrnct, a reasonable interpretation of the terms of the contract
does not entitle Plaintiffs to any payment beyond the base commission split, and that such
limited interpretation is consistent with the extrinsic evidence presented. Nield Inc. asserts in the

3

4

See Complaint, p. 6, ~ 30.
See Complaint, p. 4, ~~ 17, 18, and 30.
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Counterclaim that Bret Kw1Z breached his contrnct by placing insurance tlu·ough a company
other than Nield Inc. contrary to the express terms of the contract.
9. On or about December 2, 2013, Defendant filed a Cross-Claim Complaint against
Marti Kunz. In this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Change Venue, p.
3, Defendant's Cross-Claim Complaint was correctly designated as a Third-Party Complaint.
Similar to the Counterclaim against Bret Km1Z, Defendant's Third-Party Complaint asserted that
Mruti Km1Z breached her contract by placing insurru1ce tlu·ough a compru1y other than Nield Inc.
contrary to the express tem1s of the contract.
10. On or about Januru-y 2, 2014, Bret Kunz filed his Reply to Counterclaim and Ma1ti
Kunz filed an Answer to Cross-Claim. Both Bret and Mruti Kunz deny any alleged breach of
their respective contracts and raise several defenses to the claims against them.
11. On March 24, 2014, this Court entered its Memorandw11 Decision and Order on
Motion to Change Venue, in which it was found that Defendant's Complaint is interpreted to
contain sufficient language to have pleaded a breach of contract cause of action against Nield
Inc. 5 Shortly thereafter, this Comt also entered a Memorru1dwn Decision ru1d Order on Motion
to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings, which provided, in pe1tinent prut, that the issues raised by the
paities will be bifurcated and tried at different times, with the issues raised in the request for
declaratory judgment being heai·d first. 6
12. On November 20, 2014, Defendant dismissed the Cross-Claim (Third Patty
Complaint) against Mmti Kunz with prejudice. 7 Defendm1t agreed to waive m1y interest in the
life and health insurance sold by Bret Kunz or Ma1ti Kunz and waived any interest in the health
insurance book of business bought from Mike Kunz widow and enhru1ced thereafter or
5

Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Change Venue, pp. 5-8 .
Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings, pp. 3-4, March 26, 2014 .
7 Minute Entry and Order, November 20, 2014.

6
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prospered thereafter by Marti Ktmz. As a result, the parties also stipulated that the third p01iion
of Bret Kunz' request for declaratory relief was moot. 8 The parties fiuiher stipulated to add
Marti Kunz as a Plaintiff to the Complaint though only in her capacity as a spouse to Bret Kw12
and not with regard to her individual contract with Defendant. 9
13. On December 8, 2014, at the outset of the trial, Defendant asse1ied that Plaintiffs
raised the issue of an implied in law contract for the first time in Plaintiffs ' pretrial brief. (Tr. p.
4-8). Plaintiffs' Complaint did not include a count alleging an implied in law contract as a basis
for recovery, and Plaintiffs' Complaint had not been amended to allege such issue. Plaintiff
explained that it was not Plaintiffs ' intent to raise the implied in law contract as a new cause of
action, and that any reference to the paities' course of performance was relevant only to show the
intent of the paities at the time the contract was entered and that the Couti should consider the
performance only with regard to interpretation of the contract. (Tr. p. 8-11 ). Because Plaintiffs
indicated that there is no intent to assert a cause of action for an implied in law contract, the
Couti will consider any extrinsic evidence presented only for the purpose of determining the
parties' intent regarding the terms of the 2009 contract. (Tr. p. 11-12).
Contract Interpretation
14. In 1996, Bret Kunz and Nield, Inc. entered an Agent Contract. (Tr. p. 26, L. 8-24;
and Exhibit 102). The 1996 Agent Contract provided that Bret Km12 would provide services as a
subcontractor to place insurance business with clients through Nield Inc. (Id.) . In exchange for
the services provided by Bret Kunz, Nield Inc. agreed ce1tain obligations including: maintaining
contracts with insurance caiTiers for placing insurance policies; performing billing and
accom1ting functions, except collections; providing Bret Kunz with a monthly commission

8
9

See ld.
See Id.
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statement" providing Bret Kunz with a monthly check based on the percentage of commission
split; performing other functions based on the commission split and individual agreement, and
providing Bret Kunz with a 1099 tax form each year. (See Id .).
15. The 1996 Agent Contract provided that Bret Kunz would be compensated by
receiving eighty percent (80%) of the commission received on insurance placed with Nield Inc.,
with Nield , Inc. receiving the remaining twenty percent (20%). (Id.).
16. Bret Kunz did not receive, and did not expect to receive, any fonn of bonus
compensation from Nield, Inc. under the 1996 Agent Contract. (Tr. p. 90, L. 21-23; p. 138, L.
15-25). Bret Kunz was not personally aware of the
17. Bret Kunz 1996 Contract was subject to the contractual relationship existing between
Nield Inc. and Michael Kunz. (Exhibit 102, il IV).
18. Michael Kunz died on July 4, 2008 . (Tr. p. 27, L. 3-4).
19. Bret Kw12 and Nield Inc. operated under the tenns of the 1996 Agent Contract until
such time that Bret KW1Z and Marti Kunz could purchase Michael Kunz insurance business
from Judy KW1Z, Michael Kw12' widow. (Tr. p. 26 L. 23 through p. 27, L. 9, and p. 33, L. 4-8).
20. Bret and Maiii Km12 pmchased Michael Kunz' ownership interest in the prope1ty and
casualty book of business that Michael Kunz shared with Nield Inc. on a 50/50 basis, as well as
Michael ' s other insurance business property from Judy Kunz on or about October, 17, 2008. (Tr.
p. 29, L. 13-20; p. 33, L. 4-8; p. 142, L. 23 through p. 143, L. 10; Exhibit 128).
21 . At or near the time of Bret Kunz purchase of Michael KW1Z' business interests, Bret
Kunz expected to enter into a new contract with Nield Inc. with substantially the saine tenns as
Michael Kunz contract, entered as Exhibit 101. (Tr. p. 34, L. 5-7, and p. 132, L. 12-18). Bret
Kw12 was not personally aware of the terms of any individual agreements between Nield Inc. and
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Michael Kunz for any kind of bonus payment which may have supplemented Exhibit 101. (Tr.
p. 129, L. 19 through p. 131 L. 12).
22. Prior to signing the 2009 Contract Bret Kunz carefully examined a pmpmied draft
contract, entered as Exhibit 103 and Bret Kunz expected to enter a final version of the Agent
Contact with those same terms . (Tr. p. 33 , L. 13 through p. 34, L. 14; p. 139, L. 3 through p.
140, L. 3).
23 . In the late fall of 2008, Bret Kunz and Nield, Inc. entered an Agent Contract, which
was effective as of January 2009 (referred to hereafter as "2009 Contract") . (Tr. p. 34, L. 9-20;
Exhibit 105).
24. The 2009 Contract was drafted by Bryan Nield on behalf of Defendant. (Tr. p. 195,

L. 17-19).
25. Bret Kunz did not thoroughly review the 2009 Contract before signing the contract.
(Tr. p. 140, L. 7-18). Bret Kunz did not seek additional time to review the contract before
signing it. (Tr. p. 141 , L. 7-10).
26. Based on the plain language of the 2009 Contract, Bret Kw12 operated as an
independent contractor to write insurance business th.rough Nield Inc.; and in return Nield Inc.
agreed to maintain contracts with insurance carriers which would underwrite the insurance
policies written by Bret Kunz, to perform certain administrative functions, and to pay Bret Km12
compensation in an amow1t equal to eighty percent (80%) of the commissions received on
insmance placed by Bret Kunz with Nield Inc. (See Exhibit 105).
27. With respect to the provisions regarding compensation, the only issue at trial, Bret
Kunz' 2009 Contract is nearly identical to Michael Kunz contract. (Tr. p. 141 , L. 17 through p.
142, L. 11 · and

ompare Exhibit IO I to Exhibit 105). Bret Kunz expectation for any type of
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bonus based on the way Nield Inc. dealt with Michael Kunz was limited to the language of the
written contract. (Tr. p. 132, L. 3-11 ).
28. The provision in the 2009 Agent Contract expressly regarding compensation is found
in Paragraph 7, which states:
Agent will receive 80 percent of commissions received on insurance placed by
agent with Company. Company will receive 20 percent of commissions
placed by agent with Company.
(Exhibit 105).
29. Plaintiffs do not claim that Nield Inc. has deprived Plaintiffs of any commission due
on the monthly premiums collected; rather Plaintiffs assert that Plaintiffs are also due profit
sharing or contingent commission under the 2009 Contract.
30. The 2009 Contract does not expressly provide for profit sharing, contingent
commission, bonus or other similar type ofincentives. (Exhibit 105; Tr. p. 174, L. 25 through p.
176, L. 6).
31. Although the term "commission' is not specifically defined in the 2009 Contract;
Paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Contract provide additional context for the terms usage. Those
Paragraphs provide, in pe1iinent part:
Agent is responsible for all premium and return c01llll11ss10n on business
placed. When collections are not on time, deductions may be made from
payment of commission due . When collection is completed the deducted
commission will be paid.
Agent is responsible for the collection of premiums and returned commissions
on business placed ... Company will provide agent with a commission earned
statement and commission check based on agreed percentages on the 15th of
each month....
32. The ownership provision is Paragraph 8 of the 2009 Conh·act regarding each patiies
fifty percent (50%) ownership of the book of business, is only applicable upon the sale of a
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party's ownership. (See Exhibit 105). That provision of the 2009 Contract does not affect
commission or any other form of compensation unrelated to the sale of the business interest.
33. The term "commission", absent any additional modifier, is generally accepted in the
insmance industry as meaning a percentage of the premiums paid to agents by insurance
companies for the sale of insmance policies. (Tr. p. 37, L. 5-6, p. 321 L. 15 through p. 327, L.
20, p . 348, L. 16-20, and p. 353, L. 23 tlu·ough p. 354, L. 11). That industry usage is not
substantially different from the plain and ordinary meaning of "conunission" which includes a
fee or percentage allowed to a salesman or agent for his services. 10 Defendant intended
"commission" to mean the amount paid on collected premiums. (Tr. p. 267, L. 16-24, p. 363, L.
16 tlu·ough p. 364 L. 17, and p. 385, L. 2-25). Maiii Kunz confamed that she also believed that
"commissions" in her identical contract referred to a percentage of premiums paid, and that she
did not equate "contingent commission" with c01mnission, at the time her contract was entered.
(Tr. p. 312, L. 22 tlu·ough p. 313, L. 2, andp. 313, L. 15, throughp. 314, L. 3).
34. In the context of interpreting the tem1 "commission", the term "premiw11s" is
generally accepted within the insurance industry to meai1 premiums actually collected, subject to
chai·ge-back reductions if the premium payment is defective or if the insurance policy is
cancelled by the policy holder or rejected by the insurance carrier. (Tr. p. 32 L. 6-12, and p.
127, L. 14-17).
35. A contingent commission or profit shai'ing is a form of compensation that is different
than monthly commission because the contingent commission or profit sharing is conditioned
upon an agent meeting certain guidelines. (Tr. p. 39, L. 14 throughp. 40, L. 10; p. 348, L. 12-

See Estes v. Meridian One Corp., 77 F.Supp.2d 722, fi1. 7 (E.D. VA 1999); Sloan v. State Board of Physical
Therapy Examiners, 636 S.E.2d 598, fil . 10 (S.C. 2006); Commonwealth Life & Accident ins. Co. v. Board of
Review of Department ofLabor, 11 I N.E.2d 345, 350 (1953); Soderquist v. Glander, Tax Com 'r., I 02 N.E.2d 469
(Ohio 1951); and Brown v. Morrisey & Walker, Inc., 150 A. 330, 332 (N.J. 1930).
10
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24; and p. 354, L. 12-24). According to the uncontradicted evidence presented thrnugh
testimony and corroborated by Exhibits 202, 204 and 205 the guidelines for profit sharing or
similar bonuses distinguished from basic commission because the profit sharing types of
compensation are dependent upon formulas which take into consideration such factors as aru1ual
volume of premiLUns written, earned premium over several years, total losses incuned, incLuTed
loss percentages, gross profit percentages, reduction for delinquencies administrative expenses,
Workers ' Compensation dividends paid out during the year, and growth from year to year. (See
Tr. p. 39, L. 14 tlu·oughp . 40, L. 10, p. 348, L. 12-24, p. 354, L. 12-24, and p. 404, L. 18-23) .
Unlike commissions on monthly premiums, contingent commission or profit sharing is also
usually paid only once per year. (Tr. p. 54, L. 19-23 , and p. 348, L. 21-24).
36. Contingencies such as whether a client changes companies, or cancels a policy, or
writes a bad check, or is denied by an underwriter are not the type of contingencies which are
contemplated in the insurance industJ.-y when the te1ms "contingent commission" are used
together to mean a fom1 of profit sharing. (See Tr. p. 37, L. 23 tln·ough p. 39, L. 1, and p. 94, L.
11 through p. 95, L. 2).
37. Bret Kunz did not have a minimum quota for premiums collected as a condition to
receiving c01mnissions on premiums collected. (Tr. p. 135, L. 9-19). Bret Kunz' basic
commission payments have not been affected by his personal loss ratio, the growth or loss of
clients, or any charge-backs that occur on the accounts with the insurance carriers. (Tr. p. 171 ,
L. 24 through p. 172 L. 15).

38. There are no provisions upon the face of the 2009 Contract that add to or alter the
manner of calculating compensation due to Plaintiffs to support a finding that the tenn
"commissions ' was intended by the pai1ies to include payment based upon any fonnula that
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considers criteria in addition to premimns collected. (Tr. p. 156, L. 24 though p . 159, L. 23, and
p. 169, L. 9 through p. 170, L. 11).
39. The phrase "[o]ther functions based on commission split and individual agreement" is
found in Paragraph 6, Responsibilities of Company. (Exhibit 105). The compensation scheme is
separately set fo1ih in Paragraph 7. (Id.). The plain reading of the phrase, "[o]ther functions
based on c01mnission split and individual agreement" shows that Nield Inc.' s responsibility to
perform "other functions" is dependent upon the conunission split and individual agreement.
(Id.) .
40. At the time the 2009 Contract was entered, Bryan Nield, acting for Defendant,
intended that the phrase "other functions based on conunission split and individual agreement" to
mean that Nield Inc . would be responsible for any billing done by agency bill, accounting related
to payments received by the sweeping of a trust account, do marketing, file claims, follow-up on
policy changes, and make corrections to commissions based on charge-backs. (Tr. p. 120, L. 12
tlu·ough p. 121 L. 10, and p . 239, L. 5 tlu·ough p. 240, L. 5).
41. Bryan Nield ' s statements regarding his intended meaning of the 2009 Contract term
"commission" and the phrase "other f·unctions based on commission split and individual
agreement" as distinguished from an obligation to pay Bret Kunz "contingent commission" or
"profit sharing" is reasonably related to his own history with Nield Inc., and general knowledge
of the insurance industry. (Tr. p. 220, L. 24 through p. 225, L. 9).
42. Bret Kunz and Defendant did not enter any individual agreements regarding
additional compensation due to Bret Kunz. (Tr. p. 240, L. 6-8).
43. There was an agreement between Thomas Nield, the prior owner of Nield Inc. , and
Michael Kunz, under which Defendant and Michael Kunz shared profits from the Gem State
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insurance company with each party obtaining fifty percent of such profits. (Tr. p. 389 L. 9
tlu·ough p. 392 L. 5). That agreement was not reduced to writing. That agreement was
distinguished from other insurance carriers because when it originated Nield Inc. was appointed
by Gem State in Pocatello and Michael Kunz was separately appointed by Gem State as fill agent
in Montpelier. (Id.).
44. Bryfil1 Nield expected to pay Bret Kunz according to the long-standing informal
agreement between Thomas Nield and Michael Kunz regarding Gem State. (Tr. p. 250 L. 11
through p. 252, L. 15). Outside of the 2009 Contract, and not based on any written agreement,
did share profits from Gem State with Bret Kunz in the Sfilne manner that Defendant previously
shared such profits with Michael Kunz. (Tr. p. 372, L. 12-23; Tr. p. 389, L. 6-18).
45 . Nield Inc. made one profit sharing bonus payment to Michael Km12 regarding monies
received from All State Insurance Company. (Tr. p. 392, L. 6-25). The relationship between
Nield Inc. and Michael Km12 with regard to All State was distinguished from other insurance
CfilTiers because the Michael Kunz had been separately appointed in Montpelier. (Id.). That
payment was due to a one-time qualification for the bonus by Michael Kunz, was outside the
contractual obligation for commission, and was divided without objection on a 50/50 basis. (Tr.
p. 392, L. 21 tlu·ough p. 394, L. 7). Bret Km12 does not claim filly profit sharing us due under All
State, and the infmmation is only relevant to the prior dealing and reasonable expectations of the
pfilties.
46. The Comt finds the testimony of Thomas Nield to be credible, pfilticularly regarding
Nield Inc.' s payments of bonuses or profit sharing with Michael Kunz beyond his written
contract, and Nield Inc. ' s history of paying its agents only bonuses, and not "profit sharing", as
that tenn is used in the insmance industry.
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47. Nield Inc. did not have any other history of specific agreements with its sub-agents
regarding sharing profits obtained from insurance caniers. (Tr. p. 394 L. 8-12).
48. Nield Inc. provided bonuses to Bret Kunz as follows:
2008: Gem State - $1800.00 (Exhibit 115)
2009: Gem State did not qualify for profit sharing (Exhibit 116)
2010: Gem State - $1487.50; and Acuity - $663 .50 (Exhibit 106)
2011: Gem State - $1518 .00; and Alliance - $629.00 (Exhibit 107)
2012: Gem State - $3777.00, at 80% (Exhibit 109); Acuity - $424.00 (Exhibit 111)
Those payments from Nield Inc. to Bret Kunz with regard to Gem State were made according to
the agreement and history unique to Gem State. (Tr. p. 249, L. 14 through p. 252, L. 15; Tr. p.
295, L. 3-18). Those payments from Nield Inc. to Bret Kunz with regard to the other insurance
caniers were not made according to the 2009 Contract or other agreement; rather, such payments
were discretionary, gratuitous bonuses. (Tr. p. 289, L. 7 through p. 290, L. 2).
49. Nield Inc. did not use the term "profi t sharing" in Exhibits 106, 107 and 111, as a
term of art in the same manner the tenn is used in Exhibits 202, 204, and 205 the contracts with
the insurance carriers. The Court finds Bryan Nield's testimony credible insofar as he states that
the software program limits the designation as "profit sharing" and that the payment is predicated
on a profit made by Nield Inc. , and without such profit from an insurance cruTier, there would be
no bonus to shru·e. (Tr. p. 202, L. 8-15, p. 203, L. 12 through p. 204 L. 21 , ru1d p. 213, L. 4-15).
Although "profit sharing" is used as the label in communication subsequent to the formation of
the 2009 Contract, the subsequent usage is not indicative of the pruiies ' intent for' commissions'
to be inclusive of' profit sharing."
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50. There was no intention communicated by Bryan Nield, or any other agent for
Defendant, that Bret Kunz was receiving any profit sharing pursuant to the provisions of the
2009 Contract.
51. It is umeasonable for Bret Ktmz to rely on an argument that he overheard between a
representative of Fa1111er' s Alliance and Michael Kunz as a basis for believing that Nield Inc. is
obligated to pay him a shai·e of Nield Inc. ' s profits. (See Tr. p. 28 L. 1-8).
52. The inf01111ation related to the bonus payments made to Bret Kunz subsequent to the
entry of the 2009 Contract does not aid the Court in detennining the intent of the parties at the
time of the formation of the 2009 Contract.
53. Bret Kunz first written complaint to Nield Inc. regarding the issue of profit sharing
was Januai·y 2013 . (Exhibit 108). In response, Bryan Nield immediately contested Bret Kw12'
proposed calculation for a share of the Gem State profits, and paid an eighty percent share in
2013 under protest. (Exhibit 109; Tr. p. 249, L. 24 through p . 250, L. 10). At that time, there
was no complaint as to the nature of profit sharing with any other insurance caiTier. (See Exhibit
108 and Exhibit 109).
54. The parties did not share an tmderstanding of the basis for any profit sharing or
bonus. (See Exhibit 108, Exhibit 109; Tr. p. 60, L. 13-20 and p. 237, L. 10-14). Similarly, the
parties did not sbai·e an understanding of any method for calculation of any such bonus. (Id.).
As such, there was no distinct common understanding between the pai1ies regai·ding profit
sharing or other bonuses due under the 2009 Contract.
55. There is no basis by which the Comt can find that the 2009 Contract or any individual
agreement obligated Nield Inc. to pay Plaintiffs a share of Nield Inc. s profits derived from Nield
Inc. ' s agent contracts with the insurance caiTiers.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
To the extent that any of the following Conclusions of Law are deemed to be Findings of
Fact, they are incorporated in the proposed Findings of Fact, set forth above herein.
Jurisdiction
1. All parties are subject to the jurisdiction of Idaho state courts under Idaho Code
section 5-514 this Corut has original jurisdiction over this matter under Idaho Code section 1705 (though the ultimate amount in controversy is yet to be detennined), and venue is
appropriate within Bear Lake County under Idaho Code section 5-404.
Bmden of Proof
2. Plaintiffs bear the burden of proving that: 1) each element of contract formation has
been met; 2) Plaintiffs' proposed interpretation of each material term of the contract is
reasonable; and 3) the parties shared a meeting of the minds as to the contract's material terms.

fa Alumet v. Bear Lake Grazing Co., 119 Idaho 946,952, 812 P2d 253,259 (1991), the Idaho
Supreme Comt stated, " [t]he burden of proof in a declaratory relief action is governed by the
same rules and considerations as are applicable to the same problem when it arises in legal
proceedings of other types." The essence of the above-entitled case is an inferred allegation that
Nield Inc. had a duty under an employment contract to share profits of Nield Inc. with Bret Kunz
and breached that contract. The bmden of proof for showing the existence of a contract and
breach is on the pruty alleging the breach. 0 'Connor v. Harger Const. , Inc., 145 Idaho 904 910,
188 P3d 846, 852 (2008). Where there is disagreement between parties as to a material term of a
contract, the issue of mutual intent is raised; and in a dispute over contract fo1m ation it is
incU1Tibent upon the pruty asserting enforcement of the contract to prove a distinct and co1m11on
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understanding between the parties. Inland TWe Co. v. Comstock, 116 Idaho 701 703, 779 P .2d
15 17 (1989).
Interpretation of 2009 Contract
3. Bret Kunz and Nield Inc. entered a valid and binding contract for services effective
as of January 2009 .
4. Bret Kunz' claim for a share of Nield Inc. 's profit sharing or other form of bonus
compensation is based solely upon the language of the 2009 Agent Contract, and Plaintiffs
waived any recovery under an implied in law contract theory based on subsequent perfo1mance

· 11
of t 11e paiiles.
5. Plaintiff did not meet their burden of proving that the 2009 Contract between Bret
Kunz ai1d Nield Inc. includes a provision for profit shai·ing or other form of bonus payment.
6. As used in the 2009 Contract, the term "commissions" is not patently ambiguous.
7. Because the Comi concludes that the usage of the te1m "commissions" is not patently
ambiguous, the Comi declines to consider any extrinsic or parol evidence to expand the plain
meaning of the term. See Billow v. Preco 132 Idaho 23, 27, 966 P2d 23, 27 (1998).
8. Upon review of the face of the whole written 2009 Contract, with due consideration
for the context provided by the contract's sepai·ate sections, the Comi concludes that the manner
of compensation agreed to in the 2009 Contract provides that: (1) the commission due to
Plaintiffs is calculated at the fixed rate of eighty percent (80%); (2) the commission due to
Plaintiffs is dependent upon the insurance business placed by Plaintiffs through Nield Inc.; (3)
the insmance business placed by Plaintiffs is directly limited to those premiums actually
collected on each policy; (4) the commission due to Plaintiffs is subject to deduction due to late
collections or returned commission; and (5) the commission due to Plaintiffs is directly related to
11

See Complaint and Tr. p. 4-1 2.
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those premiwns which could be calculated and paid on a monthly basis. As interpreted in this
plain manner, the tenn ' commissions ' cru1J1ot also reasonably mean profit shru·i.ng or other types
of yeru'!y bonuses.
9. The Comt's interpretation of the 2009 Contract 's use of the tem1 "conunissions" is
consistent with the manner in which "commission", without any additional modifiers, is used
within the insurance industry.
10. Applying the expression unius est exclusion alterius maxim of contract interpretation,
this Comt concludes that because the only form of compensation expressly provided in the 2009
Contract is commissions based on insmance business placed by Plaintiffs which are tied to the
monthly premimn collected, and because there ru·e no te1ms in the contracts that provide for
bonuses, profit sharing, incentives, or the like, it is umeasonable for this Court to expru1d upon
the provisions for compensation that are found in the contract by including terms not expressly
stated by the parties.
11 . The Comt rejects Bret KLU1Z' expansive meaning of contingent as applied to the term
"contingent commission." (See Tr. p. 37, L. 23 tm·ough p. 39, L. 1). The evidence shows that a
'contingent commission" is a term of art and means a form of profit shru·ing not merely a
conunission that is contingent on some condition such as a check failing to clear or a chargeback due to cancellation of a policy. (See Id. , and Tr. p. 39, L. 12 through p. 40, L. 10).
12. Plaintiffs ' proposed interpretation of the term "conunission" to include bonuses,
profit sharing, incentives, and the like, is in conflict with the plain language and meaning of the
contract and is rejected.
13 . The Court does not believe that Bret Kunz intended the 2009 Contract tenn
"conunission" to include bonuses, profit sharing, incentives, ru1d the like, at the time the contract
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was formed. This conclusion is supported by the fo llowing evidence: Bret Kunz' statement in
Exhibit 108 in which Bret Kunz specifically states that the division of any profit sharing "was
never addressed in the contract with Mike or me '; and Bret Kunz testin1ony that he did not use
the term 'contingent commission" to describe his claim for profit sharing until after the suit was
filed. (Tr. p. 174, L. 21-25).
14. The Cami concludes that Bryan Nield's testimony that he intended the word
"commissions" in the 2009 Contract to mean the amount paid on collected premiums is credible.
(See Tr. p. 276, L. 16-24). The Court further concludes that Bryan Nield intended the meaning
of the 2009 Conh·act term "commission to be distinguished from an obligation to pay Bret Kunz
"contingent co1mnission" or "profit sharing." (See Tr. p. 220, L. 24 through p. 225, L. 9).
15. As used in the 2009 Agent Contrnct, the phrase "other functions based on commission
split and individual agreement" is not patently ambiguous with regard to whether it includes
profit sharing.
16. Upon review of the face of the whole written 2009 Contract, with due consideration
for the context provided by the conh·act s separate sections, the Cami concludes that it is
inconsistent with the plain language of the whole contract to read the phrase " [o]ther functions
based on c01mnission split and individual agreement" as setting f01ih a basis by which Nield Inc.
was obligated to pay Plaintiffs profit sharing or other types of bonus as a form of additional
compensation. Applying the ejusdem generis rule of contract interpretation, this Court concludes
that because the phrase"[o]ther functions based on commission split and individual agreement"
is found in the section of the 2009 Contract related to acts performed by Nield Inc. such as
providing billing and accounting, providing tax documents, and providing monthly paychecks, it
is unreasonable to interpret the phrase regarding "other functions" as more than a catch-all meant
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to avoid exhaustive detail in the contract regarding the general proceclmes which may be
necessary to accomplish the purpose of the other tenns of the contract.
17. Plaintiffs did not prove that the phrase '[o]ther functions based on commission split
and individual agreement" was intended by either party to include an independent basis for profit
sharing. Although the terms "other functions", as used in the 2009 Contract's plu·ase " [o]ther
functions based on commission split and individual agreement", is inherently ambiguous because
the tenns could include a number of unspecified functions , the Court concludes that any " other
functions" contemplated in the 2009 Contract are limited to those ministerial functions which are
expressly dependent upon the contract's provision for commission split or some individual
agreement.

uch conclusion is supported by the overall structme and other obligations set forth

in Paragraph 6 of the 2009 Contract. (Exhibit 105). Because Plaintiffs do not rely on an
individual agreement as a basis for the alleged obligation of Nield Inc. to pay profit sharing,
Nield Inc. could not be required to perform any 'other function" dependant on any individual
agreement. Because any "other functions" are dependent on the conunission split, the Court
concludes that it would be umeasonable to interpret "other fi.mctions" as including a basis for
defining or calculating compensation in addition to the express provisions fotmd in Paragraph 7
of the 2009 Contract.
18. The Court concludes that that Bryan Nield intended the meaning of the 2009 Contract
phrase "other fonctions based on commission split and individual agreement ' to be distinguished
from an obligation to pay Bret Kunz "contingent commission" or "profit sharing." (See Tr. p.
220, L. 24 tlu·ough p. 225, L. 9).
19. Because the Court finds th.at the usage of the plu·ase " [o]ther fi.mctions based on
commission split and individual agreement' is not patently ambiguous, the Cowt declines to
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consider any extrinsic or parol evidence to expand the plain meaning of the phrase. See Billow v.

Preco , 132 Idaho 23 , 27, 966 P2d 23 27 (1998).
20. Although the 2009 Contract expressly provides for additional individual agreements
between the parties Plaintiffs' suit is limited to the 2009 Contract and Plaintiffs produced no
separate written individual agreement that could form the basis for any other form of
compensation due from Nield Inc. to Plaintiffs. Further Plaintiffs specifically waived any claim
to an i11fe1Ted in fact contract, so this Court is precluded from considering the course of the
parties' perforn1ance as a basis for any individual agreement.
Alternative Interpretation of 2009 Contract
21. Bret Kunz and Nield Inc. entered a valid and binding contract for services, effective
as of January 2009.
22. Bret Kunz ' claim for a share of Nield Inc. 's profit sharing or other fonn of bonus
compensation is based solely upon the language of the 2009 Agent Contract, and Plaintiffs
waived any recovery under an implied in law contract theory.12
23 . Plaintiffs did not meet their burden of proving that the 2009 Contract between Bret
Kunz and Nield Inc. includes a provision for profit sharing or other form of bonus payment.
24. Because the term "commissions" as used in the 2009 Contract may be interpreted to
mean either commissions related solely to monthly premiums collected on insurance business
placed by Bret Kunz through Nield Inc. or commissions related to any payment to Nield Inc.
derived from the insurance business placed by Bret Kunz such term is latently ambiguous, and

12

See Complaint and T r. p. 4-1 2.
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this Comt may consider extrinsic evidence to determine the intent of the parties at the time the
contract was entered. 13
25. Plaintiffs failed to meet their burden of proving that the term 'commissions" was
intended to include bonuses, profit sharing, incentives, or the like, even when the Comt considers
the context provided by the whole contract and the extrinsic evidence entered at trial.
26. Defendant's proposed interpretation of the term "commissions" as limited to payment
for monthly premiums collected is consistent with the context provided by examination of the
whole 2009 Contract. The Comt concludes that the manner of compensation set forth in the
2009 Contract provides that: (1) the commission due to Plaintiffs is calculated at the fixed rate of
eighty percent (80%); (2) the commission due to Plaintiffs is dependent upon the insmance
business placed by Plaintiffs through Nield Inc. ; (3) the insmance business placed by Plaintiffs is
directly limited to those premiw11s actually collected on each policy; (4) the conunission due to
Plaintiffs is subject to deduction due to late collections or retmned commission; and (5) the
commission due to Plaintiffs is directly related to those premiums which could be calculated and
paid on a monthly basis. As interpreted in this manner, it is inconsistent with the provisions of
the entire contract to dete1111ine that the parties intended the term "commissions" to also include
a portion of the profit sharing due to Nield Inc. from third-patty contracts paid yearly and based
upon complex factors in addition to monthly premiums.
27. Defendant's proposed interpretation of the 2009 Contract's use of the term
"commissions" is consistent with the manner in which "conunission", without any additional
modifiers, is used in the Contract and the maru1er in which the tem1 is used within the insurance
industry.
13 See Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, I 51 Idaho 449, 455, 259 P3d 595, 60 I (20 l l) (" Where the facts in existence
reveal a latent ambiguity in a contract, the court seeks to determine what the intent of the patties was at the time they
entered into the contract.").
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28. In consideration of the employment contract entered between Bret Kunz and Nield
Inc. in 1996, entered as Exhlbit 102, as compared to the 2009 Contract, the Comt concludes the
compensation provisions of Plaintiffs two contracts are nearly identical, and that because Bret
Kunz had no expectation of payment for any bonus profit sharing or the like under the 1996
Contract, it is unreasonable to interpret the same plain language as an expression of a different
intent of the pruties. This conclusion is supported by the testimony of Bryan Nield wherein he
states that he, acting for Defendant, intended the 2009 Contract to obligate Nield Inc. to pay Bret
Kunz only commissions based on monthly premiums collected, not contingent commission or
profit sharing, and Bret Kunz' admission that he did not expect to receive profit sharing under
the prior contract, which used the same contract terms regarding compensation. (Tr. p. 90, L. 2123 , p. 138, L. 15-25, and p. 237 L. 8-14).
29. In consideration of the draft contract, entered as Exhibit 103, and the testimony of
Bret Kunz that he reviewed that document and expected his final Agent Contract to contain the
same terms found in Exhibit 103, the Court concludes that Bret Kunz could not have intended
the te1m "commissions" in the 2009 Contract to include other forms of remuneration for his
services. The inclusion of the sentence, "Any other forms of compensation will be based on
individual agreement with the company. ' in Paragraph 7 of Exhibit 103 is an expression of the
pruties ' intent that other forms of compensation may be available to Bret Kunz, but only upon
entry of a separate agreement in addition to the 2009 Contract. Given the limited types of
alternative forms of compensation, it is reasonable to infer that profit sharing or other fo1111s of
bonus would fall within "any other fonns of compensation." Bret Kunz' intent based on his
expectation at the time of entry of the 2009 Contract is relevant despite the fact that the sentence,
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"Any other forms of compensation will be based on individual agreement with the company"
was not actually included in the 2009 Contract.
30. Although dated several years after the 2009 Contract, Bret Kunz use of the terms
'profit sharing" and "commissions ' in his wiitten correspondence to Defendant, dated January
16, 2013 , entered as Exhibit 108 shows that Bret Kunz understood that those tenns had two
distinctly separate meanings. Bret Kunz also acknowledges that the parties did not address the
issue of profit shaiing in the 2009 Contract. Under those circumstances the parties could not
have intended the tem1 "commissions" in the 2009 Contract to also mean profit sharing.
31. The info1mation related to the bonus payments made to Bret Kunz subsequent to the
entry of the 2009 Contract does not aid the Comt in determining the intent of the paities at the
time of the formation of the 2009 Contract.
32. The extrinsic evidence presented did not prove that the plu·ase "[ oJther functions
based on commission split and individual agreement' was intended by either party to include an
independent basis for profit sharing. Although the terms "other fimctions", as used in the 2009
Contract's phrase "[o]ther fimctions based on c01m11ission split and individual agreement", is
inherently ambiguous because the te1ms could include a number of unspecified fimctions, the
Court concludes that any "other functions" contemplated in the 2009 Contract are limited to
those ministerial ftmctions which ai·e expressly dependent upon the contract's provision for
commission split or some individual agreement. Such conclusion is suppo1ied by the overall
structure and other obligations set fo1th in Paragraph 6 of tl1e 2009 Contract. (Exhibit 105).
Because Plaintiffs do not rely on an individual agreement as a basis for the alleged obligation of
Nield Inc. to pay profit shai·ing, Nield Inc. could not be required to perform any "other function"
dependant on any individual agreement. Because any "other functions are dependent on the
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commission split, the Comi concludes that it would be unreasonable to interpret ' other
functions" as including a basis for defining or calculating compensation in addition to the
express provisions found in Paragraph 7 of the 2009 Contract.
33. In consideration of the draft contract, entered as Exhibit 103, and the testimony of
Bret Kunz that he reviewed that document and expected his final Agent Contract to contain the
same te1ms found in Exhibit 103, the Court concludes that Bret Kunz could not have intended
the phrase " [o]tber functions based on commission split and individual agreement" to include an
independent basis for profit sharing. The inclusion of the sentence, "Any other forms of
compensation will be based on individual agreement with the company.' in Paragraph 7 of
Exhibit 103, and acknowledgment of reliance on such draft agreement by Bret Kunz, shows that
Bret Km12 intended that he may be eligible for forms of compensation in addition to the
commission split already provided in that Paragraph 7, but only upon entry of an individual
agreement in addition to the 2009 Contract. In this context, the "other functions" Nield Inc. may
have been obligated to perform would have been effective only upon entry of the individual
agreement. As such, it would be inconsistent with Bret Kunz' expectation to interpret "other
functions' as an expression of the parties' intent to independently obligate Defendant to pay
profit sharing to Plaintiffs.
34. In further consideration of the language found in Paragraph 7 ofExhibit 103, the
Comi concludes that, at the time that the 2009 Contract was entered, the parties' intent with
regard to additional fmms of compensation was merely an agreement to agree. As in Syringa,
the patties left the issues of price (calculation for profit sharing) ai1d logistics (whether and how
profit shai"ing may be paid) open for subsequent and separate agreement. 14 Because the pruties
did not expressly include a provision for profit sharing in the 2009 Contract and instead expected
1<1

See Sy ringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of Adm in., 155 Idaho 55, 63, 305 P3d 499, 507 (2013).
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to enter an individual agreement for any compensation in addition to the monthly distribution of
conm1ission based on premiums collected by Plaintiffs for policies placed through Nield Inc. , the
Comt concludes Plaintiff's claim for a share of Nield Inc. 's profit sharing is unenforceable.
Even if there was some intent to share any or part of Nield Inc. 's profits, the parties did not agree
regarding how the share would be divided, and Plaintiffs' claim for profit sharing remains
unenforceable.
35. In the context of the foregoing conclusions, this Court also concludes that any
statement by Bryan Nield regarding Nield Inc. having good profit sharing checks with Michael
Kunz, and Bret Kunz' inference that he could obtain profit sharing too, is determined to be an
offer by Nield Inc. to enter an agreement for additional compensation. Plaintiff failed to meet his
burden of proving that there was any acceptance or entry of any other individual agreement.
Similarly, Plaintiffs did not present sufficient evidence to show that there was any consideration
given to Nield Inc. for any fonn of remuneration other than the monthly c011U11ission paid on
insurance premiums collected for the additional inclusion of profit shruing into the contract. 15
36. Because Plaintiffs did not submit proof of the patties' entry of some individual
agreement, and because Plaintiffs did not meet their burden of proving that the 2009 Contract
required Nield Inc. to pay profit sharing or the like, the Court concludes that Nield Inc. 's
subsequent payment of any bonus of any type to Plaintiffs was discretionary.
The parties lacked a meeting of the minds regru·ding additional forms of compensation
37. As an additional legal ground for the Corui's order the Comi concludes that
Plaintiffs' claim for compensation in addition to the monthly commission based on premiums

15 See Brand S, Corp v. King, 102 Idabo 731, 734, 639 P.2d 429,432 (1981) (consideration is required for contract
or modification of contract).
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collected by Plaintiffs for policies placed tlu·ough

ield Inc. is unenforceable because the parties

did not have a meeting of the minds with regard to the essential terms of the contract.
38. The nature of the compensation due to Plaintiffs under 2009 Contract is an essential
term of the contract. 16
3 9. Plaintiffs failed to meet their burden of proving that, at the time of the entry of the
2009 Contract, the pmties both intended that Nield Inc. would be obligated to pay Plaintiffs any
form of compensation in addition to the monthly commission based on premiums collected by
Plaintiffs for policies placed tlu-ough Niel d Inc.
40. Even if this Court believes that Bret Kunz intended the tern1s of the 2009 Contract to
include an obligation for Nield Inc. to shm·e its profits with Plaintiffs, 17 such intent is in direct
opposition to Defendm1t's expressed intent. The Court concludes that Defendm1t's expressed
intent as to the meanings of the 2009 Contracts term of "commissions" and phrase "other
functions based on commission split and individual agreement" as not inclusive of profit shm·ing
or contingent commission is supported by the following: Bryan Nield s testimony regarding his
specific intent; Bryan Nield's expectations regarding the limitations of "commissions" based on
his background as a producer; Thomas Nield's and Bryan Nield's testimony regarding the
history of limited bonuses between Defendant and Michael Kunz and between Defendant and
other producers, including Bret Kunz; the additional provision in Exhibit 103, paragraph 7,
which subjects m1y additional compensation on the entry of an individual agreement; and a

16 See Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55, 63,305 P3d 499, 507 (2013); and See
lai,vrence v. Jones , 124 Idaho 748, 751, 864 P2d 194, 197 (Ct. App. 1993).
17 Contrary to the Comt's prior conclusion that Bret Kunz asserted intention is contrary to his statement profit
shar ing "was never addressed in the contract with Mike or me", and his admission that he did not use the term
"contingent: commission" until after learning th e term from the information gathered in discovery during the
pend ency of this suit. (See Exhibit 108; and Tr. p. 174, L. 2 1-25) .
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comparison of substantially the same plain language found in Paragraphs 5 6 and 7 of both the
1996 Contract (Exhibit 102) and the 2009 Contract (Exhibit 105).

41 . The Court concludes that the paiiies disagreement regarding the term "commissions'
and the phrase ' other functions based on commission split and individual agreement' is such that
those provisions may not be interpreted under any circumstances to mean that Nield Inc. has a
duty to pay Plaintiffs some form of profit sharing and that Nield Inc. is obligated by the Contract
to pay Plaintiff commission only as to the premiums collected on business written by Plaintiff
tlu·ough Nield Inc. Even though the parties acknowledge the saine wording of the agreement, the
Comi must conclude that there is no contract because of the iITeconcilable proposed meanings of
the material terms which could have either Plaintiffs ' proposed meaning or Defendant's
proposed meaning, but not both meanings. 18
42. It is improper to interpret the ambiguous language of the 2009 Contract against the
drafter, Nield Inc., where the intent of the pa1iies can be ascertained, and where the parties'
intent proves not to be a mutual understanding. 19 This is particularly trne where resolving
contract language against its drafter is an interpretation rnle oflast resort. 20
Calculation of Profit Sharing
43. Having concluded that Nield Inc. is not obligated to pay Plaintiffs any form of profit
sharing or the like tmder the 2009 Contract, the Comi concludes that a declaration regarding the
calculation of any profit sharing is moot. Notwithstai1ding the mootness, the Comi concludes
that Plaintiffs have not presented sufficient evidence to prove that any potential profit shai·ing
should be calculated according to the saine 80/20 division as other conunission.

18

19
20

See Restatement (Second) of Contracts, Section 20(1 ), and comment c. thereto ( 1981 ).
See Farnsworth v. Dairymen 's Creamery Ass'n, 125 Idaho 866, 870, 876 P.2d 148, 152 (Ct. App. 1994).
See 3 Corbin on Contracts §5 59, at 268 (1969).
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44. Plaintiffs did not prove that the 2009 Contract included any express provisions
regarding any compensation in the fom1 of profit sharing

21

or that there was any individual

agreement to supplement the 2009 Contract as a basis for profit sharing. 22
45. The evidence in the record shows that the pa1ties did not have a meeting of the minds
at the time the contract was formed with regard to any calculation for profit sharing. Rather, the
evidence shows that the parties had not contemplated the inclusion of profit sharing directly in
the 2009 Contract, and had not provided for the calculation of such additional compensation.
This conclusion is supported by the following evidence: Bret Kunz' statement in Exhibit 108 in
which Bret Kunz specifically states that the division of any profit sharing "was never addressed
in the contract with Mike or me' ; Bret Kunz testin10ny that he did not use the term "contingent
commission" to describe his claim for profit sharing until after the suit was filed (Tr. p. 174, L.
21-25), Bryan Nield' s written response in Exhibit 109 in which he concurs that there is nothing
in the 2009 Contract concerning the issue of splitting profit sharing on any particular basis, and
Bryan Nield's testimony that Nield Inc. did not have an agreement to pay contingent commission
or profit sharing (Tr. p. 237 L. 8-14). The information set forth in Exhibits 113 through 118 was
learned by Plaintiffs only after this law suit was filed, and are not relevant to Bret Kunz' intent at
the time he entered the 2009 Conh·act. (Tr. p. 57, L. 7 tlu·ough p. 58, L. 18).
46. The Couti is precluded from using the paities ' course of conduct to determine
whether there was any agreement regarding the tem1s of profit shai·ing because Plaintiff's
specifically withdrew any claim to an implied in law contract.

See Exhibit 105.
Though it appears that Nield Inc. does not dispute that Defendants continued to pay Bret Kunz a p01tio11 of the
Gem State profit sharing based upon a continuation of the informal agreement to share such profits with Michael
Kunz (Tr. p. 25 1, L. 5 though p. 252, L. 7-15), there was no evidence of any written contract for such payments, and
this Colll't is precluded from finding such agreement based upon an implied in law contract and performance of the
parties.
21

22
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47. Because Plaintiffs contracts with Nield Inc. do not expressly provide for the
calculation of profit sharing and because there is no other legal basis set forth in this case upon
which to determine the calculation of profit sharing, this Com1 caimot enforce the payment of
any profit shai'ing.
48. Defendant is the prevailing party in this action.

ORDER
NOW THEREFORE, IT I HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that:

1.

The Court declares that the 2009 Contract between Nield Inc. and Bret Kunz does

not obligate Defendant to pay Plaintiffs any additional compensation in the nature of any
"bonuses, conunissions, incentives, profit sharing or other remw1eration received by Nield Inc.,
in any way affected, increased, decreased or influenced by [Plaintiffs] sales of insurance
policies."
2.

The Court declares that because the 2009 Contract does not obligate Defendant to

compensate Plaintiffs in addition to the amom1t of commission based on insurance premiums
collected by Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs' request for a declaration that profit sharing should be based
upon "eighty percent (80%) of that portion generated by Plaintiffs ' insurance sales" is moot, and
the Court declines to enter such declai·ation .

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
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3.

Plaintiffs shall reimburse Defendant for its reasonable attorney fees and costs

incuned in defending this action. The Court will enter an appropriate judgment upon
Defendant' s submission for attorney fees and costs pursuant to Rule 54(d) and Rule 54(e) of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED this _ _ day of _ _ _ __ _ , 2015.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
DISTRICT JUDGE
Respectfully submitted this

Iv'-.

_/_
<P_ day of March, 2015.

~~ -Js/o.;.s,k
David A. Hooste
Attorney for Defendant
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1011 Washington t. , Suite 101
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STEVEN ,A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law~ ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236

2D1S HAR 23 PH S: I~
CINDY GARNER. CLERK

Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

DEPUTY--CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO: IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)

BRETD. KUNZ,

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,

)

PLAINTIFF 'S REPLY MEMORANDUM

)
VS.

)

NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs , Bret and Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel ofrecord,
Steven A. Wuthrich, and in reply memorandum respo.od and aver as follows :
1.

With respect to the Defendant's Proposed Findings of Facts, Paragraph No. 13 , the
Defendant has presumed that by eliminating "implied in law contract" theory the only
purpose for the extrinsic evidence was for determining the parties' intent of the 2009
contract. That overstates the scope of the stipulation. An "implied in law contract," basically
promis sory estoppel, was not plead in the Plaintiffs pleadings and it is agreed that he was
not pursuing that theory. However, any extrinsic evidence could go to amendment of the
written contract. For example, there is little doubt now that, although the written contract
provides that all insurance writing shall go through Nield, Inc. , the parties in fact agreed not
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to run the health and life insurance through Nield, Inc. , aud the Defendants have, eventually,
stipulated to such relief. The Defendant overstates the breadth and scope of the stipulation.
2.

In Defendant's Finding of Fact, Paragraph No. 21, that statement is inconect. Bret Kunz
attested that he did know that Mike Kunz was receiving profit sharing checks (Tr. p. 28, L.
1- 18). Moreover, at the time of signing of the contract, the Defendant's agent, Bzyan Nield,
stated, " They had some pretty good profit sharing checks with Mike." (Tr. p. 35, L. 14-16.)

3.

In response to Paragraph No . 2 7 of the Findings ofF acts, again, Bret Kunz was aware of both
Mike having received profit sharing checks (although he did not know the scope of the
formula for those checks) and that Bryan Nield made representations "they had pretty good
profit sharing checks" at the time of signing. Moreover, there is a long history of payment
of profit sharing checks, commencing the first year after the agreement had been written.
(See, i.e. Plaintiff's Proposed Findings off act, Paragraph Nos. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and
30.)

4.

Defendant's Proposed Findings of Fact, Paragraph No. 30, is incorrect. The word
"commission" could reasonably be understood to include profit sharing or contingent
commission checks, as well as ordinary insurance sales checks. In fact, the word as it's
defined would include such checks under a layman's definition of the word "commission."
Defendant's own expert so attested.

5.

In response to Defendant' s Proposed Findings of Fact, Paragraph No. 32, Bryan Nield said
that 50 percent ownership of the Book of Business was the predicate upon which profit
sharing should be paid. (See, e.g. Exhibit 109, wherein Bryan Nield writes, 'The reason we
split profit sharing 50/50 is based on ownership, not commissions, and there are no

REPLY MEMORANDUM - Page 2
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guarantees on profit sharing.") 1 In point of fact, Marti Kunz testified there was never any
question as to whether or not Bret was entitled to receive contingent commissions or profit
sharing checks because Bryan sent the memo regarding the profit sharing right from the
beginning. (Tr. p. 394, L. 15-19.) The only issue was that Brett believed he should get 80
percent and Bryan believed it should be 50 percent. (Id. at L. 22-23.) From the first year Bret
and Marti took over, without even asking, Bryan sent the profit sharing (Id. at L. 23 -25).
Furthermore, when Marti made inquiries about the profit sharing, she .was told that he
(Bryan) would send her a fonnula so that she could show Bret and explain how it worked.
At no time in her discussions or inquiries did Bryan ever claim they didn't have a right to
profit sharing. (Tr. p. 306, L. 13-21.)

6.

In response to Defendant's Proposed Findings of Fact, Paragraph No. 33, while Defendant
Bryan Nield states he intended not to pay profit sharing, his course of conduct is entirely in
opposite with his conduct and statements out of court. The self-serving testimony of Bryan
Nield bears little credibility to the facts. (See, e.g. Exhibit 106-113.)

7.

fu response to Paragraph No, 35, the Defendant attempts to distinguish between profit
sharing checks and other collected premium on the basis of time. However, other
commissions may be paid annually as well, as are profit sharing commissions, and this
distinction is as thin as a watch crystal.

8.

Paragraph No. 40 is disingenuous on its face. Bryan Nield allegedly testified that the "other
functions on commission split and individual agreement,, applied to marketing, filing claims

1In

fact, for that year Bryan conceded that profit sharing should be based on an 80/20
fomlUla, not 50/50 in his payment to the Plaintiff.
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for him, or making corrections to commissions based on char~eback." How does one split
80/20 marketing? 2 How does one split 80/20 filing of claims? How does one split 80/20

followup on policy changes? How does one split 80/20 "corrections on commissions"based
on cbargebacks? What Mr. Nield testified defies logic and the plain wording of the contract
itself.
9.

In response to Defendant's Proposed Findings of Fact, Paragraph No. 48,Defendant attempts
to distinguish Gem State from the other insurance companies without any rational basis. The
only distinction between Gem State and the other companies is that Bret Kunz knew exactly
how much profit sharing was paid on Gem State, and was in the dark with respect to the
payments of the other companies.

10.

Paragraph No. 49 of Defendant's Proposed Findings of Facts simply flies in the face of the
facts. Not only do the alleged ('software" defects use the words "profit sharing" but B;van
Nield himself did in bjs hand. typed memos-not once, but numerous times. The testimony of

Bryan Nield is simply incredible in this regard. (See, e.g. Exhibits 106-113 .)
11.

In response to Paragraph No. 51, Bret Kunz gained an understanding that Mike Kunz had
profit sharing with regard to that particular company because Mike was fighting a loss c]aim.
Bret knew that loss claims only matter to an insurance agent insofar as profit sharing is
concerned, as it makes no difference in the regular monthly premiums. Having worked in the
industry for years by that point in time, it was perfectly reasonable for Bret to understand,
correctly, that Mike received contingent commission or profit sharing checks from Nield,
Inc., and that he had to fight claims with the adjusters or agents of the company to keep his

2There

is no evidence Nield, Inc. ever paid for marketing for the Kunz's.
REPLY MEMORANDUM - Page 4
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loss ratios down.
12.

In response to Paragraph No. 53, it is not true that Bret didn't complain about profit sharing
until January of 2013. Bret complained about the manner in which profit sharing was being

divided on the first Gem State check (Tr. p. 44, L. 8-25). Only after this suit was entered into
did Bret even learn that he wasn't being paid profit sharing at all, or in wrong amounts,
despite qualification, for some years. (Tr. p. 48 to 51 .) Inasmuch as Bret did not have access
to the numbers on the companies other than Gem State, he had nothing to complain about
because he was ignorant as to the amount of profit sharing payments Nield, Inc. was
rece1vmg.
13.

In response to Paragraph No. 54 of the Proposed Findings of Facts, if the Defendant' s
position were the case, i.e., that it had no intention of paying profit sharing, why did Bryan
Nield never write a single memo to that effect? There is no document ever showing that,

other than this lawsuit, Bryan Nield ever expressed in writing or orally to either Bret or Marti

Kunz that they weren't entitled to profit sharing checks. Rather, the argument was that it
should be split on a 50/50 basis and alleged ''bonuses" were paid in such a manner as to
deceive the Plaintiff into believing he was receiving his fair amount of profit sharing checks.
14.

In response to Paragraph No. 55, apparently Defendant now takes the position that Bret Kunz

was not supposed to receive Gem State commissions, either. This is entirely inconsistent with
his position at trial that Gem State was somehow different from the other companies.

15.

Defendant's Proposed Conclusion, Paragraph No. 4, is false . Mr. Kunz 's claim is based not
only on the language of the contract, but the parties ' course of dealings and oral statements
made at the time of signing of the contract, as well as conoborating statements and
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admissions made by the Defendant subsequent to the signing.
16.

Proposed Conclusions, Paragraph Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8, are all unsupported by the evidence.

17.

Proposed Conclusions, Paragraph No. 9, is contrary to what the Defendant' s own expert
witness, Steve Ahl, testified to, and is ·without basis in the record.

18.

Proposed Conclusions, Paragraph No. 10, is inapplicable because this Court is left to
interpret the word "commission" which is, on its face, subject to two reasonable meanings.

19.

Proposed Conclusions, Para.graph Nos. 11, 12, 13, and 14, are actually not conclusions but
a repeat of Proposed Findings of Facts.

20.

Proposed Conclusions, Paragraph Nos. 24, 25, 26, and 27, are not supported by the record.

21.

Proposed Conclusions, Paragraph Nos. 30, 31 , 32, 33 , and 34, are again :findings more than
they are conclusions.

22.

Proposed Conclusions, Paragraph Nos. 35-40, are not supported by the record.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Plaintiffs Proposed Findings of Facts and Conclusions, not
that of the Defendant' s are more apropos to the evidence and should be adopted by this Court.
DATED THIS

~

2,..3, dayofMarch, 20 14.

-1J---____

_

·-

---~II,/))~
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and correct ~y of the forgoing Amended Reply was sent via ~
fax/ D mail to the following party on this~ day of March, 2014.
David A. Hooste
Echo Hawk Law

PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
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David A. Hooste (LS.B . No. 6425)
ECHO HA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)478-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No .: CV-2013 -232
Plaintiffs,

OBJECTION AND MOTION TO
STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' REPLY
MEMORANDUM

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation
(hereinafter referred to as Nield, Inc. or Defendant for conveniencet by and through its counsel
of record, Echo Hawk Law, and hereby objects to Plaintiffs ' filing of a Reply Memorandum and
moves this Court to strike Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum.
This objection and motion is based upon the Court's Order for Briefing Schedule, entered
February 17, 2015, and further supported by the record on December 9, 2014. The Order and
relevant portion of the trial transcript are attached hereto for convenience. This Court set forth.
that upon notice that the trial transcript had been lodged with the Court, Plaintiffs would be
allowed fourteen (14) days to submit proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and a
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separate written closing argument, thereafter Defendant would be allowed fourteen (14) days to
submit proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of law and a separate written closing
argument. See Order for Briefing Schedule, and Tr. p. 422. L. 1 through p. 423. L. 1. Plaintiff
was allowed to :file a reply argurn.ent ''only in the case that [Defendant} files an argument as part
of his post-trial submissions.'' Tr. p. 423, L. 2-7. It should have been clear from the context and
discussion that the Court was limiting a reply by Plaintiffs only if Defendant filed a separate
written closing argument.

The parties had no questions regarding the Court's schedule and

process. Tr. p. 423, L. 8-11.
Defendant timely filed a proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. Defendant
did not file a separate closing argument, and instead relied on the legal analysis already set forth

in Defendant's Trial Brief.

Defendant's position in that regard was set forth in the

correspondence provided to the Court and counsel for Defendant on March 16, 2015, also
attached hereto.
Plaintiffs filed a Reply Memorandum on March 23, 2015. That reply memorandum is
contrary to the Court's scheduling order and sets forth additional argument related to
Defendant's proposed :findings of fact and conclusions of law on a paragraph by paragraph basis.
Although not labeled as newly proposed findings or conclusions, the Reply Memorandum is, in a
practical sense, a second opp01tunity for Plaintiffs to propose alternative findings or conclusions,
rather than a reply to any closing argument.
Although there is no sure way to determine whether the issues or arguments set forth in
Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum will affect the Comt' s final determination, Defendant is
prejudiced by Plaintiffs' actions.

Defendant specifically elected not to submit a separate

argument. which was intended to limit additional argument from Plaintiff and to allow the Court
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to con.sider the matter fully submitted and render its decision 'Without further delay. Defendant is
further prejudiced by Plaintiffs' attempt to expand their theory based on the effect of the postcontract formation conduct of the parties. Plaintiffs claim that "extrinsic evidence could go to
amendment of the contract." See Reply Memorandum, p. 1. Such legal theory is properly
labeled an implied in law contract. That theory was not properly pleaded by Plaintiffs, was
waived by Plaintiffs at trial, and was specifically limited at trial by the Court. Because the
theory was not pleaded and not pursued by Plaintiffs, and because the Court accepted the
limitation at the outset of the trial, Defendant did not focus on defending the elements of such
theory, and it is improper to now consider additional argument on that theory.
To allow Plaintiff additional argument is unjust and directly counter to the Court's
statements on the records and the Order for Briefing Scheduling. Defendant contacted Plaintiff
immediately upon receipt of the Reply Memorandum and attempted to resolve the situation in an
informal manner without success. Correspondence between the parties is attached hereto.
Based on the foregoing, this Court should strike Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum, and
under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(i) or the Cowt' s inherent discretionary authority, should
impose reasonable attorney fees and costs ,vhich Defendant has incurred as a result of Plaintiffs'
unjustified and uncorrected filing.
To avoid further delay, Defendant requests that the Court immediately rule on this motion
without hearing additional oral argument of the parties; however, if a hearing is necessary,
Defendant reserves the right to make oral argument.
DATED this ~~day of March, 2015.

DAVID A. HOOSTE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;i~ay of March, 2015, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
lOll Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W . Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver

'BFax: (208) 847-1 23 0
0Email:

0U.S. Mail

D Hand Deliver
~ax: (208) 547-2147

0Email:

For ECHO HAWK LAW
H;\\VDO>..'\CLIENTS\ I 264\0001 \OOOS774&.DOC
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DISTRICT COURT
SIXTH JUOfGIAL DISTRICT

BEAR LAKE COllNTY,.IOAHO

2015 FEB 17 PH Ii 0~
CINDY GARNER, CLERK
DEPUTV_ _ CA SE NO.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2013-00023'2

vs.

ORDER FOR BRIEFING

SCHEDULE

NIELDj INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS>
an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants.

Based upon the lodging of the official transcript of the trial proceedings in this matter, the

following briefing schedule shall be adhered to:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the parties shall subi~it.proposed· Findings of Fact and
Conclusions oftaw as follows: (1) The Plaintiffs shall have fourteen (14) days {Tuesday, March
3, 201S) to file their proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and their written closing

argumen.t in a sepatate document. The Defendant shall have fourteen (14) days (Tuesday, March
17, 2015) after the filing of Plaintiffs' submission to file its proposed Findings of fact and
Conclusions of Law and itg written closhlg ru:gutne.nt in a separate document Finally, Plaihtiff
shall have seven (7) days (I'uesday, March 24, 201 S) after the filing of Defendant's submission
to file their reply closing argument. This reply argument shaII not contain additional findings of
OIU:>tR FOR B~IEFING SCHEDULE

1
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.,,.

fact tmd/or conclusions of law.
lT rs FURTHER ORDERED that following the submission. of the _proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law and any further briefing, the Court will take this matter under

ADVISEMENT and issue a decisio11 h1 d'Ue coutse.

DATED this li11 day ofFebruaty, 2015,

?ilul&~.e~

MITCHELL W, BROWN
Sixth District Judge

CERT!FICATE OF MAJ:LlNG/SE:'R'VlCE

7

I hernby certify that on the J tJ.._. day ofFebrumy, 2015~I mailod/strVcd a tru~ copy of
the foregoing docu1nent on the attomey(s) / person(s) listed below by mall with correct postage
theteon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

ATTORNE'f(S) /PERSON(S)
Steven A. Wutb.tich
· Attorney at Law
1011 Washingtoni Suite 101
Montpeliel') ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847~1230

Davld A, Hooste
ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)478-1670
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depending on how much bus1_ , you wrote in the prior
months.
MR. WUTHRICH: No further questions.
THE COURT: Cross.
MR. HOOSTE: I don1t think l have any questions.
TIIE COURT: Thank you. You may step down at this
time, Mr. Nield. Any other rebuttal?
MR WIITHRICH: No 1 Your Honor.
THE COURT: All right. With that, the plaintiff
has completed their rebuttal portion of this trial. At
this point in time we have completed the testimony and the
court trial with respect to the bifurcated proceedings in
this matter, 1·eservin.g the legal issues with respect to
breach of contract for a later hearing.
At this point in time the court is going to
address with the parties a post-trial briefing schedule in
this matter, I believe today, while we were having some
technical issues with my realtime, that while we were off
the record l discussed with the parties an option that I
wou[d make available to them. It is my practice in a
court trial -- fm not sure if Mr. Wuthdch has eve.r· had a
court trial with me. I !mow that Mr. Hooste has had a
court trial with me previously. What I normally require
in place of dosing arguments is that the parties present
to me in two separate documents proposed findings of fact
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pl'evious pretrial, because the 14 days would fall
virtually on the eve of Christmas, extending that deadline
out. That having been said, and since I would want to
take advantage of that and perhaps have tlll'ee weeks rather
than your normal two, I think my memory is better se.rved
by having a transcript.
THE COURT: Mr. Hooste?
MR. HOOSTE: The defendant consents to the
transcript being prepared and sharing in the cost of that,
Your Honor.
THE COURT: All right. That will be the order of
the court. Atranscript of these proceedings will be
prepared. The _parties will sha1·e in the cost associated
with the preparation of that transcript 50/50.
You shall contact the court reporter and he'll
maybe give you an estimate today. Do you have a sense of
what roughly two days of trial will be?
THE COURT REPORTER: We talked about that durin
the last break. I've already given them an estimate.
THE COURT: Okay. Pe.r-fect. So he'll begin the
prncess of preparing the transcript. You guys pay the
estimated fee one half each to Mr. Felshaw. If it exceeds
the estimated fee, then you'll each be responsible for an
additional one half of any amount in excess of the
estimated fee in this matter.
Deoembe:r g;,

201.g - Volura6 2

and conclusioh, ,aw and a separate submission setting
forth their closing arguments.
What I typically do in a court trial is give
the parties the following option. We can set a post-trial
briefing schedule that will be scheduled based upon
today's date of completing the trial. Or we can set a
briefing schedule that would be predicated upon a
completed transcript of this trial proceeding. I aliow
that to be at the option of the parties.
The one thing that I feel is incumbent upon
the court to make the parties aware of is that in the
normal course of these types of proceedings, the party who
appeals, if there is ultimately an appeal flowing from the
court's decision, would bear the cost of ordering the
transcript of the proceedings. If the parties opt to have
a transcript done before their submissions of proposed
findings of fact and conclusions oflaw, we don't know who
the prevailing party will be, we don't !mow who the
potential appellant would be. Therefore, what I no1mally
order is that the parties share in the cost of pl'eparing
the transcript in these proceedings. Those are the
alternatives that are available.
M1·. Wuthrich, how do you and yom client wish
to pl'Oceed?
MR. WlITHRICH: Your Honor, we had talked in our
December 5, 2Cl4 - volume 2
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The court will order that upon £ling or
lodging with the comt of the final transcdpt of these
pmceedings the following briefing schedule will apply.
The plaintiff, Mr. and Mrs. Kunz, will have 14 days from
the lodging of that transcript. Mr. Wuthrich, I'm sure
that the transcript is a couple of weelcs out at least.
That's going to give you the two weeks OL' whatever - or
longer until the transcript is completed. So two weeks
from the lodging in which to file your proposed findings
of fact c1nd conclusions of law.
Jn addition to that, you will have the
opportunity to file in a separate document any legal
arguments you want to make with 1·espect to these issues.
I recognize that we've afready received trial briefs and
so if you don't -- if you feel like you've addressed it
all in your trial brief you don 1t need to go to the time
or expense of preparing a separate closing argument.
Mr. Hooste, the defendant will then have 14
days from the filing of the plaintiffs proposed findings
of fact and conclusions of law to file their proposed
findings of fact and conclusions oflaw. And if you
choose, you may also file in a separate document any
argument that you would like to make. Again, l've
received your trial brief in this matter. Ifyou have
nothing to add in way of argument to what has been
Doc.ember 9 1 2014 -

Vo lu me 2
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outlined, I certainly am comfl ,Le with that
Then, finally, the plaintiff. as the moving
party in this matter, will have an opportunity to file a
reply argument. There will be no new findings of fact and
conclusions oflawi it will only be argument. That will
only be in the case that Mr. Hooste files an argument as
part of his posttrial submissions.
Any questions about that, Mr. Wuthrich?
MR. WUTHRICH: No1 Your Honor.
THE COURT: Any questions about that, Mr. Hooste?
MR. HOOSTE: No, Your Honor. I think that's clear.
THE COURT: What I tiy to do is when the court
repol'ter lodges the transcript1 I ny to send out a new
order that outlines and tells the specific dates.
Sometimes ifl'm busy, if I'm in triat I don't do that.
So you'll just know from the date oflodging that it's
141141 and seven.
MR. WUTHRICH: He's pl'eparing one transcript.
Typically they'll charge you for one and a copy.
THE COURT: This isn't an appeal.
MR. WUTHRICH: I understand that. We just want th
one and we'll share it. He can send it to me and we will
e-mail it back and forth ourselves so we don't have to pay
for two copies.
THE COURT: Is that any problem?
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THE CG . REPORTER: No.
TIIE COURT: We're not doing this under the Idaho
appellate rules because there is no pending appeal If
that's your agreement with the court repo1tet·, he'll
pro,1de -- do you want it provided to Mr. Wuthrich and
he1ll make copies for Mr. Hooste?
MR. HOOSTE: [ haven't dealt with Rodney that
often. If it could be e-mailed as an attachment to me
that would be fine, and the hard copy to Mr. Wuthrich.
TIIE COURT: I'll let you work that out with Rodney.
MR. HOOSTE: AB far as one copy or two, I think
that's fine. As long we both get it on tbe same date.
MR. WlITHRICH: That's conect. That's all we're
asking.
THE COURT: I'm sure Mr. FelshawwiJI accommodate
that.
MR.WUTHRICH: If he'll e-mail that to both of usi
I'll be happy. We can print it out.
THE COURT: I'll require that he lodge one with the
court and then ifhe1ll just ~mail one to each party
that's sufficient. The lodging date with the comt will
be the controlling date as far as any posttrial
submissions go. Understood?
MR. WUTHRJCH: Yes.
MR. HOOSTE: Justin terms of practicality1 is
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there going to besome kind of a cel'tificate oflodging so
we !mow about that?
THE COURT: What we do is Rodney provides it to
Karen. She will lodge it and there will be a notice that
it has been lodged with the court.
MR. HOOSTE: That dears everything up,
THE COURT: Perfect. Anything else today, Mr.
Wuthrich?
MR. WlITHRJCH: No, Yom Honor.
THE COURT: Anything further today, Mr. Hooste?
MR. HOOSTE: Just to note for the court that we'l'e
done about two hours early.
THE COURT: I know. I busted you guys yesterday.
You did it early.
MR. WUTIIRICH: Please note for the recOl'd I'm not
the one who said [ told you so.
THE COURT: With that1 then, we'll conclude our
e,~dence portion of the trial. I'dlike to commend the
attorneys and recognize the parties for the manner in
which they have conducted themselves in the comt
proceedings. I recogni2e anytime the1-e's a civil
litigation that there is a dispute and difficulties
amongst the parties. I feel that all of the parties have
conducted themselves in a propel' manner here today. T
appreciate that.
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Mr, Nield1 Mr. and Mrs, Kunz1 I appreciate you
all. And as I indicated, your attorneys have been
professional. I appreciate their conduct as well. With
that, we'll stand in recess.
Upon all of the postt:rial submissions being
filed with the cow't1 the court will take this matter
under ad,~sement and will issue a findings of fact and
conclusions oflaw.
What T'll also state in dosing, once my
findings of fact and conclusions of law are filedJ then we
will, on my next law and motion date after thati set this
matter for a status conference to ascertain how we're
going to proceed from that point fo1ward with 1·espect to
the remaining breach of contract claims in this matter.
MR. HOO STE: My I ask to appear by telephone at
that conference?
TIIE COURT: Yes. That's acceptable.
MR. WUTHRICH: Probably on one of your normal
Thursdays?
THE COURT: Yes. And Mr. Hooste may appear at that
telephonically. All right. Thank you. We're in recess
at this time.
(Hearing concluded.)
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Bear Lake County District Court
7 East Center
P.O. Box 190
Paris, Idaho 83261

Re:

Kunz v. Nield Inc., Case No. CV-2013-232

Dear Judge Bro'\);7n;

Please find enclosed the Defendant's Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Order.
Rather than submit an additional Vi'Iitten closing argument, Defendant's respectfully
request this Court to consider Defendant's Trial B1ief, filed December I , 2014, and the attached
proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order as Defendant's position with regard to
the applicable law and such law's application to the facts of the first portion of the bifurcated
trial.

Please feel free to contact me at your convenience should you have any questions or
concerns.
Sincerely,

Yciv~

~

David A. Hooste.

Enclosure
cc. Client
Steven. Wuthrich via facsimile (208) 847-1230
H:\WDOX\CLJENTS\1:264\0001 \00057660.DOCX
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March 24, 2015

Steven Wuthrich
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254

VIA FAX: (208) 847-1230

Re:

Bret Kunz v. Nield, Inc., Bear Lake County Case No.2013-232

Dear Mr. \:Vuthrich:
This letter is to follow-up my telephone call left after regular business hours yesterday
evening. I received your Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum and contacted you as soon as I was

available.
It was my understanding that Plaintiff was only allowed to file a reply argument if
Defendant filed a separate closing argument. That was e:xl)ressed on the record at Page 422 and
423 of the Trial Transcript, and set forth, although not with the same clarity of limitation, in the
Court's Order for Briefing Schedule entered February 17, 2015 , I've attached both of those

references for your review. Because I did not file an additional closing argument, and instead
relied on my Pre-trial Brief for argument, the Reply Memorandum should be excluded from the
record.
Where the matter could be one of mistake, I respectfully request that you review the
record and voluntarily withdra\V the Reply Memorandum. If you disagree, please contact me. If
there is no resolution by March 25, 2015 at 1:00 p.m., I will be compelled to file a motion to
strike and seek sanctions under IRCP 16(i) or other applicable law.
I look forward to hearing from you soon or seeing the withdrawal filed.
Sincerely,

-:Dav~ i)asdeDavia Hooste
H:\ WDOXIC LI t: N'J'S\ 126~\000 I\000577<14.DOCX
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C:J

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law

Licco.lC<f ii\
ldnho

Ll=!.icd in Uloh

1011 Washington SL, Suite 101
Montpeliel', Idaho 83254
',"feJ;

(208) 847-1236

F~'. (208) 847-1230

BYFAX
July29) 2014

David Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670

RE: Kunz -v Nield, Inc.
Dear Mr. Hooste:
I have your letterregarding our Reply Memorandum. Although you did not follow the Court's
instruction with regard to separating out your argument from findings of fact and conclusions) there
can be no doubt but what your Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law are replete with argument.
One need go no :further than Paragraph No. 13 wherein you attempt to make the 3tipulation as to
"implied in law contract" globally effective. Although it was a tactic on your part to merge the two)
you cannot deprive me of my right to respond with a reply brie£ I did not in any manner propose new
findings offaot, but only contxaindicated your findings of fact and arguments contained throughout
the proposed findings and conclusions submitted by the Defendant. I have read the Court's order and
I believe I followed it to the letter.

Sincerely,
«Dictated but not reviewed to avoid delay',
STEVEN A. WUTHRlCH

SAW/sw
cc: Bret Kunz
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CliiDY GA RNER, CLER K
DE PUTY-· CASE NO.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ, Husband
and Wife,
CASE NO. CV-2013-000232
Plaintiffs,
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

vs.
NIELD, INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants.

This action came before the Court for a two (2) day bench trial commencing December 8,
2014 and continuing through December 9, 2014. The Plaintiffs, Bret D. Kunz and Marti Kunz
(refe1Ted to herein collectively as "Kunz") were represented at trial by counsel, Steven A. Wuthrich.
Defendant, Nield Inc. ("N.I."), was represented by counsel, David A. Hooste and Joseph T. Preston.
At the conclusion of the trial, the Court discussed with the parties its normal practice with regard to
post-trial submissions. The parties agreed to share the cost associated with the preparation of a
transcript of the trial in advance of post-trial briefing. See Minute Entry and Order entered on
December 8, 2014. 1 The Court set forth a post-trial briefing schedule to be followed upon the

1Th is Minute Entry and Order is clearly file stamped on the incorrect date. The trial was conducted on g th and 9th of December,
2014 and reflects the proceedings of December 9, 2014, the second day of trial. The Minute Entry and Order was signed by the
Cou rt on December 9, 2015. Therefore, the Court concludes that when the Minute Entry and Order was file stamped, the clerk
inse1ted the wrong date.
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lodging of the trial transcript.2

See Order for Briefing Schedule ("Briefing Order") filed on

February 17, 2015. The parties submitted the requested post-trial filings in accordance with the
Court's order, other than as outlined in Footnote No. 2, and the Court took this matter under
advisement. The Court now enters its F.F.C.L. & M.D.O.
SUMMARY OF CASE

This litigation arises out of an "Agent Contract" entered into between Plaintiff, Bret D.
Kunz (B.Kunz) and N.I. authorizing B.Kunz to sell insurance on behalf of N.1. 's dba Insurance
Designers. The "Agent Contract" purports to outline the terms of the parties' relationship and the
method of compensation to be paid to B.Kunz for his performance contemplated by the "Agent
Contract."

A dispute has arisen between the parties concerning the method and types of

compensation available to B.Kunz under the "Agent Contract."
As a result of this dispute, B.Kunz filed his Complaint on November 13, 2013. This
Complaint asserted two (2) express causes of action: ( 1) a claim for an accounting; and (2) a claim

A di spute arose between the parties concerning the post-trial briefing schedule. The Court' s order outlining the post-trial
submissions provided that Kun z would ''have fourteen ( 14) days to file their proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
following the lodging of the trial transcri pt." Kunz was allowed to file a separate submission containing their closing argument
on the same date. Kun z complied with this portion of the Court' s post-trial subm ission order. However, N.!. submitted only
Defendant's Proposed Fi ndings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order. It did not submit a separate closi ng argu ment; rather
it sent the Court a letter advising that instead of subm itting a written closing argument, it would rely upon its 'Trial Brief, filed
December I, 201 4." Kunz then submitted Plain tiff's Reply Memorandum. N.I . objected to this fi ling by Kunz arguing that
because it had not submitted a closing argument, that Kunz was not allowed to fil e a reply memorandum. See Objection and
Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum. Th is objection and motion was not noticed up for hearing. See Rule
7(b)(3)( D) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (" I.R.C. P. '). Therefore, the Court, as part of these Findings of Fact
Conclusions of Law and Memorandum Decision and Order (" F.F.C.L. & M.D.O"), will DENY N.I. 's objection and motion
without hearing and notice, as being without merit. id. The Court' s Briefing Order spells out clearly what is expected of the
parties. In this instance, NJ. opted to forego filing a subsequent closing statement, instead relying upon a pre-trial subm ission
titled Trial Brief. Whil e this is certainly acceptable, it does not prevent Kunz from its opportun ity to respond. N.I. did ask the
Court to consider argument, it merely chose to submit a pretrial submission rather than create a separate post-trial submission .
Therefore, Kunz should be afforded the opportunity to reply - whether that be to an argument made as part of the antici pated
post-trial briefing schedule or a pre-trial submission substituted and relied upon by N.I instead. However Kunz really does not
provide the Court with a reply argument; rather they choose to use their reply memorandum fo r the purpose of objecting to N.I. ' s
proposed findings of fact. Although this is not what the Court intended either, the Court will consider the same as part ofKunz's
argument as the Court prepares its F.F.C.L. & M.D.O.
2
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for declaratory relief. See Complaint. This Court, during the course of pre-trial motion practice
also concluded, although not expressly being pled, that B.Kunz had assetied a claim for Breach of
Contract in his Complaint as well. See Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Change
Venue, pp. 5-8.
N.l. filed its Answer and Counterclaim to B.Kunz' Complaint. N.I. also filed a document
titled Cross-Claim Complaint ("Third-Party Complaint") naming B.Kunz' wife, Marti Kunz
(M.Kunz) as a defendant. 3
N.l. filed a Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings ("Motion to Bifurcate") on January
31 , 2014. The purpose of said motion was to allow the Court to reach and issue its decision on the
declaratory relief portion of the parties' dispute prior to proceeding on the merits of the respective
breach of contract claims and B.Kunz' accounting claim. N.l. ' s Motion to Bifurcate was opposed
by Kunz. The Court, in its Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings, granted that portion of N .I. ' s request seeking that the declaratory relief proceeding be
bifurcated for trial purposes from the remaining claims contained in both the Kunz Complaint and
its Counterclaim and Third-party Complaint. See Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to
Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings, p. 4. Therefore, these proceedings were bifurcated for trial
purposes with the Court intending to first hear evidence on and make a determination with respect
to B.Kunz' claim for declaratory relief.
Prior to conducting the Bench Trial in this matter, N.I. voluntarily dismissed, without
prejudice, its Counterclaim against B.Kunz and its Third Party Complaint against M.Kunz. N .I.

3 As

was pointed out by the Court in its Memorandum Deci sion and Order on Motion for Change of Venue, this pleading should
have been designated as a third-party complaint rath er than a cross-clai m an d will be referred to herei n as a N. l. 's Thi rd Party
Complaint. See Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Change Venue, p. 3 and Footnote No. 5.
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also acknowledged that it had no interest in life and health insurance sold by B.Kunz or M.Kunz
and no interest in the health insurance book of business bought from Mike Kunz' widow. See
Minute Entry and Order filed on November 20, 2014. 4

FINDINGS OF FACT
To the extent that any of the Court' s Findings of Fact are deemed to be Conclusions of Law,
they are incorporated in the Court' s Conclusions of Law.
1. B. Kunz and M. Kunz are husband and wife and resided in Bear Lake County, Idaho at
all times germane to this proceeding.
2. B.Kunz and M. Kunz own and operate an insurance business in Montpelier, Idaho doing
business as Insurance Designers. B.Kunz and M.Kunz are both licensed insurance agents in the
state of Idaho.
3. N.I. is an Idaho corporation authorized to transact insurance business in the state of
Idaho. N.I.' s principal place of business is in Pocatello, Idaho. N.I. also does business under the
name Insurance Designers. N.I. is owned by two (2) brothers, Bryan Nield (B.Nield) and Benjamin
Nield (Ben Nield). They purchased this corporation from their father Thomas Nield (T.Nield) in
approximately 2009. Tr. p. 194, LL. 9-21.
4.

B.Kunz has been in the insurance business since approximately 1996 when began

working for his brother, Michael 0. Kunz (M.O.Kunz).
5. In 1982, M.O.Kunz and N.I. entered into an "Agent Contract". The "Agent Contract"
between M.O.Kunz and N.I. was to continue indefinitely "or as long as authorized by [N.I. ' s] Board

4 Count

Two of B.Kunz' s Complaint raises a Declaratory Rel ief Claim seeking a declaration of the Court concerning the parties'
respective rights with respect to three (3) issues. The third of those issues dealt wi th N.l.'s interest in health and life insurance
sold by B.Kunz and M.Kunz.
FINDJNGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER-4
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of Directors." Trial Exhibit (Tr. Ex.) 101,

1 III.

The "Agent Contract" between M.O. Kunz and

N.1. outlined the duties and responsibilities of M.O.Kunz under the "Agent Contract". Included
among these responsibilities was the responsibility "to place insurance business through [N.I.]
except for health and life policies that are individual company appointments." Id at

1 V.

The

"Agent Contract" also outlined the responsibilities of N.I. These responsibilities included, in prui,
maintaining contracts with insurance companies for placing insurance; and to provide the agent
with an earned commission check based upon agreed percentage by the 15th of each month. Id at 1
VI.

The agreed upon commission between M.O.Kunz and N.I. was that "80% percent of the

commission received on insurance placed" through N.I. would be paid to M.O.Kunz with N.I.
receiving "20% percent of commission placed by M.O.Kunz tlu·ough" N.I. Finally, the "Agent
Contract" also contained a provision with respect to ownership of M.O.Kunz' book of business
which provided that N.I. "owns 50% of the business placed by [M.O.Kunz] through [N.1.] and
M.O.Kunz owns 50%. Id.

1 VII. 5

6. M.0.Kunz passed away on July 4, 2008. Prior to M.O.Kunz' death, B.Kunz operated as
a sub-producer directly beneath M.O.Kunz. B.Kunz testified that the business anangement that
existed between him and M.O.Kunz, his older brother, was that he, B.Kunz, received the entire
80% commission to which M.O.Kunz was entitled under his "Agent Contract" with N.I.
M.O.Kunz was providing B.Kunz with the office, computers and office overhead. B.Kunz testified
that other than M.O.Kunz receiving "any profit sharing or contingent commission" resulting from
the sales attributable to B.Kunz, M.O.Kunz did not make "a dime off on" B.Kunz. Tr., p. 27, LL.

5The ·'Agent Contract" contains two (2) paragraphs numbered seven (7). The Ownership provisions are contained in the second
of the two (2) paragraphs numbered seven (7).
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27. 6 In fact, because of B.Kunz' business relationship with M.O. Kunz, N.I. and B.Kunz entered
into an "Agent Contract" in 1996 as well. See Tr. Ex. 102. 7 This "Agent Contract" minored the
agreement that B.Kunz had with M.0.Kunz and paid B.Kunz "80% of conmlission received on
insurance placed with" N.l. with N.I. receiving 20%. See Tr. Ex. 102.
7. B.Kunz testified that he never received any profit sharing or contingent commission
while operating as a sub-producer for M.O.Kunz. Tr., p. 27, LL. 18-19. He testified finiher that he
did not expect to receive or share in any profit sharing or contingent bonuses. Tr. p. 90, LL. 21-23.
The reason why B.Kunz did not expect to share in the bonuses is outlined in his cross-examination
testimony when he was asked to read from his prior deposition testimony.

In doing so, his

deposition testimony relates that the reason he did not receive bonuses under the 1996 "Agent
Contract" is because he "didn't own the book of business." Tr. p. 138, LL. 22-23.
8. Following M.O.Kunz' death, B.Kunz and M.Kunz purchased M.O.Kunz' share of the
book of business or "business placed" by M.O.Kunz with N.I. and the insurance agency located in
Montpelier from M.0.Kunz' surviving spouse, Judy Kunz. Tr., p.27, LL. 7-8, and Tr. Ex. 128.
9. Around the time that B.Kunz and M.Kunz purchased M.O.Kunz' book of business and
the insurance agency, B.Kunz and N.I. began to have discussions with N.I. concerning their
business relationship. B.Kunz testified that a "new contract became necessary that would include

As outlined above, a certified copy of the transcript of these trial proceedings was prepared by the Court's Court Reporter,
Rodney M. Felshaw. The Trial Transcript consists of two (2) volumes; the first volume includes the testimony for the first day of
trial and consists of pages l through 262. The second volume includes the testimony for the second day of trial and consists of
pages 263 through 427. The Court will cite to this transcript in these F.F.C.L. & M.D.O. as 'Tr." followed by the relevant page
and line numbers.
7Although Tr. Ex. 102 purports to be signed on January I, 1982, the Court finds this to be a scrivener's error.
B.Kunz's
testimony is clear that he did not begin working in the insurance industry until 1996. See Tr., p. 23, LL. 24-25 and p. 24, L. I.
He also testified that this date was in error. See Tr. , p. 132, LL. 24-25, p. 133, LL. 1-10. What appears to have happened is that
N.I. used its Agent Contract with M.0.Kunz as a template for its Agent Contract with B.Kunz and in making the revisions,
modifications and additions to the document in order to memorialize the parties' agreement, N.I. did not modify the date of the
Agent Contract. This is supported not only by B.Kunz s testimony but by the fact that the date on M.O.Kunz's "Agent Contract"

6
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an ownership clause similar to the one contained in M.O.Kunz' "Agent Contract" with N.I.
B.Kunz' 1996 "Agent Contract" did not contain an ownership clause. Tr., p. 33 , LL. 4-8. B.Kunz
testified that one of the advantages of being a sub-contractor or having an "Agent Contract" with
N.I. was to gain access to better contracts with certain insurance companies. Tr. p. 98, LL. 22-25.
10. B.Kunz testified that it was suggested by B.Nield that B.Kunz and N.I. just sign the
same contract that it had with M.O.Kunz. Tr., p. 34, LL. 5-7. Later, B.Kunz testified that he and
M.Kunz wanted the same kind of contract that M.0.Kunz had with N.I. Tr., p. 132, LL. 16-18.
11. B.Kunz testified that .in October of 2008, a draft of the prospective "Agent Contract
was prepared and brought, by B.Nield, to his office, in Montpelier, for his and M.Kunz' review.
Tr., p. 33, LL 13-25. B.Kunz testified that both he and M.Kunz closely reviewed the draft of the
prospective "Agent Contract." See Tr. Ex. 103. B.Kunz testified that this draft of the prospective
"Agent Contract" appeared, to him and M.Kunz, "to mirror the [Agent] Contract with [M.O.Kunz].
Tr. p. 34, LL. 4-8.
12. B.Kunz testified that upon being presented with a draft of the prospective "Agent
Contract between B.Kunz and N.I., he was told that if he and M.Kunz "were okay with it, he
[B.Nield] would take it back and put it on [N.l.'s] letterhead." Tr. p. 33, LL. 21-25.
13. B.Kunz testified that following this meeting in October of 2008, he expected that the
final document he was to be presented for signature would contain the terms of draft of the
prospective "Agent Contract" between B.Kunz and N.I. as reflected in Tr. Ex. 103.
14. B.Nield testified that typically N.1. has its contracts on N.I. letterhead. He also stated
that the language in Tr. Ex. 103 is similar to that contained in its contracts, but because it is not on

was January I, 1982.
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NJ. letterhead, he "does not believe that [he] drafted it." Tr. p. 195, LL. 1-5. He also denies that he
came to Montpelier and delivered it to B.Kunz and M.Kunz. Tr., p. 195, LL. 5-7.
15.

B.Kunz testified that during the latter prut of October, 2008 or the early part of

November, 2008, T.Nield, B.Nield, and Ben Nield came to B.Kunz' office in Montpelier, Idaho.
B.Kunz' testimony continues that he was presented with the "Agent Contracts" for himself and
M.Kunz. B.Kunz explains that because "I had looked at draft [of the prospective "Agent Contract"
between B.Kunz and N.I. as reflected in Tr. Ex. 103] [he] did not look at that contract very closely."
Tr. p. 35, LL. 8-16. The "Agent Contracts" for B.Kunz and M.Kunz were signed on this occasion.

See Tr. Ex. 104 (M.Kunz "Agent Contract") and Tr. Ex. 105 (B.Kunz "Agent Contract").
However, the "Agent Contract" reflects that the effective date of the contract is January 2009.
16. The "Agent Contract" between B.Kunz and N.I. was drafted by B.Nield. Tr. p. 195,
LL. 17-19.
17. B. Kunz also testified that on this occasion, B.Nield "mentioned ... that they had had
some pretty good profit sharing checks with [M.O.Kunz]."8 Tr. p. 35, LL. 15-16.
18.

The 2009 "Agent Contract" entered into between B.Kunz and N.1. contains the

following provisions that are pertinent to the dispute of the parties:
(1)

Paragraph 5 outlines the responsibilities of the agent, B.Kunz. These responsibilities

include: (a) being identified as a subcontractor and having responsibility for all expenses related to

8"Contingent commission" and "profit sharing" are phrases that appear to be used interchangeably in the insurance industry and
ce1tainly amongst the parties in this litigation. B.Kunz defines these phrases in the following terms: "Profit sharing, sometimes
called 'contingent commissions,' is remuneration paid by the insurance company on generally an annual basis and predicated on
a variety of factors, including written premium, loss ratios, and new business." Plaintiff's Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law, p. 5, ,i 23. Similarly, N.I. defines these phrases in the following fashion: "A contingent commission or
profit sharing is a form of compensation that is different than monthly commission because the contingent commission or profit
shari ng is conditioned upon an agent meeting certain guidelines." Defendant's Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law and Order, p. 9, 35.
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his business, (b) placing all insurance business tlu·ough N.I. and not through any other company,
and (c) responsibility for collecting all premium and return conunissions on business placed. The
responsibility outlined in (c) is clarified further by language stating that when collections are not on
time, deductions may be made from payment of commissions due.

When the collection is

completed, the deducted commission will be paid;
(2) Paragraph 6 outlines the responsibilities of N.1. These responsibilities include: (a)
maintain contracts with companies for placing insurance, (b) provide the accounting and billing,
(except collections), (c) provide B.Kunz with a 1099 Form showing annual earnings, (d) provide
B.Kunz with a commission earned statement and commission check based on agreed percentages
on the 15th of each month,9 and (e) other functions based upon commission split and individual
agreement. See Tr. Ex. 105;
(3) Paragraph 7 outlines the terms of compensation between B.Kunz and N.I. It provides
that B.Kunz will receive 80 percent of the commissions received by N.I. on insurance placed by
B.Kunz with N.I., and N.I. will receive 20 percent of commissions placed by B.Kunz with N.I.;
(4) Finally, paragraph 8 outlines the ownership interest between N.1. and B.Kunz, providing
that B.Kunz will own 50 percent of the book of business, and N.I. will own 50 percent of the book
of business.
19. B.Kunz testified that after the "Agent Contract" was signed in late October, 2008 or
early November, 2008, he had another discussion with B.Kunz where the subject of profit sharing
came up.

B.Kunz testified that this conversation took place between November of 2008 and

The 2009 Agent Contracts for B.Kunz and M.0 .Kunz are substantively identical. Tr. p. 34 LL. 23-2 5, p. 35, L. I. However,
on each of these contracts, three (3) lines at the beginning of the second page are illegible because the content of the contract is
placed on the page in such a manner that the Insurance Designer letterhead blocks out the language of the parties' agreement.
However, based upon the testimony of the parties and by utilizing Tr. Ex. IO I, and I03, as well as attempting to decipher the

9
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February of 2009, sometime before he received his first profit sharing check. Tr. p. 41, LL. 7-20.
B.Kunz describes this conversation in the following manner:
Yes. There was another time when Marti and I were down in the Pocatello office. I
can't remember exactly what we were discussing, but Bryan and I went into his
office, that used to be Tom Nield's office, to look something up. He was trying to
motivate me and he made the comment of how nice the profit sharing checks were.
Tr. p. 40, LL. 16-21.
20.

B.Kunz testified that the first year following his purchasing the agency and entering

into the 2009 "Agent Contract" with NJ., he received profit sharing as it relates to Gem State
Insurance Company. Tr. p. 43, LL. 5-7. This Gem State Insurance profit sharing for 2008 is
documented in Tr. Ex. 115. 10 B.Kunz testified that this documentation represents profit sharing
earned in 2008, but paid out in 2009. Tr. p. 43, LL. 5-7. 11
21. B.Kunz testified that he did not qualify for profit sharing from Gem State Insurance
Company in 2009 due to the number losses within his book of business. Had B.Kunz qualified,
these would have been paid in 2010. Tr. p. 43, LL. 20-22. B.Kunz testified further, that he did not
receive profit sharing or contingent commissions in 2010, for profit sharing earned in 2009 from
any other company. Tr. p. 43, L. 24.
22. B.Kunz did qualify for profit sharing through Gem State Insurance Company again in
2010, with payment being made in 2011. Tr. p. 43, L. 25, p. 44, LL. 1-3. Tr. Ex. I 06 reflects a
Memo from B.Nield to B.Kunz, dated March 22, 2011, reflecting profit sharing for 2010 for both

blocked content on Tr. Ex. 's I04 and I05, the Court concludes that the blocked content reads as outlined in sub-paragraph 2(d).
10 By way of a post script at the bottom of Tr. Ex. 115 it states that the profit sharing check in the sum of $2,900.00 was sent to
the Pocatello office, presumably the office of N.I. The Court notes that Tr. Ex. 115 does not address how this $2,900.00 was
split between B.Kunz and N.I. However, B.Kunz testified that it was based upon a 50/50 percentage split. Tr. p. 44, LL. 16-20.
This is confirmed by B.N ield. Tr. p. 202, LL. 5-7.
11It should be noted that the Gem State Insurance book of business is exclusively written by B.Kunz out of his Montpelier office.
N.J. does not write Gem State insurance. So the commission earned from Gem State as well as any profit sharing or contingent
bonus wou ld have resulted 100% from policies written out of B.Kunz' office in Montpelier, Idaho. Tr. p. 45, LL. 21-25, p. 46,
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Gem State Insurance Company and Acuity. 12
23. On April 10, 2012, B.Kunz received a Memo from B.Nield outlining profit sharing for
2011. 13 See Tr. Ex. 107. This Memo reflected profit sharing from Gem State Insurance and
Alliance. 14 B.Kunz testified that the profit sharing for Gem State Insurance reflected a 50/50
percentage split, but that the profit sharing for Alliance was less than 10 percent of the 80 percent
split which he believes he should have received. Tr. p. 50, LL. 12-22.
24. In 2013, the issue concerning the profit sharing or contingent commission issue became
objectively apparent. B.Kunz sent B.Nield a letter addressing this issue. This letter was dated
January 16, 2013 and addressed the Gem State Insurance profit sharing for 2012. See Tr. Ex. 108.
In this letter B.Kunz enclosed the profit sharing check from Gem State Insurance in the sum of
$4,722.00. B.Kunz further advises that the profit sharing split should be "on the same basis as the
commissions, 80/20. B.Kunz noted that this issue, presumably the percentage split, was never
addressed in the contract with M.O.Kunz or himself. Id. B.Nield responded to B.Kunz' letter, Tr.
Ex. 108, by way of a document titled Memo date January 22, 2013. See Tr. Ex. 109. B.Nield's
Memo acknowledges that there is nothing in the "Agent Contract" concerning this issue (again the
Court concludes this is a reference to the percentage split). He continues by including a paragraph

LL. 1-2.
12 Again this Memo does not reflect the amount of the profit sharing or contingent commission paid to N.l . or the percentage split
between N.l. and B.Kunz. B.Kunz testified that the Gem State Insurance Company profit sharing was paid on a 50/50 percentage
and that that he does not know on what percentage the Acuity profit sharing was paid, but believes he was only paid 22% of what
he should have been paid. Tr. p. 44, LL. I0-13, p. 48, LL. 4-25, p. 49, LL. 1-2. B.Kunz takes the position that he did not agree
that he should be paid on a 50/50 percentage basis and instead argues that he should be paid on an 80/20 percentage with him
receiving 80% and N.I. receiving 20%. Tr. p. 44, LL. 18-20. B.Kun z testified that this issue was raised in a telephone
conversation with B.Kunz where B.Nield took the position that profit sharing or contingent commissions was to be based upon
ownership percentages not commission percentages. Tr. p. 44, LL. 21-22. Later in his testimony, B.Kunz suggests that he was
mistaken in his earlier testimony and that this conversation occurred following payment of the first profit shari ng from Gem State
Insurance Company in 2009 for profit sharing earned in 2008. See Tr. 178, LL. 4-13 .
13 The Memo itself incorrectly reflects that this is for profit sharing for 20 I 0. However, the Court accepts B.Kunz' explanation
that this is actually for profit sharing in 2011 and N.I. 's stipulation to this fact. See Tr. p. 49, LL. 13-25, p. 50, LL. 1-5.
14 Alliance is also referred to at times in the testimony and exhibits as Farmers Alliance.
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concerning his position on profit sharing. This paragraph provides as follows:
Let me share my thoughts. Profit sharing is a bonus based on loss ratios and book of
business as you know. It is not based on commissions. The reason we have split
profit sharing 50/50 is based on ownership, not commissions, and there are not
guarantees on profit sharing.
Tr. Ex. 109. At the conclusion of this Memo, B.Nield relents and sends B.Kunz a check for profit
sharing, as relates to Gem State Insurance and its profit sharing for 2012, in the sum of $3,777.00.
However, this appears to the Court to be a one-time acquiescence and showing of good faith on the
part of B.Nield and N.I. 15 Based upon the content of the letter, it is clear that N.I. is not conceding
that the profit sharing or contingent bonus split should be an 80/20 percentage split, with B.Kunz
receiving the 80 percent. 16
25. In April 2013, the issue of profit sharing or contingent commission earned in 2012
continued to escalate. B.Kunz received a check from N .I. in the sum of $424.00. See Tr. Ex. 111,
p. 2. The description of the check reflects that this check is for profit sharing, but does not identify
for which insurance company. Id. 17 B.Kunz, sent B.Nield an e-mail on April 17, 2013 concerning
this check thanking N.I. for the profit sharing check, asking that the insurance company be
identified, and inquiring concerning what the split percentage was. B.Kunz also asked that he be
provided with the profit sharing agreements in place with all of the insurance companies. B.Kunz
testified that B.Nield never responded to this e-mail and that ultimately M.Kunz called B.Nield and
obtained the information about the profit sharing check in question. This was a profit sharing check

15The Court chooses to characterize this acquiescence in these terms. Certainly the parties were in a business relationship and
attempting to resolve this dispute. The Court recognizes that now that the parties are in litigation 8 .Nield chooses to
characterize it in different terms(' because it' s not worth the fight') . Tr. p. 209, LL. 22-23 .
16This dialogue continued with B.Kunz replying to 8.Nield's Memo. B.Kunz sent B.Nield a letter dated April 5, 2013 further
explaining his position regarding the 80/20 percentage spl it vis a via the 50/50 percentage split dispute.
17 B.Kunz testified that the handwriting on page two (2) of this exhibit, is that of M.Kunz. He testified that she wrote this
information on the document upon obtaining the same from 8 .Nield.
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from Acuity. Apparently the percentage split and profit sharing agreements were not provided or
disclosed as requested by B.Kunz. 18

26. Tr. Ex. 113 reflects contingent commissions paid to N.I. by Farmers Alliance Insurance
Company for the years at issue in this litigation, 2008 through 2012. Tr. p. 58, LL. 23-25, p. 59,

LL. 1-2. B.Kunz testified that during this timeframe he only received one (1) profit sharing or
contingent commission check associated with Faimers Alliance Insurance and that was in 2012 for

2011. See Tr. Ex. 107 and Finding of Fact No. 22. Tr. Ex. 114 reflects contingent commission
paid to N.I. by Acuity for the years at issue in this litigation, 2008 through 2012. Tr. p. 59, LL. 1621.

B.Kunz testified that during this timeframe he only received two (2) profit shai·ing or

contingent commission checks, one for 2010 (See Tr. Ex. 106 and Finding of Fact No. 21) and
another for 2012 (See Tr. Ex. 111 and Finding of Fact No. 24). Finally, B.Kunz also contends that
he is entitled to contingent commissions or profit sharing from Allied Insurance during the
operative years, 2008 through 2012. Tr. p. 52, LL. 2-25, p. 53, L. 1.

27.

B. Kunz testified that the formula by which he feels his share of contingent

commissions or profit sharing should be calculated under the "Agent Contract" with N.1. is as
follows:

I would take the total written premium. So for example, let's say the total written
premium with acuity was $200,000. Ifl wrote [sic] $100,000 of that then I would -and let's say the total contingent payment was 10,000 and my book of business
would have been responsible for that I would take 80 percent of that 5,000.
Tr. p. 60, LL. 4-12.

28. B.Kunz testified that at the time he signed and entered into the 2009 "Agent Contract"

8 .Kunz testified that since this litigation has been commenced and through the discovery process he has obtained and reviewed
information upon which he believes the 2012 profit sharing payment in the sum of $424.00 does not amount to either a 50% or
18
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he believed, and that his intent was, that he would receive an 80% split of whatever N.1. was paid
off of the insurance business that he sold, including contingent commission or profit sharing. Tr. p.
95, LL. 3-10. He testified fi.uiher that in some years N.I. would not have qualified for contingent
bonuses or profit sharing with certain companies, Acuity, Farmers Alliance and Gem State
Insurance, without his sales being combined with N.I.'s sales. Tr. p. 95, LL. 11-23. This fact is
supported by the testimony ofB.Nield. Tr. p. 200, LL. 11-23.
29. B.Nield in his testimony asserted that N.1. does not pay profit sharing or contingent
commissions. Tr. p. 201 , LL. 4-9. At trial, B.Nield chose to characterize the payments N.I. made
to B.Kunz and reflected in Tr. Ex.'s 106, 107, 109, and 111 as "profit sharing" as a " bonus" . Tr. p.
201 , LL. 19-25.
30. Effectively B.Nield admitted that N .I. paid B.Kunz 50% of the profit sharing received
from Gem State Insurance Company and N.1. was retaining 50% of the profit sharing from Gem
State Insurance Company. Tr. p. 201 , LL. 24-25, p. 202, LL. 1-7.
31. This separate or "individual agreement" is not to be found and is not contained in the
parties' "Agent Contract" .
32. B .Nield goes on to explain his rationale for this arrangement or "individual agreement"
in the following terms:
Gem State is a separate issue by itself. They pay him his -- the whole book of
business is totally separate from ours. Therefore anything that he would receive as
profit sharing is paid directly to Bret from Gem State. I believe Allstate is the same
way, but I don't think we' ve seen Allstate - I' ve never seen an Allstate profit
sharing check.
So based on Gem State paying him, since we own 50 percent of his book of
business, therefore, we receive 50 percent of the profit sharing.
80% split. Tr. p. 56, LL. 2-8.
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Tr. p. 215, LL. 23-25, p. 216, LL. 1-8.
33. B.Nield described in his testimony the manner in which N.I. pays out "bonuses" with
respect to other insurance carriers such as Acuity, Alliance, and Allied.

He described this process

in the following tenns:
As I explained before, what we do is get together and take any profits that we've
earned. And if we decide to give out bonuses then we decide what -- we take and
pay money to the company, see what is left, and determine what amow1t to pay for a
bonus to whoever we feel it is necessary.
Tr. p . 202, LL. I 0-15. B.Nield clarifies this testimony by stating that N.I. would not pay a bonus to
a sub-agent unless N.I. had first received a profit sharing from the insurance company. Tr. p. 204,
LL. 10-11.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
To the extent that any of the Court's Conclusions of Law are deemed to be Findings of Fact,
they are incorporated into the Court's Findings of Fact.

1. Kunz' Complaint asserts three (3) separate causes of action: (I) Count One - Claim for
Accounting; (2) Count Two - Declaratory Relief; and (3) a Claim for Breach of Contract 19 .
During the course of motion practice, the Court bifurcated the proceedings into two (2) separate
proceedings for trial purposes. The first trial proceeding would involve the Declaratory Relief
claim or cause of action asserted in Count Two of Kunz' Complaint.
2. Count Two of Kunz' Complaint seeking declaratory relief seeks declaratory relief on two
(2) issues: (1) does the parties' "Agent Contract" include all bonuses, commissions, incentives,

19Although Kunz' Complaint expressly identified only two (2) causes of action or claims, this Court concluded that the pleading in
question had asserted sufficient information and notice to N.I. to support a Breach of Contract Claim. See Summary of Case as
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profit sharing or other remuneration received by N.I., in any way affected, increased, decreased or
influenced by B.Kunz' sales of insurance policies; and (2) a declaration that the appropriate share of
B.Kunz' portion of bonus or profit sharing is 80% of that portion generated by B.Kunz' insurance
sales. Complaint, p. 6. The third issue raised by B.Kunz in his Complaint seeking declaratory
relief was resolved by way of pre-trial stipulation. See Surnmary of Case, infra.
3. Idaho Code (LC.) §10-1201. This section of the LC. provides as follows:
Courts of record within their respective jurisdictions shall have power to declare
rights, status, and other legal relations, whether or not further relief is or could be
claimed. No action or proceeding shall be open to objection on the ground that a
declaratory judgment or decree is prayed for. The declaration may be either
affirmative or negative in form and effect, and such declarations shall have the
force and effect of a final judgment or decree.
4. The Court has previously ruled that Bear Lake County is the appropriate venue to
litigate the other two (2) claims or causes of action involving these parties; Kunz' accounting and
breach of contract claims.
5. Idaho Code §10-1202 provides as follows:
Any person interested under a deed, will, written contract or other writings
constituting a contract or any oral contract, or whose rights, status or other legal
relations are affected by a statute, municipal ordinance, contract or franchise, may
have determined any question of construction or validity arising under the
instrument, statute, ordinance, contract or franchise and obtain a declaration of
rights, status or other legal relations thereunder.
[Bold Emphasis Added by the Court].
6. Finally, Idaho Code§ 10-1203 provides as follows:
A contract may be construed either before or after there has been a breach thereof.

In this case, Kunz asserts that the contract at issue has been breached and the claimed breach of

outlined in these F.F.C. L. & M.D.O.
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contract issue will be addressed as part of the second p01tion of these bifurcated proceedings.
7. Pursuant to the foregoing, the Court has authority and jurisdiction to declare the rights
and obligations of B.Kunz and N.I. arising out of the parties' 2009 "Agent Contract'.
8. On or about October or November of 2008, B.Kunz and N.I. entered into an "Agent
Contract". The Court concludes that this is a valid and legally enforceable contract. The patties
have operated under this contract and conducted the affairs of their business relationship in
accordance with the express terms of this "Agent Contract" from January 1, 2009 through at least
2012. 20
9.

In Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185, 190, 108 P.3d 332, 337

(2005), the Idaho Supreme Court discussed contract interpretation. In doing so, it stated as follows:
When the language of a contract is clear and unambiguous, its interpretation and
legal effect are questions of law. An unambiguous contract will be given its plain
meaning. The purpose of interpreting a contract is to determine the intent of the
contracting parties at the time the contract was entered. In determining the intent
of the parties, this Court must view the contract as a whole. If a contract is found
ambiguous, its interpretation is a question of fact. Whether a contract is
ambiguous is a question oflaw. A contract is ambiguous if it is reasonably subject
to conflicting interpretations.
10. One of the issues that the Court must address when interpreting a contract is whether
the parties "intended the writing [in this instance the "Agent Contract"] as the final expression of
their agreement, and whether the additional terms sought to be proved are contradictory, are
questions for the court." Hoff Companies, Inc. v. Danner, 121 Idaho 39, 44, 822 P.2d 558, 563
(1991).

20 Jn

actuality, this 2009 Agent Contract formalized the relationship that had arisen with the death of M.O.Kunz in July of 2008
and B.Kunz' and M.Kunz' purchase of his book of business and insurance agency in October of 2008. See Tr. Ex. 128.
Effectively this "Agent Contract" with an effective date of January I, 2009, was the document which controlled these parties
relationship from the date it was signed in late October 2008 or early November 2008, up through and until the demise of their
business relationship and the resultant litigation.
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11. Howardv. Perry, 141 Idaho 139, 142-43, 106 P.3d 465, 467-68 (2005) provides that:
[A] written contract that contains a merger clause is complete upon its
face. Id; Chambers v. Thomas, 123 Idaho 69, 844 P.2d 698 (1992); Valley Bank v.
Christensen, 119 Idaho 496, 808 P.2d 415 (1991). The purpose of a merger clause
is to establish that the parties have agreed that the contract contains the parties'
entire agreement. The merger clause is not merely a factor to consider in deciding
whether the agreement is integrated; it proves the agreement is integrated. To hold
otherwise would require the parties to list in the contract everything upon which
they had not agreed and hope that such list covers every possible prior or
contemporaneous agreement that could later be alleged.
12. First, upon review of the parties' "Agent Contract", the Court finds that the "Agent
Contract" contains no merger clause. Second, the Court determines that the "Agent Contract" is
not integrated. The Court, upon review of the "Agent Contract" can discern no intent of the
parties to have this "Agent Contract" be a final expression of their agreement or for that matter
the only expression of their agreement. In addition, there are a number of factors, beyond the
mere fact that the "Agent Contract" does not contain a merger clause, that lead to this Court
conclusion the "Agent Contract" is not integrated.
13.

First, the parties' "Agent Contract" itself contemplates other agreements not

enumerated or discussed in the "Agent Contract". This is evident by reading the last sentence of
Paragraph 7, which states, under the heading of "Responsibilities of the Company": "Other
functions based on commission split and individual agreernent."21 This language by its express
terms references "other functions" and "individual agreement[ s]" that are not discussed or
outlined within the four comers of the "Agent Contract." As such, the express language of
Paragraph 7 establishes that this contract is not integrated and is not the final expression of their

This Court will also find and discuss later in these F.F.C.L. & M.D.O. that this sentence is also ambiguous both in isolation and
when reviewing the paragraph and Agent Contract as a whole. See Infra.

21
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agreement or for that matter the only expression of their agreement. It leaves room for other
"individual agreements."
14. Second, the parties admit that they have agreements that are not contemplated or
contained within the four comers of the "Agent Contract". Certainly there is no dispute that N.I.
has been paying B.Kunz profit sharing with respect to Gem State Insurance Company. B.Kunz
argues that this is part of an agreement he has with N.I. for profit sharing on his entire book of
business, including but not limited to Gem State Insurance. N.I. argues that Gem State Insurance
is a separate issue. See Findings of Fact Nos. 29, 30, and 31. Although not stated as such by
B.Nield, if his position is to be accepted, it is tantamount to a separate arrangement or
"individual agreement" outside of the four corners of the parties' "Agent Contract" for the
payment of profit sharing received from Gem State Insurance to B.Kunz with N.I. receiving 50
percent and B.Kunz receiving 50 percent. 22
15. As a result of the foregoing, the Court has little difficulty concluding that the parties'
"Agent Contract" is not fully integrated, and is not intended to be a final expression or an
exclusive expression of their agreements. They clearly have agreements that are not contained
with the four corners of the "Agent Contract".
16. When provisions of a contract are ambiguous, the interpretation of those provisions is
a question of fact which focuses upon the intent of the parties. Triad Leasing & Financial, Inc.
v. Rocky Mountain Rogues, Inc., 148 Idaho 503, 513, 224 P.3d 1092, 1102 (2009). "The
determination of the parties' intent with respect to a contract provision ' is to be determined by

22 Certainly the Court recognizes that B.Kunz disputes this position, the Court cites to it merely to establish that both parties
acknowledge that there are agreements and arrangements involving their business association and relationship that are not
captured or contained within the four corners of their Agent Contract and were not intended to be; therefore establishing that the
Agent Contract is not integrated.
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looking at the contract as a whole, the language used in the document, the circumstances under
which it was made, the objective and purpose of the particular provision, and any construction
placed upon it by the contracting parties as shown by their conduct or dealings.'" Beus v. Beus,
151 Idaho 235,238,254 P.3d 1231, 1234 (2011) (Beus).
17. The Court, upon review of the parties' 2009 "Agent Contract", also concludes that
there is at least one ambiguity in the 2009 "Agent Contract."
18. At trial the Court allowed the introduction of extrinsic or parol evidence with the
understanding and expectation that there was an ambiguity in the parties' "Agent Contract" and
that it would be necessary for the Court, as the fact finder in this litigation, to attempt to ascertain
the intent of the parties by resorting to the review and consideration of extrinsic evidence of the
type allowed and discussed in Beus. In addressing this issue, the Court noted as follows:
I think the crux of this case is that there is an ambiguity, or arguably an ambiguity,
regarding commission. So the court is going to allow extrinsic evidence or parol
evidence to determine what the intent of the parties was. And it's very relevant
and important, both what Mr. Kunz's understanding was as well as what Mr.
Nield's understanding or belief of the term commission was as utilized in this
document, both in paragraph seven and other paragraphs ....
Tr. p. 238, LL. 3-11.
19. The ambiguity relates to the same language cited above to support the Court's
conclusion that the document is not integrated. See Conclusions of Law Nos. 12, 13, 14, and 15.
Paragraph 6 begins with the heading titled "Responsibilities of Company", N.I. Paragraph 6 of
the parties' "Agent Contract" reads as follows:

[N.I.J will maintain contracts with companies for placing of insurance. [N.1.J will
do all billing and accounting functions (except collections). [B.Kunz] is
personally responsible for the collection of premiums and returned commissions
on business placed. [N.1.] will provide to [B.Kunz] a 1099 Form showing annual
earnings. [N.I.] will provided [B.Kunz] with a commission earned statement and
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commission check based on agreed percentages on the 15 111 day of each month.
Other functions based on commission split and individual agreement.
The Court, in reviewing this specific provision and the "Agent Contract" as a whole, concludes
that the last sentence of Paragraph 6 is ambiguous and the Court cannot ascertain what it means
based upon the reading of the individual sentence, the paragraph as a whole, or the "Agent
Contract" as a whole.
20. Nothing in the parties' "Agent Contract" expressly identifies or defines what "other
functions" means or what "individual agreements" relates to. To this Court these phrases seem
to have no place within this document other than to notify the reader and the parties that there are
other unexpressed functions and individual agreements not discussed and/or outlined in the body
of this document.

One of these, after considering all of the evidence, is the separate and

individual agreement dealing with Gem State Insurance's profit sharing.

See Findings of Fact

Nos. 30, 31 and 32.
21. Pursuant to Beus, the intent of the parties with respect to ambiguous or unclear
contract provisions "is to be determined by looking at the contract as a whole, the language used
in the document, the circumstances under which it was made, the objective and purpose of the
particular provision, and any construction placed upon it by the contracting parties as shown by
their conduct or dealings." 151 Idaho at 238, 254 P.3d at 1234. The Court will refer to these
factors as "the Beus factors" in its discussion of the same.
22. The problem with both parties' positions is that the evidence, in the trial record,
demonstrates that there was much not much, if any, discussion regarding this contract or its
individual provisions.
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'

'

23.

The nature and character of the parties' relationship changed upon the death of

M.0.Kunz.

It appears to the Court that there was little or no negotiation concerning their

business relationship between B.Kunz, B.Nield or any other representative of N.I . What little
negotiation there was appears to be limited to one (1) meeting in Montpelier, Idaho in October of
2008 where the "Agent Contract" was discussed. However, the extent of that discussion appears
to be limited to the fact that the "Agent Contract" would mirror that of M.O.Kunz. The second
meeting in Montpelier is where the document was presented and signed by B.Kunz without much
review or discussion. See Findings of Fact Nos. 9 through 11.
24. The details of the "Agent Contract" and the language were not discussed. It was
obvious from the express language of the "Agent Contract", the parties' course of dealings, and
their trial testimony, that B.Kunz would receive 80% of the commissions relative to new business
or policies sold (initial commissions) and 80% of the commissions associated with renewals with
respect to his existing book of business (residual commission). It was also obvious from the
express language of the "Agent Contract", the parties' course of dealing, and their trial testimony,
that B.Kunz would own 50% of his book of business and that N.1. would own the other 50%.
However, it is far from clear when one considers the express language of the parties' "Agent
Contract" (which this Court has found to be ambiguous and unclear), the parties' course of
conduct, and their trial testimony, what their intent was concerning profit sharing.
25. However, the parties' course of conduct does reflect a course of dealings between the
parties for each of the relevant years 2008 through 2012, except 2009,23 with respect to profit
sharing or contingent commissions, or bonuses.

23

1n 2009, B.Kunz did not qualify for profit sharing from Gem State Insurance. In addition, he did not receive any profit sharing
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26. In October or November of 2008, when the parties were meeting to finalize their
"Agent Contract", B.Kunz testified that B.Nield "mentioned ... that they [N.I. and M.O.Kunz]
had had some pretty good profit sharing checks with [M.O.Kunz]." See Finding of Fact No. 17.
A second statement was made by B.Nield to B.Kunz at N.I.'s office in Pocatello, Idaho between
November 2008 and February of 2009 concerning "how nice the profit sharing checks were." 24

See Finding of Fact No. 19.
27. In 2009, B.Kunz received profit sharing with respect to Gem State Insurance for
profit sharing earned in 2008 (See Finding of Fact No. 20), in 2010, B.Kunz received profit
sharing with respect to Gem State and Acuity (See Finding of Fact No. 22), in 2011, B.Kunz
received profit sharing with respect to Gem State and Alliance (See Finding of Fact No. 23), and
in 2012, B.Kunz received profit sharing from Gem State and Acuity. (See Findings of Fact Nos.

24 and 25). 25
28. As a result of the foregoing, this Court concludes that B.Kunz has established a
course of dealing with B.Nield, a representative and principal of N.1., sufficient to establish an
agreement, separate and apart from their non-integrated "Agent Contract" (an "individual
or contingent commission with respect to any other company. See Finding of Fact No. 21.
24 The Court recognizes that these claims by B.Kunz concerning statements made by B.Nield are disputed and that B.Nield denies
making said statements. However the Court has determined that B.Kunz' testimony is more credible and reliable on these points
and accepts his testimony as being accurate and truthful on these points. There are a number of reasons for the Court s
determination on this point, chief among them being that long before the litigation was tiled or even contemplated by these
parties, B.Nield and N.I. freely used the term profit sharing in dealing with B.Kunz with respect to Gem State Insurance, Acuity
and Farmers Alliance. Not only was this term used on check receipts (B.Nield testified that the phrase profit sharing was used on
some documents generated by N.I ., because of its accounting software). See Tr. Ex . 111 , p. 2, it was also freely used in B.Nield' s
Memo's to B.Kunz. See Tr. Ex.'s I06, I 07, and 109. Never once, prior to this litigation, did B.Nield dispute correct or suggest
to B.Kunz that profit sharing was not part of their relationship and that B.Kunz was off base in his understanding that there was
profit sharing. It is inconceivable to this Court, that a business such as N.I., and/or a principal in said business, such as B.Nield,
wou ld allow a partner or colleague such as B.Kunz to continue uncorrected when it was so clear that he believed that he was
entitled to profit sharing. The dialogue was never about whether profit sharing existed, but the amount of the split. See Tr. Ex .'s
108, 109, and 110.
25The Court recognizes that this Conclusion of Law is contrary to the position asserted by N.I specifically when B.Nield, in his
testimony, wherein he states that N.l. does not pay profit sharing. See Finding of Fact No. 29. Instead he characterizes these
payments as purely gratuitous bonuses made by N.I. See Tr. p. 202, LL. I0-15. However, for the same reasons articulated in
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agreement" as discussed in Paragraph 6) for the payment of profit sharing or contingent bonuses
to B.Kunz with respect to Gem State Insurance.
29. However, the Court cannot make a finding that there has been a meeting of the minds
or an agreement as to the percentage split. As most recently stated by the Idaho Supreme Court
in Safaris Unlimited, LLC v. Von Jones, 2015 WL 4381069, *4, the "'fo1mation of a valid
contract requires that there be a meeting of the minds as evidenced by a manifestation of mutual
intent to contract.' Whether a contract has been formed 'is generally a question of fact for the
trier of fact to resolve."' In this instance, this Court cannot conclude that N .I. ever agreed, either
by the express terms of the "Agent Contract", or by a course of dealings with M.O.Kunz or
B.Kunz, to pay B.Kunz 80% of the profit sharing attributable to Gem State Insurance. The
reasons include, but are not limited to: (1) except for in 2012, N.I. never paid 80% of the
contingent commission from Gem State to B.Kunz and even in 2012 they did so as an attempt to
show good faith to B.Kunz rather than accepting his position; (2) there was no evidence that N.I.
ever paid M.0.Kunz 80% of the contingent commission from Gem State, M.O.Kunz' contract
with N.I. being the contract and business relationship after which the B.Kunz contract and
relationship with N.I. was modeled; and (3) even the oral and written discussions in which this
agreement is established contain no reference to a percentage split either 50/50 or 80/20. As
such, the course of dealings established between 2008 and 2012 with respect to Gem State
Insurance is that the parties had an individual agreement that they would split the profit sharing
associated with Gem State Insurance, but that the amount was never agreed upon. Despite the
amount never being agreed upon, the parties' course of conduct, as established by the evidence at

Footnote 22, the Court does not find this position to be credible.
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trial, is that N .I. paid B.Kunz 50% of the profit sharing attributable to Gem State and retained
50%. B.Kunz accepted these amounts each year, albeit it under protest. This is the parties'
course of dealings. The Court cannot write the terms of this parties' "Agent Contract". The
course of dealings only allows for the 50/50 split, the amount paid by N.I. and accepted B.Kunz.
30.

Therefore, the Court concludes that by course of conduct, N.I. did commit and

contract to pay B.Kunz 50% of the profit sharing attributable to Gem State Insurance.
31.

However, the more difficult question is whether a course of dealing has been

established sufficient to conclude that an "individual agreement" has been reached between N .I.
and B.Kunz for the payment of contingent commissions or profit sharing with respect to the other
companies at issue, Acuity, Allied and Alliance.
32. B.Kunz would have this Court, "by looking at the contract as a whole, the language
used in the document, the circumstances under which it was made, the objective and purpose of
the particular provision, and any construction placed upon it by the contracting parties as shown
by their conduct or dealings (the Beus factors), determine that the parties had an agreement for
profit sharing or contingent commission splits and that this agreement provides that B.Kunz is
entitled to 80% of the profit sharing or contingent commission arising from his book of business
(including Gem State, Acuity, Alliance, and Allied) and N.I. is entitled to 20% of the profit
sharing or contingent commission from his book of business. See Finding of Fact No. 28.
33.

In order to reach this conclusion the Court would have to find that the term

"commission" as used in the parties' "Agent Contract", is ambiguous.
34.

Nowhere in the "Agent Contract" is the term "commission" defined.

Not

surprisingly, the parties attempt to define commission in different fashions, each utilizing a
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definition that best suits their pmpose. B.Kunz wishes to apply a more generalized and laymen' s
definition to this term and have it include all types of commission, including what has been
characterized as the "initial commission" (commissions paid on the premium obtained for new
business and/or policies), "residual commissions" (commissions paid on the premium obtained
for existing business that is renewed), and "contingent commissions" (commissions paid based
upon factors, contingencies, and criteria established by the insmance company on whose behalf
the insurance agent is selling insmance products). N.1. in tum wants the Court to use a much
narrower and restrictive definition to the term "commission.

N .I. argues that the term

"commission" is a term of art in the insurance industry. N.1 contends that term "commission" as
utilized in the parties' "Agent Contract" should be limited to the definition applied to this term
by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners as contained in its Glossary of
Insurance Terms. See Tr. Ex. 209.
35. The Court agrees that the term "commission", especially in the insurance industry
can be viewed in broader terms, encompassing all forms and character of "commissions",
including, but not limited to "initial commissions", "residual commission, and "contingent
commissions." Similarly, the Court recognizes that it could be used in a more restrictive context.
The problem is that their document, the "Agent Contract" itself, makes no express attempt to
establish which definition is being used. However, the Court, by employing the Beus factors: (1)
the language used in the document, (2) the circumstances under which it was made, (3) the
objective and purpose of the particular provision, and (4) any construction placed upon it by the
contracting parties as shown by their conduct or dealings, the Court concludes that the parties'
intended to limit the meaning of "commissions" to the more restrictive and narrow meaning of
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commission of a "percentage of premium paid to agents by insurance companies for the sale of
policies" both new business and existing renewals. See Exhibit 209, p.5.
36. The reasons the Court reaches this conclusion are as follows: (1) the language of
Paragraph 6 in B.Kunz' 1996 "Agent Contract" and his 2009 " Agent Contract" is substantively
identical. There are a few stylistic revisions or modifications in the 2009 "Agent Contract", but
substantively this Court can discern no difference between the two ; (2) the language of the
Paragraph 7 in B.Kunz 1996 " Agent Contract" and his 2009 Contract is virtually identical; 26 (3)
B.Kunz freely admits that under the 1996 " Agent Contract" and his previous relationships with
both M .O.Kunz and N.I. , he did not receive and did not expect to receive profit sharing or
contingent bonuses (See Finding of Fact No. 7); (4) reading the contract as a whole, other
paragraphs referring to the payment of "commissions" (the same term being used and no attempt
being made to distinguish it in meaning or usage from the term "commission" as used in
paragraph 7) in the context of monthly payments of commission (Company will provide agent
with a commission earned statement and commission check based upon agreed percentages on
the 15 111 day of each month."); and (5) B.Kunz' own statement that the purpose of entering the
2009 "Agent Contract" was to create a "new contract that would include an ownership" clause
similar to the one contained in M.O.Kunz' "Agent Contract" with N.I. 27
37.

The parties' course of dealings clearly reflect that the commissions were paid

monthly on "initial commissions" earned off of premiums received from new policies or business
and "residual commissions" earned off premiums received from existing policy renewals.

26The only difference the Court could see is in the phrase "by agent" is added immedi ately follo wing the term "placed." The
Court cannot see that this insertion of "by agent ' changes the meaning in any man ner.
27 0ne would certain ly expect that if this issue (profit sharing and the percentage split between N.I. and B.Kunz) had been
contempl ated by the parties and intended to be part of their agreement, it would have been expressly addressed in their 2009
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. .'
However, both B.Kunz and B.Nield acknowledge that contingent commissions (at least with
respect to the insurance companies at issue - Gem State Insurance, Acuity, Alliance and Allied)
are paid annually. As such, it appears that the use of commissions in paragraph 6 is referencing
the same commission in paragraph 7 and both seem clearly to be limited to commissions capable
of payment monthly rather than annually.
38. Therefore, the Court cannot accept B.Kunz' asserted definition for "commission."
39. Unfortunately, the Court cannot find that the parties have an "individual agreement"
outside of and separate to their "Agent Contract". Neither can the Court find that their Agent
Contract is intended to set out terms and conditions associated with profit sharing or contingent
commissions associated with Acuity, Alliance, and Allied. 28
40. However, once again the Court cannot find that an agreement exists outside the four
comers of the parties' "Agent Contract" whereby N.I. contractually agreed to pay B.Kunz a 50/50
split, an 80/20 split, or for that matter any amount of a split associated with contingent bonuses

"Agent Contract."
28 The Court s use of the term "unfortunately" is not suggestive of this Court harboring a prejudice or bias in favor of Kunz.
Rather it is suggestive of the Court's conclusion that it believes B.Kunz' testimony in many respects regarding the verbal
statements made by B.Nield concerning profit sharing, specifically as it relates to Findings of Fact Nos. 17 and 19. Just as the
Court addressed in Footnote No. 24, the Court has determined that B.Kunz' testimony is more credible and reliable on these
points and accepts hi s testimony as being accurate and truthful on these points. There are a number of reasons for the Court 's
determination on this point, chief among them being that long before the litigation was filed or even contemplated by these
parties, B.Nield and N.l. freely used the term profit sharing in dealing with B.Kunz with respect to Gem State Insurance, Acuity,
and Farmers Alliance. Not only was this term used on check receipts (B.Nield testified that the phrase profit sharing was used on
some of documents generated by N.l. 's because of its accounting software), (See Tr. Ex. 111 , p. 2); it was also freely used in
B.Nield' s Memo 's to B.Kunz. See Tr. Ex. ' s I06, I07, and 109. Never once, prior to this litigation, did B.Nield dispute, correct
or suggest to B.Kunz that profit sharing wa~ not part of their relationship and that he was off base in his understanding that there
was profit sharing. It is inconceivable to this Court that a business, such as N.I., and/or a principal in said business, such as
B.Nield, would allow a business partner or colleague such as B.Kunz to continue uncorrected when it was so clear that he
believed he was entitled to profit sharing from all insurance companies in the amount of 80/20 split. It is also curious to the
Court that the profit sharing was paid in odd amounts, suggestive of the application of some type of formula (B.Kunz argued that
this is indicative of an intent to deceive B.Kunz into believing he was receiving a profit sharing check pursuant to a 50/50 split or
80/20 split). Although the Court declines to make such a finding, any time in this Court's experience that it has been the
recipient of a gratuitous bonus from a former employer or as an employer providing an employee with a gratuitous bonus, it has
been a rounded number, for example $500.00 or $1 ,500.00, not once has it been in an odd amount such as $663.50, $629.00, or
$424.00.
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paid from Acuity, Alliance, and Allied. Rather, it appears to this Court that N.l.'s payment of
bonuses, characterized as "profit sharing, to B.Kunz was a purely arbitrary and gratuitous act on

N.I.' s pait " 29
CONCLUSION

Based upon the Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law outlined above, the
Court provides the parties with the following declaratory relief and pursuant to LC. §10-1201
will enter a Declaratory Judgment as follows:
(1) The parties' "Agent Contract" is not integrated and is not intended to be a final

expression of their agreement or for that matter the only agreement between the parties with
respect to their business relationship.
(2) The parties had a separate and "individual agreement" which was established by
their testimony at trial and their course of dealing with one another whereby N.I. paid B.Kunz
profit sharing in the amount of a 50/50 split for profit sharing or contingent bonuses earned from
Gem State Insurance Company.
(3) In addition to their "Agent Contract" being a non-integrated document, Paragraph 6
of their "Agent Contract", specifically the last sentence is unclear, vague and ambiguous,
specifically, the last sentence of Paragraph 6. However, the Court cannot determine, upon

This Court questions the business practices of B.Nield and N. I. This Court believes N. l. allowed B.Kunz to proceed with the
purchase of M.O.Kunz' book of business, allowed B.Kunz to operate under the parties' "Agent Contract' equipped with the
understanding that he would receive profit sharing, and later when these discussions occurred regarding profit sharing, did
nothing to outline clearly its position concerning profit sharing and correct B.Kunz on these issues. In fact, N.I. never asserted
this position or informed B.Kunz of it until litigation. However, despite this Court's discomfort with this scenario, the Court can
find no legal basis upon which to find the parties had a legally enforceable contract regarding profit sharing. However, while the
Court has spent, perhaps an inordinate amount of time questioning the business practices ofN.l., B.Kunz is not without bl ame in
this matter. The Court is not sure B.Kunz exercised due diligence with Judy Kunz, M.O. Kunz, and N.l. concerning their
business relationship. lf he had, he likely would have found some evidence of profit sharing which would have bolstered his
claim in this proceeding or found that this course of dealings did not exist and been more vigilant in negotiating for it and
reducing it to some form of written documentation .
29
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consideration of extrinsic factors, that the parties had an individual agreement, outside the four
comers of the "Agent Contract" for payment of profit sharing or contingent commissions for any
insurance companies other than Gem State Insurance.
(4) The term "commission" as used in the parties' Agent Contract is not defined and the
Court cannot, based upon its review and consideration of the extrinsic evidence, find it to include
contingent commissions. Rather, it is limited to commissions paid for premiums associated with
placing new business and continuing business through renewals. For these services, B.Kunz is
compensated by receiving 80% of the commission earned and N.l. receiving 20% of the
commission earned.
(5)

Finally, there is no legally enforceable agreement whereby B.Kunz is entitled to

receive profit sharing, contingent commissions or bonuses from N.I. with respect to Acuity,
Alliance and Allied. N.I. ' s payments to B.Kunz, rather than being the result of a contractual
obligation, appear to have been paid out as a gratuitous bonus from N.I. to B.Kunz as an
expression of their appreciation.
(5) The Court recognizes that this is an interlocutory order, but that it likely is dispositive
of B.Kunz' claims for Breach of Contract; therefore, the Court will certify this matter for appeal
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b) should that be the desire of the parties.

DATED this 31th day of August, 2015.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge
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SIXTH .JL JlC I L DISTRICT
BEAR L "~ -·, H' , !DA YJ

2015 SEP 14 PM I : I 3
Cll o·r . AR 'ER. CLERK
OEP UTY _ _ CASE NO .

A ttorneys /or Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH mDICIAL DISTRJCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No. : CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

MEMORANDUM OF
FEES AND COSTS

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc. , an Idaho Corporation, dba Insmance Designers,
by and th.rough its counsel, Echo Hawk & Olsen, PLLC, and hereby submits the following
Memorandtm1 of Fees and Costs in accordance w ith Idaho Rules of Civil Procedme Rule 54, and
asks for an award of costs and attorney fees in the total amotmt of $69,064.09 computed as
follows:

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT

$838.10

1. Filing Fees. See I.R.C .P. 54(d)(l)(C)(l).

$80.00

2. Fee for service of subpoena on Stephen Ahl . ee I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(2):

$63.00
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3. Preparation of Exlubits. See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(6):

$15 .60

4. tephen Ah.I Expert Witness Fee. See LR . . P. 54(d)(l)(C)(8):

$142.00

5. Charges for Deposition of Bret Kunz. ee I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(9-10):

$537.50

DISCRETIONARY COSTS

$68,225.99

1. Court Call

$55.00

2. Cost for Office Manager to respond to document requests ($30.00 @ 3.5 hours)

$105.00

3. Trial Transcript:

$692.26

4. Legal Fees. 1 See Affidavit of Counsel in upport ofthis Memorandwn:
5. Interest on unpaid attorney fees & fronted costs:

$65,797.71
$1,576.02

To the best of the Defendant's knowledge and belief the items listed in this Memorandum
of Fees and Costs are correct, and the costs claimed are in compliance with Rule 54.

VERIFICATION
STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Bannock

)
) ss.
)

I, Bryan Nield, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state that I am the President of
Nield, Inc. , the Defendant in the above-entitled action; that I have read the foregoing
Memorandum of Fees and Costs, and know the contents thereof and believe the same to be true
and c01Tect to the best of my knowledge.

1 An award of A ttomey Fees is proper under Idaho Code § 12- 120(3), I.C. § 12-120( l ), l. R.C.P. 68(b)(l ), and/or J.C.
§ 12-1 2 1.
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Residing at:
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June 27, 2020
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the f / fh. day of September, 2015, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

0U.S. Mail

D ·Hand Deliver

D Fax: (208) 847-1230
D Email:

rz1 U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:
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OIST f;ICT CDUR T
SIXTd ,.,·'.!'_.~, :t_ DISTRICT
,- ' n 1L•• •· · - i
· -·
8 .:.All
i Y.· II..r'JA i!'J
I

Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HA WK & OLSEN PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
joseph@ecbohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Idaho State Bar # 9082

\

2015 SEP I 4 PM I: I 3

DEP UTY _ _ CASE HO .

Attorneys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM
OF FEES AND COSTS

V.

NIELD, INC. dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bannock

)
)ss.
)

I, Joseph T. Preston, being first duly sworn on oath, do hereby depose and state the
following:
1.

I am an attorney with Echo Hawk & Olsen, PLLC, which represents the

Defendant Nield Inc. , an Idaho corporation dba Insurance Designers in the above-entitled
matter.
2.

In that capacity, I am familiar and knowledgeable about the facts of this case.
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3.

I am over the age of eighteen (18) and competent to testify to the infonnation

contained in this Affidavit.
4.

Th.is Affidavit is made in support of Defendant's Memorandum of Fees and Costs

filed contemporaneously herewith.
5.

Defendant and Defendant's Counsel have an hourly fee agreement in place for

performance of legal services. In addition to being responsible for the cost of any time spent by
attorneys and paralegals, D efendant's agreement also makes it responsible for direct costs
associated with representation such as travel photocopying, fax, postage, and computerized legal
research.
6. Attached as Exhibit A is a spreadsheet that depicts the true and correct fees and costs
necessarily i11cLmed by Defendant's counsel in the litigation of the above-entitled matter.
7. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of an Offer of Judgment in the amount
of $7,500 made by Defendant to Plaintiff on July 16, 2014.
8. Attached as Exhibit C is a true and conect copy of an Offer of Judgment in the amount
of $10,000 made by Defendant to Plaintiff on November 4 2014.
DATED this

//fi.-

day of September, 2015.
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Notary Public for Ida,po
Residing at:
O~ / D
Commission expires: MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:
June 27, 2020
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

//fn

day of September, 2015 I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the mam1er
indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St. , Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

~J.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 847-1230
D Email:

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
oda Springs, ID 83276

0_ u.S.Mail
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:
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EXHIBIT A
COPIES
Date
9/3 0/2013
10/30/2013
11 /30/2013
12/31 /2013
1/31 /2014
2/27/2014
3/31 /2014
4/30/2014
5/27/2014
5/31/2014
6/30/2014
7/29/2014
7/31 /2014
8/27/2014
10/31/2014
11/30/2014
11/30/2014
12/30/2014
2/28/2015
3/23/2015
3/30/2015

Num ber
3
7
22
32
27
6
23
2
4
4
107

Price
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10

.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10

11
1

18
18
41
55
69
.10
1
16
.10
4
.10
Total Copy Cost= $47.10

Value
0.30
0.70
2.20
3.20
2.70
0.60
2.30
0.20
0.40
0.40
10.70
1.10
0.10
1.80
1.80
4.10
5.50
6.90
0.10
1.60
0.40

FAXES
Number

Date
10/30/2013
3/13/2015
3/24/2015
3/25/2015

Price
1
0.25
0.25
2
0.25
5
0.25
36
Total Fax Cost= $11.00

Value
0.25
0.50
1.25
9.00

MILEAGE
Date
6/30/2014

Description
Mileage for round-trip from Echo Hawk Law to
Caribou County Comthouse (60 miles each way)
12/7/2014 Mileage from Echo Haw Law office to Bear Lake
County Comihouse
12/9/2014 Mileage from Paris, Idaho to Echo Hawk Law office
Total Mileage Cost = $177.48

Miles
120.0000

Price
0.5550

Value
66.60

99.0000

0.5600

55.44

99.0000

0.5600

55 .44
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POSTAGE
Value
Date
Number
Price
9/10/2013
0.46
1
0.46
10/31/2013
0.46
1
0.46
0.46
I
10/31 /2013
0.46
1
0.46
10/31 /2013
0.46
1.52
1
11/27/2013
1.52
1
1.32
12/2/2013
1.32
12/11/2013
1
1.52
1.52
12/12/2013
1
0.46
0.46
1
0.46
12/12/2013
0.46
1
0.86
1/ 15/2014
0.86
1
1/28/2014
0.48
0.48 I
I
0.48 I
I 1/31 /2014
1
0.48
0.69
I 3/ 10/2014
1
0.69
3/10/2014
0.69
1
0.69
0.69
3/10/2014
0.69
1
0.69
3/10/2014
0.69
1
0.69
2/28/2014
0.69
1
1
0.48
5/28/2014
0.48
I
1
1.19
5/30/2014
1.19
I
0.48
6/4/2014
1
0.48
0.48
1
6/19/2014
0.48
1
0.48
0.48
7/18/2014
I 8/12/2014
2.66
I
2.66
8/25/2014
1
0.48
0.48
I 10/8/2014
1
1.61
1.61
10/8/2014
1
0.69
0.69
I 10/28/2014
1
0.69
0.69 I
11/4/2014
0.48
1
0.48
11/10/2014
0.48
1
0.48
0.48
11/12/2014
2
0.96
j 11/21 /2014_ _- l -_ _ _ _ _ _1_ _ _ _ _0
_.6_9-+--_ _ _
0._69-1
11/30/2014
3
3.08
9.24
rRTI>/2015- - - - - + - - - - - - -1-+---- 28.2
28.2
2_.8_7 -'------2_.8_7_,
I 3/17/2015 _ ____._ _ _ _ _ _1_,___ _ _
Total Postage Cost= $64.55

Date Billed
11/30/2013
1/31/2014
2/28/2014
7/31/2014
11/30/2014

Company
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw

Units
1
1
1
1
1

LEGAL RESEARCH
Price Value
156.57
156.57
126.3
126.3
195.58
195.58
50.66
50.66
400
400
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12/31/2014
2/28/2015
3/3) /2015

Date
8/30/2013

10/10/2013
11 / 15/2013
11/15/2013

11/15/2013
11/18/2013
11/20/2013

11/20/2013
11/2 1/2013

11/22/2013

11 /25/2013
11/26/2013

Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw

1
80.92
80.92
1
280.05
280.05
18
18
1
Total Lega l Research Cost= $1,308.08

ATTORNEY FEES & PARALEGAL FEES
Staff' Nanative of Task(s)
Hours Rate Value
MAE Legal research; meeting with Bryan; review
647 .5
3.7 175
correspondence from Wuthrich; draft response;
research counterclaim; call to Steve
MC
Drafted letter back to Wuthrich re: his Sept 6
0.4
36
90
response back to us .
MAE Receive and review complaint; telephone
0.6 175
105
conference with client
JP
Working Meeting with MAE on background of the
1 175
175
case, assignments, and strategy going forward ; Read
and Respond to Opposing Com1sel's 11/14/13 letter.
MAS Receive and review sw1m1ons complaint; email
0.2
90
180
sU11U11ons and complaint to Bryan Nield;
JP
Analyze potential Affirmative Defenses; Draft
3.3 175
577.5
Answer to Complaint;
JP
Work on Answer and Counterclaim; meet with
4.2 175
735
client to discuss Answer; Prepare Summons,
Prepare Cross-Claim Complaint; Prepare
Acceptance of Service; Draft letter to Opposing
Counsel re: Service.
MAE Edit and revise acceptance, answer and
0.4 175
70
counterclaim; conference with JP
JP
Finalize letter to Opposing Counsel re: Acceptance
0.4 175
70
of Service; Working Meeting with MC re: tasks that
need to be accomplished; Conespond with client re:
Board taking official action.
JP
Working meeting with MC re: tasks that need to be
0.4 175
70
accomplished, ie. preparing discovery documents,
and planning depositions.
Phone call with Bryan Nield re: Board meeting on
JP
0.1
175
17.5
contract termination.
JP
Prepare Answer and Cross-Claim for signatmes;
0.5 175
87.5
Working meeting with MC on tasks that need to be
accomplished ie. issuing Summons & serving
documents.

1 MA E = Mark A. Echo Hawk, attorney; DAH = David Hooste, attorney; JP = Joseph Preston attorney; MC =
Mi chell e Crand all , Paralegal; MAS = Monica Sanacla, paralegal; TMB = Tina Benally, para legal.
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11/26/2013

MC

11 /27/2013

MC

11/27/2013
11/27/2013

MAE
JP

12/2/2013

JP

12/5/2013

JP

12/5/20 13
12/6/2013
12/9/2013
12/10/20 13

MAE
JP
MC
JP

12/11/2013

JP

12/11/2013

MC

Consulted with attorney re: cross-claim complaint
and Answer and Counterclaim. Called Bear Lake
Clerk and left message for her to call me back with
what we need to do to get summons signed by her
for cross claim· Called Karen at Bear Lake County
re: filing fees to file answer and cOLmterclaim and
cross-claim; Prepared Notice of Appearance for
filing.
Prepared Summons; Notice of Appearance; Cross
Claim Complaint; Answer and Counter claim; and
sent out to be filed with Court. Consulted with
attorney re: letter to clerk and filing; telephone
conference with clerk; sent out letter, documents
and filing fee to court- made copies for file· faxed
Notice to Steve Wuthrich; made copies for our file ;
sent email to Monica requesting filing fee check be
cut.
Edit and revise answer and counterclaim
Notarize and finalize Answer and Cross-Complaint;
Phone call with Opposing Counsel re: acceptance of
service; fax documents to opposing counsel.
Review Nield Inc By-laws; email con-espondence
with client re: Board action in canceling the
contract; Prepare Letter to Opp. Counsel re:
Sununons, Complaint, and Acceptance of Service.
Phone call with client seeking direction; working
meeting with MAE on litigation strategy; Legal
Research on Motion to Quash Subpoenas; Prepare
Motion to Quash Subpoenas.
Conference with JP re: discovery request response
Review and revise Motion to Quash Subpoena
Calendared deadline
Phone call to client; continue preparing motion to
quash; phone call to Opp. Counsel re: Scheduling
Order & Subpoenas
Working meeting with MAE; Draft affidavit of
Bryan Nield; phone call with client re: affidavit;
Draft, edit and revise Motion for Protective Order
Fax filed Motion for a Protective Order; Affidavit
of Bryan Nield in Support of Protective Order; Fax
Served to Steven Wutlu·ich; Prepared cover letter to
Judge Brown and sent courtesy copies, Prepared
Notice of Hearing and fax filed and served; Called
Karen at Bear Lake County and scheduled hearing
date

0.7

90

63

1.2

90

108

0.4
0.2

175
175

70
35

0.8

175

140

2.5

175

437.5

0.3
1.7
0.1
0.8

175
175
90
175

52.5
297.5
9
140

4.3

175

752.5

1

90

90
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12/ 12/2013

MC

12/12/2013
12/ 13/2013

JP
JP

12/18/2013

MC

12/23/2013

JP

12/26/2013
12/30/2013

JP
JP

12/30/2013

MAE

1/2/2014
1/3/2014

JP
JP

1/6/2014

JP

1/8/2014

JP

1/10/2014

JP

1/13/2014

JP

1/14/2014

JP

1/14/2014

MC

Consulted with attorney re: preparation of Change
of Venue Motion and case update; Called Karen at
Bear Lake to confirm there will be enough time at
Jan, 16 hearing to hear Motion for a Change of
Venue; Fax filed Motion for a Change of Venue·
Prepared Notice of Hearing· Fax filed Notice of
Hearing· Prepared cover letter to Judge Brown
enclosing courtesy copy; Sent service to Steve
Wutlu·ich of Notice of Hearing and Motion for a
Change of Venue;
Draft motion for change of Venue
Outline Potential Summary Judgment Argw11ent;
Meet and Confer w/ Opp. Counsel;
Consult with attorney re: Default dates; Searched
IRCP for answer deadlines; Calendared deadline
Correspondence with client re: amount at issue in
the case.
Letter to opposing Counsel re: settlement offer
Edit letter to Opp. Counsel; phone conversation
with Opp. Counsel re: settlement offer.
Conference with JP re: litigation strategy; edit and
revise correspondence to Steve Wutlu-ich
Review and analyze Ktmz' Reply and Answer.
Review stipulation for scheduling order; review
verified response to Motion to Change venue;
Review Response to Motion to Change Venue
Phone call with Bryan Nield re: status of the case;
working meeting with MAE re: how to proceed
with the case; Review and analysis of the disputed
Contracts.
Discussion with Bryan re: Bret's affidavit; review
and analyze Bryan's points against Bret's affidavit;
begin drafting Reply to Motion to Change Venue.
Continued drafting of Reply in Support of Motion
to Change Venue;
Continued drafting of Reply to Change of Venue;
Draft Affidavit in Support of Change of Venue.
Finalize Reply to Change of Venue and Affidavit in
support; Draft Supplemental Affidavit in Support of
Protective Order; Draft Reply in Suppo1i of
Protective Order; Meet with client re: notarization
of affidavits; fax filing of documents.
Fax filed Supplemental Affidavit; Defendant's
Reply in Suppmi of Motion for Protective OrderAffidavit of Bryan Nield in Suppo1i of Change of

0.7

90

63

0.7
0.8

175
175

122.5
140

0.3

90

27

0.4

175

70

0.9
0.6

175
175

157.5
105

0.2

175

35

0.1
0.1

175
175

17.5
17.5

1.6

175

280

1.1

175

192.5

0.7

175

122.5

3.9

175

682.5

3.1

175

542.5

0.3

90

27
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1/14/2014
1/15/2014
1/16/2014

1/20/2014

1/28/2014
1/23/2014
1/30/2014
1/31 /2014

1/31/2014
2/3/2014
2/3/2014
2/4/20 14
2/5/2014

2/5/2014
2/6/2014

Venue; Defendants Reply in Support of Motion for
Change of Venue; Faxed documents to Steven
Wuthrich; Prepared letter to Judge Brown and
enclosed cou1tesy copies of docwnents and faxed.
MAE Edit and revise briefing on motion for protective
order and conference with JP
JP
Review 2nd Affidavit of Bret Kw12; Review
Affidavit of Marti Kunz
JP
Prepare for hearing; travel to Bear Lake County
Comthouse; Argue motion for change of venue;
argue motion for protective order; Travel back from
Bear Lake County Courthouse to Echo Hawk Law
Office
Review file ; analyze case law; strategize re:
JP
elements to prove in Motion for Sununary
Judgment.
Draft letter to Opp. Counsel re: Stipulation of
JP
Venue; Draft Motion to Bifurcate;
MAE Conference with JP re: motion arguments and
hearing
Prepare Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings;
JP
Prepare Discovery
Working meeting with MAE to discuss strategy of
JP
the case on Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings and Discovery on Declaratory
Judgment Claim; Review and edit Brief in Support
of Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings; File
Motion and Brief
MAE Edit and revise memo in supp011 of motion to
bifmcate; conference with JP
JP
Research and analyze applicable law on Accounting
Claim for summary judgment
Prepared Notice of Hearing; Fax filed ; Faxed notice
MC
to Wuthrich and Judge Brown;
JP
Begin drafting Brief in Suppmt of Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment on Accounting;
JP
Continued Drafting of Brief in Supp011 of Motion
for Paitial Stunmai·y Judgment on Accounting
Claim; Draft B1ief in Support of Motion for Paitial
Sunm1ary Judgment on Declai·atory Judgment
MAE Edit and revise discovery
JP
Task MC with sending out Discovery, preparing
notices, ai1d prepai·ing affidavits; Continue drafting
Brief in Support of Motion for Paitial Summary
Judgment on Declaratory Judgment

0.8

175

140

0.1

175

17.5

4.9

175

857.5

1

175

175

1.7

175

297.5

0.4

175

70

2.8

175

490

2.1

175

367.5

0.8

175

140

0.5

175

87.5

0.2

90

18

1.2

175

210

2.7

175

472.5

0.3
1.1

175
175

52.5
192.5
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2/6/2014

MC

2/10/2014

JP

2/11/2014

JP

2/ 13/2014

JP

2/17/2014

JP

2/20/2014

JP

2/21/2014

JP

2/24/2014

MC

2/26/2014

MC

2/28/2014

JP

3/10/2014

MC

Consult with Joe re: task list and instruction for
which docwnents need to be prepared and filed;
Reviewed contracts, Reviewed file and got updated
status of case; Reviewed Brief in Suppmt of
Motion for Sununary Judgment and Motion for
Smnmary Judgment; Prepared Affidavit of Tom
Nield; Struted working on Affidavit of Bryan Nield
in support of motion for summru·y judgment count
1·
'
Continue editing, and drafting motion for stmunru-y
judgment, brief in support, and affidavits in support;
Review ru1d edit Brief in Support of Motion for
Surru11ru·y Judgment;
Review and edit Brief in Support of Motion for
Prutial Summary Judgment on Count II; Revise
Affidavit of Tom Nield in Support ofMSJ
Continued drafting and editing of Motion for Paliial
Summru·y Judgment
Prepru-e Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Support of
Prutial MSJ on Declru-atory Judgment; Working
meeting with MAE on Motion for Prutial Smnmary
Judgment; Revisions to MSJ Brief
Visit with client re: Brief in Support of Motion for
Summru·y Judgment - issue on Individual
Agreements
Call to Bear Lake County Courthouse re: setting up
telephoruc heru·ing; Left a message for return call
clerk is in court this morning; Called Karen back
and asked for instruction on procedure to appear
telephonically and she is faxing me form with info;
Scanned and emailed info to Joe; Reviewed email
back from Joe with instruction; Calendru·ed info to
set up Court Call 4 days prior to hearing if Change
of Venue Motion hasn't been granted:
Email conespondence with Joe; Calendared new
hearing date for Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
proceedings;
Working meeting with MAE; review Bret and
Marti's Memo in Opposition; Draft Reply in
Support of Motion to Bifurcate.
Received instruction from Joe to contact Bryan and
let hin1 know we received Discovery; Called ru1d
left message for Bryan to call me back re: reviewing
Discovery; Made copies and prepru·ed cover letter to
Judge Brown along with comtesy copy of Motion
filed today; Filed Motion via USPS .

2

90

180

2.5

175

437.5

0.5

175

87.5

2.1

175

367 .5

2.3

175

402.5

1.6

175

280

0.3

175

52.5

0.2

90

18

0.1

90

9

4.4

175

770

0.2

90

18
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3/10/2014
3/10/2014
3/11/2014

MAE
JP
JP

3/13/2014

MC

3/13/2014

JP

3/14/2 014

JP

3/17/2014

JP

3/18/2014

JP

3/19/2014

JP

3/20/2014

JP

3/21/2014
3/24/2014

JP
JP

3/25/2014

JP

3/26/2014

JP

3/28/2014

JP

4/15/2014

JP

4/17/2014
4/22/2014

JP
MC

Edit and revise reply memo
Revise Reply in Support of Bif-tircation.
Review Kunzes Motion to Amend Reply; Analysis
on issue of DBA as Insurance Designers to client.
Call to Court Call to try to set up account and
telephonic hearing on Motion to Bifurcate on March
20; Call to Karen at Bear Lake to see if we can do a
telephonic hearing for the Motion as Court Call
operator said they don't allow telephonic hearings
on Motions; Left Karen a vm to call me back; Court
Call operator okayed hearing to be set up; Set up
telephonic hearing; Prepared Notice of Telephonic
hearing; Sent notice to Court and Steven Wutlu·ich.
Review Plaintiffs Discovery Responses;
Incorporate Responses into MSJ
Revise MSJ; revise Bryan Nield affidavit; revise
Tom Nield affidavit; draft affidavit of Jared
Clu·istensen
Revise Tom, Bryan, and Jared's affidavits; revise
motion for summary judgment
Revise and Edit Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Review and revise MSJ; phone call with client re:
tomonow's hearing and factual aspects of the case·
call with Cami Clerk;
Prepare for Hearing on Motion to Bifurcate; meet
with clients re : discovery and MSJ; attend
Bifurcation hearing.
Edit the Affidavit of Torn Nield in Support of MSJ;
Review Cowt's decision on Venue; send decision to
client
Review Cowt's decisions; Working meeting with
MAE on Comt's decisions & strategy going
forward.
Review Court's Decision on Motion to Bifurcate;
communicate with client on decision
Research and analyze merger clause argument into
MSJ
Research and analysis on merger clause in MSJ;
working meeting with MAE on case;
Participate in status conference regarding trial dates.
Calendared dates and deadlines; Discussion with
attorneys re: Scheduling Order and dates;

0.3
0.4
1.5

175
175
175

52.5
70
262.5

0.6

90

54

2.9

175

507.5

3.5

175

612.5

3.2

175

560

1.4

175

245

1.8

175

315

2.9

175

507.5

0.5
0.2

175
175

87.5
35

0.5

175

87.5

0.3

175

52.5

3.1

175

542.5

3.4

175

595

0.3
0.3

175
90

52.5
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5/13/2014

JP

5/14/2014

JP

5/15/2014
5/20/2014

JP
JP

5/20/2014

MC

5/23/2014

MC

5/23/2014

TMB

5/2 8/2014

MC

5/30/2014

MC

6/4/201 4

MC

6/ 18/2014

JP

6/ 18/2014

MC

6/19/2014

MC

6/27/2014

DAH

Phone call with Opposing Counsel re : status of the
case discussion that we have not yet received
subpoenaed info1111ation and discussion where they
see this case going; Check with other office
persom1el to see if they are aware or received any
documents recently from Wuthrich's office.
Meet with clients to discuss case strategy; working
meeting with MAE on case strategy; call to
opposing counsel trying to schedule deposition;
review of subpoenaed documents.
Call to opposing counsel to set up a depositions.
Call to Opposing Counsel to schedule Bret's
Deposition;
Review from attorney re: setting up deposition with
M & M Cowt Repo1ting and task to prepare Notice
of Dep. ; Called M & M and scheduled deposition;
Prepared Notice of Taking Deposition; Emailed to
attorney for final review;
Edited Notice of Taking Deposition; Printed for
attorney to sign;
Scaimed & saved Discovery document; copied
discovery documents onto CD for client
Case update with attorney; Emailed Notice of
Taking Deposition to Wuthrich; Called cowt to
confirm jury room availability; Reviewed email
from court reported; Scanned notice ai1d emailed to
cowt repo1ter;
Conversation with attorney to call Bryan and let
him know deposition date and have a cd ready for
pick up ; Left message with receptionist to have him
call om office; Prepared cover letter to Bryan and
sent DVD;
Review email from attorney; Call to Caribou Co.
Cami to check availability of jury room June 30;
Call to court repo1ter to change date of deposition;
Prepai·ed Amended Notice of Deposition; Emailed
Notice to M & M and mailed to Wutlu·ich;
Phone call with Stephanie from Opposing Counsel's
office regarding M&M Comt Repmting's contact
infmmation.
Review email from attorney· Sent court reporter
info to Wutlu·ich via email;
Made copy of Notice of Deposition; Prepai·ed for
mailing and mailed to client;
Consult with Mark and Joe re: Deposition for 6-30;
Review fi le and prepare for deposition
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6/28/2014

DAH

6/27/2014

JP

6/29/2014
6/30/2014

DAH
DAH

7/1/2014

MC

7/2/2014

DAH

7/3/2014
7/3/2014
7/3/2014

DAH
MC
JP

7/9/2014

MC

7/10/2014

MC

7/ 11 /2014

DAH

7/11 /2014

MC

7/14/2014

MC

7/ 14/2 014
7/14/2014

MAE
DAI-I

7/16/2014

DAH

7/24/2014

DAH

7/25/2014

DAH

7/30/2014

MC

7/30/2014

DAH

Working meeting with DAH & MAE on Monday's
Deposition and strategy of case.
Review file and prepare for deposition; Prepare
copies of exhibits for deposition
Prepare for deposition
Travel to Soda Springs· Conduct Deposition of Bret
Kunz; Defend Deposition of Bryan Nield; Return to
Echo Hawk Law and consult with Mark Echo Hawk
Phone call from Janet French court reporter re:
ordering transcripts for deposition she did
yesterday; Email to attorneys;
Telephone call with Steve Wulthrich re: offer of
settlement
Research re: effect of ambiguous term in contract
Meeting with attorneys re: case update
Working meeting to discuss case and settlement
offer.
Reviewed email from Dave and task list; Scheduled
meeting with client; Faxed Plaintiffs First Set of
InteTI"ogatories to Bryan;
Case review with attorney; Task list; Call to Steve
Wuthrich re: appt. with our client to discuss his
offer on Monday; Prepared cover letter to Bryan;
Emailed to attorney for review;
Edit Letter and create chart re: analysis of profit
sharing
Read revised letter to client; Prepared fax cover
sheet and faxed to client;
Case update with attorney; Email to Janet re:
transcripts on hold for another couple of weeks;
Conference with Bryan Nield and DAH
Meeting with Bryan and Mark; Draft letter to Steve
Wuthrich; Email draft letter to Bryan for review
Edit letter to Mr. Wutlu·ich; Draft Offer of
Judgment; Sent letter and Offer of Judgment to
Wutlu·ich (via fax) and B1yan (via email)
Consult with Mark re: deadlines and case strategy;
Email Bryan re: identification of a good expe1t
witness
Receive and review letter from Steve Wutlu·ich with
rejection and counter-offer; Scan documents and
email to Bryan
Update with attorney; Prepared cover letter to
Steven Wutlu·ich;
Receive and review letter from Wuthrich re:
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8/4/2014

MC

8/4/2014
8/5/2014

DAH
MC

8/6/2014

MC

8/8/2014

DAH

8/11/2014

DAH

8/11/2014

MC

8/12/2014
8/12/2014

DAH
MC

8/20/2014

DAH

8/20/2014

MC

8/21 /2014

MC

8/22/2014

MC

8/21/2014

DAH

discovery response; consult with paralegal re:
responsive letter
Task list from Dave; Called Wuthrich office to
have request for discovery sent to me in a workable
format· Called Brian's office re: documents and info
requested to answer discovery; Email
conespondence with attorney· Worked on forming
up Responses to Discovery;
Consult with Paralegal re: discovery responses
Finished forming up form for Responses to
Discovery; Reviewed documents in file; Emailed
draft form to Dave;
Update with Dave; Prepared cover letter to Steve re:
discovery responses; Faxed to Steve;
Review Spreadsheet from Bryan; Email to Bryan re:
Gem State information; Prepare Response to
Discovery Requests
Prepare responses to Discovery requests; Telephone
call with Bryan to confim1 responses and obtain
additional info
Case update with DAH; Task list; Transfened
exhibit information into exhibit chart;
Complete Discovery Responses
Fax filed Notice of Service; Made copies; Sent
Answers to Wuthrich; Case update with DAH;
Pre-trial preparation: meeting with Paralegal re:
preparation of witness and exhibit lists, and PreTrial Stipulation; Telephone call to Bryan re :
supplemental inf01mation still needed; Telephone
call to Allied Ins. to reach Steve Ahl; Telephone
call directly to Stephen Ahl at 208-571-7283, left
message
Case update with DAH; Task list; Prepared Exhibit
and Witness list; Faxed courtesy copy of Notice of
Service to Judge Brown; Prepared draft Expert
Disclosure; Prepared Draft Pretrial Stipulation;
Case review with DAH and JP; Task list; Prepared
draft Stipulation to Vacate; Prepared Draft Proposed
Order; Emailed to DAH for final review;
Telephone call to Bryan - left msg.; Text msg to
Bryan; Telephone call with Steve Wuthrich re: trial
dates; Edit Stipulation and proposed order
Reviewed final Stip and Proposed Order; Faxed to
Wuthrich· Left message for Steve re: Stip and
Order;
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8/22/2 014

DAH

10/7/2 014

MC

10/8/2014

MC

10/7/2014

DAH

10/8/2014
DAH
10/13/2014 DAH
10/27/2014 DAH

10/28/2014 DAH

10/2 8/2014 MC

10/29/2014 MC
10/31/2014 DAB
11/3/2014

MC

11 /4/2014

DAH

11/4/2014

MC

Follow-up with paralegal re: stipulation; receive and
review email with attached updated spreadsheet
from Bryan; Telephone call from Bryan re:
spreadsheet and trial date
Case update and meeting with DAH; Task list
Calendared deadlines; Prepared Draft Second
Requests for Discovery; Email to DAH;
Prepared Notice of Service of Defendant's Second
Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of
Documents; Email draft to MAE for review; Made
copies of Notice of Service; Requests for
Discovery, and Defendants Fact and Expe11 Witness
Disclosmes; Prepared cover letter to Judge Brown;
Sent comtesy copies· Fax filed ; Sent copies to
Wutlu·ich
Prepare/Edit Second set of Inte1rngatories and
Requests for Production, Prepare/Edit Witness
Disclosmes
Finish Discovery requests and Witness Disclosures
Consult with Mark re: pre-trial status and trial
strategy
Telephone call to Nationwide re: Steven Ahl;
Telephone call with Bryan Nield re: subpoenas to
Ricky and Jared
Telephone calls to Nationwide re: obtaining
Stephen Ahl as witness - Melissa Crawford advises
to send him Subpoena with courtesy copy to her;
Consult with Paralegal re: subpoenas; Review and
edit Subpoenas and cover letters; Email with
Attaclunents to Melissa Crawford
Case update with DAH; Task list; Prepared Civil
Subpoenas; Prepared cover letter to Bryan and
Stephen Ahl; Sent subpoenas and Jetter to Bryan;
Requested check from MAS; Arranged for Process
Server to serve Ahl subpoena;
Organized file; Call to Court re: courtesy copies of
subpoenas;
Review email; Telephone call to Steven Wutlnich left message
Phone call from Becky from Nationwide Insurance
re: Subpoena to Stephen Ahl; Email to DAH
Review text messages from Bryan re: value of book
of business and potential settlement; Consult with
Mark; Review file
Prepared letter to Stephen Ahl for mailing; Enclosed
check for witness fees; and mailed;
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11 /4/2014

MAE

11/5/2014

DAH

11 /6/2014

DAH

11/7/2014

DAH

11/10/2014 DAH
11/ 11/20 14 DAH

11/ 12/2014 MC

11/12/2014

DAH

11 /13/2014 DAH

Conference with DAI-I; review swnmary judgment
pleadings for use in JAML motion
Review email re: Telephone message from Becky
Lewis General Counsel for Nationwide Ins.·
Telephone call to Ms. Lewis - left message;
Telephone call with Becky re: Stephen Ahl
paiticipation; Letter to Stephen re: expert
qualification and opinions; Email to Becky with
attached letter intended for Stephen; Consult with
pai·alegal re: organization of docwnents ai1d
exhibits; review legal standai·ds for plaintiffs proof
in breach of contract
Email ai1d telephone call re: clarification with Bryan
(no chai·ge entered)
Review email from Becky Lewis of Nationwide Ins.
Co. ; Draft and send letter to Steve Wuthrich re:
proposed settlement with corrected calculation and
Offer of Judgment
Research re: employment contract, material terms
unjust enrichment;
Resemch re: ambiguity, material tenns, bonuses and
wage claim under Idaho Code section 45 -609;
Telephone call with Bryan re: E & 0 insurance
coverage for Bret and Mai·ti; Prepme and file
Supplement to Witness Disclosure; Prepare
Amended Answer and Counterclaim; Prepai·e
Motion to Amend Answer and Amend
Counterclaim and Amend Cross-Claim
Case update with DAH; Task list; Fax filed Motion
for Leave to Amend; Call to Beai· Lake Clerk re:
heming date on Motions· Scheduled Hearing;
Prepai·ed Motion to appeai· telephonically; Prepai·ed
Proposed Order to appear telephonically; Prepai·ed
Motion to Shorten time; Prepared Notice of
Heai·ing; Call and email c01Tespondence with M &
M re: trai1scripts;
Finish and File Motion ai1d Amended
Answer/Complaints; Consult with paralegal to
schedule telephonic heming on motion; Prepai·e
ai·gument for trial brief; Review and file Motion to
Shorten Time, Notice of Heming and Motion to
allow telephonic appeai·ai1ce
Telephone call with Bryan re: dismissal of
Counterclaim and naiTowing issues for Bret's claim
for Declai·atory Judgment; Telephone call with
Steve Wutlu·ich - no resolution yet; Consult with
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paralegal re : Judge Brown requesting telephonic
status conf. Nov. 14th at 2:00
Call from clerk re: scheduling hearing on Motion to
Shmien time; Phone call with DAH; Calendared
hearing;
11/14/2014 DAH Research re: application of Idaho Code section 45601; Prepare Pre-h·ial brief; Telephone conference
with Court and Mr. Wuthrich; Text messages with
Bryan
11/17/2014 DAH Review Minute Entry and Order - consult with
paralegal to contact court for necessary conections
to Minute Entry and Order; Prepare Joint Pre-T1ial
Stipulation; Prepare Defendant's Exhibit List;
Prepare cover letter to Steve; Prepare Order of
Dismissal of Counterclaim without prejudice;
Telephone call with Mr. Wuthrich; Telephone call
from Court Clerk re: correction to Minute Entry;
Continue preparation of Trial Brief
11/18/2014 DAB Research and prepare Trial Brief
11 / 19/2014 DAH Prepare Trial Brief; Receive and review Plaintiffs
Response to Motion to Amend and Motion to
Extend Time for Pre-trial Stipulation; Telephone
call with Bryan re: claim for E & O; Prepare
response to Plaintiffs Motion to Extend Time for
Pre-trial Stipulation
11/20/2014 DAH Edit Trial Brief; Prepare for oral argument on
Motion to Amend; Meeting with Benj before
hearing; Attend telephonic hearing in which issues
were narrowed for trial on Declaratory Judgment
11 /2 1/2014 DAH Conference call with Stephen Ahl and legal counsel
for Allied/Nationwide re: Stephen's appearance as
an expert witness; Letter to Client re: recent orders
and tactical actions to prepare for h·ial; Edit Trial
Brief
11/24/2014 DAR Prepare Trial Brief
11/25/2014 DAR Research, draft and edit Trial Brief; Review and
print Acuity documents provided by Mr. Wutbrich
re: 2014 accounts; Receive and print Deposition of
Bret Kunz and Deposition of Bryan Nield
11/25/2014 JP
Read, review, edit, critique, and discuss T1ial Brief
withDAH.
11/26/2014 DAH Research and Edit Trial Brief
11/28/2014 DAH Edit and file Trial Brief
11/13/2014

MC
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11/29/2014 DAI-I

Review Plaintiff's proposed exhibits; Letter to
Wuthrich re: admi ssion or obj ections to Plaintiffs
proposed exhibits· Prepare outline for questions of
Stephen Ahl
11/28/2 014 MAS Assisted with preparing mailing for service of PT
Brief;
12/2/2014
Case update and task list with DAI-I· Prepared letter
MC
to Acuity and faxed ;
12/3/2014 MC
Review email from DAI-I; Prepared letter to
Wuthrich; Sent to DAH for final review; Task list
and discussion with DAI-I; Prepared Affidavit of
Brian Benishek; Emailed to DAR for final review
12/ 1/2014 DAR Prepare for Trial - draft outline for Tom; Meeting
with Wuthrich re: Exhibits; File Exhibit List with
Court; Telephone call to Bear Lake Com1 Clerk;
Telephone call with Caribou Com1 Clerk; Email
documents to Caribou County
12/2/2014
DAI-I Prepare for Trial: Draft outline for Tom and Bryan;
Letter to Brian Benishek re: Acuity; Text to Bryan
12/3/2014
Prepare
for trial: Outline for Bryan Outline for
DAR
Benj; Outline for Bret; Follow-up conespondence
with Brian Benishek; Letter with attachments to
Wutbrich re: Acuity's exhibits to Agency
Agreement
12/4/2014 DAI-I Prepare for T1ial: Discuss outline for Rule 41
motion with Joe; Outline for Bret; Email
correspondence with Brian Benishek re: his
Affidavit to authenticate Acuity documents; Consult
with paralegal to file supplemental exhibits from
Acuity with the Com1; Telephone calls from
Wuthrich's office re: Pretrial Stipulation; Receive
and review Plaintiffs Trial Brief/Opening
Statement; Review edit and file objection to
Plaintiffs pretrial brief; Text correspondence with
Bryan re: records of bonuses paid to Mike
12/4/20 14 MC
Case discussion witl1 DAH; Task list; Email
Conespondence; Cover letter to Com1 re: ; Faxed to
Court, Judge and Wuthrich; Call from Stephanie re:
Pre-Trial Stip; Fax filed Motion to Strike; Call from
Stephanie re: not receiving pre-trial stip; Faxed pretrial stip to Stephanie;
12/4/2014
JP
Review Plaintiffs' Trial Brief; Working meeting
with DAI-I to discuss late filing of Trial Brief and
contents; Drafted a Motion to Strike Trial Brief;
Drafted legal fran1ework and outline for anticipated
Motion for Involuntary Dismissal under Rule 41 (b ).
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12/5/20 14

JP

12/5/2014

MC

12/5/2014

DAH

12/6/2014

DAH

12/7/2014

DAH

12/8/2014

DAH

12/9/2014

DAH

12/10/2014 DAH
12/15/20 14

DAH

12/16/2014 DAH
12/17/2014 DAH
12/10/2014 MAS
2/17/2015
2/18/2015

DAH
DAI-I

3/10/2015

DAH

3/11/2015
3/12/2015
3/13/2015

DAI-I
JP
JP

3/12/2015
3/13/2015

DAH
DAH

3/15/2015

DAR

Finalize Involuntary Dismissal outline under IRCP
41(b); Review witness questioning outlines· Discuss
with DAH any missing questions/issues in witness
questioning outlines.
Discussion with Wuthrich re: trial binders; Edited
Exhibit list per DAH· Faxed to Court, Steve, and
Judge;
Prepare and edit Outlines; Case review meeting
with Bryan, Tom and Benj; File Pre-trial Stipulation
with exhibit info provided by Wuthrich
Review Corut's prior rulings and Research re:
requirements of pleadings - to l eep Plaintiff from
expanding basis for contract; PrepaTe binders with
outlines and supplies
Prepare copies of Matti's general agent contracts;
Travel time from office to Bear Lake Coruthouse
Conduct first day of trial and prepare for second day
of trial
Conduct second day of trial; post-trial meeting with
Nields; Travel from Paris, Idaho to Echo Haw Law
office
Prepare draft of Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of law
Receive and review Minute Entry ai1d Order re:
Bench Trial
Draft Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Draft Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Attended briefing of results of trial, identified task
lists and deadlines;
Reseai·ch re: Findings and Conclusions
Review reseai·ch re: findings of fact and conclusions
of law
Review Plaintiffs proposed Findings/Conclusions
and Closing Argument; Review Transcript of Trial
Prepare findings of fact and conclusions of law
Drafting of Proposed Conclusions of Law
Read email asking to check with Court on Findings
of Fact ai1d Conclusions of Law Deadline; Review
scheduling order, and relevant IRCP Rule 6 on the
matter; Email to Judge and Opposing Counsel on
subject; Edit Conclusions of Law.
Prepare findings of fact and conclusions of law
Prepai·e Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of law
Prepai·e proposed findings of fact and conclusions
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3/16/2015

DAI-I

3/16/2015

JP

3/24/2015

DAH

3/25/2015

DAI-I

3/25/2015
5/ 19/2015

MC
MAS

5/26/2015

DAI-I

8/31/201 5

JP

8/31 /20 15

MAE

9/2/2015

JP

9/4/2015

JP

9/9/2015

JP

of law and Cover Letter to Bear Lake County
District Court
Edit Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law
Edits Court's proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law.
Letter to Steve Wutlu·ich re: his voluntary
withdrawal of Reply Memorandmn
Receive and review Letter from Steve Wuthrich
declining to voluntarily withdraw Reply; Prepare
Objection and Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Reply
Memorandum
Fax filed Memorandum; Faxed to Wutlu-ich;
Conf. with DAH re: case status· tele . conf. with
Judge's clerk re: objection to reply brief and status
of decision;
Phone call with Bryan re: case status and billing (no
charge entered)
Read and review the Court's Findings of Fact &
Conclusions of Law; Call to client to explain
Comi's Ruling and discuss eff01ts going forward.
Review decision and conference with JP and BN re:
post judgment process
Review findings of Fact Conclusions of Law; Draft
and fax letter to Opp. Counsel regarding client
abandoning breach of contract claim or facing
motion for summary judgment; Review
correspondence Complaint, and law regarding
setting up Motion for Costs & Attorney Fees;
Emails to client on cost and fees recovery; review
letter from Opp. Counsel on extending deadline to
abandon breach of contract clain1; Phone call to
Opp. Counsel on possibly extending deadline.
Phone call with Opp. Cormsel to discuss extending
deadline to Wednesday on making a decision
whether or not to abandon remaining claims; Draft
response letter to Opp. Cotmsel; Email to client
infonning of the extension of time.
Phone call with Opp. Counsel regarding remaining
breach of contract clain1 in light of Comi's most
recent ruling and whether or not Plaintiff plans on
amending complaint to include breach of contract
for E&O claim; Phone call with client to discuss
whether or not to file Summary Judgment on
remaining Breach of Contract claim or wait until
after seeing whether or not we can resolve E&O
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issue.

9/10/2015

JP

Review email from Bryan on remaining issues;
Review email from Opp. Counsel regarding
remaining claims; Emails to and from Bryan
regarding Costs incuned dming lawsuit; Research
and Analyze applicable law on Costs & Fees; Draft
Memorandum of Fees & Costs; Draft Affidavit of
Counsel in Supp011 of Fees & Costs; Prepare
Exhibits to Affidavit of Counsel in Support
Total Attorney Fees & Paralegal Fees= $64,189.50
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EXHIBITB
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David A. Hooste, I.S.B . No. 6425
ECHO HA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)4 78-1624
Facsimile: (208)478-1670
Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR L,{\KE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232
OFFER OF JUDGMENT

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclairnant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Paity Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc., dba Insurai1ce Designers, an Idaho Corporation,
by and through its attorney of record, Echo Hawk Law, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 68, offer to allow Plaintiff, Brett Kunz, to take judgment against Defendant in the total
amount of Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500.00).
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.·.

This offer of judgment includes the full satisfaction and relief for all claims recoverable
against Defendant, by Plaintiff, and includes any compensation for reasonable attorney's fees
and costs.

In making this offer, Defendant expressly states that it denies liability and/or fault with
regard to all claims and matters underlying this case, but makes this offer instead merely to buy
peace.
This offer of judgment must be accepted within fourteen (14) days after service, as
required by Rule 68. If not timely accepted, this offer is thereafter deemed withdrawn and no
evidence of the offer shall be admissible except in a proceeding to determine the prevailing party
and associated fees and costs.
The undersigned represents that he has authority to extend this offer on behalf of
Defendant.

+J...

DATED this l..}___ day of July 20 14.
ECHO HAWK LAW

David Hooste

OFFER OF JUDGMENT

Page 2 of 3
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EXHIBIT C
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David A. Hooste, I.S.B. No. 6425
ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
Telephone: (208)4 78-1624
Facsimile: (208)4 78-1670
Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD.KUNZ
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

Case No.: CV-2013-232
OFFER OF JUDGMENT

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ThirdParty Plaintiff,
V.

MARTI KUNZ
Third-Paity Defendant.

CO:MES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers, an Idaho Corporation,
by and through its attorney of record, Echo Hawk Law, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 68, offer to allow Plaintiff, Brett Kunz, to take judgment against Defendant in the total
amount of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00).
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This offer of judgment includes the full satisfaction and relief for all claims recoverable
against Defendant, by Plaintiff, and includes any compensation for reasonable attorney's fees
and costs.
In making this offer, Defendant expressly states that it denies liability and/or fault with
regard to all claims and matters underlying this case, but mal(es this offer instead merely to buy
peace.
This offer of judgment must be accepted within fomieen (14) days after service, as
required by Rule 68 . If not timely accepted, this offer is thereafter deemed withdrawn and no
evidence of the offer shall be admissible except in a proceeding to detennine the prevailing paiiy
and associated fees ai1d costs.
The undersigned represents that he has authority to extend this offer on behalf of
Defendant.
DATED this

7-t'- day of November 2014.
ECHO HAWK LAW

David Hooste

OFFER OF JUDGMENT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

7-r day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing docwnent by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
'@}ax: (208) 847-1230
0 -Email:

For ECHO HAWKLAW
H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001 \00056672 .DOCX
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SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF lll.lllff(1 _ _ CASE NO.
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
)
)
)
)
)

Bret D Kunz
vs.
Nield, Inc. , etal.

Case No: CV-2013-0000232

ORDER FOR ST ATUS &
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE

MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: Status and Scheduling Conference
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the foregoing matter is set for hearing:
Thursday, October 1, 2015 09:00 AM
Mitchell W Brown
Bear Lake County Courtroom-Paris

Status:
Judge:
Courtroom:

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED this scheduling conference may be held by telephone. If
counsel and/or the party plan to participate by telephone, CourtCall shall be utilized (see
attached Memorandum). Each counsel/party shall make themselves available at the above
listed time.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that "All" documents filed shall include the Court on
the Certificate of Mailing, with courtesy copies mailed or faxed to the Court's chambers in
Soda Springs, Idaho.

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown, District Judge, 159 South Main,

Soda Springs, ID 83276 Fax# (208) 547-2147, Telephone: (208)547-2146(Soda Springs).

DATEDthis:Thursd: ~

~

Mitchell W Brown
District Judge
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE

1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby ce1tify that on the Thursday, September 17, 2015, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document upon the attorney(s)/ Person(s) listed below by U. S. mail with coITect postage attached
by facsimile machine, or by causing the same to be personally delivered, each in the manner
indicated.
Attorney/Person

Method of Service:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1110 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208) 847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-61 19

Facsimile (208) 478-1670

CINDY GARNER
Clerk o the Comt

B·

ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

All Counsel .and/or Pro Se Parties

FROM:

Judge Mitchell W. Brown
Sixth Judicial District Court of the State ofldaho
Bannock County, Bear Lake County, Caribou County, Franklin County

RE:

Telephonic Appearances with CourtCall

· DATE:

September 2011

For appearances commencing ·in September 2011, I will join a growing number of Judges in Idaho and around
the country using CourtCall to conduct telephonic appearances by counsel and/or pro se parties (''Cotrr!:Call
Appearances"). In my ·courtroom, CourtCall Appearances may generally be made for all 11011-evidentiary and/or nondispositive appearances including.Pretrial Conferences, Status and Scheduling Conferences and Motions. CourtCall is
providing ~quipment to .enhance the process. It is my hope that by making the process more uniform, your practice
will become more productive and enjoyable so that the cost of litigation will be further reduced.
. Counsel and/or prose parties may make a CourtCall Appearance by serving and filing with CourtCall (not the
Co~), NOT LESS THAN THREE (3) COURT DAYS PRJOR TO TIIB HEARING DATE, a Request for Telephonic
Appearance Form and paying a fee of fifty-five dollars ($55.00) for each CourtCall Appearance. There are no
subscription fees. ·
A CourtCall Appearance is made as part of a Court's regular calendar and all counsel and/or pro se parties
who have ti.rttely filed their request form and paid the fee may appear by dialing the Courtroom's dedicated toll-free
teleconference number, and access code (if any) which. will be provided by CourtCall, LLC on the confirmation
faxed to your office. A pre-hearing check-in will occur five (5) minutes prior to the scheduled hearing time. A
CourtCall Appearance is voluntary and may be made without consent of the other party, and the Court continues to
reserve the right to reject any request.
You may obtain additional information by calling the CourtCall Program Administrator, CourtCall at (310)

342-0888 or (888) 882-6878.

For more information about CourtCall please call CourtCall. LLC. not the Court.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJ:i
.1 1 ~f THE CA SE NO _
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEARL~

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CASE

0. CV-2013-000232

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

NIELD, INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS
an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants.

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
(1) The parties' "Agent Contract" is not integrated and is not intended to be a final
expression of their agreement or for that matter the only agreement between the parties with
respect to their business relationship.
(2) The parties had a separate and "individual agreement' whereby Nield, Inc. (N.f .)
paid Brett D. Kunz (B.Kunz) profit sharing in the amount of a 50/50 split for profit sharing or
contingent bonuses earned from Gem State Insurance Company.
(3) In addition to their "Agent Contract" being a non-integrated document, Paragraph 6
of their "Agent Contract", specifically the last sentence is unclear, vague and ambiguous,
specifically, the last sentence of Paragraph 6.

However the Court cannot determine, upon

consideration of extrinsic factors , that the parties had an individual agreement, outside the four
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT-I
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corners of the "Agent Contract" for payment of profit sharing or contingent commissions for any
insurance companies other than Gem State Insurance.
(4) The term "commission" as used in the parties' Agent Contract is not defined and the
Court cannot, based upon its review and consideration of the extrinsic evidence, find it to include
contingent commissions. Rather it is limited to commissions paid for premiums associated with
placing new business and continuing business through renewals. For these services B.Kunz is
compensated by receiving 80% of the commission earned and N.I. receiving 20% of the
commission earned.

(5) Finally, there is no legally enforceable agreement whereby B.Kunz is entitled to
receive profit sharing, contingent commissions or bonuses from N.I. with respect to Acuity,
Alliance and Allied. N .I. 's payments to B.Kunz rather than being the result of a contractual
obligation, appear to have been paid out as a gratuitous bonus from N.I. to B.Kunz as an
expression of their appreciation.
DATED this

18th

day of September, 201!

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT-2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 18th day of September, 2015 , I mailed/served a true copy of the
foregoing document on the attomey(s) / person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.

ATTORNEY(S) / PERSON(S)
Steven A. Wutlu·ich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)84 7-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

By ~

~

DeptyC]erk

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT-3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICl.\Jg!9l§ifyYCT OtfA'°Wlrn .
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2013 -000232

ORDER ON NIELD, INC. 'S
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS

VS .

NIELD, INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants.

On August 31, 2015, the Court tssued its Findings of Fact, Conclusion of Law and
Memorandum. Decision and OrdeT with respect to Plaintiff, Brett D. Kunz (B.Kunz), claim
requesting declaratory relief.

The Court had previously bifurcated this proceeding with the

declal'atory relief portion being tried first and the remaining two (2) claims, a claim for an
accounting and a claim for breach of contract.
On September 18, 20 15, this Court entered its Declaratory Judgment. As noted by the
Court in its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Memorandum Decision and Order, the
Court's Declaratory Judgment is not a final judgment. There remain issues to be litigated in this
litigation, i.e . the B.Kunz' accounting and breach of contract claim. The Court recognizes that
the Court's determination with respect to the Declaratory Relief claim may have significantly
undermined, if not been the death knell, to B.Kunz' breach of contract claim and/or the need to
ORDER ON NIELD INC.'S MEMORANDUM OP' COSTS-I
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proceed with an accounting, aod it was for this reason that the Court advised that it would certify
the Court's Declaratory Judgment, which is otherwise not a final judgment, pursuant to Rule
54(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (I.R.C.P.). However, the Court has not yet been
asked to nor has it ruled on any request to certify th.is Declaratory .hidgment pursuant to I.R.C.P.
54(b).

On September 14, 2015, the Defendant, Nie ld Inc. (N.I.), filed its Memorandum of Fees
and Costs. Because there has been no final judgment entered and because neither party has asked

this Court to certify this Declaratory Judgme11t pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b), the Court will not

address the Defendant's Memorandum of Costs and B.Kunz need not file an objection to the
same at this time. The Court has attached, as Appendix ''A" to this Order, and incorporates
herein by reference its previous decision in Premier Technology, Inc. v. Orr, Schurte, Trejo,

Hammon, and Pe,ersen Incorporated, Bannock County Case CV-2008-161. This outlines the
basis for this Court determination that N.l. 's Memorandum. of Costs is premature and will not be
considered at th.is tune.

DATED this 18ch day of September, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

ORDER ON NIELD lNC.'S MEMORANDUM OF COSTS -2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 18th day of September, 2015, I mailed/served a true copy of the
foregoing document on the attomey(s) / person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.

ATTORNEY(S) I PERSON(S)
Facsimile (208)847-1 230

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Joseph T. Preston

Facsimile (208)478-1670

ECHOHAWKLAW
P_Q , Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Bytfr~j~
DZ utyClerk

ORDER ON NIELD lNC.'S MEMORANDUM OP COSTS-3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH J1JDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BA""NN'tiCk

)

)
)
PREMIER TECHNOLOGY, INC., an
Idaho Corporation,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

Case No _

)
vs.

)

)

CHAD ORR, JEFF SCHUTTE, RON
CLAPPIER, ROBERT TREJO, STEVE
HAMMON, and PETERSEN

INCORPORATED,

CV-2008-16 1-0C

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER ON HAMMON'S
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY
FEES AND COSTS

)
)

)
)

)
Defendants.

)

Th.is matter is before the Court . on Defendant's, Steve Hamm.on (Hammon),
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs . 1 Plaintiff, Premier Technology, Inc. (Premier), filed

its Objection to Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs/Memorandum in Opposition to
Hammon's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs.

In reply, Hammon filed his Reply

Memorandum in Suppoit of Hammon's :Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs. This maner

was argued to the Court and following rhe hearing, the Court took this matter under
advisement. The Court now issues its lvlemorandurn. Decision and Ordet on I-Ia.mmon's
Motion for Costs and Fees.

This Motio11 was occ<impan ied by a supporting At'fidavit of Counsel Regarding r ecs and Costs.

1

Appcn~ .lX ,, A
· · ··

MEMORANDUM DF.CISION AND ORDER ON HAMMON'S MOTION !70~ A'fl'OllNEY flrnS ANO COS'l'S- I -
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RELEVANT COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
Hammon is .one of a handful of defendants in an action initiated by Premier for
various commercial torts of which it clai1ns to have been a victitn. Prior to trial, Premier
and each of the Defendants> including Hammon, requested that the Court enter stunmary
judgment in their respective favor. 2 The Court issued its decision on the cross motions
for summary judgment on _May 2, 2011 . The Court granted in part some of the various
defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment. Specifically, the Court granted Hammon's
Motion for Sununary Judgment in its entirety.

Premier filed a Motion for

Reconsideration of Ruling on Han1mon's Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion to
Strike the Affidavit of Fred Goodworth.

On July 18, 2011, the Court issued its

Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration. In this
decision, the Court adhered to its previous determination, granting Hammon' s summary
judgment.
Premier also filed Plaintiff's Motion for Entry of Certification of Final Judgment
under Rule 54(b) or, in the Alternative for Recommendation for InterlocutotY, Appeal.
The Court denied Premier's request in this respect, as did the Idaho Supreme Court with
respect to Prem.ier,s request to be allowed to proceed with an interlocutory appeal. 3
The matter has since proceeded to jury trial> Premier obtained a jury verdict in its
favor and a nwnber of post-trial mot1ons are now pending before the Court. 4

"'Ea:ch of the Dcfchda11ts sought summary judgment on all of J>rcmicr's claims and Pl'emier sough t partial summal'y
judgment against some oftne Defendants on less than all of its l'equested l'elief.
)Interestingly, Hammon opposed Premier's req uest thlll the Court certify its ruling on su mmary judgment. Furlher,
despite the Coun's req uest, Hammon hos not submitted a proposed .Judgment of Dismissal for the Court's review and
signature.
40 11 December 23, 2011, the Court entered an Order and Judgment Agtiinst Petersen Ineorµornted, Jeff Schuae, _and
Chacl Orr.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND OIWlm ON ·HAMMON'S MOTION FOR A n ·o1rnl!:Y l"KES ANI)

cos·rs- 2 -
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HAMMON' S REQUEST FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
1

Hammon seeks an award of attorney fees and costs pursL1ru1t to Rule 54(d) and (e)
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure in conjunction with Idaho Code §12-120(3). TI1e
Court will deny this request at this time as being premature because there has been no
finaljudgmeut entered as it relates to Hammon. 5
This Court has previously held that one cannot be determined to be the prevailing
parry for purposes of an award of attorney fees and costs without having in place a final
judgment. See Geneva Rock v. Maple Leaf Development Inc. , et al., Franklin County
Case CV-2009-561 and Lundahl v. Kirkpatricks Awo World, Barry Wilkey, eBay Inc.
Franklin County Case CV-2011-189.
Despite the fact that the Court granted Hanunon's Motion for Summary Judgment

and despite the fact that the Court believes Hammon was entitled to Judgment of
Dismissal at that time, the Court does not consider a Judgment of Dismissal, in the
context of this case, to be a "final judgment" or a determination on the merits sufficient to
invoke prevailing paiiy status on Hammon.

See Footnote 5.

Rule 54(a) of the Idaho

Rules of Civil Procedure provides, in relevant part, as follmvs:
"Judgment" as used in these rules means a separate document entitled
"Jude:,'Illent" 01· "Decree)'. A judgment shall state the relief to which a
pa1iy is entitled on one or mote claims for relief in the action. Such relief
can include dismissal with or without prejudice. . .. A judgment is final if
s1'hc: Court would again in vile Hammon co submit an appropriate form of a judgment of dismissal and upon receipL of
the same; tl\e Court will re view and sign if the same is in order. The Court has advised Premier, Petersen, Schutte Md
Orr that it wi ll not consider Premier 's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs until il has issued its Memor1u1dum Decision
~nd Order on the various post-trial motions. The reason being if the Cou11 docs grant any of the relief req uested by
Defendants that may change the ana(),sis regarding prevailing party or result in an encircl)' new trial. In the event the
Court denies the relic:!' rc:qL1ested in the post-trial motions, the Court i~ cena.in su pplemental requests fo r attorney fees
wil l follow with respect to time incurred relntive to the post-trio.I motions. The Cour1 is mindful of the fact that
Hnmmon's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs has previously been briefed and argued. However, tor purposes or
_judicial economy and consolidation of the Collrt's 1·esou rces, the Collrl will issue only one Memorandum Decision nnd
Order on anorney fees and costs. Therefore, that will be following the Court's Memorandum Decis ion and Order on
che pending post-trial motions and after hearing argument on Premier's Motion for Attorney Fees and CosLS.

MEMOllANDUM OF:CISION AND ORD !cR ON HA MM ON'S MOTION FOR/\ TTORNEV 1: EES A 'D COSTS- 3 -
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either it has been certified as final pursuant to subsection (b)(l) of this rule
or judgment has been entered on all claims for relief, except costs and
fees, asserted by or against all parties in the action.
This Court, in applying the plain language of I.R.C.P. 54(a), must conclude that the
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order granting summary judgment in favor of
Hammon was Mt a "final judgment>' as that term is defined in I.R.C.P. 54(a); neither
would a Judgment of Dismissal, if such had been provided to the Court and entered, have
been a "final judgment."
This issue was most recently addressed by the Idaho Supreme Court in Caldwell

v. Commerto , 151 Idaho 34, _ , 253 P.3d 708, 714 (2011) (Caldwel[). In Caldwell, the
Idaho Supreme CoU1i stated as follows :
[F]or both costs and fees , Rule 54(d)(l)(B) governs the determination of
who, if anyone, is the prevailing party. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B), 54(e)(l ). This
rule provides that ''the trial coltrt shall in its sound discretion consider the
final judgment or result of the action." I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l )(B) (emphasis
added). Judges are therefore empowered to award costs and fees
pertaining either to a final judgment or to an action that has been
completely adjudicated.
The district court's ruling on costs and fees was not prernature because a
partial judgment is a "final judgment" as required in Rule 54(d)(l)(B). A
judgment is final if it has been ce1tified as such pursuant to Rule 54(b)(l).
I.R.C.P. 54(a). A partial judgment certified as final is not subject to
revision. I.R.C.P. 54(b)(l) . The Amended Partial Judgment in this action
has been certified as a final judgment with respect to Appellants' claims
under the easement agreement. Because the judgment is final and is not
subject to the court's revision, it was within the coU1t's discretion to award
costs and fees. The district court therefore could identify a prevailing
party.

id.
Therefore, had the Court granted Pi-emier's request to certify the Court's order on
sunu11ary judgment as final and appealable pursuant to Rule 54(b) of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, there would have been finality in the judgment and the Court could have

o
'v!l::MOHA.NDUM DECISION ANO OR1H: 1~ 0 ' MAMMON'S MOT(ON f.OR ATTORNE:\' F"l!:ES AND COSTS- 4 -
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considered Ham.man's request for attorney fees and costs prior to full and complete
adjudication of the remaining claims as they related to Premier, Petersen, Schutte and
Orr. However, the Court denied Premier's request for certification pursuant to l.R.C.P.
54(b). Therefore, thete has been no final judgment in place as it relates to Hammon.
Again, the Court recognizes that trial on the merits has now been completed and
that judgment has now been entered with respect to the other parties to this litigation. As
stated in footnote 5, the Court invites Hammon to submit an appropriate form of
judgment in accord with I.R.C.P. 77(d) and the Court will review and sign if appropriate.
However, for the reasons announced in footnote 5, the Court will issue its decision on the
various requests for attorney fees and costs in one memorandum decision and order. 6
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, the Court will decline to award attorney fees and costs
to Hammon. The initial motion and argument were premature and therefore, the Court
will consider Ha.mmon's request, the arguments and submissions, both in support of and
in opposition to this request, contemporaneous with the request of Premiet and/or other
parties once the Court has issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on the pending
post-trial motions.

6Certainly the Court does nor expect Hammon to re-argue his motion; rath er, the Court will consider the arguments and
submissions til ed eorlier and issue its decision from the same.

MEMORANDUM DECISlON AND ORDER ON HA M MON'S MOTION FOR ATIORNEY FEES AND COSTS- 5 ·
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this 2gth day of February, 2012.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge

MEMORANDUM DllCISION AND ORDER ON HAMMON'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS-6 -
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CERTIFICATE OF tv1AILING/SERVICE

I hereby ce1tify that on the 28u1 of February, 2012, I mailed/served a true copy of the
Memorandum Decision and Order on Hammon's Motion ro .. Attorney Fees and Costs
on the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with c01rect postage 1hereon or causing the
srune to be hand delivered.

PLAINTIFFS ATTORNEY:
Craig G. Adamson
Craig A. Hoggan
Joelle S. Kesler
DART, ADAMSON & DONOVAN
370 East South Temple, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1255

0
0

0

DEFENDANTS ATTORNEYS:
Dave R. Gallafent
Thomas J. Lyons

Faxed
Mailed
Hand Delivered

D Faxed
0 Mailed

0 Hand Delivered

MERRILL AND MERRILL. CHARTERED
109 North Arthur, 5cll Floor ·
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Gary L. Longmore
Frederick R. Thaler, Jr.
Robert 0 . Rice
David B. Dibble
. RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER
36 South State Street, Suite 1400
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385

Faxed
D Mailed
0 Hand Delivered
D

J. Michael Wheiler
THOMSEN STEPHENS
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

D Faxed
D Mailed

O Hand Delivered

DALE HATCH, Clerk

by: _ _ __

_ _ _ _ __

Deputy Clel'k
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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DE PUTY _ _ CASE NO .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ,

)
Plaintiff,

vs .
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232

EXPARTE REQUEST FOR Rule 54(b)
CERTIFICATION

COMBS NOW Bret and Marti Kunz, by and through their counsel of record, Steven A.
Wuthrich, and hereby request immediate 54(b) certification of the order of the Court dated August
31, 2015. Absent immediate ce1tification, an issue will arise as to whether the time limit for appeal
has expired by October, ( the date set for the Courf s status conference is October 15\ but two or 3
days later is 42 days). The Defendants are already treating the Courts Order as a judgment, having
filed a Memorandum of costs and offers of judgment.
The Plaintiff does not wish to argue surplusage issues and tp.e Defendant' s counsel argues
every question of time, procedure or non-substantive matter conceivable; to avoid this perilous
process, certification of Rule 54(b) is immediately requested, ex pa rte, as the Plaint.iffs do intend to
appeal. This will allow immediate filing of the Notice of Appeal before the 42 days has elapsed
thereby obviating spurious motions, arguments of jurisdiction on appeal, etc.
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To: 9452780

lb_ day of September, 2 0 1 5 . , ~ i : J t t ~
S
NA. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff

C'£RTIF1CATE OF FACSIMILE
I certify that on the 18th day of September 1 2015 I faxed a copy of the foregoing document
to the following:
David Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
david@echohawk.com

Judge Mitchell Brown.
fax: 547-2147
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CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH ,JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,

)
)
)
)
)

Defendant

Case No . CV-2013-000232

1\,'HNUT'F, ENTRY AND ORDER

vs.

NIELD, TNC., dba IN"S URAN CE
DESIGNERS an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)

)

Plaintiff

)
)

'

On September 18 2015 , Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff and Joseph T.
Preston, counsel with and for the Defendant, appeared by telephone. The Court also appeared by
telephone from the Caribou County cow1room. The court clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled by the Cow1 to discuss the Plaintiff's Ex Parle Request for Rule
54(b) Certification and the Defendant's Memorandum of Fees and Costs. The Court reviewed the
prior history of the case. Counsel provided comments c ncerning their respective positions on the
issues before the Com1. Based upon frie in formation b .fore the Court;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this matter shall be set for a Status Conference on

OCTOBER 1, 2015, at 1:30 P.IVJ.
IT IS FURTHE

ORD RED that the Plaimi ffs Ex Parte Request for Rule 54(b)

Ce1iificaLion is DEN IED at this ti r.'le. The partie~: n:iaj te-v:~iI the i~sue at the time of the Status
Minute Entry and Order
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Conference if necessary. If the partie reach a stipulation regarding the Rule 54(b) Ceriification the
Status

onference may be vacated. The Court will not address the Defendant's Memorandum of

Costs and Attorney Fees at this time, because there has been no final j udgrnent entered.
DATED this 18th day of September 20 15.
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/</~/

j)

?'~z#Y~ . ~
MITC HELL W. BROWN
Dis~rict C)~rt J:1dge

CERTllFICATE OF MAULING

.,;___,

_sJjJ___

l hereby certify that on the
day 0f Sr1:,lembt:'r, 201 5. 1 mailed/served a true copy of
the foregoing document of the attorney(s)/per,,on(s) listect below by mail with correct postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
10 11 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205-6 11 9

Facsi mile (208)478-1670

Minute Entry and Order
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BRET D KUNZ

)
)
)
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)

VS .
NIELD, INC., ETAL .

Ct
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NOTICE OF HEARIN~PUTy
*****resetting*******
-----CA

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby RESET for :

Status
Judge:
Cout1room:

Thursday, October 01, 2015 at 01:30 PM
Mitchell W Brown
Bear Lake County Cout1room-Paris

I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Friday, September 18 2015 .

Plaintiff's Counsel:

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Ste 101
Montpelier ID 83254
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Defendant's Counsel: Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205-6119
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed (847-1230)

_K__

Faxed (478-167 0)

K

Defendant's Counsel:

Mailed

Hand Delivered

Faxed

Dated: Friday Septe mber 18, 2015
CINDY GARNER
C lerk Of The District Court
By:

. 8
• CLfRJf

~;___'f~
Deputy C lerk

CV Notice Of Hearing - Multiple
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St No.

o,srnrcr COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL COURT

9

% A7 LAKE_f 0UNTY IDAHO

COURT MINUTES

I

8

).p I':;

DATE

CV-2013-0000232
DEPUTY

3 :;;.,g ()

fr-

TIME '
CLERK
C AS E NO.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.
Hearing type: Motion for Ex Parte Request for Rule 54(b) Certification
Hearing date: 9/18/2015
Time: 3:24 pm
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Paris
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A Wuthrich
Joseph Preston
Case called at 3:28 pm. Steven Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff and Joseph
Preston, counsel for the Defendant appeared by telephone. The Court also appeared by
telephone from Caribou county. This matter was set for Plaintiffs Ex Parte Request for
Rule 54 (b) Certification. The Court reviewed the prior proceedings. Mr. Preston provided
comments regarding the Plaintiffs request and the Defendant's Memorandum of Fees and
Costs. The Defendant stated he would like the whole case to be finished and then the
Plaintiff could appeal the whole case if necessary. The Plaintiff responded. The Defendant
stated he objected to the Rule 54(b) Certification. Following discussion of the parties, the
Court denied the Plaintiffs request for rule 54 (b) certification. The parties can raise the
issue at the status hearing on October 1, 2015. If the parties stipulate to the rule 54(b)
certificate, ~he hearing will be vacated. The hearing on October 1st was changed to 1:30
p.m. Court in recess at 3:48 pm.
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Case No: CV-20 13 -000021iNtR
VS.

NOTICE oF
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·CLfRir

-._____ CA Sr

NIELD, fNC ., ETAL.

t;_

No_

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for :

Status
Judge:
Cour1room:

Tuesday, October 06, 2015 at 02:30 PM
Mitchell W Brown
Bear Lake County Cou11room-Paris

I ce11ify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Wednesday, September 23 20 i 5.

Plaintifrs Counsel:

Steven A. Wuthri ch
10 I I Washington St., Ste IO I
Montpelier ID 83254

Mailed

Hand Delivered

Fax d

Defendant's Counsel: Joseph T. Preston
EC HOHA WK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205 -6 119
Hand Delivered
Mailed

K-

Faxed 4 78-1670

~

Dated: Wednesday, Septembe r 23 2015
CINDY GARNER
Clerk Of The District Court

By

#=4lllf~-LC'

CV Notice Of Hearing - Multiple
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.

2015 SEP 25 PM

Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney fo r the Plaintiff
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CASE NO .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
)

BRET D. KUNZ,

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
Plaintiff,

)

)
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM
OF COSTS AND FEES

)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW Bret Kunz, by and through his counsel of record, Steven A. Wutbrich, and
pursuant to LR.C.P Rule 54 hereby objects to the Memorandum of Costs and Fees filed by the
Defendant Nield Inc. Recognizing that the· Court entered an Order stating that an objection to the
Memorandum of Costs need not be fi)ed at this time, the Plaintiff has not filed his entire and detailed
Objection to the Memorandum of Costs . Nevertheless, the Plaintiff will be objecting on the grounds
that the rate is not customary in this community, that the costs state matters that are not includable
under Rule 54, including interest, that the Defendant was not the prevailing party on all issues and
the Plaintiff did prevail on a portion of the Declaratory Judgment; and that many of the costs and fees
incurred were unreasonable, unnecessaiy and the Defendant did not prevail thereon (i.e. Motion for
Change of Venuer Objection to Subpoenas, etc., etc., etc. The Plaintiff reserves the right to further
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To : 9.:J5?780

amend and specify additional grounds and objections but did not want to have any argument that he
waived his right to object to the Memorandum of Costs and, accordingly, this objection is filed out
of an abundance of caution.
DATED THI~ day of September, 2015 .

--ii~ f l / ) ) ~
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
Attorney for the Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing Objection was sent via X fax} D
mail to the following party on this ;2:f:_ day of September, 2015 .

David A. Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670

~,
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Judge Mitchell Brown
fax: 547-2147
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Joseph T. Preston
E HO HA WK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave. Suite 100
Pocatello Idaho 83205-6119
joseph@echohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 4 78-1670
Telephone: (208) 4 78-1624
Idaho State Bar# 9082
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
.ruDGMENT ON THE
PLEADINGS

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc. , an Idaho Corporation, dba Insurance Designers,
by and tlu·ough its counsel, Echo Hawk & Olsen, PLLC, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure Rule 12(c) and hereby moves this Court to enter Judgment in favor of Defendant and
dismiss with prejudice Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting and claim for breach of contract.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
I.R.C.P. Rule 12(c) governs motions for judgment on the pleadings and provides:
After the pleadings are closed but within such time as not to delay the trial any
party may move for judgment on the pleadings. If on a motion for judgment on
the pleadings, matters outside the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by
the comt, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed
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of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to
present all material made pe1tinent to such a motion by Rule 56.
A judgment on the pleadings is proper when taking all allegations in the pleading as true, the
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Student Loan Fund of Idaho, Inc. v.

Duerner, 131 Idaho 45, 49 (1997) . Before judgment on the pleadings should be entered, there
should be a lack of material issues. Cedarholm v. State Farm lvfut. Ins. Companies, 81 Idaho 136,
141 (1959).

ARGUMENT
The Comt should grant Defendant's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. Defendants
are entitled to judgment as a matter of law on both Plaintiffs' claim for an accow1ting and claim
for breach of contract.

Claim for an Accounting
Defendant is entitled to a judgment, which dismisses with prejudice Plaintiffs' claim for
an accounting. "An accom1ting is generally held to be an equitable proceeding designed to
comprehensively investigate partnership transactions and adjudicate the rights of the paitners."

Havelickv. Chobot, 123 Idaho 714, 718 851 P.2d 1010, 1014 (Ct. App. 1993) (citingArnoldv.
Burgess, 113 Idal10 786, 747 P.2d 1315 (Ct. App. 1987). "The goal of an accounting is to
ascertain a party's interest in prope1ty and to determine the value of the paity's interest." Cox v.

Cox, 138 Idaho 881, 884 7 1 P.3d 1028, 1032 (2003) (citing Havelick at 123 Idal10 718, 851 P.2d
1014).
While Idaho Courts have not specified the elements necessary to make a valid accounting
claim, other courts have found that an accounting claim must meet four requirements: 1) a
fiduciai·y or confidential relationship, 2) money or prope1ty entrusted to the defendant imposing
upon him the burden of accounting, 3) the absence of an adequate legal remedy, and 4) a demai1d

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS - 2
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and refusal for an accounting. Nasso v. Bio Reference Laboratories Inc. 892 F. upp.2d 439,
453 (E.D.N.Y. 2012).
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to satisfactorily plead these elements or otherwise show that
Plaintiffs have an interest in Defendant's prope1ty. Plaintiffs have not alleged a paiinership
between Plaintiff and Defendant and the purpose of the accounting claim is not to adjudicate the
rights of partners. Rather, the basis of Plaintiffs ' accounting claim appeai·s to center on gathering
information from vai·ious insmance companies as it relates to "bonus commissions, incentives,
and profit shai·ing. 'Complaint 1120-21.
Plaintiffs never alleged that there was a paiinership in the Complaint. They specifically
allege and recognize that the relationship between Bret Kunz and Defendai1t is that of "a
subcontractor." 1 The contract between the parties spells out the relationship between the paiiies
as follows: "The association existing between Company ai1d Agent: This association is not an
Employer/Employee relationship. The Agent is a sub-contractor and the Company provides
mai·kets through which an agent can place insurance business."2 I.C. § 53-2-202(c)(3)(ii) shows
that an independent contractor relationship does not reach the status of a partnership. As such,
Plaintiff cannot use the equitable accow1ting claim for the relief that he seeks because there is no
partnership.
Moreover, this Court determined in its Declaratory Judgment that "there is no legally
enforceable agreement whereby [Plaintiff] is entitled to receive profit shai·ing, contingent
commissions or bonuses from [Defendant]." Because there is no legally enforceable agreement
to receive bonuses, Defendant does not owe a duty to account to Plaintiffs on that info1111ation.

1

2

Complaint, paragraph 17.
Complaint, Exhibit C.
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Additionally though, Plaintiffs cannot satisfy the necessary elements for an accounting claim,
bmTowed from other jmisdictions.
THERE IS NO FIDUCIARY OR CONFIDENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLAINTIFF
AND DEFENDANT

A fiduciary or a confidential relationship exists whenever under the circumstances trust
and confidence reasonably may be and is reposed by one person in the integrity and fidelity of
another. Hudson v. Cobbs 797 P.2d 1322, 1382 118 Idaho 474 533 (1990). Justice Cardozo is
often quoted as stating that "Many forms of conduct permissible in a workaday world for those
acting at am1 's length, are forbidden to those bound by fiduciary ties." Meinhard v. Salmon, 249
N.Y. 458 , 464 (1928).

Inherent in Justice Cardozo 's analysis of a fiduciary relationship differing from nmmal
arms' length transactions is the realization that paiiies negotiating and acting at ann's length are
not the same as those that have a confidential or fiduciai·y relationship. Idaho Comis have also
been clear that no fiduciai·y relationship ordinai·ily exists in normal business relationships
between paiiies of equal bargaining power. Wade Baker & Sons Farms v. Corporation of the
Presiding Bishop, 136 Idaho 922, 928-29, 42 P.3d 715, 721-22 (Idaho Ct. App. 2002).

Plaintiff has not pled that there is a fiduciary or confidential relationship between the
paiiies. In the Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that the contract between the parties was a result of
arms' length negotiations. 3
Here, where the paiiies were acting as contracting paiiies, a fiduciai·y or confidential
relationship is not present and the first element of a claim for an accounting is not satisfied.

3

Complaint, paragraph 8,
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NEITHER MONEY NOR PROPERTY WA ENTRUSTED TO THE DEFENDANT
Plaintiff has not alleged that money or property was entrusted with the Defendant. As
there was no money or prope1iy entrusted to the Defendant by Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs cannot meet
this el ment of the Accmmting claim.
THERE ARE OTHER ADEQUATE LEGAL REMEDIES AVAILABLE
The information sought by Plaintiffs in the Accounting claim is available and was
received through the discovery process thus providing an alternative and more appropriate legal
remedy. In Lebo v. Impac Funding Corp., et al 2012 WL 630046 (U.S. Dist. N.D. Ohio 2012),
the Cami, explained: "It will be the rare case where an equitable accounting lies since legal
remedies are more adequate; discovery is liberal under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; and
the requirement of inadequacy of remedy at law remains the same."
Idaho like the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure allows for very liberal discovery. 4 This
case is not an extraordinary situation where an accmmting claim is appropriate. There are and
were alternative remedies available to the Plaintiffs, and now that Plaintiffs have the information
that they sought and the Court determined that Defendants do not have a duty to provide
commission bonuses, Plaintiffs accounting claim is moot.

Claim for Breach of Contract
While not specifically pled in the Complaint, this Cami fotmd that Plaintiffs had
sufficiently pled a breach of contract cause of action. 5 The basis of Plaintiffs' breach of contract
claim appears grounded in the belief that Plaintiffs were due money received for "bonus
co1mnissions, incentives, or profit sharing." Complaint,~~ 17 & 25.

4

See IRCP Rule 26(b)(l), which allows for the discovery of information that appears reasonably calculated to lead
to the discovery of admissible evidence.
5 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Change Venue, pg. 5.
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The elements necessary for a breach of contract are: (a) the existence of the contract, (b)
the breach of the contract, (c) the breach caused damages, and (d) the amount of those damages.

Safaris Unlimited, LLC v. Von Jones, 353 P.3d 1080, 1085 (2015). This Court determined that
the first element necessary for a breach of contract does not exist when it held, "there is no
legally enforceable agreement whereby [Plaintiff] is entitled to receive profit sharing, contingent
conunissions or business from [Defendant]." As there is no legally enforceable obligation, there
cannot be a breach of a duty that does not exist or damages that flow because of that breach.
As such, Plaintiffs caimot satisfy the elements necessary for a valid breach of contract
cause of action. Defendant is therefore entitled to judgment as a matter of law and this Comt
should enter a judgment dismissing, with prejudice, Plaintiffs' breach of contract claim.
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing reasons, the Defendant respectfully requests that the Court
grant its Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings and enter a judgment in Defendant's favor, which
dismisses with prejudice Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting and claim for breach of contract.

DATED this :1~/~ ay of September, 2015 .

;$(~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~

ay of September 2015 I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.

Steven A. Wutlu·ich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83 254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
Wax: (208) 847-1230

D Email:

@U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:

F
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Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HA WK & OLSE , PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
joseph@echohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 478 -1670
Telephone: (208) 4 78-1624
Idaho State Bar # 9082
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CASE NO.

Attorneys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No .: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATION

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DE IGNERS , an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc., an Idaho Corporation, dba Insmance Designers,
by and thrnugh its counsel, Echo Hawk & Olsen, PLLC, and hereby submits its objection to
Plaintiffs request for Rule 54(b) ce1tification. Defendant asks that the Comt deny Plaintiffs'
request for Rule 54(b) ce1tification for the following reasons:

BACKGROUND
On August 31, 2015, this Court entered its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Memorandwn Decision and Order ( 'Decision"). As prui of this Decision, the Corut stated, "The
Court recognizes that this is an interlocutory order, but that it likely is dispositive of [Plaintiffs']
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claims for Breach of Conh·act; therefore, the Court will certify this matter for appeal pursuant to
I.R. C.P. 54(b) should that be the desire of the parties.'
After receiving the Court's Decision, the parties had ongoing discussions regarding the
effect of the CoUit' s Decision on the Accounting claim, contained in the Plaintiff's Complaint,
and the Breach of Contract claim that this Comt determined was sufficiently pled in Plaintiff's
Complaint. During the course of these discussions, Defendant learned that Plaintiffs were raising
additional and separate breach of contract claims, desired to conduct further discovery on these
issues, and planned to seek leave to amend their complaint to add these additional claims.
The Plaintiffs then filed an Ex Parte Request for Rule 54(b) Ce1tification. The basis for
bringing this request was that " [a]bsent immediate ce1tification, an issue will arise as to whether
the time limit for appeal has expired by October," prior to a scheduled status conference.
On September 19, 2014, the Comt entered an Order on Nield, Inc.'s Memorandum of
Costs. In that Order, the Court explained that the Court's Decision is not a final judgment,
pursuant to Rule 54(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedme.
ARGUMENT

I.R.C.P. Rule 54(b) provides that " [w]hen more than one claim for relief is presented in
an action ... the comt may direct the enh·y of a final judgment upon one or more but less than all
of the claims or paities only upon an express determination that there is no just reason for delay
and upon an express direction for the entry of the judgment. ... " (emphasis added). When
reviewing Rule 54(b) ce1tification, Idaho Comts have stated that there is a general rule against
"piecemeal appeals," a11d "except where an injustice would result from denial of an immediate
appeal," Rule 54(b) is not intended to disturb that general rule. Robertson v. Richards, 118 Idaho
791, 793 (Ct. App. 1990) (emphasis added). "In granting a 54(b) ce1tificate the trial judge should
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determine whether the interests of justice served by an in1IDediate appeal would outweigh the
policy against piecemeal appeals." American Foreign Ins. Co. v. Reichert 140 Idaho 394, 399
(2004). Specifically, the Idal10 Supreme Court has stated:
54(b) orders should not be entered routinely or as a cowiesy or accommodation to
counsel. The power which the Rule confers upon the trial judge should be used
only "in the infrequent harsh case" as an instrument for the improved
administration of justice and the more satisfactory disposition of litigation in the
light of the public policy indicated by statute and rule. 1
The party requesting ce1iification must show that it will suffer some hardship or injustice,
or provide some other compelling reason why the certification should be granted. Kolin v. Saint
Luke's Regional Medical Center, 130 Idaho 323 , 328 (1997). Mere delay is not a hardship in and

of itself. Id. Trial Comis have discretion on whether or not to decide to certify a partial judgment,
and such a decision will not be set aside unless an abuse of discretion is shown. "Abuse of
discretion may exist where no hardship, injustice or other compelling reason is shown for
ce1iification." Provident Federal Sav. v. Idaho Land Developers, Inc. , 114 Idaho 453 (Ct. App.
1988).
The Plaintiffs have not shown that their case is the harsh case" where a hardship,
injustice, or other compelling reason will result except the Cami grants the request for Rule
54(b) certification. It appears that Plaintiffs sole concern in requesting 54(b) ce1iification relates
to uncertainty on the time in which Plaintiffs have to file their appeal. This is not a justifiable
reason for Rule 54(b) certification.
Idal10 Appellate Rules Rule 14(a) explains that an appeal as a matter of right from the
district court must be filed within 42 days from the date file stamped on any judgment or order.
Rule 11 provides that " An appeal as a matter of right may be taken to the Supreme Comt from ...

1 Pichon v. L. J Broekemeir, Inc., 99 ldaho 598, 602 (1978) (quoting Panichella v. Pennsy lvania R.R. , 252 F.2d
452, 455 (3rd CiJ. 1958).
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(a) Civil Actions ... (1) Final judgments as defined in Rule 54(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure .... " IRCP Rule 54(a) reads in part " A judgment is final if either it has been ce1tified
as final pursuant to subsection (b)(l) of this rule or judgment has been entered on all claims for
relief except costs and fees, asserted by or against all parties in the action. "
As the Court's Declaratory Judgment, fi led on September 18, 2015, does not have a
ce1tificate as shown in Rule 54(b) and there are still claims for relief that are outstanding, the
Court's Declaratory Judgment is not a final judgment and appealable as a matter of right. Thus,
Plaintiffs' 42 days in which to appeal have not yet begun to run.
As Plaintiffs time in which to file their appeal has not yet begun to rw1 there is no
justifiable reason for their request for Rule 54(b) certification in order to settle any "issue . . .
[on] whether the time limit for appeal has expired by October." The Court appears to be of the
same opinion, when it declared, "the Court's Declaratory Judgment, [] is otherwise not a final
judgment." Order on Nield, Inc.' s Memorandum of Costs, pg. 2.
The Defendant would not otherwise be opposed to Rule 54(b) certification, if the only
items still at issue were the remaining claims in Plaintiffs' Complaint. The Defendant agrees
with the Comt that the Court's Declaratory Judgment is likely the "death knell ' on the remaining
claims, and in the interest of judicial economy, it would make the most sense to see what, if any,
action the appellate comt takes with the Declaratory Judgment before further litigating the
remammg issues. However, where Plaintiffs have begun percolating additional breach of
contract claims that do not hang upon the legality of the Comt's Declaratory Judgment, the
possible justifications in favor of Rule 54(b) ce1tification are no longer present.
To appeal the Declaratory Judgment now and, then in the future, have the possibility of
an appeal on the correctness of the grant or denial of a motion to amend the complaint and/or the
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final disposition

011

Plaintiffs potential additional breach of contract claims squarely involves

th general policy against piecemeal appeals. There is

110

justifiable r a on for granting the

Plaintiffs' request for Rule 54(b) certification at this time, and the Court should deny the
Plaintiffs' request.
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing reasons, the Defendant respectfrilly requests that the Court
deny Plaintiffs' request for Rule 54(b) certification on the Declaratory Judgment. Plaintiff has
not shown why hardship injustice or another compelling reason justify this Court to grant the
Rule 54(b) certification on the Declaratory Judgment at this time.
DATED this ~1"'_ day of September 2015.
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Afforneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

NOTICE OF HEARING
V.

NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Honorable Mitchell W. Brown will call up
Defendants Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings on October 15, 2015 at 1:00 pm at the Bear
Lake County Courthouse, 7 E. Center, Paris, Idaho 83 261.
DATED this ~

day of September 2015 .
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DlSTRICT COURT
-Sl'XTH JUDICIAL COURT

COURT MINUTES
CV-2013-0000232
Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.

7t%AKE COUNTY IDAHO
DATE
.TIME
CLE1 1K

IO (4 • ol_O t CS- 3: 3 G"p 11-DEPUTY

CASE NO.

Hearing type: Status
Hearing date: 10/6/2015
Time: 2:30 pm
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Bear Lake County Courtroom-Paris
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A Wuthrich
Joseph T. Pres-ton
Case called. at 3:35 p.m. Steven A Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, was present in
the courtroom anq Joseph T. Preston, appeared by phone via court call, counsel for the
Defendant. This matte r was set for Status Conference. Court reviewed prior proceedings.
The Plaintiff stated they have informally r eached an agreement regarding the E&O
insurance and a stipulation will be forthcomi ng. They also plan to file an Affidavit offer
proo f. No reason for bifurcated proceedings. Requested 10 days to get affidavit filed.
Court should enter final judgment. Defendant responded, requesting Court issue a
judgment on pleaaings. The Court proposed stipulation consenting to dismissal on breach
of contract clai m and accounting claim. The Pb.intiff would still be able to submit the offer
of proof. The Defendant respon ded. The parties sh all have 2 weeks to research
interlocutory records re~ardi.ng the judgment agreement. This status conference will be
continued to November 5, 201..5 at 1.:3 0 pm. Th e Defen dant's motion for judgment on the
pleadings set for October 15 will be va cated. Court in recess at 3:53 pm.
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DATE

.TIME..
CLERK

DE'PUTY

CASE "J O.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

)

vs.
NIELD INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS , an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant,

Case No . CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

)
)
)
)
)
)

On October 6, 2015 Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, appeared on behalf of the
Plaintiff. Joseph T. Preston, counsel for the Defendant, appeared by CourtCall on behalf of the
Defendant. The court repmter was Rodney M. Felshaw and the comt clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for a status and scheduling conference. The Comt reviewed the
prior history of the case. Counsel provided comments concerning their respective positions on the
issues before the Court. The Plaintiff indicated an info1mal agreement had been reached regarding
the E & 0 Insurance and a stipulation would be forthcoming. The Plaintiff further indicated they
anticipated filing an Affidavit with an attached Offer of Proof and requested additional time for the
filing. The parties further advised that they were in the process of putting together a stipulation that
would provide for Stipulated Judgment of Dismissal on Plaintiffs Breach of Contract and
Accounting claims premised on the Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. The parties
Minute Entry and Order
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shall also review the file and ascertain what other claims were dismissed during the pendency of this
matter so a final judgment may be entered.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this matter shall be reset for a Status Conference on

NOVEMBER 5, 2015, at 1:30 P.M. T11is will afford the paities additional time in which to work
out the details, prepai·e and submit for the Cowt' s review the proposed Stipulated Judgment.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant' s Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings
hearing scheduled in this matter for October 15, 2015, shall be VACATED.
DATED this

?1h day of October, 2015.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby ce1tify that on the f-zt:_,day of October, 2015, I mailed/served a true copy of the
foregoing document of the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with cmTect postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wutlu·ich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

Minute Entry and Order
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OlS1RICT COrtlR1

SIXT ~ .J ?)_,c· ~,': L. ;IS.TRlCt
BEAq L'·' - -·

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
AttomeyatLaw, ISB#3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel : (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

1 '

•

1

2015 OCT I 5 PM 3: 56
Clr<D r' . ARll\:. R. CLERK
Ol:PUTY--

CASE HO .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232
OFFER OF PROOF

COMES NOW Bret Kunz, by and through his counsel of record, Steven A. Wuthrich, and
hereby submits his offer of proof of damages through October of 2014. Given the Court's ruling of
August 31, 2015, it is readily apparent that the damage portion of the bifurcated proceedings will not
be held.
Nevertheless, as an offer of proof, had such proceedings been allowed, Plaintiff would show
the damages on the attached Affidavit of Gary H. Teuscher, plus the 2015 profit sharing/contingent
commission payments not reflected therein as his damages in the case.
DATED THIS

)~day of October, 2 0 1 5 ~~

~

ST
NA. WUTHRIC
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX
I hereby certify that a true and c9i;:ect copy of the forgoing Offer of Proof was sent via D fax/
~ mail to the following party on this _fz____ day of October, 2015.
Joseph Preston
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax:478-1670

OFFER OF PROOF - Page 2
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STEVENA. WUTHRJCH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St:, Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236 .
Fax: (208) 847-1230

Attorney for the Plaintiff ·

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant: ·

.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

·Case No. CV-2013-232
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY H. TEUSCHER

)

STATE OF IDAHO

)
:ss.
County of Bear Lake )
COMES NOW Gary H. Teuscher, being first duly sworn upon his oath, and deposes and says
that:.
1.

I am a licensed CPA and accountant in the State of Idaho and make these statements from
personal knowledge.

2.

I was retained by Bret Kunz to calculate the amount of commission premised upon an 80/20
split for the contingency commissions (a.k.a profit sharing) with respect to three insurance
companies. Attached hereto is .Ex.hibit "A",.the underlying documents for which I relied for
the calculations. r compared the amount of earned premium for the Pocatello office against
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the Montpelier office, multiplied by the 80/20 split for the years 2009 through 2013 and
subtracted amounts paid as reflected thereon and derived a total unpaid balance in favor of
Bret Kunz in the amount of $22,392.65, see Exhibit "B" hereto ..
3.

I did the same calculations for Acuity, utilizing the underlying documents attached hereto as
Exhibit "C" and derived a balance owing of $8,333.78 in favor of Bret Kunz for the years
.

•

. . ·..

.. ,

·,

2009 through 2013,'see attached hereto as Exhibit "D".,. ·•.. ·
4.

I did the same calculations for Gem State Insurance for the years 2008 through 2012 utilizing
the underlying documents attached hereto as Exhibit "E".and came up with a calculation in
favor of Bret Kunz in the amount of $1,748.50, see attached Exhibit "F".

5.

I have calculated a total of each of these shortages and applied 12% interest, and the total
sums for all three companies are compiled together on Exhibit "G" attached hereto.

6.

These calculations are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
DATED THIS

6elok---

_%_ day of Ja,ntMy, 2014.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/FAX

rfJ

I hereby certify that a true and~ect copy of the forgoing Affidavit was sent via D fax/
mail to the following party on this T._ day of ~ O 14.
.
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY TEUSCHER - Page 2
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David A. Hooste
Echo Hawk Law
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY TEUSCHER - Page 3
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1.1001-2

l;q.rmers

INSURANCE ..OESI.GNERS
27.55 .POLE LINE RD
PO.CATELLO ID 83201

ruliance
lr1\1 J1 ••1t.1

I t.•,d

,'\r, 11.. ·1<.1 1J1111_•

l hlk

2009 WRITTEN PREMIUM
$

0.00

TOJAL

$

220,382.00

2009 EARNED PREMIUM

$

222,383.87

TOTAL

.$

222,383.87

3-YR EARNED P.REMIUM

$

683,287.24

3-YR INCURR.ED LOSSES

$

14,992.85

$

·0.00·

3-YR LOS$· RATI.O Incurred .lqsses (2007~2009}' divfded by Earned Premium ('2007-2009)

5-YR.L0$:S·RATIO 1ncurredloS$~ (-200?,-20Q9) divided 'l1y E.ame.d·Pr~miµm ·(2.005-2.Q09)
qONTINGE·NCY FACTO.R.

2.0 %
23.8

%

5.0

%

See Addendum B of A enc :contract, based on 3-YR Loss Ratio
.
.

0.00

AOJUSTME,NT :~XPl.ANATfON.:
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Gary H Teuscher CPA

Insurance Desianers-Montpeller Office

UO N 8th Street

5/B/2014
Fatmffl Alliance

l\llontpeller, ID 83254
20l-847-26G1

•eonttnseng Comm. sellt

"Contract ~eement
110018

Agent

Agent

Number

Number

110018

110012

110018

110012

Pocatlllo "
of Written
Premium

Montpelier "
of Written
Premhm

110012

(POCiltelol "of (Montpellerl "
of MontpeDer
Montpelier
Contlgency
Contlcency
Comm, !e!!!
Comm.Se!!t

Actual

Contingency
Commission
Paid In Year

lllsed on
Results
ForYear

2010

2009

40,488.00

179,894.00

220,382.00

18.37"

81.63"

222,383.87

5.ooK

11,119.19

2,042.79

9,076.40

1,815.28

7,26LU

7,.261.12

2011

2010

38,892.00

160,BSS.CO

199,747.00

19.47"

80.53%

208,423.48 .

S.OOK

10,421.17

2,029.07 '

8,392.11

1,673.42

6,713.68

6,713.68

2012

2011

31,043.00

157,991.00

189,034.00

16.42"

8.3~ 190,343.23

s~

9,517.16

1,562.90

7,954.26

1,590.85.

6,363.41

2013

2012

34,786.00

165,100.00

199,886.00

17.40%

82.60"

205,243.90

1.20"

2,462.93

428.62

2,034.31

406.86

1,627.44

1,627.44

2014

2013

32,337.00

135,214.00

167,SSLOO

19.30%

80.70%

181,741.24

0.90"

1,635.67

315.68

1,319.99

264.00

1,055.99

1,055.99

177,546.00

799,054.00

976,600

35,156.13

6,.379

28,777

5,755.41

23,021.~S

110012
iPocatellol

Pocatello " of Montpener "
110018
Written ·
ofWtltten
Written
Premium
jMontoellerJ Premium Total Premium

Earned
Preml\.ffl

1,008,136

•contmaency
Contingency Commission
Fattor

Payment

Received

Mont.
Office

629.00

Amount
owln&Mont
office

5,734.41

629.00 c:~~,3~~65 }

• Contingency commission payment Is figured by earned premium times the contingency f.Ktor.
• Contract agreement between the two offices Is so,r, to Montpelier and 2°" to poc;itello of Montpelier contln1entV commission split.
• Contlngeney commission split Is figured by ta Icing Contingency commission payment times by-the "of written prlmlum for aach office.
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Written Premium and Loss Ratio
Insurance Designers-Year end Master Written Premium and Loss Ratio 2009-2013
• Pocatello/ Chubbuck Office - Agency C)>~• #7269 /
% ff, owf,S
roe Ct f 7° C)
I

I

•

R~
{ Losse.t
Insurance Designers -Year end f.4aster Written Premium and Loss Ratio 2009-2013
• MontpeHer Office • Agency Code # 7340
1
/110
Pltf'r

·f-.

Insurance Designers -Year end Master Written Premium and Loss Ratio-2009-2013
•

Combined - Agency Codes #7269 & #7340
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ACUITY.

CONTINGENT COMMISSION

.

STATEMENT

Agency Nam.a and Address:
Period Ending: 12-31-09
Agency Number:
7269,

INSURANCE DESIGNERS
2756 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201

Contingent Commission for Calendar Year 2009

(Minimum Contract Premium is $300,000)

Income

Earned Premium Less Excluded Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged in the Preceding Year . . . . $
Total Income .... ~
Expenses

162,611.53
4,653.95

---167,265.48

$

.

Agency Commissions Incurred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Net Losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . . $
lncurred ·But Not Reported Losses for the Current Year ... ... .. .. ... $
Administration Expense as 21% of Net Earned Premium ... ...... ·.. $
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $

31,342.67
78,458.37

I

I

9,801.73
34,148.42 .
.00

i'

-----

Total Expenses .. ... · $

153,751.19

Net Profit . . ..• .

$

13,514.29

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year .... . .......... .
Net Written Premium Prior Year .. ..... . .. . ·. ... .'.......· . ... ...•
Percent Changed ..... ... .. . .............. . .. . .. ..... ·.... . .

$
$

227,942.00
113,471.00
100.8%

Net Written Premium .. .. . . ..... ·. . ·.............. .. ....... : ..
Contingent Commission:" Oo/o of $13,514.29 ... . ... ............ .

$
$

227,942.00
.00

· Total Contingent Commission . ... , ............. .' ............. .

$

.00

!

-----

I
I

I

Written Premium

Contingent Commission

This agen·cy does not qualify for contingent commission be~use the agency did not meet .
the minimum premium of $300,000.
The following agencies were combined for this statem~nt:
7269 7340
.

focc,1r-tl

CJ .

/YI Or17?pl1 tr '?3 l/0

A-92(8-07)

1331

tlo

Y

9 t/1 ~3 l{

01/15110
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.ACUITY·

CONTINGENT COMMISSION
·
STATEMENT

~gency Name and Address:
Period Ending: 12-31-10
Agency Number.
7269

NSURANCE DESIGNERS
2755 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201

Contingent Commission for Calendar Year 2010
(Minimum Contract Premium is $300,000)

Income
.. Earned Premium Less Excluded Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged in the Preceding Year....

$
$

286,282.68 ·
9,801.73

Total Income . . . . .

$

296,084.41

-----

Expenses

Agency Commissions Incurred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Net Losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . . $
Incurred But Not Reported Losses for the Current Year . .... . . . . . . . . $
Administration Expense as 21% of Net Earned Premium . . . . . . . . . . . $
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · $

45,639.07
126,847.49 .
10,843.19
60,119.36
.00

-----

Total Expenses.....

$

243,449.11.

Net Profit . . . . • $

52,635.30·

Written Premium
Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net Written Premium Prior Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percent Changed.. . ......... . . .. . . ........... , . .. , ......... .

$
$

327,374.00
227,942.00
43,6%

Contingent Commission
Net Written Premium ..... -,,~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contingent Commission= 19% of $52,635.30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$

Contingent con:imission Paya~le . . ..... .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$·

$

327,374'.00
10,000.71 ~

10,000.71

The following agencies were combined for this statement:

72697340

.

).031 So 3
1 )-31 . 87

Tofq ,.

A-92(8-07)

I

"!:;)-7 37f
.I

01/13/11
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., ...
CONTINGENT--COMMISS.iON
··
· STATEMENT

\

Agency Name an~ Address: ·
Period Ending: 12-31-11
Agency Number:
7269

· INSURANCE DESIGNERS
2755 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201

Contingent Commlsalon for Calendar Year 2011
(Minimum Contract' Premium is $300,000)

Income

Eamed Premium Less Excluded Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged In the Preceding Year . . . .

$

349,012.36
10,843.19

Total Income . . . . .

$

. 350,855.55

· .Agency·commissions Incurred . . . . .. . .. . . ·..... . . .. .. . . ... .' . .'. .
Net Losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expens~s Incurred . . . . . .
Incurred But Not' Reported Losses for the Current Year . . . . .' . . , . . . . .
Administration Expense as 21% of Net Eamed Premium . . . ... . . . . . .
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid ... .. . : . . ·. . ... : . . . . . . . . .

$
$

148,256.'10

$.

15,492.79

$
$

.. r1.402.s9
.00

Total Expenses . . ·. . .

$

287,046.77

Net Profit. • : • •

$

63,808.7~

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year .......... . ... . .
Net Written Premium Prior Year . . .·..... . . .. .·. . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . .
Percent Changed . .. . . ... . ......... .... ·. , .. . . . . .. ......... . .

$
$

367,606.00
' 327,374.00

.

·.

$

-----

.

Expensn
51,895.29

-----

Written Premium

. Contingent Coi:amlsslon

.

12.2%

.

Net Writte'n Premium . . .. •. . . .. .. . . . ... . .. . . . •.. . . .• . .. . ....
Contingent Commission = 15% of'$63,808.78 . . ... . ...... ·.... . .. .

$
$

367,606.00

Contlng~nt Commission Payable . .... . . . .• • . ..... . . . . .. .. ... . .

$

9,571 .32

9,571.32

The following agencie~ were combined for this statement:
7269 7340
·

..

f?occ,1 e /lo
('1d11fjel,tr

- tc,
I 'l)

73 lf o

I

fa,J
A-92(8-07)

7.2/o7

D
01/16/12
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ACUITY
A llll110l

CONTINGENT COMMISSION
STATEMENT

--c.--,

Agency Name and Address:
· Period Ending: 1·2-31-1·2
Agency Number:
7269

INSURANCE DESIGNERS
2755 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201

Contingent Commission for Calendar Year 2012
(Minimum Contract Premium is $300,000)

Income

Earne~ Premium Less Excluded Business .. .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged In the Preceding Year . ... $

35~.945.27
15,492.79

----368,438.06

Total Income.. .. .

$

Expenses

Agency Commissions Incurred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net Losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses for the Currant Year. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Administration Expense as 21o/o ·of Net Eamed Premium . . . . . . . . . . .
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$
$
$

48,273.19
113,945.00 .

$

10,395.55
74,118.50
.00

Total Expens~s . . . . .

$

246,732.24

· Net Profit • • • • •

$

121,705.82

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year .....•......•... $
Net Written Premium Prior Year .............................. . $
Percent Changed ... . ... . .. . .............. . . : .. .. ..... ·.... .

345,559.00
367,606.00

Written Preml1,1m

.

$

.

Contlnge!'t Commlssio~

~.p%

..

N~l Written Premium , ...................................... . $
Contingent Commission= 6% of $121,705.82 ........ .......•.... $
Contingent Commission Payable (Includes 20% Lock-In Reduction) ...
• Loss Ratio Lock-In Provision Selected:

$

345,559.00
7;302.35
5,841.88"

30.6%

Actual Year-end Loss _Ratio: .
25.0% (Minimum Loss Ratio)
.The followlng agencies were combined for tbis statement:
7269 7340

f 1Jcoti e.l
r:4-0

t b

rt1{ plt'f(

7;i9

Jo lf r 19 l,
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/ll~3b3

I
I

3

To+~ I
A·92(8-07)

fo1d

tr

I

s- s--~-- ?

I

I

I
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ACUITY·

CONTINGEN.T COMMISSION
STATEMENT

AMIIIIIII""'"-~

Agency Name and Address:
Period Ending: 12-31-13
Agency Number:
7269

INSURANCE DESIGNERS
STE B
4751 S AFTON PL
CHUBBUCK, ID 63202
Contingent Comarilsslon for Calendar Year 2013
(Min!mum Contract Premium is .350,000)

Income
Eamed Premium Less Excluded Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged in the Preceding Year . . . .

$
$

368,161.33
10,395.55

Total Income . . . . .

$

378,556.88

Agency Commissions Incurred.... ... ... ... . . . . . . ... . ....... . .
Net Losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . .
Incurred ·But Not Reported Losses for the Current.Year. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Administration Expense as 21 % of Net Earned Pr~mium . .... .. ; . . .
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$
$
.$
$

52,180.73
160,649.11
9,415.17
77,313.88.
.00

------

Expenses

$

-----299,558.89
------

Total Expenses ... ·. . . $
Net Profit . . . . .

$

78,997.99

Written Premium

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year . ... . .. .. . . . .. . : $
Net Written Premium Prior Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Percent Changed ......• . ; ..... .. .... . .... . .. . .... .. . . .... .

378,347.00
345,559.00
9.48% .

Contingent Commission

Net Written Premium ........ .. .. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . $
Contingent Commission = 9.0% of $78,997.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Contingent Commission Payable (Includes 20% Lock-In Reduction)...
* Loss Ratio Lock-In Provision Selected:

378,347.00
7,109.81

------

$

5,687.86*

42.1%

Actual Year-end Lpss Ratio:
64.4%
The following agencies were combined for this statement:
7269 7340
· .
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Gary tneusdler CPA
110 N 11h 5','ftt

S/15/2014

Moa1peller, ID 13254

Acuity

D\'

Insurance Deslgners-MontpeHer Olflcl!

201-a,1-2,01
•Cont!!!lont Comm. s2lil

7340

Contlngennt
Commission
for Year

Agent

Number

7269
(Pocatello)

Acent Number
7269 Pocatello Montpelier "
7340
of Written
written
" of Written
Premium
Prl!mlum
!Mon!e!!!erl Premium Total

Total lnCOffll!

TO!al Ex!!!!!S"5

Nd Profit

7340
7269 Pocatello Montpelier"
•tontircHt
•Loctc-ln
Commission
"of Written of Written .
Premium
~ctlan2°"
Premium
~ment

•Contract ~ - I
7269
7340
(Pacatellol " (Montpelier)"
of Montpelil!r of Montpefier
contfgency
Comm.~it

Contiency
Comm. 5p!lt

2009

133,408.00

94,534.00

227,942.00

58.53"

4U1"

167,265.48

153,751.19

U.S14.29

2010

203,503.00

123,871.00

327,374.00

62.16%

37.14"

296,o&t.41

243,449.11

51,635.30

10,000.71

6,2l6.6i

3,784.04

756.81

3.027.24

20U

231,211.00

136,395.00

367,li06.00

~

37.lOK

350.855.55

287,04&.n

63,IOl.78

9,Sn.32

5,020.02

3,551.30

710.26

2,841.04

2012

204,196.00

141,363.00

345,559.00

S9.D9"

40.91"

368,431.0S

246,732.24

121,705.12

7,302.35

S,l4LU

3,452.05

2.319.83

477.97

1 ,911.36

2013

241,889.00

136,453.00

378.347.00

63.93"

35.07"

378~56.!18

299.5511.19

78,997.99

7,lO'l.82

5,687.16

3,636.42

2,0SL43

410.29

l,64L1S

l,014,207.00

632.621.IJO

1,561,200.38

1,646,828.00

1,230,538.20

330,662.18

33,984.19

1.l,.529.73

19,325.16

11,776.60

2,355.32

9,421..2B

Actual
AfflO\lntowtrc
Received
Mont.Offu Montolllce

2,363.74

663.50

2,841.04
1;487.lio

424..00

1.641.15
1,087.50

r ··-- ·-

• Condnsent Commission is ficured bv taking lhe pen:entagl! by the net profit.
Year
Pen:entaae
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

•

I. . •l!,,3_33;.7 8 ,

°"

19"

ll"6"
9"

• Contin1ency commission split Is ,Vured by ta'kJns COntinsency commission payment times by the" or written primium for each office.
• contract agreement between the two offices Is BOl' to Montpelier and 20K ta pocatello of Montl)eller cantln1encv commlnion split.
• The contlnaent commission payment Is reduced by 2°" lock·ln reduction.
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Written Premium and Loss Ratio
Insurance Designers -Year end Master Written Premium and Loss Ratio 2009-2013
·
• Pocatello / Chubbuck Office - Agency C))~e #7269 /

% '1;;1w.+,k ·

.

f!oca

f 'f' I ()

Insurance Designers-Year end MasterWritten Premium and Loss Ratlo-2009-2013
• Combined - Agency Codes #7269 & #7340
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ACUITY.

CONTINGENT COMMISSION
STATEMENT

Agency Nam~ and Address:
Period Ending: 12-31-09
Agency Number:
726~

INSURANCE DESIGNERS
2755 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201

Contingent Commission for Calendar Year 2009
(Minimum Contract Premium is $300,000)

Income

Earned Premium Less Excluded Business. .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. ... .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged in the Preceding Year . . . .

$
$

162,611.53 ·
4,653.95

Total Income .... ~

$

167,265.48

Agency Commissions Incurred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net Losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . .
lncurred ·But Not Reported Losses for the Current Year... . . . . . . . . . .
Administration Expense as 21% of Net Earned Premium .. . . ..... ·..
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$
$
$
$
$

Expenses

-----

.
31,342.67.
78,458.37
9,801.73
34,148.42 .

.00 '

Total Expenses .... .· $

153,751.19

Net Profit......

$

13~514.29

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year . . .. ... .. . . . . . . .
Net Written Premium Prior Year ........ . . ... ... .' . .. . .. ......... .
Percent Changed . .... .... .. ........ . . . ....... ... .. . . ·. .. .. .

$
$

227,942.00
113,471 .00
100.8%

Written Premium

Contingent Commission
Net Written Premium .. . ... . .... ·. . ·. ... ....... . .. . ........ . . .
Contingent Commission:= 0% of $13,514.29 . ..... .. ...... .... . .

$

227,942.00

$

.00

· Total Contingent Commission ...•.•. . . .. ....... . . . ..... . .... . .

$

.00

This agen·cy does not qualify for contingent commission because the agency did not meet .
the minimum premium of $300,000.

.

The following agencies were combined for this statement:
7269 7340
.

f occ, ir-t Ii;
(YI 0 ,,171elttr: ;J lfO

A·92(6-07)

01/16110
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-ACUITY·

CONTINGENT COMMISSION
·
STATEMENT·

Agency Name and Address:
Period Ending: 12-31-10
Agency Number:
7269

NSURANCE DESIGNERS
1755 POLE LINE RD
POCA"f'ELLO, ID 83201

Contingent Commission for Calendar Year 2010
(Minimum Contract Premium is $300,000)

Income

.Earned Premium Less Exclui:fed Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged in the Preceding Year . . . .

$
$

286,282.68 ·
9,801 .73

Total Income . . . . .

$

296,084.41

-----

Expenses
Agency Commissions Incurred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Net Losse~ and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . . $
Incurred But Not Reported Losses for the Current Year . . . . . . . . . . ... . $
Administration Expense a~ 21% of Net Earned Premium . . . . . . . . . . . $
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · $

45,639.07
126,847.49 .
10,843.19
60,119.36
.00

-----

Total Expenses.. . ..

$

243,449.11.

Net Profit. . . . .

$

52,635.30-

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year . .. .. .......... .
Net Written Premium Prior Year ... . ...... . .. .. .. .. ..... ... .. ..
Percent Changed ... ..• .. .. . .... .. .. . . . . .... .. , . . . : . . .. . .... .

$

~27,374.00 .
227",942.00
43..6%

.Written Premium
$

Contingent Commrsslon
Net Written Premium .• . .. ·..: . . ......... ... .... . ..... . .. . ... .
Contingent Commission= 19% of $52,635.30 ..... . .... .. . .. . . . .

$

327,374:00
10,000.71 ~

Contingent con:imisslon Paya~le .. .. . . . ." ... . . .. ... ... . .. .. ... .

$

10,000.71

$

The following agencies were combined for this statement:
7269 7340
.

f'o c.q fe ti a "-?),b°I
fvf all t/t'/ll' r

Tot1 ,.

A-92(8-07)

'7]Lf{)

Jo3 1 9J ~
I )-31 . <f 7 {

.

' /:))7
.I

37'(

01/13/11
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coNTINGENr-·coNiM1ss·ioN

STATEMENT

\

Agency Name an~ Address: ·

Period Ending:
12-31-11
Agency Number:
7269

· INSURANCE DESIGNERS
2755 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201

Contingent Commission for Calendar Year 2011
(Minimum Confracf Premium is $300,000)

Income

Earned Premium Less Excluded Business...... . ......... . .... . .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged In the Preceding Year . . . .

$

34~,012.36
10,843.19

Total Income... . .

$

. 350,855.55

.Agency·commissions Incurred ........... ·................ .' . .'. .
Net Losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . .
Incurred But Not' Reported Losses for the Current Year . . .. .' .. , . . . . .
Administration Expense as 21% of Net Earned Premium . . . .. . . . . . . .
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid ..... . .·.. ·.. . .. .·. . . . . . . . ..

$
$
$.
$
$

51,895.29
146,256:10
·. ~1,402.59
.00

Total Expenses .. ·. . .

$

287,046.77

Net Profit .. ; • •

$

63,808.7~

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year .......... . ... . .
Net Written Premium Prior Year .. ." ....... . .. ·. . .. . ............ .
Percent Changed ... . ... . . . ...· .... . . . .·. , .............. . ... .

$

367,606.00
·327,374.00

.

·.

.

$

-----

Expenses

15,492.79

-----

Written Premium
$

12.2%

. Contingent Commission
.

'

Net Written Premium ... . ............... . ... . ... . .... . .. : .. .
Contingent Commission= 15% of'$63,808.78 ....... , .... ·....... .

$

367,606.00
9,571.32

Contlng~nt Commission Payable ............................. .

$

9,571.32

$

The following agencies were combined for this statement:
72697340
.
·
..

f?occ,1 e !lo
(11dt1"ttt1l1tr

- tc,
'

7.21o9
'73 !O

I

7)

(Ja,d
A·92(8-07)

0
01/16/12
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ACUITY

CONTINGENT COMMISSION

STATEMENT

Agency Name and Address:
· Period Ending: 1·2-31-1·2
Agency Number:
7269

INSURANCE DESIGNERS
2755 POLE LINE RD
POCATELLO, ID 83201

Contingent Commission for Calendar Year 2012
(Minimum Contract Premium is $300,000)

Income

Eameq Premium Less Excluded Business . .. .. .·..... . . . . . .. .....
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged in the Preceding Year. . . .

$
$

35~.945.27
15,492.79

Total Income . . . . .

$

368,438.06

$

48,273.19
113,945.00 .
10,395.55
74,118.50

-----

Expenses

Agency Commissions Incurred • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net Losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses for the Current Year........ . . . . .
Administration Expense as 21 o/o -of Net Eamed Premium . . . . . . . . . . .
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

$

$
$

.00
-------

$
$

246,732.24

· Net Profit • • • • • $

121,705.82

$

345,559.00
367,606.00

Total Expen~s . . . . .

Written Premlµm

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year .. . ..•..........
Net Written Premium Prior Year ...... .. ...... . . , . . .... ....... ..

$

-6.p%

Percent Changed .... .... . ..•.. . . . ........................ .
Contlnge~t Commission_

N~t Written Premium , ................ . . . ........ ....... .... .
Contingent Commission= 6% of$121,705.82 ... .. .. ..... .. . •. .. .

$

Contingent Commission Payable {Includes 20% Lock-In Reduction) ...

$

• Loss Ratio Lock-In Provision Selected:

30.6%

$

345,559.00
7;302.35
5,841.88.

.

Actual Year-end Loss _Ratio: .
25.0% (Minimum Loss Ratio)
.The following agencies were combined for tbis statement:

7269 7340

Jo Lfr

19 ~

To+~ l

f l(J ff 4). i.f.
q

A-92(8-07)

t)

b
01/10/13
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ACUITY·

.

.

CONTINGENT COMMISSION
STATEMENT

AM--'-

Agency Name and Address:
Period Ending; 12-31-13
Agency Number:
7269

INSURANCE DESIGNERS
STE B
4751 S AFTON PL
CHUBBUCK, ID 83202

Contingent Commission for Calendar Year 2013
(Min!mum Contract Premium is _350,000)

Income

Eamed Premium Less Excluded Business .... .. ........... , . . . . .
Incurred But Not Reported Losses Charged in the Preceding Year . . . .

$

368,161.33

$

10,395.55

Total Income .... ·.

$

378,556.88

Agency Commissions Incurred ... ... ... .. . . ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Net losses and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses Incurred . . . . . . $
Incurred ·But Not Reported Losses for the Current.Year. . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Administration Expense as 21 % of Net Earned Pr~mium ... . . .. : . . . $
Workers' Compensation Dividends Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $

52,180.73
160,649.11
9,415.17

Total Expenses . .. ·. . . $

299,558.89

Expenses

77,313.88.

.00

------

Net Profit . . . • .

$

78,997.99

Net Written Premium Contingent Commission Year .... . .......... :
Net Written Premium Prior Year . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Percent C~anged ..... .•. ; ................................ .

$
$

378,347.00
345,559.00
9.48% .

Written Premium

Contingent Commission

Net Written Premium ... ... . .. ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Contingent Commission = 9.0% of $78,997.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$

Contingent Commission Payable (Includes 20% Lock-In Reduction) . . .

$

• Loss Ratio Lock-In Provision Selected:

$

378,347.00
7,109.81
5,687.86"

42.1%

Actual Year-end Lpss Ratio:
64.4%
The following agencies were combined for this statement:
72697340
· .
.

p

()CC,

pt. 011
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GEM STATE INSURANCE

COMPANY
DATE 12/31/08

AGENTS CLAIM REPORT

CLA:rMS Ol'TXON 17

PAGEr

REPORT PERIOD: ll'ROM 01/01/08 THRU 12/31/08
AGENT: 146

CLAIM II

POLICY II

XNSUIUIDS N ~

08-145

HOjL-22745

CIUIJ:G K DOPP

08 - 290

08-303

09-314

08-365

H03L-1!1440

H03L-15715

H03L-24756

H03L-13406

C

C

EARL MONJ:CAL

C

BAJUlY M. SHJ:TH

C

EDWIN L. SOLUM

AGENT: 145

NIELD, INC .

STATUS LOSS DT

SANDRA K. BASSETT

C

lnELD, INC ,

43

05/06/08

09/21/08

09/18/08

J.0/04/08

12/09/08

REPT DT

05/07/08

09/28/08

09/18/08

J.0/06/08

12/09/08

TOTAL

PAID DT

PAXD AMT

TRN

CHK t

PRL

06/1!1/08

5,283.40

LP

032040

20

06/19/08

742.00

MA

032041

20

rorAL:

6,025 . 40

10/02/08

5,000.00

LP

032543

47

10/02/08

770 . 71'

HA

032893

47

TOTAL:

5,770.75

10/24/08

2. 796 .85

LP

033006

20

10/24/08

641.50

HA

033007

20

TOTAL:

3,438.36

11/07/08

4,255,110

LP

033J.li8

20

11/07/08

542 . !lO

HA

03316!111

2·0

TOTAL:

4,798.40

12/23/08

1,716.00

LP

033414

07

J.2/23/08

510. 40

MA

033415

07

TOTAL:

2,226.40

PArD:

22,259.31

TO:J.'AL RESERVE:

QSERV!:

.oo
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01/02/09

MARKETING - AGENTS PIU:HIUM PAID 111:PORT FOR 12/08
GZM STATII :tNa=cie COMPANY

AGENT

AGENT

INS~CE

POLICY

CODE

NAME/ADDRESS

INFORCE

COllt'T

146

LOBS

PAID
PREMIUM

RATJ:O

X.OS81:8

LOSS COST

PER

~100

.oo

NIELD, INC.

J'R

62,422,44!1

89,929

0

.001

2755 VOLELIN11 ROJ\D

WO

0

0

0

.oo,

.00

0

0

22,259

.oo•

.00

POCATELLO

%D

AP
IH

64, 61!1

8 1 783

0

.001

83201-0000 PBONB 208 233-4100

OT

0

0

0

.oo,

.oo
.oo

&2,,e,,060

98,708

~2,2511

'Z'OTAI.BI

215'

'

-,.~i;:1 ·t A

....

E9

.04

L.

·11.:i., 9 DO

-t?

1 y()/J.dO 1cro1o
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GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
· STEVE NIELSEN, President - KEITH SKAAR, Vice President
ROBERT B. LOCKE Manager
ADRIAN CELAYA Asst Manager
333 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 236, GOODING, IDAHO 83330
PH: 208-934-5729 FAX: 208-934-5833

Celebrating our 1Ofl1' Anniversary in 201 OJ
DIRECTORS

DIRECTORS

GENE GUILFOY, Moscow
.H. DOUGLAS McEWAN, Boise

KEITH SKAAR, Idaho Falls
STEVE NIELSEN, CLU, FLMI, Boise
MARK C. BULCHER, Twin Fa1Is

Attached is the profit share bonus calculation for your agency for 2009. We regret that
you did not qualify, as indicated on the sheet.
These are the qualification requirements: (1) at least $25,000 of premium volume, (2) a
loss ratio of 55% or less, and (3) no more than 5% decline in PIF from the prior year.
The bonus is calculated at l % of your premium volume for each of the current and prior
you qualified, then multiplied by 1.5 to arrive at the current bonus. Bonus
checks this year ranged from $400 up to $10,000.
two years that

Note ~at continually qualifying for the maximum bonus can mean an average annual
increase of 28% in your commission income from Gem State!

We really enjoy being able to send out bonus checks-we certainly hope that you can
qualify in 2010.

/Afi2..--~~{:,/~cl~

~'"d - ·
f;

f:~

/vil;ua,Q ~

~ r<r(}k-r o-v,/7,d,c,t r1fe#

.d,;ltPhre1

~

1), t}Pd

~&I'

7~ ~~

,

/h~
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Gem· State Insurance
2009 Profit Share Bonus Calculations

J,~J_. ._-'--/~.....=....:..:~·--

Agent:_~tfV~1__::·

Agent#:~-~/...1.-lf.::..b_ _ __

Losses

Premium

Policy Count

hp.~7)-

~,~

2009

l)

- Beginning Reserves

-~D__ + Ending Reserves

2008

-8. ;)JJl wt:.l:A'cl~

i,S-.

-lf

Net Change
Qualify?

Paid

()~O

c ·

(}I.

tJ?j'

Total

sS ~~ ~ssRatio

_ _ _;.__YES

_

_..._C>_NO

Reason for not qualifying:

1% of2009 Premiums:
Premiums:

20Q8 Bonus

:)700

1% of2007 of Premiums:

2007 Bonus

·)

1% of 2008

g) t{

Total:----

X 1.5

Factor

2009 .Total Bonus:
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Gem State Insurance
2010 Profit Share Bonus Calculations

Ni·eJJ... M~p
I

Agent:

Policy Count

t./~k____

Agent#: _

_,_/

Losses

Premiwn

;>1-j

2010

Paid

___Q
____ . Beginning Reserves

--~0- + Ending Reserves

2009

:>1 01 'J

-,

Net Change

-

Qualify? .

~ 9~o

Total

Loss ~atio

.,.

~YES

_ _ _ _ NO
..

Reason for not qualifying:

1% of 2010

Premiums:

l % of 2009

Premiums:

1%of2008

Premi~
Total:

:::rt<i'1- _

t/~f _

/,1Gs
X · 1.5

2010 Total Bonus:

f(e? 9 7~

L../f<..

2009 Bonus

-

2008 Bonus

~ '70 0

/9'})..

Factor

;) 95 If .

'
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01/05/11
.,,

.

003953

*****2, 975.00 .

INSURANCE DESIGNER

- MONTPELIER OFFICE -

2010 PRODUCTION BONUS
1107 *****2,975.00-;8999 *****2,975 .00

.2 9 7S , d 6 )< ,Yo 05
,,t?i ro:" - t Lf'r?. s-

f cYf4,

S'O

Gooding, ID 83330

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.

r

. W•JMMMi'!iirilif&M•lli!i•~ tJtqri1l~l'lll•lij;lllllil•IIIHll!«ti'.)i;@liNIIQi;tlillil@1i•lllliSl# ifl•J1lilMIHIW'lllilill#
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GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.
333 MAIN STREET PH. 208-934-5729

I

P.O.B0X236
GOODING, ID 83330

I

m~

3953

MAGIC VALLEY BANK
92-360/1231

DATE

CHECK
NUMBER

AMOUNT
OF CHECK

J

01/05/11 003953 *****2,975~00
PAY

8

1

TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE AND N0/100************************** *

''' ,.··. i, iil~t/i:t{~{:;:i;&{;''jf.,/;::,,;~:fi:i;:,:·· \{•!' / ':4;,{i}~'~ > : -k~~~d;, .
1,'

INSURANCE DES I GNER
TOTHE

~

J
. ... : ·. ·:;··I
'•

.

j

GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY

- MONTPELIER OFFICE -

ORDER

OF

~

THE REVERSE SIOf: OF THIS DOCUMENT !llCLUOES A SECURITY SCREW BACKER

' ,<I',":. • ij.W'.
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GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
STEVE NIELSEN, President - KEITH SKAAR, Vice President

ROBERT B. LOCKE Manager
ADRIAN CELAYA Asst Manager
333 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 236, GOODING, IDAHO 83330
PH: 208-934-5729 FAX: 208-934-5833

Celebrating our 1 od" Anniversary in 20101
DIRECTORS
KEITH SKAAR, Idaho Falls
STEVE NIELSEN, CLU, FLMl, Boise
MARK C. BULCHER, Twin Falls

DIRECTORS
GENE GUILFOY, Moscow .
H. DOUGLAS McEWAN, Boise

January S, 2011

Re: 20 l OProfit Share Bonus

We are pleased that your agency was able to quaJify for our 2010 Pro.fit Share Bonus, and
your check and calcu]ation sheet are attached.

.,

I

Here are the qualification requirements: (I) at least $25,000 of premiwn volume, (2) a
loss ratio of 55% or Jess, and (3) no more than 5% decline in PIF from the prior year.
Losses over $50,000 for a single claim are "backed out" of your 1.oss ratio for bonus
pmposes.
The bonus is.calculated at 1% of your premium volume for each of the current and prior
two years that you qualify, then multiplied by 1.5 to arrive at the current bonus.

Note that continua11y qualifying for the maximwn bonus can mean an average annual
increase of 28% in your conunission income from Gem State!
We really enjoy being able to send out bonus checks-it means that you did a good job
for your agency, your client, and Gem State.
·

We certainly hope that you qualify again in 2011!
Thanks, and have a good New Year.
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.

. ...
01/03/11

MllRJCETXHG -

AGZN2'8 Piu:Ml:UM PAXD REPORT FOR 1;!/10

Gl:H STATE '.mSUJ\ANC:li: COMPANY

COO£

POLJ:cr

ZNSURANCE

ACJEN'l'

COVNT

:XHFORCE

N»IE/ADDREIIS

LOBS

PAIi>
PRDO:UM

RATIO

LOSSES

LOBS COST
PER

$100

-------------------------------------·------------------------------146

FR

NJEJJ> 1 :nlC,

63,6117,1100

214

·111, 7115

0

15,11!1'1

33,0&3

.oo,
.oo, ..
.oo,

' .00

.oo
.oo

1011 1fMll:IN~

1fD

0

0

l'O B<m 177

AR

0

0

IM

84,012

8,690

0

. 001

.oo

0

0

0

.001

. 00

II>

MDll'fnLlER

0'1'

-----------------~-------------------------------------------------'l'O'J'ALSI

153,781,1112

98,4815

39,0111

.oe
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GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
STEVE NIELSEN, President - KEITH SKAAR. Vice President

ROBERT B. LOCKE Manager
ADRIAN CELAYA·Asst Manager
333 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 236, GOODING, IDAHO 83330
PH: 208-934-5729 FAX: 208-934-5833

Serving Idaho propertv owners since 1910!
DIRECTORS
XEITH"SKAAR; IdahoFalls· - - - -

STEVE NlELSEN, CLU, FLMI, Boise
MARK C. BULCHER. Twin Falls

.

DIRECTORS

O~lJUir:Ft>Y;}vroscow
H. DOUGLAS McEWAN, Boise

January 9, 2012

;;;,Profit Share Bonus

We are pleased that your agency was able to qualify for our 2011 Profit Share Bonus, and
your check and calculation sheet are attached.

· Here are the qualification requirements: (1) at Jeast $25,000 of premium volume, (2) a
loss ratio of 55% or Jess, and (3) no more than 5% decline in PIP from the prior year.
Losses over $50,000 for a single claim are "backed out" of your loss ratio for bonus
purposes. (Going forward, a portion of a Joss over $50,000 will be factored back in.)

r

I!

The bonus is calculated at 1% of your premium volume for each of the current and prior
_two years that you qualify,
then multiplied by 1.5 to. arrive at the current bonus.
. .
This year we are sending out 21 checks that_average over $3,500 each.

!

Note that continually qualifying for the maximum bonus can mean an average ann~al
increase of 28% in your commission income from Gem State!
We really enjoy being able to send out bonus checks - it means that you did a good job
for your agency, your client, and Gem State.
We certainly hope that you qualify again in 2012!
Thanks, and have a good New Year.
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Gem State Insurance
2011 Profit Share Bonus Calculations

Agent: NIELD-MONTPELIER .
Agent#: 146

Policy Count

Premium

Losses

219

103,868

45,078

2011

. . ·- ·- --·--- .....-201.0,

, 2~4

Net Change

5

Paid
_, ___ 0__.,.:.Beg ...Rese,rv~s., .
0 +End.Reserves

2.3%

45,078
43%
Qualify?

YES

1% of 2011 Premiums
1% of 2010 Premiums
1% of 2009 Premiums

1,039
985

Total:

2,024

2011 TOTAL BONUS:

$3,036

••="'-- .

..

..... :.;

0 UR

2010 Bonus
2009 Bonus

Total
Loss Ratio

2,975
OUR

--·

•,":"'

-.I• • ..
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01/03/12

NJUU(ET:UCQ - AaEHTS PREMl'.UH PAID I\.EPORT FOR 12/11
OD! STATE IHSURNICI: COIGAIIY

POX.lc:Y

XN.SURANCE

AGl1HT

COUNT

INFORCE

CODE

LOSS

PAXD
PJU:HXUM

JUI.TXO

X.0881118

LOSS C081'
RER

f100

--------------v-----------------------------------------------------146

NIEi.I>, ?HC ,

FR

67,155,848

114,781

0

.001

1011 WABHXNOTOlf

WI)

0

0

0

.001

.oo

PO BOX 177

AP

0

0

4!1,078

.001

.oo

ID

IH

38,97!1

9,087

0

,001

.oo

832!1,-oooo PBOIUI 208 147-2222

OT

0

0

0

.001

,00

HONTPELXER

21!1

.DO

-------------------------------------------------------------------~-

.......

...

TO'l'JU.8:

67.

u, ,823

10:,,ese

, 07

45,078

-...........

-

bm

---·"'"'!' ·...

...
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·-.

-- -·-- ·-

. ,.

•

l)ATE f

01/04/12

TIHE 1

10:41143

PGH:

DC1700PO

CLAIMS OPTION 17 -

OEM STATE IN80llANC:S COHPJINY

HO~L-13751

NIELD, INC.
BT

UISUIIEDS NAME

f

11-036

PAGIE

IU:POll'l'

REPORT PERXOD : FROM 01/01/11 TBRU 12/31/11
AOEN'1'1 146

CI.JIIDI

A~S ~

C

CAROL H ·RYMAS

1.088 D'1'
02/22/10

R&P'l'

0'1'

.02/23/11

;U-224

B03L-32758

Tn«lTOY E SWOPB

04/11/11

10/27/11

TIUI

03/02/11?

1,100 . 00

LP

00437.1

20

04/26/11

643,75

SP

00472'1

20

OS/0:Z/11

30,040.82

SP

004275

20

05/02/11

1,215 , 74

MA

004818

20

07/28/11

3,034.8!1

SP

005343

20

10/24/11'•

2, 11127.28

SP

008935

20

.~ ,... ·

4,847,9'1

LP

00603'1

18

11/16/11

6.7.76

MA

006038

18

S,!11!1, 73

AOEN'1'1 148

I

"'
TOTA:

NIELD , INC.

RESERVE

3s,s,2.,s

11/16/11
TOTAL;

•

i'IU.

PAXD AMT

TOTAL:
C

CHK •

PAID D'1'

\"

.

--- -

45,078 , 18

PU01

- ·-

-

__,. ~
.00

.......

~

,i.l.,. .. ~

·

-""'' ....

~

~..

.
~

~- :i .1 ; . ...

..

·-·
... . ..

--

.... -. ...

.
--- .........

.....

...•.

-

.[

~- ·

. ..

·· :-.,

"'..:,.

...

:~

,.a: -· •

,. f!'
l
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01/06/12

··u***3, 0'36. 00

NIEtD INSUAANCE AGENCY

·006247 ..

OBA INSURANCE SERVICES
MONTPELIER, ID

2011 PRODUCTION BONUS
1107 *****3,036.00-;8999 *****3,036.00

.. · -· · - - ···- · ·• ·- ·-

~

-

--GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.:,- --. ....,.

- OHl'jlll/,1 llOC'Jl'fl,] H~S ~ COLOnEO OtCl'C,RCJtlD PAIIITCO 0~ CrlU,'C,\i Hf,\cll~r Pl.Ff~ 1',llri 1;1r.,10~1!1JHtJ sonarn

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.
333 MAIN STREET PH. 208,934·5729
P.O.B0X236
GOODING, ID 83330

....---.......

.. . ., ~- ·-· - ;.¢ - .Gooding, ID 83330
I

S1Gl/,\T1JnE .1:;E -

DATE

CHECK
NUMBER

I

AMOUNT
OF CHECK

01/06/12 006247 *****3,036.00
PAY

,

6247

MAGIC VALLEY BANK

92-360/1231

,.,\

THREE THOUSAND THIRTY-SIX AND N0/100****************************************

1i
~

j

~I

I

Ii
j
TOTHE
ORDER

NIELD INSURANCE AGENCY
DBA INSURANCE SERVICES
MONTPELIER, ID

GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY

l

j

0~

lfl~ nEVf.RSt SID£ or THIS oocur.1EIIT 11,CLUOES A SECURITY SCO[(IJ n:,cKr:n

i
650 of 789

... . ! .

.

*****4, 722 .00

NIELD, INC.
DBA: INSURANCE DESIGNERS
- MONTPELIER OFFICE

007724

01/04 /13

....:. ... -.:-"\ . . ..

2012 PRODUCTION BONUS
•

1107 *****4, 722.00-;8999 *****4,722.00

ff '-{ 7J--1-.

C,

0

) 7 7). fo O

x cf'o %
.p

'"?:> / / 70

()

Gooding, ID 83330

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.

..,,,..

ORIGIIJ/,L DOCUl/[111 HAS A COLORED BACKGROUt/0 PAl~TEO 011 Cl!El.1/CAL REACTIVE PAPER \VITI/ l.tlCROPRIIHEO BOAOEn I SIGIIATURE LINE

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.

·-·

7724

MAGIC VALLEY BANK

333 MAIN STREET PH. 208·934-5729
P.O.B0X236
GOODING, ID 83330

92-360(1231

DATE

CHECK

AMOUNT

NUMBER

OF CHECK

01/04/13 007724 *****4,722.00
PAY

FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY-TWO AND N0/100***************************

,.
TO THE
ORDER
OF

NIELD, INC.
DBA: INSURANCE DESIGNERS
- MONTPELIER OFFICE

.

r
J

. .
,. ,.

Ii

.... .

·

f

I

•

•

· 1'GEM STATE INSURANCE 'COMPANY

-

r

l

. ...... ..i-..,... ).

Ji
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Gem State Insurance
2012 Profit Share Bonus Calculations

Agent:
Agent#:

NIELD-MONTPELIER
146
Premium

Polley Count

226

2012
2011

112,404

7

22,751 Paid
0 •Beg. Reserves
7,000 +End. Reserves

219

,.
Net Change

Losses

3.2%

29,751 Total
26% Loss Ratio
Qualify?.

YES

1% of 2012 P-remlums
1% of 2011 Premiums
1% of 2010 Premiums
Total:

2012 TOTAL BONUS:

1124..,
1039
985
3148

2011 Bonus
2010 Bonus

3036
2975

$4,722
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.

.
01/02/1:1

HIUUCl?TING • AGENTS PREHitlH l'AID REE'OR'r FOR 12/12
GEM STATE INSUlUINCE COHPIUIY

AGENT

It1SURJ\NC£

CODE

INFORCE

14 6

POLICY
COUNT.

LOSS

LOSSES

RA'l'IO

LOSS COST
PER

S100

. oo

FR

70,522,923

102,212

0

.001

1011 'WASHINGTON

WD

0

0

,,,ee

.0041

. 00

PO BOX 177

Al'

0

0

17,5163

. 001

ID

IH

3!1 ,72S

10,192

0

.001

. oo
.oo

83254-0000 PHONE 208 847-2222

OT

0

0

0

. 001

. 00

•o•

22,751

20 . 2u,

.03

NIELD,

IMC .

MONTPELIER

TOTALS:

226

PAID
PRIHXUH

70,562,1148

112,

...

·-- .

___

__,___

--· - ·

~-.l

--··
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Pl'GE

19

Ci.AIMIi OPTION 11 , - l'J:SERVJ: LISTING
DAT£ !

12/31/12

T I H£ 1

lJ : 56 : 15

PGM•

eCl.lOOPO

GEM STl'TE IHSUR1'NCE COMPANY
ALL OPEN CL1'IMS
SORT ORllER:

Agan~

LISTJ'NG AS OF 12/Jl/12
CUSTotlCI\

CUSTOMER

HN!E

l<EY

COLLJ&F-02

JEFF COLLINS

COLL"1'F-02

JEFi' COLLINS

TOTALS FOR lC&NT U& NIELD, INC.
CLAIM COUNT
TYPE OF LOSS

LOS8

NVHBJ:R

HUHBER

D1'TE

OIi.TE

12-302

S03L- 298!S8

12/16/12

12/17/U

12-304

H03L-2985B

10/05/12

12/18/12

RllSERVE A IOUNT

NJJ STING REB E kVE
00

0

~IND

0

.oo
. oo

2

6,0 0,00

1,000 00

0

00

1,00 0 00

>THEI\

0

.oo
.oo

"OTAL ALL TYPES

2

6,0 0,00

HL1'Hll MARINE

· ·-

POLICY

XRE

t.oDITIONAL PERIL

~

JUlPOI\T

CLAIM

-- -x--

-

·-·- · - ·-·

......

LOIIII

~GENT

TYPE

A
A

14'
146

NJJ.

RESERVE

CODS

1'HOUNT

AYCS

3,000.00

AYCS

3,000.00

NJJUSTZHG

RESERVE
500 .oo
soo.oo

00

00

__·--

__.

- ·~- ·- -

- -·- -

- ·i - -

...,....__ ....,..._._

----
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GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
STEVE NIELSEN, President - KEITH SKAAR, Vice President

ROBERT B. LOCKE Manager
ADRIAN CELAYA Asst Manager
333 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 236, GOODING, IDAHO 83330
PH: 208-934-5729 FAX: 208-934-5833

Serving Idaho propertv owners since 1910!
DIRECTORS
KEITH SKAAR, Idaho Falls
STEVE NIELSEN, CLU, FLMl, Boise
MARK C. BULCHER, Twin Falls

DIRECTORS
GENE GUILFOY, Moscow
H. DOUGLAS McEWAN, Boise

January 7, 2013
Re: 2012 Profit Share Bonus

We are pleased that your agency was able to qualify for our 2012 Profit Share Bonus, and
y~ur che~Ic and calcQJa~ion sheet are ~ttached. .,.,.
~ _
·:-- _ .. - - . ... -'- .

I

..

.I

Here are the qualification requirements: (I) at ]east $25,000 of premium volume, (2) a
loss ratio of 55% or less, and (3) no more than 5% decline in PIF from the prior year.

·I

Losses over $50,000 for a single claim are adjusted to lessen their impact. The $50,000 is
debited against your loss ratio, and 50% of the amount above 50% is also applied and
50% is "forgiven.,.
The bonus is calculated at 1% of your premium volume for each of the current and prior
two years that you qualify, then multiplied by 1.5 to arrive at the current bonus.
This year we are sending out 27 checks that average over $3,500 each.
Note that continually qualifying for the maximwn bonus can mean an average annual
increase of 28% in your commission income from Gem State!

We really enjoy being able to send out bonus checks- it means that you did a good job
for your agency, your client, and Gem State.
We certainly hope that you qualify again in 2013 !

Thanks, and have a good New Year.
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Insurance Designers-Montpelier Office

Gary H. Teuscher CPA
110 N 8th Street
Montpelier, ID 83254

5/8/2014
Gem State lnsuram:e

208-847-2601
1% of Paid Premiums

Profit Share
Bonus Vear

Paid
Premium

2006

2007

2008

·2009

2010

2011

2008

98,708.00

946.00

987.00

2009

99,786.00

946.00

987.00

2010

98,485.00

2011

103,868.00

985.00

1,039.00

2012

112,404.00

985.oo

1,039.00

987.00

2012

Actual
Received

Amount

• Total

Poe.Office

Mont Office

Mont.

owing Mont

Bonus

20%

80%

Office

office

2,899.50

579.90

2,319.60

1,450.00

869.60

2,958.00

591.60

2,366.40

1,48750

878.90

3,036.00

607.20

2,428.80

2,428.80

998.00
985.00

513,251.00

1,124.00 ___
4,._1_22_.00
_ _ _9_44_._40_-_ _3__,rn
__
.6_0_3_,_rn_.6_0_ _ __
13,61550

2,723.10

10,892.40

9,143.90 81,74850]

• Total Bonus is the sum of the three years paid premiums times 15
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GEM S!l'ATE
CLAIMS OPTXON 17

rnsuiti.Neif i:OKP=
DAU 12/31/08

AGENTS CLAIM REPORT

PAGEi

REPORT PERIOD : FROM Ol/01/08 THRU 12/31/09

AGENT: 1 46
CLAIM I

POLICY I

IN90Rlll)S Ni.t,m

08 - 145

HOlL- 22745

CRAJ:G K DOPP

09-2110

0 8 -303

09-314

0 8-365

H03L- 1S440

H03L-15715

H03L-24756

B03L-13406

C

C

EARL NONICAL

C

DARP.Y N , SHJ:TH

C

.EDWIN L. SOLUM

AGENT: 146

NIELO , :INC,

STATUS LOSS

SANDRA K. BASSETT

C

NJ:ELO, INC.

43

DT

05/06/08

09/21/08

09/18/08

10/04/0S

12/09/08

REPT DT

OS/07/08

08/28/08

09/18/09

10/06/08

12/011/08

PAID DT

»AID J>MT

TIIN

CHK I

1'l\L

06/111/08

S,283.40

LP

032040

20

06/19/08

742 . 00

w.

032041

20

TOTAL:

6,025 . 40

10/02/08

5,000 . 00

LP

032543

47

10/02/08

770 , 75

Hll.

032893

47

TOTAL:

S, 770. 75

10/24/08

2,796.86

10/24/08

641.50

TOTAL:

3,438 . 36

11/07/08

4,255.110

11/07/08

542.50

TOTAL:

4,798.40

12/23/08

l,716 , 00

12/23/08

S10, 40

TOTAL:

2,226 . 40

TOTAL PAID:

22,2511.31

LP

033006

20

033007

20

LP

033168

20

MA

0331611

2·0

LP

033414

07

033415

07

TOTAL RESERVBI

RSSERVJ:

.oo
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01/02/09

AGENT

MARKETING - AGENTS pft~
~IUM PAID JU:
GEM STAn: INS
PORT FOR 12/08
URANCE COMPANY

AGENT

CODE

POI.ICY

NJlkE/ADDRESS

INl'ORCE

COUNT

:::s ::::

LOSSES
~:::
----------------------------------

---------------------------:::::~

146

.oo,
.oo,

DIC,

11\

62,422,44!1

89,928

0

2755 POLELINE ROllD

WI)

0

0

0

AP

0

0

22,251)

.oo,

POCATEI.I,O

IM

64,615

e,1e3

0

.001

83201-0000 PBONS 208 233-4100
ID

OT

0

NIELD,

--TOTALS1

62,,01,oso

21111

0

.oo
. 00

.oo
-~

-------------------:______ ~::~-------·oo
Sl8,70tt

23,259

pi{ c-f ,~"'
~

, ·0 1·AL.

II ;i, 900

-(?-

)- yO{J. (JO

Kro1o
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GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
· STEVE NIELSEN, President - KEITH SKAAR, Vice President

ROBERT B. LOCKE Manager
ADRIAN CELAYA Asst Manager
333 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 236, GOODING, IDAHO 83330
.PH: 208-934-5729 FAX: 208-934-5833

Celebrating our JOflh Anniversary in 20101
DIRECTORS

DIRECTORS

GENE GUILFOY, Moscow
.H. DOUGLAS McEWAN, Boise

KEITH SKAAR, Idaho Falls
STEVE NJELSEN, CLU, FLMI, Boise
MARK C. BULCHER, Twin Falls

hare Bonus calculations
Attached is the profit share bonus calculation for your agency for 2009. We regret that
you did not qualify, as indicated on the sheet.
These are the qualification requirements: (1) at least $25,000 of premium volume, (2) a
Joss ratio of 55% or less, and (3) no more than 5% decline in PIF from the prior year.
The bonus is calculated at 1% of your premium volume for each of the current and prior
two years that you qualified, then multiplied by 1. 5 to arrive at the current bonus. Bonus
checks this year ranged from $400 up to $10,000.
Note that continually qualifying for the maximum bonus can mean an average annual
increase of 28% in your commission income from Gem State!
We really enjoy being able to send out bonus checks- we certainly hope that you can
qualify in 2010.

tJ.k.- OtJl~b/~c/~ ~

v-vvlJ~ fife#'
y&I' 7~ ~'Y"

r"S-dk"r

~...d - · , ~ . d / ~ r q l
s hi{yt.W ,(, /(J-,_ 11I tJPd •
fhaw-A--

~~6
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Gem·State Insurance
2009 Profit Share Bonus Calculations
Agent:_~A)~fJ..::..:...=t/,__...
_

_:.&%ip__:c._.:..::-.+f'::;._,' _ _

Premium

Policy Cowit

2009

Agent #: _ __...,./-Llf~~-----

Losses

~'~

0?. ~7).,
()

D

2008

Qualify?

- Begirutlng Reserves

+ Ending Reserves

--8-.-;)-/Jl-Wti.v1d~

$:S-.
Net Change

Paid

-Y

()~O

O

t) I '

·

tJ?j'

Total

56' ~v ~ssRatio
_

- - - - YES

__.__X_NO

Reason for not qualifying:

1% of2009

Premiums:
Premiums:

20Q8 Bonus

;)700

1% of 2007 of Premiums:

2007 Bonus

· ) ~)

1% of2008

Total:

t{

---X · 1.5

Factor

2009 .Total Bonus:

661 of 789
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Gem State Insurance
2010 Profit Share Bonus Calculations
Agent:

Policy Count

Losses

Premiwn

2oio

Paid

0 - · Beginning Reserves
---

___o_ + Ending Reserves

2009

:>1 Ol 'J
-- I

Net Change

~ 9~P
~YES

Qualify? .

Total
Loss Ratio

- - - - NO

, . . ....... .,. .

· Reason for not qualifying:

I% of 2010

Premiums:

I% of 2009

Premiums:

I% of2008

Premi~
Total:

q'j t__:;::i't 'it- _
/,

{j ~)

Lm

2009 Bonus

-

2008 Bonus

tJ100

/ q '7-,2._
Factor

2010 Total Bonus:
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, ,A

01/05/11
.,,

.

003953

INSURANCE DESiGNER

*****2,975.00 .

- MONTPELIER OFFICE 2010 PRODUCTION BONUS
1107 *****2,975 .00-;8999 *****2,975.00

). 9 7s,, () 0

).. 're.

ti (j

f J-74,

-

r~ 05·

)<
'

s-

Lf'r?.

S'Cl

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.

r

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.

Gooding, ID 83330

3953

MAGIC VALLEY BANK

333 MAIN STREET PH. 209.934.5729
P.O.B0X236
GOODING, ID ~O

92-360/1231

AMOUNT

CHECK
NUMBER

DATE

OF CHECK

01/05/11 003953 *****2,975~00
PAY

TWO THOUSAND NI~E HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE AND N0/100***************************
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GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
STEVE NIELSEN, President - KEITH SKAAR, Vice President

ROBERT B. LOCKE Manager
ADRIAN CELAYA Asst Manager
333 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 236, GOODING, IDAHO 83330
PH: 208-934-5729 FAX: 208-934-5833

Celebrating our JOU" Anniversary in 2010!
DIRECTORS
KEITH SKAAR, Idaho Falls
STEVE NIELSEN, CLU, FLMI, Boise
MARK C. BULCHER, Twin Falls

DIRECTORS
GENE GUJLFOY, Moscow.

H. DOUGLAS McEWAN, Boise

January 5, 2011
Re: 2010 Profit Share Bonus

We are pleased that your agency was able to qualify for our 2010 Profit Share Bonus, and
your check and calcu]ation sheet are attached.

.,

I

Here are the qualification requirements: (I) at least $25,000 of premium volume, (2) a
loss ratio of 55% or less, and (3) no more than 5% decline in PIF from the prior year.
Losses over $50,000 for a single claim are "backed out" of your I_oss ratio for bonus
purposes.
The bonus is.calculated at 1% of your premium volume for each of the current and prior
two years that you qualify, then multiplied by 1.5 to arrive at the current bonus.
Note that continually qualifying for the maximum bonus can mean an average annual
increase of 28% in your commission income from Gem State!
We really enjoy being able to send out bonus checks - it means that you did a good job
for your agency, your client, and Gem State.
·
We certainly hope that you qualify again in 20111

Thanks, and have a good New Year.
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MAIUCETDIG - AGEll?S PJIEMIUM PAID I\Zl'Ol\'l' FOIi U / 1 0
GEM STAT.ll :tNSUJU\NC&: COMPANY

AGENT

CODE

146

l'OLicr

:tllSURJINCE

AOEN'r
NAME/ADDRESS

COONT

l.NFORCE

PAID

LOBS

PRDIZUM

LOSSES

JUI.TJD

LOSS

cosr

PER

flOO

. . oo

NIELD, XJIC.

FIi

63,6117,1100

'811, 7115

0

1011 WMll:tN~

WD

0

D

5,1157

PO BOX 177

AP

0

0

33,063

II>

:cM

84,012

B,6110

0

.001

. oo

83254-0000 PHONE 208 847-2222

OT

0

0

0

.001

.oo

63,78l 1 11l2

118,465

Jll,0111

HON'?Pn.lBR

TOTALS!

214

.0 0 1
. 001,
.001

. oo
.oo

.o,

,.

---·~
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GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
STEVE NIELSEN, President - KEITH SKAAR, Vice President

ROBERT B. LOCKE Manager
ADRIAN CELAYA·Asst Manager
333 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 236, GOODING, IDAHO 83330
PH: 208-934-5729 FAX: 208-934-5833

Serving Idaho propertv owners since 1910!
DIRECTORS
XEITH"SKAAR; IdahoFalls· - - - STEVE NIELSEN, CLU, FLMI, Boise
MARK C. BULCHER., Twin Falls

. DIRECTORS
GENE--OUitPt>"Y;:tl.Toscow
H. DOUGLAS McEWAN, Boise

January 9, 2012
~ f i t Share Bonus

We are pleased that your agency was able to qualify for our 2011 Profit Share Bonus, and
your check and calcuJation sheet are attached.
· Here are the qualification requirements: (1) at least $25,000 of premium volume, (2) a
loss ratio of 55% or less, and (3) no more than 5% decline in PIP from the prior year.
Losses over $50,000 for a single claim are "backed out" of your loss ratio for bonus
purposes. (Going forward, a portion of a loss over $50,000 will be factored back in.)

r

The bonus is calculated at 1% of your premium vo]ume for each of the current and prior
_two years that you q~ify, then multiplied by 1.5 to arrive at the current bonus.
This year we are sending out 21 checks that_average over $3,500 each.

I

Note that continually qualifying for the maximum bonus can mean an average annual
·
increase of .28% in your commission income from Gem State!
We really enjoy being able to send out bonus checks -it means that you did a good job
for your agency, your client, and Gem State.
We certain1y hope that you qualify again in 2012!
Thanks, and have a good New Year.
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Gem State Insurance
2011 Profit Share Bonus Calculations

Agent: NI ELD-MONTPELIER
Agent#: 146

. . - ·- -

2011
• -- __ _201-0.

Polley Count

Premium

Losses

219
, 2:14

103,868

45,078

;;: ___O._..:.Beg ...Rese,rv!JS.., .
0

Net Change

5

YES

1o/o of 2011 Premiums
1% of 2010
Premiums
.
1% of 2009 Premiums
Total:

1,039

2011 TOTAL BONUS:
,.::'\-

..........

:.;

~":'9

985
0 L/R
2,024

+ End. Reserves

2.3%

45,078
43%
Qualify?

Paid

2010 Bonus
2009 Bonus

Total
Loss Ratio

2,975
0 UR

$3,036
. . .. -

...
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Ol/Ol/12

NJUUQ:TDIG - AGEHTS PREMIUH PAID REPORT FOR 12/11
OEM UTA.Tl! INBURANC:11 CCHl>AH'll'

COCE

POL:tCY

XNIIUJIANC:2

AGENT

AGEN'l'

COtnlT

INFOJ\CE

NAMII/ADDII.ESS

LOSS

PA:XD

PJU:HIUM

RATIO

LOSSES

LOSS COST

PER

~100

-----------------------------·-·---~·--~----------~-----------------146

.oo

N?Er.D, ?NC,

Fl\

67,155,848

114,781

a

.001

l.011 WASHIHGTON

'lfD

0

0

0

,001

. 00

0

,,,o,a

.001

.00

IO

""
IM

0

39,97!1

9,087

0

. 001

9)2!14-0000 PRONB 208 947 - 2222

OT

0

0

0

, 001

.oo
.oo

PO BOX 177
MONTPELJ:ER

2U

-·-------~----------~-----------------------------------------------,...

..

~·

"---

..

·-

TOTAi:.&:

67,1P4,823

103,868

45,078

U . 401

.07

., ./

-

·-i
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10,41 143

PGM:

IICl 700PO

OEM STATII DISOIIANCII CCIHPAHY

JIEPORT PEIUOD: FROM 01/01/11 TBJIU 12/31/11

AOENT: 14&

I

CLJl,XM

11-036

36

CLJ\IHS OPTION l 7 - ACUffS CIADf RJ:POllT

01/04/12

DAT2 :

N:U:LD, :tNC.

POLICY I

INSUR£ll8 NAME

ST

HO~L-13751

CAROL R ·RYMAS

C

LOSS D'l'

02/22/10

PAID AMT

R.EPT OT

PAID D'l'

02/:13/11

03/02/11~

B03L-32758

04/11/11

C

TlMOTSY E SWOPB

10/27/1.1

LP

004372

20

U3.75

SP

004727

20

05/02/11

30,040.82

SP

004275

20

OS/02/11

1,215.74

HA

004Bl8

20

07/28/11

3,0J4.811

SP

005343

20

10/24/11' ·

2,1127.25

SP

OO!Sll35

20

"·

TOTA

RESERVt!

3,,s112.,s

_.,.
-·-- -- ·- -

11./16/11

4,847.!11

11/15/11

667.76

LP

006037

18

006038

18

!l,!!15,73

I

"
NIELD, INC.

PIU.

1,700.00

,..

TOTAL:

AOl!!NT : 146

CHK •

04/26/11

TOTAL I
11-224

TRN

~

45,078.18

PAID:

~

TO AI. RES E)IVE:

. ....

L

'

.. .

···......
--·.

,..._,

,..

......

.....:,,.

·-·

...

¥'4"

A.,

.r

......

··-~
:r ..

.
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NIELD INSURANC"E AGENCY
OBA INSURANCE SERVICES
MONTPELIER, ID

"006247..

01/06/12

'"****°*3,0'36.00

2011 PRODUCTION BONUS
1107 *****3,036.00-;8999 *****3,036.00

..

•• ••

•

-

·· ·•·· · - · -

·-

a

-

--GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.:..-...... ..-.

- ORIGIUAL OOCUI/E', T HAS A COLOP ED OACKGROUt/:J PAIi/TED o•i CHErllCAL REACTIVE PAPER ll'ITH MICnOPRlfHF.~ eonorn / S,GIIAT!JnE u::E -

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.

,
...------.. '
'

6247

MAGIC VALLEY BANK

333 MAIN STREET PH. 2Q8.934-5729
P.O.B0X236
GOODING, ID 83330

92~60/1231

DATE

CHECK

AMOUNT

NUMBER

OF CHECK

01/06/12 006247 *****3,036.00
PAY

.

-.- ; .. ·-· - ;,¢ . ,Gooding, ID 83330

V

i

.!I

THREE THOUSAND THIRTY-SIX AND N0/100**************************************** I

©II
ii
E
a

TOTllE

ORDER

. GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY

NIELD INSURANCE AGENCY
DBA INSURANCE SERVICES

)

·2

J

MONTPELIER,· ID

OF

THE 11EVER5E SIDI'

i
/.

or THIS oocur.
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007724

01/04/13

2012 PRODUCTION BONUS

•.!,._ - .:--"\

~

••

•

*****4, 722.00

NIELD, INC.
DBA: INSURANCE DESIGNERS
- MONTPELIER OFFICE

•

1107 *****4, 722.00-;8999 *****4,722.00

tJ

'-/7 JJ-. dtJ x ~a%
37 7).foo - >/)?.6 D

Gooding, ID 83330

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.
OR ,GINtL DOCUt/Ef;T HAS ACOLORED 8ACKGROU'l0 PRI\ TED or1 CIIE'.11CAL REACTIVE PAPER WITH ,.11c~OPAIIITED BORDER I SIGtlATUnE LIIJE

GEM STATE INSURANCE CO.
333 MAIN STREET PH. 208·934·5729
P.0.BOX236

GOODING, ID 83330

·--------.;
7724

MAGIC VALLEY BANK

92-360/1231

DATE

CHECK
NUMBER

AMOUNT
OF CHECK

.l:

'

~

01/04/13 007724 *****4,722.00
PAY

i

3!

~ '

FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY-TWO AND N0/100***************************

TO THE
ORDER
OF

!

NIELD, INC.
DBA: INSURANCE DESIGNERS
- MONTPELIER OFFICE

. "GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY

,
THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS D0CUt.1E1JT INCLUDES ASECURITY SCRErn BACKER

.·
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Gem State Insurance
2012 Profit Share Bonus Calculations

.

Agent:
Agent#:

NIELD-MONTPELIER
146

Policy Count
2012
2011

Losses

Premium

22,751 Paid
0 -Beg. Reserves
7,000 +End. Reserves

112,404

226

219

Net Change

7

3.2%
29,751 Total
26% Loss Ratio

Qualify?.

YES

1% of 2012 Premiums
1%
2011 Premiums
1% of 2010 Premiums

of

Total:
2012 TOTAL BONUS:

1124..,
1039
985
3148

-

-

...

s.. - -

2011 Bonus
2010 Bonus

-

"

....

3036
2975

$4,722
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01/02/U

HIUUO!TING - AGENTS PREMIUM PAID REPORT FOR 12/12
GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY

AGENT

INSURANCE

CODE

INFORCE

146

POLXCY

COUNT.

PAID

LOSS

PJU:HXUK

RATIO

LOSSES

LOSS COST

PER

$100

AP

0

0

17,953

. 0041

. oo
. oo
.oo

XD

XM

39,725

10,192

D

93254-0000 PRONE 208 847-2222

OT

D

0

0

. oo•
. oo•

.oo

70,562,848

112,404

22,751

20.241<

. OJ

NIELD, INC .

FR

70,522,923

1011 WASH:l:NOTON

WO

0

PO BOX 177
MONTPEL:l:ER

TOTALS:

226

102 , 212

0

0

4,799

. 00

- --..· . . --..,....._

--- . .....___

__

--·- ·
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...
PATE:

12/31/12

Tl:HEI

lJ:56:15

PGM,

BCUDOPO

CLAYHS OPTION 11 - - JU:SEI\VJ: LISTING
GEH STATE INSURANC£ COMPANY
ALL OPEN CLAIM9
SORT OROER!

LXSTJ:NG AB OF 12/31/12
l?OL:ICY

CLAD!

CUSTOMER
l<EY

NVMBER

NtJHBER

B03L-2885B

COLLJ'EF-02

JEFF COLLINS

12-302

COLLJEF • 02

JEFF COLLINS

12-304

TOTALS "FOR ~GENT 1•6

H03L-2gsss

LOSS

REPORT

DATE

DATE

12/16/12

12/17/12

10/os/12

12/18/12

LOBB AGENT

Ju)J .

ffPE

CODE

146

1,,

AgenC

RESERVE

IU).:,VSTZHG
RESERVE

.11,YCS

J,000.00

500.00

AYCS

:i.000.00

500.00

Nl:ELD, XHC.

TYP>: OF LOBB

CLAJ:M COUNT

RESERVE A ~OUNT

ADJ STJ:NG J\ESE VZ:

00

IRE

0

.oo

~nm

0

. 00

00

i'J)DXTIONAL PERIL

2

,,o o.oo

1,000 00

0

. OD

00

0

.oo

00

o.oo

1 ,000 00

HJJJ<D MAR:tNE

)TBEJ\

OTAL ALL T'lfl?ES

2

6,0

__ . ___

.-I

-
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GEM STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
STEVE NIELSEN, President - KEITH SKAAR, Vice President

ROBERT B. LOCKE Manager
ADRIAN CELAYA Asst Manager

333 MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 236, GOODING, IDAHO 83330
PH: 208-934-5729 FAX: 208-934-5833

Serving Idaho propertv owners since 1910/
DIRECTORS

DIRECTORS
KEITII SKAAR, Jdaho Falls
STEVE NIELSEN, CLU, FLMl, Boise
MARK C. BULCHER, Twin Falls

GENE GUILFOY, Moscow
H. DOUGLAS McEWAN, Boise

January 7, 2013
Re: 2012 Profit Share Bonus

We are pleased that your agency was able to qualify for our 2012 Profit Share Bonus, and
y~ur che~lc and calcuJa~ion sheet are ~ttached. .,.,..
~ _
·:.- _ .. - - . ... -'- .

·1
·

..

Here are the qualification requirements: (1) at least $25,000 of premium volume, (2) a
loss ratio of 55% or less, and (3) no more than 5% decline in PIF from the prior year.

.
.

Losses over $50,000 for a single claim are adjusted to lessen their impact. The $50,-000 is
debited against your loss ratio, and 50% of the amount above 50% is also applied and ·
50% is "forgiven,,.
The bonus is calculated at 1% of your premium volume for each of the current and prior
two years that you qualify, then multiplied by 1.5 to arrive at the current bonus.
This year we are sending out 27 checks that average over $3,500 each.

Note that continually qualifying for the maximum bonus can mean an average annual
increase of 28% in your commission income from Gem State!

We really enjoy being able to send out bonus checks-it means that you did a good job
for your agency, your client, and Gem State.
We certain]y hope that you qualify again in 2013!
Thanks, and have a good New Year.
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Gary H. Teuscher CPA
110 N 8th Street
Montpeller, ID 83254

208-847-2601

Gem St Ins

ProfitShare
Bonus Year

Amount
Owing

2008

869.60

2010

878.90

12% Interest, compounded annually
Interest
Interest
3/15/2009 2009Total 3/15/2010 2010Total
1,090:83
116.87
973.95
104.35

Interest
3/15/2011
130.90

2011 Total
1,221.73

Interest
3/15/2012
146.61

2012Total
1,368.33

Interest
3/15/2013
164.20

2013 Total
1,53253

Interest
3/15/2014
183.90

2014 Total
1,716.44

105.47

984.37

118.12

1,102.49

132.30

1,234.79

148.17

1,382.97

~L~.!
Farmers

12% Interest, compounded annually

Alliance

Contigency
Commission
Paid in Year
2010

Amount
Owing

7,261.12

2011

6,713.68

2012

5,734.41

2013

1,627.44

2014

1,055.99

Interest
3/15/2010
871.33

2010Total
8,132.45

lnterest3/15
2011 Total
/2011
975.89
9,108.35
805.64

7,519.32

· Interest
3/15/2012
1,093.00

2012Total
10,201.35

Interest
3/15/2013
1,224.16

2013 Total
11,425.51

Interest
3/15/2014
1,371.06

2014 Total
12,796.57

902.32

8,421.64

1,010.60

9,432.24

1,131.87

10,564.11

688.13

6,422.54

no.10

7,193.24

863.19

8,056.43

195.29

1,822.73

218.73

2,041.46

126.72

1,182.71
• .l

12% Interest, compounded annually

Acuity

Contigent
Commission
for Year
2009

. , ,

Amount
Owing

2010

2,363.74

2011

2,841.04

2012

1,487.86

2013

1,641.15

Interest
3/15/2010

2010Total

Interest
3/15/2011

2011 Total

Interest
3/15/2012

2012 Total

Interest
3/lS/2013

2013 Total

Interest
3/15/2014

2014Total

283.65

2,647.39

317.69

2,965.08

355.81

3,320.88

398.51

3,719.39

446.33

4,165.72

340.92

3,181.96

381.84

3,563.80

427.66

3,991.46

478.97

4,470.43

178.54

1,666.40

199.97

1,866.37

223.96

2,090.34

196.94

1,838.09

220.57

2,058.66

~~~
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STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
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2015 O:T 30 PM 3: 0 I

CfPUTY--C 1- SE tlO.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

)
BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
)
Husband and Wife,
)
Plaintiffs/AppelJees. )

)
)
)
)
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho corporation.
)
Defendant/Appellant. )

Case No. CV-2013-000232

District Court No. 6

V.

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, Nield Inc., AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY,
Joseph T. Preston, PO Box 6119, Pocatello, Idaho 83205, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE
ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above named appellants, Bret and Marti Kunz, appeal against the above named
Defendant to the Idaho Supreme Comt from, for the present time, the Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Memorandum Decision and Order, entered in the above entitled
action on the 3151 day of August, 2015 and the Declaratory Judgment entered September
18, 2015, Honorable Mitchell Brown presiding.'

2.

That the parties have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or

It is unclear whether the Declaratory Judgment is a final judgment in this matter and
Appellees are filing this appeal out of an abundance of caution and will file an amended notice
appeal once a final judgment is entered.
1
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orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 11
I.A.R.
3.

I. Did the Court err in Bifurcating these Proceedings?
II. Did the Court err in making Conclusions of Law that are non sequetor from the
Court's own findings?
III. Did the Court err in concluding that the parties had a separate contract with respect to
Gem State when the parties themselves never identified any such separate contract?
IV. Did the Court err in construing the contract in favor of the drafter?
V. Did the Court err in construing the course of dealings as not indicated contingent
commissions or profit sharing on the part of the contract when the Defendants themselves
identified each and every payment as a contingent commission or profit sharing?
VI. Did the Court err in construing the contract to require only 50% be paid to Gem State
based on ownership when that is contrary to the plain language of the agreement between
the parties?

4.

No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.

5.

Trial Transcript (already prepared); Transcript of hearing held 11/19/2014 is requested.

6.

The appellees request the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:

7.

The appellees request the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or admitted as
exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court. All exhibits admitted or offered for
admission; complaint filed 11/ 13/2013, Answer and Counterclaim filed 12/2/2013, CrossClaim Complaint filed 12/2/2013 , Motion for a Protective Order filed 12/ 11/2013,
Motion for Change of Venue filed 12/ 12/2013, Answer to Crossclaim filed 1/2/14, Reply
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to Counterclaim filed 1/2/14, Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings filed 1/31/14,
Brief in Support of Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file 1/31/14, Memorandum
in Opposition to Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file 2/24/ 14, Motion to
Amend Reply and Answer to Crossclaim filed 3/11/14, Reply in Support of Motion to
Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file 3/11/14, Memorandum Decision and Order on
Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings filed 3/26/14, Minute Entry and Order filed
4/17/14, Continued (Motion 11/20/14) Motion to Amend Answer Counterclaim &
Crossclaim, Minute Entry and Order filed 11/14/ 14, Amended Minute Entry and Order
filed 11/14/14, Response to Motion to Amend Answer and counterclaim filed 11/18/ 14,
Tape of hearing on 11/19/14, Defendants Trial Brief filed 12/1/14, Trial Brief/opening
statement filed 12/4/14, Joint Pre-trial Stipulation filed 12/5/14, Notice of Lodging of
Transcript filed 2/13/15, Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
filed 3/3/15, Plaintiffs Closing Arguments filed 3/3/15, Defendant's Proposed Findings
of Facts, Conclusions of Law and Order filed 3/17/15, Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum
filed 3/23/15, Objection and Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum filed
3/25/15, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Memorandum Decision and Order
filed 8/31/15, Declaratory Judgment filed 9/18/15, Order on Nield, Inc's Memorandum of
Costs filed 9/18/15, Tape of hearing held 10/5/15, Minute Entry and Order for hearing
held on October 6, 2015 filed 10/7/15, Offer of Proof filed 10/15/15.
8.

I certify:
a.

that a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a
transcript has been required as named below at the address set out below:

Name and Address: RodneyFelshaw,159 So. Main, Soda Springs, ID 83276
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b.

That the clerk of the district cowt has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
of the rep01ter's transcript.

c.

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record.

d.

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

e.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule
20.
Dated this ~

day of October, 2015.

Steven A. Wuthrich, Esq.
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellees

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true copy of the foregoing was mailed and/or sent by telefax this

'Jc day of

October, 2015, to the following:
Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWKLAW
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Rodney Felshaw
rodney.felshaw@gmail.com

BY EMAIL

Hon. Mitchell Brown
Fax: (208) 547-2147

BYFAX
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DISTRICT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL COURT

it7LAKE COUNTY IOAHO

/{ ~jD/J
COURT MINUTES
CV-2013-0000232

/.'j5Dth,

r DATE'

CLERK

-TIME':

DEPUTY

CASE NO.

Bret D Kunz vs. Nield, Inc., etal.
Hearing type: Status
Hearing date: 11/5/2015
Time: 1:35 pm
Judge: Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom: Paris
Court reporter: Rodney Felshaw
Minutes Clerk: Karen Volbrecht
Steven A. Wuthrich
Joseph T. Preston
Case called at 1:35 pm. Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, appeared in the
courtroom. Joseph T. Preston, counsel for the Defendant and the Court appeared by
CourtCall. .This matter was set for Status Conference. The Court reviewed the prior history
of the case. The Court stated no final judgment in this matter has been entered. The Court
has received two proposed judgments from the parties. The Court has also received a
memorandum of fees and costs and the Court has declined to decide the matter until a final
judgment has been entered. The parties were to work on a final judgment on the E&O and
insurance issues. The Plaintiff did file an offer of proof regarding the breach of contract
claim. Mr. Wuthrich responded stating that they have prepared two forms of judgment,
one is a long form and made a correction to a typographical error and stated Mr. Preston
preferred the short form. Mr. Wuthrich stated the parties have reached a stipulation
regarding the E&O issues. The Court stated the final judgment must follow Rule 54a. Mr.
Preston responded regarding the offer of proof and the proposed judgments, stating he
would remove the footnotes in the short judgment and submit it to the Court. Following
discussion, a recess to research the 54b certification was taken for 1/z hour at 2:06 p.m.
Court reconvened at 2:32 pm. The Court reviewed the prior proceedings wherein the
parties were trying to come to an agreement regarding a rule 54b certification. Mr.
Wuthric;h requested the Court certify the Decla.ratory Judgment as final judgment. Mr.
Preston responded objecting to the rule 54b certification and gave argument. Mr. Wuthrich
responded. Based upon the information before the Court, the Court that there is no just
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reason for delay and will amend the declaratory judgment and grant the Plaintiffs request
for 54b certificate. Pursuant to rule 54b(2) the Court will have no further jurisdiction over
the matter and the proceedings will be stayed. Court in recess at 3:07 pm.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT'OYCfillE_ CASF NO .
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

On November 5, 2015, Steven A. Wutbrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, appeared in the
courtroom on behalf of the Plaintiff. Joseph T. Preston, counsel for the Defendant, appeared by
CourtCall on behalf of the Defendant. The Court also appeared by ComtCall from the Caribou
County courtroom. The court reporter was Rodney M. Felshaw and the court clerk was Karen
Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for Status and Scheduling Conference. The Court continued
discussion with the patties concerning issues raised in the hearing conducted on October 6, 2015.
After discussion on the record concerning the status of this case, Plaintiff renewed his motion for
the Court's issuance of a Rule 54(b) Certificate with respect to the Comt' s Declai·atory Judgment
previously entered. The Defendant having previously filed an objection to the Plaintiffs request
for Rule 54(b) Certification, the Court allowed Defendant a recess of approximately one-half ru.1
Minute Entry and Order
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hour in order to prepare for argument and review Defendant's prior submission in opposition to
Plaintiff' s request for a Rule 54(b) Certificate.

Following the recess, the Court heard argument

from the parties with respect to the Plaintiff's motion for a Rule 54(b) Ce1iificate.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Plaintiffs Request for Rule 54(b) Certification is
GRANTED and the Declaratory Judgment previously issued on September 18, 2015, shall be
amended to include the Rule 54(b) Certificate. The basis for the Court' s decision was set for in
detail on the record. The Court made an made an express finding that there is no just reason for
delay of the entry of a final judgment, thereby directing that the Declaratory Judgment previously
entered be a final judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as
provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Rule 54(b)(2), the Court will have no
continuing jurisdiction over this matter except as provided in Rule 13 of the Idaho Appellate Rules
and any further matters shall be STAYED pending resolution of the Plaintiff's appeal.
DATED this 5th day of November, 2015.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Court Judge

Minute Entry and Order
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

/o~

I hereby certify that on the
day of November, 2015, I mailed/served a true copy of
the foregoing docwnent of the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with c01Tect postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78 -1670

~yj)J;~
Deputy Clerk

Minute Entry and Order
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DI.:S_:_1lU~I...ill'JIBEE NO
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
NIELD, INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants.

CASE NO. CV-2013-000232

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT
AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
(1) The parties' "Agent Contract" is not integrated and is not intended to be a final
expression of their agreement or for that matter the only agreement between the parties with
respect to their business relationship.
(2) The parties had a separate and "individual agreement" whereby Nield, Inc. (N.I.)
paid Brett D. Kunz (B.Kunz) profit sharing in the amount of a 50/50 split for profit sharing or
contingent bonuses earned from Gem State Insurance Company.
(3) In addition to their "Agent Contract" being a non-integrated document, Paragraph 6
of their "Agent Contract", specifically the last sentence is unclear, vague and ambiguous,
specifically, the last sentence of Paragraph 6.

However, the Court cannot determine, upon

consideration of extrinsic factors, that the parties had an individual agreement, outside the four
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE-I
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comers of the "Agent Contract" for payment of profit sharing or contingent commissions for any
insurance companies other than Gem State Insurance.
(4) The term "commission" as used in the parties' Agent Contract is not defined and the
Court cannot, based upon its review and consideration of the extrinsic evidence, find it to include
contingent commissions. Rather, it is limited to commissions paid for premiums associated with
placing new business and continuing business through renewals. For these services, B.Kunz is
compensated by receiving 80% of the commission earned and N.I. receiving 20% of the
commission earned.
(5) Finally, there is no legally enforceable agreement whereby B.Kunz is entitled to

receive profit sharing, contingent commissions or bonuses from N.I. with respect to Acuity,
Alliance and Allied. N.I.'s payments to B.Kunz, rather than being the result of a contractual
obligation, appear to have been paid out as a gratuitous bonus from N.I. to B.Kunz as an
expression of their appreciation.
DATED this 5th day ofNovember, 2015.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE -2
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RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE

With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Court has determined that there is
no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the Court has and does hereby
direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may issue
and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.
DATED this 5111 day of November, 2015.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE-3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the ~ ~
day of November, 2015 , I mailed/served a ttue copy of
the foregoing document on the attomey(s) / person(s) listed below by mail with conect postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

ATTORNEY(S) / PERSON(S)
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)478-1670

By11- ~
Deputy Clerk

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE-4
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Joseph T. Preston
E HO HAWK & OLSEN PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave. , Suite 100
Pocatello Idaho 83205-6119
jos ph@echohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 4 78-1670
Telephone: (208) 4 78-1624
Idaho State Bar # 9082
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Attorneys.for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJ T OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRETD. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
FEES AND COSTS

V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DE IGNERS , an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc., an Idaho Corporation, dba Insurance Designers,
by and through its counsel, Echo Hawk & Olsen, PLLC, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure Rules 54 and 68 and Idaho Code§§ 10-1210, 12-101 , 12-120, and/or 12-121 and
moves this Cami for an Order declaring Defendant the prevailing party, and entering an
appropriate monetary judgment in Defendant's favor for costs and attorney fees. Defendant's
motion is based upon the following points of law and fact as well as its contemporaneously filed
Amended Memorandum of Fees and Costs.
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ARGUMENT
A prevailing party in a civil action is allowed costs and attorney' s fees as a matter of
right. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l) and 54(e)(l ). The Comt should detetmine that the Defendant is the
prevailing party and enter a monetary Judgment in favor of Defendant for its costs and attorney
fees.

A.PREVAILING PARTY
This Comt should exercise its discretion and determine that the Defendant is the
prevailing party. "A trial comt's determination of whether a party prevailed is a matter of
discretion." Zenner v. Holcomb , 147 Idaho 444, 447 (2009). A prevailing pmty includes one who
successfully defends an action initiated by another pm·ty. Boise Truck & Equipment v.

HaferLogging, 107 Idaho 824, 693 P.2d 470 (Ct. App. 1984). I.R.C.P. Rule 54(d)(l)(B)
provides guidance in reaching the prevailing party determination: "In determining which party to
an action is a prevailing pmty and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion
consider the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective
pmties."
The Idaho Supreme Court has stated that any offers of judgment should be considered in
determining the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought. Zenner at
147 Idaho 449. I.R.C.P. Rule 68 "mandates an award of costs where an offeror makes an offer
of judgment that is rejected by the offeree m1d the ultimate result is less favorable to the offeree
than was the offer." Stewart v. McKarnin, 141 Idaho 930 932 (Ct. App. 2005).
In looking at these proceedings, it is clear that the Defendm1t is the prevailing party. All
material points of the Court's Declaratory Judgment were awarded in the Defendant's favor. 1

1

Declaratory Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate, filed on November 5, 2015.

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES - 2
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The issues litigated were (1) whether or not the term "commission' in the agent contract
included bonuses, profit sharing or contingent commissions and (2) whether the Plaintiff's share
of profit sharing, bonuses, or contingent commission was eighty percent (80%). In the Court's
Declaratory Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate, th.is Court held:
(4) The term "commission as used in the paiiies ' Agent Contract is not
defined and the Comi cannot, based upon its review and consideration of the
extrinsic evidence, find it to include contingent commissions. Rather, it is limited
to commissions paid for premiums associated with placing new business and
continuing business through renewals. For these services, B.Ktmz is compensated
by receiving 80% of the commission eained and N.I. receiving 20% of the
commission eained.
(5) Finally, there is no legally enforceable agreement whereby B.Kunz is
entitled to receive profit sharing contingent commissions or bonuses from N .I.
with respect to Acuity, Alliance and Allied. N.I. 's payments to B.Kunz, rather
thai1 being the result of a contractual obligation, appeai· to have been paid out as a
gratuitous bonus from N.I. to B.Kunz as an expression of their appreciation.
Further, the Defendant submitted two (2) Rule 68 Offers of Judgment, both of which
were rejected.2 Both Offers of Judgment exceed the amount that was awarded in this matter.
There is sufficient justification for this Comito grant the Defendant's motion and enter
ai1 order finding the Defendant the prevailing party.

B. COSTS
Defendant is entitled to an award of its costs. Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule
54( d)(l )(A) states that "costs shall be allowed as a matter of right to the prevailing party or
parties, unless otherwise ordered by the court."
There is also additional or alternative authority for the Court to grant Defendant its costs,
including Idaho Code§ 10-1210 and I.R.C.P. Rule 68.

2

Amended Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Memorandum of Fees and Costs.

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES - 3
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C. ATTORNEY FEES

Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) gives the Defendant the right to attorney s fees as the prevailing
party. LC. § 12-120(3) states:
In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill,
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of
goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any conunercial transaction unless
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs.
'The language ofl.C. §12-120(3) is mandatory and requires a trial court to award
attorney fees to the prevailing paity. Merrill v. Gibson, 139 Idaho 840, 845 (2003) (citing Inland

Title Co. v. Comstock, 116 Idaho 701 , 1989); Tor;x v. Allred, 100 Idaho 905 , 911 (1980)).
Here the Comi can determine that the contract between the paities was either a "services"
contract or a "conunercial transaction."
Actions on employment contracts ai·e subject to the attorney fee provisions of LC. § 12120(3). Atwood v. Western Const., Inc., 129 Idaho 234, 241 (Ct. App. 1996). The lawsuit in this
action involved a contract for services and the compensation scheme of that agreement. LC. §
12-120(3) therefore applies as a services ' contract.
Alternatively, "commercial transaction" is defined as "all transactions except transactions
for personal or household purposes." I.C. § 12-120(3). The contract between the pa1ties was for a
business purpose and not a personal or household purpose and I.C. § 12-120(3) would therefore
apply.
There are also other alternative remedies for an awai·d of attorney's fees, should this cowt
determine that LC. § 12-120(3) does not apply including I.C. § 12-120(1) since the amount in
controversy pleaded did not exceed $35,000 or I.C. § 12-121.

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES - 4
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CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing reasons, the Defendant respectfully requests that the Cami
grant its Motion by issuing an order that the Defendant is the prevailing party and entering a
Judgment in Defendant's favor in an amow1t consistent with Defendant's Amended
Memorandmn of Fees and Costs.

DATED this /0/h.day ofNovember, 2015.

;ff!;;~
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that

011

the /0th.day of November, 2015, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
@Fax: (208) 847-1230
0 Email:
~ U. . Mail

D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:

H:\ WDO>-.'\CL!ENTS\ 1264\000 I\00059809.DOC
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Joseph T. Preston
E HO HA WK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave. , Suite 100
Pocatello, ldal10 83205-6119
j oseph@echohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 4 78-1 670
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O_ PUTY _ _ CASE NO.

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

B ~TD.KUNZand
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,
AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF
FEES AND COSTS

V.

NIELD INC., dba INSURANCE
DE IGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant, Nield, Inc. an ldal10 Corporation, dba Insmance Designers,
by and through its counsel, Echo Hawk & Olsen, PLLC, in accordance with Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure Rule 54, and hereby submits the following Memorandum of Fees and Costs computed
through November 9, 2015 as follows:
COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT

$838.10

1. Filing Fees. See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(J).

$80.00

2. Fee for service of subpoena on Stephen Ahl. See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(2):

$63.00

3. Preparation of Exhibits. See l.R.C.P. 54(d)(J )(C)(6):

$15.60
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4. Stephen Ahl Expe1i Witness Fee. See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(8):

$142.00

5. Charges for Deposition of Bret Kunz. See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(9-10):

$537.50

DISCRETIONARY COSTS

$75,521.74

1. Court Call

$175.00

2. Cost for Office Manager to respond lo document requests ($30.00 @ 3.5 hours)

$105.00

3. Trial Transcript:

$692.26

4. Legal Fees. See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of this Memorandum:
5. Interest on unpaid attorney fees & fronted costs:

$72,973 .46
$1 576.02

To the best of the Defendants knowledge and belief the items listed in this Memorandum
of Fees and Costs are correct, and the costs claimed are in compliance with Rule 54.
DATED this I ~ day of November, 2015.

ti hT~
VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bannock

)
) ss.
)

I, Bryan Nield, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state that I am the President of
Nield, Inc., the Defendant in the above-entitled action; that I have read the foregoing
Memorandum of Fees and Costs, and know the contents thereof and believe the same to be true
and c01Tect to the best of my knowledge.

Bryan Nield President

AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ftJ~ay of November 2015 I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing doctm1ent upon ea.ch of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver

I8J Fax: (208) 847-1230

D Email:

@U.S . Mail
Hand Deliver
D Fax: (20 8) 547-2147
D Email :

D
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Joseph T. Preston
E HO HA WK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave. , Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
j osepb@echohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Idaho State Bar# 9082
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DEPUTY _ _ CASE NO.

Attorneys for Nield, Inc. , dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
B TD. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,

Case No. : CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,
V.

N LD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DE IGNERS , an Idaho Corporation

AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND
COSTS

Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bam1ock

)
)ss.
)

I, Joseph T. Preston, being first duly sworn on oath, do hereby depose and state the
following:

1.

I am an attorney with Echo Hawk & Olsen, PLLC, which represents the

Defendant Nield Inc., an Idaho corporation dba Insurance Designers in the above-entitled
matter.
2.

In that capacity, I am fam.ilim and knowledgeable about the facts of this case.
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3.

I am over the age of eighteen (18) and competent to testify to the infonnation

contained in this Affidavit.
4.

This Affidavit is made in support of Defendant's Motion for Fees and Costs and

Defendant's Memorandum of Fees and Costs filed contemporaneously herewith.
5.

Defendant and Defendant's Counsel have an homly fee agreement in place for

performance of legal services. In addition to being responsible for the cost of any time spent by
attorneys and paralegals, Defendant' s agreement also makes it responsible for direct costs
associated with representation such as travel, photocopying, fax, postage, and computerized legal
research.
6. Attached as Exhibit A is a spreadsheet that depicts the true and correct fees and costs
necessarily iI1cmTed by Defendant's counsel in the litigation of the above-entitled matter.
7. Attached as Exhibit Bis a true and conect copy of an Offer of Judgment in the an1ount
of $7,500 made by Defendant to Plaintiff on July 16, 2014.
8. Attached as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of an Offer of Judgment in the amount
of $10 000 made by Defendant to Plaintiff on November 4, 2014.

IOf"t day ofNovember, 2015.

DATED this

~ 7ib{
__,_____
J.6SEPH T. PRESTON
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

/Ori- day

of November, 2015, I served a true and

c01Tect copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the maru1er
indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St. Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276
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EXHIBIT A
Date

COPIES
Price
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
Total Copy Cost= $49.10

Value
0.30
0.70
2.20
3.20
2.70
0.60
2.30
0.20
0.40
0.40
10.70
1.10
0.10
1.80
1.80
4.10
5.50
6.90
0.10
1.60
0.40
1.40
.60

FAXES
Price
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
Total Fax Cost= $11.00

Value
0.25
0.50
1.25
9.00

9/30/2013
10/30/2013
11 /3 0/2013
12/31/2013
1/31/2014
2/27/2014
3/31/2014
4/30/2014
5/27/2014
5/31/2014
6/30/2014
7/29/2014
7/31/2014
8/27/2014
10/3 1/2 014
11/30/2 014
11/30/2014
12/30/2014
2/28/2015
3/23/2015
3/30/2015
9/30/2015
10/31/2015

Number
3
7
22
32
27
6
23
2
4
4
107
11
1
18
18
41
55
69
1
16
4
14
6

10/30/2013
3/13/2015
3/24/2015
3/25/2015

Number
1
2
5
36

Date

MILEAGE
Date
Description
6/30/2014 Mileage for round-tr·ip from Echo Hawk Law to
Caribou County Courthouse (60 miles each way)
12/7/2014 Mileage from Echo Haw Law office to Bear Lake
County Comihouse
12/9/2014 Mileage from Paris, Idaho to Echo Hawk Law office

Miles
120.0000

Price
0.5550

Value
66.60

99.0000

0.5600

55.44

99.0000

0.5600

55.44
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Total Mileage Cost= $177.48
POSTAGE
Date
Ntm1ber
Price
Value
9/10/2013
1 ~ - - -0-.4-6~ - - 0.46
o.46
0.46
- 1013 1-12_0_13_ _------;----- T

10/31/2013
10/31/2013
11/27/2013
12/2/2013
--------t----12/11/2013
12/12/2013
12/12/2013
I
1/15/2014
1/2 8/2014
1/31/2014
I 3/10/2014
I 3/10/2014
3/10/20) 4
3/10/2014
I
1
. 2/28/2014
5/28/2014
5/3 0/2 014
!
6/4/2014
6/19/2014
7/18/2014

1
1
1

0.46
0.46
1.52
1.32
1.52
0.46
0.46
0.86
0.48
0.48
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
o.69
0.48
1.19
0.48
0.48
0.48

. 8/12/2 014

1

2.66

I

1

8/25/2014
I 10/8/2014
10/8/2014
[ 10/28/2014
111412014
11/10/2014
1111212014
11/21/2014
,..1 113 012014
3/16/2015
I 3/17/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9;2512015
29/2015
0/2015

uf

l
I

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

-

0.46
0.46
1.52
1.32
1.52
0.46
0.46
0.86
0.48
0.48
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
o.69
0.48
1.19
0.48
0.48
0.48
t

2.66

11
0.48
0.48
l ,
l----- - -1-.6-1-+----1.-6----l
l
.
1
0.69
0.69
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1 _
0.69
0.69
_
· ' 1 - - - - - - -1---+---- __o_.4_8--+--_ _ _
o ._48-1
1
0.48
0.48
2
o.48
o.96
1
0.69
0.69
1
3~
3.08
9.24
1I
28.2
28.2
]
2.87
2.87
8.40
3
2.80
1
3.40
3.40
I
2
1.42
2.84
1
.485 I
.49
.4_85~ '- -~
.
1 J ____
Total Postage Cost= $80 .17

I

I
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Date Billed
11/30/20 13
1/31/2014
2/28/2014
7/31/2014
11 /30/2014
12/31/2014
2/28/2015
3/31/2015
9/30/2015

Company
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw
Westlaw

LEGAL RESEARCH
Price Value
156.57
156.57
1
126.3
126.3
1
195.58
195.58
1
50.66
50.66
1
400
400
1
80.92
80.92
1
280.05
280.05
1
1
18
18
1
137.13
137.13
Total Legal Research Cost = $1,445.21
Units

ATTORNEY FEES & PARALEGAL FEES
Staff1 NaITative of Task(s)
Hours Rate Value
3.7 175
647.5
MAE Legal research; meeting with Bryan; review
co1Tespondence from Wuthrich; draft response;
research counterclaim; call to Steve
10/10/20 13 MC
Drafted letter back to Wuthrich re: his Sept 6
0.4
90
36
response back to us.
0.6 175
105
11/ 15/2013 MAE Receive and review complaint; telephone
conference with client
Working Meeting with MAE on background of the
1 175
11/15/2013 JP
175
case, assignments, and strategy going forward; Read
and Respond to Opposing Counsel's 11/14/13 letter.
0.2
11/15/2013 MAS Receive and review summons complaint; email
90
180
sununons and complaint to Bryan Nield;
Analyze potential Affirmative Defenses; Draft
3.3 175
11/18/2013 JP
577.5
Answer to Complaint;
Work on Answer and Cow1terclaim; meet with
4.2 175
735
11/20/2013 JP
client to discuss Answer; Prepare Swrunons,
Prepare Cross-Claim Complaint; Prepare
Acceptance of Service; Draft letter to Opposing
Counsel re: Service.
0.4 175
70
11/20/201 3 MAE Edit and revise acceptance, answer and
counterclaim; conference with JP
11/21 /2013 JP
Finalize letter to Opposing Counsel re: Acceptance
0.4 175
70
of Service; Working Meeting with MC re: tasks that
need to be accomplished; Correspond with client re:
Board taking official action.
Working meeting with MC re: tasks that need to be
0.4 175
70
11/22/2013 JP
accomplished, ie. preparing discovery documents,

Date
8/30/2013

1 MAE = Mark A. Echo Hawk, attorney; DAH = David Hooste, attorney; JP = Joseph Preston , attorney; MC =
Michelle Crandal l, Paralegal ; MAS = Monica Sanada, paralegal; TMB = Tina Bena lly, paralegal.
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11 /25/2013

JP

11 /26/2013

JP

11/26/2013

MC

11/27/2013

MC

11 /27/2013
11/27/2013

MAE

12/2/2013

JP

12/5/2013

JP

12/5/2013

MAE

12/6/2013
12/9/2013
12/10/2013

JP
MC
JP

12/11/2013

JP

JP

and plamring depositions.
Phone call with Bryan Nield re: Board meeting on
contract termination.
Prepare Answer and Cross-Claim for signatmes·
Working meeting with MC on tasks that need to be
accomplished, ie. issuing ummons & serving
documents.
Consulted with attorney re: cross-claim complaint
and Answer and Counterclaim. Called Bear Lake
Clerk and left message for her to call me back with
what we need to do to get summons signed by her
for cross claim; Called Karen at Bear Lake County
re: filing fees to file answer and counterclaim and
cross-claim; Prepared Notice of Appearance for
filing.
Prepared Summons; Notice of Appearance; Cross
Claim Complaint; Answer and Cmmter claim; and
sent out to be filed with Court. Consulted with
attorney re: letter to clerk and filing; telephone
conference with clerk; sent out letter, documents
and filing fee to court; made copies for file; faxed
Notice to Steve Wuthrich; made copies for our file;
sent emai l to Monica requesting filing fee check be
cut.
Edit and revise answer and counterclaim
Notarize and finalize Answer and Cross-Complaint;
Phone call with Opposing Counsel re: acceptance of
service; fax docmnents to opposing counsel.
Review Nield Inc By-laws; email con-espondence
with client re : Board action in canceling the
contract; Prepare Letter to Opp. Com1sel re:
Smmnons, Complaint, and Acceptance of Service.
Phone call with client seeking direction; working
meeting with MAE on litigation slrntegy; Legal
Research on Motion to Quash Subpoenas; Prepare
Motion to Quash Subpoenas.
Conference with JP re: discovery request response
Review and revise Motion to Quash Subpoena
Calendared deadline
Phone call to client; continue preparing motion to
quash; phone call to Opp. Counsel re: Scheduling
Order & Subpoenas
Working meeting with MAE; Draft affidavit of
Bryan Nield; phone call with client re: affidavit;
Draft, edit and revise Motion for Protective Order

0.1

175

17.5

0.5

175

87.5

0.7

90

63

1.2

90

108

0.4
0.2

175
175

70
35

0.8

175

140

2 .5

175

437.5

0.3
1.7

175

52.5

175

297.5

0.1
0.8

90
175

9
140

4 .3

175

752.5
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12/11/2013

MC

12/12/2013

MC

12/12/2013
12/13/2013

JP
JP

12/18/2013

MC

12/23/2013

JP

12/26/2013
12/30/2013

JP
JP

12/30/2013

MAE

1/2/2014
1/3/2014

JP
JP

1/6/2014

JP

1/8/2014

JP

1/10/2014

JP

1/13/201 4

JP

Fax filed Motion for a Protective Order; Affidavit
of Bryan Nield in Support of Protective Order; Fax
Served to Steven Wutlu·ich · Prepared cover letter to
Judge Brown and sent courtesy copies, Prepared
Notice of Hearing and fax filed and served; Called
Karen at Bear Lake County and scheduled bearing
date
Consulted with attorney re: preparation of Change
of Venue Motion and case update; Called Karen at
Bear Lake to confirm there will be enough time at
Jan, 16 hearing to hear Motion for a Change of
Venue; Fax filed Motion for a Change of Venue;
Prepared Notice of Hearing; Fax filed Notice of
Hearing; Prepared cover letter to Judge Brown
enclosing courtesy copy; Sent service to Steve
Wutlu·ich of Notice of Hearing and Motion for a
Change of Venue;
Draft motion for change of Venue
Outline Potential Sunm1ary Judgment Argument;
Meet and Confer w/ Opp. Counsel;
Consult with attorney re: Default dates; Searched
IRCP for answer deadlines; Calendared deadline
C01Tespondence with client re: amount at issue in
the case.
Letter to opposing Counsel re: settlement offer
Edit letter to Opp. Corn1sel; phone conversation
with Opp. Counsel re: settlement offer.
Conference with JP re: litigation strategy; edit and
revise correspondence to Steve Wutb.rich
Review and analyze Kunz' Reply and Answer.
Review stipulation for scheduling order; review
verified response to Motion to Change venue;
Review Response to Motion to Change Venue
Phone call with Bryan Nield re: status of the case;
working meeting with MAE re: how to proceed
with the case; Review and analysis of the disputed
Contracts.
Discussion with Bryan re: Bret's affidavit; review
and analyze Bryan's points against Bret's affidavit;
begin drafting Reply to Motion to Change Venue.
Continued drafting of Reply in Suppmt of Motion
to Change Venue;
Continued drafting of Reply to Change of Venue;
Draft Affidavit in Suppo1i of Change of Venue.

1

90

90

0.7

90

63

0.7
0.8

175
175

122.5
140

0.3

90

27

0.4

175

70

0.9
0.6

175
175

157.5
105

0.2

175

35

0.1
0.1

175
175

17.5
17.5

1.6

175

280

1.1

175

192.5

0.7

175

122.5

3.9

175

682.5
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1/14/2014

JP

1/14/2014

MC

1/14/2014

MAE

1/15/2014

JP

1/16/2014

JP

1/20/2014

JP

1/28/2014

JP

1/23/2014

MAE

1/30/2014

JP

1/31/2014

JP

1/31/2014

MAE

2/3/2014

JP

2/3/2014

MC

2/4/2014

JP

2/5/2014

JP

Finalize Reply to hange of Venue and Affidavit in
support' Draft Supplemental Affidavit in Supp01t of
Protective Order; Draft Reply in Supp011 of
Protective Order; Meet with client re: notarization
of affidavits; fax filing of documents.
Fax filed Supplemental Affidavit; Defendant's
Reply in Support of Motion for Protective Order;
Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Supp01i of Change of
Venue; Defendants Reply in Support of Motion for
Change of Venue; Faxed documents to Steven
Wuth.riclr Prepared letter to Judge Brown and
enclosed comiesy copies of documents and faxed.
Edit and revise briefing on motion for protective
order and conference with JP
Review 2nd Affidavit of Bret Kw1Z· Review
Affidavit of Marti Kunz
Prepare for hearing; travel to Bear Lake Cotmty
Courthouse; Argue motion for change of venue;
argue motion for protective order; Travel back from
Bear Lake County Courthouse to Echo Hawk Law
Office
Review file; analyze case law; strategize re:
elements to prove in Motion for Summary
Judgment.
Draft letter to Opp. Counsel re: Stipulation of
Venue; Draft Motion to Bifurcate;
Conference with JP re: motion arguments and
hearing
Prepare Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings;
Prepare Discovery
Working meeting with MAE to discuss strategy of
the case on Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings and Discove1y on Declaratory
Judgment Claim; Review and edit Brief in Suppoli
of Motion to Bifmcate and Stay Proceedings; File
Motion and Brief
Edit and revise memo in support of motion to
bifurcate; conference with JP
Research and analyze applicable law on Accounting
Claim for srnnmary judgment
Prepared Notice of Hearing; Fax filed; Faxed notice
to Wuthrich and Judge Brown;
Begin drafting Brief in Support of Motion for
Pmiial Smm11ary Judgment on Accounting;
Continued Drafting of Brief in Supp01t of Motion
for Pmtial Sununm·y Judgment on Accom1ting

3.1

175

542.5

0.3

90

27

0.8

175

140

0.1

175

17.5

4.9

175

857.5

1

175

175

1.7

175

297.5

0.4

175

70

2.8

175

490

2.1

175

367.5

0.8

175

140

0.5

175

87.5

0.2

90

18

1.2

175

210

2.7

175

472.5
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Claim; Draft Brief in upport of Motion for Paiiial
Sununary Judgment on Declaratory Judgment
2/5/2014
2/6/2014

MAE
JP

2/6/2014

MC

2/10/2014

JP

2/11/2014

JP

2/13/2014

JP

2/17/20 14

JP

2/20/2014

JP

2/21/2014

JP

2/24/2014

MC

2/26/2014

MC

2/28/2014

JP

Edit and revise discovery
Task MC with sending out Discovery, preparing
notices, and preparing affidavits; Continue drafting
Brief in Support of Motion for Paiiial Sununary
Judgment on Declaratory Judgment
Consult with Joe re: task list and instruction for
which documents need to be prepared and filed;
Reviewed contracts, Reviewed file and got updated
status of case; Reviewed Brief in Suppmi of
Motion for Sunm1ai·y Judgment and Motion for
Summary Judgment; Prepared Affidavit of Tom
Nield· Started working on Affidavit of Bryan Nield
in supp011 of motion for summai·y judgment cow1t
1·
'
Continue editing and drafting motion for swmnary
judgment, brief in support, and affidavits in suppmi;
Review and edit Brief in Support of Motion for
Sunm1ary Judgment;
Review and edit Brief in Suppmi of Motion for
Paiiial Swmnary Judgment on Count II; Revise
Affidavit of Tom Nield in Supp011 of MSJ
Continued drafting and editing of Motion for Pai·tial
Summary Judgment
Prepare Affidavit of Bryan Nield in Supp011 of
Paiiial MSJ on Declai·atory Judgment; Working
meeting with MAE on Motion for Paiiial Sununary
Judgment; Revisions to MSJ Brief
Visit with client re: Brief in Support of Motion for
Swm11ary Judgment - issue on Individual
Agreements
Call to Bear Lake County Comthouse re: setting up
telephonic hearing; Left a message for return call
clerk is in court this morning; Called Karen back
and asked for instTuction on procedme to appear
telephonically and she is faxing me fonn with info;
Scaimed and emailed info to Joe; Reviewed email
back from Joe with instruction; Calendared info to
set up Court Call 4 days prior to heai·ing if Change
of Venue Motion hasn't been granted:
Email conespondence with Joe; Calendared new
hearing date for Motion to Bifurcate ai1d Stay
proceedings;
Working meeting with MAE; review Bret and
Marti's Memo in Opposition; Draft Reply in

0.3
1.1

175
175

52.5
192.5

2

90

180

2.5

175

437.5

0.5

175

87.5

2.1

175

367.5

2.3

175

402.5

1.6

175

280

0.3

175

52.5

0.2

90

18

0.1

90

9

4.4

175

770
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3/1 0/2 014

MC

3/10/2014
3/ 10/2014
3/11 /2014

MAE
JP
JP

3/13/2014

MC

3/13/2014

JP

3/14/2014

JP

3/ 17/2014

JP

3/ 18/2014

JP

3/ 19/20] 4

JP

3/20/2014

JP

3/21/2014
3/24/2014

JP
JP

3/25/2014

JP

3/26/2014

JP

3/28/2014

JP

Support of Motion to Bifurcate.
Received instruction from Joe to contact Bryan and
let him know we received Discovery; Called and
left message for Bryan to call me back re: reviewing
Discovery; Made copies and prepared cover letter to
Judge Brown along with cowtesy copy of Motion
filed today; Filed Motion via USPS .
Edit and revise reply memo
Revise Reply in Support of Bifmcation.
Review Kw1zes Motion to Amend Reply; Analysis
on issue of DBA as Insurance Designers to client.
Call to Court CalJ to try to set up account and
telephonic hearing on Motion to Bifurcate on March
20; Call to Karen at Bear Lake to see if we can do a
telephonic hearing for the Motion as Comt Call
operator said they don't allow telephonic hearings
on Motions; Left Karen a vm to call me back; Court
Call operator okayed hearing to be set up; Set up
telephonic hearing; Prepared Notice of Telephonic
hearing; Sent notice to Court and Steven Wuthrich.
Review Plaintiffs Discovery Responses;
Incorporate Responses into MSJ
Revise MSJ; revise Bryan Nield affidavit; revise
Tom Nield affidavit; draft affidavit of Jared
Christensen
Revise Tom, Bryan, and Jared's affidavits; revise
motion for smm11ru·y judgment
Revise and Edit Motion for Pru.ti.al Summary
Judgment
Review and revise MSJ; phone call with client re:
tomo1Tow's hearing and factual aspects of the case;
call with Court Clerk;
Prepare for Hearing on Motion to Bifurcate; meet
with clients re: discovery ru1d MSJ; attend
Bifurcation hearing.
Edit the Affidavit of Tom Nield in Support of MSJ;
Review Court's decision on Venue; send decision to
client
Review Comt's decisions· Working meeting with
MAE on Com·t's decisions & strategy going
forward.
Review Court's Decision on Motion to Bifurcate;
communicate with client on decision
Reseru-d1 ru1d analyze merger clause ru·gument into
MSJ

0.2

90

18

0.3
0.4
1.5

175
175
175

52.5
70
262. 5

0.6

90

54

2.9

175

507.5

3.5

175

612.5

3.2

175

560

1.4

175

245

1.8

175

315

2.9

175

507.5

0.5
0.2

175
175

87.5
35

0.5

175

87.5

0.3

175

52 .5

3.1

175

542.5
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4/ 15/2014

JP

4/1 7/2014
4/22/2014

JP
MC

5/13/2014

JP

5/ 14/2014

JP

5/ 15/2014
5/20/2014

JP
JP

5/20/2014

MC

5/23/2014

MC

5/23/2014

TMB

5/28/2014

MC

5/30/2014

MC

6/4/2014

MC

6/18/2014

JP

Research and analysis on merger clause in MSJ·
working meeting with MAE on case;
Participate in status conference regarding trial dates.
Calendared dates and deadlines; Discussion with
attorneys re: Scheduling Order and dates;
Phone call with Opposing Counsel re: status of the
case, discussion that we have not yet received
subpoenaed information, and discussion where they
see this case going; Check with other office
personnel to see if they are aware or received any
documents recently from Wuthrich's office.
Meet with clients to discuss case strategy; working
meeting with MAE on case strategy; call to
opposing counsel trying to schedule deposition;
review of subpoenaed documents.
Call to opposing cow1sel to set up a depositions.
Call to Opposing Counsel to schedule Bret's
Deposition;
Review from attorney re: setting up deposition with
M & M Cowt Reporting and task to prepare Notice
of Dep. ; Called M & Mand scheduled deposition;
Prepared Notice of Taking Deposition; Emailed to
attorney for final review;
Edited Notice of Taking Deposition; Printed for
attorney to sign;
Scanned & saved Discovery document; copied
discovery documents onto CD for client
Case update with attorney; Emailed Notice of
Taking Deposition to Wuthrich; Called comt to
confam jury room availability; Reviewed email
from comt reported; canned notice and emailed to
cowt repmter;
Conversation with attorney to call Bryan and let
him know deposition date and have a cd ready for
pick up; Left message with receptionist to have him
call our office; Prepared cover letter to Bryan and
sent DVD;
Review email from attorney; Call to Caribou Co.
Comt to check availabi lity of jury room June 30;
Call to co Ult reporter to change date of deposition;
Prepared Amended Notice of Deposition; Emailed
Notice to M & M and mailed to Wuthrich;
Phone call with tephanie from Opposing Counsel's
office regarding M&M Court Repo1ting's contact
information.

3.4

175

595

0.3
0.3

175
90

52.5
27

0.4

175

70

1

175

175

0.1
0.3

175

17.5

175

52.5

0.6

90

54

0.1

90

9

0.5

90

45

0.3

90

27

0.3

90

27

0.3

90

27

0.1

175

17.5
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6/18/2014

MC

6/19/2014

MC

6/27/2014

DAH

6/28/2014

DAH

6/27/2014

JP

6/29/2014
6/30/2014

DAH
DAH

7/1/2014

MC

7/2/2014

DAH

7/3/2014
7/3 /2014
7/3/2014

DAH
MC
JP

7/9/2014

MC

7/ 10/20 14

MC

7/11/2014

DAH

7/11/2014

MC

7/14/2014

MC

7/ 14/2014
7/14/2014

MAE
DAI-I

7/16/2014

DAR

7/24/2014

DAH

Review email from attorney; ent court reporter
info to Wuthrich via email;
Made copy of Notice of Deposition; Prepared for
mailing and mailed to client;
Consult with Mark and Joe re: Deposition for 6-30·
Review file and prepare for deposition
Working meeting with DAH & MAE on Monday's
Deposition and strategy of case.
Review file and prepare for deposition; Prepare
copies of exhibits for deposition
Prepare for deposition
Travel to Soda Springs; Conduct Deposition of Bret
Kunz; Defend Deposition of Bryan Nield; Return to
Echo Hawk Law and consult with Mark Echo Hawk
Phone call from Janet French court rep01ter re:
ordering transcripts for deposition she did
yesterday; Email to attorneys;
Telephone call with Steve Wultbrich re: offer of
settlement
Research re : effect of ambiguous term in contract
Meeting with attorneys re: case update
Working meeting to discuss case and settlement
offer.
Reviewed email from Dave and task list; Scheduled
meeting with client; Faxed Plaintiffs First Set of
Inte1rngatories to Bryan;
Case review with attorney; Task list; Call to Steve
Wuthrich re: appt. with our client to discuss his
offer on Monday; Prepared cover letter to Bryan;
Emailed to attorney for review;
Edit Letter and create chart re: analysis of profit
sharing
Read revised letter to client; Prepared fax cover
sheet and faxed to client;
Case update with attorney ; Email to Janet re:
transcripts on hold for another couple of weeks;
Conference with Bryan Nield and DAH
Meeting with Bryan and Mark; Draft letter to Steve
Wutln·ich; Email draft letter to Bryan for review
Edit letter to Mr. Wutlu·ich; Draft Offer of
Judgment" Sent letter and Offer of Judgment to
Wuthrich (via fax) and Bryan (via email)
Consult with Mark re: deadlines and case strategy;
Email Bryan re: identification of a good expe1t
witness

0.2

90

18

0.1

90

9

3.4

175

595

7

175

1225

0.5

175

87.5

6
7

175
175

1050
1225

0.1

90

9

0.2

175

35

1
0.2
1.5

175
90
175

175
18
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7/25/2014

DAH

7/30/2014

MC

7/30/2014

DAH

8/4/2014

MC

8/4/2014
8/5/2014

DAH
MC

8/6/2014

MC

8/8/2014

DAH

8/11 /2014

DAH

8/ 11/2014

MC

8/12/2014
8/12/2014

DAH
MC

8/20/2014

DAH

8/20/2014

MC

8/21 /2014

MC

Receive and review letter from Steve Wuthrich with
rejection and counter-offer Scan documents and
email to Bryan
Update with attorney; Prepared cover letter to
Steven Wutlu·ich;
Receive and review letter from Wuthrich re:
discovery response; consult with paralegal re:
responsive letter
Task list from Dave; Called Wuthrich office to
have request for discovery sent to me in a workable
fmmat; Called Brian's office re: documents and info
requested to answer discovery; Email
c01Tespondence with attorney; Worked on fanning
up Responses to Discovery;
Consult with Paralegal re: discovery responses
Finished fanning up form for Responses to
Discovery; Reviewed documents in file; Emailed
draft form to Dave;
Update with Dave; Prepared cover letter to Steve re:
discovery responses; Faxed to Steve;
Review Spreadsheet from Bryan; Email to Bryan re:
Gem State information; Prepare Response to
Discovery Requests
Prepare responses to Discovery requests; Telephone
call with Bryan to confirm responses and obtain
additional info
Case update with DAH; Task list; Transferred
exhibit information into exhibit chart;
Complete Discovery Responses
Fax filed Notice of Service; Made copies; Sent
Answers to Wuthrich; Case update with DAH;
Pre-trial preparation: meeting with Paralegal re:
preparation of witness and exhibit lists, and PreTrial Stipulation; Telephone call to Bryan re:
supplemental information still needed; Telephone
call to Allied Ins. to reach Steve Ahl; Telephone
call directly to Stephen Ahl at 208-571 -7283, left
message
Case update with DAH; Task list; Prepared Exhibit
and Witness list; Faxed courtesy copy of Notice of
Service to Judge Brown- Prepared draft Expe1t
Disclosure; Prepared Draft Pretrial Stipulation;
Case review with DAH and JP; Task list; Prepared
draft Stipulation to Vacate· Prepared Draft Proposed
Order; Emailed to DAH for final review;
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8/22/2014

MC

8/21/2014

DAH

8/22/2014

DAH

10/7/2014

MC

10/8/2014

MC

10/7/2014

DAB

10/8/20 14 DAH
10/13/2014 DAH
10/27/20 14 DAB

10/28/2014

DAB

10/28/2014 MC

10/29/20 14

MC

10/31/2014 DAH
11 /3/2014

MC

Telephone call to Bryan - left msg.; Text msg to
Bryan; Telephone call with Steve Wutlu·ich re: trial
dates ; Edit Stipulation and proposed order
Reviewed final Stip and Proposed Order; Faxed to
Wutlu·ich; Left message for Steve re : Stip and
Order;
Follow-up with paralegal re: stipulation; receive and
review email with attached updated spreadsheet
from Bryan; Telephone call from Bryan re:
spreadsheet and trial date
Case update and meeting with DAH; Task list;
Calendared deadlines; Prepared Draft Second
Requests for Discovery; Email to DAH;
Prepared Notice of Service of Defendant's Second
Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of
Documents; Email draft to MAE for review; Made
copies of Notice of Service; Requests for
Discovery, and Defendants Fact and Expert Witness
Disclosures; Prepared cover letter to Judge Brown;
Sent courtesy copies; Fax filed; Sent copies to
Wutlu·ich
Prepare/Edit Second set of Interrogatories and
Requests for Production, Prepare/Edit Witness
Disclosures
Finish Discovery requests and Witness Disclosures
Consult with Mark re: pre-trial status and trial
strategy
Telephone call to Nationwide re: Steven Ahl;
Telephone call with Bryan Nield re: subpoenas to
Ricky and Jared
Telephone calls to Nationwide re: obtaining
Stephen Ahl as witness - Melissa Crawford advises
to send him Subpoena with courtesy copy to her;
Consult with Paralegal re: subpoenas; Review and
edit Subpoenas and cover letters; Email with
Attaclunents to Melissa Crawford
Case update with DAH; Task list; Prepared Civil
Subpoenas; Prepared cover letter to Bryan and
Stephen Ahl; Sent subpoenas and letter to Bryan;
Requested check from MAS ; Arranged for Process
Server to serve Ahl subpoena;
Organized file; Call to Court re: comiesy copies of
subpoenas;
Review email; Telephone call to Steven Wutlu·ich left message
Phone call from Becky from Nationwide Insurance
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re: Subpoena to Stephen Ahl; Email to DAB
11 /4/2014
DAH Review text messages from Bryan re: value of book
of business and potential settlement; Consult with
Mark; Review file
11/4/2014
Prepared letter to Stephen Ahl for mailing; Enclosed
MC
check for witness fees; and mailed;
11/4/2014
MAE Conference with DAH; review summary judgment
pleadings for use in JAML motion
11 /5/2014
DAH Review email re: Telephone message from Becky
Lewis, General Counsel for Nationwide Ins.;
Telephone call to Ms. Lewis - left message;
Telephone call with Becky re: Stephen Ahl
participation; Letter to Stephen re : expert
qualification and opinions; Email to Becky with
attached letter intended for Stephen; Consult with
paralegal re: organization of documents and
exhibits; review legal standards for plaintiffs proof
in breach of contract
11/6/2014
DAH Email and telephone call re: clarification with Bryan
(no charge entered)
11/7/2014
DAH Review email from Becky Lewis of Nationwide Ins.
Co.; Draft and send letter to Steve Wuthrich re:
proposed settlement with c01Tected calculation and
Offer of Judgment
11/10/2014 DAH Research re: employment contract, material terms,
unjust enriclunent;
11/11/2014 DAI-I Research re: ambiguity, material te1111s, bonuses and
wage claim under Idaho Code section 45-609;
Telephone call with Bryan re: E & 0 insmance
coverage for Bret and Malii; Prepare and file
Supplement to Witness Disclosure; Prepare
Amended Answer and Counterclaim; Prepare
Motion to Amend Answer and Amend
Counterclaim and Amend Cross-Claim
11 /12/2014 MC
Case update with DAI-I; Task list; Fax filed Motion
for Leave to Amend; Call to Bear Lake Clerk re:
hearing date on Motions; Scheduled Hearing;
Prepared Motion to appear telephonically; Prepared
Proposed Order to appear telephonically; Prepared
Motion to Shorten time; Prepared Notice of
Hearing; Call and email correspondence with M &
M re: transcripts;
11 / 12/2014 DAH Finish and File Motion and Amended
Answer/Complaints; Consult with paralegal to
schedule telephonic hearing on motion; Prepare
argument for trial brief; Review and file Motion to
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Shorten Time, Notice of Hearing and Motion to
allow telephonic appearance
11/13/2014 DAH

11/13/2014 MC

11/14/2014 DAH

11/17/2014

DAH

11/18/2014 DAH
11/19/2014 DAH

11/20/2014 DAH

11/21/2014 DAH

11/24/2014 DAH
11 /25/2014 DAH

Telephone call with Bryan re: dismissal of
Cmmterclaim and narrowing issues for Bret's claim
for Declaratory Judgment; Telephone call with
Steve Wuthrich - no resolution yet; Consult with
paralegal re : Judge Brown requesting telephonic
status conf. Nov. 14th at 2:00
Call from clerk re: scheduling hearing on Motion to
Sho1ien time; Phone call with DAH; Calendared
hearing;
Research re: application ofldaho Code section 45601; Prepare Pre-trial brief; Telephone conference
with Court and Mr. Wutln·ich; Text messages with
Bryan
Review Minute Entry and Order - consult with
paralegal to contact court for necessary conections
to Minute Entry and Order; Prepare Joint Pre-Trial
Stipulation; Prepare Defendant's Exhibit List;
Prepare cover letter to Steve; Prepare Order of
Dismissal of Counterclaim without prejudice;
Telephone call with Mr. Wuthrich; Telephone call
from Court Clerk re: correction to Minute Entry;
Continue preparation of Trial Brief
Research and prepare Trial Brief
Prepare Trial Brief; Receive and review Plaintiffs
Response to Motion to Amend and Motion to
Extend Time for Pre-trial Stipulation; Telephone
call with Bryan re: claim for E & O; Prepare
response to Plaintiffs Motion to Extend Time for
Pre-trial Stipulation
Edit Trial Brief; Prepare for oral argument on
Motion to Amend; Meeting with Benj before
hearing; Attend telephonic hearing in which issues
were narrowed for trial on Declaratory Judgment
Conference call with Stephen Ahl and legal counsel
for Allied/Nationwide re: Stephen's appearance as
an expe1i witness; Letter to Client re: recent orders
and tactical actions to prepare for trial; Edit Trial
Brief
Prepare Trial Brief
Research, draft and edit Trial Brief; Review and
print Acuity documents provided by Mr. Wutln·ich
re: 2014 accounts; Receive and print Deposition of
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Bret Kunz and Deposition of Bryan Nield
11/25/2014
11 /26/2014
11 /28/2014
11 /29/2014

11/28/2014
12/2/2014
12/3/2014

12/1/2014

12/2/2014
12/3/2014

12/4/2014

12/4/2014

JP

Read, review, edit critique, and discuss Trial Brief
with DAH.
DAI-I Research and Edit Trial Brief
DAI-I Edit and file Trial Brief
DAH Review Plaintiffs proposed exhibits; Letter to
Wuthrich re: admission or objections to Plaintiffs
proposed exhibits; Prepare outline for questions of
Stephen Ahl
MAS Assisted with preparing mailing for service of PT
Brief;
MC
Case update and task list with DAI-I; Prepared letter
to Acuity and faxed;
MC
Review email from DAH; Prepared letter to
Wutlu·ich; Sent to DAI-I for final review; Task list
and discussion with DAH; Prepared Affidavit of
Brian Benishek; Emailed to DAH for final review
DAI-I Prepare for Trial - draft outline for Tom; Meeting
with Wutlu·ich re: Exhibits; File Exhibit List with
Court; Telephone call to Bear Lake Comt Clerk;
Telephone call with Caribou Court Clerk; Email
documents to Caribou County
DAI-I Prepare for Trial: Draft outline for Tom and Bryan;
Letter to Brian Benishek re: Acuity; Text to Bryan
DAI-I Prepare for trial: Outline for Bryan, Outline for
Benj ; Outline for Bret; Follow-up correspondence
with Brian Benishek; Letter with attachments to
Wuthrich re: Acuity's exhibits to Agency
Agreement
DAI-I Prepare for Trial: Discuss outline for Rule 41
motion with Joe; Outline for Bret; Email
correspondence with Brian Benishek re: his
Affidavit to authenticate Acuity documents; Consult
with paralegal to file supplemental exhibits from
Acuity with the Comt; Telephone calls from
Wutlu·ich's office re: Pretrial Stipulation; Receive
and review Plaintiffs Trial Brief/Opening
Statement; Review, edit and file objection to
Plaintiffs pretrial brief; Text c01Tespondence with
Bryan re: records of bonuses paid to Mike
Case discussion with DAI-I; Task list; Email
MC
Conespondence; Cover letter to Court re: ; Faxed to
Court, Judge and Wuth.rich; Call from Stephanie re:
Pre-Trial Stip; Fax filed Motion to Strike; Call from
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Stephanie re: not receiving pre-trial stip; Faxed pretrial sti p to tephanie;
12/4/2014

JP

12/5/2014

JP

12/5/2014

MC

12/5/2014

DAH

12/6/2014

DAH

12/7/2014

DAH

12/8/2014

DAH

12/9/2014

DAH

12/10/2014

DAH

12/15/2014

DAH

12/16/2014 DAI-I
12/17/2014 DAH
12/10/2014 MAS
2/17/2015
2/ 18/2015

DAH
DAH

3/10/2015

DAI-I

3/11/2015
3/12/2015

DAI-I
JP

Review Plaintiffs' Trial Brief; Working meeting
with DAH to discuss late filing of Trial Brief and
contents; Drafted a Motion to Strike Trial Brief;
Drafted legal framework and outline for anticipated
Motion for Involuntary Dismissal under Rule 41 (b).
Finalize Involuntary Dismissal outline under IRCP
41 (b ); Review witness questioning outlines; Discuss
with DAH any missing questions/issues in witness
questioning outlines.
Discussion with Wuthrich re: trial binders; Edited
Exhibit list per DAE- Faxed to Court, Steve, and
Judge;
Prep,1Te and edit Outlines; Case review meeting
with Bryan, Tom and Benj; File Pre-trial Stipulation
with exhibit info provided by Wutbrich
Review Cow1's prior rulings and Research re:
requirements of pleadings - to keep Plaintiff from
expanding basis for contract; Prepare binders with
outlines and supplies
Prepare copies of Marti's general agent contracts;
Travel time from office to Bear Lake Courthouse
Conduct first day of trial and prepare for second day
of trial
Conduct second day of trial; post-trial meeting with
Nields; Travel from Paris Idaho to Echo Haw Law
office
Prepare draft of Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of law
Receive and review Minute Entry and Order re:
Bench Trial
Draft Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Draft Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Attended briefing ofresults of trial, identified task
lists and deadlines;
Research re: Findings and Conclusions
Review research re: findings of fact and conclusions
of law
Review Plaintiffs proposed Findings/Conclusions
and Closing Argument; Review Transcript of Trial
Prepare findings of fact and conclusions of law
Drafting of Proposed Conclusions of Law
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3/13/2015

JP

3/12/2015
3/13/2015

DAH
DAH

3/15/2015

DAH

3/16/2015

DAH

3/16/2015

JP

3/24/2015

DAH

3/25/2015

DAH

3/25/2015
5/19/2015

MC
MAS

5/26/2015

DAH

8/31/20 15

JP

8/31/2015

MAE

9/2/2015

JP

9/4/2015

JP

Read email asking to check with Comt on Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law Deadline· Review
scheduling order, and relevant IRCP Rule 6 on the
matter; Email to Judge and Opposing Counsel on
subject; Edit Conclusions of Law.
Prepare findin gs of fact and conclusions of law
Prepare Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of law
Prepare proposed findings of fact and conclusions
of law and Cover Letter to Bear Lake County
District Cami
Edit Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law
Edits Cami's proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law.
Letter to Steve Wuthrich re: his voluntary
withdrawal of Reply Memorandum
Receive and review Letter from Steve Wuthrich
declining to voluntari ly withdraw Reply; Prepare
Objection and Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Reply
Memorandtm1
Fax filed Memorandum; Faxed to Wuthrich;
Conf. with DAH re: case status; tele. conf. with
Judge's clerk re: objection to reply brief and status
of decision;
Phone call with Bryan re: case status and billing (no
charge entered)
Read and review the Court's Findings of Fact &
Conclusions of Law; Call to client to explain
Court's Ruling and discuss effmis going forward.
Review decision and conference with JP and BN re:
post judgment process
Review findings of Fact Conclusions of Law; Draft
and fax letter to Opp. Counsel regarding client
abandoning breach of contract claim or facing
motion for smmnary judgment; Review
c01Tespondence, Complaint, and law regarding
setting up Motion for Costs & Attorney Fees;
Emails to client on cost and fees recovery; review
letter from Opp. Counsel on extending deadline to
abandon breach of contract clain1; Phone call to
Opp. Counsel on possibly extending deadline.
Phone call with Opp. Counsel to discuss extending
deadline to Wednesday on making a decision
whether or not to abandon remaining claims; Draft
response letter to Ooo. Counsel; Email to client
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informing of the extension of time.
9/9/2015

JP

9/10/2015

JP

9/10/2015
9/10/2015

MAE
MAS

9/ 11 /2015

JP

9/11/2015

MAS

9/1 4/2015

JP

9/15/2015

JP

9/17/2015

JP

9/ 18/2015

JP

Phone call with Opp. Cotmsel regarding remaining
breach of contract claim in light of Corut's most
recent ruling and whether or not Plaintiff plans on
amending complaint to include breach of contract
for E&O claim; Phone call with client to discuss
whether or not to file Srummll'y Judgment on
remaining Breach of Contract claim or wait ru1til
after seeing whether or not we can resolve E&O
issue.
Review email from Bryan on remaining issues;
Review email from Opp. Counsel regarding
remaining claims· Emails to and from Bryan
regarding Costs inctmed during lawsuit; Research
and Analyze applicable Jaw on Costs & Fees; Draft
Memorandum of Fees & Costs; Draft Affidavit of
Counsel in Suppmt of Fees & Costs; Prepare
Exhibits to Affidavit of Cow1sel in Support
Conference with JP re: motion for fees and costs
Conf. and email correspondence with JP re:
memorandwn of fees and costs; reviewed account
history and prepared fees and costs reports;
Edited Memorandum of Fees & Costs; Prepared
Docwnents for Fi.Jing; Meet with client regarding
filing of Memorandum of Fees and Costs.
Prepared letter to clerk and memo and affidavit for
fees and costs for filing and service;
Call to County Clerk con.fuming that the Comt
received Memorandum ofFeese & Costs today in
the mail ; Email to client; Follow up phone call with
client regarding emails sent; Draft letter in response
to Opp. Counsel's 9/10/15 email; send email to
client regarding letter to Opp. Counsel and ask for
directions on content of letter.
Review email from client; edit letter to opp.
counsel; send letter via fax to opp. counsel.
Review Comt's Order for a Status Conference and
Scheduling Order Discuss with MAS reviewing file
to determine deadline, if any for amending
Complaint' Phone call to client and follow up email
regarding the Comt's scheduled Status Conference.
Call to Opp. Cotmsel; Read and analyze judgment;
review and analyze Ex Paite request for 54(b)
certification; Read and review Order on Nield, Inc.'s
Memorandum of Costs; Meeting with opp. counsel
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9/2 1/2015

JP

9/22/2015

JP

9/24/2015

JP

9/24/2015

MAE

9/25/2015

JP

9/28/2015

JP

9/29/2015

JP

9/30/2015

MAS

10/5/2015

JP

10/6/2015

JP

10/8/2015

JP

in office; Participate in a conference call with opp.
counsel; Look at rules regarding 54(b) certification.
Review law on 54(b) Certification; review
c01Tespondence and documents recently filed and
analyze position on whether or not 54(b)
Certification is appropriate; Email to client
explaining events that have transpired in the case,
giving options, and asking for :fu1iher direction;
Visit with client about how he wishes to proceed
with 54(b) Ce1iification; Draft letter to Opp.
Counsel on resolving 54(b) Certification issue.
Review client's email; edit letter to Opp. Counsel;
Fax letter to Opp. Counsel.
Email to client regarding 54(b) Certifiction &
Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings; Read and
review client's response; Draft Defendant's
Objection to Rule 54(b) Ce1iification; Working
meeting with MAE to discuss Motion for Judgment
on the Pleadings; Draft Motion for Judgment on the
Pleadings; Call to Court Clerk and arrange hearing
date for Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings.
Telephone conference with JP re: motionjudgment
on pleadings; review civil rules
Draft Notice of Hearing; Draft letter to Opp.
Counsel on shortening time in which to hold Motion
for Judgment on the Pleadings Hearing; Edit Motion
for Judgment on the Pleadings; Edit Objection to
Rule 54(b) Certification.
Phone call with Opp. Counsel; Call to client to
discuss pending issues;
Review and analyze Plaintiffs Objection to
Memorandum of Costs and Fees; Working meeting
with MAE to discuss case and strategy; phone call
with client to discuss case; Letter to Opp. Counsel
addressing such issues as 54(b) Certification and
hearing date on Motion for Judgment on the
Pleadings.
Reviewed file; conf. with JP re: appearing at status
conference; set up comtcall appearance for status
conference;
Email to client regarding tommrnw's scheduling
conference; Phone call with Steven Wuthrich
Meet with client; Conducted Status Conference with
Court & Opp. Counsel; met and iscussed case with
client
Review Court's Minute Entry & Order; Send Minute
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10/13/2015
10/20/2015
10/29/2015

10/30/2015
11/3/2015

11/4/2015

11/5/2015

11/6/2015

11 /9/2015

EntTy & Order to client with analysis via email·
Review file for claims and disposition of those
claims; Task A with calling Comt to check on
potentially missing Court fi lings.
JP
Review information re-received from the Court;
MAS Reviewed file; set up comtcall appearance for
upcoming status conference.
Emails to Opp. Counsel regarding Final Stipulated
JP
Judgment; Email to Client on Final Stipulated
Judgment.
Conference with client regarding final judgment,
JP
and status conference.
Read and analyze Bret's Notice of Appeal; Review
JP
and edit Bret's proposed Judgment; Emails to client
on Notice of Appeal and proposed Judgment; phone
call with client; mails to Steven Wuthiich
regarding the proposed judgment.
JP
Emails on differing opinions on structme of
proposed judgment to Comt; Call with Comt Clerk
on Status Conference.
Phone call with Opp. Counsel on Proposed
JP
Judgments; Emails on proposed judgments; Prepare
for Status Conference; Edit Proposed Judgment;
Participate in Status Conference; Prepare for
Hearing on Motion for Rule 54(b) Ce1tification;
Participate in Hearing on Motion for Rule 54(b)
Ce1tification; Call to client to discuss result of
proceedings and options going forward; Working
meeting with MAE to discuss proper comse of
action for case moving forward in light of the
Comt's ruling.
Review Court's Minute Entry and Order and
JP
Declaratory Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate;
Review and analyze IAR Rule 13 in order to
detennine what matters the District Comi continues
to retain jurisdiction on; emails to client on case;
Draft Defendant's Motion for Judgment on the
Pleadings; Prepare Amended Affidavit of Counsel
in Support of Memorandum of Fees and Costs;
Prepare Amended Memorandum of Fees and Costs.
Continue Drafting and editing Defendant's Motion
JP
for Fees and Costs/Amended Memorandm11 of Fees
and Costs/ Amended Affidavit of Counsel;
Total Attorney Fees & Paralegal Fees= $71,200.50
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STEVEN A WUTHRICH, Esq.

Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101

2015 NOV 12 PM 4: 35

Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230

OEPUTY _ _ CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs/Appellants.
V.

NIELD, IN"C., dba JNSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho corporation.
Defendant/Respondent.

)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-000232

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)
)
)
)
)

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, Nield Inc., AND THE PARTY' S ATTORNEY,
Joseph T. Preston, PO Box. 6119, Pocatello, Idaho 83205, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE
ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN THAT:
1.

The above named appellants, Bret and Marti Kunz, appeal against the above named
Defendant to the Idaho Supreme Court from, for the present time, the Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Memorandum Decision and Order, entered in the above entitled
action on the 31 sr day of August, 2015 and the Declaratory Judgment and Rule 54(b)
Certificate entered November 5, 2015, Honorable Mitchell Brown presiding.

2.

That the parties have a ·right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 11
I.A.R. This Court has appellate jurisdiction pursuant to J.C. §1-204.
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3.

I. Did the Court e1T in Bifurcating these Proceedings?
II. Did the Court err in making Conclusions of Law that are non sequetor from the
Comt's own findings?
III. Did the Court err in concluding that the parties had a separate contract with respect to
Gem State when the parties themselves never identified any such separate contract?
IV. Did the Court err in construing the contract in favor of the drafter?
V. Did the Court err in construing the course of dealings as not indicated contingent
commissions or profit sharing on the pa1t of the contract when the Defendants themselves
identified each and every payment as a contingent commission or profit sharing?
VI. Did the Court err in construing the contract to require only 50% be paid to Gem State
based on ownership when that is contrary to the plain language of the agreement between
the pa1ties?

4.

No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.

5.

Trial Transcript (already prepared); Transcript of hearing held 11/20/2014 is requested.
Transcript of hearing on 11/5/2015 is also requested.

6.

The appellees request the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:

7.

The appellees request the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or admitted as
exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court. All exhibits admitted or offered for
admission; complaint filed 11/13/2013, Answer and Counterclaim filed 12/2/2013, CrossClaim Complaint filed 12/2/2013, Motion for a Protective Order filed 12/11/2013,
Motion for Change of Venue filed 12/12/2013, Answer to Crossclairn filed 1/2/14, Reply

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2
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to Counterclaim filed 1/2/14, Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings filed 1/31/14,
Brief in Support of Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file 1/31/14, Memorandum
in Opposition to Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file 2/24/14, Motion to
Amend Reply and Answer to Crossclaim filed 3/11/14, Reply in Supp01i of Motion to
Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file 3/11/14, Memorandum Decision and Order on
Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings filed 3/26/14, Minute Entry and Order filed
4/17/14, Continued (Motion 11/20/14) Motion to Amend Answer Counterclaim &
Crossclaim, Minute Entry and Order filed 11/14/14, Amended Minute Entry and Order
filed 11/14/14, Response to Motion to Amend Answer and counterclaim filed 11/18/14,
Tape of hearing on 11/19/14, Defendants Trial Brief filed 12/1/14, Trial Brief/opening
statement filed 12/4/14, Joint Pre-trial Stipulation filed 12/5/14, Notice of Lodging of
Transcript filed 2/13/15, Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
filed 3/3/15, Plaintiffs Closing Arguments filed 3/3/15, Defendant's Proposed Findings
of Facts, Conclusions of Law and Order filed 3/17/15, Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum
filed 3/23/15, Objection and Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum filed
3/25/15, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Memorandum Decision and Order
filed 8/31/15, Declaratory Judgment filed 9/18/15, Order on Nield, Inc's Memorandum of
Costs filed 9/18/15, Tape of hearing held 10/5/15, Minute Entry and Order for hearing
held on October 6, 2015 filed 10/7/15, Offer of Proof filed 10/15/15, Declaratory
Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate and Minute Entry and Order, both entered on
11/5/2015.
8.

I ce1iify:
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a.

that a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a
transcript has been required as named below at the address set out below:

Name and Address: Rodney Felshaw,159 So. Main, Soda Springs, ID 83276
b.

That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
of the reporter' s transcript.

c.

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record.

d.

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

e.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule
20.
Dated this /

~

day of November, 2015.

4iiihF~
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellees

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true copy of the foregoing was mailed and/or sent by telefax this
November, 2015, to the following:
Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWKLAW
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

LUay of

BY MAIL

Rodney Felshaw
rodney.felshaw@gmail.com

BY EMAIL

Hon. Mitchell Brown
Fax: (208) 547-2147

BY FAX

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4
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NOU-18-2015 08 : 17AM From : STEUENAWUTHRICH

2088471230

To: 9452780

~ . (_~ j

SIX T.Bf. ~

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
101 l Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

j::: "". C': !1{:
. ,-· . i
·_q1c:
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JE. UTY _ _ CASE NO .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)

)
vs.
NIELD, INC., dbaWSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-232

PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO MOTION
FOR FEES AND COSTS AND
OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF
COSTS

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, Bret and Marti Kunz, and hereby object to the Motion for Fees
and costs as follows:
1.

The Court already announced, in determining if Rule 54(b) Certification, said it would not
consider the attorney's fees at this juncture of the case.

2.

Filing of another motion for fees and costs is simply duplicative and unnecessarily runs up
fees .

3.

Plaintiffs incorporate their prior objection to the Memorandum of Costs and Fe_es, including
the fact that: (1) the amount of the fees are unreasonable and excessive; (2) the rate is above
that for the prevailing rate in the Bear Lake County area; (3) the Defendant was not entirely
the prevailing party, arid, in fact, the Plaintiffs were successful in obtaining, albeit by
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2088471230

To: 9452780

stipulation on the eve of trial, a partial judgment in their favor with respect to the Life &
Health insurance sold by Marti Kunz; (4) the proffers of judgment did not include that
provision in there and therefore, the offers ofjudgment are not better than what was awarded
the Defendant; (5) Plaintiffs have appealed the Declaratory Judgment, and the Court should
wait until the Appellate Court rules on the Declaratory Judgment before considering any
costs and attorney's fees.
4.

Defendant reserves the right to file a more specific objection to the Memorandum of Costs
and Fees if the Court detemrines it will consider the Defendant's Motion, but it would be
premature and inappropriate to address it specifically at this time, inasumch as the Court has
already specifically said it would not do so at this time.
DATED THIS

_IT day ofNovember, 2015.

STEVEN A. WUTHRICH

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true copy of the foregoing document was mailed and/or sent b ~ ' - : s

(
_vday
of November, 2015,

to the following:

c:::;u

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWKLAW
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
Hon. Mitchell Brown
Fax: (208) 547-2147

OBJECTION TO MOTION - Page 2
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STEVEN A. WUTHRlCH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #3316
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
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Tel: (208) 847-1236

'JEPUTY _ _ CASE NO .

1_;1hJ '

Fax: (208) 847-1230
Attorney for the Plaintiff

'-lM , 1

:~trt, CLERK

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)

Case No. CV-2013-232

)
)
)
)
)

PLAINTIFF' S OBJECTION TO MOTION
FOR FEES AND COSTS AND
OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF
COSTS AND NOTICE OF HEARING

l\TIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE

)

DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,

)
)

Defendant.

AMENDED

)

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, Bret and Marti Kunz, and hereby object to the Motion for Fees
and costs as follows:
1.

The Court already announced, in determining in Rule 54(b) Certification, said it would not
consider the attorney's fees at this juncture of the case. The Court should bifurcate the
Defendant's request and address first the issue of whether the Court will consider costs and
fees pending appeal and only if the Court so determines, then have a second hearing on the
Memorandum of Costs and Fees. Otherwise, Plaintiffs could be forced to spend thousands
of dollars in fees addressing the Memorandum of Costs only to learn the Court is going to
adhere to its prior statement that foes would not be considered.

2.

Filing of another motion for fees and costs is simply duplicative and unnecessarily runs up
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fees.
3.

Plaintiffs incorporate their prior objection to the Memorandum of Costs and Fees, including
the fact that: (1) the amount of the fees are unreasonable and excessive; (2) the rate is above
that for the prevailing rate in the Bear Lake County area; (3) the Defendant was not entirely
the prevailing party, and, in fact, the Plaintiffs were successful in obtaining, albeit by
stipulation on the eve of trial, a partial judgment in their favor with respect to the Life &
H ealth insurance sold by Marti Kunz; (4) the proffers of judgment did not include that
provision in there and therefore, the offers ofjudgment are not better than what was awarded
the Defendant; (5) Plaintiffs have appealed the Declaratory Judgment, and the Court should
wait until the Appellate Court rules on the Declaratory Judgment before considering any
costs and attorney's fees.

4.

Defendant reserves the right to :file a more specific objection to the Memorandum of Costs
and Fees if the Court determines it will consider the Defendant's Motion, but it would be
premature and inappropriate to address it specifically at this time, inasumch as the Court has
already specifically said it would not do so at this time.
NOTICE OF HEARING is hereby called up on this Objection to Motion for Costs and Fees

on December 17, 2015 at 1:30 p.m.
DATED TillS J.1dayofNovember, 2015.

--~It./))~
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH

I
I
I
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certi..~)hat a true copy of the foregoing Amended Objection was mailed and/or sent by
telefax this f.-)2.. day of November, 2015, to the following:
Joseph T. Preston

ECHOHAWK LAW
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119
Fax: 478-1670
Hon. Mitchell Brown
Fax.: (208) 547-2147

I
I

I
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No. 2410

Echohawk Law Off ice
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BE.A. R
Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HA WK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
joseph@echohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Idaho State Bar# 9082
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-
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OEPUTY _ _ CASE NO

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

NOTICE OF HEARING
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Honorable Mitchell W. Brown will call up
Defendant's Motion for Fees and Costs on December 17, 2015 at 1:30 pm at the Bear Lake

County Courthouse, 7 E. Center, Paris, Idaho 83261.
?
~~
.
DATED this~ day of November, 201
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No. 241 0

Ech ohawk Law Off ice

P. 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ a y of November, 2015, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

DUS Mail
D Hand Deliver
[irfax: (208) 847-1230
D Email:

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

(911.s. Mail

D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147

D Email:

H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\000 I\00059950.DOC
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SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OFeW,~H~
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

CASE NO .

Bret D Kunz

)
Case No: CV-2013-0000232
)
vs.
)
)
ORDER FOR STATUS &
Nield, Inc., etal.
)
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE
)
MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: Status and Scheduling Conference

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the foregoing matter is set for hearing:
Status:
Thursday, December 03, 2015
11:00 AM
Judge:
Mitchell W Brown
Courtroom:
Bear Lake County Courtroom-Paris

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED this scheduling conference may be held by telephone. If
counsel and/or the party plan to participate by telephone, CourtCall shall be utilized (see
attached Memorandum). Each counsel/party shall make themselves available at the above
listed time.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that "All" documents filed shall include the Court on

the Certificate of Mailing, with courtesy copies mailed or faxed to the Court's chambers in
Soda Springs, Idaho.

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown, District Judge, 159 South Main,

Soda Springs, ID 83276 Fax# (208) 547-2147, Telephone: (208)547-2146(Soda Springs).
DATED this: Saturday, November 21, 2015 .

~~

Mftchell W Brown
District Judge

ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE

1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the Saturday, November 21, 2015, I served a true copy of the foregoing
document upon the attomey(s)/ Person(s) listed below by U. S. mail with c01Tect postage attached,
by facsimile machine, or by causing the same to be personally delivered, each in the manner
indicated.
Attorney/Person
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH
1011 WASHINGTON ST., STE 101
MONTPELIER ID 83254

Method of Service:
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) U.S. Mail
(b<}_ Facsimile 847-1230

JOSEPH T PRESTON
P.O. BOX 6119
POCATELLO ID 83205-6119

( ) Hand Deliver
( ) U.S. Mail
(pl)_ Facsimile 478-1670

CINDY GARNER
Clerk oft 1e CoU1t
B:

ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

All Counsel and/or Pro Se Parties

FROM:

Judge Mitchell W. Brown
Sixth Judicial District Court of the State ofldaho
Bannock County., Bear Lake County, Caribou County, Franklin County

RE:

Telephonic Appearances with CourtCall

DATE:

September 2011

For appearances commencing in September 201-1, I will join a growing number of Judges in Idaho and around
the country using CourtCall to conduct telephonic appearances by counsel and/or pro se parties ("CourtCall
Appearances"). In my courtroom, CourtCall Appearances may generally be made for all non-evidentiary and/or nondispositive appearances including Pretrial Conferences, Status and Scheduling Conferences and Motions. CourtCall is
providing equipment to enhance the process. It is my hope that by making the process more uniform, your practice
will become more productive and enjoyable so that the cost of litigation will be further reduced.
Counsel and/or pro se parties may make a CourtCall Appearance by serving and filing with CourtCall (not the
Court), NOT LESS THAN TIIREE (3) COURT DAYS PRIOR TO THE HEARING DATE, a Request for Telephonic
Appearance Form and paying a fee of fifty-five dollars ($55.00) for each CourtCall Appearance. There are no
subscription fees .
A CourtCall Appearance is made as part of a Court's regular calendar and all counsel and/or pro se parties
who have timely filed their request form and paid the fee may appear by dialing the Courtroom's dedicated toll-free
teleconference number, and access code (if any) which will be provided by CourtCall, LLC on the confirmation
faxed to your office. A pre-hearing· check-in will occur five (5) minutes prior to the schedul~d hearing time. A
CourtCall Appearance is voluntary and may be made without consent of the other party, and the Court continues to
reserve the right to reject any request.
You may obtain additional information by calling the CourtCall Program Administrator, CourtCall at (310)
342-0888 or (888) 882-6878.

For more information about CourtCall please call CourtCall. LLC, not the Court.
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BRETDKUNZ

)
)

vs.

)

NIELD, INC., ETAL.

)
)

C!f.j.''·. •' CaseNo: CV-2013-00002'3'2 1.i,-; 1 ,F,-

"

PH 4: 26

i,1f:.R, C[[

NOTICE OF HEA.ffi::RGTy
*****RESETTING****

-----C4sr. No_
Rf(

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby RESET for:

Status
Judge:
Comiroom:

Thursday, December 03, 2015 a~
Mitchell W Brown
~
Bear Lake County Comiroom-Paris

I cettify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Monday, November 23, 2015 .
Plaintiff's Counsel:

Steven A. Wuthrich
1011 Washington St., Ste 101
Montpelier ID 83254
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed 847-1230

Defendant's Counsel: Joseph T Preston
P.O . Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205-6119
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed 478-1670

K

k

Dated: Monday, November 23 , 2015
CINDY GARNER

By:

CV Notice Of Hearing - Multiple
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DISTRICT COURT CIVIL- CV-2013-232 - JUDGE MITCHELL W . BROWN-2B-COURTROOM

Time

Spe

Note

04 :04 :35 PM I Cour: Case called .Steve Wuthrich , counsel for Plaintiff, appeared in
it
i person in the courtroom : The Court and Joseph Preston , counsel
l
i for the Defendant, appeared by CourtCall. This matter was set for
i Status Conference regarding the Plaintiff's request to affirm that the
Court will not be considering attorney fees in the Dec 17th hearing .

I

04:06 :44 PM f Wut t Case is bifu rcated . Will the Court consider awarding fees and costs
1 hrich 1 argument at the hearing on Dec 17th?
04 :07 :31 PM i Pres j Defendant stated there is a final judgment and 54(b) certification in
l ton l this matter. Defendant felt ordering on the fees and costs is
i
i appropriate.
04 :09 :44 PM f Cour i Provided Court's thinking regarding fees and costs . Certified the
it
i matter to allow the Plaintiff to take the matter up on appeal. The
l
i Court has certified the case for appeal. However, all of the issues
i have not been adjudicated. The appeal may either uphold the
i Court's ruling or reverse the Court's decision, therefore the Court
J cannot rule on the prevailing party at this time.
04: 17:52J?M t Pres i·Thinks it's appropriate to proceed with costs and fees , provided ."-: ·
.i ton ) argument. Require Plaintiffs to post bond .on appeal. _Nield Inc has
i
i a right to have argument heard regarding fees and costs.

j

I

04: 22 :40 PM four Asbury Park v Greenbrier Estate- 152 Idaho 1338 page 345

l

04:25:28 PM Pres [ Responded.
·
·
·
: ton 1
04:27:03 PM Cour t Can't mak'e determination regarding pre~ailing party until all issues'·
it
i are resolved in the appeal.
04:28:45 PM f Pres [ Responded
: ton : 04:29:51 PM t Cour t Cannot and will not nanie the prevailing party until appeal decision
.
it
i is.. ,.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
final.
.
.
...............................................................
,, ..
.
04 :3·1 :22 PM Pres Responded .
·
.
.
·
·
1ton 1
04:32 :29 PM f Courf
it
i
. . .
.
.
.
04:33 : 19 PM f Pres [ Rule 56c-Court has discretion .
: ton :
04:34: 10 -PM t Cour t discussion.
·
it
!
.
04:36:26 PM f Pres [ disappointed couldn't get this resolved differently.
i ton i
04 :37 :34, PM f Wut · [ attime of Rule 54b certification hearing thought the Court stated he
J hrich i would not rule on the prevailing party and fees

t

I

12/3/2015

I

),,,
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DISTRICT COURT CIVIL- CV-2013-232 - JUDGE MITCHELL W. BROWN-2B-COURTROOM

04:38:25 PM I Cou ( is sensitve to Nield Inc predicament and the Plaintiff's predicament.
j

t

:
·

!Matter will

be litigated in the appellate court. Court will not rule on
: the Defendant's request for attorney fees and costs in accordance
: with IRCP Rule 54b . Court will not hear or consider Nield Inc's
: request for attorney's fees. Therefore the hearing for Dec 17, 2015

................................................•...............J is.. vacated ........................................................................................................................................................................................... ..
04:45 :58 PM j Pres j Response .
I ton I

04:46 :48 PM ! ~ou d Responded .
04 :48 :24 PM 1Cou r[ recess.

!t

12/3/2015

!
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DlSTRICT COURT
J,XTH JUDICIAL COURT
AR LAKE COUNTY IDAHO

LJgf!_ 5.. cxois____
DAT~ .

IW

DEPUTY

TIME
CLERK
CAS E NO_

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

)

vs.

NIELD, INC. , dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant,

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

)
)
)
)
)
)

On December 3, 2015, Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, appeared on behalf of
the Plaintiff. Joseph T Preston, counsel for the Defendant, appeared by CourtCall on behalf of the
Defendant. The Court also appeared by CourtCall. The court reporter was Rodney M_ Felshaw and
the court clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for a Status Conference at the request of the Plaintiff to
dete1111ine if the Court would be considering the Defendant's request for an award of costs and
attorney fees scheduled by the Defendant for hearing on December 17, 2015. Counsel provided
comments concerning their respective positions on the issues before the Comt. Based upon the
discussion with the parties and the information before the Court;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion for Fees and Costs currently
scheduled in this matter for December 17, 2015, shall be VACATED by order of the Comt. The
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
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Court advised that it could not make a determination concerning prevailing paity status in
accordance with Rule 54(d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure due to the fact that there continue
to be unresolved claims and issues between the parties. The basis for the Cami's determination was
outlined in detail on the record.
DATED this 5th day of December, 2015.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the ~ day of December, 2015, I mailed/served a true copy of
the foregoing document of the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsinrue (208)847-1 230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

~~~
Deputy Clerk

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
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Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HAWK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
j oseph@echohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Idaho State Bar# 9082

2015 DEC
Cl '. J

..1 .

-1 AHII: 37
,<r.E.R. CLERK

DEPUTY_ _ CASE NO .

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BEAR LAKE COUNTY
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs/Appellants
Supreme Court No.: 43724
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL
TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD

Defendant/Respondent.

TO : THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANTS AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, THE
REPORTER, RODNEY FELSHAW, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED
COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Respondent in the above entitled proceeding
hereby requests pursuant to Rule 19, I.AR, the inclusion of the following material in the
rep01ier's transcript or the clerk's record in addition to that required to be included by the I.AR.
and the Amended Notice of Appeal. Any additional transcript is to be provided in electronic

fmmat.
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/

\

1. Reporter's transcript: March 19, 2014 Hearing on Motion to Bifurcate and Stay

Proceedings.
2. Clerk's Record: Defendant's Objection to Plaintiffs' Offer of Proof.
3. I ce1iify that a copy of this request was served upon the Repmier and Clerk of the
District Court and upon all pmiies required to be served pursuant to Rule 20.

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

t/fh- day

of December, 2015, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated.

Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

D U.S . Mail
D Hand Deliver
~Fax: (208) 847-1230
D Email:

Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

0 .U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver

Clerk of the District Court
Bear Lake County
7 E. Center St.
Paris, ID 83261

~U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147
D Email:

Rodney Felshaw
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276

D U.S. Mail
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 547-2147

0Fax:

D Email:

gEmail: rodney.felshaw@gmail.com

~ ECHO HAWK & OLSEN, PLLC

H:\WDOX\CLIENTS\1264\0001 \00059950.DOC
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In the Supreme Court of the State
BRET D. KUNZ and MART[ KUNZ
I lu sband and Wife,
Pia inti ffs-Appel Iants,

)
)
)

)
)

V.

)

NIELD IN C., dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho corporation,

)
)
)
)

Defendants-Respondents.

ORDER CONDITIONALLY
DISMISSING APPEAL
Supreme Court Docket No . 43724-2015
Bear Lake County No. CY-20 I3-232

)

An AME DED NOTICE OF APPEAL was filed in the District Courl on November 12, 20 I 5
from the DECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE entered by Di strict .Judge
Mitchell W. Brown and file stamped on November 16, 2015. The DECLARATORY .JUDGMENT
AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE filed on November 5, 2015 contains legal analysis, a hi story of
prior proceedings and, a Rule 54(b) Certificate was attached. The DECLARATO RY .JUDGMENT
AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE is not a final judgment as it does not comply with Rule 54(a) and
should not have a Rule 54(b) Certificate Llnless part of the case is continuing at the District Court:
there fo re,

I
I

IT HEREBY

IS ORDERED that the above entitled appeal

CONDITIONALLY DISMISSED as it appears the Amended

be. and

hereby

is,

otice of Appeal was not tiled from a

final, appea !able district court order or judgment from which the Amended Notice of Appeal may be
taken. Appellant shall be allowed TWENTY-ONE (2 1) DAYS FROM THE DAT E OF THIS ORDER
to obtain a final judgment or order from the District Court or, file a RESPONSE with this Court
show ing why thi s appeal should not be dismi ssed.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that further proceedings in thi s appeal SHALL BE SUSPENDED
111

pending an Order of'thi~t.
DATED t h i s ~ day of December, 2015.
For the Supreme Court

~

k<,. f ( ~

Step~:Kenyon, Cler
cc:

Counsel of Record
District Co urt Clerk
Court Reporter Rodney Felshaw
District Judge Mitchell W. Brown

Ente red on JS !

L - Docket No . 43724-20 I5
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SIXTH . 'lICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE (1 i:. '.DAHO
Th AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR L, .l
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)

BRETDKUNZ

)

vs.

Case No: CV-2013-000623'2,·1;

)
)

Dfp/J

"'/.

4;, 9•s
.,
•
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ti.

Ct..t
lrif

NOTICE OF HE~

)

NIELD, INC., ETAL.

C !5

c4sr

- Nq

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:

Status
Judge:
Courtroom:

Thursday, December 17, 2015 at 01:30 PM
Mitchell W Brown
Bear Lake County Courtroom-Paris

I ce11ify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Wednesday, December 16, 2015.

Plaintifrs Counsel:

Steven A. Wuthrich
1011 Washington St., Ste 101
Montpelier ID 83254
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed 847-1230___K__

Defendant's Counsel: Joseph T Preston
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello ID 83205-6119
Mailed
Hand Delivered

Faxed 478-1670_K_

Defendant's Counsel:

Mailed

Hand Delivered

Faxed

Dated: Wednesday, December 16, 2015
CINDY GARNER

CV Notice Of Hearing - Multiple
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I

DISTRICT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL COURT
B~ R

L2KE COUNTY IDAHO

lq8J. _~1c;
DATE

)W

DEPUTY

-----TIME .

CLERK
CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2013-000232

vs.

JUDGMENT
AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE

NIELD, INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants.

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Declaratory Judgment is entered in favor of Defendant, Nield, Inc.
DATED this 22nd day of December, 2015 .

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE-1

746 of 789

RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE

With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Comi has determined that there is
no just reason for delay of the ently of a final judgment and that the Comi has and does hereby
direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may issue
and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.
DATED this 22nd day of December, 2015.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE-2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the d)~y of December, 2015 , I mailed/served a true copy of
the foregoing document on the attomey(s) / person(s) listed below by mail with c01Tect postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

ATTORNEY(S) I PERSON(S)
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWK LAW
P .O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

B~
'{~
DeutyC1erk

JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE -3
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STEVE J A. WUTHRICH, Esq.
Attorney at Law, ISB #33 16
1011 Washington St., Suite 101
Montpelier, Idaho 83254
Tel: (208) 847-1236
Fax: (208) 847-1230

2lll5DEC28 PM 2: 28
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"'·EPUTY- -CASE NO .
'

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs/ Appellants.
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho corporation.
Defendant/Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

SECOND AMENDED
NOTICE OF APPEAL

Supreme Comi Docket No. 43724-2015
Bear Lake County No. CV-2013-000232

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, Nield Inc., AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY,
Joseph T. Preston, PO Box 6119, Pocatello, Idaho 83205, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE
ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above named appellants, Bret and Marti Ktmz, appeal against the above named
Defendant to the Idaho Supreme Court from: The Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Memorandum Decision and Order entered in the above entitled action on the 31 st day of
August 2015; the Declaratory Judgment entered September 18, 2015; the Declaratory
Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate entered November 5, 2015; and the Judgment and Rule
54(b) Ce1iificate entered December 22, 2015, Honorable Mitchell Brown presiding.

2.

That the parties have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Comi, and the judgments or
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 11 I.A.R.,

749 of 789

..-

Rule 54(b ). This Comt has appellate jurisdiction pursuant to LC. § 1-204.
3.

I. Did the Court err in Bifurcating these Proceedings?
II. Did the Court e1T in making Conclusions of Law that are non sequetor from the Court' s
own findings?
III. Did the Comt err in concluding that the patties had a separate contract with respect to
Gem State when the parties themselves never identified any such separate contract?
IV. Did the Court err in construing the contract in favor of the drafter?
V. Did the Comt err in construing the course of dealings as not indicated contingent
commissions or profit sharing on the pa1t of the contract when the Defendants themselves
identified each and every payment as a contingent commission or profit sharing?
VI. Did the Court err in construing the contract to require only 50% be paid to Gem State
based on ownership when that is contrary to the plain language of the agreement between the
patties?
Vil. Did the Court err in granting declaratory judgment only to Defendant when Defendant
had stipulated to pa1tial declaratory relief in favor of Plaintiffs on the eve of trial?

4.

No order bas been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.

5.

Trial Transcript (already prepared); Transcript of hearing held 11/20/2014 is requested.
Transcript of hearing on 11/5/2015 is also requested.

6.

The appellees request the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:

7.

A11 exhibits admitted or offered for admission; complaint filed 11/13/2013 , Answer and
Counterclaim filed 12/2/2013, Cross-Claim Complaint filed 12/2/2013, Motion for a

2nd AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2
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Protective Order filed 12/11/2013, Motion for Change of Venue filed 12/12/2013, Answer
to Crossclaim filed 1/2/14, Reply to Counterclaim filed 1/2/14, Motion to Bifurcate and Stay
Proceedings filed 1/3 1/ 14, Brief in Supp01t of Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file
1/31/14, Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file
2/24/14, Motion to Amend Reply and Answer to Crossclaim filed 3/11/14, Reply in Support
ofMotion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings file 3/11/14, Memorandum Decision and Order
on Motion to Bifurcate and Stay Proceedings filed 3/26/14, Minute Entry and Order filed
4/17/14, Continued (Motion 11/20/14) Motion to Amend Answer Counterclaim &
Crossclaim, Minute Enh-y and Order filed 11/14/ 14, Amended Minute Enh-y and Order filed
11/14/14, Response to Motion to Amend Answer and counterclaim filed 11/18/14, Tape of
hearing on 11/19/14, Defendants Trial Brief filed 12/1/14, Trial Brief/opening statement filed
12/4/ 14, Joint Pre-trial Stipulation filed 12/5/14, Notice of Lodging of Transcript filed
2/13/15, Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law filed 3/3/15,
Plaintiffs Closing Arguments filed 3/3/15, Defendant's Proposed Findings of Facts,
Conclusions of Law and Order filed 3/17/15, Plaintiff's Reply Memorandum filed 3/23/15,
Objection and Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Reply Memorandum filed 3/25/15, Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Memorandum Decision and Order filed 8/31/15, Declaratory
Judgment filed 9/18/15, Order on Nield, Inc's Memorandum of Costs filed 9/18/15, Tape of
hearing held 10/5/15, Minute Entry and Order for hearing held on October 6, 2015 filed
10/7/15, Offer of Proof filed 10/15/15, Declaratory Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate and
Minute Entry and Order, both entered on 11/5/2015; Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate
entered December 22, 2015.

2nd AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3
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8.

I certify:
a.

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each repo1ter of whom a
transcript has been required as named below at the address set out below:

Name and Address: Rodney Felshaw, 159 So. Main, Soda Springs, ID 83276
b.

That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of
the rep01ter's transcript.

c.

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record.

d.

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

e.

That service has been made upon all pa1ties required to be served pursuant to Rule
20.
Dated this

c/6ctay of December, 2015.

~~
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I ce1tify that a true copy of the foregoing was mailed and/or sent by telefax this
December, 2015, to the following:
Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWKLAW
PO Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

J,75day of

BY MAIL

Rodney Felshaw
rodney.felshaw@gmail.com

BY EMAIL

Hon. Mitchell Brown
Fax: (208) 547-2147

BYFAX

2nd AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4
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Sep. 25. 2015 1.08PM

No. 54 88

Bea' Lake Co Court

P. 1

ntSTR! C:T COBRT
SIXTH ,_{i'l ' ;: 1AL (JISTRlC T
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2015 SEP I B AH 11 , 33
CIHDY GAHl~ER. CLERK

IN THE DIST CT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DlST:81i~i~THE CASF.: NO _
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND :FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAifL)

BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2013-000232

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

vs.

NIELD, INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNER ,
an Idaho 01poration,

Defendants.

DECLARA ORY JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
(l ) The parties 1 "Agent Contract11 is not integrated and is not intended to be a final
expression of theil' agreement or for that matter the only agreement between the parties with

respect to their business relationship.
(2) The parties had a separate and "individual agreement" whereby Nield, Inc. (N.I.)

paid rett D. Kunz (B Kunz) pl'ofit sharing in the amount of a 50/50 split for profit sharing 01·
contingent bonuses earned from Gem State Xnsurance Company,
(3) In addition to their "Agent Contract" being a nonaintegrated document, Paragraph 6
of their ~'Agent Conti'act", specifically the last. sentence is unclear, vague and ambiguous,

specifically, the last sentence tJf Paragraph 6. Howeve1·, the Court cannot determine, upon
consideration of extr' ic facto.rs,

at the parties had an individual agreement, outside the

fo\ll'

l>ECLARATORY JUDGMENT "l
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Sep. 25. 2015 2:09PM

No. 5488

B.ar Lake Co Co urt

P. 2

corners of the "Agent Contract" for payment of profit sharing or contingent commissions for any
insurance companies ot 1er than Gem State Insurance.

(4) The term "comm.is ion" as used in the parties' Agent Contract is not defined and the
Court cannot, based pon its review and consideration of the extrinsic evidence, find it to include

contingent cor.rurussions. Rath r, it is li.J.nited to commissions paid for premiums associated with
placing new business aud continuing business tluough renewals. For these services, B,Kunz is

compensated by receiving, 80% of the conunission earned and N.I. receiving 20% of the
commission earned.

(5} Finally, thel'e is no legally enforceable agreement whereby B.Kunz is entitled to
re el'Ve profit sharing~ contingent commissions or bonuses from N.I. with respect to Acuity.
AUiance and Allied.

1

.l 's payments to B.Kunz, rather than being the result of a contractual

obligation, appear to have been paid out as a gratuitous bonus from N.I. to B.Kunz as an
expressio.. f their appreciation.

DATED this 181h day of September, 2014.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

DECLARAtO:RY JUDGMENT 2
0
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j

CERTIF][CATE OF MAILING/SERVIC:E
I hereby ce11ify that on the 18111 day of September, 2015, I mailed/served a true copy of the
foregoing document n the attomey(s) / person(s) listed below by mail with conect postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.
ATIORNEY(S) / PIERSON(S)
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHA WK LAW

Facsimile (208)478-1670

P.O. Box6119

Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

By ~

Dep tyClerk~

DEClA~ TORY JUDGMENT .3
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Nov. 6. 2015 8:3 5AM

Bear Lake Co Court

No

6t ·'e

P. 4/ /

2015 NOY~S P. ~: 37

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DJfill:Qf~T...OF.
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR lHE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ.
Plaintiff.
VS.

NIELD, INC.,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho C01poration1
Defendants.

CASE NO. CV~2013-0002 · 2

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT
AND RULE S4(b) CERTIF.li:1 ATE

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
(1) The paities' ''Agent Contract" is not integrated and is not inttin.ded to bt: a final

expression of their agreement or for that matter the only a.greement between the pa1·Hes with
respect to their business relationship.
(2) The parties had a separate and "individual agreement" whereby Nield, foe. (N.I.)
paid Brett D. Kunz (B.Kunz) profit sharing in the amount of a 50/50 split for profi.t shal'ing or
contingent bonuses earned from Gem State Insurance Company.
(3) In addition to their ''Agent Contract'' being a non-infiegrated. document~ . a.ragtaph 6

of their ''Agent Contract"1 specifically the last sentence is unclear, vague and ambiguous,
specifically, the last sentence of Paragraph 6. However, the Couit cannot determine. upon
consideration of extrinsic facto1·s 1 that the parties had an individual agreement, outside the four
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ANJ> RULE S4(b) CElt'flFlCATE-l
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N0v.

6. 2015 8:35AM

Bear Lak e Co Cour t

,~o.

OLVO

r.

JI I

corners of the "Agent Contract" for payment of profit sharing or contingent conunissi.ons for any
insurance companies other than Gem State Insurance,
(4) The term "commission·' as used in the parties' Agent Contract is not defined and the
Court cannot, based upon its review and consideration of the extrin~ic evidence~find it to include
contingent commissions. Rather, it is limited to commissions paid for premiums assoclated with
placing new business and continuing business through renewals. For these services, B.Kunz is
compensated by receiving 80% of the commission earned and N.I. receiving 20% of the
commission earned.
(5) Finally, there is no legally enforceable agreement whereby B.Kunz is entitled to

receive profit sharing, contingent commissions or bonuses from NJ . with respect to Acuity,
Alliance and Allied. NJ.·s payments to B.Kunz, rather tlwl being the result of a. contractual
obligation, appeal' to have been paid out as a gratuitous bonus Ji-om N.I. to B.Kunz as an

expression of their appreciation.
DATED this 5th day ofNovember. 2015.

~#.~~

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judlge

DECURATORY JUDGMENT AND Rua 54(b) CERTIFICATE-l
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No v. 6. 2015 8:35AM

Bp•r

Lake Co Cou rt

N . b:LU~

r.

bl I

RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE

With respect to the issues determined by · the above judgment or order it is hereby

CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Court has detennmed t at there is
no just 1-eason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the Court has and d es hereby
direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may issue

and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

DATED this 5th day ofNovember, 2015,

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

DECLARATORY JU.l>GM£NT AND RULE 54(b) Ci:ll'IIFICATE .3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

~ 1;i..., day of November, 2015, I mailed/served a tme copy of

the foregoing document on the attomey(s) / person(s) listed below by mail with corn:ct p 3tage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

ATTORNEY(S) / PERSON(S)
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law

Facsimile (208)847-1230

1011 Washington, Suite 10 I

Montpelier. ID 83254
Joseph T, Preston
ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)478-1670

By~ ~
Deputy Clerk

-·

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT A.ND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 4
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DE C/ 23/2015/WED ll: 1 AM Bear Lake Clerk

FAX No . 208-945-2780

P. 001/003

DISTRICT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL COURT
B,;R
COUNTY IDAHO

7KE
W.

1z

~~ W/'5"

DATE'

LlEPIITY

.. .

.

--TIME;'
CLER.I(:

.

..

CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE sixm JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, Il'l' AND FOJR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRETD. KllNZ,

Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2013-000232

vs.

JUDGMENT
AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE

NIELD, XNC .,
dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho C orporation,
Defendants.
_,

_ ______ -----------

- - -- - - --

J1JlDGI\IIENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Declaratory Judgment is entered in favor of Defendant, Nield, Inc.
DATED this 22nd day of December, 2015.

~#.~

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

JfUDGMEN1' AND R11JLE 54(b) CER1fflCATE -1
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DE C/23/20 15/WED 11: 11 AM

Bear Lake Clerk

FAX No, 208-945-2780

P. 002/ 003

RULE54(b)CERTIF1CATE
W'th respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby

CERIDlED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Cowt has determined that there is
no just rea ·on for delay of th.e entry of a final judgment and that the Court has and does hereby
direct that the a·bove judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may issue
and an appr;:al may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.
DAlllElD this 22"dday of December, 2015.

rvnTCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge

JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CE TIH CATE-2
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DEC/7Y~O l5/ WEO I. : ti 1~3'!

Bear Lake Clerk

FAX No. 208-945-?780

P. 003/ 003

CERTIFICATE OF MAil,JNG/SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the ~ y of December, 2015, I mailed/served a true copy of

the foregoing document on the attorney(s) / person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered.

ATTORNEY(S) / PERSON(S)
Steven A. ·wut.brich
Attorney at L:a\11
1011 Wasb.i.11g1:on~ Suite 1.01

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Montpelier, ID 83254

Joseph T. reston
ECHOHAWK LAW
P.O. Box 61 !9
Pocatello~ ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)478-1670

B~

'lfu1t,,,U--

De utyClerk

,JUDGME

AND Ru.LE S4(b) CERTIJFICATE -3
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DISTRICT COURT
::;IXTH JUDI C I AL COURT
~ A R LAKE COUNTY IDAHO

~ lavi ~ .e< a>/ (p- ! . . . - - - oArE

}lJ .
DEPUTY

-TIME
CLERK

CASE NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,
Plaintiff,

vs.
NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

On December 17, 2015, Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, appeared on behalf of
the Plaintiff. Joseph T. Preston, counsel for the Defendant, appeared by telephone on behalf of the
Defendant upon prior pennission of the Court. The court rep01ier was Rodney M. Felshaw and the
court clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for a Status Conference at the request of the Comi regarding the
Idaho Supreme Court' s Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal dated December 8, 2015. The
Court discussed the Supreme Cami's order with the pmiies and advised that it would attempt to cure
the perceived deficiencies in the judgment. Plaintiffs counsel advised that Plaintiff intended to file
a submission with the Supreme Court as well.

Minute Entry and Order

763 of 789

DATED this 31-c1 day of January, 2016.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Distiict Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the <f-""l:i-._ day of January, 20 ~ , I mailed/served a true copy of the
foregoing document of the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with co1Tect postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wutluich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWKLAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)4 78-1670

~~
Deputy Clerk

Minute Entry and Order
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Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HA WK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119
j oseph@echohawk.com
Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Telephone : (208) 478-1624
Idaho State Bar# 9082
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-'=:'JTY ____ C, Sf: NCI .

Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SL"XTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BEAR LAKE COUNTY
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
ALTER OR AMEND THE
JUDGMENT

v.
NIELD, INC ., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Defendant, Nield, Inc. ,

an Idaho corporation, dba _
Insurance Designers,

by and through its counsel of record, and hereby moves this Court pursuant to l.R.C.P. Rule
59(e) to alter or amend the Judgment filed on December 22, 2015 ("New Final Judgment"). This
Motion is made upon the following grounds and reasons:

BACKGROUND
On December 8, 2015, the Idaho Supreme Court sent an Order Conditionally Dismissing
Appeal ("Dismissal Order"). The Supreme Court raised issues with this D1stnct Court's
Declaratory Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate, filed on November 5, 2015 ("Previous Final
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Judgment''). The Dismissal Order informed Plaintiff-Appellant that he had twenty-one (21) days
from the date of the Dismissal Order to obtain a more appropriate final judgment from the
District Court or that Plaintiff-Appellant was to file a response with the Supreme Court. The
consequence for failing to satisfy the Supreme Court with either of these actions appears to be
the dismissal of Plaintiff-Appellant' s appeal. The Supreme Court further ordered that further
proceedi~gs with the Plaintiff-Appellant's appeal would be "suspended pending an Order" from
the Supreme Court.
On December 16, 2015, this District Court scheduled a status conference for December
17, 2015. At the status conference, the parties came before this District Court and were informed
that after receiving the Supreme Court' s Dismissal Order this District Court contacted the Idaho
Supreme Court regarding the Dismissal Order and the District Court's Declaratory Judgment and
Rule 54(b) Ce11ificate. The District Court asked for the parties' input, and the parties discussed
the matter with the Court. During this discussion, it was made known that the Plaintiffs~
Appe1lants intended to file a Response Brief with the appellate court The Court also made
known that it planned to have further communication with the Supreme Court and address
perceived deficiencies with the Previous Final Judgment.
On December 22, 2015 , this District Court entered its New Final Judgment. The New
Final Judgment reads in part, "JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: Declaratory
Judgment is entered in favor of Defendant, Nield, Inc." Based upon representations made by
Plaintiff-Appellant to Defendant-Respondents outside of Court, it appears that the Idaho
Supreme Court Clerk of the Court is satisfied with the New Final Judgment, and it appears that it
is the Clerk of the Supreme Court's opinion that the New Final Judgment is an appropriate
judgment, within the meaning ofl.R.C.P. Rule 54(a).
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Even though the Supreme Court appears satisfied with the District Court's New Final
Judgment, there is uncertainty on what effect this New Final Judgment has on the Previous Final
Judgment, and whether or not 1t was this District Court's intention to also address additional
claims not previously addressed in the Court's Previous Final Judgment. Further it does not
appear that the New Final Judgment is the most appropriate form of judgment under the Uniform
Declaratory Judgment Act. The Defendant therefore brings this Motion to address these issues .

ARGUMENT
The Court should alter or amend the New Final Judgment because it is wiclear what
effect the New Final Judgment has on the Previous Final Judgment and the District Court's New
Final Judgment is not the most appropriate method of judgment under the Unifonn Declaratory
Judgment Act.

I.
IT IS UNCLEAR WHAT EFFECT THE NEW FINAL JUDGMENT HAS ON THE
PREVIOUS FINAL JUDGMENT
With no other direction from the District Court besides that which was discussed at the
December 17, 2015, status conference, the parties are left speculating on what effect the New
Final Judgment has on the Previous Final Judgment.
It is unclear whether the New Final Judgment is an amended judgment of the Previous
Final Judgment as provided under I.R.C.P. Rule 54(a)(2), whether it was the Court's intent to
enter judgment on claims not previously addressed in the New Final Judgment, and whether the
Previous Final Judgment has any legitimacy or whether the same is now invalid and void.
A.

The New Final Judgment Does Not Appear to be an Amended Judgment

It does not appear that the New Final Judgment is an amended judgment of the Previous
Final Judgment as contemplated by I.R.C.P. Rule 54(a)(2). The first evidence of this is that the
title of the document is "Judgment" rather than "Amended Judgment." Also there was no order
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entered by this Court prior to the entry of the New Final Judgment setting forth that the Court
would be amending the Previous Final Judgment. Additionally, there is nothing from this court
setting forth those terms of the prior judgment that remain in effect. I.R.C.P. Rule 54(a)(2).

If it was this Court's intention that the New Final Judgment be an amended judgment of
the Previous Final Judgment then it would appear that no part of the Previous Final Judgment
remains in effect because this District Court did not set forth any "terms of the prior judgment
that remain in effect."

It Appea:rs that the New Final Judgment Enlarges the Scope of the Previous Final
Judgment

B.

In Plaintiff's Complaint, he asks the Court to enter declaratory relief on three (3) separate
points. The trial, in this case, was held on two (2) of those three (3) points, and the Court's
Findings of Fact and Conclusions oflaw addressed those two (2) points. The Court's Previous
Final Judgment squarely addressed those two (2) issues which were tried by Plaintiff. However,
the Court's New Final Judgment is a simple statement that "Declaratory Judgment is entered in
favor of Defendant, Nield, Inc." It appears that the Court is just treating the claim for declaratory
relief as one single cause of action. A blanket judgment on all three items of declaratory relief
prayed for appears improper since one (1) of those three (3) declaratory relief items was resolved
by stipulation, and Nield, Inc. did not pray for declaratory relief in its favor. As will be more
fully discussed below, the Court's New Final Judgment is improper because it merely grants
declaratory judgment in Defendant's favor.
The District Court's New Final Judgment seems to have complicated the issues on
appeal In Plaintiffs Second Amended Notice of Appeal, he has raised for the first time on
appeal, an issue with the Court's judgment as it relates to the third declaratory judgment issue.
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An altered or amended judgment will help clarify what impact the New Final Judgment
has on the Previous Final Judgment.
C.
To the Extent that the New Fina) Judgment is not an Amended Judgment, the
District Court appears to have exceeded its Authority by Entering the New Final Judgment

Ordinarily, the Idaho Appellate Rules Rule 13(b) limits that powers that a District Court
has while a civil appeal is pending. One of those limited powers is to "(4) Rule on any motion to
amend the judgment."
I.A.R. Rule 13 .2 allows the appellate court to suspend an appeal by order, which order
''will state the duration and any conditions of such suspension ... " The Dismissal Order appears
to be, at least in part, an I.AR. Rule 13 .2 Suspension of Appeal Order. The Dismissal Order
states that "further proceedings in this appeal SHALL BE SUSPENDED pending an Order of
this Court." The appellate court gave direction to Plaintiff to "obtain a final judgment or order

from the District Comt" within twenty-one (21) days from the date of the Dismissal Order. It is
unclear whether the Dismissal Order expanded the limited powers of this District Court under
IA.R. Rule 13 (b) to allow this District Court the ability to enter a judgment other than an

amended judgment.
Because the Dismissal Order does not appear to grant any express authority for the
District Court to enter anything other than an amended judgment, allowed under l.A.R. Rule
13(b), it appears that the only authority that the District Court would have is that which is
enumerated in I.A.R. Rule 13(b). As discussed above, it does not appear that this Court was
simply issuing an amended judgment by its New Final Order. However, if the New Final
Judgment was an attempt by the Court to render judgments on claims stayed, it would seem that
the Court did so without jurisdiction.
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The Court should therefore help settle the uncertainty by granting Defendant's Motion
and enter an order altering or amended the judgment.
II.

THE DISTRICT COURT'S NEW FINAL JUDGMENT DOES NOT
ADEQUATELY COMPLY WITH THE UNIFORM DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ACT

Surely, the District Court's New Final Judgment was the result of issues raised by.the
Dismissal Order. However, the New Final Judgment is not the most appropriate judgment under
the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act. The Court .should issue a Judgment which declares the
rights, status or other legal relations of the parties, even though a dismissal of the Plaintiff's
claims may not be a fatal flaw.
A.
This District Court should enter a Judgment that Declares the Parties Status underthe Agent Contract

The Idaho Supreme Court case of TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. State, 351 P.3d 599 (Idaho
2015) is instructive. In TtacFone, the trial court entered a partial judgment merely stating, "It is

hereby ordered that judgment is GRANTED in favor of defendants/counterclaimants as to the
declaratory relief claims and counterclaims of the parties." Id. at 602r03. The Supreme Cotut, in
a footnote, stated:
The declaratory judgment does not comply with Rule 54(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure because it does not state "the relief to which a party is
entitled." I.R.C.P. 54(a). "A docmnent does not constitute a judgment merely
because it states who will prevail in the lawsuit." Harrison v. Certain
Underwriters at Lloyd's, London, 149 Idaho 201,205,233 P.3d 132, 136 (2010) ..
. . Because many trial judges were failing to comply with Rule 54(a), on February
12, 2015, this Court issued an order stating that "any judgment, decree or order
entered before April 15, 2015, that was intended to be final but which. did not
comply with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( a) ... shall be treated as a final
judgment." The judgment in this case was entered on March 19, 2014, before that
deadline. Therefore, the partial judgment in this case is treated as a final
judgment. Id. at fn. 1.

. In addition to the issues that the Supreme Court had with the partial judgment's failure to comply
with I.C.R.P. Rule 54(a), the TracFone Court also took issue that the partial judgment "did not
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set forth any determination of the construction of any applicable statute or declare the rights,
status, or other legal relations of the parties under any statute." Id. at 603. When the Supreme
Court ultimately decided whether to affirm or reverse the decision of the District Court, it was
not the District Court's partial judgment that the Supreme Court affirmed. Rather, the Supreme
Court looked to the substance of the inronnation contained in the District Court's memorandum
decision that declared the parties' rights and statuses under the Idaho statute at issue, and said
"Assuming that was [the District Court's) intended declaratory judgment, we affirm the
judgment on appeal."
This case is distinct from TracFone iri that the District Court has gone beyond just
ordering which party would prevail in its New Final Judgment and has issued a satisfactory Rule

54(a) Judgment. However, this case and the perceived deficiencies with the New Final Judgment
are·very similar to that addressed in TracFone. The application of the legal reasoning in

TracFone that a declaratory judgment should actually "declare rights, status, and other legal
relations" and not merely which side prevails is controlling in this case, so that the Court should
amend the New Final Judgment with a Judgment that adequately declares the rights of the
parties.
Further, the approach of the Idaho Supreme Court to treat a Declaratory Judgment as an
actual declaration of rights or other legal relations appears in harmony with the Uniform
Declaratory Judgment Act as well as other persuasive authority. Idaho Code§ 10-1201
Declaratory judgments authorized-Fonn and effect reads:
CoU11s of record within their respective jurisdictions shall have power to
declare rights, status. and other legal relations, whether or not further relief is or
could be claimed. No action or proceeding shall be open to objection on the
ground that a declaratory judgment or decree is prayed for. The declaration may
be either affirmative or negative in fonn and effect, and such declarations shall
have the force and effect of a final jydgment or decree. (emphasis added)
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The plain reading of the statute reveals that Idaho District Courts have the authority to issue
negative declarations as well as affirmative declarations, and such declarations have the effect of
a "final judgment."

In American Bldg. & Loan Ass'n, Inc. v. State ofAlaska, 376 P.2d 370 (Alaska 1962), the
trial court entered negative declaratory relief from that which the Plaintiffs asked for in the
complaint, even though the Defendants did not ask for any alternative declaratory relief in the
pleadings. The Plaintiffs on appeal argued that the District Court had two alternative remedies
which included either granting judgment in Plaintiffs favor or having Plaintiffs complaint
dismissed . Id. at 373 . The Alaska Supreme Court disagreed and said:
Such is not the law in declaratory judgment actions. In some states, as in
Oregon and Colorado for example, it is provided by statute that the declaratory
judgment may be affirmative or negative in form and effect. (Citing Dannells v.
United States Nat. Bank of Portland, 172 Or. 213, 138 P.2d 220, 232 (1943);
Bennett's Inc. v. Krogh, 115 Colo. 18, 168 P.2d 554, 64 A.LR. 1010 (1946)). We
see no reason why the rule should be any different in the absence of a statute.
Where upon the merits of the controversy the plaintiff is not entitled to a
favorable declaration, the court should render a judgment embodying such
determination and should not merely dismiss the action. (Citing Frazier v. City of
-Chattanooga, 156 Tenn. 346, 1 S.W.2d 786 (1928); Northwestern Nat. Ins. Co. v.
Freedy, 201 Wis. 51, 227 N.W. 952 (1929)). In this way the purpose of a
declaratory judgment will be realized, namely to 'serve some practical end in
quieting or stabilizing an uncertain or disputed jural relation. ' (Citing 1 Anderson,
Declaratory Judgments§ 3 at 12 (2 ed. 1951)). Id at 373 .
As discussed above, the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act, which Idaho has adopted,
'

'

states that a "declaratory judgment may be affirmative or negative in form and effect." American

Building 376 P.2d 370, lends credence to the fact that an Idaho District Court should actually
enter a declaration of rights rather than merely stating which party proved successful on the
Declaratory Judgment action.
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Defendant submits that the proposed Amended Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certificate
attached hereto as Exhibit A, would be an appropriate judgment that declares the parties rights
and status under the contract in dispute. 1

B.

Although Less Appropriate, Alternatively, the District Court may Dismiss claims

for Declaratory Judgment
A Court's dismissal of a claim for declaratory judgment rather than a negative declaration
is not a fatal flaw, should the trial court's findings and order clearly define the rights of the
parties. Brown v. State ofMinnesota, 617 N.W.2d 421 (Minn. Ct. App. 2000).
In Ketterer v. Independent School District No. 1 of Chippewa County, 79 N.W.2d 428
(1956), the trial court's judgment merely dismissed the plaintiffs complaint which contained a
claim asking for declaratory relief. The Minnesota Supreme Court stated:
The judgment in better from (sic) should have declared the rights of the
parties in conformity with findings and conclusions of law. The declaration may
be either affirmative or negative in form and effect. However, since the court's
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order for judgment resulting in a
dismissal herein operates as an adjudication upon the merits, the failure to declare
the rights of the parties on the state of the record in this case is, we think, here
without prejudice and not reversible error. See State, by Burnquist, v. Bollenbach,
241 Minn. 103, 63 N.W.2d 278; Wright, Minnesota Rules, pp. 294,295. Since the
trial court's findings and order clearly defines the rights of the parties, we
therefore do not find it necessaiy upon the particular facts of this case to order a
modification of the judgment as entered. Id. at 440
While it may not be in error for this Court to merely dismiss the Declaratory Judgment
claims contained in Plaintiffs complaint, this Court did not dismiss the declaratory judgments.
Rather, the New Final Judgment entered declaratory judgment in Defendant's favor .

Number 2 of the proposed Amended Judgment and Rule 54(b) proposes that the Court dismiss the Plaintiffs count
2 claim for declaratory relief with prejudice. Dismissing count 2, which sought a declaratory judgment that the
amount of remuneration due for profit sharing, bonuses, and/or contingent commission was 80%, is appropriate
where the Court determined that the contract did not create a duty for paying bonuses, profit sharing, or contingent
commissions. The dismissal of this count seems more appropriate where count 2 appears to rest in large part on
count l and if the Court were to enter a negative declaratory judgment, it would appear to be in large part a mere
duplication to that which it is proposed that the Court enter on number 1.

• 1
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This appears to be an error of the Court. The more appropriate route appears to be
dismissing the claims brought by Plaintiff against Defendant.

CONCLUSION
The Court should grant Defendant's Motion to Alter or Amend the New Final Judgment
in order to help clarify the Court' s intended results with issuing the New Final Judgment and to
bring the New Final Judgment in conformity with law.

DATED this t/fh.aay of January, 2016.
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Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HAWK & OLSEN, PLLC
P.O. Box 6119
505 Pershing Ave., Suite 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6119

joseph@echohawk.com

Facsimile: (208) 478-1670
Telephone: (208) 478-1624
Idaho State Bar # 9082
Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF ID_AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No. : CV-2013-232
Plaintiffs,

AMENDED .nJDGMENT AND
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE

v.
NIELD, INC., an Idaho Corporation dba

INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
Defendant.

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
(1) The agent contract between Plaintiff Bret Kunz ("Bret") and Defendant Nield, Inc., an
Idaho Corporation dba Insurance Designers ("N.I. ") does not include a duty for bonus

commissions, incentives, or profit sharing.
(2) Count two (2) of Bret's claim for declaratory relief is dismissed with prejudice.

DATED this _ _ day of January, 2016.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge
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RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(bt I.R.C.P., that the Court has detennined that there is
no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the Court has and does hereby
direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may
issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules

DATED this _ _ day of January, 2016.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
Sixth District Judge
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Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
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Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HAWK & OLSEN, PLLC
PO Box 6119
Pocatello< ID 83205-6119

D U.S. Mail
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Deputy Clerk
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232

Plaintiffs,

NOTICE OF HEARING
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation
Defendant.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Honorable Mitchell W. Brown will call up

Defendant's Motion to Alter oi- Amend the Judgment on January 21, 2016 at 1:30 pm at the
Bear Lake Cowity Courthouse, 7 E. Center, Paris, Idaho 83261 .
FURTHER NOTICE is given that Defendant plans to appear and participate at such

hearing by way of Courteau.
DATED this '/fh.day of January, 2016.
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Montpelier, ID 83254
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
159 South Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276
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D Hand Deliver
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JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
)

BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs/Appellants.
V.

NIELD, INC., dba lNSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho corporation.
Defendant/Respondent.

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO AMEND

Supreme Court Docket No. 43724-2015
Bear Lake County No . CV-2013-000232

COMES NOW Plaintiffs Bret and Marti Kunz, and hereby object to the Motion to

Amend the Judgment, inasmuch as any amendment to the Judgment would risk that the
Judgment will not be deemed as final and the appeal presently paid for and pending would be

dismissed.
Dated t h i s ~ day of January, 2016.

~f-t

~ J1-/Q-.=.....-_
__
Seven A. Wuthlich, Esq.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a nue copy of the foregoing was mailed and/or sent by telefax this / Vday of
January, 2016, to the following:

Joseph T. Preston
ECHOHAWKLAW
PO Box 6119
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Attorneys for Nield, Inc., dba Insurance Designers
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BEAR LAKE COUNTY

BRET D. KUNZ and
MARTI KUNZ,
Case No.: CV-2013-232

Plaintiffs,
V.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation

DEFENDANT'S REPLY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
ALTER OR AMEND THE
JUDGMENT

Defendant.

COMES NOW, Defendant, Nield, Inc., an Idaho corporation, dba Insurance Designers,

by and through its counsel of record, and hereby submits Defendant's Reply in Support of
Motion to Alter or Amend the Judgment.
Plaintiffs object to Defendant's motion "inasmuch as any amendment to the Judgment
would risk that the Judgment will not be deemed as final and the appeal presently paid for and

pending would be dismissed."
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I

In making Plaintiffs' objection it does not appear that Plaintiffs disagree with the
majority of points made in Defendant's Motion, and it appears that the following items are
undisputed:
1. The Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act gives Courts of record "power to declare
rights, status, and other legal relations." Idaho Code § 10-1201 .

2. Declarations made in Final Judgments "may be either affirmative or negative in form
and effect, and such declarations shall have the force and effect of a final judgment or
decree." J.C . § 10-1201.

3. A Final Judgment on a declaratory judgment claim should "declare rights, status, and
other legal relations.'' TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. State, 351 P.3d 599 (Idaho 2015);

American Bldg. & LoanAss 'n, Inc. v. State ofAlaska, 376 P .2d 370 (Alaska 1962).
4. If this Court chooses not to declare rights, status, and other legal relations in a Final

Judgment, it would be more appropriate to dismiss Plaintiffs Declaratory Judgment
causes of action, rather than granting declaratory judgment in Defendant's favor.
Plaintiffs'

objection appears to stem from the Idaho Supreme Court's Order

Conditionally Dismissing Appeal. The Idaho Supreme Court's issues with this Court's Previous
Final Judgment appear to be that it was not a final judgment because it did not comply with

lR.C.P. Rule 54(a)(l) in that it "contain(ed] legal analysis [and] a history of prior proceedings . .
. ." See Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal.
The relief asked for by Defendant' s Motion, and suggested in Defendant' s proposed
Amended Judgment, does not ask for an altered or amended judgment that contains legal
analysis or a history of prior proceedings. The relief asked for by Defendant' s Motion is
consistent with Idaho Statutes, mandatory and persuasive case law, and the Idaho Rules of Civil
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If the Court were to grant Defendant's Motion, there does not appear to be any

reason that the Idaho Supreme Court wouldn't view it as a Final Judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P.
Rule 54(a)(l).
The argument that any amendment to the Judgment would risk the entire appeal being
dismissed is too short-sighted. While the New Final Judgment appears to have passed the initial
inspection by_the clerk of the court for appropriate form pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 54, the
substance of the New Final Judgment has not been reviewed.2 As Defendants have shown, the
substance of the New Final Judgment appears to be in error. The Idaho Supreme Court has
repeatedly said that fonn should not be exalted over substance. In re Weick, 142 Idaho 275, 279

(2005); Bone v. City of Lewiston, 107 Idaho 844, 849 (1984).
This Court should grant Defendant's Motion to Alter or Amend the Judgment in order to
bring the New Final Judgment into conformity with the law and help settle any issues of
uncertainty caused by the New Final Judgment.

DATED this / ff~ay of January, 2016 .

.;ff&~/
~--osephT.Preston

1

Defendant has cited to sufficient authority on this point and nothing in Plaintiffs ' Objection argues othenvise.
As of the date that this Reply is filed, there has been no Order from the Idaho Supreme Court which has removed
or otherwise vacated the Order which suspended the appeal of this case. Defendant relies upon the representations
made by Plaintiffs that the Clerk of the Court gave verb&! approval to Plaintiffs' counsel that the New Final
Judgment was satisfactory in form.
2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE
BRET D. KUNZ,

)

)
Plaintiff,

vs.
NIELD INC., dba INSURANCE
DESIGNERS, an Idaho Corporation,
Defendant,

)
)

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-000232

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

)
)
)

)

On January 21, 2016, Steven A. Wuthrich, counsel for the Plaintiff, appeared with and on
behalf of the Plaintiff, Brett Kunz. Joseph T. Preston, counsel for the Defendant appeared by
CourtCall on behalf of the Defendant. The court reporter was Rodney M. Felshaw and the comt
clerk was Karen Volbrecht.
This matter was scheduled for hearing on Defendant's Motion to Alter or Amend the
Judgment. Counsel provided comments and argument concerning their respective positions on the
issues before the Court. Based upon the information before the Court;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion to Alter or Amend the
Judgment is DENIED. The Court outlined in detail on the record the basis for its decision.
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DATED this 30th day of January, 2016.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Court Judge
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foregoing document of the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with conect postage thereon
or causing the same to be hand delivered.
Steven A. Wuthrich
Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
Montpelier, ID 83254

Facsimile (208)847-1230

Joseph T. Preston
ECHO HAWK LAW
P.O. Box 6119
Pocatello, ID 83205-6119

Facsimile (208)478-1670
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH .nJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE

BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
Husband and Wife,
Plaintiff/Appellant,
vs.

NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2013-0000232
Supreme Court No. 43724

CERTIFICATE OF EXJilBITS

I, CINDY GARNER, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and
for the County of Bear Lake, do hereby certify that the following is a list of the exhibits, offered or admitted and
which have been lodged with the Supreme Court or retained as indicated:

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS:
NO:

DESCRIPTION:

Michael 0. Kunz Agent Contract 1982
Bret D. Kunz Agent Contract 1996 (1982)
Marti Kunz Contract Draft
Marti Kunz Signed Contract
Bret D. Kunz signed Contract 2009
Memo from Nield, Inc for 2010 Profit Sharing
Memo from Nield, Inc for 2011 Profit Sharing
Memo from Bret Kunz to Nield, Inc 1-16-13
Memo from Nield, Inc Re: 50/50 split on Profit Sharing 1-22-13
Memo from Bret Kunz to Nield, Inc, Re: Reply to 109, 4-5-13
Email from Bret to Nield, Inc, Re: what company the $424
came from 4-1 7-13, and Marti's note
112
Email from Marti to Nield, Inc, 6-4-13
113
Farmer' s Alliance Contingency worksheets, 2013-2009
114
Acuity Contingency worksheet 2013-2009
115
Gem State Profit Sharing, 2008 Paid in 2009
116
Gem State no Profit Sharing 2009
11 7
Gem State Profit Sharing 2010
118
Gem State Profit Sharing 2012
119
E&O Declaration Pages showing Name and changes
120
E&O Dec. Pages, 2008-2009
121
E&O Dec. Pages, 2009-2010
122
E&O Dec. Pages, 2010-2011
123
E&O Dec. Pages, 2011-2012
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
1
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

SENT/RETAINED

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

124
125
127
128

E&O Dec. Pages, 2012-2013
Y
E&O Dec. Pages, 2013-2014
Y
Gem State Blank Agency Agreement (demonstrative purposes only)Y
Purchase Contract from Judy Kunz
Y

DEFENDANT' S EXHIBITS:
NO:
201
202
203

204
205
206
207
208
209
210
212
213
214
215

SENT/RETAINED

DESCRIPTION:
Allied Insurance Agency Agreement with Nield, Inc
entered December 2, 2002
Allied Insurance Agency Marketing Plan agreement
entered Dec 29, 2004 with Nield Inc including addendums
Allied Insurance Agency Cover Letter dated Dec 30, 2011
and contact addenda reflecting the processing of the name
change from Michael Knuz to Nield Inc, dba Insurance Designers
Acuity Insurance Co Agency Agreement between Acuity
and Nield Inc signed Dec 17, 2007
Contract between Fanners Alliance and Nield Inc dated
Jan 1, 2009, and including Addendum A,B and C
Letter dated Ol/16/13 from Bret Kunz to Bryan Nield
Re: Gem State profit sharing bonus
Letter dated 01/22/13 from Bryan Nield to Bret in response
To Bret's letter dated 01/16/13
Letter dated 04/05/13 from Bret Kunz to Bryan Nield
Re: profit sharing
National Association of Insurance Commissioners' Glossary
Of Insurance Terms
State of Idaho Department of Insurance Bulletin No 140-03
Affidavit of Bryan Benishek
Agent Agreement Insured Bear Lake & Life Map
Agent Agreement Insured Bear Lake & Pacific Source
Agent Agreement Insured Bear Lake & Select Health

y
y
y

y
y

y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y
y

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court this

c6~

ay of February, 2016.

(SEAL)
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CINDY GARNER,
Clerk of the District Court
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BRET D. KUNZ and MARTI KUNZ,
Husband and Wife,
Plaintiff/Appellant,
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)
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NIELD, INC., dba INSURANCE DESIGNERS,
an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Respondent.

CASE NO. CV-2013-0000232
Supreme Court No. 43724
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I, CINDY GARNER, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho,

ill and for the County of Bear Lake, do hereby certify that the foregoing Clerk's Record in the above entitled
cause was compiled and bound under my direction and contains true and correct copies of all pleadings,
documents and papers designated to be included under Rule 28, JAR, the Notice of Appeal, any Notice of
Cross-Appeal, and any additional documents requested to be included.
I further certify that all documents, x-rays, cha.its and pictures offered or admitted as exhibits in the
above entitled cause, if any, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court with any Reporter's
Transcript and the Clerk's Record, as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court this
£ " c ray of February, 2016.

CJNDY GARNER,
Clerk of the District Court
(SEAL)
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Attorney at Law
1011 Washington, Suite 101
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